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ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY 

OF THE 

Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences, 
By Girt AND EXCHANGE FROM JAN. 1, 1903, TO Dec. 31, 1906. 

AMHERS?T.—Amherst College. 

Catalogue. 19035—-4; 1904-5. 

ANN ArRBOR.—University of Michigan. 

Michigan Academy of Science. 6th Report. 1904. 

ANNAPOLIS.—United States Naval Institute. 

Proceedings. Vol. XXIX—XXX, 2 and Suppl. to no. 104. 

AustTiIn.—University of Texas. 

Bulletin. Nos. 60; 638-65; 79. 1905-1906. 

BALTIMoryD.——Johns Hopkins University. 

University circulars. No. 164, 165, 167, 168, 175, 176, 182. 1904- 

1905; 1906, No. 3-9. 

BERKELEY.—University of California. 

Publications. Botany. Vol. II. 1-5; II. 1-4. 

——Zoblogy. Vol. I. 2-9. 

Boston.—American Academy of Arts and Sciences. 

Proceedings. Vol. XXXIX—XLII. 13. 1899-1906. 

Muscum of Fine Arts. 

Bulletin. Vol. II. 2-6; III. 1-5; IV. 1-5. 

Annual report. 1905-1905. 

Society of Natural History. 

Memoirs. Vol. V—VI. 1. 

Occasional papers. Vol. VII. 1-6. 

Proceedings. Vol. XNXI-XXXIII. 5. 1903-1906. 

BouLpeEer.—University of Colorado. 

Studies. Vol. II-III. 1904-1906. 

BozeEMANn.—Wontana Agricultural College. 

Science studies. Vol. I. 1-3. 1905. 

BrROOKLYN.—Wuseum of the Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sciences. 

Science bulletin. Vol. I. 4-9. 1904-1906. 

Cold Spring Harbor Monographs. 1-6. 

Memoirs of Natural Sciences. I. 1. 1904. 

CAMBRIDGE (MASS.)—-Astronoimical Observatory of Harvard College. 

ANNAISs VOlou SOON Dy 22 OIE Si VI. -1=—2'*) XDVITTS 3—9': 

LI; LII. 1-8; LIM. 1-10; LVIII. 1-2; LX. 1-2. 1903-1906. 

Annual report. 1905. 

Circulars. No. 51-92; 105-118. 

———Museum of Comparative Zodlogy at Harvard College. 

Memoirs. XXV. 2; XXVI. 4-5; NXIX—XXX. 3. 19038-1906. 

Bulletin. Vol. XXXIX—XLII; XLIII. 1, 4; XLIV-XLVII; XLVIII. 

1-2; NXLIX. 1-38; L. 1-5. 1905-1906. 

Annual report. 1802-5; 1903-4; 1904-5. 



Viil Additions to the Library. 

CHAPEL Hiuu, N. C.—Elisha Mitchell Scientific Society. 

Journal XIX—-XXIf. 2. 1903-1906. 

CuicaGco.—Field Museum of Natural History. 

Publications. No. 73-116. 1905-1906. 

John Crerar Library. 

Annual report. VIUI—XI. 1902-1905. 

List of books on industrial arts. 1908. 

List of cyclopedias and dictionaries. 1904. 

Supplement to list of serials in Chicago libraries. 1903-1906. 

Lloyd Library of Botany, Pharmacy and Materia Medica. CINCINNATI. 

Bulletin. Reproduction series. No. 8-4. 1908. 

Mycological series. No. 3. 1905. 

Mycological notes. No. 10-20. 1902-1905. 

Museum Association. 

Annual exhibition, American art. 1904. 

Annual report. Vol. XXII-XXV. 1902-1905. 

———Society of Natural History. 

Journal. Vol. XX. 4-7. 1904-1906. 

———University of Cincinnati. 

Record. Series I, Vol. II-1II. 11. 1904-1906. 

Teachers’ Bulletin. Vol. I. 6; Ser. II]. 2, 5. 1905-1906. 

University Studies. Vol. I-II. 2. 1905-1906. 

University of Cincinnati, Observatory. 

Publications. Vol. 15. 1905. 

CoLoRADO SpriInGs.—Colorado College. 

Studies. Vol. X—XI. 

Publications. Science series. Vol. XI~XII (42-49). 

Language series. Vol. XII. 15-17. 

Social science series. Vol. II. 5. 

CoLuMBIA.—Universily of Missouri. 

Bulletin. Vol. IV. 7-9; V. 1903-1904. 

Studies. Vol. II. 2-5. 1995-1904. 

Studies. Science series. Vol. I. 1. 1905. 

Laws Observatory. Bulletin 38-7. 1904-1905. 

CoLuMBUS.—Geological Survey of Ohio. 

Bulletins. Fourth series. 1-8. 1905-1906. 

Preliminary report of Ohio topographical survey. 1904. 

DAVENPORT, IA.—Academy of Sciences. 

Proceedings. Vol. IX. 1901-1905. 

Drs MoINEs, IA.—/owa Academy of Sciences. 

Proceedings. Vol. IX-NII. 1902-1905. 

Towa Geological Survey. 

Publications. Vol. XNIITI-XV. 19038-1905. 

GRANVILLE.—Denison University. 

Bulletin of the Scientific Laboratories. Vol. XII. 5—XIII. 

1905. 

Harrrorp.—Connecticut Historical Society. 

Annual report. 1904. 

2 
oO. 1902- 

HonotuLu.—Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum of Polynesian Bthnology and 

Natural History. 

Memoirs. Vol. II. 1-2. 

Occasional papers. Vol. If. 1-4; IV. 1. 1905-1906. 

Fauna Hawaiiensis. Vol. I. 4; Vol. I1I. 2-4. 1905-1905. 

LAWRENCE.—University of Kansas. 

Science bulletin. Vol. II-III. 1. 1908-1905. 

Bulletin. Vol: VII. 3. 1906. 

Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, Arts and Letters. 

Transactions. Vol. XIII. 2—XIV. 2. 1902-1903. 

Wisconsin Geological and Natural History Survey. 

Bulletin. No. 9-14. 1903-1906. 

MADISON. 



Additions to the Library. 

MaAniLa.—2thnological Survey of the Philippine Islands. 

Publications. Vol. 1]. 1-5; IV. 1. 1904-1905. 

MILWAUKED.—Pudlic Museum. 

Annual report. XXI-NXIV. 1903-1906. 

Wisconsin Natural History Society. 

Bulletin. N.S. Vol. III-IV. 19038-1906. 

MissouLa.—University of Montana. 

Bulletin. Geological series. I. 1908. 

Zoodlogical series. IV. 1905. 

Mr. Hamitvron.—Lick Observatory. 

Publications. Vol. VI. 1903. 

New YorKk..—Academy of Sciences. 

Annals. Vol. XIV-NVII. 1. 1904-1906. 

Memoirs. Vol. II. 4. i905. 

- American Geographical Society. 

Bulletin. Vol. XXNNV-XXXVITII. 11. 1903-1906. 

American Museum of Natural History. 

1X 

Bulletin. Vol. XVII. 3-4; XVIII. 1-3; XIX-XX; XXI. 1-10, 14- 

16, 18-25; XXII. 1-10, 12-14, 16, 21. 1903-1906. 

Annual report. 19038-1905. 

Memoirs: Vol. I. 8; Ill. 3; IX. 1-3. 19093=—1906. 

Folkmar, D. Album of Philippine Types. Manila, 1904. 

Botanical Garden. 

Bulletin. No. 9-15. 1903-1906. 

——Public Library. 

Bulletin. Vol. VII-X. 1903-1906. 

——Scientific Alliance. 

Annual directory. Vol. XI-XII. 1903. 

OBERLIN.—Wilson Ornithological Chapter of the Agassiz Association. 

Wilsen Bulletin. No. 43-56. 1908-1906. 

PHILADELPHIA.—Academy of Natural Sciences. 

Journal. Vol. XII-NIII. 2. 1908-1905. 

American Entomological Society. 

Transactions. Vol. NXNIX-XXXI. 1903-1905. 

American Philcsophical Society. : 

Proceedings. XLV. 182. 1906. 

Geographical Society. 

Bulletin. Vol. III. 5-IV. 1. 1904—1905. 

Charter, by-laws, list of members. 1905. 

University of Pennsylvania. 

Contributions from the botanical laboratory. Vol. Il. 3. 1904. 
———Wagner Free Institute. 

Transactions. Vol. IIT. 6. 1908. 

PHOENIX, ArRiIz.——-Free Museum. 

Bulletin. No. 1. 1903. 

PITTSBURG.—Carnegie Museun. 

Publications. Ser. no. 20-43. (1903-1906. 
Celebration of Founder’s day. Vol. VIII-IX. 1903-1904. 
Memoirs. Vol. II. 6-9; IV. 1. 1906. 

POUGHKEEPSIN.—Vassar Brothers’ Institute. 

Debates and proceedings of the New York State Convention, 1788. 
1905. 

PROVIDENCE.—Brown University. 

Contributions from the anatomical laboratory. Vol. III. 1903. 
ROCHESTER.—Academy of Science. 

Proceedings. Vol. III-IV, p. 231. 1901-1906. 
Sr. Lours.—Academy of Science. 

Transactions. Vol. XIII-XVI. 6. 1903-1905. 
Missouri Botanical Garden. 

Annual report. NIV—XVII. 1903-1905. 



x 

SALEM. 

Additions to the Library. 

Essex Institute. 

Annual report. 1903-1906. 

Constitution. 1904. 

Sears, J. H. Physical geography, geology, mineralogy and paleon- 

tology of Essex County, Massachusetts. 1905. 

San FrANcrIsco.—Calijornia Academy of Sciences. 

TOPEKA. 

Memoirs. Vol. III-V. 1. 1903-1905. 

Occasional papers. Vol. IX. 1905. 

Proceedings. Series III. Math.—phys., Vol. I. 8 1908. 

- Geology, Vol. II. 2. 

Botany, Vol. II. 11. 1904. 

Zoblogy, Vol. I1I-1V. 8. 1905. 

Kansas Academy of Science. 

Transactions. Vol. XVIII. 1908. 

TUFTS COLLEGE. 

Studies. Vol. VIII. 

—Scientifie series. Vol. II. 1-2. 1905-1906. 

UrBANA.—J/ 1linois State Laboratory of Natural History. 

3ulletin. Vol. I. 3 (2d edition), 1903; VI. 2; VII. 1-5. 1903-1905. 

WASHINGTON.—Carnegie Institution. 

Year Book, II-IV. 19035-1904. 

Publications. No. 23, 24, 30, 49, 52. 

———Library of Congress. 

Classification, Class Q. Science. Preliminary, July 1, 1905. 

Select list of recent purchases: Science (Report of Librarian, 1904). 

Report of librarian and superintendent of buildings and grounds. 

1906. 

National Academy of Sciences. 

Biographical Memoirs. Vol. V. 1905. 

Philosophical Society. 

Bulletin. Vol. XIV, pp. 2838-246; 317-450. 1903-1906. 

Smithsonian Institution. 

Annual report, 1905-1904. 

Special bulletin: Oceanic ichthyology, by G. G. Brown. 1895. 

American hydroids, by C. C. Nutting. 1900, 1904. 

———_Smithsonian Institution, Bureau of Ethnology. 

Annual report. XX. 1908. 

Bulletin. No. 25, 28, 29, 32. 19035=1906. 

United States Department of Agriculture. 

Bureau of Plant Industry. Bulletin. No. XXXVIII; LVII; LIX; 

LXV; LXVIII; LXXY.. 1903-1905. 

Crop Reporter. Vol. VII. 12—VIII. 1-7. 1906. 

Library bulletin. No. 45-60. 1908-1906. 

Weather Bureau. Report. 1902-5; 1908-4; 1904. 

— ——_—Bulletin. No. XXIX, XXNMIII. 1903. 

—_—— ————Bulletin M. 1904. 

Monthly list of publications. No. 535-546. 1906. 

Visitors’ guide to exhibition of Bureau of Plant Industry at St. Louis. 

1904. 

United States Uthnological Socicty. 

Publications. No. I. 1905. 

United States Geological Survey. 

Annual report. XXMI-XNIIT; XXV; XMAVLI. 

Bulletin. No. 205-265; 268-270; 272-27 

293; 298; 301. 1901-1906. 

Geological atlas of the United States. Fol. 87-155. 

Monographs. Vol. NXXII; XLII-XLVII. 

Mineral resources of the United States. 1902, 1903, 1904. 

Water-supply and irrigation papers. Nes. 65-160; 162-181; 186. 

1902-1906. 

Professional papers. No. 1-33; 385-37; 89-40; 48-45; 47-51; 55. 

1902-1906. 



Additions to the Library. xi 

WASHINGTON.—United States National Museum. 

Annual report. 1901; 1902; 1903. 

Bulletin. No. L. 3; LILI. 1; LIV; LV. 1904-1906. 

Contributions from the United States national herbarium, Vol. 

WilIT. Aisa eNSs ON 12) XT 1905=1906. 

Proceedings. Vol. XXV-XXVII; XXIX-XXX. 1903-1905. 

———_fxtracts. Nos. 900-901; 907-9; 918-22; 925; 927-30; 

83-5; 937-44; 946; 948-9; 953-4; 959; 967; 969-71; 973; 

976-7; 979-81; 984; 986; 988-93; 995-6; 998-9; 1000; 

1002-6; 1009; 1012-14; 1616-17; 1019-23; 1029-51; 1033-5; 

1043-5; 1048-61; 1066-72; 1074-84; 1086-91; 1093; 1095; 

1OSTEt LOSS. OO 11038 —7 7) 4 Ian AAA Te 1 26-95 

1131—2; 1134; 1136; 1145-52; 1155-6; 1158-9; 1161-4; 1205. 

Special bulletin. American hydroids. Pt. II. 1904. 

United States Naval Observatory. 

Publications. Second series. Vol. III. 5; IV. 1-3. 1903-1906. 

Report of the superintendent. 1903-1905. 

WILKES-BArRE.—Wyoming Historical and Geological Society. 

Proceedings and collections. Vol. VIII-IX. 1904-1905. 

WorcrestEer.—American Antiquarian Society. 

Proceedings. New series. Vol. XV. 3-XVII. 3. 1903-1906. 
Salisbury memorial: a tribute from Yucatan. 1906. 

AMIENS.—WSociété Linnéenne du Nord de la France. 

Bulletin. No. 353-868. 1901-1905. 

Mémoires. Yome XI. 1904. 

AMSTERDAM.—Kon. Akademie van Wetenschappen. 

Jaarboek. 1902-1905. 

Verhandelingen. Afdeel. Natuurkunde. Sectie I, Deel VIII. 3-IX. 

3. Sectie II, Deel IX. 4—NII. 1903-1906. 

Verslagen van de gewone vergaderingen van de wis— en natuurkundige 

afdeeling. Weel XI-XIV. 2. 1903-1906. 

Proceedings. Section of sciences. Vol. V—VIII. 2. 1903-1906. 

Kon. Zodlogisch Genootschap. 

Bijdragen tot de dierkunde. Afi. 17-18. 1893-1904. 

ANTWERPEN.—Paedologisch jaarboek. V. 1904. 

AUGSBURG.—Naturhistorischer Verein fiir Schwaben und Neuburg. Bericht. 

XXXVI. 1904. 

Australasian Association for the Advancement of Science. 

Report. Meeting. 1902, 1904. 

BasEeu.—Naturforschende Gesellschaft. 

Verhandlungen. Bd. XV-XVIII. 3. 1903-1906. 

BaTAaviA.—Kon. Natuurkundige Vereeniging in Nederlandsch—Indié. 

Natuurkundige tijdsschrift. Deel LXII-LXY. 1903-1906. 

R. Magnetical and Meteorological Observatory. 

Observations. Vol. XXV-XXVII. 1901-1904. 

Regenwaarnemingen in Nederlandsch—Indié. Jaarg. 1902, 1903 
1904. 

BeERGEN.—Museum. 

Aarbog. 1902, I, II1; 1905, II, III. 

Aarsberetning. 1902-1905. 

Account of the crustacea of Norway. By G. O. Sars. Vol. IV. 11— 
14 (in 2); V. 1-12. 1902-1906. 

Hydrographical and biological investigations in Norwegian fiords. By 

O. Nordgaard. 1905. 

BERLIN.—K6n. Museum fiir Naturkunde. 

Mitteilungen aus der zoologischen Sammlung. Bd. II-III. 2. 1903— 

1906. 

Bericht. 1902, 1903, 1904, 1905. 

Boutoena.—R. Accademia delle Scienze delV Istituto di Bologna. 

Rendiconto. N. S. Vol. V—VIII. 1900-1904. 

B 



xii Additions to the Library. 

BompBay.—Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society. 

Journal. No. LIX—LX. 1904-1905; and extra number, 1905. 

Government Observatory. 

Magnetical and ‘meteorological observations. 1900-01. 

Bonn.—Naturhistorischer Verein der preussischen Rheinlande, Westfalens und 

des Regierungs—Bezirks Osnabriick. 

Verhandlungen. Jahrg. LIX. 2—LXII. 2. 1902-1905. 

Sitzungsberichte der niederrheinischen Gesellschaft fiir Natur— und 

Heilkunde. 19038. 1—1905. 1. 

BorpEaux.—Académie Nationale des Sciences, Belles—Lettres et Arts. 

Acts. Année. LNIII-LXVI. 1901-1904. 

Société des Sciences Physiques et Naturelles. 

Mémoires. Tom. II-III. 19038-1904. 

Procés—verbaux. Année. 1901. 2—1904. 5. 

Table générale, publications, 1850-1900. 1905. 

Commission Météorologique de la Gironde. 

Observations pluviométriques et thermométriques. Juin, 1904 4 mal, 

1905. 

BREMEN.—Naturwissenschaftlicher Verein. 

Abhandlungen. Bd, XVIIl. 1-2. 1905-1906. 

Meteorologisches Observatorium. : 

Deutsches meteorologisches Jahrbuch. Jahrg. XIITI-XVI. 1902-1906. 

BrRESLAU.—wSchlesische Gesellschaft fiir vaterlindische Cultur. 

Jahres—Bericht. LXXN-LXXNIII. 1902-1905. 

Die Hudertjahrfeier u.s.w. 1904. 

Festgabe von T. Schube. 1908. 

BRISBANE.—Queensland Branch of the Royal Geographical Society of Austral- 

asia. 

Queensland geographical journal. Vol. XVIII-XX. 19038-1905. 

Brunn.—Naturforschender Verein. 

Verhandlungen. Vol. XL—-NUAIII. 1901-1904. 

Bericht der meteorologischen Commission. NX—XXIII. 1900-1905. 

BruxXELLES.—Académie Royale des Sciences, des Lettres et des Beaux—Arts de 

Belgique. 

Mémoires. Tome LIV. 6. 1904. 

Mémoires de la classe des sciences. Vol. I. 1905. 

Mémoires couronnés et mémoires des savants étrangers. Tome LIX. 

4; LXI-LNII. 7. 19038-1904. 

Mémoires courannés et autres mémoires. Tome LXIII-LXVI. 

Bulletins. Classe des sciences. 1903-1906. 4. 

Annuaire. LXX—-LXXIJ. 1904-1906. 

—— Musée Royal Histoire Naturelle de Belgique. 

Mémoires. Vol. I-II. 1908. 

Observatoire Royale de Belgique. 

Annuaire astronomique pour 1906. 

Annales astronomique. T. IX. 1, 1904: nouy. sér., T. IIT. 1, 1906. 

Société Entomoloyique de Belgique. 

Annales. Tome XLVI-XLIX. 1902-1906. 

Mémoires. Vol. IX-XIV. 2. 1902-1906. 

Société Royale Belge de Géographie. 

Bulletin. Année XXVII-XXNIX. 1903-1906. 

XXV e anniversaire. 1903. 

Société Royale de Botanique. 

Bulletin. Vol. XL—-XLII. 2. 19038-1905. 

— Société Royale Zoologique et Malacologique de Belgique. 

Annales. Tome XXXVI-XL. 1902-1905. 

Bucarest.—IJnstitut météorologique de Roumanie. 

Annales. Tome XVI. 1900. 

Société des Sciences. 

Bulletin. Vol. NII-XVI. 4. 1903-1906. 



Additions to the Library. 

Bucaresr.—Nocictatea Farmacistitor din Romania. 

Revista farmaciei. An. 17, Nos. 1-9. 1905. 

xill 

Bupaprrsr.—Kéniglich Ungarische Reichsanstalt fiir Meteorologie und Erd- 

magnetismus. 

Bericht. 1902, 1905, 1904. 

Jahrbiicher. Jahrg. XXNXI-XXNIII. 3. 1902-1908. 

Publicationen. Bd. VI. 1904. 

Namen— und Sachregister der Bibliothek des Observatoriums in 

0-Gyalla. 1902-1903. 
Bibliothek, Verzeichniss erworbener Biicher. 1904 (3). 

Société Royale hongroise des sciences naturelles. 

Mathematische und naturwissenschaftliche Berichte aus Ungarn. 

XVII-XX; XXIII. 1899-1905. 

BuENOS AIRES.—Sociedad Cientifica Argentina. 

Anales. LY. 3-6; LVI. 1-6, 10-11; LVII. 2-3, 5-7; 

1903-1906. 

Museo nacional. 

Anales. Ser. 3. Vol. II-V. 1903-1905. 

Direccién General de Estadistica de la Provincia. 

Boletin mensual. Vol. III. 25, 29; IV. 80-39, 41-45; V. 48; 

49-56, 58, 60; VII. 66-68. 

: Demografia. 1899; 1901; 1902. 

Capn.—WNSociété Linnéenne de Normandie. 

Bulletin. 5e sér. Vol. VI-VIII. 1902-1905. 

Mémoires. Vol. XXI. 1. 1902-1904. 

CaLcuTTa.—aA siatic Society of Bengal. 

Journal. Vol. LXXI, part 1, 2, and extra no. 2; 

part III. 4. 1904. 

Proceedings. No. 11 extra; 1903-1904. 

Journal and proceedings. Vol. I. 1-10, and extra number ; 

1905-1906. 

Memoirs. Vol. I. 1-9. 1906. 

Board of Scientific Advice. 

Annual report. 1902-3; 1904-5. 

Geological Survey of India. 

Palaeontologia Indica. Ser. IX. Vol. TII. 2; Ser. 

ITV. 1; new ser:, Vol. II. 2. 

Records. Vol. XXXI-XXXIV. 2: 1904-1906. 

Bd. 

LVIII-LXII. 1. 

GVEA VOl: 

Il. 

1p 

Wile 

LXXII-LX XIII, 

Ssh 

5; 

Memoirs. Vol. XXX. 3-4; XXXIV. 3; XXXYV. 2-33 XXXVI. 1. 

1904-1905. 

General report. 1902-5. 

Contents and index of Vols. 21-30 of the Records. 1903. 

Imperial Department of Agriculture. 

Annual report. 1904-5. 

Memoirs. Vol. I. 1. 1906. 

Memoirs. Botanical series. Vol. I. 1-4. 1906. 

Meteorological Department of the Government of India. 

Indian meteorological memoirs. Vol. XIV; XV. 1-3': NVI. 

XVII; XX. 1. 1903-1906. 

Monthly weather review. Dec., 1902, to April, 1906. 

Rainfall of India. 1902, 1903, 1904. 

Report on administration. 1902-3 to 1905-6. 

India Weather Review. Annual summary. 1904. 

CAMBRIDGE (IHNGLAND).—Observatory. 

Annual report. 1904-5. 

Philosophical Society. 

Transactions. Vol. XIX. 5-XX. 10. 1904-6. 

Proceedings. Vol. XII. 2-XIII. 6. 1903-1906. 

CATANIA.—Accademia Gioenia di Scienze Naturali. 

Atti. Ser. IV. Vol. XVI-XVIII. 1903-1906. 

Bolletino delle Sedute. Nuova serie. Fase. 76-91. 1903-1906. 

His 1-2; 



X1V Additions to the Librury. 

CatTANIA.—Societa degli Spettroscopisti Italiani. 

Memorie. Vol. XXNXII-XXXY. 8. 19038-1906. 

1903-1906. 

CHEMNITZ.—Naturwissenschaftliche Gesellschaft. 

Bericht. XV. 1899-1905. 

CHERBOURG.—NSociété Nationale des Sciences Naturelles. 

Mémoires. Tome XXNIII. 2; XXXIV. 1903-1904. 

CHRISTIANIA.—Kong. Norske Universitet. 

Observatorium. Publication. 1903. 

Norske Gradmaalingskommission. Vandstands—Observationer. VI. 

1904. 

Norwegisches meteorologisches Institut. 

Jahrbuch. 1900-1904. 

Videnskabs Selskabet. 

Forhandlinger. 1902-1905. 

Cuur.—Naturforschende Gesellschaft Graubiindens. 

Jahresbericht. Neue Folge. Bd. XULI-XLII. 1904-1905. 

Congrés international de Botanique. 

Texte synoptique des documents destinés 4 servir de base aux débats 

sur les questions de nomenclature, par J. Briquet. Berlin, 1905. 

COPENHAGEN.—L’Académie Royale des Sciences et des Lettres de Danemark. 

Bulletin (Oversigt). 1905, no. 6—1906, no. 3. 

CorDOoBA.—Academia Nacional de Ciencias. 

Boletin. Tome XVII. 2-XVIII. 1. 1902-1905. 

DANzIG.—Naturforschende Gesellschaft. 

Schriften. Neue Folge. Bd. XI. 1-4. 1904-1906. 

Katalog der Bibliothek. Heft 1. 1904. 

Digon.—Académie des Sciences, Arts et Belles Lettres. 

Mémoires. Sér. IV. Tome IX. 1905. 

Dorpat.—Gelehrte Estnische Gesellschaft. 

Sitzungsberichte. 1902-1905. 

Verhandlungen. Bd. XXI. 1-2. 1904. 

Naturforscher-Gesellschaft bei der Universitat Dorpat. 

Archiv fiir die Naturkunde Liy—, Ehst—- und Kurlands. Ser. II. Bd. 

XII. 2-XIIJ. 1. 1902-1906. 

Sitzungsberichte. Bd. XIII. 1; XIV. 1. 1902-4. 

Schriften. Bd. XI-XVI. 1902-1906. 

Ecole Réale. Station météorologique. 

Observations. 1904. 1—5. 

DRESDEN.—Naturwissenschaftliche Gesellschaft Isis. 

Sitzungsberichte und Abhandlungen. 1904-1906, I. 

Verein fiir Erdkunde. 

Jahresbericht. VI, XXVI-XXVII. 1898-1901. 

Mitgliederverzeichniss. 1904. 

Richter (P. E.), Litteratur der Landes— und Volkskunde des Koénig- 

reichs Sachsen, Nachtrag 4. 1903. 

Mitteilungen. Heft 1905; 1906, 1. 

Biicher—Verzeichniss. 1905. 

Schneider (O.), Muschelgeld—studien. 1905. 

DuBLiIn.—Royal Dublin Society. 

Economie proceedings. Vol. I, 3-S. 1902-1906. 

Scientific proceedings. New ser. Vol. X. 1-2; XI. 1-12. 1903-1906. 

Scientific transactions. Ser. II. Vol. VII. 14-16; VIII. 1-2, 5-16; 

IX, 1-3. 19038-1906. 

— Royal Irish Academy. 

Transactions. XXNII, A., 6-10; B., 2-4; C., 1-38; XXXIII, B., 1-2. 

Proceedings. Vol. XXIV-XXV; XXVI, B., 1-3; C. 1-4. 1904— 

1906. 

Todd Lecture Series. Vol. XIII. 1906. 

EDINBURGH.—Botanical Society. 

Transactions and proceedings. Vol. XXII-XNIII. 1. 1901-1905. 
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EDINBURGH.—Geological Society. 

Transactions. Vol. VIII. 2—8, and special part. 1908-1905. 

——Royal Physical Society. 

Proceedings. Vol. XV. 1-XVI. 6. 1901-1905. 

Royal Society. 

Proceedings. Vol. XXIII-XXVI. 5. 1899-1906. 

EMDEN.—Naturforschende Gesellschaft. 

Jahresbericht. LXNXXVII-LNXNXXIX. 1901-2 to 1903-4. 

Errurr.—Kkon. Akademie gemeinniitziger Wissenschaften. 

Jahrbiicher. Neue Folge. Heft XXIX—-XNXI. 1905-1905. 

FIRENZE.—Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale. 

Bolletino delle pubblicazioni italiane ricevuto per diritto di stampa. 

N. 8S. no. 31, 56, 68. 1903-1906. 

FRANKFURT A. M.—Deutsche Malakozovologiscie Gesellschaft. 

Nachrichtsblatt. Jahrg. XXXIV. 5-12; XXXVI. 1-4; XXXVII. 1— 

4; XXXVIII. 4. 1903-1906. 

Senckenbergische Naturforschende Gesellschaft. 

Abhandlungen. Bd: XM. 4; XXV. 43; .XXVII. 2-4; XXIX. 1; 

XXX. 1. 1908-1905. 

Bericht. 1903, 1904, 1905. 

FRANKFURT A. O.—Naturwissenschaftlicher Verein des Regierungsbezirks 

Frankfurt. 

Helios. Abhandlungen und monatliche Mittheilungen. Jahrg. XX— 

XXIII. 1903-1906. 

FREIBURG I. B.—Naturforschende Gesellschaft. 

Berichte. Bd. XIII-XIV; XVI. 1903-1906. 

GENEVEn.—/nstitut National Genevois. 

Bulletin. Tome XXXVI. 1905. 

Société de Physique et d'Histoire Naturelle. 

Mémoires. Tome XXXY. 1-2. 1904-1906. 

GENOVA.—Museo Civico di Storia Naturale. 

Annali. Tom. XLi. 1904-5. 

GIESSEN.—Oberhessische Gesellschaft fiir Natur— und Heilkunde. 

Bericht. XXXIV; Neue Folge, medizinische Abteilung, Bd. I. 1903-— 

1906. 

GLASGOW.—Philosophical Society. 

Proceedings. Vol. XXXIV-XXNXVI. 1903-1905. 

——Natwral History Society. 

Transactions. New ser. Vol. VI. 3—-VII. 2. 1901-1904. 

Naturforschende Gesellschaft. 

Abhandlungen. Bd. XXIV-XXY. 1. 1904-1906. 

GOTEBORG.—Kon. Vetenskaps och Vitterhets Samhiille. 

Handlingar. 4de folj. Hift. V-VI. 1903. 

GOTTINGEN.—K On. Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften. 

Nachrichten. Philosophisch-historische Klasse. 1903, 4-1906, 2 und 

Beiheft. 

Mathematisch-physische Klasse. 1905; 1905, 5. 

——Geschiftliche Mittheilungen. 1908, 1-2, 5; 1904, 1-3; 1905, 

1—2; 1906, 1. 

GustTrow.—Verein der Freunde der Naturgeschichte in Mecklenburg. 

Archiv. Jahrg. LVI-LXN. 1. 1902-1906. 

HAARLEM.—WMusée Teyler. 

Archives. Sér. II. Vol. VIM. 3-5; IX. 1-4; X. 1—2. 19038-1906. 

Catalogue de la bibliothéque, III. 1904. 

Société Hollandaise des Sciences. 

Archives néerlandaises. Sér. II. Tom. VIII. 2—-XTI. 5. 1903-1906. 

HABANA.—Real Colegio de Belen. ; 

Observaciones meteorologicas y magneticas. 1881-1884; 1902-1905; 

1905. 

Las diferentes corrientes de la atmosfera en el cielo de la Habana, 

por el P. L. Gangoiti, S. J. Dec., 1904. 

GORLITZ. 
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HABANA.—Real Colegio de Belen: 

Gutierrez—Lanza, M. Apuntes historicos. 1904. 

Perturbacion ciclonica, Oct., 1904. 1905. 

HALIFAx.—Nova Scotian Institute of Natural Science. 

Proceedings and transactions. Vol. XI. 1. 1902-1903. 

Department of Mines, Nova Scotia. 

Report. 1905. 

HaALup A. S.—Kais. Leopoldinisch-Carolinische deutsche Akademie der Natur- 

forscher. 

Nova acta. Bd. LDXXXI. 1; LXXXIV. 3. 1906. 

Leopoldina. Heft XXNIX—-XLI. 1902-1905. 

Naturforschende Gesellschaft. 

Abhandlungen. Bd. XXIV. 1906. 

HAmMBuURG.—Deutsche Seewarte. 

Aus dem Archiy. Jahrg. XXV—XXIX. 1. 1902-1906. 

Ergebnisse der meteorologischen Beobachtungen, 1896-1900. 1904. 

Katalog der Bibliothek. Nachtrag IV—VI. 1903-1905. 

Deutsches meteorologisches Jahrbuch. Jahrg. XXV—-XXVII. 1902- 

1905. 

Naturwissenschaftlicher Verein. 

Abbandlungen. Bd. XVIJI-XIX. 1903-1904. 

Verhandlungen. 3te Folge. X—-XI; XIII. 1903-1905. 

HANNOVER.—Naturhistorische Gesellschaft. 
Jabresbericht. L-LIV. 1899-1904. 

Le HaAvren.—Société Géologique de Normandie. 

Bulletin. Tome XXIJI-XXY. 1902-1906. 

HELSINGFORS.—NSocietas pro Fauna et Flora Fennica. 

Acta. Vol. 21-26. 1901-1904. 

Meddelanden. Vol. 28 (1-2); 380. 1902-4. 

Societas Scientiarum Fennica. 

Ofersigt af forhandlingar. NLIV—XLVI. 1902-1904. 

Observations publiés par l'Institut Météorologique Central. 1891-2; 

1893-4 ; vol. NXVI-XX (1895-1906). 

The same: tat des glaces et des neiges. 1892-83 to 1894-5; 

1904-5. 

Societas Scientiarum Fenzvica. 

Acta. Tom. XXV.1; XXAVIII-XXXI. 1899-1908. 

Bidrag till kiinnedom af Finlands natur och folk. Haft. 61-62. 

1902-3. 

HERMANNSTADT.—Siebenbiirgischer Verein fiir Naturwissenschaften. 

Verhandlungen und Mittheilungen. Bd. LII-LIV. 1902-1904. 

HoBpart.—Royal Society of Tasmania. 

Papers and Proceedings. 1898-9 to 1902. 1900-1903. 

KKASAN.—Observatoire météorologique. 

Bulletins. June, 1902—Feb., 1903. 

Société Physico-mathématique de VUniversité Impériale. 

Bulletin. Sér. I]. Tome XI-XV. 1. 1902-1905. 

IKHARKOV.—Société des sciences physico-chimiques. 

Travaux. XXVIII-XXXII. 1900-1904. 

—Suppléments, Fase. 8-16. 1897-1904. 

KipLt.—Kon. Christian Albrechts-Universitat. 

Schriften. 1902-3; 1908-4. 

92 dissertations. 1905. 

Naturwissenschaftlicher Verein fiir Schleswig-Holstein. 

Schriften. Bd. XII. 2; XIII. 1; Register, Bd. I-XII. 1904. 

Kipy.—Société des Naturalistes. 

Mémoires. Tomes XVII. 2-XX. 1. 1902-1906. 

KJOBENHAVN.—Kon. Danske Videnskabernes Selskab. 

Oversigt over forhandlinger. 1903-1905, 5. 

Naturhistorisk Forening. 

Videnskabelige meddel ser. Aaret 19038-1905. 
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KiLAusensurc.—Kolozsvdri magyar Kirdlyi Ference Jozsef tudomdnyegyetem. 

Annales. 1905-1906. 

IXODAIKANAL.—O bservatory. 

Bulletin. No. 1-6. 1904-1906. 

Annual report. 1905. 

KONIGSBERG.—KOnigl. physikalisch-Gkonomische Gesellschajt. 

Schriften. Jahrg. XLIII-XLVI. 1902-1905. 

Krakow.—i. K. Sternwarte. 

Materyaly do klimatografii Galicyi. Rok 1905. 

Meteorologische Beobachtungen, Mai, 1905 bis Sept., 1906. 

———Akademija Umiejetnosci. 

Komisya fizyjograficzma. Materyay zebrane przez. Sekcye meteor- 

ologiczna w roku 1904. (Spraw. Kom. fizyogr. T. 39.) 

Kyoro.—College of Science and Engineering, Imperial University. 

Memoirs. Vol. I. 1-2. 19038-1905. 

La Puata.—Universidad. 

Facultad de ciencias fisico-matematicas. Publicaciones. No. 2. 1904. 

LA Rocurtie.—Académic. Société des Sciences Naturelles. 

Annales. No. 34. 1902-1905. 

Société des Sciences Naturelles de la Charente Inférieure. 

Annales. 1902. 

LAUSANNE.—NSociété Vaudoise des Sciences Naturelles. 

Bulletin. 5e sér. Vol. XLI, no. 146—XLII, no. 155. 1905-1906. 

LEIDEN.—Nederlandsche Dierkundige Vereeniging. 

Tijdschrift. Ser. II. Deel VIII. 1-4; IX, X. 1-2. 1903-1906. 

Aanwinsten van die bibliotheek, 1 Jan.—31 Dec., 1904. 

Catalogus der bibliotheek, 4 uitgave; 1 vervolg. 1904. 

Sternwarte. 

Verslag. 1902-1904. 

Leipzic.—/iirstl. Jablonowski’sche Gesellschaft. 

Jahresbericht. 1906. 

Kon. Stéichsische Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften. 

Berichte. Mathematisch—physische Klasse. Bd. LI, math. Theil 

I-II; LIV. 6-LVII: 1898-1906. 

Verein fiir Hrdkunde. 

Mittheilungen. 1902; 19038, 1; 1904; 1905. 

Wissenschaftliche Veréffentlichungen. Bd. VI. 1904. 

LemBerc.—NSevcenko-Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften. 

Chronik. 1903, 1-2, 6; 1904-1906, 2. 

Sammelschrift. der mathematisch—naturwissenschaftlich—irztlichen 

Section. Bd. X. 1905. 

LincEe.—Société Royale des Sciences. 

Mémoires. Sér. III. Tom. V. 1904-1905. 

Lima.—Cuerpo de Ingenieros de Minas del Peru. 

Boletin. No. 3-43. 1903-1906. 

Memoria. 1904-1905. 

Lispoa.—Sociedade de Geographia. 

Boletim. Serie XX. 1-6; XXI. 2-XXIV. 8. 19038-1906. 

Real Observatorio Astronomico. 

Two pamphlets. 1904. 

LLINAS (BARCELONA).—Observatorio Belloch. 

Observaciones meteorélogicas. July, 1902—December, 1903. 

Lonvon.—Geological Society. 

Quarterly Journal. LIX—LXII. 1905-1906. 

List. 1904; 1905; 1906. 

Geological literature added to the library. 1902, 1904, 1905. 

Linnean Society. 

Journal. Zodlogy. No. 187-190. 1903-1904. 

Botany. No. 246, 247, 252, 257, 262. 

Proceedings. 1902-1906. 

List. 1903-4 to 1906-7. 
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LonDon.—National Physical Laboratory. 

Report. 1902, 1908. 

— Royal Society. 

Philosophical transactions. Vol. CXCV—CCY. 

Year-book. 1904. 

Reports to the evolution committee. II. 1905. 

Obituary notices of Fellows. Parts 1-8. 1904. 

Reports of the sleeping sickness commission. I, VI. 1903-1905. 

Report on Ceylon pearl oyster fisheries, by W. A. Herdman. I-IV. 

1903-1906. 

LOUVAIN.—La Cellule. Tome XX. 2-XXII. 2. 1903-1904. 

Lunp.—Kongl. Carolinska Universitet. 

Acta. Tome XXXVII-XL. N. F. 2,1. 1901-1905. 

Biblicteks Arsberiittelse. 1904. 
Fran Filologiska Féreningen, Sprakliga Uppsatser. I-III. 1897— 

1906. 

Odmanska donationen till, Fértechning 6fver dess Psykiatrisk—Neur- 

ologiska del. 1906. 

LUXEMBOURG.—I/nstitut Grand-Ducai. 

Publications. Section des sciences naturelles, physiques et mathé- 

matiques. Tome XXVII. B. 1904. 

Archives trimestr. Fasc I, II. 1906. 

Lyon.—Académie des Sciences, Belles-Lettres et Arts. 

Mémoires. Sciences et lettres. 3e sér. Tome VII-VIII. 1903-1905. 

Société d’Agriculture, Sciences et Industrie. 

Annales. 1905. 

MApDRAS.—Government Observatory. 

Report. 1903; 1904. 

MADRID.—Comision del Mupa Geologico de Espaia. 

Explicacién del mapa geolégico de Hspana. Por L. Mallada. Tom. 

V. 1904. 

Observatorio Astronomico. 

Observaciones meterolégicas. 1900-01; 1904. 

Memoria sobre el eclipse de sol. 1904. 

Instruci6énes para observar el eclipse de sol. 1905. 

MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.—Literary and Philosophical Society. 

Memoirs and proceedings. Ser. IV. Vol. XLVII. 3-L. 3. 1902-1906. 

MARBURG.—Gesellschaft zur Beférderung der gesammten Naturwissenschaften. 

Sitzungsberichte.. Jahrg. 1902-1905. 

MELBOURNE.—Public Library, Museums and National Gallery of Victoria. 

Catalogue of current periodicals. 1905. 

Memoirs, National Museum. No. 1. 1906. 

Armstrong, E. LaT. Book of the Public Library, Museums and 

National Gallery of Victoria, 1856-1906. Melbourne, 1906. 

President’s address on opening exhibition of . . . Books. 1906. 

Catalogue of exhibition of books, etc., 1906. 

MEtTz.— Académie. 

Mémoires. 3e sér. Année XXIX-XXNIII. 1899-1904. 

Mepxico.—Academia Mevricana de Ciencias. 

Anales. Vol. I. 1-2. 1908. 

Instituto Geologico de México. 

Boletin. No. 20-21. 1905-1906. 

Parergones. Tomo I. 1-10. 1903-1906. 

Instituto Médico Nacional. 

Anales. Tomo V. 6-7; VI-VIII. 1. 1902-1906. 

Observatorio Meteorolégico Central. 

Boletin mensual. 1902, no. 2-11; 1904, 5-6. 

Sociedad Cientifica “Antonio Alzate.” 

Memorias y revista. Tomo XIII. 7-10; XIV—-XVIII; XIX. 6-12; 

XX-XXIII. 4. 1902-1906. 
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MeExico.—Sociedad Mexicana de Historia Natural. 

La naturaleza. Ser. Il. Tomo III. 5-10. 1900-1901. 

MIDDELBURG.—Zeeuwsch Genootschap der Wetenschappen. 

Archief. 1903, 1904, 1905. 

Fokker, M. Proeve van eene lijst bevattende de vroegere namen der 

huizen in Middelburg. 1904. 

Zelandia illustrata. Vervolg. 3-4. 1902-1905. 

MiLtano.—Real Istituto Lombardo di Scienze e Lettere. 

Rendiconto.. Serie II. Vol. XXXVI. 6-XXXIX. 16. 1902-1906. 

Reale Osservatorio di Brera. 

Pubblicazioni. XL. 1; XLII. 1902-1903. 

Riassunto delle osservazioni meteorologiche. 1902, 1908. 

Societa Italiana di Scienze Naturali. 

Atti. XLII-XLIV; XLY. 1-2. 

Elenco dei Soci, Ist. Scient. Corrispondenti, Indice Generale. 1906. 

Moprna.—Regia Accademia delle Scienze, Lettere ed Arti. 

Memorie. Serie III. ‘Yom. IV—V. 1902-1906. 

Mons.—Société des Sciences, des Arts et des Lettres du Hainaut. 

Catalogue des livres de la bibliothéque. 1882. 

Bulletin des sciences. 1864—1865. 

Mémoires et publications. Sér. III, Tom. 4-10. 1870-1875; Sér. IV, 

Tom. 1—2, 4-10. 1875-1887; Sér. V, Tom. 1-6, 8-9. 1888-1897; 

Sér. VI, Tom. 1-4. 1899-1903. 

Mont Bianc.—Obdservatoire Météorologique. 

Annales. Tome VI. 105. 

MONTEVIDEO.—Wuseo Nacional. 

Anales. Tomo IV. 2; V; Serie II, Entrega 1-2. 1903-1905. 

Observatorio Meteorologico del Colegio Pio de Villa Colén. 

Boletin mensual. Ano XIV. 1-2. 1904-1905. 

Observatorio Meteorologico Municipal. 

Annuario. 1901-1904. 

Boletin. 1903-1905. 

MONTPELLIER.—Académie des Sciences et Lettres. 

Mémoires. Section des lettres. Sér. II, Tome IV. 2, 4. 1904. 

Section des sciences. Sér. II, Tome III. 3-4. 1904. 

Section de médecine. Sér. II, Tome II. 1-2. 1905. 

MOoONnTREAL.—UcGill University. 

Papers from the Department of Classics. No. 1. 1906. 

Chemistry and Mineralogy. Nos. 1—5. 1906. 

Engineering. No. 9. 1906. 

Geology. No. 1-16, 21. 1904-1906. 

— Zoology. No. 1-3. 1906. 

Moscou.—K. Universitit, Meteorologisches Observatorium. 

Beobachtungen. 1902. 

Meteorologische Beobachtungen. 1901-1903. 

Société Impériale des Naturalistes. 

Bulletin. Année 1902-1905. 

MutncuHen.—KGén. Bayerische Akademie der Wissenschaften. 

Sitzungsberichte. Philosophisch-philologisch wnd historische Classe. 

1902, II1I—1905, I. 

——Mathematisch-physikalische Classe. 1903, I; 1904, I; 1905, 

I-III. 

——KGnigl. bayerische Hof- und Staatsbibliothek. 

Catalogus codicum MSS. III. 1-2. 1892-1894. 

Nancy.—Académie de Stanislas. 

Mémoires. 5e sér., Tome XN; 6e sér., Tome I-III. 1903-1906. 

NaApouit.—R. Accademia delle Scienze Fisiche e Matematiche. 

Atti, Serie IT. Vol. XII. 1906. 

Indice dei lavori pubblicati dal 1737-1903. 1904. 

Rendiconto. Ser. III. Vol. IX. 3-XII. 4. 1904-1906. 
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NAPOLI.—R. Accademia di Scienze Morali e Politiche. 

Atti. Vol. XXXIV-—XXXVI. 1903-1906. 

Rendiconto. Anno 1901-1905. 

R. Istituto d’Incoraggiamento alle Scienze Naturali, ete. 

Atti. Ser. V, Vol. V; Ser. VI, Vol. LVI. 1904. 

—_R. Universita. 

Annuario del Museo Zoologico. N.S. Vol. I, num. 1-35. 

NEUCHATEL.—Société Neuchateloise des Sciences Naturelles. 

Bulletin. Tomes XXVIII-XXXII. 1900-1904. 

NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE.—North of England Institute of Mining and Mechani- 

cal Engineers. 

Report on mechanical coal-cutting. 1-2. 1908-1905. 

Transactions. Vol. LI. 6-7; LII. 5-8; LIII. 1; LIV. 1-6, 8; LV. 

1-5, 7; LVI. 1-3. 

Subject-matter index of mining, mechanical and metallurgical litera- 

ture for 1901. 

Annual report of the council. 19038; 1904; 1905-6. 

NURNBERG.— Naturhistorische Gesellschaft. 

Abhandlungen. Bd. XY. 1-8. 19038-1906. 

Jahresbericht. 1904. 

ODESSA.—Société des Naturalistes de la Nouvelle Russie. 

Zapiski. Tom. XX; XXIV. 2-XXIX. 1902-1906. 

Université Impériale. 

Revue météorologique. Vol. VI-VII. 1908. 

OrTrawa.—Department of the Interior. 

Relief map of the Dominion. 1904. 

Resource map of the Dominion of Canada. 1905. 

Maps: Windsor sheet, 1904; Ontario, London and Hamilton sheets, 

1904. Mounted police stations, 1904; Exploration No., Canada, 

1904. 

Geological Survey of Canada. 

Annual report. New series. XII-XV. 1899 to 1902-3. 

Catalogue of Canadian Birds. Parts II-III. 1903-1904. 

Altitudes in Canada. 1901. 

Geological map of the Dominion of Canada. Sheets Nos. 42-48; 

56-58. 

Meteorological Service of the Dominion of Canada. 

Report. 19038. . 

OxrorD.—Radcliffe Library. 

- Catalogue of books added. 1905; 1904; 1905. 

Radcliffe Observatory. 

Catalogue of 1772 Stars, by A. A. Arthur. 1906. 

PALERMO.—R. Accademia di Scienze, Lettere e Belle Arti. 

Bulletino. Anni 1899-1902. 

Societa di Scienze Naturali ed Economiche. 

Giornale. Vol. XXIV-XXV. 1904-1905. 

Paris.—Ecole Polytechnique. 

Journal. 2e sér. Cahier VIII-X. 19035-1905. 

Musée Guimet. 

Annales. Tome XXX. 3. 1903. 

———RBibliothéque des études. , Tome XI-XII; XV-XVIII; XX. 

1903-1906. 

Revue de l'histoire des religions. Tome XLVI. 3-LIV. 1. 1902-1906. 

Jubilé. 1904. 

Muséum @Histoire Naturelle. 

Bulletin. Année 1903, 1-6, 8; 1904, 1-8; 1905, 1-6; 1906, 1-5. 

Observatoire National. 

Rapport annuel. 1902-1904. 

Société Zoologique de France. 

Bulletin. Tome XXVIII-XXX. 1904-1906. 

Mémoires. Tome XV-XVII. 1903-1904. 

Tables du Bulletin et des Mémoires (1876-1895). 1905. 
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Prenzancn.—Royal Geological Society of Cornwall. 

Transactions. Vol. XII. 8-9. 1903-1904. 

PERNAMBUCO.—Instituto Archeologico e Geographico. 

Revista. Vol. X. 58. 1903. 

PrerTH.—Geological Survey of Western Australia. 

Bulletin. 6—9, 11-13, 15-18, 20—22. 1902-1906. 

Prsa.—Societd Toscana di Scienze Naturali. 

Memorie. Tom. XIX—XXI. 1903-1905. 

Processi verbali. om welll ppa Too—1 Ol) Ox Ven 1 —10)5 aexcV 2) 1-5: 

19038-1906. 

PorspaM.—Astrophysikalisches Observatorium. 

Publikationen. Bd. XIV-XV. 6; XVIIT. 1. 1905-1906. 

Photographische Himmelskarie. Bd. III. 1903. 

Prac.—Kén. bémische Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften. 

Sitzungsberichte der mathemathisch-naturwissenschaftlichen Classe, 

1902-1905. 

Jahresbericht. 1902, 19038, 1905. 

Ceské Spolecnosti Entomologické. Casopis. I. 1-4. 1904. 

General Register der Schriften. 1884-1904. 

K. K. Sternwarte. 

Magnetische und meteorologische Beobachtungen. Jahrg. LXIII- 

LXV. 1902-1905." 
Baeport-Verein fiir B6hmen, Madhren und Schlesien. 

Jahresbericht. 1905. 

Pusa.—A gricultural Research Institute. 

Agricultural Journal of India. Vol. I. 1. 1906. 

QuEBECc.—Literary and Historical Socicty. 

Transactions. No. XXV-XXVI. 1905. 

Historical Documents. Tth Series. 1905. 

REGENSBURG.—Naturwissenschaftlicher Verein. 

Berichte. Heft IX-—X und Beilage. 1901-1904. 

Historischer Verein von Oberpfalz und Regensburg. 

Verhandlungen. Bd. LIV—-LVI. 1902-1904. 

Riga.—Naturforscher-Verein. 

Korrespondenzblatt. Jahrg. XLVI-XLVIII. 1903-1905. 

Rio DE JANFIRO.—Museo Nacional. 

Archivos. Vol. XI-XII. 1901-1903. 

Roma.—Accademia Pontifica de’Nuovi Lincei. 

Atti. Anno LVI-LIX. 3. 1903-1906. 

Reale Accadenvia dei Lincei. : 
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[.—Tuer Hawanan Heparica or tHE TRIBE TRIGONANTHES. 

By C. M. Cooxs, JR. 

Tue tribe Trigonanthee is represented in the Hawaiian Islands 

by twenty-five species belonging to six of the twenty-six genera 

enumerated by Schiffner and by a single species of the genus Aero- 

mastigum recently proposed by Evans. None of the peculiar genera, 

such as Protocephalozia, Pteropsiella, Mytilopsis, Arachniopsis, 

ete., found in tropical America by Spruce, have representatives 

among the Hawaiian members of this tribe. The genera represented 

are Lepidozia (three species), Acromastigum (one species), Bazzania 

(ten species), Aantia (four species), Odontoschisma (three species), 

and Cephalozia including Cephaloziella (five species). 

Of the twenty-six species seven are unpublished—one in Lepi- 

dozia, two in Bazzania, and four in Cephalozia. ‘Three of the last 

belong to the subgenus Cephaloziella and one to the subgenus 

Eucephalozia. No species of Cephaloziella have before been 

reported from the Hawaiian Islands. 

A large number of the Hawaiian Trigonanthee are related to 

North American and West Indian species and apparently not so 

many to East Indian, Asiatic, or South Pacific species. Some of 

the Hawaiian species related to North American and European 

species are: Lepidozia australis to L. reptans, L. Hawaica to 

L. setacea, Bazzania Baldwinii to B. triangularis, Kantia bifurca 

to HK. Sullivantii, Odontoschisma Sandvicense to O. Sphagni, and 

Cephalozia Baldwinii to C. leucantha. ‘Two of those related to 

West Indian species are: Lepidozia Sandvicensis to L. commutata, 

and Bazzania patens to Mastigobrywn Cubense.  Cephalozia 

Kilohanensis is closely related to C. exilflora, of New Zealand, 

Bazzania emarginata is very close to B. fallax, of the Kast Indies, 

and Kantia Tosana is found in Japan. 

The larger species of Bazzania are very conspicuous in the woods 

and on the higher mountain-ridges. They form large mats on the 

ground, sometimes many feet in diameter, and also cover the trees 

along with other bryophytes. The writer has only collected on the 

islands of Oahu and the lower ridges of Kauai. Undoubtedly the 

high mountain ranges of Hawaii, Maui, Molokai and Kauai offer a 

very rich field for the hepaticologist, especially in the smaller forms. 

The conditions are most favorable for the growth of hepatics. 

TRANS. Conn. AcavD., Vou. XII. 1 May, 1904. 
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The writer acknowledges his greatest thanks to Dr. A. W. Evans 

for his kind help in the preparation of this paper and for the use of 

material from the herbarium of Yale University, including several 

type-specimens sent by Herr F. Stephani and Mr. W. H. Pearson. 

Much thanks is also due Mr. D. D. Baldwin, of the Hawaiian 

Islands, for specimens of all the hepatics which he has collected. 

The descriptions of the tribe and of the different genera are 

largely based on those of Spruce in his ‘ Hepaticze of the Amazon 

and Andes” and in his paper “‘ On Cephalozia.” 

The tribe Trigonanthee is a fairly natural one, and was first pro- 

posed by Spruce.’ It is characterized by the trigonous perianth 

(except in Aantia and Marsupidium), which is usually borne 

on a short postical, specialized branch (rarely on a main branch or 

on the stem). This perianth is flattened antically and in every case 

there is a more or less pronounced postical keel, although apparent 

exceptions are found in certain species of Cephaloziella, where many 

of the perianths bear from one to three supplementary keels. In the 

tribe Epigonianthex the third keel is antical, while in the Scapani- 

ee and the Radulee the perianth is often so flattened that the 

upper and lower surfaces are in contact. In Aantia and Marsupi- 

dium the place of the perianth is taken by a large cylindrical 

perigynium. Aantia is distinguished from other saccate genera 

by its incubous leaves, but in the position of the sterile 

archegonia it agrees with Acrobolbus, a member of the Epigoni- 

anther. In both these genera the calyptra is adnate (about three- 

fourths) with the perigynium and is crowned at the top by the 

sterile archegonia. In Marsupidiwm, which agrees with Adelocolea 

in its vegetative characters, the sterile archegonia surround the 

mouth of the perigynium; this condition finds its counterpart in 

Tylimanthus, another member of the Epigonianthee. 

The plants of the Trigonanthez vary greatly in size and also in 

color, being green, yellow, brown, white or sometimes reddish. The 

stems are simple or variously branched. In some genera the vegeta- 

tive branches are lateral, while the specialized postical branches bear 

the g or 2 organs or else are reduced to flagella. In other genera 

all the branches are postical, while in Anomoclada the vegetative 

and sexual branches are antical and the flagella are postical. The 

lateral branches are commonly exogenous in origin, while the postical 

branches are usually endogenous and are axillary to the underleayes 

whenever the latter are present. In the genus Acromastigum, how- 

1 On Cephalozia. 1882. 
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ever, the postical branches are exogenous in origin and are borne 

at the side of a reduced underleaf. The branching of Cephaloziella 

approaches that of some of the Epigonianthez. 

Leaves are always present, though sometimes restricted to the 

sexual branches. They are usually alternate, rarely opposite, and 

are incubous, succubous or transverse. They exhibit various forms, 

being sometimes undivided and sometimes deeply parted, while their 

margins are entire or denticulate. The leaf-cells vary considerably 

in size in the different species and their walls are variable in thick- 

ness. Trigones may usually be demonstrated and are sometimes 

very large. Underleaves are usually present, though absent in cer- 

tain species ; they are minute to very large, in Lepidozia and Acro- 

mastiguin being nearly equal in size to the leaves. 

The inflorescence is usually dioicous, but is sometimes autoicous, 

and rarely paroicous or heteroicous. The @ bracts are tristicous in 

two to six series; they are broadly to narrowly ovate, deeply bifid 

to quadrifid and are usually larger than the leaves ; sometimes they 

are highly connate with the bracteoles. The apex of the perianth is 

somewhat constricted, and the mouth is entire, dentate, ciliate or 

laciniate. The calyptra is pyriform and sometimes fleshy. The 

capsule is subglobose to subcylindrical, borne on a short or long 

stalk, four-valved to the base, two to five cells thick, the innermost 

cells being armed with semiannular thickenings. The spores are 

minute, round, and smooth or verruculose. The andreecium is most 

often a short postical branch, but is sometimes terminal or intercalary 

on a leafy branch or on the main stem. The bracts are usually orbic- 

ular to ovate, closely imbricated, sometimes subcomplicate. The 

antheridia are usually solitary, but in certain species of Bazzania 

occur in pairs. 

Key to the Hawaiian Genera of the Trigonanthee. 

Vegetative and specialized branches usually postical (sometimes lateral in 

Cephaloziella). 

Perianth present ; leaves succubous or transversely inserted. 

Leaves succubous, undivided. Odontoschisma. 

Leaves succubous or transversely inserted, bilobed. Cephalozia. 

Perianth lacking, sporophyte developing instead within a cylindrical peri- 

gynium ; leaves incubous. Kantia. 

Vegetative branches usually lateral, specialized branches postical. 

Stems pinnately branched, often plumiform, in a few species bearing 

postical, endogenous flagella ; leaves deeply lobed or parted ; under- 

leaves nearly as large as leaves. Lepidozia, 
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Stems sparingly branched, postical flagella exogenous ; leaves trans- 

versely inserted, undivided; underleaves similar to leaves but slightly 

smaller. Acromastigum. 

Stems pinnate or falsely dichotomous, postical flagella endogenous ; 

leaves subfaleate, usually tridentate at the apex, rarely entire, biden- 

tate or quadridentate ; underleaves smaller than leaves. Bazzania. 

Lepidozia Dumort., 1835. 

Plants rather large or rarely small, pale or yellow-green, rarely 

bright green, densely czespitose, in depressed, rarely erect or pendu- 

lous mats: stems usually strong, plumose, pinnately or bipinnately 

branched; leafy branches as a rule lateral, more or less curved down- 

wards, sometimes attenuated and rooting at the apex ; in small species, 

chiefly, postical branches present, which are normally leafy or fre- 

quently reduced to radicelliferous flagella : leaves incubous, small or 

minute, often broader than long, obliquely or transversely inserted, 

the antical margin longer and more rounded than the postical, 

decurved-convex or fornicate, usually 4-lobed or parted, rarely 2-, 

3-, 5- or 6-lobed, lobes subulate, either entire or bearing at the antical 

base a few teeth, sometimes the whole margin dentate : cells small 

or minute, quadrate-hexagonal or oblong-quadrate, elongated at the 

base of the leaves, scarcely thickened at the corners : underleaves 

similar to leaves but smaller: dioicous or monoicous: 9 inflorescence 

borne on a short postical branch from the main stem, rarely from a 

branch ; bracts in 3 to 5 rows, appressed, concave, much larger 

than the stem-leaves, apex 2- to 4-lobed, margin denticulate to 

spinose ; archegonia 20 or less, the sterile persisting at or near the 

base of the calyptra; perianth elongated, ovoid to narrowly 

fusiform, obtusely trigonous above, fleshy or unistratose, mouth 

entire, denticulate or ciliate-laciniate ; calyptra one-half to one- 

quarter as long, pyriform or oblong, fleshy at the base: capsule 

oblong-cylindrical, 4-valved to the base, cells of outer layer fur- 

nished with parietal columns, innermost layer with semiannular 

thickenings; elaters slender, bispiral ; spores minute, smooth or ver- 

ruculose : andreecium usually occupying a small postical branch, 

rarely terminal on a lateral branch ; bracts in 5 to 10 pairs, suborbic- 

ular, concave, apex bidentate; bracteoles about half as large as 

bracts : antheridia borne singly. 

Leaves obliquely inserted, 0,.45™™x0.35"™. L. australis. 

Leaves transversely inserted, less than 0.45™™x0.35™™. . 

Plants large ; leaves 0.3""x0.4™™, closely appressed to stem. 
L. Sandvicensis. 

Plants small; leaves 0.13™"x0.05"™, slightly spreading. L. Hawaica. 
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Subgenus Eulepidozia Spruce, 1876. 

Plants rather large, czespitose, pinnate, more or less plumose : 

leafy branches nearly always lateral, in a few species rarely postical 

and flagelliform : leaves incubous, quadrifid about one-half : perianth 
fleshy, 2 to 4 cells thick, mouth subentire or denticulate, rarely 

ciliate. 

Lepidozia australis (Lehm. & Lindenb.) Mitt. 

Jungermannia australis Lehm. & Lindenb., Pug., vi, 28, 1854. 

Lepidozia reptans australis G. L. & N., Syn. Hep., 205, 1845. Lindenb. & 

Gottsche, Sp. Hep., vi, 32, pl. V, figs. 18-23, 1846. 

Lepidozia triceps Tay]., Lond. Journ. Bot., v, 369, 1846. 

Lepidozia australis Mitt.; Seemann, Flora Vitiensis, 406, 1871. 

Mastigophora triceps Trevis., Mem. reale Ist. Lomb. di Sci. e Lett., II, iv, 

416, 1877. 

Lepidozia reptans Evans, Trans. Conn. Acad., viii, 256, 1892 (not Lepidozia 

reptans (L.) Dumort.). 

PLATE I. 

Monoicous: depressed-ceespitose, pale green: stems pale green, 

oval in section, about, six by eight cells, cortical cells (in about 16 

longitudinal rows) and internal cells about the same size, with 

uniformly thickened walls: lateral branches attenuate, flagelliform, 

rarely blunt: postical flagella infrequent ; rhizoids frequent, color- 

less, borne in small clusters at the base of the underleaves: leaves 

approximate, obliquely inserted, spreading, plane, quadrifid (trifid, 

rarely bifid) about one-third ; lobes subulate to narrowly triangular, 

acute, parallel, about 4 cells broad at the base and 8 cells long, 

usually ending in a row of 2 cells ; sinuses separating lobes subacute 

or obtuse ; leaves on branches approximate or slightly imbricated, 

similar to stem-leaves but smaller, usually trifid ; leaves on attenuated 

branches minute, usually bifid ; leaves subtending branches oblong, 

quadrate-ovate, bifid, lobes spreading, subulate : stem-underleaves 

about half the size of the leaves, distant, subquadrate, quadrifid 

about one-fourth ; lobes subulate, parallel, 2 to 4 cells long, 1 to 2 

cells broad ; sinuses separating lobes obtuse ; branch-underleaves 

smaller than those of stem, similar, quadrifid : cells in the middle 

of leaf arranged in rows, cavities with rounded corners, walls 

thickened, trigones small ; cells in the middle of underleaf similar to 

those of leaf: 9 inflorescence borne ona short branch; bracts usually 

in three pairs ; innermost bracts broadly orbicular, denticulate at 
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apex, teeth (usually 4) composed of 2 to 4 cells, rounded or acute, 

terminal cells verruculose ; sinuses separating teeth lunate ; cells near 

middle of bract oblong, with uniformly thickened walls ; bracteole 

similar to bract; bracts of second row orbicular, similar to innermost 

bracts but smaller ; bracteole of second row similar to bracts ; 

perianth broadly fusiform, 2 cells thick to a little above the middle, 

the rest 1 cell thick, terete below, irregularly 3-keeled above, 

mouth irregularly lobed, the lobes subdenticulate with teeth formed 

by sightly projecting obtuse cells: 3 spike usually occupying a 

short postical branch, sometimes terminal on a lateral branch ; 

bracts in 4 to 7 pairs, concave or almost complicate, broadly ovate, 

bifid about one-third with triangular, acute lobes and acute sinus ; 

bracteoles ovate, bifid about one-fourth with subulate, parallel lobes 

and obtuse sinus. 

Stems 0.23™" in diameter; leaves 0.45™"x0.37™™; leaf-cells at 

edge of leaf 25ux20u, at middle 32ux30p, at base 38p, at middle of 

underleaf 38x24; underleaves 0.24™"x0.21™™; innermost bracts 

0.95™™x1.1™™ and 0.82™"x0.7™"; innermost bracteole 0.96™"x0.96™™ 

and 0.8™"x0.8™™; bracts of second row 0.45™™x0.55™"; perianth 

9)15™™ 19 13.95™™x1.357=1.75":~ 6 bracts 0:374"x0,3™" abracteghad 

OTe OLB gaa 

Hawaii (Menzies). West Maui (Baldwin). 
Lepidozia australis differs from L. reptans (G. & R., Hep. Eur., 

No. 479) in the following characters: the stems are more robust, 
the branches rarely branching and usually attenuate; the cells of the 

stems have much thicker cell-walls ; the leaves and underleaves are 

not as deeply lobed; the leaves are more obliquely inserted and 

spreading (while in Z. reptans the leaves are concave, the lobes 

strongly incurved), the lobes are much narrower, usually only 4 cells 

wide (in the European species the lobes are usually 6 to 12 cells 

wide); the leaf-cells are larger, with much thicker cell-walls and 

with larger trigones ; the mouth of the perianth has shorter teeth. 

Subgenus Microlepidozia Spruce, 1876. 

Plants usually small, depressed-czespitose, sometimes larger and 

pendulous: leaves transversely inserted, deeply divided or parted : 

perianth unistratose ; mouth ciliate-laciniate. 
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Lepidozia Sandvicensis Lindenb. 

Lepidozia Sandvicensis Lindenb.; G. L. & N., Syn. Hep., 201, 1845. Lindenb. 

& Gottsche, Sp. Hep., vi, 12, pl. I, figs. 1-5, 1846. 

Lepidozia filipendula Tayl., Lond, Journ. Bot., v, 369, 1846. 

Mastigophora Sandvicensis Trevis., Mem. reale Ist. Lomb. di Sci. e Lett., III, 

iv, 415, 1877. 

Mastigophora filipendula Trevis., 1. c., 416. 

PuatE II; Figures 1-12. 

Plants loosely czespitose, pale green: stems pale green becoming 

brown with age, pinnately branched, branches often bi- to tri-pinna- 

tifid, flagelliform, main stem about 20 cells in diameter, cortical 

cells in about 60 longitudinal rows, internal cells hexagonal in cross- ° 

section, with uniformly thickened colorless cell-walls, cortical cells 

subquadrate, walls of about the same thickness as those of the 

internal cells, outer wall much pigmented ; rhizoids wanting : leaves 

distant, almost transversely inserted, closely appressed to stem, 

slightly convex, subquadrate, slightly unsymmetrical, the antical 

edge longer than the postical, 12 to 18 cells wide at base, quadrifid 

(rarely bifid) more than one-half ; lobes subulate, 4 to 6 cells broad, 

6 to 10 cells long, ending in a single cell or a row of 2 or 3 cells, 

sinuses separating lobes acute, rarely obtuse: underleaves similar to 

leaves, but smaller, 8 to 10 cells broad at base ; lobes usually 2 cells 

broad, 4 to 6 cells long; leaves of branches much smaller than stem- 

leaves, subquadrate, 6 to 8 cells broad at base, usually trifid, rarely 

quadrifid, lobed below the middle ; lobes subulate, 1 or 2 cells broad 

at base, 2 to 4 cells long ; underleaves of branches similar to branch- 

leaves, more often quadrifid : leaf-cells subquadrate, cell-walls uni- 

formly thickened, cell-cavities with corners slightly rounded : leaves 

subtending branches ovate, deeply bifid about one-half; lobes trian- 

gular-subulate, acute, parallel or spreading: inflorescence unknown. 

Stems 0.5™™ in diameter ; cortical cells 304 long, 27m broad, 21m 

thick ; leaves of main-stem antical length 0.3™™, postical length 

0.2™™x0.4™™ (breadth at base); underleaves 0.22™™"x0.25™™; leaf-cells 

at edge of leaf 29ux25p, at middle 35ux25p. 

Hawaiian Islands (Tolmie). West Maui (Baldwin). 

Lepidozia commutata Steph.,' of the West Indies, is very close to 

the Hawaiian species. The comparison has been made with speci- 

mens from the island of Guadaloupe (G. & R., Hep. Eur., No. 565). 

The two plants differ in their branching, the Hawaiian species having 

the branches pinnately or bipinnately branched, while in the West 

1 Hedwigia, xxvii, 293, 1888. 
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Indian species they are simple or rarely pinnate ; the cortical cells 

of the latter species are longer, narrower and with much thicker 

cell-walls, the leaves are not as closely appressed to stem, and those 

of the main stem are smaller with much smaller cells and thicker cell- 

walls, the leaves of the branches are larger and much more deeply 

lobed and their lobes are longer with much smaller cells. These 

differences hold also in the underleaves. In general appearance the 

two plants differ so that they can easily be distinguished by the 

naked eye, Z. Sandvicensis being more robust and the stems appear- 

ing smooth. In ZL. commutata the plants are slender and the 

branches are rough, this appearance being due to the slightly 

spreading leaves. 

Lepidozia Hawaica sp. nov. 

Puate II; ricgures 13-24. 

Dioicous: plants green, densely cxspitose or scattered among 

mosses and other hepatic : stems light green, pinnately branched, 

branches blunt or sometimes attenuated and flagelliform; stems about 

4 cells in diameter, the internal cells with uniformly thin céll-walls, 

the cortical cells (in about 9 longitudinal cell-rows) with much thick- 

ened walls, the outer wall convex, giving the stem a fluted appear- 

ance; flagella scattered, postical with minute and closely appressed 

leaves; rhizoids wanting or found in small clusters of 2 to 4, at the 

base of the underleaves of the flagella or of the attenuated branches: 

leaves of main stem distant or subimbricated, transversely inserted, 

convex, suberect or slightly spreading, deeply 3-parted (rarely 

4-parted) to within one or two cells of the base; base 4 or 5 cells 

broad ; lobes spreading or parallel, often decurved, narrowly subu- 

late, 1 or 2 cells broad, 3 to 5 cells long, with acute or obtuse sinuses; 

leaves of branches bi- or tri-parted, agreeing in other characteristics 

with the leaves of the stems: underleaves bipartite to within one 

cell of the base ; base 2 to 4 cells broad, lobes most often parallel, 

narrowly subulate, 1 to 2 cells broad, about 4 cells long with obtuse 

sinuses: leaf subtending a branch subulate, 1 or 2 cells broad, about 

4 cells long: leaf-cells subquadrate, with uniformly slightly thickened 

walls: 2 inflorescence borne on a very short postical branch; bracts 

in 3 to 5 pairs; innermost bracts ovate, bifid about one-third, the 

upper portion ciliate or dentate; teeth 1 to 3 cells long, lobes 

generally divided, divisions subulate, 4 to 7 cells broad at base, 

about 9 cells long, ending in a row of three or more cells, cell-walls 

thin, apex of the end-cell usually verruculose ; innermost bracteole 
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similar to bracts; bracts of second row similar to innermost bracts 

but smaller; bracteole similar to bracts of second row; perianth 

broadly fusiform, terete below, many keeled above, mouth slightly 

contracted, irregularly lobed, lobes laciniate, laciniz 4 to 6 cells long, 

2 to 4 cells broad, cells of laciniw slightly verruculose: ¢ spike 

usually occupying a short postical branch, rarely terminal on a 

lateral branch ; bracts in 4 to 8 pairs, imbricated, concave or sub- 

complicate, broadly ovate, unequally bifid about two-thirds or one- 

half; lobes irregularly dentate, subulate, spreading, 3 or 4 cells broad 

at base, 6 or 7 cells long, ending in a row of about 3 cells, the apical 

cell slightly verruculose, the postical lobe broader than the antical ; 

bracteoles similar to the stem-underleaves : capsule oval, dark brown ; 

elaters blunt, bispiral. 

Stems 0.07"™ in diameter ; leaves 0.13"™ long x 0.05™™ broad at 

base ; leaf-cells of lobes 23ux16p, at base of leaf 18u4x1l4y3; inner- 

most bracts 0.7™™x0.4™"; perianth 0.9™™ to 1.7™™x0.4™™ to 0.5™™ ; 

spores 12 in diameter ; elaters 150ux12u; ¢ bracts 0.22™™x0,15™™. 

West Maui (Baldwin). Oahu: Nuuanu (Cooke). 

This species is abundant in the latter locality, growing on the 

ground or fallen logs, on the shady lateral ridges. 

Lepidozia setacea (Web.) Mitt. is very close to this species. For 

comparison specimens from G. & R., Hep. Eur., No. 502, were used. 

The Hawaiian species has leaves which are usually 3—parted, while 

in the European species the leaves are usually 4-parted; in the 

Hawaiian species the lobes are never 2 or 3 cells broad for 3 or 4 

rows, but are shorter and narrower than the lobes of Z. setacea; 

the leaf-cells have slightly thinner cell-walls and the terminal cell is 

not verruculose as in the European species ; the underleaves of the 

Hawaiian species are usually bipartite, while in the European species 

they are usually tripartite ; the leaves subtending branches in JZ. 

Hawaica are made up of a single row of cells, while in Z. setaceu 

these leaves are bipartite ; the perianth of the Hawaiian species is 

smaller, and the innermost bracts and bracteoles are smaller and not 

so deeply lobed. 

Acromastigum Evans, 1900. 

Plants medium-sized, scattered among other hepatics, yellowish 

green, becoming brownish with age: stems stiff and wiry, mostly 

ascending or erect, sparingly branched: vegetative branches of 

three kinds: terminal branches from the lateral segments, terminal 

branches from the postical segments (flagella), intercalary branches 
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axillary to the underleaves (very unusual): rhizoids not abundant : 

leaves distant or subimbricated, transversely inserted, undivided : 

underleaves a little smaller than the leaves, undivided : leaf-cells 

with thickened walls : sexual branches intercalary, arising singly in 

the axils of the underleaves: 9 branch very short, its leaves reduced 

to the three to five rows of bracts; perianth long and _ slender, 

the three keels distinct except at the cylindrical base, separated 

by grooves; unfertilized archegonia borne at the base of calyptra : 

é spike oblong ; bracts in several pairs, strongly concave ; antheridia 

occurring singly ; paraphyses wanting; bracteoles similar to the 

underleaves but smaller : sporophyte not seen.» 

Acromastigum integrifolium (Aust.) Evans. 

Mastigobryum ? integrifolium Aust., Bot. Gazette, i, 32, 1875. 

Bazzania ? integrifolia Evans, Trans. Conn. Acad., viii, 255, 1892. 

Acromastigum integrifolium Hvans, Bull. Torr. Club, xxvii, 103, pl. I, 1900. 

Dioicous: general characters of stems and branches given above ; 
rhizoids whitish, simple or irregularly branched at the ends, very 

scanty on ordinary vegetative axes and occurring singly or in small 

clusters at the bases of some of the underleaves, more abundant on 

the flagella and less definite in position: leaves spreading widely 

from the stem, usually curved upward in the outer parts, ovate from 

a broad base, obtuse or more commonly acute, entire or nearly so, 

rarely with an indistinct angular tooth near apex: underleaves 
strongly squarrose, ovate or oblong, truncate or rounded at apex, 

entire or nearly so: leaf-cells with a very thick verruculose cuticle 

and conspicuous often confluent trigones but no intermediate thick- 

enings; cell-cavities stellate: bracts very small and similar to 

ordinary leaves at base of branch but becoming rapidly larger 

toward the perianth ; innermost bracts broadly ovate, gradually 

narrowed from near the base, shortly dentate or laciniate at apex 

(usually less than one-fourth the length) with slender teeth, other- 

wise entire or nearly so; innermost bracteole similar; perianth 

linear-fusiform, composed of a single layer of cells except at the 

very base, cells more uniformly thickened than the leaf-cells, mouth 

of perianth contracted, laciniate, the lacinie long and slender, 

straight or irregularly curved and distorted, sometimes denticulate, 

composed of a single row of cells above and usually two or more 

toward the base : ¢ bracts in about 6 pairs, strongly concave, ovate, 

shortly bi- or tri-denticulate at the apex, the teeth 1 to 3 cells 
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long, otherwise entire or nearly so; bracteoles similar to ordinary 

underleaves but smaller. 

Stems 3 to 8°™ long; 0.25™™ in diameter; leaves 0.7™™ x 0.4™™ ; 

underleaves 0.57" x 0.3"; leaf-cells at edge of leaf 14 in dia- 

meter, in middle 18, and at the base 284x234; innermost bracts 

1.7™™x1.0™" (on robust specimens with perianths); perianth 4.0™™x 

0.85™™: bracts 0.457"x0.25"™": bracteoles 0.35™™x0.15™™. 

Mixed with other hepatics. West Maui (Baldwin). Oahu: 

Konahuanui (Cooke). Type-specimen in Herb. W. H. Pearson. 

Bazzania S. F. Gray, 1821. 

Plants usually robust: stems depressed or pendulous, falsely 

dichotomous, compressed slightly from the front; cortical and interior 

cells of the stem similar, somewhat smaller than the leaf-cells ; leafy 

branches lateral, very rarely postical ; postical branches usually short 

and floriferous or elongated, microphyllous and _ radicelliferous : 

leaves incubous, alternate or very rarely opposite, more or less imbri- 

cated at the base, decurved, sometimes (in dry specimens principally) 

secund, always obliquely inserted, often falcate, twice as long as 

broad, subcordate at base or ligulate, apex usually truncate, triden- 

tate, in rare cases 4-dentate or entire, sometimes equally bidentate or 

unequally bilobed, margin entire in most species, in a few dentate 

at the postical base: cells small, subequilateral, thickened at the 

corners, near the postical margin with 6 to 12 rows of elongated 

cells; subtending leaf antical, ovate-subulate, entire: under- 

leaves always present, half as long as the leaves or less, usually 

wider than the stem, mostly subrotund, or quadrate, rarely elongate; 

apex truncate, usually 4-crenate to incised, rarely subentire, margin 

subentire or dentate, base cordate: dioicous: ¢ and @ flowers clad- 

ogenous on postical branches ; ¢ bracts in 3 to 5 pairs, often shorter 

than leaves, concave, ovate to orbicular, rarely ovate-lanceolate, apex 

at least bilobed, laciniate or ciliate and more or less denticulate ; 

archegonia 10 to 16; perianth rarrowly ovoid, somewhat fleshy at 

the base, terete below, 3 keeled above, mouth subciliate; calyptra half 

the length of perianth, pyriform to cylindrical-oblong, 3 cells thick 

at base, 2 cells thick above: capsule half as long as calyptra, 

subeylindrical, the wall about 5 cells thick, outer layers with parietal 

columns, innermost having semiannular thickenings ; elaters thin, 

subobtuse ; spores minute: andreecium shortly incurved ; bracts in 
5 to 10 rows, ovate, concave or subcomplicate, apex bifid or 

bidentate, rarely entire : antheridia usually in pairs, rarely solitary. 
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Underleaves ovate to orbicular. 

Apex of leaves rounded or subtruncate. B. Nuuanuensis. 

Apex of leaves tridentate or bidentate. 

Leaf-cells at apex thick-walled, with or without small trigones. 

B. Sandvicensis. 

Leaf-cells at apex thin-walled, trigones large. 

Leaves broadly ovate ; plants robust, branching frequently. 

Leaves tridentate, 1.4™x1.1™™; leaf-cells at margin 15 in diameter. 

B. cordistipula. 

Leaves tridentate or bidentate, 0.85"™x0.6™™; leaf-cells at margin 

25 in diameter. B. Didericiana. 

Leaves lanceolate, always bidentate; plants slender, seldom branch- 

ing. B. emarginata. 

Underleaves subquadrate or quadrate. 

Leaves lanceolate to ovate ; underleaves not connate with the leaves. 

Leaves obliquely truncate, 0.9"™x0.5™™, B. Baldwinii. 

Leaves acute or bidenticulate, 0.6™™x0.4™™. B. minuta. 

Leaves ligulate ; underleaves sometimes connate with the leaves on one side. 

Leaves large, 1.95"™x0.85™™ ; leaf-cells at apex about 40ux80u, with walls 

slightly thickened. B. patens. 

Leaves 1.0™™x5™™ ; leaf-cells at apex about 30vx20y, with walls slightly 

thickened. B. inceequabilis. 

Leaves small, 0.75"™x0.4; leaf-cells at apex 20 in diameter, with much 

thickened cell-walls. B. Brighami. 

Bazzania cordistipula (Mont.) Trevis. 

Herpetium cordistipulum Mont., Ann. des Se. Nat., II, xix, 252, 1843. 

Voyage de la Bonite, Botanique, i, 242; atlas, pl. CXLIX, fig. 1, 1846. 

Mastigobryum cordistipulum G. L. & N., Syn. Hep., 224, 1845. Lindenb. & 

Gottsche, Spec. Hep., vii, 65, pl. XI, figs. 1-5, 1851. 

Bazzania cordistipula Trevis., Mem. reale Ist. Lomb. di Sci. e Lett., II, iv, 

414, 1877. 

Bazzania faleata Evans, Trans. Conn. Acad., viii, 255, 1892 (nut Bazzania 

falcata (Lindenb.) Trevis.). 

Puate IIL; riaures 1-14. 

Plants yellowish brown or green, densely czespitose: stems robust, 

falsely dichotomous, branches rarely attenuated or flagelliform; fila- 

gella postical, numerous, long-attenuate, microphyllous: leaves closely 

imbricated, alternate, subfalcate, spreading, obliquely ovate, the 

antical margin much more rounded than the postical, obliquely trun- 

cate, unequally tridentate; teeth broadly triangular to subulate, acute, 

acuminate or apiculate, antical tooth usually the longest, 5 to 13 cells 

long 4 to 7 cells broad, postical tooth 3 to 7 cells long 3 to 4 cells 

broad; sinuses obtuse to lunate; antical base arching over stem; posti- 
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cal margin slightly dilated near the base; line of insertion curved 

slightly inwards: underleaves imbricated, more than twice as broad 

as stem, orbicular, apex subretuse or repand, sometimes irregularly 

dentate, base cordate, lateral margins entire and somewhat reflexed : 

cells at apex of leaf thick-walled, with irregular cavities and large, 

sometimes confluent trigones, in the middle with elongate, substellate 

cavities and large triangular to orbicular, often confluent trigones, 

at the base with large, stellate cavities and large trigones ; cells of 

underleaves similar to those of leaves: 2 inflorescence borne on a 

very short branch; 9 bracts in about 5 pairs; innermost bracts about 

the length of the leaves, broadly ovate, upper half irregularly denticu- 

late, teeth 1 to 3 cells long, apex deeply 2 to 4 laciniate (about one- 

fourth), innermost bracteole similar to bracts; perianth ovate, terete 

below, many keeled above, mouth somewhat contracted, irregularly 

lobed, lobes laciniate, laciniae denticulate, 8 to 10 cells long, 4 to 6 

cells broad, ending in a row of 4 or 5 cells; cells of perianth elon- 

gated, with much thickened walls: capsule oval, dark brown; spores 

light brown, minutely verruculose; elaters tapering toward the ends, 

blunt. . 

Stems 0.3™™ in diameter; leaves, antical axis 1.3™™ to 1.55™™, pos- 

tical axis 1.0™™ to 1.2™™, breadth (greatest) near base 0.9™™ to 1.1™", 

at apex 0.35™™ to 0.4™™, leaf-cells at base of median tooth 26ux19p, 

in middle of leaf 26ux21p, just above base 42ux24y, extreme base 

45, antical edge 154; underleaves 0.77™x0.85"™ ; cells of under- 

leaves 38ux22u; perianth 2.2™™x1.5™™"; innermost bracts 1.5™"x0.9™™; 

bracts of second row 1.2™™x0.75™™; spores 20u; elaters 400ux15p. 

Hawaiian Islands (Gaudichaud, Hillebrand, Tolmie, Douglas). 

Hawaii (Beechey, Macrae). West Maui (Baldwin). Oahu (Mann 

& Brigham); Nuuanu, Konahuanui (Cooke). Kauai: Kilohana 

(Cooke); base of Pohokupili (Wawra). Very common from 1000 

to 5000 ft., growing on the ground. 

This species is closely related to B. falcata, of Nepal. <A part of 

the type-material, from the herbarium at Kew, has been used for 

comparison. B. falcata differs from Lb. cordistipula in its larger 

leaves (length, antical 2.7™™, breadth at base 1.6™™, at apex 0.35™™), 

which are much more falcate and bear one or two teeth at the posti- 

cal base; the leaf-cells also are much larger with stellate cavities and 

larger trigones, measuring at apex 27m, in the middle 45yux30p, at 

the base 45ux38p, and along antical edge 27p. 
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Bazzania Sandvicensis (Gottsche) Steph. 

Mastigobryum Sandvicensis Gottsche ; Steph. Hedwigia, xxv, 207, pl. II, figs. 

19-23, 1886. 

Bazzania cordistipula Evans, Trans. Conn. Acad., viii, 255, 1892 (not Bazzania 

cordistipula (Mont.) Trevis.). 

Bazzania Sandvicensis Steph., Bull. de ’ Herb. Boissier, v, 841, 1897. 

PuateE III; rigures 15-22. 

Plants yellowish brown, densely cespitose: stems ascending, 

long, robust, irregularly pinnately branched, branches sometimes 

attenuate, flagelliform ; flagella numerous, very long, slender, micro- 

phyllous: leaves imbricated at the base, apex free, subfalcate, spread- 

ing, narrowly obliquely ovate, antical base curved, arching over the 

stem, postical not decurrent, line of insertion curved slightly inward, 

apex obliquely truncate, tridentate, teeth broadly triangular, acute, 

sometimes apiculate, about 4 to 8 cells broad, 6 to 14 cells long and 

ending in a row of 2 to 5 cells, sinuses obtuse or lunate: underleaves 

approximate or distant, suborbicular, apex truncate, rounded or 

slightly retuse : leaf-cells at apex with uniformly thickened walls, in 

the middle oblong, thick-walled, with small trigones, at middle of base 

large, with substellate cavities and large trigones, cells at antical edge 

oblong, with long axis perpendicular to edge, thick-walled, trigones 

small: cells of underleaf similar to those of leaf: @ inflorescence 

borne on a very short branch ; Q bracts in about 5 pairs; innermost 

bracts broadly ovate, the upper portion denticulate, bifid to quad- 

rifid, lobes subulate, 2 to 4 cells broad, 6 to 10 cells long, ending in 

arow of 4 to 6 cells; cells of bract elongated with thickened walls; 

innermost bracteole similar to bracts; bracts and bracteole of second 

row similar to those of innermost row but smaller; perianth ovoid- 

cylindrical, terete below, many keeled above, mouth deeply lobed, 

lobes laciniate, laciniz about 4 cells broad, 6 to 20 cells long, denti- 

culate at the base, ending in a row of 2 to 4 cells; cells of perianth 

elongated, with numerous intermediate thickenings: capsule oval, 

borne on a short stalk ; spores minutely verruculose, light brown. 

Stems 0.3™™ in diameter ; leaves antical axis 1.4™™, postical axis 

1.15™™, breadth at apex 0.35™™, near base 0.75™" ; underleaves 

0.55™™x0.6™™" ; leaf-cells at base of median tooth 17yxl5p, at mid- 

dle of leaf 29ux20p, near base 50x19, at middle of base 45yx40p, 

at antical edge 1]uxl5u; innermost bracts 1.9™"x1.0™™; bracts of 

second row 1.25™™x0.7™™; perianth 3.2™™x1.2™™"; spores 18m. 
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Hawaiian Islands (Remy, Gaudichaud). Hawaii (Baldwin). 

Molokai (Baldwin). Oahu: Nuuanu, Konahuanui (Cooke). 

This species is rather close to B.*cordistipula. The plants are 

longer, the stems are rarely dichotomously branched, the leaves are 

narrower, less imbricated, the underleaves are smaller and are not 

imbricated, the leaf-cells are thicker walled, with smaller trigones, 

and at the apex are much smaller. 

Bazzania Nuuanuensis sp. nov. 

Puate HI; ricures 23-31. 

Plants green, loosely cxspitose: stems more or less ascending, 

falsely dichotomous; flagella numerous, slender: leaves alternate, 

closely imbricated to the apex, spreading, subfalcate, broadly ovate, 

antical base arching over the stem, subcordate, postical base not 

decurrent, line of insertion curved slightly inward, apex truncate to 

rounded, margin slightly undulate : underleaves more than twice as 

broad as stem, transversely or subobliquely imserted, approximate, 

orbicular, cordate at the base, apex retuse or truncate ; leaf-cells at 

apex of leaf thick-walled, cavities slightly irregular, trigones large, 

often confluent, in the middle somewhat elongated, cavities substel- 

late, trigones large, at the base elongated, with intermediate thicken- 

ings and large, more or less orbicular trigones, cells along margin 

similar to those at apex. 

Stems 0.37" in diameter ; leaves 1.15™"x1.1™™, leaf-cells at apex 
22ux20p, at middle 35ux27p, at middle near base 504x284; under- 

leaves 0.6™™x0.8™", cells at middle of underleaf 30ux24p. 

Oahu : western ridge of Nuuanu (Cooke). 

This species is closest to B. cordistipula among the Hawaiian 

Species: it is easily distinguished by its apex not being toothed ; 

its leaves-also are broader in proportion to their length, the cells are 

slightly larger, and the underleaves are slightly smaller and not so 

closely imbricated. 

Bazzania Didericiana Steph. 

Mastigobryum Didericianum Steph., Hedwigia, xxiv, 249, pl. III, fig. 2, 1885. 

Bazzania Didericiana Steph., Bull. de ’Herb. Boissier, v, 841, 1897. 

PLATE IV ; FiGuRES 1-13. 

Plants yellow-green, densely czespitose : stems robust, sparingly 

branched, ascending; flagella numerous, slender, microphyllous: leaves 

imbricated, spreading, subfalcate, obliquely ovate, antical base arch- 
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ing nearly across the stem, postical base not decurrent, line of inser- 

tion lunate, apex obliquely truncate, tri-(bi- or quadri-) dentate, teeth 

broadly triangular, acute ; sinuses separating teeth lunate: under- 

leaves twice the width of the stem, approximate or slightly imbri- 

cated, orbicular, apex retuse, crenulate or dentate, base subcordate : 

leaf-cells with stellate cavities, walls thin, trigones large, sometimes 

nearly as large as the cavities ; cells of underleaves similar to those 

of leaves: @ inflorescence borne on a very short branch; bracts 

in 3 or 4 pairs ; innermost bracts ovate, the upper half denticulate, 

apex bifid to quadrifid, lobes subulate, margins denticulate ; cells 

with thickened walls, those at margin with outer walls thin, trigones 

small ; innermost bracteole similar to bract but narrower and slightly 

shorter ; bracts and bracteole of second row much smaller, bifid to 

quadrifid, lobes subulate, sparingly denticulate ; perianth ovoid- 

cylindrical, terete below, irregularly keeled above, mouth contracted, 

irregularly lobed, lobes laciniate, laciniz 2 to 4 cells broad, 5 to 8 cells 

long, ending ina row of 2 to 5 cells: capsule oval, dark brown; spores 

round, verruculose ; elaters slender, blunt. 

Stems 0.3"" in diameter, leaves 0.85™™ long, 0.6™™ wide near the 

base, 0.25™™ at the apex; underleaves 0.357™x0.5™™; leaf-cells at base 

of median tooth 25, at base of leaf 57x33, antical edge 24, at 

middle of underleaf 404x30p ; innermost bract 1.6™"x1.1™™ 5 inner- 

most bracteole 1.6™"x0.8™™"; perianth 2.9™"x1.0"; spores 20m; ela- 

ters 160 to 240px12p. 

Hawaii: Kilavea (Didrichsen). Hawaiian Islands (Baldwin). Oahu: 

Nuuanu (Cooke). 
This plant is easily distinguished from L. cordistipula, its nearest 

Hawaiian relative, by its shorter and much less frequently branched 

stems, by its much smaller leaves and underleaves, and by its 

slightly larger leaf-cells with stellate cavities and much larger 

trigones. 
An aberrant form of this species is found in the same locality but 

not mixed with typical specimens. The stems branch much more 

frequently, the leaves are nearly half again as long and twice as 

broad, deeply bidentate, the lobes triangular, acute or acuminate, 

4 to 6 cells broad, 6 to 8 cells long, connivent or spreading, the sinus 

acute or obtuse, and the underleayes are larger and less toothed. 

The cellular structure, however, agrees with that of typical speci- 

mens. 
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Bazzania emarginata (Steph. ). 

Mastigobryum Didericianum, var. emarginatum Steph., Hedwigia, xxiv, 249, 

1885. 

PuaTEe IV; FIGURES 14-27. 

Plants yellowish brown, growing in loose tufts on the trees and on 

the ground, often mixed with other hepatice ; stems very slender, 

sparingly branched, often pendulous ; flagella scattered, very slen- 

der: leaves distant, rarely approximate, spreading, subfalcate, lan- 

ceolate, antical base arching about half way over the stem, postical 

base not decurrent, apex bidentate or emarginate, teeth subulate, 

divergent or parallel, 3 to 6 cells broad, 4 to 12 cells long, ending in a 

row of 2 to 6 cells, antical tooth often longer than the postical; sinus 

acute or obtuse : underleaves distant or approximate, twice as broad 

as stem, broadly ovate, base slightly curved, apex truncate, retuse or 

erose-dentate : leaf-cells at apex large, thin-walled, cavities stellate, 

pits long, trigones large, sometimes confluent, cells at margin small, 

elongated, perpendicular to edge, at the middle of the base oblong, 

trigones large, often confluent ; at middle of underleaf similar to 

those of leaf: ¢ inflorescence borne on a short branch; bracts in 

about three rows; innermost bracts ovate, the upper portion den- 

ticulate, apex bifid to quadrifid, lobes subulate, denticulate at the 

base, 2 to 4 cells broad, 5 to 8 cells long, ending in a row of 3 to 5 cells; 

innermost bracteole similar to bracts; bracts of second row ovate 

sparingly denticulate, bifid, teeth 2 to 4 cells long, 2 to 4 cells broad; 

bracteole similar to bracts ; perianth ovoid-cylindrical, terete below, 

many keeled above, 2 cells thick near base, mouth contracted, irreg- 

ularly lobed, lobes laciniate, laciniz 2 to 4 cells broad, 4 to 7 cells 

long, ending in a row of about 4 cells: capsule oval, purplish brown; 

spores brown, verruculose: ¢ spike occupying a short postical branch; 

bracts in about 6 pairs, concave, broadly ovate, apex irregularly den- 

tate, teeth 1 or 2 cells long, 1 or 2 cells broad; bracteoles much smaller, 

broadly ovate, apex emarginate, lobes triangular, rounded ; anther- 

idia borne singly. 

Stems 0.277 in diameter; leaves 1.3™ long, 0.25™™ broad at 

apex, 0.5™" broad at base ; underleaves 0.45™™x0.4™™, leaf-cells at 

apex 33, at middle of base 57px28p, at antical edge 20ux31p, at mid- 

dle of underleaf 45x30; innermost bract 1.2"™x0.65™"; bract of 

second row 0.75""x0.45™™" ; outermost bract 0.25"™x0.25™"; perianth 

2.4™™x1.0™™; ¢ bracteole 0.2577x0.3""; spores 22m. 

Trans. Conn. Acav., Vou. XII. 2 May, 1904, 
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Hawaii: Kilavea (Didrichsen). East Maui (Baldwin). Oahu: 
Konahuanui (Heller, Cooke) ; Lanahuli (Cooke). 

This species is very common on the higher mountain ridges, where 

it completely covers the trunks, branches and twigs of the lower 

stunted trees, sometimes along with Herpocladium and Herberta, 

which it closely resembles to the naked eye. Of the Hawaiian 

Bazzanie, B. Dideriaciana is nearest to B. emarginata. ‘The stems 

of the latter are much longer and slenderer, the leaves are usually 

distant, are longer, narrower and more falcate, the apex is bidentate, 

the underleaves are smaller and narrower in proportion to their 

length, the leaf-cells are much larger. 

B. emarginata is very close to B. fallax (Sande-Lac.) Schiffn., of 

the East Indian archipelago. Unfortunately the writer has been 

unable to procure specimens of the latter species. The comparisons 

are therefore made from the descriptions and figures.’ The Hawaiian 

species differs from the East Indian in the following characters : the 
leaves are longer and narrower, with much longer and more subulate 

teeth, the underleaves are much shorter and broader, the leaf-cells 

are somewhat larger, the innermost bracts are longer, narrower and 

with much fewer and shorter lobes. 

Bazzania Baldwinii Aust. 

Bazzania Baldwinii Aust.; Evans, Trans. Conn. Acad., viii, 255, pl. XXII, 

figs. 4, 5, 1892. 

Bazzania defleca Evans, 1. ¢., 255 (not B. deflexa (Nees) Underw.). 

PuatTE V; FIGURES 14-33. 

Plants loosely cxspitose, yellowish green: stems slender, sparingly 

branched, sometimes with leafy branches given off from axils of 

underleaves, oval in section ; flagella few, scattered, very slender : 

leaves distant, approximate or imbricated at the base, subfalcate, 

when dry concave, sublanceolate to obliquely ovate, antical base 

curved, arching nearly over the stem, postical base not decurrent, 

obliquely truncate, tri-(bi-)dentate, antical tooth the largest, 3 to 

6 cells long, 2 to 4 cells broad, median and postical teeth usually 

containing from 3 to 5 cells; sinuses obtuse or lunate : underleayes 

remote, wider than stem, ovate-quadrate, apex truncate, undulate or 

erose-dentate, with obtuse teeth: leaf-cells at apex thin-walled, 

1 Mastigobryum Borneense De Notaris, Epatiche di Borneo, 303, tab. XXXI, 

1874. This species is referred by Schiffner to B. fallax (vid. Conspectus Hepati- 

carum Archipelagi Indici, 158, 1898). 
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corners rounded, trigones small, triangular, at base larger, thin- 

walled, corners rounded or slightly indented, trigones small, tri- 
angular, at margin similar to those at apex; cells of underleaf 

similar to those of leaf: ¢ spike occupying a short postical branch, 

dark brown; bracts in 5 to 10 pairs, closely appressed, concave, 

suborbicular, apex usually bidentate, teeth small, triangular ; brac- 

teole ovate, bidentate, teeth similar to those of bracts ; antheridia 

borne singly, oval. 

Stems 0.25™™ in diameter; leaves 0.9™™ long 0.2™" wide at the 

apex, 0.5™" at the base; underleaves 0.4"™™"x0.35™, leaf-cells at apex 

20p, at base 38ux30p, at antical edge 13uxl7u; ¢ bracts 0.57™x0.5™™; 

bracteoles 0.5™™x0.4™™, 

East Maui: Haleakeala (Baldwin). West Maui (Baldwin). 

This species is closely related to B. triangularis (Schleich.) 

Lindb. (= B. deflexa), of Europe, North America and Asia, For 

comparison specimens from G. & R., Hep. Eur., No. 634, have been 

used. The leaves of B. Baldwinii are much less concave, narrower 

and frequently bidentate, the leaf-cells have thinner walls and 

smaller trigones, the cells at the base are somewhat larger, the 
underleaves are more oblong. ; 

Bazzania minuta (Aust.) Evans. 

Mastigobryum minutum Aust., Bull. Torr. Bot. Club, v, 17, 1874. 

Bazzania minuta Evans, Trans. Conn, Acad., viii, 255, 1892. 

PuaTE V; FiGcuRES 1-13. 

Plants loosely czspitose, yellowish green: stems slender, spar- 

ingly branched ; leafy branches lateral, sometimes postical from the 

axil of an underleaf; flagella scattered, very slender: leaves 

approximate or distant, spreading, lanceolate-ovate, apex bidenticu- 

late, sometimes acute or apiculate, antical base curved, arching 

partly over the stem, postical base not decurrent : underleaves dis- 

tant, a little broader than the stem, base subcordate, apex obtuse 

or truncate, bidentate, retuse or erose-dentate, lateral margin 

sometimes unidentate : leaf-cells at apex thin-walled, cavities with 

irregular outline, trigones small, at base larger, but agreeing in other 

points with those of apex, at margin similar to those at apex ; cells 

of underleaves smaller than those of leaves and with smaller tri-. 

gones. 

Stems 0.15™™ in diameter ; leaves 0.6™"x0.4™™ ; underleaves 0.15™™ 

x0.12™" ; leaf-cells at apex 23ux21p, at base 34ux28p, at antical edge 

17; cells of underleaves 22ux17p. 
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Hawaiian Islands (Hillebrand). East Maui (Baldwin). 

Bazzania minuta is more closely related to B. Baldwinii than to 

any other Hawaiian Bazzania. They are easily distinguished by 

the difference in size of the plants and by the form and size of the 

leaves and underleaves. 

Bazzania patens (Mont.) Trevis. 

Herpetium patens Mont., Ann. des Sc. Nat., II, xix, 295, 1843. Voyage de la 

Bonite, Botanique, i, 242; atlas, pl. CXLIX, fig. 2, 1846. 

Mastigobryum patens G. L. & N., Syn. Hep., 221, 1845. Lindenb. & Gottsche, 

Spec. Hep., vii, 48, tab. VIII, figs. 1-4, 1851. 

Mastigobryum parvistipulum Aust., Bull. Torr. Bot. Club, v, 16, 1874. 

Bazzania patens Trevis., Mem. reale Ist. Lomb. di Sci. e Lett., III, iv, 414, 

1877. 

Bazzania Beecheyana Steph., Hedwigia, xxxii, 204, 1893. 

Puate VI; Ficures 1-10. 

Plants depressed, loosely czespitose, green: stems prostrate, 

falsely dichotomous; flagella short, blunt; rhizoids borne in 

clusters at the base of underleaves, long, colorless: leaves slightly 

imbricated, subfalcate, truncate, tri-(rarely quadri-)dentate, teeth 

broadly triangular, 2 or 3 cells long, acute ; sinuses separating teeth 

broadly lunate: underleaves slightly broader than the stem, sub- 

quadrate, apex irregularly 4 to 6 dentate, teeth triangular, often 

divided, 2 or 3 cells broad, 3 to 5 cells long, lateral margins often 

dentate: leaf-cells at apex large, walls slightly thickened, tri- 

gones small, at middle of base very large, oblong-polygonal, walls 

slightly thickened, trigones small ; cells of the underleaves oblong, 

smaller than those of leaves, with thinner walls and smaller trigones. 
Stem 0.4™™ in diameter; leaves 1.95™™"x0.85™™ ; underleaves 0.4™™ 

x0.5™™"; leaf-cells at apex 40ux30p, at middle of base 52ux40y, anti- 

cal edge near base 22; cells of underleaves 43ux32y. 

Hawaiian Islands (Gaudichaud, Andersson). East Maui (Baldwin). 

Oahu (Beechey, Mann and Brigham) ; Nuuanu (Cooke). Kauai: 

Kilohana (Cooke). 

B. patens is close to Mastigobrywm Cubense Gottsche.’ It 

differs however in the following points: B. patens is a larger plant, 

the leaves being nearly twice as large, the cell-walls are thinner and 

the trigones are smaller and are not confluent, the cells at the base 

are larger and their trigones are smaller and are not confluent, the 

underleaves are smaller and have thinner cell-walls and smaller 

trigones. 

1S$tephani, Hedwigia, xxiv, 249, pl. III, fig. 1, 1885. 
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Bazzania inzquabilis Steph. Ms. 

Puate VI; Fricures 11-25. 

Plants loosely cxspitose, green: stems subascending, robust, fre- 

quently branching dichotomously, branches lateral, sometimes posti- 

cal from the axil of an underleaf ; flagella scattered, short: leaves 

densely imbricated, spreading, subfalcate, liguJate, antical base 

slightly dilated, arching partly over the stem, apex transversely or 

obliquely truncate, tri-(rarely bi- or quadri-)dentate, teeth triangu- 

lar to subulate, parallel or spreading: underleaves approximate, 

scarcely broader than stem, subquadrate, usually connate on one 

side, apex truncate, irregularly dentate : leaf-cells at apex subquad- 

rate, corners rounded, walls slightly thickened, trigones small, at 

middle cf base larger, oblong, corners slightly rounded, walls slightly 

thickened, trigones small; cells at middle of underleaves oblong, 

with slightly thickened walls, trigones small: @ inflorescence borne 

on a very short branch ; bracts in about 3 rows; innermost bracts 

ovate, upper portion irregularly denticulate, deeply bilobed, lobes 

subulate, denticulate at the base, acuminate or bifid at the apex; 

innermost bracteole similar to bracts; cells of innermost bracts 

elongated thin-walled, trigones lacking: perianth ovoid-cylindrical, 

terete below, irregularly keeled above, mouth contracted, lobed, lobes 

ciliate, cilia 2 to 4 cells broad, 6 to 8 cells long, ending in a row of 

3 to 5 cells; cells of perianth elongated, with scarcely thickened 

walls: g spike occupying a short postical branch ; bracts in about 

5 rows, broadly ovate, apex usually bidentate, teeth broadly trian- 

gular. 

Stems 0.35™™ in diameter; leaves about 1.0™™x0.45™™ to 55™™; 

underleaves 0.3™™x0.35™™, leaf-cells at apex 30pux2lp, at middle of 

base 37x25, at antical edge near base 18p, cells of underleaf 

34x25; perianth 2.9™™x0.9™"; innermost bracts 1.3™™x0.55™™; cells 

of perianth 80ux20p, of innermost bracteole 754x303 ¢ bracts 0.4™™ 

x0.35™™ ; cells of 3 bracts 32ux20p. | 

Oahu (Lauterbach) ; Pauoa (Heller); Nuuanu (Cooke). Kauai : 

Lihue (Cooke). 

BL. inequabilis is a much smaller plant than B. patens, the stems 

branch much more frequently, the leaves are smaller, more closely 

imbricated, less falcate, sometimes spreading almost at right angles 

to the stem, the apex is much more deeply toothed, the underleaves 

are longer in proportion to their breadth, less deeply toothed, and 

the cells of the leaves and underleaves are smaller throughout. 
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Bazzania Brighami (Aust.) Evans. 

Mastigobryum Brighami Aust., Bull. Torr. Bot. Club, v, 16, 1874. 

Mastigobryum ligulatum Sande-Lac.; Steph., Hedwigia, xxv, 202, pl. I, figs. 

13, 14, 1886. 

Bazzania Brighami Evans, Trans. Conn, Acad., viii, 255, 1892. 

Prats VII. 

Plants loosely czespitose, green or yellow-brown: stems slender, 

creeping or ascending, branching frequently and dichotomously; 

branches blunt, rarely attenuated or flagelliform; leafy branches 

sometimes arising postically from the axils of underleaves ; stems 

about 8 cells in diameter, all the cells of about the same size, walls 

much thickened, cortical cells in about 20 longitudinal rows, their 

walls pigmented ; flagella numerous, slender, sometimes branching; 

rhizoids borne in clusters at the base of underleaves: leaves approxi- 

mate or slightly imbricated, nearly opposite, spreading, subfalcate, 

ligulate to broadly ovate, antical base slightly dilated, arching half- 

way over stem, apex truncate, tridentate, teeth broadly triangular, 

acute to apiculate, sometimes rounded, 1 to 3 cells long ; sinuses 

separating teeth broadly lunate: underleaves distant or approximate, 

much wider than the stem, usually connate with the leaf on one side, 

sometimes connate on both sides, subquadrate to broadly ovate, apex 

truncate, irregularly quadridentate, teeth triangular acute or apicu- 

late, often bifid: leaf-cells at the apex with much thickened cell- 

walls, cavities small, subquadrate, at middle near base subvittate, the 

cells oblong, thick-walled, trigones small; cells of underleaves oblong, 

walls slightly thickened, the base of the underleaf showing one or 

two rows of very small cells with uniformly much thickened walls 

and irregularly oblong-quadrate cavities: @ inflorescence borne on a 

short branch; bracts in 3 to 5 pairs; innermost bracts broadly ovate, 

the upper part of margin irregularly dentate or denticulate, deeply 

bifid to quadrifid, lobes subulate, irregularly denticulate at the base; 

innermost bracteole similar to bracts, usually less deeply lobed; cells 

oblong, with slightly thickened walls; bracts of second row ovate, 

bifid: perianth fusiform, terete below, irregularly keeled above, 

mouth lobed, lobes ciliate, cilia 4 to 6 cells long, 1 or 2 cells broad, 

apical cell minutely verruculose: g spikes borne in the axils of under- 

leaves, sometimes on flagella, often curved ;" bracts in 5 to 10 pairs, 

concave, broadly ovate, apex bidentate or bidenticulate, teeth trian- 

gular, apiculate, sometimes acute, apical tooth minutely verruculose, 

lateral margins entire or sometimes bearing | or 2 teeth ; bracteoles 

ovate or subquadrate, apex truncate or rounded, bidenticulate, teeth 
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separated by a broadly lunate sinus, margin entire, sometimes bear- 

ing a lateral tooth on one or both sides; cells of bracts and bracteoles 

polygonal, walls slightly and uniformly thickened. 

Stems 0.18™™ in diameter ; leaves 0.75™™x0.25™™ at apex to 0.4™™ 

at base; underleaves 0.25™™x0.35™™" ; leaf-cells at apex 20ux18p, at 

middle 20p, at base 35ux25pu, at antical edge 12, underleaf-cells at 

middle 20uxl5pm, at base 12m; perianth 2.4™™x0.8™™"; innermost 9 

bracts 1.1™"x0.7™; cells at middle of bracts 754x254; ¢ bracts 

0.3™™ to 0.45™™x0.13™™ to 0.22; cells at middle of 4 bract 32ux24u. 

Hawaiian Islands (Herb. Sande-Lac., Baldwin). Oahu (Mann and 

Brigham) ; Nuuanu, Mt. Tantalus, Konahuanui (Cooke). Kauai : 

Kilohana, Molokoa (Cooke). 

Specimens of Mastigobrywm ligulatum from Herr Stephani agree 

perfectly with the type-specimens of IM. Brighami collected by 

Mann and Brigham. This species is very distinct from the other 

Hawaiian Bazzaniw. Perhaps B. inequabdilis is the most closely 

related. B. Brighami, however, is a much smaller plant, the leaves 

are smaller and the sides more parallel, the leaf-cells are smaller, 

with much thicker cell-walls. 
Of great interest in this species is the occurrence of antheridial 

spikes on the flagella. This tendency was found on several plants 

which came from the same log. It may be compared with the posi- 

tion of male spikes on the ventral branches of Aantia, since the 

flagella are modified postical branches. Leafy branches occur posti- 

cally on B. Brighami but no male spikes were found on them. 

That male spikes occur on flagella is mentioned by Lindenberg’ 

and by Pearson.2 In B. Brighami sometimes as many as three 

spikes were found on a single flagellum. 

Kantia S. F. Gray, 1821. 

Plants rather small to large, dark green to pale green, depressed- 

cespitose or scattered among other bryophytes: stems prostrate or 

assurgent at the sometimes gemmiparous apex, subsimple or rarely 

branching ; branches postical, blunt or attenuated ; rhizoids long, 

colorless, borne in clusters at the base of the underleaves: leaves 

closely imbricated to approximate, incubous, alternate, spreading 

narrowly ovate to suborbicular, entire, apex rounded or retuse, some- 

times cuspidate, bidentate or bilobed : leaf-cells large, mostly isodi- 

1G. L. & N., Syn. Hep., 214, 1845. 

*'The Hepatice of the British Isles, 129, 1900. The species here referred to 

is B. trilobata. 
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ametric or oblong-hexagonal, thin-walled or with walls scarcely 
thickened, trigones small or lacking: underleaves always present, 

usually large, broadly ovate, suborbicular or broadly reniform, apex 

entire, retuse or bilobed, lobes often equally or unequally bifid : 

dioicous, autoicous or paroicous; sexual branches axillary to the 

underleaves: 2? bracts in 2 or 3 rows, very much smaller than the 

leaves, subrotund, ovate or lanceolate, entire or 2 to 4 lobed, sub- 

connate ; bracteoles similar ; perianth lacking ; archegonia less than 

12: perigynium developed from the @ branch, pendulous, subter- 

ranean, carnose, many cells thick, radicelliferous, clavate or subcylin- 

drical, the apex crowned by the persisting bracts and bracteoles, the 

interior surface papillate ; calyptra nearly as long as the perigynium, 

adnate almost to the apex, the free portion bearing the sterile arche- 

gonia: capsule cylindrical, the four linear, spirally wound valves 

2 cells thick, the inner layer with numerous semiannular bands, which 

are nearly lacking in the outer layer ; “involucellum” highly devel- 

oped, finally adnate to the calyptra and reaching to the line of separ- 

ation of calyptra and perigynium walls, its cells elongated and sinu- 

ous: elaters long, slender, blunt, bispiral ; spores minute, about the 

diameter of the elaters. 

Apex of leaves subtruncate or rounded, verruculose ; underleaves retuse. 

K. Baldwinii. 

Apex of leaves usually cuspidate ; underleaves deeply bifid, lobes triangular. 

K. cuspidata. 

Apex of leaves usually bidentate. 

Leaves large, 1.25™™x1.1™™, teeth 1 to 3 cells long; underleaves bifid 

about two-thirds. K. Tosana. 

Leaves small, about 0.65""x0,5™™, teeth 3 or 4 cells long ; underleaves bifid 

to within a cell of the base. XK, bifurea. 

Kantia Tosana Steph. 

Calypogeia Trichomanis Mitt.; Seemann, Flora Vitiensis, 407, 1871 (not Kantia 

Trichomanis (L.) S. F. Gray). 

Kantia bidentula Evans, Trans. Conn. Acad., viii, 256, 1892 (not Jungerman- 

nia bidentula Web.). ; 

Kantia Tosana Steph., Hedwigia, xxxiv, 54, 1895. 

Puate VIII; Fricures 1-8. 

Polyoicous: plants in loose, depressed mats: stems prostrate, 

frequently branching, the branches obtuse or sometimes elongate-fla- 
ed 5) § 

gelliform, often gemmiparous; branches similar to stems ; flagella 

lackine or rarely present; rhizoids long, colorless, borne in clusters gS Yiwlk 3 g, ’ 
at the base of underleaves: leaves alternate, spreading, obliquely ; g) a 
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inserted, imbricated, rarely approximate or distant, ovate, antical 

base arching partly over stem, postical base slightly decurrent, apex 

bidentulate, rarely obtuse or acute, teeth small, acute or obtuse, | to 3 

cells long: cells of leaf polygonal, thin-walled, cavities angular, tri- 

gones lacking; cells at base oblong-polygonal : underleaves distant, 

twice the width of stem, subtransversely inserted, decurrent, broadly 

reniform, deeply bifid (about two-thirds), lobes entire or unequally 

cleft, divisions acute or obtuse, sinus separating lobes obtuse or 

lunate ; cells of underleaves similar to those of leaf but somewhat 

smaller : 2 inflorescence usually borne singly, sometimes two@, a ¢ 

and a 9, or a @ and a vegetative branch borne from the axil of 

the same underleaf; bracts in two or three pairs, small, broadly 

ovate, usually bifid ; bracteoles similar to bracts : andreecium a short 

branch, usually borne singly but sometimes in pairs from the axils 

of the underleaves: ¢ bracts in 4 to 8 pairs, ovate, deeply bifid 

(about one-half), lobes subulate: capsule long, oval ; spores light 

brown, minute, round ; elaters blunt, bispiral. 

Bremis02457 20 in: breadth » ‘leaves: 147°x1™™ to: 1.25°° xi 12"; 

underleaves 0.35™™x0.8™™ to 0.3™™x0.5™™"; leaf-cells at apex 45y, at 

base 90ux45yu, at margin near postical base 90ux30p, near antical 

base 754x354; perigynium 3.9™™"x0.8™™" to 5.75™™x0.9™™; elaters 

300pux15u5 spores 18. 

West Maui (Baldwin). Oahu: Nuuanu (Cooke). Kauai: Kilohana 

(Cooke). 

This species is very common in damp, shady valleys, growing on 

the ground. It is about the same size as the widely distributed A. 

Trichomanis, of Europe and North America, but its leaves are nar- 

rower, more acute, and almost always bidentulate ; the leaf-cells also 

are much larger and with thinner cell-walls, and the underleaves are 

wider in proportion to their length. 

Kantia cuspidata Steph. 

Kantia cuspidata Steph., Bull. de ’ Herb. Boissier, v, 846, 1897. 

PuatTE VIII; ricures 9-14. 

Sterile: plants greenish yellow, loosely czspitose, depressed : 

stems short, prostrate, rarely branching ; true flagella lacking ;_ rhi- 

zoids long, colorless, borne in clusters at the base of the underleaves: 

leaves imbricated, alternate, obliquely inserted, spreading, plane, 

ovate, antical base arching partly over stem, slightly rounded, pos- 

tical base slightly decurrent, apex obtuse or cuspidate : leaf-cells at 

margin thin-walled, just inside the marginal row polygonal, at base 
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polygonal-oblong, cuticle smooth: underleaves distant, somewhat 

broader than stem, broadly ovate, deeply bifid about three fourths, 

the lobes triangular, acute, parallel or spreading, 6 to 8 cells broad, 

8 to 12 cells long ; sinus separating lobes acute or obtuse ; cells of 

underleaves similar to those of leaves. 

Stems 0.25™" to 0.38™™ in breadth; leaves 1.05™"x0.9™™ ; leaf-cells 

at apex 33y, at base 62ux35y; underleaves 0.47"x0.45™™ ; cells at 

middle of lobe of underleaf 62yx35p. 

Oahu (Heller) ; Nuuanu (Cooke). 

Kantia cuspidata is a smaller plant. than A. Zosana. The leaves 

are cuspidate or obtuse, never bidentulate ; the underleaves are more 

deeply bifid, and their lobes are never truncate or bilobed. 

Kantia bifurca (Aust.) Evans. 

Calypogeia bifurca Aust., Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phil., 225, 1869. 

Kantia bifurea Evans, Trans. Conn. Acad., viii, 256, 1592. 

PuatEe IX; Figures 1-10. 

Autoicous : plants small, scattered, pale green: stems pale green, 

slender, weak, prostrate, ascending at the tip, often gemmiparous, 

rarely branching except at the base, attenuate or blunt, oval in sec- 

tion, about 7 by 5 cells, ventral surface more convex than the 

dorsal, cortical cells (in about 12 rows) subquadrate, thin-walled, 

dorsal cells slightly larger than ventral, interior cells polygonal, thin- 

walled ; a row of large elongated cells is found on each side of the 

stem where the bases of the leaves are attached ; branches similar to 

stem, more often attenuate ; rhizoids borne in clusters at the base of 

the underleaves: leaves tender, alternate, spreading, obliquely 

inserted, imbricated or approximate, becoming distant on atten- 

uated stems or branches, decurrent postically to about the middle of 

the next leaf, antical base arching halfway over the stem, broadly 

ovate, apex truncate-bifurcate or bidentulate, lobes spreading, tri- 

angular, acuminate, 1 or 2 cells broad, 3 or 4 cells long, ending in a 

row of 2 or 3 cells; sinus separating teeth lunate: leaf-cells at 

apex subquadrate with slightly thickened walls, at middle of base 

oblong-polygonal with thin walls, at margin elongated, with slightly 

thicker walls than interior cells: underleaves distant, minute, deeply 
bifid to within a single cell of the base, which is 5 or 6 cells broad, 

each lobe bearing a single tooth on its outer margin, spreading, 

subulate, 2 cells broad, 4 or 5 cells long, ending ina row of 3 or 4 

cells, the lateral tooth composed of 1 or 2 cells; underleaf-cells 

with slightly thickened walls: ¢ and @ flowers borne on very short 
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branches, singly or in groups of 2 to 5 from the axils of consecutive 

underleaves, rarely 2 sexual branches borne from the axil of the 

same underleaf, in such a case both being of the same sex; 9 bracts 

2 or 3 pairs, much smaller than the leaves, innermost bracts ovate, 

unequally bifid to the basal row of cells, slightly verruculose, lobes 

subulate, connivent; bracts of second row larger, one-third the size 

of leaves, ovate, with a single marginal tooth, bifid about three- 

fourths, lobes spreading or connivent, sometimes unequal ; bracteoles 

similar to bracts; perigynium undeveloped: ¢ bracts 2 to 4 pairs, 

concave to subcomplicate, ovate, bifid about one-half, lobes incurved, 

subulate, spreading. 

Stems (.18™™ in breadth ; leaves 0.657"x0.5™™ ; leaf-cells at apex 

55yx45p, at middle of base 60ux30pu, at margin (near base) 80ux20p; 

large lateral cells of stem 1054x604; ventral cortical cells 80ux25p; 

9 bracts of second row 0.45"™x0.3"" ; 4 bracts 0.247™x0.17™™. 

Hawaiian Islands (Hillebrand). Oahu: Pauoa (Heller) ; Nuuanu 

(Cooke). Kauai: Kilohana (Cooke). 

rantia Sullivantii (Aust.) Underw., of North America, agrees 

very closely with the Hawaiian species. It differs, however, in the 

following characteristics: the teeth of the leaves are usually longer, 

broader and parallel, and are separated by a deeper sinus; the terminal 

cells of the leaf are smaller, and those of the basal margin are shorter 

and broader, all the leaf-cells having slightly thicker walls. 

Kantia Baldwinii (Aust.) Evans. 

Calypogeia Baldwinii Aust., Bot. Gazette, i, 32, 1875. 

Kantia Baldwinii Evans, Trans. Conn. Acad., viii, 256, 1892. 

Kantia rotundistipula Steph., Bull. de l’Herb. Boissier, v, 846, 1897. 

PuaTe IX; ricures 11-17. 

Dioicous (?): plants yellow-brown, depressed, cxspitose or 

scattered among other bryophytes: stems slender, simple or rarely 

branching, sometimes (very rarely) bearing true flagella, prostrate, 

ending obtusely or attenuated, flagelliform ; flagella short ; rhizoids 

borne in clusters at the base of the underleaves: leaves approxi- 

mate, imbricated at the base, apex free, obliquely inserted, obliquely 

ovate, verruculose, antical base arching partly over stem, postical 

base decurrent, antical margin dilated, apex subtruncate or rounded, 

sometimes slightly retuse: leaf-cells with slightly thickened walls, 

trigones minute: underleaves distant, twice as broad as stem, 

broadly ovate-subrotundate, subcordate at the base, apex retuse ; 

underleaf-cells similar to those of leaves: 9 bracts arranged in 2 rows, 
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minute ; the innermost bracts the largest, about twice the size of 

an underleaf, broadly ovate, denticulate, apex obtuse ; cells verru- 

_culose ; bracteoles similar to bracts but narrower: perigynium unde- 

veloped. 

Stems 0.27" in diameter; leaves 0.7™x0.6™™. to 0.9™™x077"; 

underleaves 0.2™"x0.4™ ; leaf-cells at apex 25, at middle of base 

55yX30p, at antical margin 45yx18y; bracts 0.6™™x0.45™™, 

West Maui (Baldwin). Oahu: Konahuanui (Cooke). Hawaiian 
Islands (Herb. Spruce). 

KY. Baldwinii is very close to A. nephrostipa Spruce, of South 

America. The leaves of the latter are more densely imbricated, 

longer in proportion to their breadth, the apex is usually crenulate, 

the cells have thicker cell-walls which are not verrucose, and the 

underleaves are broader and more deeply bifid. 

Compared with A. cespitosa Spruce, of South America, A. Bald- 

winit has the following differences: the plants are smaller; the 

stems branching much less frequently ; the leaves are smaller and 

less imbricated, and the apex not so rounded ; the leaf-cells have 

thinner cell-walls and smaller trigones ; the underleaves are much 

smaller and broader in proportion to their length. 

Odontoschisma Dumort., 1835. 

Plants medium-sized, green, sometimes reddish, rarely white, grow- 

ing in broad, flat mats, often mixed with mosses or other hepatics : 

stems strong, subterete, either prostrate or arching at intervals 

and free from the substratum; flagella postical or terminating 

leafy branches; leafy branches usually postical, similar to the 

stem: leaves obliquely to nearly longitudinally inserted, broadly 

ovate or suborbicular, retuse or rarely emarginate, usually concave 

and entire ; cells rather small to minute, isodiametric, often with a 

verruculose cuticle : underleaves commonly minute and soon obso- 

lete : Qinflorescence cladogenous; bracts bifid, rarely trifid or 

quadrifid; bracteoles always present; perianth large, narrow, mouth 

ciliate to denticulate: capsule cylindrical-oblong, in other character- 

istics agreeing with that of Cephalozia: andrecium postical, small, 

amentiform, colorless, rarely larger and terminal. 

Leaves strongly concave. O. subjulaceum. 

Leaves slightly concave, more often spreading. 

Plants rather large; leaves longer than broad, trigones small or lacking. 

O. Sandvicense. 

Plants slender; leaves usually broader than long, trigones large. 

VO. gracile. 
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Odontoschisma subjulaceum Aust. 

Odontoschisma subjulaceum Aust., Bull. Torr. Bot. Club, vi, 303, 1879. 

Jungermannia caudifera Tayl. Ms., ex parte; Aust., 1. c. (as synonym). 

PLATE X ; FIGURES 10-26. 

Dioicous: plants small, green, or reddish near the apex, growing 

in dense or scattered tufts on fallen logs or on the ground: stems 

simple, rarely branching, short, apex ascending, usually attenuated 

and gemmiparous; flagella borne near the base of stems, radiculose ; 

rhizoids scattered, at the base of stems or on the flagella: leaves 

strongly concave, apex arching over the stem, closely imbricated, 

decreasing in size on the attenuated portions of stems and branches, 

broadly ovate, apex entire, rounded, ventral base slightly rounded, 

dorsal base not decurrent ; leaves in upper part of gemmiparous 

branches small, spreading, narrowly ovate from a broad base, margin 

irregularly denticulate : leaf-cells thin-walled, with large sometimes 

confluent trigones and stellate cavities : underleaves rudimentary, 

minute, distant, usually bifid, near the base of branches much larger, 

unsymmetrically ovate or ligulate, obtuse or bidentulate; on gemmi- 

parous branches similar to the leaves: cells of underleaves thin-walled, 

with or without very small trigones; cells of underleaves near the base 

of branches similar to those of leaves : gemme oval, composed of 1 or 

2 cells: 9 bracts in 2 or 3 pairs; innermost bracts ovate from a broad 

base, bifid from one-fourth to two-thirds, lobes triangular-subulate, 

acute-acuminate, often denticulate, innermost bracteole similar to 

bracts, but with shorter and more rounded lobes ; cells of bracts 

and bracteole elongated, thin-walled, trigones small, upper marginal 

cells verruculose: ¢ bracts in 4 to 6 pairs, orbicular-ovate, strongly 

concave, unequally bifid one-third to one-fifth, lobes obtuse, verru- 
culose at the apex. 

Stems 0.15™" in diameter; leaves 0.6™"x0.58™™ to 0.4™™x0,38™™; 

leaf-cells at apex 24yx23y, at middle of base 32x35, trigones 10p, 

cells at margin 21ux25u; innermost bracts 0.75™™x0.4™™; ¢ bracts 

0.2"™x0.17™™, rudimentary underleaves 0.06™™x0.05™™, cells 24. 

West Maui (Baldwin). Hawaiian Islands (Bailey). Oahu: Nuuanu 

(Cooke). Kauai: Waimea (Heller); Kilohana, Lihue, Hanalei 
(Cooke). 

Odontoschisma subjulaceum differs from O. Sphagni (Dicks.) 

Dumort., of. Europe and North America, in being a much smaller 

plant and in producing numerous gemme ; its leaves also are not 
decurrent ventrally and are much more convex with stellate cell- 

cavities and larger trigones. 
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Odontoschisma gracile (Mitt.) Steph. 

Sphagnecetis gracilis Mitt.; Seemann, Flora Vitiensis, 405, 1871. 

Odontoschisma gracile Steph., Bull. de l’Herb. Boissier, v, 843, 1897. 

PLATE X; FIGURES 1-9. 

Sterile: plant brown when dry: stems slender, prostrate, long, 

rarely branching, branches often attenuate, flagelliform, rarely gem- 

miparous; true flagella rarely present, borne at base of stems; rhi- 

zoids in scattered clusters on postical surface of stem: leaves obliquely 

inserted, plane or nearly so, slightly imbricated or approximate, 

broadly subrotund, antical base rounded, postical base sometimes 

very slightly decurrent: leaf-cells with thin walls, very large tr- 

gones and stellate cavities: underleaves rudimentary, distant, minute, 

composed of 2 to 4 cells, underleaves at the base of branches larger, 

subligulate, composed of 7 to 10 cells; cells small, walls slightly 

thickened, cavities round or oval. 

Stems 0.1™™ to 0.12™" in breadth; leaves 0.4™™x0.45™™; leaf-cells 

near apex 25ux27p, trigones 10p, cells near middle of base 45yx27p, 

trigones 13; underleaves at base of branches 0.09™"x0.045™™ to 

0.09™™x0,06™™, cells 24; cells of rudimentary underleaves 19. 

Hawaiian Islands (Gaudichaud). Known only from the type- 

material, a portion of which is preserved in the Kew herbarium. 

Odontoschisma gracile differs from O. subjulaceum in being 

longer and more slender; its leaves also are smaller and less imbri- 

cated, more spreading, broader in proportion to their length and 

with the postical margin much more curved ; the leaf-cells have 

much larger trigones, and those at the base are longer and with 

narrower and more stellate cavities. 

Odontoschisma Sandvicense (Angstr.) Evans. 

Sphagnecetis Sandvicensis Angstr., Ofver. af Kongl. Vet. Akad. Férhandl., 

xxix (No 4), 22, 1872. 

Odontoschisma Sandvicense Evans, Trans. Conn. Acad., viii, 256, 1892. 

PuatTe XI. 

Dioicous: plants green, rarely red, loosely cespitose: stems 

appressed, branching irregularly, apex ascending, obtuse, sometimes 

gemmiparous, rarely flagelliform ; flagella borne at base of stem or 

branches ; rhizoids borne in clusters on postical surface of stems or 

branches : leaves slightly concave, obliquely inserted, ovate-subquad- 

rate, apex subtruncate or rounded; verruculose, postical base slightly 

rounded, antical base not decurrent, leaves on attenuated gemmi- 
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parous branches small, ovate from a broad base, acute or obtuse: 

leaf-cells at apex and along margin oblong-quadrate, thin-walled, per- 

pendicular to edge, cell-cavities with slightly rounded corners, tri- 

gones minute, cell-cavities sometimes slightly stellate with small 

trigones, cells in middle and at base thin-walled with cavities irreg- 

ular or rounded and trigones minute or small: underleaves minute, 

rudimentary, consisting of a few cells; on gemmiparous branches 

similar to leaves; at the base of branches well developed, broadly 

ovate, obtuse or bifid ; cells of the underleaves thin-walled with 

minute trigones: gemmez oval, composed of 1 or 2 cells: Q inflor- 

escence borne on a short branch; @ bracts in 3 or 4 rows; innermost 

bracts about the length of the leaves but narrower, ovate from a 

broad base, upper half irregularly denticulate, apex irregularly bifid 

about one-third, lobes ovate, apiculate or subulate, sometimes cleft, 

irregularly denticulate, terminal cell verruculose; innermost bracteole 

similar to bracts, but less deeply bifid: perianth fusiform, usually 

curved, terete below, irregularly keeled above, 3 or 4 cells thick at 

base, 2 cells thick to near the middle, 1 cell thick above, mouth 

irregularly lobed, lobes dentate-laciniate, laciniz sometimes denticu- 

late, 2 or 3 cells broad at base and ending in a row of 1 to 4 slightly 

verruculose cells: elaters bispiral ; spores small, round, brownish 

yellow. . 

Stems 0.15™™ to 0.18™™ in diameter; leaves 0.9™"x0.85™"; leaf-cells 

at dorsal margin 17x22, near apex 21ux25p, at middle of base 39ux 

28p ; rudimentary underleaves 0.05""x0.07™™ ; cells of underleaves 

at base of branches 30ux25y; perianth 2.5™™x0.6™™ to 3.0™™x0.8™™; 

innermost bracts 1.1™x0.4"" ; innermost bracteole 0.9™™x0.35™™; 

elaters about 2504x104; spores 9p. 

Hawaiian Islands (Andersson). Oahu: Nuuanu (Cooke). 

Odontoschisma Sandvicense differs from O. Sphagni in having 

gemme and in its larger leaves, which are decurrent antically; the 

cells at the base of the leaves are also larger. From O. subjulacewm 

it differs in its larger size and green color ; the leaves are larger, 

more quadrate, narrower in proportion to their breadth, more spread- 

ing, and less concave ; its cell-cavities are more regular in outline, 
never as distinctly stellate, and its trigones are much smaller. 

Cephalozia Dumort., 1835. 

Plants usually small, sometimes minute, rarely large or robust, 
branches usually postical, rarely lateral: leaves succubous, rarely 
transversely inserted, more or less concave, often bilobed or subcom- 
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plicate, margins never reflexed, entire or denticulate : underleaves 

much smaller than leaves, in some species partly or wholly lacking: 

dioicous, autoicous or paroicous: @ inflorescence usually borne on 

a short branch, rarely terminal on a vegetative branch, sometimes 

variable in position in the same species; bracts in about 3 rows, 

bilobed (rarely trilobed or quadrilobed), often connate, yet free 

from the perianth ; bracteoles always present: archegonia about 20, 

rarely fewer: perianth elongated, usually trigonous, rarely 5- or 

6-keeled, mouth variously laciniate to denticulate, rarely entire ; 

calyptra free, surrounded at the base by the sterile archegonia: cap- 

sule more or less oblong, walls 2 cells thick, cells of the inner layer 

furnished with semiannular thickenings; elaters long, bispiral; spores 

minute, about the diameter of the elaters, smooth or verruculose : 

andrecium amentiform, usually occupying a short postical branch, or 

intercalary on a main branch ; bracts in several pairs, bifid, monan- 

drous. 

Stems weak, postically branched ; cortical cells larger than interior; leaves 

more or less obliquely inserted ; bracts not connate or only slightly so. 

Plants rather large; leaves approximate or slightly imbricated ; mouth of 

perianth laciniate ; autoicous. C. Sandvicensis. 

Plants minute ; leaves distant ; mouth of perianth ciliate ; paroicous. 

C. Baldwinit, 

Stems rigid, sometimes laterally branched ; cortical cells similar to interior ; 

leaves transversely inserted ; bracts connate. 

Innovations lacking; leaf-cells with much thickened walls; 9 inflorescence 

cladogenous ; innermost bracteole not bifid. C. Kilohanensis. 

Innovations present; leaf-cells with slightly thickened cell-walls ; inflo- 

rescence acrogenous or cladogenous ; innermost bracteole bifid. 

Underleaves lacking ; leaf-cells at margin 12ux10y. C. Lile. 

Underleaves present ; leaf-cells at margin 20ux15y. C. heteroica. 

Subgenus Eucephalozia Spruce, 1882. 

Plants variable in size, green, rarely yellow, sometimes reddish: 

stems mostly weak or fragile, rarely rigid, simple or sparingly branch- 

ing; branches more or less postical, sometimes flagelliform: leaves 

obliquely inserted, often somewhat broader than long, concave or 

subeomplicate, margin entire, apex bifid: cells as a rule large, pel- 

lucid, quadrate-hexagonal or quadrate, smooth : underleaves, when 

present, entire or bifid: monoicous or dioicous: @ inflorescence in 

some species constantly cladogenous or acrogenous, in others varia- 

ble in position ; bracts rather large, 2- to 4-lobed, entire or often 

dentate, spinulose or incised; bracteoles always present ; perianth 
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fusiform, sometimes almost linear, trigonous, mouth constricted, 

denticulate, setulose, ciliate or laciniate: capsule more or less oblong: 

andreecium spicate or amentiform, variable in position, rarely hypo- 

genous; ¢ bracts similar to Q bracts but smaller. 

Cephalozia Sandvicensis (Mont.) Spruce. 

Jungermannia Sandvicensis Mont., Ann. des Sc. Nat. Il. xix, 249, 1843. 

Voyage de la Bonite, Botanique, i, 259; atlas, pl. CXLVI, fig. 1, 1846. 

Jungermannia crassifolia Lindenb. & Gottsche; G. L. & N., Syn. Hep., 685, 

1847, according to Spruce. 

Cephalozia connivens Aust., Bull. Torr. Bot. Club, v, 15, 1874 (not Cephalozia 

connivens (Dicks.) Dumort.), 

Blepharostoma Sandvicense Trevis., Mem. reale Ist. Lomb. di Sci. e Lett., 

IIT, iv, 417, 1877. 

Cephalozia Sandvicensis Spruce, On Cephalozia, 46, 1882. 

Cephalozia multiflora Evans, Trans. Conn. Acad. viii, 256, 1892 (not Cephalozia 

multiflora Spruce). 

PLATE XII. 

Autoicous: plants depressed, pale: stems colorless, sparingly 

branched, branches blunt or attenuated, stems oval in section, about 

6 by 5 cells, the ventral surface more rounded than the dorsal; interior 

cells with thickened walls, cortical cells in 10 to 12 rows, those of 

the dorsal surface about three times as large as those of the ventral; 

rhizoids scattered on the ventral surface of the stem, long, colorless: 

leaves slightly imbricated at the base or approximate, almost longi- 

tudinally inserted, spreading or slightly concave, antical base decur- 

rent, broadly ovate, unequally bifid (about one-half), lobes subulate, 

spreading or connivent, postical lobe broader, with outer margin 

more dilated, 3 to 5 cells broad, 4 or 5 cells long, usually ending 

in a row of 2 or 3 cells, antical lobe about 3 cells broad (rarely 2 or 

4), 4 or 5 cells long, ending in a row of 2 or 3 cells: cell-walls thin, 

corners rounded, trigones very small: underleaves wanting: 9 

inflorescence borne on a short branch; 2 bracts usually in 3 pairs; 

innermost bracts ovate, deeply bifid (about two-thirds), the lobes 

usually unequally cleft, the outer division much the smaller, some- 

times with supplementary divisions or subequally 4 or 5 lobed, the 

inner lobes subulate, 8 to 10 cells long and about 4 cells broad, end- 

ing in a row of 2 to 4 cells, outer lobes 2 to 8 cells long; innermost 

bracteole similar to bracts, scarcely connate with them, the lobes 

usually less deeply cleft; bracts of second row shorter, deeply lobed 

(about one-half), sometimes with subdivided lobes ; perianth usually 

Trans. Conn. Acap., Vou. XII. 3 May, 1904. 
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curved, fusiform, 1 cell thick, 3-keeled above, terete below, mouth 

contracted, about 12-laciniate-ciliate, lacinie with denticulate bases, 

10 to 12 cells long, 3 to 6 cells broad, ending in a row of 4 to 6 cells: 

é spike a short postical branch, sometimes terminal or intercalary on 

a main branch; bracts in 4 to 8 pairs, imbricated, concave or subecom- 

plicate, broadly ovate, bifid (about one-half), lobes equal, spreading, 

acute or acuminate, about 4 cells broad, 4 or 5 cells long, ending in a 

row of 2 or 3 cells; sinus separating lobes subacute ; bracteoles 

minute, linear-subulate, 3 or 4 cells long, 1 to 3 cells broad: cells thin- 

walled: capsule oval, purplish brown; spores round, brownish with 

minutely verruculose wall; elaters blunt. 

Stems 0.15™™ in diameter; leaves 0.35™"x0.3™™"; leaf-cells at mar- 

gin 52yux40p, at middle 59ux41p, at base 59u4x65u; innermost bracts 

1,17"x0.55"" ;  bracteole 1,07" x0.5""s perianth 2:8""x0:6" ee 

bracts 0.23™™x0.22™™; spores 12; elaters 180ux12uy. 

Hawaiian Islands (Gaudichaud). Oahu (Mann and Brigham); 

Nuuanu (Cooke). The writer has had the privilege of examining 

the type-specimens in the Montagne herbarium. 

Compared with C. lunulefolia Dumort. (= C. multiflora), of 

Europe, North America and Asia, there are the following differences: 

the Hawaiian species is monoicous while the other is dioicous, the 

leaves of C. Sandvicensis are less orbicular and much more deeply 

bifid, the perianth is 1 cell thick throughout, and its mouth is 

laciniate instead of being dentate. 

C. Sandvicensis is very close to C. connivens in its vegetative 

characters, but its sexual characters differ somewhat. In the former 

the lobes of the bracts are much shorter and are neither dentate nor 

denticulate, in the latter species the bracteole is much more connate, 

the mouth of the perianth is more deeply laciniate in the Hawaiian 

species. 

C. forficata Spruce, of tropical America, agrees most closely with 

our species, but is dioicous ; in C. Sandvicensis the leaves are more 

deeply bifid, with a more or less .acute sinus; in (0. forficata the 

lobes are narrower and are separated by a lunate sinus. Spruce in 

his comparison between C. Sandvicensis and C. forficata uses the 

words “fere constanter strictis (nec conniventibus) ” as a character- 

istic of C. Sandvicensis. The writer has found a great variation 

in the position of the apices of the lobes; on the same stem leaves 

can be found with the lobes overlapping, connivent, parallel or 

spreading. 
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Cephalozia Baldwinii sp. nov. 

Puate XIII; ricures 1-9. 

Paroicous: plants minute, pale green, scattered among other 

hepatic : stems very slender, pale green or colorless, rarely branch- 

ing from the postical surface, 5 or 6 cells in diameter, cortical cells 

(in about 9 longitudinal rows) much larger than internal cells, 

the latter with uniformly thickened walls ; rhizoids long, colorless, 

in scattered clusters on the postical surface : leaves distant, minute, 

subtransversely inserted, slightly spreading, ovate, unequally bifid 

(about two-thirds), the antical lobe longer and narrower than the 

postical; lobes subulate, spreading, connivent or overlapping, antical 

lobe 2 or rarely 3 cells broad, generally 4 cells long, ending in a row 

of 2 or 3 cells, postical lobe 3 or 4, rarely 2, cells broad, usually 4 cells 

long, ending in a row of 2 cells or in a single cell; sinus obtuse or 

rounded: underleaves wanting: leaf-cells small, cell-walls thin, 

colorless, trigones lacking: @ inflorescence borne on a short postical 

branch ; ? bracts reduced to a single pair, broadly ovate, deeply 

bifid (about one third), bearing a short lateral tooth, lobes triangular 

acute, sinus obtuse ; bracteole ovate, bifid, lobes triangular, acute ; 

perianth cylindrical, without distinct keels, 1 cell thick, mouth con- 

tracted, ciliate, cilia 1 or 2 cells long: ¢ bracts hypogynous, in 2 or 

3 pairs concave, appressed to stem, ovate, bifid, lobes triangular, 

acute, sinus acute or obtuse. 

Stems 0.75™™" in diameter ; cortical (antical) cells 54x21; leaves 

0.15"™x0.1™™; leaf-cells at middle 25yx19u, at postical margin 

24uxl5u43 mnermost bracts 0.4™™x0.35™™ ; bracts of second row 

VAT). go" > perianth 1:17™x0.4™™, 

West Maui (Baldwin), creeping over Lepidozia Sandvicensis. 

This species was found among some hepatics collected by Baldwin 

in 1875. Unfortunately only a single well developed perianth and 

two or three young flowers could be found. The younger stages 

show conclusively that the species is paroicous. C. Baldwinii 

is intermediate between Spruce’s Hucephalozia and Cephaloziella, 

with a larger number of characters in favor of the former subgenus. 

Spruce mentions only two paroicous species of Cephalozia, C. 

Jackii Limpr. and C. myriantha Lindb., of Europe, both of which 

belong to Cephaloziella, C.leucantha Spruce, of northern regions, 

is nearest to the Hawaiian species but differs in its more distant 

and more deeply bifid leaves, with narrower unequal lobes, in its 

dentate bracts, and in its dioicous inflorescence. 
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Subgenus Cephaloziella Spruce, 1882. 

Plants small or minute, often mixed with mosses or other hepatics: 

stems usually ‘robust, cortical and interior cells similar, in many 

subrhizomatous at the base, bearing flagella; leafy branches postical 

or more rarely lateral: lower leaves succubous, upper leaves crowded, 

transversely inserted, rarely exceeding the stem-in breadth, often 

cuneiform, bifid one-half or more, carinate, segments subcomplicate 

or diverging, entire or subdenticulate, rarely spinulose : cells small 

or minute, subquadrate : underleaves (when present) small, entire or 

bifid, sometimes present or lacking in the same species: 9 inflores- 

cence acrogenous, cladogenous, or variable in position ; bracts 

rather large, bilobed, lobes denticulate or spinulose ; bracteoles 

always present, connate with the bracts ; perianth narrow, rarely 

only 3-keeled, often 3- to 6-keeled in the same species, mouth den- 

ticulate, rarely ciliate: andreecium borne on stems or larger branches, 

intercalary or terminal, rarely amentiform ; bracts similar to stem- 

leaves, rarely smaller. 

Cephalozia Lile sp. nov. 

Puate XIII; riaures 10-20. 

Dioicous ? plants scattered, pale green: stems pale green or nearly 

colorless, branching postically, oval in section, about 5x7 cells, walls 

slightly uniformly thickened, internal and cortical cells similar, the 

latter in about 18 longitudinal rows, rhizoids long, colorless, scattered 

at the base of the stem or branches: leaves distant, obliquely-trans- 

versely inserted, widely spreading, slightly concave, ovate or sub- 

quadrate, equally bifid (about one-half), lobes entire, spreading 

triangular, acute, about 7 cells long, 5 cells broad, usually ending in a 

row of two cells; leaf-cells with slightly uniformly thickened walls: 

-underleaves wanting: 9 inflorescence borne on main stem or branch, 

often having innovations; @ bracts in one or two pairs; innermost 

bracts broadly ovate, bifid (about one-third), lobes triangular, acute, 

spreading irregularly denticulate; sinus acute; innermost bracteole 

shorter than bracts, highly connate on both sides, ovate, apex 

rounded, denticulate or bifid (about one-fifth), lobes apiculate, dentic- 

ulate, sinus obtuse; bracts of second row smaller, broadly ovate, bifid 

(about one-third): perianth ovoid-cylindrical, unistratose, terete 

below, many keeled above, mouth slightly contracted, irregularly 

lobed, lobes denticulate. 2 
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Stems 0.06™™ in diameter; leaves 0.12™"x0.11™™; leaf-cells at mar- 

gin 12yx10p, at middle and base 17; innermost bracts 0.32"™"x0.24™™; 

innermost bracteole 0.2™"x0.1™™"; perianth 0.35™™"x0,2™. 

Oahu : Nuuanu (Cooke). 

This species is the smallest Cephalozia reported, so far, from the 

Hawaiian Islands. It was found scattered among other hepatica. 

It is rather close to C. elachista Jack, of Europe. The leaves of the 

Hawaiian species are less deeply bifid and the leaf-cells are smaller 

with thicker cell-walls. The Hawaiian species is probably dioicous 

as no male spikes were found, while C. elachista is monoicous and 

its perichetial bracts are blunter and less denticulate. 

Cephalozia Kilohanensis, sp. nov. 

PrarTe XIV. 

Autoicous : plants minute, cespitose, reddish brown : stems pros- 

trate, light brown, sparingly branched from the postical surface, 

about 5 cells in diameter, internal and cortical cells similar, the 

latter in about 12 longitudinal rows ; rhizoids numerous, scattered 

on the lower surface of the stem: leaves near the apex of the stem 

imbricated, almost transversely inserted, concave, assurgent, sub- 

quadrate, broadly ovate, bifid (about one-half), lobes entire, spread- 

ing, 6 to 10 cells long, 4 to 7 cells broad, triangular-ovate, apex acute 

to obtuse; sinus usually obtuse: leaf-cells with much thickened walls, 

trigones lacking or minute: underleaves wanting: @ inflorescence 

borne on a short postical branch; bracts in 3 to 6 pairs; inner- 

most bracts similar to the leaves but from 2 to 3 times as large, 

broadly ovate, bifid (one-third to one-half), lobes unequal, the posti- 

eal the larger, acute or obtuse, sinus separating lobes acute or obtuse, 

margin entire or nearly so; innermost bracteole narrowly ovate, con- 

nate on one or both sides, apex acute, obtuse or bifid, when bifid the 

lobes are unequal, triangular, acute; other bracts similar but smaller 

than innermost bracts; other bracteoles narrowly ovate, acute or 

obtuse, slightly connate on one or both sides: perianth cylindrical, 

terete below, obtusely keeled near the apex, 1 cell thick, upper 

third hyaline, mouth contracted, irregularly denticulate: % spike 

usually occupying a short postical branch; 4 bracts in 5 to 10 

pairs, similar to leaves, closely imbricated, concave, unequally bifid, 

lobes ovate, obtuse, entire; ¢ bracteoles rudimentary, minute, ligu- 

late; cells of bracteole small subquadrate; antheridia borne singly: 
spores minute, round, purplish, verruculose ; elaters blunt ; bispiral. 
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Stems 0.08™™ in diameter; leaves 0.18™"x0.15™™ to 0.3"™x0.28™™; 

cells of stem 16 in diameter ; leaf-cells at margin 19yx16p, at base 

24ux18u 3 innermost bracts 0.357"x0.3™", bracteole 0.357"x0.15™™ ; 

perianth 0.95™™x0.4™™" ; ¢ bracts 0.25™"x0.2™™; spores 9; elaters 

about 160px9p. 

Kauai: Kilohana (Cooke), growing on the ground. 

This species resembles C. ewiliflora (Tayl.) Trevis. at first sight 

but differs in a large number of important characters. The Hawaiian 

species is autoicous while the New Zealand species is dioicous, the 

leaves of the former are larger, and more imbricated near the apex, 

the walls of the leaf-cells are slightly thicker, the ¢ and 9 organs 

are not acrogenous but are borne on postical branches, and lastly the 

perichetial bracts are not denticulate. 

Cephalozia heteroica sp. noy. 

PLATE XV. 

Heteroicous: plants green, loosely czespitose : stems subsimple 

or branching from the postical aspect, prostrate at the base, apex 

ascending, circular in section, about 6 cells in diamete7v, internal and 

cortical cells similar, with slightly thickened walls, the latter in about 

15 longitudinal rows ; rhizoids colorless, scattered on the ventral 

surface: leaves distant, transversely inserted, squarrose, somewhat 

concave, subquadrate, bifid more than one-half, lobes spreading, 

ovate, acute, entire, separated by an obtuse sinus, about 7 cells long, 

4 or 5 cells broad : leaf-cells with uniformly thickened walls, cell-cayi- 

ties sometimes rounded, trigones minute or lacking: underleaves 

very small, about 4 cells broad at base, variable in form, lanceolate- 

ovate to broadly quadrate, apices acute, obtuse or bifid, with unequal, 

acuminate to obtuse, spreading to connivent lobes; cells of the under- 

leaves small, with uniformly thickened walls: @ inflorescence usually 

borne on the main stem, with a sterile or floriferous mnovation, 

sometimes on ashort postical branch; bracts in 2 or 3 pairs; innermost 

bracts broadly ovate to broadly quadrate, bifid (one-fourth to one- 

third), lobes triangular, acute, denticulate ; innermost bracteole sub- 

orbicular, connate on both sides, bifid, lobes triangular, acute, 

denticulate ; bracts of second row broadly ovate, bifid (about one- 

third), lobes triangular-ovate, acute, spreading, slightly denticulate ; 

bracteole of second row connate on both sides, ovate, bifid (about 
one-third), sometimes quadrified, lobes ovate, acute, slightly denticu- 

late: perianth broadly fusiform, terete below, bluntly three-keeled 
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above, mouth slightly contracted, irregularly lobed, lobes denticu- 

late ; innovations lateral or postical, arising just below the second 

bracteole or from the axil of a bract: andreecium borne just below 

the female flower or intercalary on a vegetative branch; ¢ bracts 

in 3 to 10 pairs, imbricated, suberect, slightly concave, about twice 

the size of the leaves of the vegetative branches, bifid (about one- 

half), lobes broadly ovate-triangular, acute, widely spreading, sinus 

broadly lunate ; bracteoles ovate, bifid (about three-fourths), lobes 

subulate, parallel ; antheridia borne singly. 

Stems 0.08™" in diameter; leaves 0.15™™"x0.16™™" ; leaf-cells at 

margin 19uxl6y, at middle of base 204; imnermost Q_ bracts 

0.45™™x0.6™™ ; innermost bracteole 0.38™™"x0.4™™", 9 bracts of second 

row 0.45™™x0.5™™ ; bracteole of second row 0.35™™x0.3™™" ; peri- 

ANG 25> UXO 45's 6. bracts'0.257"x0.25"™. 

Kauai ; Kilohana (Cooke), growing on an exposed bank. 

This species varies greatly in almost every character pertaining to 

the male and female flowers. In rare instances the 9° inflorescence 

is borne on a short postical branch with the andrecium median 

between the ¢ bracts and the main stem. Usually the 9 inflor- 

escence is borne on a main branch or an innovation and sometimes 

as many as three or four floriferous innovations are given off in suc- 

cession. The @ bracts and bracteoles vary greatly both in size and 

form. The underleaves also vary greatly. 

C. heteroica is nearest to Cephaloziella Hebridensis Steph., from 

the New Hebrides Islands.‘ This species differs in its dioicous inflo- 

rescence, in its carinate leaves with acuminate lobes, in its smaller 

leaf-cells, and in the entire mouth of its perianth. 

1 Hedwigia, xxxii, 316, 1895. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES. 

Puate I. 

Lepidozia australis (Lehm. & Lindenb.) Mitt., p. 5.—Fig. 1. Part of stem, pos- 

tical view, x 30.—Fig. 2. Part of stem, antical view, x30.—Fig. 3. Leaf 

subtending bract, x 30.—Fig. 4. Cells of tooth of leaf, x 270.—Fig. 5. Cells 

at middle of underleaf, x 270.—Fig. 6. Perianth, x 30.—Fig. 7. Innermost 

2 bract, x 30.—Figs. 8-10. Consecutive 2 bracts, x 380.—Figs. 11-13. Con- 

secutive 2 bracteoles, corresponding to Figs. 8-10, x 30.—Fig. 14. Apex of 

perianth, x 200.—Fig. 15. ¢ bract, x 80.—Fig. 16. ¢ bracteole, x80. All 

drawings from specimens collected by Mr. Baldwin on West Maui (No. 150). 

PLATE II. 

Lepidozia Sandvicensis Lindenb., p. 7.—Figs. 1, 2. Leaves of main stem, x 75. 

—Figs. 3-5. Underleaves of main stem, x 75.—Fig. 6. Leaf of branch, 

x 75.—Fig. 7. Underleaf of branch, x '75.—Figs. 8-10. Leaves subtending 

branches, x 75.—Fig. 11. Cells of lateral tooth of leaf, x195.—Fig. 12. 

Cells of lateral tooth of underleaf, x195. Drawings from specimens col- 

lected by Mr. Baldwin on West Maui (No. 69). 

Lepidozia Hawaica Cooke, p. 8.—Fig. 18. Part of stem, postical view, x 75.— 

Fig. 14. Leaf, x 265.—Fig. 15. Underleaf, x 265.—Fig. 16. Perianth, x 30. 

Figs. 17-20. Consecutive bracts, x 75.—Fig. 21. Apex of perianth, x 105. 

—Fig. 22. 6 branch, x 75.—Figs. 23, 24. ¢6 bracts, x75. All drawings 

from the type-specimens, collected by the writer in Nuuanu, Oahu. 

Puate ITI. 

Bazzania cordistipula (Mont.) Trevis., p. 12.—Fig. 1. Leaf, x24.—Fig. 2. 

Underleaf, x 24.—Fig. 3. Part of stem, antical view, x 12.—Fig. 4. Leaf- 

cells at base of median tooth, x 215.—Fig. 5. Leaf-cells at antical edge, 

x 215.—Fig. 6. Cells at middle of leaf, x 215.—Fig. 7. Cells at middle of 

— base of leaf, x 215.—Fig. 8. Perianth, x 12.—Figs. 9-13. 2 bracts in order, 

x 24.—Fig. 14. Apex of perianth, x 80.—Figs. 1-7 drawn from specimens 

collected by Mr. Baldwin on West Maui (No. 12); Figs. 8-14 drawn from 

specimens collected by the writer on Konahuanui, Oahu. 

Bazzania Sandvicensis (Gottsche) Steph., p. 14.—Fig. 15. Leaf, x 24.—Fig. 16. 

Underleaf, x 24.—Fig. 17. Cells of median tooth of leaf, x 215.—Fig. 18. 

Cells from middle of leaf, x 215.—Fig. 19. Cells at antical edge of leaf, 

x 215.—Fig. 20. Perianth, x12.—Fig. 21. Apex of perianth, x 62.—Fig. 

22. Cells of perianth, showing intermediate thickenings, x 215.—Figs. 15-19 

drawn from type-specimen ; Figs. 20-22 drawn from specimens collected by 

Mr. Baldwin on Molokai (No. 212). 

Bazzania Nuwanuensis Cooke, p. 15.—Fig. 23. Part of stem, postical view, x 12. 

—Fig. 24. Part of stem, antical view, x 12.—Figs. 25, 26. Leaves, x 24.— 

Figs. 27, 28. Underleaves, x 24.—Fig. 29. Leaf-cells at apex, x 215.—Fig. 

30. Leaf-cells at middle of leaf, x 215.—Fig. 31. Leaf-cells at middle of 

leaf near the base, x 215. All drawings from the type-specimens, collected 

by the writer on Oahu. 
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(PGA Rei 

Bazzania Didericiana Steph., p. 16.—Fig. 1. Leaf, x 30.—Figs. 2, 2. Under- 

leaves, x 30.—Fig. 4. Cells at apex of leaf, x 265.—Fig. 5. Leaf-cells at 

middle near base, x 265.—Fig. 6. Perianth, x 15.—Fig. 7. Innermost bract, 

x 30.—Fig. 8. Innermost bracteole, x 30.—Fig. 9. Apex of perianth, x 75. 

—(Figs. 10-18. Aberrant form.)—Fig. 10. Leaf, x 30.—Fig. 11. Underleaf, 

x 80.—Fig. 12. Leaf-cells of apical tooth, x 265.—Fig. 13. Leaf-cells of 

middle near base, x 260.—Figs. 1-9 drawn from type-specimens; Figs. 

10-15 drawn from specimens collected by the writer on Lanihuli, Oahu. 

Bazzania emarginata (Steph.) Cooke, p. 17.—Fig. 14. Part of stem, postical 

view, x 15.—Figs. 15, 16. Leaves, x 380.—Figs. 17-19. Underleaves, x 30.— 

Fig. 20. Cells from middle of leaf, x 265.—Fig. 21. Perianth, x 15.—Figs. 

22-24. Bracts in order, x 30.—Fig. 25. Apex of perianth, x 75.—Fig. 26. 

é bract, x 30.—Fig. 27. ¢ bracteole, x30. All drawings from specimens 

collected by the writer on Konahuanui, Oahu. 

Pratn Vi. 

Bazzania minuta (Aust.) Evans, p. 19.—Fig. 1. Part of stem, x 16.—Figs. 2-5. 

Leaves from a single stem, x 45.—Fig. 6. Leaf, x 45.—Figs. 7-11. Under- 

leaves, x 45.—Fig. 12. Leaf-cells at apex of leaf, x 285.—Fig. 13. Leaf- 

cells at middle of leaf, x 285. All drawings from specimens collected by 

Mr. Baldwin on East Maui (No. 65). 

Bazzania Baldwinii Aust., p. 18.—Fig. 14. Leaf, x 32.—Figs. 15-18. Under- 

leaves, x 32.—Fig. 19. Leaf-cells at apex of leaf, x 285.—Fig. 20. Leaf-cells 

at middle of leaf near base, x 285.—Figs. 21, 22. Leaves, x 32.—Figs. 23-25. 

Underleaves, x 32.—Fig. 26. Leaf-cells at apex of leaf, x285.—Fig. 27. 

Leaf-cells at antical edge of leaf, x 285.—Fig. 28. Leaf-cells at middle of 

leaf near base, x 285.—Fig. 29. Part of stem with male branch, x 32.— 

Figs. 30-32. Male bracts, x 32.—Fig. 33. Male bracteole, x 32.—Figs. 14-20° 

from the type-specimens, collected hy Mr. Baldwin on West Maui (No. 199) ; 

Figs. 21-38 from specimens collected by Mr. Baldwin on East Maui (No. 

281). 

Puate VI. 

Bazzania patens (Mont.) Trevis., p. 20.—Figs. 1, 2. Leaves, x 25.—Figs. 3-7. 

Underleaves, x 25.—Fig. 8. Cells of median tooth, x 285.—Fig. 9. Cells at 

middle of leaf near base, x 285.—Fig. 10. Cells in the middle of underleaf, 

x 285. All drawings from specimens collected by the writer at Kilohana, 

Island of Kauai. 

Bazzania inequabilis Steph., p. 21.—Fig. 11. Part of stem, postical view, x 16. 

—Fig. 12. Leaf, x32.—Figs. 13-18. Apices of leaves from a single plant, 

x 32.—Figs. 19-22. Underleaves, x 32.—Fig. 23. Cells of median tooth, 

x 285.—Fig. 24. Cells from middle of leaf near the base, x 285.—Fig. 25. 

Innermost @ bract, x32. All drawings from the type-specimens. 
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Puare VII. 

Bazzania Brighami (Aust.) Evans, p. 22.—Fig. 1. Part of stem, x 32.—Figs. 2-7. 

Leaves, x 32.—Figs. 8, 9. Underleaves, x 382.—Fig. 10. Leaf, x 32.—Figs. 

11, 12. Underleaves, x 32.—Fig. 13. Cells at apex of leaf, x 285.—Fig. 14. 

Cells in middle of leaf, x 285.—Fig. 15. Cells in middle of leaf near the 

base, x 285.—Fig. 16. Cells in middle of underleaf, x 285.—Fig. 17. Peri- 

anth, x16.—Fig. 18. Innermost ? bract, x32.—Fig. 19. Innermost 2 

bracteole, x 82.—Fig. 20. Part of stem, showing 4 branch borne on a flagel- 

lum, x 82.—Figs. 21-24. ¢ bracts, x 85.—Fig. 25. ¢ bracteole, x 85.—Figs. 

2-9 drawn from specimens collected by the writer at Nuuanu, Island of 

Oahu; Figs. 1, 10-25 from specimens collected by the writer at Kilohana, 

Kauai. 

Puate VIII. 

Kantia Tosana Steph., p. 24.—Fig. 1. Part of stem, postical view, x 14.—Fig. 

2. Part of stem, antical view, x 14.—Fig. 3. Leaf, x 28.—Figs. 4-6. Under- 

leaves, x 28.—Fig. 7. Cells at apex of leaf, x 250.—Fig. 8. Cells at apex 

of underleaf, x 250. Ali drawings from specimens collected by writer in 

Nuuanu Valley, Oahu. 

Kantia cuspidata Steph., p. 25.—Fig. 9. Part of stem, postical view, x 14.— 

Fig. 10. Part of stem, antical view, x 14.—Fig. 11. Leaf, x 28.—Fig. 12. 

Underleaf, x 28.—Fig. 13. Cells:at apex of leaf, x 250.—Fig. 14. Cells at 

apex of underleaf, x 250. All drawings from specimens collected by Mr. 

Heller at Monoa, Oahu. 

PuatTe IX. 

Kantia bifurca (Aust.) Evans, p. 26.—Fig. 1. Part of stem, postical view, x 16. 

—Fig. 2. Leaf, x 32.—Fig. 3. Underleaf, x215.—Fig. 4. Cross section of 

stem, x85.—Fig. 5. Apex of leaf, x215.—Fig. 6. Innermost ¢ bract, 

x 32.—Figs. 7-9. 92 bracts of second row, x82.—Fig. 10. ¢ bract, x 8d. 

All drawings from specimens collected by the writer in Nuuanu, Oahu. 

‘Kantia Baldwinii (Aust.) Evans, p. 27.—Fig. 11. Part of stem, postical view, 

x 16.—Fig. 12. Part of stem, antical view, x16.—Fig. 13. Leaf, x32.— 

Fig. 14. Underleaf, x 32.—Fig. 15. Marginal cell at apex of leaf, x 400.— 

Fig. 16. Cells from middle of leaf, x 285.—Fig. 17. Cells at apex of under- 

leaf, x 285. All drawings from specimens collected by Mr. Baldwin on West 

Maui (No. 141). 

PLATE X. 

Odontoschisma gracile (Mitt.) Steph., p. 30.—Fig. 1. Part of stem, postical view, 

x 28.—Fig. 2. Apex of flagellum, x 70.—Fig. 3. Leaf, x28.—Figs. 4-7. 

Underleaves, x 250.—Fig. 8. Cells at apex of leaf, x 250.—Fig. 9. Cells 

from the middle of leaf, x 250. Drawings from type-specimens. 

Odontoschisma subjulaceum Aust., p. 29.—Fig. 10. Portion of stem, lateral view, 

x 28.—Fig. 11. Apex of gemmiparous branch, x 28.—Figs. 12, 18. Leaves 

x 28.—Figs. 14-16. Underleaves at base of branches, x 100.—Fig. 17. Under- 

leaf, x 250.—Fig. 18. Cells from middle of leaf, x 250.—Fig. 19. Cells of 

underleaf, x 175.—Figs. 20-22. Innermost ¢ bracts, x 57.—Fig. 23. Inner- 

most ¢ bracteole, with Fig. 21, x57.—Fig. 24. ¢ branch, x 28.—Figs. 

25, 26. ¢ bracts, x57. Drawings from specimens collected by Mr. Baldwin 

on West Maui (No. 23838). 
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PLATE XI. 

Odontoschisma Sandvicense (Angstr.) Evans, p. 30.—Fig. 1. Branch, postical 

view, x17.—Fig. 2. Leaf, x34.—Figs. 3, 4. Underleaves at base of 

branches, x 70.—Fig. 5. Underleaf, x 315.—Fig. 6. Cells at apex of leaf, 

x 315.—Figs. 7,8. Cells at middle of leaf, x 315.—Fig. 9. Cells from the mid- 

dle of underleaf at base of branch, x 315.—Fig. 10. Perianth, x 17.—Figs. 11, 

12. Bracts, x 34.—Fig. 13. Bracteole, x34.—Fig. 14. Apex of perianth, 

x90. Figs. 2,6, 7 from type-specimens ; other drawings from specimens 

collected by the writer in Nuuanu, Oahu. 

PLATE XIT. 

Cephalozia Sandvicensis (Mont.) Spruce, p. 33.—Fig. 1. Part of stem, postical 

view, with perianth and male branches, x 30.—Figs. 2, 3. Leaves, x 80.— 

Fig. 4. Cells of leaf, x 200.—Fig. 5. Cross section of stem, x 200.—Figs. 6, 

7. Innermost bracts, x 30.—Fig. 8. Innermost bract and bracteole, corre- 

sponding to Fig 7, x30.—Fig. 9. Apex of perianth, x 80.—Fig. 10. Male 

bract, x 80.—Figs. 11, 12. Male bracteoles, x200. All drawings from 

specimens collected by the writer on Lanihuli, Oahu. 

PiLatE XIII. 

Cephalozia Baldwiniti Cooke, p. 35.—Fig. 1. Part of stem, postical view, x 54.— 

Fig. 2. Leaf, x 225.—Fig. 3. Cross section of stem, x 225.—Fig. 4. Peri- 

anth, x 34.—Figs. 5, 6. Female bracts, x 48.—Figs. 7, 8. Male bracts, x 48. 

Fig. 9. Apex of perianth, x 225. All drawings from specimens collected 

by Mr. Baldwin on West Maui. 

Cephalozia Lilee Cooke, p. 36.—Fig. 10. Part of stems, postical view, x 34.— 

Figs. 11, 12. Leaves, x 88.—Fig. 13. Cells of leaf, x 305.—Fig. 14. Cross- 

section of stem, x 225.—Fig. 15. Part of stem, with perianth, antical view, 

x 88.—Fig. 16. Innermost bract connate with bracteole, from unfertilized 

flower, x88.—Fig. 17. Innermost bract and bracteole, x88.—Fig. 18. 

Innermost bract, x 88.—Fig. 19. Innermost bracteole, x 88.-—Fig. 20. Apex 

of perianth, x 305. All drawings from specimens collected by the writer in 

Nuuanu, Oahu. 

IPTHATE) EXCL Vi. 

Cephalozia Kilohanensis Cooke, p. 37.—Fig. 1. Apical part of stem, postical 

view, x 60.—Figs. 2, 3. Lower leaves, x80.—Fig. 4. Upper leaf, x 80.— 

Fig. 5. Cells of leaf, x 270.—Fig. 6. Cross-section of stem, x 200.—Fig. 7. 

Perianth, x 30.—Fig. 8. Unfertilized female flower, x 30.—Fig. 9. Inner- 

most bracts connate with bracteole, x 80.—Figs. 10, 11. Innermost bracts 

and bracteole, x 80.—Figs. 12, 13. Bracts and bracteole of second row, x 80. 

—Figs. 14-18. Consecutive bracteoles from an unfertilized female flower, 

x 80.—Fig. 19. Apex of perianth, x 200.—Fig. 20. Male branch, x 30.— 

Figs. 21-23. Male bracts, x 80.—Fig. 24. Male bracteole, x 200. All draw- 

ings from the type-specimens, collected by the writer at Kilohana, Kauai. 
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PLATE XV. 

Cephalozia heteroica Cooke, p. 38.—Fig. 1. Part of stem, postical view, x 30.— 

Figs. 2-4. Leaves, x 80.—Figs. 5-16. Underleaves from a single stem, x 200. 

—Fig. 17. Underleaf from a second stem, x 200.—Figs. 18-20. Underleaves 

from a third stem, x 200.—Fig. 21. Cells of leaf, x 270.—Fig. 22. Cells of 

underleaf, x 270.—Fig. 23. Cross-section of stem, x 200.—Fig. 24. Perianth, 

postical view, x 50.—Fig. 25. Unfertilized female flower, showing innova- 

tion, x 30.—Fig. 26. Innermost bract, x 80.—Fig. 27. Innermost bracteole, 

x 80.—Fig. 28. Bract of second row from same flower, x80.—Fig. 29. 

Innermost bract and bracteole, x 80.—Fig. 30. Bract just below innova- 

tion, x 80.—Fig. 31. Apex of perianth, x 270.—Figs. 32, 38. Male bracts, 

x 80.—Fig. 34. Male bracteole, x 200. All drawings from the type-speci- 

mens, collected by the writer at Kilohana, Kauai, 
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By Appison E. VERRILU. 

Tue writer published a preliminary paper on the geology of these 

islands in 1900,* giving the results of his studies there in 1898. 

During another visit to the islands, in 1901, he had opportunities to 

make many additional studies and to obtain additional photographs, 

especially of some excellent sections laid bare by the great hurricane 

of 1900. The present report, which contains these later results, 

has been delayed, partly because of his desire to again visit the 

islands to study some points more fully. But as there may not be 

such an opportunity, at present, it is now thought best to print it. 

Imperfect as it must be, it will be of value to some of the numerous 

students who now annually visit the islands. 
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b. Walsingham Caves and Sinks. 

c. Peat-bogs and Marshes. 

C. Evidences of Subsidence from submerged Sinks, Sounds, and 

Channels. 

a. Submerged Caverns and Sinks. 

b. Submerged Sounds or eroded Valleys. 

ce. Outer Channels or ‘‘ Cuts.” 
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Part V.—THE CorRAL REEFS; CHARACTERISTIC LIFE OF THE REEFS. 

29. Reef Corals and allied forms. 

A. Corals. B, Actinians. C. Gorgonians. D. Millepores. 

30. Other Invertebrates; Sponges ; Echinoderms; Mollusks ; Annelids; Crus- 

taceans. 

dl. Tunicates. 

32. Fishes. 

33. Algee: Fucoids ; Corallines ; Nullipores. 

I. GroLoey: 

1. Character of the Rocks. 

The geology of the Bermudas, so far as the visible structure is 

concerned, is very simple and is identical with that of the Bahamas, 

Figure 1.—The original Gurnets Head of Castle Island, showing typical eeolian 

limestone formation. On the summit are the ruins of the ancient fort (a) 

called King’s Castle; b, ruins of ancient Southampton fort. 

except that the coral reefs are of greater importance in the latter. 

The rocks in both are all limestone and the red clays resulting from 

its decomposition. 
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Nearly all the rocks of the Bermudas, above sea-level, and to a 

considerable depth below it, are made up of wind-drifted shell-sand 

(figs. 1, 4-6), with very little materials derived from corals and other 

organisms, such as foraminifera, bryozoa, corallines, ete. These 

materials, when consolidated, form a true eolian limestone, some- 

times friable, but in some places very hard and compact. 

Figure 2.—Wreck Hill, as seen from the Sea, bearing N. 34 Hast ; the hills to 

the right are those west of Gibb’s Hill Light, 100 to 175 feet high ; after 

Findlay. 

The only exceptions to this origin are small local deposits of 

limestone, near tide-level, having a laminated beach-structure, and 

containing larger fossil marine shells, barnacles, etc, of existing 

species. The latter are underlaid, as well as overlaid, by olian 

limestones.* 

Figure 3.—Hills west and east of Gibb’s Hill Light, bearing north, 150 to 240 

feet high ; after Findlay. 

The islands are diversified by rather high hills and deep valleys. 

The higher hills are mostly toward the southern side of the main 

island and are conspicuous when the islands are approached from 

the south or southwest (figs. 2, 3). Some of them, iike Wreck Hill, 

* See plates xvi to xviii; also fig. 11, p. 79. 
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appear regularly rounded or somewhat conical ; others form more 

or less long ridges. Some are partly bare of vegetation, near the 

shore, and appear whitish in the distance. 

These hills are all ancient sand-dunes, of which the sands are 

mostly consolidated. The height of these dunes is remarkable, con- 

sidering the small extent of the land. Some are now 200 to 268 

feet high. Nevertheless it is certain that the islands have subsided 

at least 80 to 100 feet,—probably more,—since these hills were 

formed. If we add this to the present height, it will be evident that 

they must have been at one time over 350 feet high, allowing noth- 

ing for the great amount of erosion that they have suffered during 

a long period of time, which would doubtless have amounted to 100 

feet or more. 

In modern times the sands have not been observed to drift more 

than 180 feet high,—and very seldom even to 100 feet. Therefore 

it is evident that the hills could not have reached their great height 

under present conditions. It would have required a much larger 

extent of sandy coast line and much more violent gales, unless the 

islands were undergoing a gradual elevation at the same time, which 

was probably the case. 

These calcareous sands are easily and quickly consolidated by the 

percolating rain-water, which contains calcium bicarbonate in solu- 

tion. Therefore, after being once slightly consolidated, they are not 

liable to be much eroded by the winds, though readily attacked by 

the rains. 

These limestones almost everywhere show their wind-drift origin 

by their very irregular lamination and stratification. The layers are 

of unequal hardness and show very abrupt changes in dip in nearly 
every section, whether in the shore cliffs, road-cuts, or in the quarries 

(figs. 1, 4-6; and pl. xxii, figs. 1, 2). Owing to this structure and the 

very unequal hardness of the layers, the erosion of the clifts by the 

sea has brought about some very remarkable and picturesque forms. 

The topography and physiography of the islands have been so fully 

described and illustrated in my former article,* that it will not be 
necessary to dwell upon those features in this place, except as bear- 

ing directly upon geological changes. Many of the broader and 

more open valleys between the hills are probably the original valleys, 

formed when the hills were built up around them by the winds. 

* These Trans., vol. xi, part 2, pp. 464-490; and ‘‘ The Bermuda Islands,” 

pp. 52-78. 
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Such valleys may have since been partly filled up by the red-clay 

soils and calcareous sands washed down from the hillsides. When 

occupied by swamps, they are filled with thick accumulations of peat 

and muck, said to be 45 feet deep in some of the larger ones. 

Many of the smaller and more abrupt valleys, both those on the 

dry land and those now beneath the sea, have certainly been made 

by the falling in of the roofs of more or less extensive caverns, aided 

Figure 4.—Diagrammatic section of seolian limestone, as seen in Hamilton, show- 

ing irregular sand-drift structure ; s, pocket of loose sand. 

by the subsequent erosion of the shores. Probably some even of the 

larger sounds and harbors, like Castle Harbor, Harrington Sound, 

etc., have had a similar origin, at least in part. This will be dis- 

cussed more fully in the chapters on subsidence and erosion, These 

enclosed sunken areas or small valleys are like the “sinks” often 

found in the cavernous limestone regions of the United States and 

Europe, but they are unusually frequent in Bermuda, so that they 

Figure 5.—Diagrammatic section of zolian limestone at Mt. Langton, showing 

very diversely stratified sand-drift structure. Both this and fig. 4 slightly 

altered and reduced from Rice. 

become a notable feature. Those that are above the level of the 

sea usually contain rich soil and are locally called “banana holes,” 

because bananas and other tender plants grow best in them, owing 

to the shelter from the winds and the richness of the soil. 

Many of the sinks on the land extend below sea-level and then 

form small pools or larger ponds, often quite deep and filled with 

sea water, which may rise and fall with the tide. Some of those 

situated near the shore contain a variety of marine fishes, ete., 
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which sometimes have entered through fissures, but in other cases, 

as at Devil’s Hole, they have been put in by the proprietors. They 

make excellent fish and turtle preserves.* 

Some of the smaller bays and harbors are evidently only sinks of 

this kind that have become connected with the sea by the erosion of 

the intervening rocks, in comparatively recent times. Others, like 

Peniston’s Pond, are just beginning to be breached by the sea. 

The soil of the islands is partly of reddish clay, partly of shell-sand, 

mixed with vegetable mold in most places. The reddish clay is the 

most important part. It is a mere insoluble residue or impurity, 

left after the decomposition and solution of the limestones by rain- 

Figure 6.—A weathered and eroded shore cliff near Bailey Bay, north shore, 

showing abrupt changes in the inclination of the layers of eolian limestone. 

water, during an immense period of time. It always contains, even 

where never cultivated, a notable per cent. of potassium salts, cal- 

cium phosphates, etc., and therefore forms a very fertile soil.t 

Much of the interest in the geology of the islands is due to the 

various features of the erosion by the sea ; surface erosion ; and the 

subterranean erosion, which has formed extensive caverns, sinks, 

tunnels or passages for subterranean streams, etc. At present there 

are no streams or springs of fresh water, owing to the porosity of 

the rocks and the limited surface of the land. , 

* For fuller descriptions see these Trans., xi, pp. 466-472; ‘‘ The Bermuda 

Islands,” pp. 54-60; also below, chapter on erosion. 

+ For analyses see these Trans., vol. xi, p. 493, and ‘‘ The Bermuda Islands,” 

pp. 81, 82. 
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2. The Greater Bermuda. 

The present dry land must be regarded as a mere remnant of a 

much larger similar limestone island, of which the former extent is 

approximately indicated by the outermost of the surrounding reefs, 

but which has been nearly destroyed, partly by erosion and partly 

by subsidence, in former periods. This larger island, known as 

“Greater Bermuda” or “ Pliocene Bermuda,” was about ten times 

the size of the present dry land. It was broadly elliptical in outline, 

with the longer axis nearly northeast and southwest, or nearly the 

same as that of the present main island (figure 12, map I). 

The area of this Greater Bermuda was probably somewhat more 

than 230 square miles. That of the present dry land is less than 20 

square miles. The best estimates are about 194 square miles or 
12,373 acres.* 

The elliptical area, now enclosed by the outer reefs, is about 22 

miles long and 11 miles wide in the widest parts. There are good 

reasons for believing that nearly all of this area was dry land, with 

numerous more or less elevated hills, especially around the borders, 

in the period of Greater Bermuda. The evidences of this will be 

given later. The amount of subsidence is believed to have been at 

least 80 to 100 feet since the period of greatest elevation. 

3. The Bermudas not a true Atoll. 

The elliptical form of the outer reefs, more or less covered with 

corals and enclosing a broad shallow lagoon, with scattered islets 

and reefs within it, is so much like that of the coral islands or atolls 

of the Pacific Ocean in appearance that the earlier writers believed 

that the Bermudas formed a true coral atoll. But this has been 

shown by various more recent writers not to be the case.t+ 

However, the careful recent investigations of the Pacific coral- 

islands, especially by Mr. Alexander Agassiz, have shown that many 

or most of the coral reefs of that region have a foundation of older 

eroded rocks, at no great depth, on which the modern coral reefs 

have been built up. Thus the conditions even there approximate 

more nearly to those at Bermuda than has been supposed by some 

recent writers. Perhaps the difference is mainly due to the less 

* See these Trans., xi, p. 465, and ‘‘The Bermuda Islands,” p. 53, for areas 

of the various larger islands of the group. 

+ Lieut. Nelson, in 1840, was perhaps the first to demonstrate the true nature 

of the Bermuda rocks. 
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abundant growth of corals at Bermuda, and a less profound erosion 

of the submerged limestone banks and cliffs on which the recent 

corals have grown. In view of this, I have previously suggested 

that such a structure as that of the Bermuda reefs should be called 

a pseudatoll. 

Probably the position of the more elevated rim of limestone reefs, 

and the ancient sand-dunes of which they are remnants, was largely 

determined by still older coral reefs of Tertiary age, but this cannot 

be ascertained at present. 

4. Voleanic Character of the Bermuda Foundation. 

All geologists admit that the Bermudas rest on the flattened and 

eroded summit of a vast submarine volcano. The geological period 

when this volcano was last active is, of course, very uncertain. It 

is, however, most reasonable to suppose that it corresponded in time 

with the last great volcanic eruptions of the nearest American main- 

lands. This would imply that the Bermuda voleano was formed or 

completed during the Triassic period or at its close. During that 

period, and at its close, immense outbursts of volcanic rocks took 

place all along the eastern coast of North America, ‘from North 

Carolina to Nova Scotia, giving rise to enormous trap-dykes, such as 

the Palisades of the Hudson; Mount Tom, Mt. Holyoke, Meriden 

Hills, and numerous other extensive outflows along the Connecticut 

River valley; and also the vast series of dykes in Nova Scotia, espe- 

cially along the east side of the Bay of Fundy. As the Nova Scotian 

regions of eruption are only about 675 miles north of Bermuda and 

the immense dykes have a nearly north and south direction, it is not 

unlikely that the outburst at Bermuda was in direct relation with 

those of Nova Scotia. 

The great Bermuda volcano has a height of about 15,000 feet, for 

the surrounding ocean is about 2500 fathoms deep. Its slope on all 

sides is very steep. Its form and height prove that it is a volcano. 

This is confirmed by the remarkable magnetic variations detected 

by the officers of the ‘“ Challenger” in different parts of the islands, 

which could hardly be caused by anything except iron-bearing vol- 

canic rocks not far beneath the surface. 

“The observations made by the Expedition showed that the varia- 

tion differed in various parts of the island as much as 6°, ranging 

from 4° W. to 10° W., the smallest amount being found at a small 

islet just under the lighthouse on Gibb’s Hill, and the greatest at 
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the point on the west side of Clarence Cove.” Such variations do 

not exist at sea, a few miles from the islands.* 

Besides the main cone and crater, which form the foundation of 

the Bermuda Islands and reefs, there were two smaller connected 

peaks or side-cones, which le a few miles to the southwest of Ber- 
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Figure 7.—I. Sectional diagram of submerged slope northward from North 

Rocks (N). 

II. The same southward from Castle Harbor (C). 

III. Sketch map showing the situation of Argus Bank (A); Challenger Bank 

(C); and southwestern end of the Bermudas; Somerset Island (S); Ireland 

Island (I); Main Island or Bermuda (B. I.); Hamilton town (H); a, 0, line of 

the section shown in IV. 

IV. Section through Somerset Island (S), Challenger Bank (C), and Argus 

Bank (A), along the line a, b, in III. 

All soundings are given in fathoms. (Altered slightly from A. Agassiz.) 

muda, and form what are known as Argus Bank and Challenger 

Bank, both having, in general, from 20 to 40 fathoms of water over 

their surfaces, but Argus Bank rises in one place to within 8 fathoms 

of the surface of the sea. (See fig. 7.) 

* See ‘‘ Voyage of the Challenger,”’ Narrative, i, p. 140. 
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But their summits are now too far below sea-level for the growth 

of reef corals, though a few small corals are found on them. 

The nearer is the Challenger Bank. It lies 13 miles 5. 50° 14’ W. 

from Gibb’s Hill light. It is about 10 miles in circumference. The 

distance from the 100 fathom line of Bermuda to its inner edge is 

not over four miles. 

These two peaks and Bermuda are connected together by a ridge, 

covered with water only 580 to 690 fathoms deep, while the sur- 

rounding sea, on all sides, is from 1500 to over 2000 fathoms deep. 

The submerged slope of the Bermuda Mountain, on the north side, 

is steeper than that of any known large volcano upon the dry land. 

It falis off 1250 fathoms in 6 miles; that is at the rate of about 

1250 feet to the mile. The slope of the Argus Bank is, on one side, 

7620 feet in 10 miles. (See fig. 7.) 

No doubt each of these peaks and craters, when they were most 

active, rose high above the level of the sea, like the volcano of 

Teneriffe, though not so large or high. Perhaps more like Marti- 

nique, St. Lucia, and Dominica Island, among the Antilles. The size 

was similar to some of the latter, and there may have been many 

eruptions as violent as the recent eruptions of Mt. Pelé and from as 

lofty a crater. In fact there must have been very many great erup- 

tions to have built up such an immense cone from the bottom of the 

deep ocean. 

After the volcano became extinct there followed a vast period of 

time during which the action of the sea undermined and _ levelled 

down the materials of the volcanic cones, filling up the-craters, more 

or less completely, at the same time, in case any deep central pits 

remained. This period of erosion may have lasted through all the 

Jurassic, Cretaceous, and Eocene periods, with more or less oscilla- 

tions of level. However, it is probable that during those periods 

more or less extensive reefs of corals and deposits of shell-sand were 

formed, for during the Jurassic period reefs of corals existed as far 

north as middle Europe, and the climate in the latitude of Bermuda, 

in the Cretaceous and Eocene, must have been much warmer than at 

present. In any case, the final result of the erosion of the larger 

volcanic cone must have been to form submerged banks or shoals at 

a suitable depth for the abundant growth of corals, mollusks, etc. 

It is probable that direct erosion by the sea waves would not have 

cut down the cones very far below the level of low-tide, for the 

waves in storms of ordinary force have little erosive power beyond 

20 or 30 feet deep. In violent storms the wave action may have 
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some feeble effects to the depth of 100 feet or more, but hardly 

sufficient to move anything more than loose material like fine sand 

and mud. 

George’s Bank and Nantucket Shoals, off Cape Cod, maintain 

themselves in the face of the most violent storms. Although com- 

posed only of loose sand and gravel, their shallowest parts rise to 

within 25 to 30 feet of the sea-level. This indicates that the erod- 

ing action of the waves decreases very rapidly, even at such depths. 

The Argus and Challenger cones were evidently truncated and 

roughly levelled by the erosion of the waves, but at the present 

time they are depressed so far beneath the sea that coral reefs do 

not grow upon them. Possibly they may have been dry land, with 

sand dunes and corals like those of Bermuda, in the period of Greater 

Bermuda. If so, the subsequent subsidence and simultaneous ero- 

sion of the limestones could have reduced them to their present 

depths. 

If Jurassic or Tertiary coral reefs existed here, as is quite prob- 

able, they would certainly have grown best around the borders of 

the banks and shoals. Thus they might have initiated the atoll-like 

structure that has prevailed subsequently. 

It is possible that during some of the former geologic periods, after 
the cones were formed, there may have been long periods of subsi- 

dence, in which the depth of water over them became too great for 

the growth of coral reefs,* as is now the case at the Argus and 

Challenger Banks. 

5. Emergence of the Land. 

At some period, perhaps after the close of the Miocene, when we 

know that many of the West Indian islands, with their Miocene 

corals, were upraised, as well as the eastern coast of the United States; 

or perhaps still earlier, in the Eocene, the Bermuda reefs and shoals, 

whether of coral or not, were so much raised that they formed dry 

land.t No doubt this land at first formed a group of low islands 

* Deep artesian borings at Bermuda might determine these questions with 

certainty. No doubt this will eventually be undertaken, as has been done else- 

where. 

+ That the dry land was as old as the middle Tertiary is probable, because of 

the long time that must have been required for the evolution of the endemic 

genus Peecilozonites, with at least seven very diverse species that we find already 

there in the Pliocene. There must have been many earlier ancestral species 

that are unknown to us. See Paleontology. 
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along the rim of the partly enclosed lagoon, as is almost always the 

case with small oceanic islands of this type. Their sandy beaches 

and flats, alternately covered by the tide and exposed to the sun, 

afforded an abundance of dry shell-sand. From this time onward 

the shell-sand, derived mainly from the life and death of myriads of 

small mollusks on and about the reefs and shoals, must have been 

drifted by the winds, so as to form hillocks and sand-dunes, grad- 

ually increasing the height and extent of the islets and eventually 

uniting them together into larger ones. It is probable that this was 

favored and accelerated by the continued and gradual uprising of 

the volcanic basis, during a long period of time. But it is possible 

to account for much of the subsequent great growth of the islands, 

even without much elevation of the sea bottom, beyond what was 

necessary to lay bare the extensive shoals of fine shell-sand, periodi- 

cally covered by the tide.* 

6. Evolution of Greater Bermuda; Pliocene Bermuda. 

From the evidences derived from the subsequent subsidence, it is 

probable that the highest sand dunes, eventually, in one period at 

least, attamed the height of over 450 feet. It is hardly probable 

that this was due wholly to the drifting of the sand to that height, 

though it is not impossible. It seems more probable that the emer- 

gence of the land continued while the great sand dunes were form- 

ing. In that case the higher and larger sand dunes would also be 

the older ones and the deposits at the center and summit would be 

the oldest. If the height were wholly due to sand-drift, then the 

upper layers at the summits would be of later origin. The character 

of the rocks indicates, but does not prove, that the upper and central 

parts of the higher hills are the oldest. But fossils have not yet 

been found in them. Thus along continued period of emergence 

-was probable, with a constant loss of materials from the tops of the 
hills. 

No doubt a very large amount of material has been removed from 

all the hills through solution and by mechanical erosion by rains, so 

that 450 feet for their greatest former elevation is probably too low 

an estimate. 

* Subsequent subsidence has buried the first formed limestones deeply beneath 

the sea,—probably at least 100 feet. We know the nature of the submerged 

rock to about 50 feet deep at Ireland Island dock, where it is u sand-drift lime- 

stone, associated with red clay soil. 
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I hope to demonstrate later that the rocks which I call the ‘ Wals- 

ingham formation,” and refer to the Pliocene period, now rise to the 

height of 60 to 70 feet and probably much more. If we add to this 

100 feet for the later subsidence, those rocks must have formed hills 

at least 160 to 170 feet high in the Pliocene, even if we allow noth- 

ing for solution and denudation. ‘Their interstratified red clays 

indicate a loss of more than 150 feet by solution. So it is probable 

that the islands were much higher and larger, even in the Pliocene, 

than at present. 

It is certain that it took a very long period of time to bring about 

the elevation of the land and to accumulate the vast quantities of 

shell-sand and red clays contained in the hills. But the mere 

mechanical work of heaping up the sand by the wind is of secondary 

significance in this study. It might have gone on very rapidly at 

times if the winds were more violent than now. This may have 

been the case, especially in the time of the Glacial period. 

What is of far greater significance is the enormous lapse of time 

required for the small shells and other small organisms to grow in 

quantities sufficient to build up all this land, with its high hills, in 

addition to the quantities, perhaps equally great, that were washed 

away into deeper water, and also the great bulk that was lost by 

solution to form the red soil of the dry land and the caverns. 

When these considerations are taken into account, it is plain that 

the building up of Greater Bermuda must have required a vast 

period of time. Therefore, we are forced to believe that it had 

attained very much of its growth in the Pliocene or pre-Glacial times, 

and that it had acquired, before the Glacial period, a large flora and 

fauna of its own, of which some portions still exist, though the 

greater part may have been exterminated by the cooler and more 

stormy climate of that period. 

Perhaps all those plants that are now peculiar to Bermuda (only 

about 8 species*) date from the Pliocene or earlier periods. The 

same is probably true of the few land snails peculiar to the islands, 

especially the genus Pecilozonites, found nowhere else, and of 

which several of the species, including the largest, are known only 

as fossils, while others still survive in diminished numbers and 

feebler forms. Certainly they could not now exist in such places 

as small barren islands where they were once abundant.f 

% For lists of these see these Trans., vol. xi, p. 574, and ‘‘ Bermuda Islands,” p, 

162, with figures. 

+ These matters will be more fully discussed in the chapter on paleontology. 
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If the higher land had become covered with luxuriant vegetation 

in the pre-Glacial times, this eventually would have had the effect of 

diminishing the accumulation of sand on the higher dunes. The 

drifting of the sand would have been more and more restricted to 

the vicinity of the shores, and therefore the bays and inlets would 

have been filled up more rapidly, except in face of strong currents. 

It is not unlikely that the Bermuda cedar and the palmetto (which 

last is peculiar to Bermuda), with other trees now extinct there, may 

have then formed dense forests over most of the land, similar to 

those that existed when Bermuda was first discovered by Europeans. 

Indeed, from the great size and abundance of the fossil land snails, 

on small islands now barren and nearly bare of vegetation, it is 

evident that there was a former period when the climate was more 

moist and the vegetation much more abundant than in the present 

period. It is known that the Pliocene was really a period of greater 

elevation than the present, for I have myself found the large fossil 

land snails (P. Nelsoni, pl. xxvi) in limestone strata of the Walsing- 

ham period, in places now submerged beneath the sea. It is said 

to have been found in the limestones at the depth of about 48 feet 

below the sea at Ireland Island. 

7. Bermuda in the Glacial Period. 

That the advent of the Glacial period caused a marked change in 

the climate of Bermuda cannot be doubted. Huge continental ice- 

sheets existed over the whole of New England, Nova Scotia and 

Newfoundland, and their lofty frontal ice-cliffs, extending for 

hundreds of miles along the coast and reaching some miles south of 

the present shore lines, were dropping vast numbers of icebergs, 

doubtless of gigantic size, like those of Greenland, into the sea con- 

tinually. Those ice-cliffs were not over 625 miles north of Bermuda, 

and doubtless the icebergs drifted much nearer. Possibly the Gulf 

Stream was stronger than now. If so, the icebergs may not have 

crossed it, but they must have gone far southward in the inshore 
_ Arctic current.* 

* In a former article (Amer. Jour. Science, ix, May, 1900), I suggested that 

the marine climate in the glacial period might have been warmer than now, 

because of the occurrence of fossil West Indian shells that no longer live there. 

But with the exception of Livona pica (tig. 60) carried inland by the hermit 

crabs, no marine fossils are known from the rocks that I now consider as pre- 

glacial and glacial. The beach formations, containing most of the marine shells 
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Therefore, it is certain that the northerly winds would have been 

cooler than at present and doubtless the contrasts in temperature 

between the northerly and southerly currents, both of air and water, 

would have been much greater than now. Therefore, we are safe 

in assuming that the climate would have been more stormy, with 

fiercer gales and much more rain than now. Probably there were 

also frosts regularly in winter, and perhaps some snow, for light 

frosts sometimes occur in Bermuda even now, and sometimes a few 

snow flakes also. 

Such changes in the climate as I have named would have needed 

only a few degrees of decrease in the mean annual temperature. 

But they would have been sufficient to exterminate most of the 

tropical and subtropical life that may have existed there previously. 

The forests and other vegetation may have quite disappeared then 

from the exposed hills and highlands, even if partially retained in 

the sheltered valleys. Death of the vegetation and the increased 

violence of the winds would have set the sands in active motion 

again, perhaps far more energetically than ever before. 

These, I suppose, were the conditions under which the land 

attained its greatest elevation and extent. 

8. Post-glacial Bermuda; Subsidence. 

During the decline of the long glacial period, the “ Greater Ber- 

muda,” like the American coast north of it, underwent a gradual 

subsidence, as shown by many geological phenomena. This is 

believed to have amounted eventually to at least 100 to 120 feet, as 

will be shown in a later chapter. 

This period probably corresponded to the Champlain or Lawren- 

tian period of eastern North America. During this long period of 

subsidence there was an immense amount of erosion by the sea, and 

much of the lower parts of the previous dry land of the interior was 

finally covered by the sea, gradually bringing about the present con- 

dition of things. New sand-drift rocks were also forming during all 

this period. During this period, also, many species of plants and 

animals were introduced from North America and the West Indies 

then referred to, I now refer to the post-glacial or Champlain period. However, 

it is possible that the Gulf Stream waters were as warm in the glacial period as 

at present, and that owing to the elevation of the coasts of the boreal Atlantic, 

and probably of its entire sea bed, its current may have reached Bermuda more 

directly than at present, so as to offset the cold Arctic currents. 
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by winds, drift-wood, birds, etc., thus forming a new fauna and flora, 

combined with some remnants of those that had survival the glacial 

storms. 

9. Reélevation of Bermuda. 

There is considerable evidence that these islands underwent a 

slight reélevation of about six to ten feet, after the period of greatest 

depression. If this be true, its period corresponded, in all prob- 

ability, to that in which Nova Scotia, Eastern Canada, and New 

England underwent a much greater reGlevation in post-glacial or 

Quaternary time. 

Such a reélevation, of small amount, would best account for the 

various local deposits of beach-rock, containing recent marine shells 

and corals, now found elevated from 6 to 15 feet above the sea, 

This will be discussed later. 

10. Consolidation of the Sands ; formation of the Aolian lime- 

stones and “base rock.” 

During the whole period of the accumulation of the shell-sands, 

a process of consolidation or cementation of the sands into softer or 

harder limestone has been going on beneath the surface of the land,* 

but not uniformly. This is brought about by the rain water, which 

always contains carbonic acid in solution, which dissolves a certain 

amount of the limestone as it percolates through the sands, forming 

calcium bicarbonate in solution. This solution, when exposed to the 

air, and especially when it evaporates, deposits calcium carbonate or 

crystalline calcite, either between the particles of sand, binding them 

together, or in the form of stalactites and stalagmites, when it drips 

into caverns, as is well known. 

But in the rainy and warm climate of Bermuda, this process goes 

on with unusual rapidity. In fact, the sands and porous limestones, 

below a certain distance from the surface, seem to be saturated with 

the lime solution, for many of these limestones, which are so soft 

that they are quarried by large chisels and cut into regular building 

stones with ordinary saws, as easily as wood, become quite hard and 

suitable for building+ after exposure to the air for a few weeks. 

* There is no evidence at Bermuda that the shell-sand and marl ever consoli- 

date into limestone when wholly submerged beneath the sea. These materials 

are everywhere loose to a great depth, in the sounds. 

. + See these Trans., xi, p. 431, fig. 11; ‘‘ The Bermuda Islands,” p. 19, fig. 11. 

Trans. Conn. AcapD., Vou. XII. 5 June, 1905. 
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So when the percolating waters meet cracks or fissures, where they 

will be exposed to air, they deposit the calcite on and near their 

surfaces, giving rise to sheets and blocks of harder material, which 

may later stand out in relief when erosion takes place. (See fig. 8.) 

The reticulated cracks, made by the air-drying of mud, are thus 

filled in some places, as well as the larger fissures. When such 

waters trickle down the surfaces of the stumps and roots of trees, 

Figure 8.—Cliff of olian limestone, south shore, showing the irregular stratifi- 

cation and the deeply pitted surfaces coated and infiltrated with calcite, 

characteristic of most of the cliffs that are exposed alternately to the action 

of the sea-spray and dry air. 

the sands may be so hardened around them that complete molds of 
the roots, and even of the bases of the trunks, may be formed and 

preserved in the limestones. When the organic matters decay, casts 

may be formed in the molds. Some of the structures locally 

known as “fossil palmetto stumps” have possibly been formed in 

this way. These will be discussed later. (See chapter 24, pls. xix, 

Xx.) 
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When the percolating waters meet a nearly horizontal layer of 

impervious red clay, or a very compact layer of fine shell-marl, its 

downward course being’ arrested, it may collect in and consolidate 

more firmly the layers just above. The layers of hardened limestone 

will also vary in hardness according to the fineness and compactness 

of the shell-sand and calcareous mud composing them ; according to 

their inclination and drainage ; according to the amount of percolat- 

ing water ; and also according to their depth beneath the surface. 

Some of the beds of sand, even of considerable thickness, are still 

Figure 9.—Cathedral Rocks on Somerset Island; the ruins of an ancient cavern 

and water passages, partly broken down and dissected by the sea. The roof 

has partly fallen. The coiumns are hardened by infiltration and roughly 

pitted. The bottom, which is above high tide, is covered with shell-sand. 

loose, with little or no consolidation, although of ancient origin with 

thick deposits of hard limestone rocks over them. Sometimes irreg- 

ular masses or “ pockets” of the loose sand occur in the harder lime- 

stones, fig. 4. When such loose deposits of sand happen to become 

exposed in the shore cliffs the soft contents are quickly washed away, 

leaving grottoes or cavernous places, large and small, in the cliffs. 

Probably the remarkable “Cathedral rocks” (fig. 9), on the west 

shore of Somerset Island,* have been formed mainly by the rapid 

* See pl. xxi; also these Trans., pp. 427, 473, and pls. Ixxxviii, lxxxix ; ‘‘ The 

Bermuda Islands,” pp. 15, 61, the same plates, 
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erosion of a thick bed of only slightly consolidated sand, in which 

many vertical fissures had allowed the percolating waters to consoli- 

date the adjacent sand into harder rocks, which now stand up like 

pillars supporting the arches of overlying limestone. No doubt 

there was a time, before the erosion had progressed so far, when 

these archways and pillars formed the supports of a cavern of con- 

siderable extent. But the pillars are not true stalactites, as they are 

in some of the other caverns, but mere vertical masses of shell-sand, 

so impregnated and encrusted by stalactitic material that they are 

very hard and resistant. Some of the larger caverns on the islands 

Figure 10.—Much eroded and undercut rocks and columns at Tobacco Bay, near 

Fort Catharine, as seen at low tide. 

have similar large columns which are so thickly covered with stalac- 

titic material that their true nature cannot be ascertained without 

fractures or sections. But all intermediate conditions occur among 

the larger stalactites and pillars of the caves. 

Probably the curiously and roughly eroded rocks and pinnacles of 

Tobacco Bay* and other similar localities had a similar origin, but 

have progressed farther toward destruction (fig. 10, and pl. xxiii, 

figs. 1, 2). 

* See also these Trans., p. 474, pl. Ixxx, fig. 1, xe, fig. 2; ‘‘The Bermuda 

Islands,” p. 62, plates the same. 

——— 
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Pulpit Rock (fig. 22) and the North Rocks (figs. 23, 31) probably 

owe their existence mainly to their resistance due to infiltration, 

while the softer surrounding rocks were washed away. The same is 

doubtless true, in a marked degree, of all the other boldly sculp- 

tured rocks and projecting crags, such as Lion Rock (fig. 20), and the 

cliffs shown in figs. 17, 22. 

11. Unconsolidated Sands; no consolidation below low-tide level. 

Why the masses of shell-sand, mentioned above, remain unconsoli- 

dated, imbedded in or between hardened strata of the same composi- 

tion, has never been satisfactorily explained. The only suggestion 

that seems to me plausible, is that they were so situated that they 

were continually soaked in waters that were already saturated with 

calcium carbonate and from. which no evaporation could take place, 

owing to the nearly impervious or hard rocks above and below them. 

Under such conditions they might have become water-bearing strata 

without alteration, either by solution or hardening. This would 

also explain the remarkably perfect preservation of delicate land 

shells, even with their colors perfect, in these beds. 

I have already mentioned that there is no evidence that these 

shell-sands and marls, at Bermuda, ever become consolidated into 

lime when constantly covered by the sea, somewhat below low-tide 

level. In the excavations made at Ireland Island and elsewhere, 6 

to 10 feet of such unconsolidated materials have been found, over- 

lying eolian limestones. Stakes and probes can be driven down 

many feet into these sands almost everywhere in the harbors. 

The same conditions are found allover the world where shell-sands 

and coral-sands form the bottom deposits. Also, in the deep sea 

where Globigerina-ooze occurs of great depth, it is never consoli- 

dated. Probably this is also due to the absence of evaporation. 

Perhaps violent agitation, in shallow water seas, may take the place 

of evaporation, to some extent, and cause some consolidation, just 

below low tide, by loss of carbonie acid. 

But many geologists constantly refer to such shell-limestones and 

coral-limestones as if consolidated below sea-level. I do not know 

of any evidence that it ever occurs under ordinary conditions. <A 

marked or rapid change in temperature, or contact with water of a 

different chemical composition, or the action of living organisms, 

might cause it, under unusual conditions. 
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12. Surface Hardening and Infiltration by Sea Water and Spray. 

Wherever the limestones have been exposed for some time to the 

joint or alternate action of salt spray and the atmosphere, their sur- 

faces becomes hard and deeply corroded, pitted, or rudely honey- 

combed, with the intervening portions rising up into sharp ridges, 

rough and ragged points, and other strange, rude, and irregular 

forms, so that they are very unpleasant to walk upon or climb over, 

for they are very destructive to shoes and clothing. (PI. xxii.) 

This is due partly to the solvent action of the sea water, eating 

out the pits, and partly to the infiltration and hardening of the inter- 

vening spaces by the evaporation of the calcareous water. As the 

intermediate ridges and points become higher they seem to act by 

capillary action, like wicks, to draw up the water from the pits and 

crevices, and the stalactitic material is deposited at their points and 

edges, building them up and making them very hard. (See figs. 8, 

15, 22.) This action is going on everywhere along the cliffs. When 

the surface of the rocks becomes thus hardened, they are very resist- 

ant to erosion by the waves, and thus even limestones that are soft 

beneath the surface may endure for a long period. 

Below high tide the action is somewhat different, for here the 

sharper projections are worn off, but the infiltration and hardening 

of the rock goes on to low-water mark, especially wherever it is 

alternately wet and partly dry. In such places the rocks usually 

become rudely pitted, partly by solution and partly by the mechani- 

cal erosion of the softer spots, but the pits are generally larger than 

above sea-level, and often form shallow tidal pools, large and small. 

Owing partly to this hardening of the rocks, nearly or quite to low- 

water mark, but not much lower down, and partly to the diminished 

force of the waves on the rocks while submerged, these hardened 

limestones often form nearly flat platforms or benches, at or just 

above low-water mark. Sometimes this is aided by the horizontal 

stratification of the rocks, by corals and other growths, and by other 

causes. But the infiltration of these partly exposed rocks, convert- 

ing soft limestones into those that will ring under the blow of a 

hammer, has a great effect in preventing their rapid destruction by 

the waves. 

13. Compact Limestones; Building Stones. 

In its downward course all the percolating waters must eventually - 

be stopped, by the layer of sea-water which everywhere fills the 

porous beds of limestone to near the level of mean-tide and some- 
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times above it. The rain water, being lighter, will rest upon the 

sea water and mix with it only very gradually in the pores of the 

rocks. Even in the shallow wells, often dug near the shore for 

cattle, nearly fresh water can be drawn from the surface during the 

ebb tide, though there may be salt water at the bottom. 

The caleareous fresh water, thus arrested by the sea water, will 

therefore deposit much of its calcite in the strata just above the 

level of the salt water. As this level varies with the tide, a con- 

siderable thickness of harder limestone, often four to six feet thick, 

may eventually be formed about at the level of high water mark, if 

the land should remain at a given level for a long period of time. 

This appears to me to have been the mode of induration of many of 

the hard strata of limestone found in various places, just about at 

high tide level, as along the south shore, and of other hard lime- 

stones on the reefs. 

Such hard compact limestones have been called by some writers 

the ‘base-rock,” and some have believed that they represent an 

older formation, underlying the whole island. 

Mr. A. Agassiz, however, considered them as formed from ordi- 

nary xolian limestones, of any age, indurated by the action of the 

sea water and air, and not indicating any particular period. Both 

views are true in part. 

Superficial induration of the kind to which Mr. Agassiz refers is 

common enough, as described above, but it does not convert thick 

strata of limestone over wide areas, and above sea-level, into a com- 

pact marble-like limestone, of very uniform character ; such as we 

find in much of the so-called “base-rock” of the south shores. 

Doubtless hard limestones of various periods have been massed 

together under the name of ‘base-rock,” and the name is therefore 

misleading and better be abandoned. 

Similar hard limestones occur locally at various higher levels, 

often much above the level of the sea, and they have often been 

quarried for building stones. Some of these belong to the earlier or 

“Walsingham formation” and are associated with the ancient red 

clay and extinct land shells. But others are of later origin and are 

only unusually hard and compact portions of the ordinary xolian 

limestones. 

Perhaps the unusual induration of such layers, distinctly above 

sea-level, may be connected with the somewhat variable zone or 

level of underground fresh water in the rocks, for no doubt such a 

zone exists here, as elsewhere, in spite of the porosity of the rocks.* 

* Artesian wells on the higher lands have yielded water in a few cases. 
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Percolating calcareous waters would be arrested at such a level, 

and deposit, just above it, by cooling and evaporation, much calcare- 

ous material, for it would occupy a zone in which evaporation would 

be taking place in dry weather and through capillary action. This 

process, if long continued, would form strata of hard limestone, but 

not necessarily of any particular period. 

The harder strata, especially of the “ Walsingham formation,” are 

usually overlaid by a bed of red-clay soil, which was probably orig- 

nally occupied by vegetation. The dead vegetable matter of such 

a soil may have contributed additional carbonic acid, and perhaps 

humie acids, to the percolating rain water, and this may have has- 

tened the solidification of the underlying rocks. 

Therefore it is evident that no very definite separation of these 

limestones into periods or formations can be safely made, merely on 

the hardness or compactness of the rocks, though in general the 

older ones are likely to be the harder. The sands have been con- 

tinually drifting and consolidating, unequally and variously, ever 

since the first islands rose above the sea, and at all levels. So, like- 

wise, the changes in elevation and subsidence have been so very 

gradual that they have produced no marked periods or changes in 

the rock formation, except locally. We can, however, distinguish 

an earlier period, by means of the extinct fossil land shells, during 

which the climate was more favorable for vegetation and land-snails 

than at present, as indicated above. 

This we may provisionally refer to the Pliocene. It was, in my 

opinion, certainly pre-glacial. 

14. Pliocene Bermuda; Walsingham Formation. 

I propose the new name “‘ Walsingham formation” to designate 

that portion of the older Bermudian strata of limestone and red clay 

characterized by containing several species of extinct land snails, of 

which the largest and most abundant is the Pectlozonites Nelsoni 

(Nelson’s snail ; pl. xxvi, figs. 5-8). 

a. Compact Limestones. 

The most prominent and characteristic of the rocks are the com- 

pact and hard eolian limestones which have, in many places and 

over wide areas, become so highly infiltrated with calcite, that the 

original sand-drift structure has been obscured or lost, so that they 

sometimes appear to be in thick massive strata, forming durable 
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building stones. But in many other places these rocks have remained 

friable or soft, with well marked sand-drift structure. In some cases 

they include layers or pockets of imperfectly consolidated, or loose, 

shell-sand. Between the layers of limestone are successive layers of | 

“red-clay,”—a decomposition product, representing ancient soils, 

and often containing numerous extinct land-snails. The red-clay 

may be more or less indurated by the infiltrations of calcite, or 

stalactitic materials, with which, and the shells, it sometimes forms 

a breccia-like reddish mass (fig. 45). The fossil land-snails occur in 

the limestone, whether it be consolidated or friable, but are most 

abundant in those portions connected with the layers of red-clay, 

especially in and just above the latter. 

Most of the larger caverns and sinks, like those of Walsingham 

and vicinity, have been formed in this formation, which seems to 

contain the oldest rocks now exposed to view on the islands, and to 

form the nuclei of the larger hills. It is found at all levels, from 

below low-tide mark to the elevation of 70 feet or more. Its hard 

compact layers, exposed in many places on the south side of the 

main island, just above high-water mark, are those that have been 

called “base rock” by Heilprin, Rice, and others,* and “ the lime- 

stone” by Stevenson, but they are of the same nature as, and essen- 

tially contemporary with, those that occur elsewhere at greater eleva- 

tions, as shown by the overlying red clay and extinct snails. The 

best examples of the so-called molds and casts of “ palmetto stumps ” 
also occur in this formation (see plates xix, xx), showing that the 

latter might have been due to some extinct and unknown plant or 

animal. 

This formation outcrops in numerous places on the ancient Wals- 

ingham property, between Castle Harbor and Harrington Sound, 

hence the name given to it. It seems to form most, if not all, of the 

high neck of land separating those two bodies of water, for it out- 

* Professor Rice, op. cit., p. 9, 1884, stated that the so-called base rock ‘‘ does 

not uniformly underlie the softer rocks, nor is there any evidence that it is older 

than they.” He apparently referred to all the hard limestones of, drift-sand 

origin, near sea-level, taken collectively. Agassiz, 1895, held essentially the 

same view. 

But Stevenson, 1897, claimed that this rock, which he called ‘‘ limestone,” 

represented a distinct formation, underlying the ordinary xolian limestone, 

which he called ‘‘ sandstone.” However, he considered the limestones and red 

clays, containing extinct snails, around Castle Harbor and Harrington Sound, as 

a newer formation, ‘‘The intermediate deposit,” of the same age as the beach- 

limestones. With this conclusion I do not agree. 
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- crops by the roadside, nearer the Harrington House, nearly at the 

highest part of the ridge, perhaps fifty or sixty feet above the sea. 

Near the Walsingham house there are several deep sinks, filled with 

sea water, and used as fish ponds and turtle ponds, which are formed 

in these rocks. 

The famous Walsingham caves (pl. xxi, fig. 2) with large stalac- 

tites,* Joyce’s Cave, and several other similar caverns in this dis- 

trict are in this formation, for the hard limestone, near the entrances, 

contains the red soil and Nelsonian snails. ‘There are many other 

outcrops of the same limestone, associated with red-clay breccia, and 

often completely filled with masses of the large Nelsonian snails, on 

the land of Mr. W.S. O. Peniston. The interesting Peniston cave,t 

with only one small entrance, which is on the top of a higher ridge, 

east of the Harrington House, also appears to be in the same rock, 

though I found no fossil snails.just there. The cave dips downward 

with a steep slope to below sea level, for there is a pool of sea water 

in the bottom. The slope is said to be over 80 feet deep. 

There is an excellent exposure of the Walsingham formation at 

the old quarry on the west side of Castle Harbor, and near Paynters 

Vale. Here the hard, compact limestone, formerly quarried for 

government works, is several feet above the sea-level. 

The harder limestone is here overlaid as usual with a layer of red 

clay, which is more or less indurated in places, or united into brec- 

ciated masses mixed with stalagmitic material and several extinct 

land shells, especially the large Nelsonian snails (fig. 45-47; also pl. 

xxvl). With these land snails numbers of a large marine spiral 

shell (Livonu pica, fig. 60) are often found here. These shells were 

carried from the beaches up over the hills in those days, just as they 

are today, by the large land hermit-crabs, who use them for shelter. 

Part of the red clay is here contained in pockets or cavernous places 

in the limestone. The fossil land snails occur here in the limestone 

as well as in the red clay material. At this quarry much of the 

harder limestone shows distinct sand-drift structure, which is still 

more evident in the rocks below and above it. 

The Walsingham limestone, with red-clay breccias, outcrops at 

many other places on the southwest and south sides of Castle Harbor. 

* See these Trans., vol. xi, plates xe-xciii, and ‘‘ The Bermuda Islands,” p. 58, 

plates xce-xciii. 

+ See these Trans., vol. xi, pp. 488, 471, pl. xciii, and ‘‘ The Bermuda Islands,’’ 

pp. 26, 59, pl. xciii, figs. 1, 2. Also below, Chapter 16, B. 
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It seems to form most of the narrow neck of land that extends from 

Tucker’s Town eastward to Castle Point. The extinct fossil land 

snails occur at many localities in this district. 

Thus it seems to be continuous along the shores, from the point 

near Coney Island to Castle Point, a distance of several miles. 

Apparently most of the rocks of Hamilton Parish belong to this 

formation. It occurs also at Tuckers Town and on the shores of 

Harrington Sound. Sharks Hole,* with the cliffs west of it, and 

Devil’s Hole seem to be excavated in the Walsingham formation, 

though only very few imperfect fossils were found at those places. 

The hard rocks on Pear Island and Trunk Island are probably of 

the same age. 

Mr. A. Gulick records a locality on the west side of Knapton Hill, 

near the west end of the sound, where a layer of red earth, about 

8 to 10 inches thick, and containing several characteristic species of 

fossil snails, rests on a limestone of this formation. 

It occurs along the roadside, from Bailey Bay to near the cause- 

way, for I have found good specimens of P. Nelsoni in it at several 

places there. I also found it in the ledges outcropping near the 

shore at Mr. Seon’s beach, Bailey Bay. 

On Bailey Bay Island it occurs near the sea-level, on the north 

side, and extends to an unknown depth below it. At this place I 

have obtained P. Velsoni from ledges submerged even at low tide. 

Similar hard rocks occur on other small islands, and on the shores 

farther westward, but as they have not yielded the fossil snail (P. 

Nelsoni), they cannot now be referred to this formation with any 

certainty. The same is true of the hard limestones forming the 

upper ledges on many of the higher hills. They may belong to the 

Walsingham formation, but this cannot be demonstrated until extinct 

fossil snails occur. 

It apparently outcrops on the northern side of Hamilton Harbor. 

On Ireland Island, Nelson described a cavern in it, containing great 

* These Trans., p. 438, pls. 1xxi, lxxiii ; ‘‘ The Bermuda Islands,” p. 26, same 

plates. 

+ Some of the species of Pecilozonites that are found as fossils are still living. 

This is notably so in the case of P. Bermudensis (pl. xxvi, figs. 1, 2; pl. xxvii, 

figs. 1, a-l), which occurs both in the Walsingham formation and in the later 

ones. It is often very abundant in some of the later and softer limestones, 

retaining conspicuous bands of color. The fossil variety (variety zonata, pl. 

Xxvii, fig. 2) is rather larger and thicker than the recent ones. This species, 

therefore, cannot be used for determining the age of these limestones. 
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numbers of P. Nelsoni.* On Tucker’s Island, in Great Sound, it 
contains a large cavern, supported by great stalactitic columns, and 
with several feet of sea water over its floor. I observed the red- 
clay and stalactitic breccia, containing the Nelson’s snail, in the 
ledge near its entrance, and in other places on the island. 

It has also been recorded as occurring on St. George’s Island. I 
did not find the extinct snails in that vicinity, but had little time to 
search for them there. 

Professor Rice, however, described a very hard limestone, of 
geolian origin and containing fossil land snails, as occurring at the 
old quarry at Stocks Point. It was overlaid by a local deposit of 

beach rock, containing many marine shells (see below, p. 75). This 

section, therefore, agrees completely with many of those on the south 

shore of the Main Island, described below. 

Excellent exposure of the bard Walsingham limestone occurs at 

many places, just above high water mark, on the south side of the 

Main Island, from west of Tucker’s Town to Elbow Bay, and 

perhaps further. 

The best examples that I saw are at the foot of a low bluff, near 

Hungry Bay, where the harder layers had been quarried by blasting. 

A good series of photographs of the rocks along this bluff, some of 

which are reproduced in my plates, were made in the spring of 1901, 

by A. H. Verrill. A violent hurricane, not long before, had washed 

away the debris and cut away the softer overlying rocks, so as to 

show all the strata very beautifullyt (see fig. 11). 

The hardest stratum (5) at this place is about one and a half to 

two feet thick, and has been blasted off for building purposes. It is 

a very compact, white limestone, almost like marble in some places, 

and often with no trace of sand-drift structure, though showing this 

at times in the continuation of the same section. It is overlaid in 

some places by a thicker and somewhat softer stratum (0’) of the 

same nature. 

The latter carries on its upper, nearly level, and somewhat eroded 

surface, portions of a firmly adherent layer of indurated red clay, 

commencing in which, at one place (plates xix, xx), there are large 

numbers of those cavities called molds of “ palmetto stumps,” men- 

tioned above, some of which penetrate into the hardest stratum of 

* See his description of the cavern, quoted below, p. 82. 

+ See pls. xvi-xx; also these Trans., xi, pls. lxxxiv-vi; and ‘‘The Bermuda 

Islands,” same plates. See discussion of their nature in chapter 24, Paleontology. 
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Walsingham limestone, while others only reach its upper surface, or 

fail of that even. The hardness of the rock seemed to have had no 

influence. They may have been formed before it was hardened. 

Above the red clay surface there is here a deposit of beach-rock 

(c), three or four feet thick in some places, and containing many 

marine shells. The latter is irregularly laminated, and locally 

variable in thickness and character. It appears to have been a true 

marine deposit, formed below high-water mark, but now elevated 

five to eight feet above it. 

This is overlaid, along most of this exposure, by a layer of drift- 

sand (d) which is only slightly consolidated and friable to the touch, 

especially in its upper part. Hence the storm, referred to above, 

readily cut it out into the cavernous or oven-like places, shown in 

some of the plates, under the overlying strata (e) of later olian 

limestones, which are here well indurated. The unconsolidated 

layers contained, in the lower part, some fragments of marine shells. 

There were mostly small valves of Mytilus and other light bivalves, 

easily drifted by the wind, but in its upper part it contained the 

land snail, Pectlozonites Bermudensis (plate xxvii), which is still 

living, and there were no extinct forms found with it. 

Following this exposure westward the unconsolidated beds soon 

disappear or become so consolidated that they cannot be distin- 

guished from the overlying eolian limestones, which continue. The 

beach-rock also disappears locally, so that the upper xolian lime- 

stones may rest directly on the Walsingham limestone, though 

unconformably. 

The arrangement of this series of rocks is almost the same at 

various other places, as at Devonshire Bay. It was observed there, 

both by Rice (1884) and Stevenson (1897, p. 105), underlying the 

beach-rocks containing marine shells,. Professor Stevenson’s descrip- 

tion will be quoted below, under beach-rocks. 

It happens that the hard limestones of this formation occur along 

much of the southern coast of the island, just above sea-level ; 

between tides; or more or less submerged. In many places the 

strata lie nearly horizontally, though not always so. In case these 

nearly horizontal, compact beds outcrop between tides, or a little 

below low-water mark, they will resist the erosion of the waves 

much more effectually than the softer overlying limestones of later 

age. Thus they are sure to form, under such conditions, more or 

less extensive “‘ benches” or shelves, between tides or lower down. 

The waves speedily wear away the layers of red clay and the 
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unevenly corroded or pitted upper surface gives good opportunities 

for the commencement of the formation of “ pot-holes,” large and 

small, by the scouring action of the sand and rushing waters. Prob- 

ably some of the deeper and narrower cups or pot-holes on the ser- 

puline atolls are directly due to remodelling and enlarging the cavities 

called molds of ‘palmetto stumps,” which often abound in this 

limestone much above sea level, as well as between tides. (See chap- 

ters 20 and 24, 0.) 

It seems evident to me that the vast number of durable flat reefs, 

littoral shelves, submerged benches, and serpuline atolls, all along 

the south coast, are due largely to the outcroppings of these hard, 

nearly horizontal limestone strata, which have just the right nature 

and position to easily yield such flat structures, by the erosive action 

of the waves. (See figures 11, 27-29.) But I do not wish to deny 

that similar structures can be, and often are carved from ordinary 

eeolian limestones, especially when the layers are horizontal or nearly 

sc, as Mr. Agassiz states. 

I am, therefore, inclined to believe that most of the serpuline 
atolls and outlying flat reefs of the south coast are composed of the 

hard limestones of the Walsingham period. But I do not know that 

the characteristic, extinct, fossil land snails have as yet been found 

in these reefs. As a rule, these solid limestones, in this vicinity, are 

destitute of recognizable fossils. 

b. Red Clay layers, with extinct Land Snails. 

That the Walsingham formation, which I refer to the Pliocene, 

represents a long period of time, is evident, not only on account of the 

great thickness of its limestone strata, but also from the successive 

layers of red-clay soil interstratified with them, as described above. 

Each of these layers of soil indicates a long time for surface decom- 

position, and locally without sand-drifting. Six or seven of these 

layers of soil, varying in thickness, have been noticed in some sec- 

tions; most of them are only 2 or 3 inches thick, but some are 8 to 10 

inches or more. 

It is thought that it would require the solution of at least 150 

feet of limestone to form a single foot of this soil, not allowing 
anything for that portion which would naturally be washed away 

by rain. (See chapter 20, A.) 

Prof. T. W. Goldie, in his printed lecture on the Geological 

Formation of Bermuda, 1893, pp. 14, 15, mentioned a “belt or layer” 

of “red clay” soil, 8 inches thick, underlying the xolian limestones 
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near Hamilton. This layer was about 60 to 70 feet above sea-level 

and at about 130 feet below the surface of the hill. It was found 

in making a boring for a well at the military establishment on Pros- 

pect Hill. The layer of red clay was underlaid by strata of compact 

limestone. Perhaps this was a part of the Walsingham formation. 

A similar layer of red clay outcrops between limestones on Bishop 

Street, in Hamilton. It is about 60 feet above the sea. From this 

layer the sample of “ virgin red soil” was taken for analysis by Mr. 

Manning* (sample No. 3). 

15.  Beach-rock with Marine Fossils ; Devonshire formution ; 

Champlain Period. 

That beach-rocks, contaiming the common marine shells of the 

shores and shallows, are still in process of formation locally, on 

many parts of the shores, is plainly to be seen by any one who 

observes such phenomena critically. They are formed of the sands, 

coarse and fine, which are tossed up toward and above high water 

mark by the waves, and often in their upper parts blended with 

finer sands that have dried and then drifted along the beaches with 

the winds. Exposed alternately to the action of the sea water, rains, 

and air, they often harden rather rapidly, as explained above, into 

compact masses of limestone, usually of small extent, and with 

thickness varying greatly within short distances. The larger marine 

shells found in them are mostly broken by the waves, but many are 

entire. 

These modern deposits are seldom more than three or four feet 

above high tide, and are most frequent in partially sheltered bays 

and coves. 

Many of them are constantly being washed away by more violent 

gales, or by waves from some different direction, so that only a few 

become permanent. At certain places the modern sand-dunes have 

encroached upon and buried such beach deposits. 

It is evident that the same phenomena have been taking place in 

all previous periods of the geological history. But as the islands 

have subsided about 100 feet, it must be evident that all the older 

deposits of this nature must now be buried beneath the sea. The 

only beach deposits of much antiquity that we could expect to find 

would be those formed at some period when the islands stood at a 

slightly lower level than now, in the Champlain or post-glacial 

period (see p. 61). 

* See these Trans., xi, p. 493, table; also ‘‘ The Bermuda Islands,” p. 81. 
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a. Devonshire formation. 

Some of the older and more elevated beach-rocks indicate that 

they were formed in such a period of depression. Some of these 

now lie 12 to 16 feet above the sea, and by the fine character of the 

materials and good condition of the shells, appear to have been 

formed in comparatively quiet waters, and not tossed up by hurri- 

canes, as Mr. Agassiz supposed. No doubt some of the coarser 

deposits, with broken shells, only 3 or 4 feet above the sea, as 

described by him, may have been tossed up by violent gales, for we 
know that recent Bermuda hurricanes have thrown broken shells, as 

well as rocks of considerable size, to the height of 10 to 15 feet, or 

even more, above high tide. But their action is much more destrue- 

tive than formative. No one has seen them leave regular thin-bedded 

deposits of fine materials and entire shells at any such elevations. 

The evidence, therefore, at present, is that the more elevated beach- 

rocks are of Champlain age, and were mostly deposited in partially 

sheltered bays and lagoons, where violent sea waves did not enter 

with great force. Yet in later times, the barrier reefs or islands 

protecting them having been worn away, some of them have come 

to be exposed on the outer shores, especially along the southern side 

of the main island (fig. 11). They are best displayed, perhaps, on 

the south éoast of Devonshire Parish, and therefore I propose to eall 

them the Devonshire formation, for a distinctive name. 

Professor Rice (1884, pp. 10-14) studied these rocks with much 

care. But he did not, in all cases, distinguish between the beach- 

rocks and the underlying hard eolian limestones of the Walsing- 

ham formation. Moreover, he supposed, like Heilprin, that they 

belonged to an earlier period than I do, and that they underlaid 

the wolian limestones generally, just as the Walsingham limestones 

do, instead of being of much later origin than the latter, and 

localized, or of small extent, as I believe. 

Stevenson, also (1897, p. 103), held a similar view. He called 

them ‘the intermediate deposits,”* believing that they were 

deposited directly over the Walsingham formation, and earlier than 

the ordinary zolian limestones. So far as their position is concerned, 

in many of the outcrops, their views were correct. But according 

to my observations, these rocks are much later and more local 

than they apparently supposed. Yet they are old enough to have 

* Part of the rocks to which he gave that name are of sand-drift origin and 

belong to the Walsingham formation. 
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been covered in some places by a considerable thickness of late 

seolian limestones, as shown in fig. 11. 

Mr. Agassiz, however, took the extreme opposite view, and 

believed that they are all of modern origin, and formed since the 

islands attained their present level. He believed that all the mate- 

rials, even of the most elevated beds, were carried up the beaches by 

the waves and winds, to the heights at which they are now found, 

My own conclusions are intermediate, for I consider them local 

shore and shallow water deposits of different periods. The older 

and higher ones I believe to have been formed at a period when the 

land stood at least 10 to 15 feet lower than now, as explained above. 

Others are still forming. The older ones, especially, are worthy of 

more careful studies. 

Lieut. Nelson, 1840, was the first to describe a genuine beach 

formation with marine fossils, at Bermuda. It seems to have been 

one of the older ones, resting on Pliocene limestone. His descrip- 

tion was as follows : 

“The most interesting organics with which I have met were in 

the rock now inclosed by the North Bastion at Ireland Island. 

Whilst cutting the escarp of this work, a large block of reef was 

discovered in the solid rock fifteen or twenty feet from the surface, 

and at about four feet above high water. This specimen contained 

Meandrina areolata,* the common Mytilus of the coast [| MW. adustus|, 

retaining its black colour, and a pink Millepore { Polytremacis ?] very 

common in the serpuline reefs. This spot, conceiving the truncated 

strata of h*land I. to be restored to their proper form, must have been 

at the very apex of the saddle, and is perfectly distinct from the 

loose, soft, and newer sandstones. Above the level of this spot lie 

the strata, a, a, fig. 8, which for some hundred yards along the 

north side, consist chiefly of a hard subcrystalline limestone.” 

““In the centre of this rock was a cavern ; and entangled amongst 

the stalagmitic lining (as well as in that of other caves and crevices), 

or else lying in heaps in the loose red earth within, we found abund- 

ance of a large and delicate Helix |= Pecilozonites Nelsoni|.” 

This statement regarding the loose red soil and stalagmitic 

materials containing this extinct snail, indicates that the clay and 

underlying rock belonged to the Walsingham formation, for the 

* This specimen, which is still preserved in London, has been recently iden- 

tified as Mycetophyllia Lamarckana by Gregory. I have referred this species to 

Mussa (these Trans., xi, p. 68, note). If correctly named by Gregory, it is not 

known to inhabit Bermuda at this time. 

Trans. Conn. Acap., Vou. XII. 6 Jung, 1905. 
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conditions are like those of the quarry at Paynter’s Vale, described 

above (p. 70). This beach-rock was evidently a very local deposit. 

It must have been much later than the red clay and limestone 

below it. It could not have been of the same period, for we know 

that part of the older rocks containing fossil land shells occur sub- 

merged some 45 feet below the sea at the dockyard, in the immedi- 

ate vicinity. Therefore the rock containing marine fossils must have 

been deposited at some period after the submergence of the Walsing- 

ham formation to at least that amount. 

Among other instances, Nelson mentions a locality of beach-rock 

on Long Bird Island, not described by later writers: 

“ The last individual animal organic which I shall mention is a 

Strombus, which I chiselled out at Long-bird Island, and had the 

cavities in the substance of the shell filled with crystallized carbon- 

ate of lime. JI may terminate this list comprehensively by saying 

that almost every shell now known in the surrounding sea. may be 

found in the rock quite perfect, except with regard to colour, espe- 

cially among the newer beds on the sea coast.” 

A local deposit of beach-rock or ‘ conglomerate,” with marine 

fossils, occurring at an old quarry on Stock’s Point, St. George’s 

Island, has been described by Rice, Stevenson, and others. It is 

said to have been of greater extent and height formerly. It varies 

from 1 to 6 feet in thickness. ‘The marine shells contained in it are 

mostly broken. it lies in corroded hollows of the harder underlying 

limestone, and to the height of about 12 feet above the sea. 

This deposit of beach-rock was described by Professer Rice, as 

follows:— 

“The rock which has been quarried there, and which now appears 

in the base of the bluff, is a very hard rock of suberystalline texture 

and of ferruginous color. It shows vestiges of irregular lamination, 

and contains fossil Helices and no marine fossils. It is undoubtedly 

a drift-rock, like that at Paynter’s Vale. The upper surface of this 

rock is exceedingly irregular, giving evidence of much subaerial 

erosion preceding the deposition of the overlying strata. It is over- 

lain by a remarkable conglomerate, evidently a beach-rock, contain- 

ing fragments of the underlying hardened drift-rock, peculiar ferru- 

ginous nodules, compact lumps of ‘red earth,’ and pretty large 

marine shells. The upper surface of this conglomerate, unlike its 

lower surface, is quite regular—the usual plane of marine deposition, 

This conglomerate is overlain in places by a stratum of sand, like 

that observed at Devonshire Bay, containing shells of land snails in 
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its uppermost layers. Above this sand, where the sand is present, 
in other places resting immediately upon the conglomerate, is the 
ordinary drift-rock.” 

b. Fossils of the Beach-rocks. 

As mentioned above, marine shells are often abundant in these 
rocks. Most of them are species still living about the islands, 
though of these some are now rare and much smaller than the fossils. 
In the chapter on Paleontology, I shall give a rough list of these 
fossils hitherto recognized. Unfortunately collectors have not desig- 
nated, in most cases, the exact localities where their specimens were 

EEE EZ EPS AA 
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Figure 11.—Diagrammatic section west of Hungry Bay, south shore; }, b’, strata 
' of hard Walsingham limestone, containing cylindric holes, p, commonly 

called molds of ‘‘ palmetto stumps,” and overlaid by indurated red-clay ; ¢, 
Beach-rock or Devonshire formation, containing marine fossils; d, beds 
of imperfectly consolidated drift-sand, overlying c; e, later eolian lime- 

stones containing only recent land shells; s, diagrammatic section of small 
serpuline atoll, near the shore; w, w’, level of high-water and low-water 
mark. Original. 

obtained, so that they are probably of different periods. Few 
recognizable corals have occurred. The Mussa or Mycetophyllia 
obtained by Nelson is of the most interest. Near Hungry Bay, I 
found in these rocks fragments of a large barnacle (Balanus), which 
I have not seen living here. 

The best exposures that I studied were between Elbow Bay and 
Hungry Bay. These have been mentioned above (p. 72), and some 
of the exposures have been previously figured by me.* 

* Plates xvi-xx. Also these Trans., xi, p. 908, plates Ixxxiv-Ixxxvi; ‘‘ The 

Bermuda Islands,” p. 496, same plates. 
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At these places the beach deposits vary in thickness from 1 or 2 

feet up to 4.feet or more. They are irregular and variable within a 

few hundred feet. They are rather hard, laminated, with pretty 

thin layers, which dip toward the sea at small but variable angles. 

They rest either directly upon the flat corroded surfaces of the hard 

Walsingham limestones, > and 6’, or upon a layer of partially indu- 

rated red-clay that overlies the latter. They also overlie the sur- 

face of a hard limestone (0’), which at this place contains remarkably 

perfect examples of the “ fossil palmetto stumps.” (See plates 

referred to above.) These beach-beds contain numerous marine 

shells, mostly of common existing species. 

The beach-limestones are marked ¢ and c’ in the plates and in the 

diagrammatic section (fig. 11). In the best sections they are overlaid 

by a bed of very imperfectly consolidated drifted sand, 3 to 6 feet 

thick, which was here washed out into cavernous places by the pre- 

vious hurricane (see p. 72). But a short distance farther west these 

loose beds, or their equivalent, become gradually harder and in some 

places cannot be distinguished from the overlying xolian limestone 

(e, e’). The loose sand-bed contained in its lower parts a few sepa- 

rated shells of marine bivalves, mostly Mytilus, and numerous speci- 

mens of Pecilozonites Bermudensis in good preservation, but no 

extinct species, so that it doubtless belongs to the newer series. In 

other shore sections, in continuation with those figured, the beach- 

rocks were lacking and the later xolian limestones, like e, e’, rested 

directly on 0’. 

Professor Stevenson’s description of the locality at Devonshire 

Bay was as follows:— 
“The intermediate deposit, or marine limestone, covers the broadly 

irregular surface of the limestone. It reaches to the water-level, on 

the southwest side of the old fort, but is seven or eight feet above 

it on the northerly side. The rock is hard in the lower portions, 

but becomes soft above, disintegrating readily and passing, as far as 

extent of consolidation is concerned, very gradually into the over- 

lying deposit. It is slightly conglomerate in the upper portion. 

The structure is very similar to that of the sandstone, the laminz 

being thin and inclined in all directions. The hardness of the rock 

is not due to spray, or to the washing of the present tides, since it is 

as marked on the northerly as on the southerly side of the fort. 

Livona, Chama, Tellina and Areca oceur in prodigious numbers, 

the shells of Zivona being as large and as perfect as those dredged 
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in Castle Harbor, or in the shallows off the south shore.* The other 

shells give equal proof of having been deposited in comparatively 

still water. On the southerly side of the old fort, an apparently 

complete physical break between the intermediate rock and the sand- 

stone is indicated by a horizontal line, vet the passage from the 

lower to the upper rock is extremely gradual, while above the line 

and within the felix zone, Arca and Chama were seen perfectly 

preserved, the open valves of 1vca, in one case, being still attached. 

The condition, for a time at least, must have been such as one sees 

at Tuckertown today, where the dune is encroaching upon the bay.” 

16. ‘Evidences of Subsidence. 

That these islands have undergone a considerable amount of sub- 

sidence, since the time of Greater Bermuda, is admitted by every 

geologist who has studied them, but they differ as to the probable 

amount. The evidence is partly derived from (A), the wolian lime- 

stones, peat bogs, red soil, land snails, ete., dug up from far beneath 

the sea at Ireland Island, and in dredging and blasting the ship 

channels; (B) from the fact that caverns, sinks, and peat bogs on the 

land now extend much below sea-level, although they must have 

been formed above it. Stalagmites and stalactites, formed in the air, 

are now found submerged in the sea water in the caves; (C) from the 

submarine sinks, sounds, and deep water channels, which give every 

evidence of having been formed by running water when the Jand 

was elevated above the sea. The latter are, no doubt, the more 

important evidences, but the former appeal more to those who are 

not geologists. 

A. KHvidences from submerged dolian limestones and Peat bogs. 

During the excavations made in 1870, at the dockyard on Ireland 

Island, to accommodate the great floating dock, series of solian 

limestones were penetrated to the depth of 52 feet below low tide. 

At the depth of 46 feet below sea-level, a stratum of peat and “red- 

earth,” 2 feet thick, was found, which contained vertical stumps of 

cedar trees. Below this were again strata of hard xolian limestones, 

at least 4 feet thick, containing fossil land-snails (said to have been 

P. Nelsoni by some; P. Bermudensis by others). I have not seen 

* Prof. Stevenson was probably misinformed as to its existence in these locali- 

ties. So far as I know it is extinct in Bermuda, 
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these fossils. If this snail was really the extinct Nelson’s snail, this 

lower hard limestone, and probably the associated red-earth, belonged 

to the Walsingham formation. 

The peat and stumps may have belonged to a later period than 

the red-clay and the limestone below it, but according to some 

accounts the fossil snails and trees were all found in the layer of red 

soil.* Bones of an unknown bird are also said to have been found 

in this red soil. Probably these materials were not taken out with 

sufficient care by the workmen to enable any one to determine their 

exact relations. 

In dredging out the channel in Hospital Bay, about 25 years ago, 

large numbers of the trunks of cedar trees, in pretty good preserva- 

tion, were brought up. They were overlaid by a peat bog, and over 

this was a deposit of shell-mud and shell-sand, with foraminifera, ete. 

Masses of peat, evidently derived from a submerged peat-bog, 

were dredged up by me and my party in 1901, in the channel of 

“The Reach,” north of the Swing Bridge, where the depth of water 

was about 15 to 20 feet. 

A bed of red-clay was found between layers of seolian limestones 

while blasting out the reefs to deepen the channel at the entrance of 

St. George’s Harbor, in 1847-8. 

Roots and stumps of cedar trees have been pulled up on the 

anchors of vessels several times, both in Ilamilton and in St. George’s 

Harbors. There is, therefore, good reason to believe that Hamilton 

Harbor, St. George’s Harbor and the “Reach” were once marshes 

or peat-bogs, with cedar trees in the drier parts, like the Devonshire 

marshes, for example. By subsidence and the encroachment of the 

sea, the peat beds have been buried at the bottom of the harbors 

Peat, as well as cedar wood, if buried under the salt-water mud, 

would last almost indefinitely. If openly exposed to the water, the 

cedar would soon be destroyed by the “ship-worms” (7Zeredo), 

which abound here. 

Such peat bogs might have come to be below the sea-level by a 

long period of subsidence, before the encroachment of the sea, just 

as some of the existing peat bogs now extend far below sea-level. 

That was, indeed, probably the case, for otherwise the sea would 

have rapidly worn away the peat to which it had access on the shore. 

* See Jones, J. M., Visitor's Guide to Bermuda, 1876, p. 119. Also ‘‘ Recent 

Observations in the Bermudas,’ Nature, vi, p. 262, 1872; ditto, Amer. Journ. 

Science, Ser. 3, vol. iv, p. 414, 1872. Reprint. 
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B. Evidences of Subsidence derived from Caverns and Sinks. 

Among other structures indicating subsidence are the various 

caverns, with large stalactites and stalagmites, now depressed more 

or less below the level of the sea and filled with sea water, which is 

said to be at least 30 feet deep in some of them. The stalactites 

descend into the sea water in some cases, while stalagmites can be 

seen, through the clear water, rising up from the bottom. 

a. Caverns containing Sea water. 

In the large cavern on Tucker’s Island, the bottom is covered by 

6 to 10 feet of clear sea water, beneath which I saw, in 1901, many 

large pointed stalagmites standing upright, but not reaching the 

surface. Some of these were more than a foot in diameter. This 

cavern, which was then open to visitors on payment of a fee, has to 

be explored in a boat. Its roof is supported by large stalactitic 

columns, many of which are of hardened limestone, thickly encrusted 

with dull-colored stalactitic material, but most of them extend 

beneath the sea water to the bottom. 

Lieut. Nelson, 1840, described a partly submerged cavern as 

follows : 

*“ Tucker’s Island cavern was a perfect bijou; with one splendid 

exception it has hitherto stood unrivalled among the caves of Ber- 

muda. ‘This little cavern had a length of eighty feet, a breadth of 

about fifty, a height above the little lake within of at most fifteen, 

and a depth below its surface scarcely exceeding fourteen. The 

stalactites were remarkably clear and beautiful, varying from the 

massive pendant of six or seven feet in length, to the slender incip- 

ient fragile tube, which crumbled at the slightest touch. It was a 

scene not to be readily forgotten, when we launched a little boat 

into the miner’s first and narrow opening, through which the sun 

shone strongly, and reflecting its light from the face of the water 

upwards and with power to the sparry fretted ceiling of the vault, 

illuminated it im a way which can only be appreciated by those who 

have been eye-witnesses of such effects. This cave was shortly 

afterwards destroyed, as interfering with the safety of the works.” 

One of the most interesting caves, because of its peculiar situation 

and its elegant and profuse pure white stalactites and drapery-like 

sheets of stalactitic material, is Peniston’s Cave, on the land of Mr. 

W.S. O. Peniston. It was not open to the public at the time of 

my visit, and partly on that account its stalactites retained their 
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original purity of color. The entrance is near the top of a wooded 

hill somewhat south of the Harrington House, toward Castle Harbor. 

There is a large, dry, cultivated sink to the northward of it. The 

entrance is nearly perpendicular and barely large enough for a man 

to enter, it being only the wider part of a fissure. The fissure 

expands below to form the cave. The floor and roof both slope 

rapidly downward for about 80 feet. The open space is at times 

more than 50 feet wide. The height of the roof varies from 4 or 5 

up to 10 or 15 feet. It is thickly covered in most places with mul- 

titudes of rather small stalactites, though large ones occur. These 

stalactites are still forming. Water was dripping from most of them. 

Many of the small and very slender ones were tubular and porous at 

the end, and had a drop of water hanging there, in which, with a 

lens, loose or but slightly attached crystals of calcium carbonate 

could be seen forming.* 

In the bottom of this cavern there is a pool of very clear sea- 

water, about 8 to 10 feet deep, so that it goes below the devel of 

Harrington Sound and Castle Harbor to that depth, but the connec- 

tion with the sea is probably only by small crevices. No fishes live 
in it. 

At several points on the west shore of Castle Harbor, opposite the 

Peniston Cave and others of this vicinity, several streams of clear 

salt water flow out from holes and crevices in the beach, exposed at 

low tide. Some of them are like springs, and of considerable volume. 

The water may come from the caves, or even from Harrington Sound. 

Such localities are excellent for collecting marine invertebrates. 

The whole neck of land between Harrington Sound and Castle 

Harbor seems to be cavernous. Sharks Holet at the southeast cor- 

ner of Harrington Sound is a cavern in the form of a deep archway, 

partly submerged beneath the water, so that a boat can row in 50 feet 

or more. The bottom is covered with large broken rocks, among 

which many fishes may often be seen. ‘The water under the arch is 
rarely more than 10 to 12 feet deep. Among other we!l known 

caves in this vicinity are Cooper’s Cave and Paynter’s Cave ; 

Joyce’s Cave, near Coney Island; Convolvulus Cave; and the Wals- 

ingham Caves. 

* See these Trans., pp. 438, 471, pl. xciii, figs. 1, 2; ‘‘ The Bermuda Islands,” 

pp. 26, 59, pl. xciii, figs. 1, 2. 

+ Its location is at S. H. on mapII. See these Trans., xi, p. 488, pl. lxxiii; 

“‘The Bermuda Islands,” p. 26, pl. Ixxviii. 

{ See these Trans., xi, pp. 470, 471, plates xc-xcii ; ‘‘ The Bermuda Islands,” 

pp. 58, 59, same plates. 
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b. Walsingham Caves and Sinks. 

On the ancient Walsingham place, near the northwestern shore 

of Castle Harbor, there are several rather large caves, excavated by 

percolating rain water and fresh water streams in the hard limestones 

of the Walsingham formation (see p. 70). 

One of these, near ‘Tom Moore’s Calabash Tree,” has at present 

no sea water in it. It has two entrances, one of which is on consider- 

ably higher land than the other. From this the path descends 

_ rapidly into a long irregular colonnade, bordered on each side with 

large stalactitic columns, and hung with large stalactites. In some 

places it enlarges into vaulted rooms of considerable height. The 

second entrance opens at a much lower level into a very evident dry 

sink, covered at present with woodland.* 

This cavern seems to have been at one time the subterranean 

channel of a stream of water of considerable volume. Probably it 

“was connected directly with several other caves, some of which are 

now represented only by the adjacent sinks. 

Near by, but on lower land, there is a large cave with a single 

room. It has a high sloping roof, from which hang great numbers 

of stalactites, some of them of large size, many over a foot in diame- 

ter and perhaps 6 to 10 feet long. This cavernt has a deep pool of 

sea-water covering most of its floor. It is said to be 15 to 20 feet 

deep in the deepest parts, which are not accessible without a boat. 

Certainly the bottom could not be seen, except close to the shal- 

lower side, when strongly illuminated. Some of the stalactites 

descend into the sea-water. Several other caverns in this district 

have the same general character, and some communicate with the 

sea so freely that the tides ebb and flow, and various fishes live in 

them. (See pl. xxi, fig. 1.) 

Near these caves are several sinks with abrupt sides and nearly 

full of sea-water. They are evidently the ruins of caverns like those 

* It was from one of these caverns that a large stalagmite was taken in 1819, 

by Admiral David Milne, and sent to the museum of Edinburgh. It was .25 

inches in diameter, where it was sawn off, 11 feet 3 inches high, weighed 

about 31g tons and contained 44 cubic feet. (See Proc. Royal Society Edinb., 

v, p. 428; ‘‘ Bermuda Pocket Almanac,” 1888, p. 175; 1889, p. 149. But the 

attempts that have been made to estimate its age, by the rate of deposit now 

going on, are futile, for there is no possibility that the rate is the same now that 

it was formerly, nor that it was at all constant in any former period. The varia- 

tions must have been very great. 

+ See these Trans., p. 471, pls. xci, xcii; ‘‘The Bermuda Islands,” p. 59, 

same plates. 
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that remain. One, close by the Walsingham house, appears to be of 

considerable depth, but I had no means of sounding it. The bottom 

was not visible in strong sunshine. It may be 20 to 30 feet deep. 

When I visited it there were several large green-turtles swimming 

in it. A smaller sink of the same kind exists by the roadside on 

Coney Island. It may be 30 to 50 feet in diameter. Its banks are 

of limestone rocks, on all sides, either perpendicular or overhanging, 

and large flat slabs, evidently parts of the fallen roof, lie loosely on 

the bottom. The water is 6 to 10 feet below the brink and about 

8 to 12 feet deep. Large numbers of snappers and other large 
fishes were seen in it. 

The famous Devil’s Hole, on the west side of Harrington Sound, 

is another sink of precisely the same nature, but much larger. It 

may be nearly 100 feet across. Its perpendicular walls rise 10 to 15 

feet or more above the water. The water is said to be nearly 40 

feet deep, but I know of no accurate measurements. It is walled 

around and kept as a skow-place, on account of the large numbers 

of Hamlet groupers and other large fishes that are kept in it.* 

Webb’s Pond, near the Flatts, is another good example of a sink 

filled with the sea water. It is near the shore and is about 200 feet 

in diameter. It is said to be 14 feet deep. 

When any of these caverns or sinks extend below sea-level, 

whether their stalactites and stalagmites are submerged or not, it is 

conclusive evidence of considerable submergence, for such caverns 

are always excavated by percolating or running rain-water, which 

also forms the stalactites by exposure to air. But to many persons 

the submergence of the stalactites seems more tangible and convine- 

ing evidence. 

I shall show later that caverns and sinks exist which are entirely 

submerged beneath the sea. 

ce. Peat-bogs and Marshes. 

Many of the peat-bogs and fresh-water marshes are known to be 
so deep that their bottoms are considerably below the level of the 

sea. In a region where the rocks are so easily permeable as in 

Bermuda, the land and fresh-water marsh plants of which the peat 

is composed could only have grown when the bottom of the valleys 

*It is located at D, on map II. See also these Trans., xi, p. 468; ‘‘ The 

Bermuda Islands,” p. 56. These sinks make excellent preserves for fishes and 

sea-turtles. 
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containing the peat was above sea-level. But a subsequent gradual 

subsidence would permit their growth on top, provided the surface 

remains always a few feet above the sea, for the fresh water of the 

upper layers will not readily mix with the brackish water below. 

Pembroke Marsh, near Hamilton, is now but little above the sea, 

yet according to Governor Lefroy, who had it tested in 1872, the 

peat is, in places, 40 to 48 feet deep. This would show that the 

bottom of this valley or sink extends to at least 30 to 35 feet below 

the sea-level, and that the islands must have subsided as much as 

that, since the peat began to form. Several other bogs and marshes 

are known to extend below sea-level, but I am not aware of any 

reliable records of their depths. The instances given show well 

how peat beds happened to be buried in Hamilton and St. George’s 

Harbors (see p. 81), by subsidence. 

C. Evidences of Subsidence from submerged Sinks, Sounds, and 

Channels. 

That sounds, sinks, and subterranean passages, due in part to the 

caving in of the roofs of caverns, exist here beneath the sea, just like 

those on the land, and formed in the same way by the solvent action 

of rain-water, when the land stood at a higher level, is certain. No 

doubt most of the smaller, deep, isolated sinks, harbors, sounds, and 

“holes” are of this origin. No other explanation of their origin is 

available. The same is true of many of the passages through and 

under the reefs. Probably, however, the larger ship-channels and 

the broader sounds were largely due to the erosion of the rocks by 

running streams during the time of Greater Bermuda, but many of 

those streams may have had underground channels, as they do in 

many limestone regions. The much greater extent of the land, at 

that time, and its height must have given rise to streams of consider- 

able size and velocity, which would have cut away and undermined 

the soft limestones with great rapidity, whether above ground or 

underground. If the falling in of large caverns took place to form 

sinks, these would have been rapidly enlarged by the erosion of the 

shores, either by fresh water or sea water, according to their eleva- 

tion. 

Therefore, at the present time it is impossible to determine which 

factor was of the most importance in the excavation of the larger 

sounds. In either case the land must have been raised above sea- 

level to a height equal at least to the present depth of the deepest 
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sounds and channels (12 to 14 fathoms), unless we admit that they 

have been eroded by the sea since their submergence. Erosion of 

the sea bottom seems not to have occurred here, unless in very 

shallow water, for the bottom is everywhere covered with a thick 

deposit of incoherent shell-sand and fine, white, calcareous mud, which 

is evidently accumulating faster than it can be removed by the sca. 

Where excavations have been made to deepen the inner channels, 

loose shell-sand has been found to be 6 to 8 feet thick, over the 

eolian limestones. Therefore it is probable that all the deeper 

sounds and channels have been very much filled up since the sub- 

sidence of the land. They may have been originally 40 to 50 feet 

deeper than now. But as some are still 12 to 14 fathoms deep, it is 

safe to assert that the islands were at least 80 to 100 feet higher 

than now, when those deeper places were eroded. 

If we wish to trace the present terrestrial conditions downward 

beneath the sea, it will be necessary to first consider such evidences 

as exist in the shallower waters near the shore. These may be 

found in abundance. Only a few will be mentioned here, as 

examples: 

a. Submerged Caverns and Sinks. 

While blasting out the rocks to deepen the channel at Timlin’s 

Narrows in Hamilton Harbor, in 1843, the drills suddenly entered a 

submarine cavern. When gunpowder was exploded in it, the depth 

suddenly increased from 15 feet to 22 feet. This cavern contained 

red clay and stalactites. J. M. Jones states that in deepening the 

channel into Hamilton Harbor, in 1869, a cavern was found at the 

depth of 36 feet below sea-level.* 

“Blue Hole,” on the west side of Castle Harbor, is a submerged 

deep sink, similar to “ Devil’s Hole” on the land. Many other 

similar sinks or deep “holes” exist here, under the sea. Very many 

more have, no doubt, been so entirely filled up with mud that they 

are no longer visible. Some of the abruptly deeper parts of Harring- 

ton Sound are of the same nature, as are also the deeper parts of 

Castle Harbor and Elies Harbor. 

b. Submerged Sounds or eroded Valleys. 

If we go into deeper water, we find several notable areas of water 

from 50 to 70 feet deep, surrounded on ail sides by shallower areas. 

In a few such places the depth reaches 72 to 84 feet, as in a small 

* American Journ. Sci., Ser. 3, vol. iv, p. 415, 1872. 
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sound inside of Mills Breaker (ce, map II). These deeper places, more 

than 45 feet deep, are mostly imdicated by ruled lines on map I, 

fig. 12 (p. 92). A few of the smaller ones, less than two square 

miles in area, omitted on map I, are shown on map II, pl. xxxvii. 

If the land were reélevated to the height of 45 feet above its 

present level, all these areas would become enclosed sounds, like 

Harrington Sound. Very likely the tides and waves would soon 

clear the mud and debris out of their old channels, so that most of 

them would communicate with the outer waters by narrow channels, 

thus coming to resemble Castle Harbor, Great Sound, Elies Harbor, 

etc. But some would remain for a long time land-locked, unless the 

waters have unknown subterranean passages. The deeper part of 

Great Sound would thus form a completely land-locked sound, two 

square miles or more in area, and about 15 feet deep (VI on map I). 

It would resemble Harrington Sound in size and form. There would 

also be a much smaller area of water, about 10 to 20 feet deep, in 

the center of Harrington Sound. 

All these sounds that would be left, after such reélevation of 45 

feet, would amount to about 40 square miles, but the dry land 

regained would be about 160 square miles, or about eight times the , 

present area of the dry land. 

The largest of the residual sounds would be that including part of 

Murray Anchorage and the longer and deeper North Rock Sound, 

now connected with the former by a channel of 8 fathoms depth. 

This sound would be about as large as all the present land of Ber- 

muda, including Castle Harbor and Harrington Sound. Three other 

sounds without visible outlets (II, III, and V), each about the size of 

Harrington Sound, would remain. Another, similar in size to St. 

George’s Harbor, is marked II on map I. 

Again, if the reélevation should amount to about 50 feet, the 

total area of dry land gained would amount to about 190 square 

miles, and the only bodies of water, of any notable size, that would 

remain are indicated by the heavy dotted or broken lines on map II. 

They would amount to about 12 to 14 square miles. All the flats, 

and the rest of the reef areas and great interior lagoons, would be 

laid bare. The pinnacles and cliffs exposed would be, on the lower 

lands, 45 to 50 feet high. 

The largest sound that would now remain is the North Rock and 

Mills Breaker Sound (eon map IT), which would have an area of 6 or 

7 square miles, with depths of 16 to 22 feet in some small areas, but 

most of it would be only 4 to 10 feet deep. A small, irregular, 
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bilobed sound (a), farther east, toward the Mills Breaker cut (xiv), 

would probably be connected with the former sound by an extension 

of its southern limb in the form of a narrow, deep, and crooked 

channel, in which there is now 48 feet of water. This sound would 

be about as large as St. George’s Harbor. To the east of it would 

lie two smaller bodies of water, 10 to 34 feet deep. The larger of 

these (¢) would probably remain connected with Mills Breaker cut 

(xiv) by means of a narrow deep channel, and probably also with 

the sounds (a) and (e). A shallow sound of about 3 square miles 

(a), would exist north of St. George’s Island, in the eastern part of 

Murray Anchorage. It would be larger than the present Harring- 

ton Sound. One (/), about as large as Harrington Sound, would be 

enclosed in what is now Great Sound. It would have no visible 

outlet, and would be 4 to 10 feet deep. A few other small and 

mostly shallow lagoons or ponds, without outlets, marked 6, f, g, A, 

would also exist with water only 4 to 10 feet deep. 

A rise of 70 feet would cause very nearly all of these lagoons and 

sounds to disappear. As remarked above, these larger submerged 

sounds are due in part to erosion when they formed valleys on 

the dry land of Greater Bermuda. That they may, in some parts, 

have been formed by the falling in of great caverns in the still older 

limestones beneath them is quite possible, but that view, which has 

been advanced by others, is unnecessary and is also incapable of 

being proved, at present, for we, as yet, know nothing about the 

nature of the rocks that immediately underlie the sounds beyond 52 

feet below sea-level. ; 

However, the cavern theory does not seem adequate to account 

for valleys and sounds six to ten miles across, with very gently 

sloping bottoms. They, like the larger of those under discussion, 

are more likely to be the original valleys, formed between the primi- 

tive sand-dunes, for sand-dunes cannot exist without having valleys 

between them. Such valleys would have been the places where the 

waters flowed and then ordinary erosion would have done the rest. 

ec. Outer Channels or “Cuts.” 

1. Position and depth of the Cuts. 

The outer circle of reefs “flats” and boilers forms an almost 

unbroken barrier around the islands, as shown on maps I and IL.* 

They enclose a narrow strip of sea one-half to nearly two miles in 

width on the southern side, but six to nine miles wide on the 

western and northern sides. 

* Map II is printed on pl. xxxvii. Map I is fig. 12, p. 92. 
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Through the great border of reefs, extending from St. George’s 

Island at the eastern end around the whole northern and western 
sides to the extreme southwestern part, a distance of some 40 miles, 
there are only six or seven narrow and crooked channels considered 
navigable for vessels even of small size. Only one of these, the 
“Narrows” or ship-channel (8. C., map II), is used by passenger 
steamers and naval vessels. The others are sometimes used by the 
smaller native fishing and coasting vessels. One of these, the “ Hog- 
fish Cut” (see vill, maps I, II), was considerably used by coasting 
vessels in early times, and could be easily improved. In a former 
work* I have quoted the sailing directions, given by Mr. A. G. 
Findlay, 1870-1895, for entering by several of these channels. But 

most of them are too dangerous to be attempted, except by expe- 

rienced local pilots. 

They are of importance geologically, because they are probably 

the more or less obstructed and filled up ancient channels by which 

the separated interior sounds, described above, were connected with 

the sea in the time of Greater Bermuda, and were eroded to their 

greatest depths at that time. 

Beginning at the northeastern end of the islands, the first channel, 

off St. George’s and less than a mile from the shore, in some places, 

is the main ship-channel or “ Narrows” (8. C., maps I, II). This is 

long, narrow, and crooked, but has usually 6 to 8 fathoms of water. 

It leads into the Murray Anchorage. The next channel northward 

is Mills Breaker Cut (XIV, on map II, pl. xxxvii). This has 10 

fathoms of water at the entrance. The branch that leads directly 

westward is 8 to 10 fathoms deep, and leads to the small, deep 

sound (c), which is 10 to 14 fathoms deep and about a mile wide. 

From this it leads into the longer sound (a), by a channel 8 fathoms 

deep, running west, about a mile into the large North Rock Sound 

(e, map IT), which is 8 to 12 fathoms deep. This “cut” seems to be 

the most important one, from a geological point of view, because, 

according to the official charts, it is the deepest and one of the 

widest, and drains the deepest of the enclosed sounds. 

Cut XIII, farther northeast, is of much less importance, for 

though 10 fathoms deep at the entrance, and 8 fathoms within, it is 

much obstructed by scattered reefs and rocks. 

Cut XII, east of the “Great Breaker Flatts,” also appears to be 

very much obstructed. 

* These Trans., pp. 486-489; ‘‘ The Bermuda Islands,” pp. 74-77. 
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Explanation of Map I; Figure 12. 

The depths outside the reefs and in the lagoons are in fathoms ; those on the 
reefs and shallows are in feet. The continuous line, outside the reefs, indicates 
the contour at 10 fathoms ; the two dotted lines indicate 20 and 100 fathoms, 
respectively. 

I. 1.—Iveland Island with the Naval Station and Dry Dock. See pp. 71, 77 
81, 109, 115, 151, 160. 
BZ.—Boaz Island. 
S. I.—Somerset Island. See pp. 63, 106, 109. 
B. I.—Bermuda or Main Island, p. 108, 136. 
B.—Bailey Bay. See pp. 51, 71, 110, 111, 138, 139, 142, 158, 159, 161. 
H.—Hamilton, the capital and harbor. See pp- 50, 70, 82, 88, 144, 
Isigish —Harrington Sound. See pp. 71, 84, 86, 88, 89, 98, Att. 112, 188, 144 
S. B.—Shelly Bay. See pp. 111, 123, 151. 
F.—Flatt’s Village and the outlet of Harrington Seu See pp. 111, 136. 
E.—Elbow Bay, with modern sand dunes. See pp. 72, 79, 119, 151, 153. 
G. H.—Gibb’s Hill Light. See pp. 48, 55. 
D.—Devil’s Hole. See p. 86. 
C.—Causeway, destroyed Sept. 12, 1899, by a great storm, and rebuilt. See 

pp. 127, 182. 
C. H.—Castle Harbor. See pp. 70, 85, 88, 121, Tai, 128, 135, 138, 159. 
G. I.—St. George’s Island and town. See pp. 70, 72, 104, 105, 109, 150. 
G.—St. George’s Harbor. See pp. 81, 82, 87, 89, 90, 94, 127, 136, 144. 
S. C.—Main Ship-channel or entrance to Murray "Anchor age. Seep. 91. 
D. I.—St. David’s Island and Light. See pp. 109, 110. 
C. I.—Coopev’s Island. See pp. 106, 109. 
N. I.—Nonesuch Island and Quarantine. 
K. I.—Castle Island and ruins of King’s Castle. See pp. 47 (cut 1), 94, 128. 

The principal submerged sounds or drowned lagoons, over 45 feet deep, are 
shaded with parallel lines, and numbered I-Vi. Their probable ancient outlets, 
called ‘‘ cuts,” are numbered VII to XV. 

I.—Murray Anchorage. See pp. 88, 89, 90, 91, 138. 
II.—Blue Cut Sound. See p. 94. 
I1I.—Sound north of Ireland Island, or Western Chub Cut Sound. See p. 94. 
IV.—Brackish Pond Sound. See p. 94. 
V.—Chub Cut Sound or Westerns Ledge Sound. See p. 94. 
VI.—Great Sound. See pp. 72, 88, 90, 158, 144. 
VIl.—Cut in Long Bar, leading to a large passage 5 miles long and 6 to 10 

fathoms deep, running S.E. and N.W. inside Long Bar Reef. See 
p. 94. 

VIII.—Hoe-fish Cut, 7-10 fathoms deep, leading to Chub Cut Sound and Elies’ 
Harbor, from the southwest. See pp. 91, 94. 

IX.—Chub Cut, 3-8 fathoms deep, leading to Chub Cut Sound from the north. 
See p. 94. 

X.—Western Blue Cut, partly obstructed by reefs, leading to Sound III. 
See p. 94. 

XI.—North ieee) Northeastern Cut, leading toward a small sound 11 fathoms 
deep, not numbered (North Rocks Sound). See pp. 91, 94, 115,128-182. 

XII. and XIIIl.—Ledge Flat Cuts, 7-9 fathoms deep, connected together inside 
the outer reefs. See p. 91. 

XIV.—Mills Breaker Cut, 8-10 fathoms deep, leading towards Mills Breaker 
Sound. an irregular sound (not shaded), 9 to 14 fathoms deep, and 
about 2 mileslong. See Map II. See pp. 91, 115. 

XV.—Main Ship-channel or the Narrows, a narrow, deep cut leading to Murray 
Anchorage. Seep. 91. 

Notre.—The map is altered from that of Mr. A. Agassiz by the addition of the 
three contour lines, at 10, 20, and 100 fathoms depths; by shading the deeper 
parts of the larger lagoons, where the depth exceeds 45 feet ; and in some other 
respects. It is based on the Admiralty Chart, reduced by photography. 

Trans. Conn. Acap., Vou. XII. 7 Novemper, 1905. 
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Cut XI, the Eastern North Rock Cut, is navigable for small Ber- 

mudian vessels with a good pilot, but is dangerous. It leads directly 

to the Great North Rock Sound, marked ¢, on map II, pl. xxxvii. 

Cut XIu, the Western North Rock Cut, is larger and deeper, and 

is easily entered by vessels of some size with good local pilots. It 

runs southward into the great North Rock Sound. It has 6 to 8 

fathoms of water in most of its course, but it is rather crooked. 

Cut Xa, the Eastern Blue Cut, leads into the sound numbered II, 

on map I; f,0n map II. It is rarely used, except by fishing boats 

and other small craft, as it is much obstructed by detached reefs. 

It has depths of 5 to 8 fathoms. 

Cut X, the Western Blue Cut, is not much better for navigation. 

It has depths of 4 to 6 fathoms. It leads to Ireland Island, and into 

the sounds numbered III and IV, on map I; g, on map II. 

Cut IX, the Chub Cut, is navigable only for small vessels. Its 

depth is 3 to 7 fathoms. It leads into the sound numbered V, on 

map I; 4, on map II. 

Cut VII leads into a large sound, 7 to 10 fathoms deep, between 

Western Ledge Flats and Long Bar. (See map IL) In part of its 

course it is 10 fathoms deep. 

Cut VIII is the Hog-fish Cut. It is very long, narrow, very 

crooked, and not far from the shore. It is badly obstructed near its 

entrance by Kitchen Shoals, but the Bermuda mercantile vessels 

formerly made much use of it to enter Elies’ Harbor. 

Besides these, there is a channel (XIII) into Castle Harbor, 

between Castle Island (crx, map II) and Southampton Island, which 

was much used by vessels in the early years of Bermuda history. 

The channel that leads into St. George’s Harbor is of the same 

nature. This was originally narrow, crooked, and too shallow, but 

it was much improved about 50 years ago by blasting out some of 

the worst ledges in its bottom. It badly needs additional improve- 

ments of that sort to safely admit modern vessels of larger size. 

2. Filling up of the Cuts and Channels. 

There can be no doubt that most, if not all, of these cuts through 

the reefs have very much filled up and obstructed since their sub- 

mergence. If they drained the interior sounds and valleys of 

Greater Bermuda, they must have been at least equal to them in depth. 

Of course, some of them may have been of later origin than the 

sounds, and if so, may have served merely to help in the ebb and 

flow of the tides, like the present shallow outlet of Harrington 
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Sound, which is much shallower, and also of much later origin than 

the sound. But if the deeper sounds were excavated to their lower 

levels by running water, as it seems necessary to believe, then the 

channels must have been equally deep. That they should have been 

partly filled up after the subsidence is natural. Great masses of 

rock, broken by the storm waves from the high, bordering, sub- 

merged cliffs, would certainly fall into them from time to time. 

Shell sand and mud would collect in the interstices, and corals would 

grow on the fallen rocks, thus inevitably, but gradually, obstructing 

and filling them up. 

The action of the sea waves, in 10 to 20 fathoms of water, is 

almost inappreciative, and not sufficient to remove coarse sand or 

small stones. The tides, also, are here not strong enough to produce 

much effect at the bottom, even of shallower channels, though in 

some cases it is able to remove fine loose mud and keep the project- 

ing ledges bare. Reef corals, millepores, corallines, Gorgoniz, and 

other organisms grow well in these channels, where there are rocks, 

and their debris helps to fill up the channels. It is, therefore, not 

unlikely that some of these channels were once 30 to 50 feet deeper 

than at preseut. 

17. Broken Grounds outside the Reefs. 

The outer borders of the outer reefs usually fall off suddenly, 

like submerged cliffs, into water from 30 to 40 feet or more in depth. 

In many places the outer reefs are undercut, so that their tops over- 

hang their bases more or less, by the more rapid wearing away of 

the rocks below, owing either to their less hardened condition, or to 

less protection by living corals, alge, etc., or perhaps to both causes 

combined, in most localities. In other parts they fall away with 

steep slopes, or with a succession of steps, indicating layers of differ- 

ent hardness, like the cliffs along the shores. These submerged 

steep cliffs are rarely less than 30 to 40 feet high, and are more or 

less covered with a profusion of coral-heads, especially the brain- 

corals and astreans, Oculina, Millepora, gorgonians, corallines and 

nullipores, Sargassum and other large sea weeds, all of which have 

a great effect in retarding the erosion by the waves. The reef- 

corals, which are usually abundant and large to the depth of about 

25 to 30 feet, become small and scattered at about 40 feet, but the 

branching Oculinas and large Gorgonias extend down to 125 feet 

or more, where there are rocks for attachment. 
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The bottom slopes gradually form the bases of the submerged 

cliffs to the depth of 100 to 125 feet; beyond that it falls off more 

rapidly to about 300 feet, and then descends with a steep slope to 

6,000 feet or more. 

That portion of the bottom that les between 30 or 40 feet and 

about 120 feet is irregular, rough, and more or less completely cov- 

ered with ledges and blocks of stone, interspersed with patches of 

white shell-sand. As the depth increases the shell-sand predominates 

more and more, until at about 100 to 125 feet, and beyond, it covers 

most of the bottom. 

The rough rocky zone, between about 40 and 120 feet, is called 

the “broken ground” by the fishermen. Many of the rocks seat- 

tered over this slope are doubtless great and small masses that have 

been torn from the outer edges of the reefs by the violent sea-waves, 

during the thousands of years since they were submerged. Others 

are probably eroded ledges of xolian limestone. These rocks are 

more or less covered, especially in the shallower parts, with an 

abundance of living organisms, such as corallines, nullipores, and 

other alge ; large branching corals of the genus Oculina ; and large 

gorgonians, such as the sea-fan, Gorgonia flabellum ; the sea-plume, 

G. acerosa ; Plexaura flexuosa; Plexaurella crassa, Verrucella, ete. 

(See also chapter 29.) 

This zone of ‘broken ground” is often two to three and a half 

miles wide off the eastern, northern, and western reefs ; but usually 

only one-half to one mile wide off the reefs of the southern side. 

It undoubtedly represents what were once the low lands, shores, 

and shallows of Greater Bermuda, to which have been added 

immense quantities of debris derived from the erosion and tearing 

down of the outer reefs by the violent oceanic waves that beat on 

the outer edges of these upright reefs with immense force during 

storms. 

The character of the bottom over this zone, its slope, and its depth 

indicate a submergence of at least 100 feet, as do the cuts and 

sounds described above. 

18. Argus and Challenger Banks. 

The present very uneven surfaces of Argus and Challenger Banks 

are like those of Bermuda, and indicate erosion when they stood 

above sea-level. Some considerable parts of their summits are now 

180 to 240 feet beneath the sea ; other parts (Argus Bank) are only 

8 feet (see fig. 7). Erosion by waves on such sunken banks would 
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be a levelling process and does not extend, even in great storms, with 

noticeable effect, more than 100 to 125 feet below the sea-level. 

Hence it is probable that they have subsided at least 100 feet since 

they were eroded. 

19. Evidences of Reélevation of the Bermudas. 

The evidence in regard to the reélevation of the islands after their 

greatest depression, is not entirely conclusive. 

The evidence depends largely upon the existence of elevated beach 

deposits, containing existing marine shells, at various localities, from 

5 to 20 feet above high water mark, as described in chapter 15, on 

the Devonshire formation. 

It appears to me probable that some of those beds were made 

below sea-level, and therefore do actually give evidence of elevation, 

as stated on p. 76. That they are not more extensive and general 

may be due partly to the abruptness of the shores in most places, 

and partly to their subsequent erosion, for they would have been 

powerfully acted upon by the sea during their emergence, when they 

were doubtless mostly unconsolidated beds of sand. 

We might well expect to find such deposits around the low shores 

of certain land-locked bays and lagoons, where they are not now 

known to exist, had such an elevation taken place, even to the extent 

of 8 or 10 feet. Possibly such deposits may exist around Mullet 

Bay and other bays surrounded by low lands, but I am not aware 

that any one has made a careful search for them in such places. 

But it is possible that much of their bulk may have been carried 

away from such localities, by solution in rain waters, even if not 

much exposed to erosion by the sea. 

The most elevated beds of this kind now known are not over 15 

to 18 feet above the sea. Very few are more than 10 to 12 feet 

above it; ordinarily their elevation is only 5 to 8 feet above high 

tide. 

Professor Rice adopted the view that an elevation, of small amount, 

has taken place since these beds were formed, but Mr. Agassiz took 

the opposite view. (See above, pp. 76, 77.) 

Mr. Agassiz suggested that such materials could have been thrown 

by storm waves to such heights, and therefore that they do not 

prove elevation. This is no doubt true in exposed situations, but 

most of these beds are situated in partially sheltered harbors where 

such violent wave-action would probably not occur; moreover, the 
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usual regular character of the beds and the condition of the con- 

tained fossils indicate rather quiet deposition, not storm formations. 

Another suggested evidence that an elevation of several feet has 

occurred is the peculiar character of the erosion on many of the 

cliffs. A second very marked plane of maximum erosion can often 

be observed 8 to 15 feet above the one situated at or a little above 

the present high-tide level. In many cases the cliffs are thus 

undercut at two levels. This, however, might well be due to the 

action of violent gales, producing waves much larger and more 

powerful than the ordinary ones. Thus a single violent storm will 

often effect more erosion in one day than ordinary storms would do 

in several years. 

In other cases cavernous places or “ovens” of large size have 

been excavated entirely above the reach of ordinary waves. This 

is the case on the islands in land-locked Harrington Sound as well as 

in more exposed situations. It seems at first hardly probable that 

occasional severe storms could effect this kind of erosion at such 

elevations. 

But in many cases such erosions are excavated from beds or 

pockets that are unusually soft, or consist of nearly loose sand, 

so that the mere dashing of the spray, made in a severe storm, 

might be sufficient to rapidly wear away such materials at several 

feet above high tide. Still it must be admitted that the erosion of 

such places as the Cathedral Rocks (fig. 9); the pinnacles of 

Tobacco Bay (fig. 10 and pl. xxii, fig. 1); the Natural Arch ; and 

many other places (pl. xxii, fig. 2), could be more easily explained if 

the islands have actually been raised several feet above their former 

level, in post-pliocene times. To suppose that this took place at 

a more remote period would imply a durability that these rocks do 

not possess, although their durability is very great. (See chap. 20, 

A.) This upper zone of erosion has apparently been removed by 

subsequent erosion on most of the more exposed cliffs, especially 

on the south side. 

We might well expect, also, to find some evidences of wave erosion 

on the ledges around the borders of some of the enclosed lowlands 

‘and bays, where the sea does not now reach. It might have pro- 

duced more or less distinct terraces in such places, if the land had 

remained a long time at a lower level than now. But of course, 

such terraces, had they once existed, may have been mostly or 

entirely removed or obscured by later erosion of the softer rocks 

and soil. 
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It seemed to me that there were some indications of such a terrace 

formation, in some places along the west side of Castle Harbor ; 

around Mullet Bay and Hungry Bay ; and in various other places. 

But I did not have sufficient time to make a careful study of this 

question. It would, perhaps, require many careful excavations in 

undisturbed localities, if such could be found. But as the soil has 

been constantly cultivated there for nearly 300 years, it probably 

would be hard to find localities with the soil in its original state. 

At any rate, Ido not know that any careful studies of this kind 

have ever been made there. 

As the question now stands, the elevated beach formations, which 

occur at numerous places, are the most important evidence, and they 

lead us to believe that a reélevation has actually occurred, as claimed 

in a former chapter (pp. 76-78). If this be true, it is most probable 

that it was contemporaneous with the post-Champlain elevation of 

Nova Scotia and New England. 

20. Changes due to Erosion. 

The erosion of the Bermuda limestones has taken place chiefly in 

five ways: A, by the solvent action of the carbonic acid in rain 

water and salt spray ; B, by the direct mechanical effects of rain ; 

C, by the mechanical action of streams, either above ground or sub- 

terranean; D, by the mechanical action of the waves, both above 

and below sea-level ; E, by the action of tidal currents and currents 

caused by the winds. The last is probably the least important. 

A. Subaerial erosion due to carbonic acid in the rain-water. 

In the Bermudas, owing to the equable climate and absence of frost, 

the phenomena of erosion and subaerial disintegration of the rocks 

are very much simplified, as compared with Europe and the greater 

part of North America. There is every reason for believing that 

the present conditions have continued for an immense period of time, 

without much change in this respect, though great changes in the 

amount of rainfall are probable. Therefore, observations that would 

give a fairly accurate measure of the present average rate of disin- 

tegration of the limestone would be of great value in determining 

the time required for the great changes that have taken place in past 

ages. We might, by a careful study of the formation of the “red 

soil,” as a decomposition product, or insoluble residue left after the 

solution of the limestone, be able to estimate approximately the total 
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age of the dry land of the Bermudas. At present we can only say 

that this process of accumulation of the red soil is an extremely slow 

one. 
It probably requires the destruction of at least 150 to 200 feet of 

limestone to form one foot of soil, as shown by the chemical analyses 

of the shell-sands and rocks (see pp. 74-75). The amount of 

impurities in the limestone is very small—probably less than an 

average of 0.75 percent. Some of this material in the limestone 

was probably of foreign volcanic origin (floating pumice and ash 

from the West Indian volcanoes perhaps), but some of it may have 

been derived indirectly from the ancient Bermudian voleano. Frag- 

ments of pumice are now rarely found on the shores. Probably the 

amount of this native soil on the island, if evenly distributed over 

the surface, would amount to at least two feet. Though there are 

large tracts where the average depth of soil is not over six inches, 

and also trasts of nearly bare rock, there are depressions and valleys 

between the hills where it is many feet deep. This light soil is 

easily washed from the hillsides into the valleys by the heavy rains, 

unless it be closely covered by grass or some other vegetation. On 

the contrary, as there are no brooks or streams of fresh water, com- 

paratively little of it is now carried into the sea and wasted, though 

streams of considerable size probably existed in the time of Greater 

Bermuda. Hence it follows that unless these limestones disintegrate 

with unusual rapidity, it must have taken a very long penne to 

form even one foot of soil. 

This kind of decomposition of the rocks has been going on during 

the whole history of the islands, since the first dry land emerged, 

for we find numerous layers of the same red-clay interstratified 

between all the limestones ; even those of Pliocene age (see p. 74). 

Perhaps the amount still imbedded in the limestone may be 

actually greater than all the surface soils. 

The limestone thus dissolved and carried away from the surface 

by the percolating rain-water, is afterwards partly deposited in the 

pores of the underlying rocks, making them harder and more com- 

pact; a smaller part is deposited in caverns, in the form of stalactites 

and stalagmites; other portions serve to harden the exposed surfaces 

of rocks and the surfaces of fissures, etc. But a large proportion is, 

without doubt, finally carried into the sea, in solution. 

When unsaturated rain-waters or streams find their way into 

fissures or cavities of the rock, or into loose or soft portions, they 

will gradually dissolve away the rock and form caverns, large or 
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small. In many cases their formation is partly a mechanical process 

of erosion, but in nearly all cases observed here it is partly or largely 

a solvent action (see pp. 70, 84). 

Eventually the roofs of the broader caverns become too weak to 

support their own weight and they fall in, thus forming “sinks,” 

which, by subsequent enlargement and blending together by erosion 

may, in some cases, form the basins of large ponds, marshes, harbors 

‘and sounds. 

Slow rate of decay of limestones. 

Some data that I obtained by examining the ruins of the old stone 

forts on Castle Island and other islands, some of which were prob- 

ably built before 1620, show an unexpectedly slow rate of disintegra- 

tion of the ordinary firm limestone used in the walls and buildings. 

This was confirmed by observations made at other places. These 

data would make the average rate of subaerial disintegration for the 

harder xolian limestones to be less than two inches in a century. 

This would require 120,000 years for the destruction of the 200 feet 

of hard limestone necessary to form one foot of soil. 

But there are, in many places, areas of much softer limestones, 

which decay far more rapidly and furnish soil much- more freely. 

Such tracts of soft limestones have, by their decay and solution, 

given origin, in many cases, to the sinks, ponds, marshes, and caverns 

that abound on the larger islands. This consideration would very 

materially reduce the time required to form the soil. 

But many of the softer limestones, when exposed to the air, as in 

the road cuttings, become, in a few months, very much harder and 

more resistant to decay. It is rare to find in the extensive road-cuts 

any great portions of the nearly perpendicular side-walls that have 

fallen away by decay. On the contrary, their surfaces have become 

hardened by infiltrations and coatings of calcium carbonate, so as to 

resist weathering quite well. 

My observations, therefore, on this point, though not satisfactory 

and far too few in number, point to a great antiquity for the Ber- 

muda limestones, though recent in a geological sense. 

Spanish Rock. 

Some idea of the slowness of the subaerial decay of the limestone, 

where it has acquired a hard surface, may be gained from an ancient 

incised inscription on the rock known as “Spanish Rock” (fig. 13). 
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This inscription consists of a monogram, a rude cross, and the date, 

1543. The date is, or was a few years ago, fairly distinct. It 

was originally cut, perhaps .50 to .75 of an inch deep,—possibly an 

‘nch. That it has remained visible so long may be due to the fact 

that the corrosion may have affected the incised lines quite as much 

as the surrounding surfaces. Still, it is remarkable that it should 

have been preserved at all. It is now much less distinct than 40 

years ago, but this is largely due to vandalism of visitors. 

As to the authenticity of the date, we have no positive proof. 

Local tradition makes it appear to have been known to the early 

settlers. 

It is, perhaps, one of the mementoes of the supposed visits of the 

Spanish before the English settlement, mentioned by Gov. Butler, in 

1619: “ Witnesse certaine crosses left erected upon rocks and pro- 

montories.” He also refers to old Spanish coins that had been found 

here by the early settlers. 

The presence of numerous wild hogs on the islands in 1593, as 

narrated by Henry May, and in 1611, as described by the early 

settlers, proves that Spanish or Portuguese vessels had previously 

visited the islands and introduced them there. 

However, I have not found any positive reference to the inscrip- 

tion on Spanish Rock before 1840, but the literature of the islands, 

before that time, and after 1640, is singularly bare of all references 

to the natural history of the islands. Those 200 years were the 

“dark ages” of Bermuda, in this respect at least. 

I am not certain as to who, among modern writers, first mentioned 

it, but all agree that it had been known for a very long time, and 

that, from the first, it appeared ancient. 

it has been attributed by most writers to Ferdinando Camelo, a 

native of Portugal, who received an abortive charter for the settle- 

ment of Bermuda from the King of Spain, about 1527. But there 

is no evidence that he personally ever visited the islands. If the 

monogram ever stood for his name the C has now disappeared by 

weathering. Quite possibly this has happened. At present, the 

monogram more resembles TK or FK or TR. It is more probable 

that it is the only known record of the survivors of some disastrous 

shipwreck in 1543, who may have lived for some time on these 

islands, and perhaps died here. The presence of a cross would 

rather exclude the theory that it was left by pirates or buccaneers. 

If the date be genuine, it indicates a loss of less than an inch in 

depth from the surface in 362 years. 
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This, however, is rendered less improbable when we see the small 

amount of erosion and decay on some of the stone work of the 

ancient ruins of stone forts, built by the early settlers. The purity 

of the air and absence of the sulphur acids, derived from the com- 

bustion of coal, is favorable to the duration of such objects here, as 

contrasted with the rapid decay of marble in our large cities, or near 

factories and smelting works. 
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Figure 13.—Ancient inscription on ‘‘ Spanish Rock,” after Lefroy, 1879. 

However, the remarkable durability of limestones of this kind, 

away from cities, and especially when hardened by the stalagmitic 

coating, is well known in other countries. 

On the Mingan Islands, south coast of Labrador, and especially on 

Niapisca Island, there are many tall and often slender columns of 

Lower Silurian limestone, standing on and near the shore. The 

limestone forming them is in nearly horizontal strata of varying 

hardness, and some of them are mushroom-shaped at the top and 

undercut below, very much like some of the columns at Tobacco 

Bay, in Bermuda, but taller and larger, for some of those at Niapisca 

Island are 60 feet high. They were thus eroded during the Cham- 

plain period, when the land there stood much lower and those islands 

were submerged. So that at one time those columns must have been 

much like the tall narrow reefs off Murray Anchorage. That they 

have stood so many thousands of years, exposed to the storms and 
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intense frosts of the Labrador coast, is good proof of their dura- 

bility. A group of these columns is figured by Lyell in his Manual 

of Geology, p. 78, 1853, fig. 97. I saw the same columns in 1861. 

Lyell, in the same work (pp. 74, 75), also describes limestone cliffs 

much eroded by the sea in the Pleistocene period, but now elevated 

180 feet above the sea and situated inland, near Palermo, Sicily. 

They are pitted, encrusted, and infiltrated with stalactitic material 

near the base, like the Bermuda cliffs, and contain holes bored by 

marine bivalves (Lithodomus), the shells of which often still remain 

in the holes, when under the crust. But these cliffs contain sea-worn 

caverns in which are gravel deposits filled with the bones of extinct 

mammals, such as the mammoth, hippopotamus, ete., thus showing 

the great antiquity of the cliffs and caverns. They have evidently 

altered but little in the many thousands of years since the Pleisto- 

cene period, when they were raised from beneath the sea. Lyell 

describes other similar cases in the Morea and other regions, proving 

the remarkable durability of such cliffs. 

Therefore it is not unreasonable to suppose that the date on 

Spanish Rock is genuine, nor to believe that the columns of Tobacco 

Bay, the Cathedral Rocks, etc., have remained much as they now 

are for thousands of years, or since the Champlain period, when 

they were probably elevated above the sea, like those of Niapisca 

Island. 

B. Mechanical action of rain-water. 

Bermuda has a large rainfall. At times the rains are frequent 

and violent. According to Lefroy’s tables, covering eleven and 

sixteen years respectively, the annual rainfall was 54.66 inches at 

Ireland Island, and 48.61 inches at St. George’s. The amount near 

Hamilton during later years has usually varied between 58 and 63 

inches, but in 1898 it was only 48.19; and in 1900 it was 67.05 

inches.* 

The rainfall is usually pretty well distributed throughout the year, 

but is generally greatest in October and November and least in the 

summer months, when droughts are not uncommon, but seldom very 

prolonged. Usually more or less rain falls on from one hundred and 

ninety to two hundred and seven days. During July, 1896, the 

rainfall at the Prospect Observatory was 18.21 inches. On July 

30th the fall was 4.42 inches. 

® See tables, these Trans., xi, pp. 500-502 ; ‘‘ The Bermuda Islands,” pp. 88-90 

455. 
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Such copious rains wash large quantities of the red-clay soil, loose 

shell-sands, and other loose materials from the hillsides into the 

valleys, and on steep sea shores much may be carried into the sea. 

The cutting away of the cedar forest and destruction of other 

native vegetation, even by the early settlers, very soon led to many 

of the hills becoming barren, and often nearly bare of soil over large 

areas, where the soil was at first fertile. This was especially the 

case on St. George’s Island, which was first settled, for Governor 

Butler, in 1619, said that even then the land had become barren and 

of little or no value, except for pastures. Laws regulating and 

restricting the cutting of the trees, prohibiting the burning of the 

brush so as to kill young trees, etc., were made before 1630, mainly 

in consequence of the increasing barrenness of the soil.* More 

stringent ones were made in 1632, 1659, etc. But the islands were 

overpopulated, fuel and lumber were scarce, and the laws could not 

be enforced. 

Although at the present time no permanent streams are formed, 

doubtless much of the copious rain finds its way into cracks and 

crevices of the rocks, and finally into larger passage ways, and thus 

into the sea. In a few hours after the hardest rains most of the 

water disappears from the surface of all the uplands. 

C. Erosion by streams in former periods. 

Although streams do not exist at the present time, there is evi- 

dence (see pp. 86-96) that in the time of Greater Bermuda, and later, 

they did exist, both above ground and in subterranean passages, 

leading into or through caverns, and finally reaching the sea. The 

agency of such streams in forming the great sunken or drowned 

sounds and their channels or cuts out to sea has already been dis- 

cussed. (See pp. 87-94.) 

No doubt the subterranean streams of Greater Bermuda were the 

principal agents in excavating the caverns that now exist on the 

land, as mentioned above, and consequently in forming the sinks, etc., 

derived from their ruins. 

A number of the passage ways through which they flowed are 

also known. I have mentioned on p. 84, that the large dry cave of 

Walsingham was probably once such a passage-way for a large and 

rapid stream of water. A narrow and deep chasm, with a small 

* For details see these Trans., xi, pp. 421, 477, 593, 598, 602, 603; ‘‘ The Ber- 

muda Islands,” pp. 9, 65, 181, 186, 190, 191. 
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natural bridge across part of it (fig. 14), on Cooper’s Island, was 

probably also an underground passage. Basset’s cave on Somerset 

Island, said to be over a mile long, but without stalactites, appears to 

have been another large passage-way for a stream, and there are 

many others. 

Figure 14.—Chasm and natural bridge on Cooper’s Island. This appears to 

have been an ancient underground water-way, now partly submerged, from 

which the roof has mostly fallen. 

- The small size of the present islands and the porous and cavernous 

nature of the rocks preclude the formation of streams with the 

existing amount of rainfall. 

A certain amount of solvent action on the shore limestones and 

exposed reefs is also effected by the salt spray that dashes over them. 

This action extends considerably above high-water mark in exposed 

places. It results in eroding the limestone into a very rough, pitted, 

or honeycombed surface, coarse or fine. The intervening spaces run 

up into sharp edges and jagged points, and the whole surface 

becomes hard from secondary infiltration with calcium carbonate.* 

D. Erosion by the waves. 

This subject has been repeatedly referred to in the previous pages. 

A brief description will be given, in this place, of the various phases, 

or at least some of the more important ones, of the subject. 

* See figures 8, 9, 10, 15, 18, and pl. xxii, figs. 1, 2; also pp. 66, 67. 
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a. Erosion of the North Shore Cliffs, Islets, and Ledges. 

This is, naturally, the most conspicuous phase of erosion by the 

sea. Its effects and the resulting forms depend upon several factors : 

such as the degree of exposure to the sea, and whether there be out- 

Figure 15.—Cliffs of zeolian limestone on the north shore, showing two strongly 

marked planes of erosion, the upper one above high-tide level. The honey- 

combed rocks are hardened by infiltrations and coatings of calcite. 

Figure 16.—Eroded cliff, near Bailey Bay, north shore, showing masses of lime- 

stone fallen from the cliff, and not yet much undercut. 

lying reefs to break the force of the seas ; the depth of water near 

the shore; the violence of the wind; the height of the cliffs and 

the inclination or dip of the layers of rock ; the varying degrees of 
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hardness of the layers ; the existence of pockets, beds, or layers of 

loose sand in the cliifs, ete. 

The irregular stratification of the limestone, with layers of unequal 

hardness and _ sloping in all directions, which is characteristic of all 

such xolian limestones, causes this rock to be admirably suited for 

the ocean waves to carve into curious and fantastic forms. (Figs. 1, 
6, 8, 10, 15, 16, 17, 22.) 

Figure 17.—Pinnacle of solian limestone on south shore showing sand-drift 

stratification above, and the deeply pitted, rough, hard surface below, infil- 

trated and coated with calcite. The cliff on the left is undercut. 

Along most of the north shore of the Main Island, from near 

Hamilton to the eastern end of St. George’s, the shore is almost 

everywhere formed by low or only moderately high limestone cliffs, 

which in many places have a talus of fallen rocks at the base, usually 

exposed at low tide (figs. 16, 25). But in many other places there 

are not many fallen rocks and the waves dash directly against the 

base of the cliffs, both at high-tide and low-tide. (Figs. 10, 15, 22, 
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33a, 330.) In the latter case the cliffs are apt to be undercut, 

between tides, and usually somewhat above high-tide level, owing 

to the dash of the waves and spray in storms. The zone from 

about half-tide to 10 to 20 feet above is usually deeply pitted and 

very rough, as already described (p. 66). 

If the strata are nearly horizontal and unequal in hardness the 

undercutting will vary in amount, making two or more projections 

and intervening grooves (figs. 15, 17). When the strata are irregular 

in position and variable in hardness the undercutting and conse- 

quent falling away of the cliffs in large masses give rise to all sorts 

of fantastic forms. (Figs. 8, 10, 17, 20, and pl. xxii.) 

Sometimes, when the rocks vary greatly in hardness, due to the 

presence of large beds or masses of unconsolidated sand and to the 

hardening by infiltration of particular parts, as described above 

(p. 63), the rapid erosion of the softer beds or masses leaves the 

harder parts projecting in the form of partly or wholly detached 

pillars, pyramids, pinnacles, or columns, often of considerable height 

(fies: 105 is pl. xxin), 

* Pulpit Rock,” on Ireland Island, is a good example of such a 

detached pinnacle rock (fig. 22). It also shows well the irregular 

stratification of the zeolian limestone. Some of these pinnacles stand 

out some distance from the shore, on the flat reefs, showing where 

an islet or the shore cliff once stood. 

The formation of pinnacles and towers is well shown at the eastern 

end of the islands, especially at Tobacco Bay, on St. George’s (fig. 

10 and pl. xxii, fig. 1), and on the eastern shores of St. David’s and 

Cooper’s Islands, and at some points on the south shore (pl. xxii, 

fig. 2). 

In many of these places every stage in the process of forming 

these columns can be seen, as well as their undercutting and final 

overthrow, by which high islets and shore cliffs become eventually 

converted into flat tidal ledges, and detached flat reefs, or even into 

serpuline atolls (figs. 27-29; pl. xxiii). 

The remarkable examples of erosion shown at ‘‘ Cathedral Rocks” 

or “Old Church Rocks,” on the western side of Somerset Island 

(fig. 9 and pl. xxiii), are similar in origin, but less broken down. 

They are probably largely due to great masses of loose sand that 

has been washed away from the bardened parts that now form the 

pillars and arches. Part of this may have been done at a former 

time, when the land stood 10 to 15 feet lower than now (see 

pp. 75-80). 

Trans. Conn. Acap., Vou. XII. 8 NovemBeErR, 1905. 
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Along many parts of these shores there are many outlying small 

rocky islets and numerous limestone ledges; some of them are close 

to the shore and evidently connected with the shore cliffs at no very 

distant period, while others are farther away. The submerged 

ledges, somewhat removed from the shore, are more or less covered 

with corals, but all bear quantities of large dark-colored seaweeds 

(Sargassum, etc.), so that they are conspicuous, even when wholly 

submerged. There are several of these small islands and ledges 

off Spanish Point ; others, like the Staggs, east of the Flatts ; and 

several in Bailey Bay, which are all good collecting grounds. Bailey 

Bay Island is the largest and highest of those in its vicinity, and 

Figure 18.—Islets and ledges in Bailey Bay ; showing the shattered and irregu- 

lar rocks, deeply pitted and honeycombed above low tide. 

bears some vegetation, such as stunted cedars, etc., but its summit 

is partly covered with fine drifting sand. Its shore ledges are very 

rough and deeply pitted (fig. 18), and its strata lie at all angles, so 

that there is here no approach to the formation of flat tidal benches 

or shelves, nor of serpuline atolls, such as are abundant on the 

south shores. 

b. Grottoes and cavernous places. 

Small grottoes, due to the removal of soft materials, exist in the 

cliffs at Clarence Cove (figs. 33a, 336), and in many other places. 

There is a grotto in the face of a cliff near the lighthouse on St. 

David’s Island, that is said to contain a pool of fresh water, but I 

did not visit it. 
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Along the high shore cliffs there are many grottoes and caves that 

can only be entered from a boat, and sometimes only at low tide. 

Two large dome-like grottoes of this kind, accessible only by a 

boat at low water, are situated close together in the shore-cliff a 

short distance east of Bailey Bay. One of them is lighted from 

above by a small chimney-like opening in the roof. Such grottoes 

often contain nests of the tropic bird.* 

Small grottoes in the shore cliffs exist in many other places, and 

many are entirely submerged, under the reefs, and are the abode of 

innumerable fishes, octopi, and various other marine creatures. 

ec. Natural Arches. 

The formation of the well known “ Natural Arches” at Tucker’s 

Town beach{ is evidently due, also, to the erosion of masses of 

softer limestone, leaving the harder parts to form the sides and 

central pillars of the arches. It stands just at high tide, but in 

heavy storms great waves dash under and through the archways 

with force enough to slowly cut away the softer limestones. The 

irregular strata of rock forming the arches are considerably broken 

and show distinct vertical fissures, as if due to settling. They are 

destined to fall at no distant time. 

d. Sandy Beaches. 

On the north side of the Main Island the line of cliffs is broken at 

Hamilton Harbor, at the Flatts, at Shelly Bay,$ where there is a good 

shell-sand beach, and at Bailey Bay, where there are two short sandy 

beaches. 

e. Cliffs of Harrington Sound. 

On the cliffs of Harrington Sound, which has usually less than a 

foot of tide, and which is so completely landlocked that it never has 

large seas, the erosion presents some different phases. The cliffs on 

the sound are often precipitous, and in some places, as at Abbot’s 

Head (fig. 21), they are quite high.|| 

* These Trans., xi, p. 679, pl. Ixxii, fig. 1; ‘‘The Bermuda Islands,” p. 267, 

same plate. 

+ See pl. xxxvi; also these Trans., xi, pl. lxxii; ‘‘The Bermuda Islands,’ ’ 

same plate. 

¢ These Trans., xi, pp. 487, 473, pl. Ixxxvii; ‘‘ The Bermuda Islands,” pp. 25, 

61, same plate. 

§ See these Trans., pl. Ixviii, fig. 1; ‘* The Bermuda Islands,” same plate. 

|| See also these Trans., xi, pl. 1xxi, lxxii; ‘‘ The Bermuda Islands,” same plates. 
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Many of these cliffs show, by their perpendicular fronts and the 

masses of fallen debris, that they are undergoing considerable ero- 

sion. This is mainly due to the peculiar undercutting effected by 

the small sharp waves, acting in one narrow zone, usually only a 

foot or less in breadth, doubtless aided by the solvent action of the 

water that is in constant contact with the surface undergoing ero- 
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Figure 19.—Diagram of undercut cliff on Harrington Sound; a, groove about a 

foot wide ; w, w', high tide and low tide levels ; c, d, eolian limestone cliff ; 

e, e, soil; f, f, vertical fissures ; 6, submerged zxolian limestones. 

Figure 20.—Lion Rock, on the south shore of Harrington Sound,—a curiously 

eroded and hardened rock. The cliff in the middle distance is narrowly 

undercut, at sea level. (Phot. 1901, by A. H. Verrill.) 

sion. This causes the waves to cut a narrow groove, like a huge 

saw-cut, deeply into the face of the cliffs, whether high or low, just 

about at high-water mark. I have seen such grooves cut into the 

bases of cliffs to the extent of 10 to 15 feet, and less than a foot 

wide (figs. 19, 20). 
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This goes on till a large unsupported mass of the cliff falls away 

by its own weight. The fall is often hastened by reason of vertical 

fissures or weak places in the cliffs. Great angular blocks of stone, 

thus fallen off, lie in front of the cliffs at the eastern end of the 

sound, and especially at the base of Abbot’s Head (fig. 21). The 

latter are said to have fallen off only a few years ago, but I did not 

learn the date. They show, as yet, scarcely any wear, but those 

that are submerged are partly covered with corals, etc. As there 

are no violent waves in the sound, such masses are not so soon 

destroyed as on the exposed shores. 

Figure 21.—Abbot’s Head, on Harrington Sound, showing the recently fallen 

masses of rock at base. 

In most photographs these narrow deep undercuttings show only 

as a dark line, looking like a dark shadow, at the foot of the cliff, as 

in fig. 20.* 

Sharks Hole, at the southeastern end of the sound, is a large 

arch-way or tunnel, penetrating deeply into the cliff, and about half 

* See also pl. Ixxi, these Trans., vol. xi, and ‘‘The Bermuda Islands,” same 

plate, in which the long cliff, west of Sharks Hole, is shown to be thus under- 

eut. Also pl. lxxiii, showing Sharks Hole. 
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submerged, so that boats can goin. It has apparently been made 

by the removal of a mass of softer limestone. It may have been a 

passage-way for an underground stream when the land stood at a 

higher level (p. 76). But large masses of stone have fallen from the 

sides and roof in modern times, due to undercutting, and many 

masses still le on the bottom, in plain view. 

There are also small grottoes on Trunk Island, above and below 

tide, due to the more rapid undercutting and removal of softer rocks. 

In some cases, where this mode of undercutting occurs in hard 

flat ledges, just above high tide, the effects are very curious. I have 

observed such cases on the north side of Trunk Island and in other 

places. In some instances the portion of the ledge that is undercut 

may be only a few inches to a foot thick ; the outer border may run 

out to an irregular edge only an inch or two thick, while the under- 

cut groove may be several feet deep. This is quite unlike anything 

that happens on the open coast, where such projections would be 

soon broken off by the waves, even if they could be formed. 

ft. Erosion of the Outer Reefs and “ Flats” off the northern and 

western shores. 

The great barrier forming the broad outer border of the elliptical 

area, extending from off St. George’s all around to the Long Bar, 

the most southwestern of the reefs, is formed of a series of almost 

continuous broad patches of flat reefs. They are nearly flat on top, 

and are mostly submerged from one to ten feet below low-water 

mark. In certain places they are close to the surface or partially 

laid bare at low tide, and the seas break heavily over them in stormy 

weather. Such portions of the reefs are designated as “ breakers ” 

on the charts. In certain places patches of reefs, large or small, 

stand somewhat apart and outside of the main border line. Some of 

these, where the seas break heavily, are called “boilers,” as in the 

case of some of those to the east of Mills Breakers. A large number 

of outlying reefs exist outside the western border reefs.* 

Among the most dangerous of these detached reefs are the Chub 

Heads, 9 miles from the shore at Wreck Hill; Long Bar, of which 

the south part is 6 miles, W.S.W. from Gibb’s Hill Light ; and 

Southwest Breaker, on which the sea always breaks, and which les 

* Mr. A. Agassiz has given very full descriptions of many of these outer reefs 

and “‘ flats” from personal examination, and reference should be made to his 

memoir for more details. 
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14 miles from the shore, and about south from the southwestern end 

of the Main Island. 

The somewhat submerged reef or “ flats” of the outer barrier are 

usually from one-fourth to a mile wide and very irregular in outline; 

in some places they may be over two miles wide. The great northern 

“Ledge Flats” are eight and a half miles long, from the cut west of 

North Rocks to Blue Cut, and from one to two miles wide. he 

“Kast Ledge Flat” is over seven miles long, with no important 

interruption, and seldom more than half a mile wide. Many of the 

others are as large as Somerset Island or St. George’s Island. 

Figure 22.—Pulpit Rock, Ireland Island, showing characteristic, irregular, sand- 

drift stratification above ; the lower part is undercut, infiltrated, and roughly 

eroded. 

Among the most important “breakers” are “ Mills Breaker,” north 
of the eastern end of St. George’s; “Great Breaker,” east of North 

Rocks; and the breakers or flats around North Rocks, which are 

bare in places at low tide (fig. 24). 
North Rocks (figs. 23, 31, 33) consist of a small group of pinna- 

cles, the higher ones showing at high tide. They stand on one of 

those flat reefs that is partly laid bare by the tide, and are the only 
rocks that project above the general level of the outer reefs. The 
largest is only about 14 or 15 feet high, above low tide, and about 
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10 feet in diameter (fig. 23). They are undercut and eroded like the 

pinnacles near the shore (fig. 22); and like the reefs themselves, they 

are remnants of what were once islands, now destroyed by the sea. 
These rocks are interesting historically as well as geologically, for 

it was in close proximity to these rocks that the “ Bonaventura,” 

with Henry May on board, was wrecked in 1593, as mentioned below. 

Therefore they were represented, with this wrecked vessel, on the 

reverse of the original seal of the Bermuda Company (fig. 32). They 

lie about 8 miles north of the Main Island and about 12 miles 

N.N.W. from Catherine Point, at the eastern end of St. George’s 

Island. (See map II.) 

Figure 23.—-North Rocks, a view looking southward, toward the main island, 

which is seen in the background. From a recent photograph by Phelps 

Gage. lLoaned by Prof. E. L. Mark, from Proc. Am. Assoc. Ad. Sci., 1905. 

Within the outer reefs and between the anchorages there are 

innumerable detached reefs and groups of reefs of various sizes and 

shapes, but often covering many square miles, where the water is so 

obstructed and filled with reefs that no vessels of any kind can pass 

through them, except small boats in pleasant weather. But in other 

places they are more openly arranged or scattered, with deep water 

and white bottoms in the wide and deep passages between them. 

Beneath the sea the outer reefs and breakers, as well as most of 

those inside, are roughly eroded, with their sides perpendicular, or 

even so much undercut that the top often overhangs 6 to 10 feet or 

more. Schools of fishes, including many bright-colored species, often 

take refuge under the cavernous places (pl. xxxvi, fig. 1). Owing to 
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the deep undercutting many of the detached reefs, standing in 30 to 

40 feet of water, have a broad, flat-topped or mushroom-shaped form. 

So many of them are most undercut 20 to 30 feet below the surface 

of the sea, that it seems probable that the land remained stationary, 

or nearly so, for a long period of time, when about 30 feet higher 

than now, during the general period of subsidence. 

So, likewise, there are reasons for believing that it stood for a 

long time at about 50 feet higher than at present, owing to the 

large areas of the lagoons or sounds that lie at, or are filled up to, 

near that depth, as well as to the erosion of so many of the reefs to 

about that depth. It is not probable that the erosion of the sea 

now reaches to much more than 20 feet below low tide, with any 

degree of force. 

Figure 24.—Flats near North Rocks, at low tide. One of the men was Governor 

Lefroy. From a photograph made in 1875 by Mr. J. B. Heyl. 

All these outer reefs and many of those nearer the shores are 

overgrown with corals of various kinds, sea plumes, sea-fans and 

other gorgonians, JVillepores, serpule, mussels, Chamas, sponges, 

sea-weeds, corallines, nullipores, and many other living organisms, 

which greatly protect them from the wear of the waves, and on the 

outer parts raise the level considerably above that of the underlying 

limestone rock. Were it not for this protective covering, the reefs 

would be worn away and destroyed far more rapidly. 

Among the reef-corals* that are most efficient, both in protecting 

and building up the surfaces of the reefs, are the “brain-corals ” 

* For a fuller account and illustrations of the reef-corals and gorgonians, see 

Chapter 29. Also my articles in these Trans., xi, pp. 63-206, pls. x-xxxv; also, 

Verrill, Zodlogy of Bermuda, i, articles 11, 12, pp. 63-206 ; same plates. 
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(Meandra), the “star-corals” (Orbicella and Siderastrwa); “rose 

corals” (Mussa); Porites astreoides (plate xxix) ; and the “ finger- 

coral” (Millepora alcicornis, plate xxx, a). The latter is very 

abundant on all the reefs and rocks, including those near the shores, 

for it grows in very shallow water. It forms large and handsome 

clusters of elegantly branched fronds, often projecting from the 

edges of the reefs. It is dark russet-brown in color when living. 

The common brain-coral (Meandra labyrinthiformis) is the largest 

and most abundant reef-coral. It may grow in broad crusts 3 to 8 

inches in thickness, and 6 to 8 feet across, due to the grafting 

together of many small colonies, or it may form rounded or hemi- 

spherical masses, 1 to 6 feet in diameter. It is orange or yellow 

when living. 

The most important protective sea-weeds are large, olive-colored 

species of “gulf-weed” of the genus Sargassum, “rock weed” 

(fucus), etc., also various calcareous pale red algw, belonging to the 

genus Lithothamnion, and others related to Corallina. 

If the Bermuda Islands could be suddenly reélevated to the height 

of 45 feet, the greater part of Greater Bermuda would become dry 

land. The parts that would remain covered by water, in the form 

of lagoons and sounds, are shown, with the exceptions of a few small 

ones, by the ruled areas on the map (fig. 12, map I). 

The dry land that would thus be gained, amounting to about 160 

square miles, would have a very remarkable appearance, something 

like some of the much eroded ancient table-lands of Colorado and 

other parts of the western United States, though on a much smaller 

scale. 

Most of the land would lie in the form of long, narrow, irregular, 

curved outer islands, often 5 to 8 miles long, with nearly perpen- 

dicular or even overhanging cliffs, about 40 feet high. Hundreds of 

smaller, irregular islands, and detached pinnacles, spires, columns, 

and mushroom-shaped cliffs, rising from the shallow waters and the 

broad and nearly level, enclosed sandy plain, to the height of 40 to 

45 feet, would lie within the outer row of islands, both scattered and 

in groups. Between them would be intricate passages, some of 

which might be deep enough to allow the tides to reach several of 

the enclosed sounds. These columns and cliffs would be more or 

less coated and covered, on the sides and top, with massive corals 

and other growths. But seen from below they would, in many 

places, present appearances similar to the much smaller eroded cliffs 

and pinnacles of Tobacco Bay and other localities on the present 

shores, as seen at low tide (pl. xxii). 
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In nature, however, such changes in level rarely if ever occur 

suddenly, to anything like this amount. Such an emergence would 

be likely to cover centuries of time. In that case the bizarre cliffs 

and pinnacles would be greatly eroded, as fast as they emerged 

above the sea, and by the time the entire elevation had been accom- 

plished only a part would remain, and these mostly much reduced 

in height and size. Channels would be eroded, at the same time, to 

allow the tides to flow freely into the larger sounds. Meantime the 

vast areas of fine loose sands, gradually uncovered, would afford 

immense quantities of materials for the wind to drift into sand- 

dunes on the newer as well as on the older lands. 

g. Erosion of the South-shore Cliffs and Reefs. 

Along the south side of the Main Island the shore cliffs are almost 

continuous and are usually higher and more precipitous than on the 

north side. In most parts the waves at high tide, at least in storms, 

dash against the bases of the cliffs. But at low tide there may be 

a wide beach of shell-sand exposed in front of the cliffs, as near 

Tucker’s Town, Elbow Bay, and many other places. Or these may 

be nearly flat, broad benches, or smooth shelves of hard limestone, 

laid bare in front of the cliffs by the tide. At several points, as at 

Elbow Bay and Tucker’s Town, there are extensive sand beaches. 

The erosion of the cliffs on this side is similar to that on the north 

side, but on a larger scale, owing to higher cliffs and to the greater 

violence of the storms, though the outlying lines of reefs and serpu- 

line atolls serve to more or less break up the heavy seas, and thus 

give considerable protection in many places. However, owing to 

the fact that the harder limestones of the Walsingham formation 

(pp. 72-74, fig. 11) outcrop in thick, nearly horizontal beds, at and 

below tide-level in many places, the erosion has been materially 

modified in certain ways, especially in the formation of the flat tidal 

ledges, and flat-topped outer reefs and serpuline atolls, so charac- 

teristic of this shore, as mentioned on a former page. 

h. Pot-holes. 

The hard flat beds have also been favorable for the formation of 

pot-holes, both on the tidal ledges and on the reefs. Some of the 

shallow pot-holes have, apparently, been started in slight depressions 

and eroded spots in the surface, and then worn deeper by the plung- 

ing and whirling action of the waves and the stones carried by them. 
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Some of these may eventually become of large size and several feet 

deep before they are broken through and spoiled (see fig. 25). 

But I believe that many of the deeper and more regular pot-holes 

are simply the ancient fossil structures familiarly known as fossil 

molds of “ palmetto stumps,” originally contained in the hard flat 

ledges and filled with softer sand. When the sea encroaches upon 

such a ledge as that shown in plates xix, xx, for example, if it were 

SS ol eS 

Figure 25.—Cliff and pot-hole on south shore. The upper part shows :eolian 

limestone not much altered; other parts are rudely honeycombed, encrusted, 

and infiltrated. The pot-hole, on the right, contained a loose mass of lime- 

stone, 

below tide, it would at once begin to wear and enlarge the holes 

already existing and they would soon become wider at the top and 
more cup-shaped; many would blend their margins together; some 

would have one side of the rim worn off, forming crescent-shaped 

or horseshoe-shaped pot-holes, etc., just as we now find the smaller 

and more regular pot-holes on many of the submerged ledges and 

reefs (fig. 26). 

Mr. Agassiz attributed all such pot-holes to the direct action of 

the sea. But he also believed that the so-called “ palmetto stumps ” 

were real pot-holes formed by the action of the waves. Those that 
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he mentioned, however, happened to be in shore rocks, within reach 

of the tides at least. However, those that I have figured (pls. xix, 

xx) are decidedly above the tides, and if they were ever worn by 

the waves, it must have been in a period of greater subsidence, the 

Figure 26.—Diagram of group of small pot-holes on edge of reef; a, the dotted 

line, shows how some may become crescent-shaped by erosion, as ¢, e. 

Altered from A. Agassiz. 

existence of which Mr. Agassiz does not admit. But they have 

sharp edges; are surrounded by still adherent red-clay soil; their 

inner surfaces are nearly smooth, and they cut uniformly through 

the harder and softer layers, which are characters not found in real 

pot-holes. Moreover, just the same structures occur in limestones, 

apparently of the same age, at least 60 to 80 feet above the sea. 

Therefore they can hardly be pot-holes, and those that are in the 

sea must, at any rate, have preéxisted in the limestones before the 

present submergence of the rocks. See chapter 24), for a discus- 

sion of the mode of origin of these structures. 

i. Serpuline Atolls or “ Boilers.” 

Along nearly the whole southern shore of the islands the reefs are 

situated much nearer to the shore than on the northern and western 

sides. Most of them are not more than half a mile to a mile away, 

though in some places they may be more than a mile from the shore. 

Along this coast most of the outer reefs are usually flat on the top 

and well covered with living corals, sea-fans and other gorgoniz, 

mussels, barnacles, serpule, and sea-weeds. A few of them, as 

Southwest Breaker, are uncovered in places at low tides. Their 

sides are steep, often perpendicular, and frequently undercut. They 

often fall off into deep water by flat steps or benches of hard lime- 

stone. They seem to be formed, in most places, of the hard, nearly 

horizontal beds of the Walsingham limestone (see above, pp. 73, 74). 

The inner line of reefs that exists along most of this coast is pecu- 

liar in being made up largely of a special form of reefs, usually 

known as ‘‘serpuline atolls,” a name given by Lieut. Nelson in 1840.* 

* See pl. xxiii; also these Trans., xi, p. 486, pls. Ixxvii, Ixxviii; ‘‘ The Ber- 

muda Islands,” p. 74, same plates. 
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The serpuline atolls are detached, rounded, elliptical, crescent- 

shaped, or irregular reefs with a raised rim and excavated or cup- 

shaped central part. They vary in size from those only a few feet 

in diameter up to those of 100 feet or more. Many are very regu- 

larly rounded. The rim is formed by a solid, raised, living crust, 

made up of the hard, convoluted, shelly tubes of serpule and Verme- 

tus, barnacles, small black mussels, nullipores, corallines, and some 

true incrusting corals, such as Porites astreoides and a few others, 

with more or less seaweeds, etc. 

The living rim of these atolls is usually laid bare by the ebb tide, 

wholly or in part. The rim is usually higher and larger on the 

windward side, because the organisms live best in the swash of the 

pure water, and are liable to be killed off on the lee side by the sand 

and debris, often washed out from the central pool. The growing 

rim, therefore, is often lacking at one or more places on the lee side, 

so that the edge is lower, and the water that is thrown into the 

central pool by the waves rushes out over the low lee side in a minia- 

ture cataract, when there are large waves. The rim may rise from 

a foot to nearly two feet above low tide, because such organisms as _ 

compose it can endure an exposure to the air of two or three hours, 

especially as the sea or spray usually dashes over them, and they 

retain water in their interstices. (Plate xxiii.) 

The living organisms usually have not built up the whole height 

of the raised rim, but they have protected it from erosion to a lower 

level, and have added something to its height by their own growth. 

These serpuline atolls are composed, like the reefs farther out, of 

hard zolian limestones, usually in nearly horizontal beds, probably 

of Walsingham age (see pp. 73-74). The hardness and horizontal 

position of the beds of this limestone are eminently favorable for 

their formation, though they probably are often formed of other 

limestones, especially when they are in hard and nearly flat layers. 

If the layers happen to be much inclined, the atolls become irregular 

and imperfect, owing to the very uneven erosion that results. 

The submerged sides of the atolls are usually undercut, or at least 

very steep. They are situated at various distances from the shore, 

but are mostly within half a mile of it, and usually with not more 

than 10 to 15 feet of water between. Many are in water not more 

than 2 to 4 feet deep at low tide. In some places many of them are 

even connected with the shore ledges, at low tides, as “fringing 

reefs,” especially around the outer small islets, but in such places 

the rim is covered more by seaweeds, etc., than by serpule. 
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At certain places along the south shore, as at Whale Bay and 

Great Turtle Bay, various stages in the process of eroding the pro- 

jecting ledges and cliffs into detached pinnacles can be seen; and the 

undercutting of these, between tides, until they fall over, leaving 

Figure 27.—Diagram of shore cliff, d, with connected serpentine atoll, c; a, a, 

living rim of the latter; c’, cavity 8 feet deep. HWm, and LWm, high and 

low-water levels. Slightly altered from A. Agassiz. 

flat-topped ledges, which are converted into the serpuline atolls by 

the formation of the living rim over which the waves dash to exca- 

vate the central cup or pool. This is excavated partly by the impact 
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Figure 28.—Diagrammatic section of incipient serpuline atoll with central under- 

cut pinnacle of zolian limestone still remaining; a, a’, sections of rim con- 

sisting of living serpulz, etc.; s, s’, the enclosed lagoon or cup; w, w’, tide- 

levels. Original. 

of the descending and whirling water and the sand carried with it, 

and partly by the solvent action of the water. As intimated above 

(p. 74), the waves may often find the beginnings of the pot-holes 

already existing in these limestones. The accompanying diagrams 

are intended to illustrate some of the phases of these methods of 

erosion. 
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Figure 27 represents a cliff or ledge (d@) eroded at base into a flat 

bench, on the borders of which the serpuline rim (a) has already 

begun to grow, while the waves have scooped out a deep pool or 

cup (e, ¢), which, in this case, is 8 feet deep at the center. This 

would form a fringing atoll. 

Figure 28 represents one of the detached pinnacles of xolian lime- 

stone, in nearly flat beds, at a stage when it has become strongly 

undercut at the base, while the rim of the serpuline atoll (a, @’) is 

already growing and the central pool (s, s’) is being excavated by 

the waves. Such a pinnacle would eventualiy be overthrown, and 

then the atoll would be more deeply excavated near the middle, 

thus assuming the typical form, which is shown in section in figs. 

11, s, and 29. 

Seale=ht feck fz yinch 

Figure 29.—Diagrammatic section of completed, small serpuline atoll; a, a’, rim 

of living organisms; c, central cup, 4 feet deep; s, accumulation of sand 

and gravel ; d, d', undercut submerged xolian limestones ; lw, low-tide level. 

Altered from A. Agassiz. 

The submerged sides (d, d’) of such structures are also being 

eroded by the dash of the waves, especially at low tide and in stormy 

weather, so that most of them are undercut or perpendicular below 

the protecting rim of organisms. Thus, in course of time, many of 

them will be broken off on one side, forming crescents, or all around, 

and thus they will eventually be changed into ordinary submerged 

ledges or reefs. Many such isolated reefs, without the rims, occar 

all along this coast, often mixed with the atolls. 

Similar serpuline atolls occur at a few places and in small numbers 

inside the great bordering reefs of the north side. Some of these 

are to the northeast of Ireland Island and north of St. George’s 

Island. Perhaps they occur there because the character and hori- 

zontal position of the limestone are favorable. 
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Mr. Agassiz believed that these reefs and atolls were formed out 

of the ordinary xolian limestones, superficially hardened over the 

surfaces and edges by the local action of the sea-water itself. If, as 

I believe, these limestones were already much hardened, nearly 

throughout, long before they became submerged beneath the sea, 

and had also in most cases a horizontal stratification, as they now 

do on the adjacent shores (fig. 11 and pls. xvi-xx), the whole prob- 

lem of the formation of the remarkable serpuline atolls along this 

shore becomes much simplified. 

However, I do not wish to deny that such reefs and atolls can also 

be formed by the cutting away of ordinary eolian ledges, when the 

strata are favorable, as Mr. Agassiz states, for I have seen the same 

process. But as we find hundreds of these remarkable atolls along 

this south shore, and very few in other places, it seems reasonable to 

connect the littoral outcrops of a suitable, hard, horizontally strati- 

fied limestone with the parallel line of atolls and flat reef at a little 

distance from the shore. Indeed, it is possible, at low tide, to wade 

out to some of the atolls figured in my plates, as was done to obtain 

the photographs. In other cases the atolls are actually connected 

with the flat benches of limestone exposed between tides, or with 

the shore cliffs. 

j. Cutting Channels ; forming Harbors and Bays. 

In many cases the gradual erosion of the sea-cliffs by the waves 

and the encroachments of the sea have connected sinks and low 

valleys with the outside waters by means of narrow or wide chan- 

* At the Island of Anticosti, Gulf of St. Lawrence, I have studied the action 

of the waves over a large expanse of nearly flat reefs that extend along the shore 

for a great many miles, between tides, or barely submerged. They are formed 

of hard layers of Silurian limestones, nearly horizontal in position, from which 

the overlying softer strata have been removed by the undercutting of the cliffs 

between tides, and above, by the violent action of the sea-waves, aided no doubt 

by the frosts of winter, and by the existence of layers of soft shales, between 

the limestones. The flat reefs are often 100 to 200 yards wide. Their surfaces 

contain irregular depressions, and shallow pools of water, large and small, are 

left in them at low tide, but very few deserved to be called ‘‘ pot-holes.” The 

shore cliffs there vary from 20 to 300 feet or more high, and the summit of the 

higher ones usually overhangs the base. The outer edge of the flat reefs, below 

low tide, is also undercut or abrupt in most places, just like many of those at 

Bermuda. In fact, the phenomena of erosion are in many respects similar to 

those of the south shore of Bermuda, though on a much grander scale. But the 

organisms for forming coral-encrusted reefs and serpuline atolls do not exist in 

northern waters. 

Trans. Conn. Acap., Vou. XII. 9 DECEMBER, 1905. 
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nels, thus forming partly enclosed harbors, lagoons, sounds, or bays, 

as they are variously called. Every stage in this process can be 

seen in progress. There is a little landlocked cove on Coney Island, 

with a shell-sand beach, but connected with the open water only by 

a narrow channel, between limestone ledges, barely wide enough for 

a row-boat to pass through (fig. 30). A similar miniature harbor 

may be seen near the roadside between Bailey Bay and Shelly Bay. 

It is said to have become connected with the sea, in quite recent 

times. Peniston’s Pond is a larger body of water, separated from 

the sea only by a low bar, over which the waves pour a large amount 

of water in storms. 

Figure 30.—Cove at Coney Island, with a narrow entrance through the shore 

ledges. 

It is evident that the sea will soon cut a channel through the bar 

and convert it into a small bay or harbor. This has already hap- 

pened at Hungry Bay, farther west, which was evidently shut off 

from the sea formerly by a similar bar, which has been breached by 
erosion. The tide now flows in and out, through a narrow channel, 

in a rapid current. This bay is shallow and the inner end terminates 

in a dense mangrove swamp of considerable extent. 

Elies’ Harbor and the “Scaur” are other good examples of the 

same action. 

It is easy to see that this same process, when it opens up larger 

valleys, or sinks, will give rise to larger lagoons and sounds. 
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St. George’s Harbor and Castle Harbor are examples of the same 

kind of erosion done on a larger scale and much longer ago; probably, 

also, much aided by subsidence of the land. The two causes operate 

together and in most of the older cases cannot be considered sepa- 

rately. 

21. Rates of Erosion by the sea ; modern changes:slow. 

Most observers, seeing the evidence of great erosion on all sides, 

and considering the softness of the rocks, have naturally supposed 

that the erosion has taken place far more rapidly than is the case. 

In my studies of the rate of erosion by the waves, as shown on 

the masonry of the causeway leading to St. George, and in other 

places, this rate of erosion was found to be unexpectedly slow, 

under ordinary conditions, owing to the absence of ice and frost; 

also because there are no deposits of very hard sand, gravel, and 

pebbles on the shores, which the storm waves can pick up and use as 

tools of destruction, by dashing them against the bases of the cliffs 

and against each other, as they do on our rocky coasts. It is only 

during the severe storms and hurricanes, which occasionally occur, 

that rapid erosion is accomplished. 

The causeway between the main island and St. George’s was com- 

pleted in 1871.* It was about a mile long, and fairly well built of 

native limestone blocks of considerable size. It included an iron 

drawbridge and several smaller bridges, under which were strong 

tidal currents, flowing in and out of St. George’s Harbor and Castle 

Harbor. It is so situated in the passage between the islands that it 

is partly sheltered by the outlying small islands and reefs, and ordi- 

narily it is not exposed to the full violence of storms. By an exami- 

nation of the masonry of this causeway, in 1898, at various places, I 

found that during the 27 years that it had been built, the erosion by 

the sea rarely amounted to an inch in depth, where most active, and 

the average erosion was less than half an inch, between tides ; most 

of this, also, had evidently been effected within the first few years 

after its erection, befqre the stones had acquired their hard superficial 

coat of infiltrated calcite. It is true that these stones were selected 

from the harder beds of limestone and therefore had more than the 

average resisting power, but after any of the soft limestones become 

infiltrated by calcite, the surface is resistant, so that the differences 

in power of resisting erosion by the sea, between tides, is much less 

* It was totally destroyed by the great hurricane of Sept., 1900, but has since 

been rebuilt in a different way. 
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than it would otherwise be. Allowing the average to be even an 

inch in 25 years, it would have required at least 25,000 to 30,000 

years for the sea to have eroded the high cliffs of the islands facing 

on Castle Harbor to the extent that they have been eroded. 

I did not obtain any reliable data as to the rate of erosion of the 

exposed cliffs of the south shore, except the observation that on 

Castle Island the ancient sea-walls of the forts were often built with 

their foundations on the edges of the cliffs (fig. 1) or even on a 

shelf of limestone some distance below the original brow of the 

seaward cliffs, and they have not yet been undermined, but stand 

firmly where they were put many years ago.* So, likewise, the 

Cathedral Rocks show scarcely any changes since the earlier photo- 

graphs were made, about 30 years ago. I compared an excellent 

photograph, made by Mr. J. B. Heyl, about 1875, with the condition 

of the rocks as they were in 1901, and could find no changes worthy 

of note. 

Figure 31.—North Rocks. From a photograph taken by Mr. J. B. Heyl in 1875. 

North Rocks in former times. 

A comparison of several photographs taken at various times within 

the past thirty years shows but little modern alteration in the North 

Rocks, but some very severe storm might suddenly overthrow them. 

They are situated near the extreme edge of the outer reefs, about 

* Although the first stone fort was built here about 1620, the present ruined 

walls may date no farther back than 1812. 
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eight miles north from the islands. They stand on an extensive 

pateh of flat reef, part of which is laid bare by low tides. The 

larger one is about 14 to 15 feet high, the second in size is about 10 

feet. They are evidently the remains of an island of considerable 

height and extent that has been nearly worn away to the sea-level 

by erosion. But the ancient engravings indicate that the erosion, 

even in this exposed situation, has not been rapid. 

Figure 32.—Reduced facsimile of the reverse of the ancient seal of the Bermuda 

Company, engraved on Norwood’s map of Bermuda, published in 1626. It 

shows the wreck of May’s vessel in 1595, alongside of North Rocks, which 

then appeared much as at present, but apparently higher and the two parts 

more nearly equal. 

On Norwood’s map of 1626,* in the two lower corners, are engrav- 

ings of the seal of the original Bermuda Company. On the reverse 

side of the seal (fig. 32) there is a view of a wrecked vessel alongside 

of two high rocks, which are easily recognized as the two peaks or 

lobes of the main North Rock. The vessel, with broken masts, 

stands upright between the large rock and a small one that exists to 

* The map particularly referred to was made by Richard Norwood, before 

1622. ‘‘A mapp of the Sommer Islands, once called the Bermudas.” London, 

1626. Reprinted from an original engraving in the British Museum, by Gover- 

nor Lefroy in ‘‘ Memorials of the Discovery and early Settlement of the Bermudas 

or Somer’s Islands,” London, 1877 (end of vol. I). A much less complete edition 

of this or an earlier map was published in 1624, in Capt. John Smith’s ‘‘ General 

History of Virginia, New England, and the Summer Ils.” 

A later survey and map by Norwood, completed in 1633, has also been 

reprinted by Goy. Lefroy, in the work cited, p. 644, but the shore lines are 

much coarser and less accurate in the latter, which was made mainly with refer- 

ence to the transfers of land and the boundaries of estates, 
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the right and is therefore concealed by the hull of the vessel. In a 

photographic view (fig. 31) taken in 1875 by Mr. J. B. Heyl, a man 

stands where the vessel stood and the two views are apparently from 

nearly the same point. The two peaks of the rock are represented 

as being nearly equal in height, but now one is decidedly lower than 

the other. This ancient sketch, imperfect as it naturally is, corre- 

sponds fairly well with the outlines-of the rocks, as seen in the photo- 

graph. It proves that these rocks have undergone no great change 

in general form and size since the early settlement of Bermuda, for 

this sea] was probably engraved as early as 1618-20. 

The sketch was very likely made by Mr. Norwood, for he was a 

man of good ability as a draughtsman, and was making bis first sur- 

vey in 1617. The scene evidently commemorates the wreck of a 

French vessel, the “ Bonaventura,” on the 17th of Nov., 1593, on 

board of which was one English seaman, Henry May, who published, 

after his escape to England, in 1594, an account of his experiences 

and a fairly good but brief description of these islands, which, up to 

that time, were known in England only as dangers to be carefully 

avoided. Those of the crew who were saved (about 26 persons), 

brought ashore their provisions, tools, and fittings of the vessel 

“before she split.” They remained on the island five months, while 

they built a small cedar vessel of 18 tons, with which they sailed to 

the Banks of Newfoundland and joined the fishing fleet and were 

thus taken back to Europe. May, in his narrative, stated that when 

they went on the rocks, in the night, they supposed they were on 

the shore of the island, because of the “hie cliffs,” but im the morn- 

ing they found that they were “seven leagues” away from it. He 

also said that after building a raft they towed it ashore, “astern of 

their boat,” and that ‘we rowed all the day until an hour or two 

before night yer we could come to land.” . 
Several writers have been misled by ,this statement and have even 

imagined that they must have been wrecked on some far more dis 

tant island which has since been worn away or submerged.* But it 

is evident that May meant that it was seven leagues us they had to 

row, for they could not cross the reefs at that point, in the surf, and 

must have rowed along outside the reef till they reached the present 

ship channel and there entered the bay and landed, probably on St. 

George’s Island. This would have caused them to row about seven 

* See Lefroy Memorials, vol. i, p. 9. Also Jones, Recent Observations in the 

Bermudas, and his Visitors’ Guide, 1876. 
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leagues and would doubtless have taken all day with the boat heavily 

laden and towing a raft astern. 

That there was no islet in the place of the North Rocks when the 

islands were first settled (1611) is evident from the fact that none 

is mentioned by the early chroniclers and none is represented on 

Norwood’s accurate map of 1626. Indeed, it is recorded that Gov- 

ernor Moore (1612) made a voyage out to sea in order to find, if 

possible, an outlying island, but without success.* An island at this 

locality, even if small, could easily have been seen from the main 

island. Hence it would be safe to believe that the North Rocks 

were then not much larger than now, even if we did not have 

Norwood’s sketch to prove it. 

Figure 33.—North Rocks as drawn by Lieut. Nelson, about 1830, and published 

by Lyell, 1858. A, The largest rock, then 16 feet high, with two conspicu- 

ous side-lobes, a, b, and a small rock, c, near its base; ¢’, c’’, two smaller 

rocks where but one now stands. B, Next to largest Rock, then about 12 

feet high, strongly undercut at cc, cc. 

In Lyell’s Manual of Geology,t the author has reproduced a very 

interesting drawing of the North Rocks, made, as he stated, by 

Lieut. Nelson. Therefore, it dates from about 1830, for Nelson was 

the engineer in charge of the governmental works at Ireland Island 

in 1827 to 1833. This figure (see my fig. 33), if correct, shows that 

the North Rocks have changed somewhat during the past 75 years. 

The small rock, c, seems to still exist. 

The main rock has lost something from the height of the smaller 

peak (a, a), and one side-lobe seems to have been lost. One of the 

two rocks near it (¢c’, c”) has apparently disappeared ; the only one 

that appears in that vicinity in the recent photographs (fig. 23) has a 

crooked form like c’. The rock c” seems to have been destroyed. 

The rock B, in the foreground of this sketch, is represented as rela- 

* See these Trans., xi, pp. 664, 665; ‘‘ The Bermuda Islands,” pp. 252, 253. 

+ Lyell, Sir Charles, Manual of Elementary Geology, several editions ; in the 

American reprint of the 4th ed., 18538, the figure is on page 78. 
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tively larger than in the photographs, but this is evidently to give 

perspective for artistic effect. It has nearly the same shape as at 

present, but may have been somewhat larger. Lyell stated that it 

was then 12 feet high, while the main rock was 16 feet high. These 

are rather more than their present heights. Unfortunately the 

point of view in this sketch is not the same as in any of the photo- 

graphs, so that no very close comparison of the cuts can be made. 

A comparison of the sketch, on the spot, with the actual rocks, 

would be useful. But it is evident that at least one of the smaller 

rocks has disappeared. The wonder is that the changes have been 

so small in this very exposed situation. 

This drawing, therefore, confirms my conclusions, derived from 

other evidence, that the rate of erosion is here very much slower 

than has been supposed. 

Great Storms ; Hurricanes. 

The Bermudas are frequently visited by severe storms, and occa- 

sionally genuine West Indian hurricanes reach these islands and do 

great damage to buildings, shipping, trees, crops, etc. But as the 

dwellings are almost all of limestone blocks, and solidly built, they 

are seldom entirely demolished and for that reason there is seldom 

any loss of life, though in the storm of Sept. 28, 1903, two men were 

killed. 

Such storms are of special geological importance, for they effect 

more changes in the shore cliffs and beaches in a few hours than 

would occur in many years of ordinary weather. Unfortunately no 

geologists or other persons sufficiently interested have been on the 

spot to record such changes as have occurred along the shores and 

outer reefs, at such times. Such facts as are recorded usually relate 

mostly to the damage to property, or to the shores of the more 

sheltered harbors. 
In Part I of this series* I have given some details of the effects 

of the hurricane of Sept. 12, 1899, in which the long causeway was 

destroyed (see also, p. 127, above), and much other damage was done 

all over the islands. But yet there is scarcely anything recorded of 

the changes that it wrought on the exposed cliffs, though such effects 

were sufficiently obvious a year later, all along the southern shores. 

* These Trans., xi, pp. 442, 496, 497: ‘‘ The Bermuda Islands,” pp. 80, 84, 85 

where other similar hurricanes are also recorded. 
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A later great storm or hurricane occurred Sept. 28, 1903.* Though 

it was of comparatively short duration, it also did a great amount 

of damage. At the height of this storm, which was about noon 

(12.30 p. M.), the wind had a recorded velocity of 74 miles, from the 

northeast; after it shifted to the northwest it had a velocity of 40 

miles, at 3 p.M. It was accompanied by a very heavy rainfall, which 

washed away the roadbed in many places. Large numbers of cedar 

trees were uprooted, many large palmettoes were broken off, the 

Figure 33a.—Undercut cliffs at Clarence Cove, near the location of the great 

landslide of Oct. 6, 1903. 

banana crop was ruined, and numerous public buildings and_ private 

dwellings were damaged. A number of stone docks and sea walls 

were badly damaged or destroyed, and many boats were wrecked. 

Not much was said in the papers of the effects on the shore cliffs, 

but in the Royal Gazette for Oct. 10th the following item appeared: 

“On the North shore of Pembroke Parish—from Spanish Point 

toward the Ducking Stool—the rugged cliffs in several places show 

the effects of the fierce onset of mighty billows during the late 

hurricane. Huge pieces, wrenched up and swept away, have left 

* See ‘‘The Colonist,” of Sept. 30, 1903, and ‘The Royal Gazette,” vol. 

Xxxvili, No. 80, Oct. 7, 1903, p. 1, for details. 
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white, staring gaps in the dark rocks as a reminder, for many a day 

to come, of the visitation.” 

A week after this storm the great landslide at Deep Bay occurred, 

hastened, no doubt, by the effects of the great sea-waves of the 

storm. (See below.) 
During such storms, and even in those of much less violence, the 

fine calcareous mud of the shallower bays and sounds is so thoroughly 

stirred up that the water becomes milky white everywhere, and when 

this sediment settles it must make layers of notable thickness. 

Landslides. 

Owing to the undercutting of the cliffs, great masses weighing 

many thousands of tons sometimes suddenly slide off imto the sea, 

causing a great commotion. One of the latest of these landslides 

Figure 33b.—Cavernous and undercut cliff at Clarence Cove. 

happened at Deep Bay, near Hamilton, Oct. 6, 1903, a week after 

the hurricane of Sept. 28. 

An account of it was published in the Royal Gazette for Oct. 10, 

1903, as follows :-— 

“ At ‘Deep Bay,’ near Admiralty House, on Monday, about mid- 

night, (just one week after the storm) a large portion of the cliff, 
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some 60 feet deep, and from 35 to 40 feet in width, toppled over 

into the sea with a thundering reverberation, resembling very much 

the sound of a shock of earthquake. For years—in fact beyond the 

memory of the oldest heads in the vicinity—there has existed an 

irregular-edged crevasse at the place where the final break occurred, 

nearly semicircular in shape and some eighty feet in length, and 

from two to three feet wide at the top, locally known as ‘the crack,’ 

and although it could not but be evident to the most casual observer 

that the fracture of the rock was complete throughout, its collapse 

was regarded as a far remote possibility by the North-siders, not- 

withstanding its very perceptible inclination seaward, no one of 

whom feared to step across on to the leaning cliff, and walk, amid 

sage-brush and scrub-cedars, to its dizzy edge, even children fear- 

lessly invading it in their gambols.” 

The fallen masses of stone at other places indicate similar land- 

slides, but I was not able to learn the dates of any others of impor- 

tance. They often seem more recent than they really are, and most 

of them have apparently not occurred within the remembrance of 

the inhabitants. Among those that appear to be comparatively 

recent is the mass of angular blocks at the base of Abbot’s Head 

(fig. 21). 

Earthquake shocks, even if not very severe, might loosen many of 

these undercut masses. But, as stated in my former work,* very 

few earthquakes have occurred here in modern times, and those were 

of but little importance. Those recorded occurred in 1664, 1801 and 

1843. According to the local newspaperst a slight earthquake 

occurred on July 27, 1903, between 5 and 6 A. M., at Paget East. 

Siting of Harbors ; Ancient Maps. 

That some local changes in the depth of certain harbors have 

taken place since the early settlement of the islands is certain. In 

some cases this has been connected with the drifting of sands from 

the land into the sea, as at Tucker’s Town, where the sands from 

the dunes on the south shore drift across the narrow neck of land 

into Stokes’ Bay, on the Castle Harbor side. This small bay or 

harbor is now very shallow, with broad sand flats exposed at low 

tide. It is said that in the early days of Bermuda small vessels in 

the West Indian trade could anchor in this harbor. 

* These Trans., xi, p. 510; ‘‘ The Bermuda Is.,” p. 98. 

+ See Royal Gazette for July 28, 19038. 
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The changes in Shelly Bay, referred to by Nelson, also seem to 

have been connected with the drifting of sand and will be referred 

to under that head (Chapter 23). 

The small harbor at the Flatts has been subject to many changes, 

owing to the swift tidal currents, which are continually moving the 

sands, combined with the effects of storm waves, which often work 

against the tides. There have been periods in the past when it was 

used as a harbor for trading vessels, but it is now much obstructed 

by sand bars. However, in very early times the same thing occurred, 

for in 1629 there is a record of the payment of 50 pounds of tobacco 

to Thomas Emmet for “digging the channel at the Flatts mouth,” 

which had become obstructed by the formation of a sand bar, even 

then.* Nelson, 1840, said of it : 

“The Flatts Inlet, entrance to Harrington Sound, is perceptibly 

filling, notwithstanding the benefit it receives from the Sound as a 

backwater.” The same condition still exists. It is a locality of 

shifting sand bars. 

Nelson, 1840, also made the following observations, which are still 

applicable : 

“Thus at the head of Crow-lane, Bermuda or Main Island, within 

the memory of the present generation, ships of some burthen used to 

lie at wharfs, where now scarcely a large boat can repair at all tides. 

The same has occurred in the narrow channel between Ordnance 

Island and the Market-wharf at St. George’s, but to a far greater 

extent.” 

However, on the whole, the changes since the first accounts were 

written, about 300 years ago, have been small and local, and entirely 

insufficient to materially alter the general form and character of the 

islands and reefs. The following accountt applies perfectly well at 

present. It is also of special importance as indicating the condition 

of the outer reefs and channels at that time, thus showing that there 

cannot have been any notable changes in level, nor any extensive 

changes by erosion: 

“ And thus conditioned rest thes small ilands, in the midst of a 

huge maine ocean, whose violence is borne of and broken in the 

north-east side by infinite numbers of uncertaine rocks, being shal- 

lowely hidd for three leagues out at sea. As to the southwarde of 

* See these Trans., xi, p. 435: ‘‘ The Bermuda Islands,” p. 23; Lefroy, Memo- 

rials, p. 489. 

+ Published in 1610, by Wm. Strachy. (A true Repertory, ete.) 
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them is found a continued ledge of the same mettall within halfe a 

league of the shore, servinge to the same purpose on that side, the 

which betwixt them (leavinge noe open approach to any part of the 

shore which vessels of any burthen, save only through thoes two 

channells which greatly, gently and peaceably conveye the benefitt 

of the sea through the straight and narrowe mouthes of the two 

harbours into the large bosome of the firme and rocky earth) prove 

thereby so terrible and sure a fortification against all invasive 

attempts that waye, as by haveinge some sort art added unto them 

at the harbours mouthes since the plantation, they cause the whole 

peece to become as fully impregnable, and as easily to be defended 

against any ennemye as (I think) any one in that nature of Chris- 

tiandome.” 

Ancient Mapes. 

Strachy refers to a map of the islands, made by Admiral Somers 

while detained there by the shipwreck, in 1609.* That map was 

never published and was probably lost soon after it was made. It 

would be of great interest now. 

But Richard Norwood, a very competent surveyor, was employed 

by the Bermuda Company from 1615 to 1622, to make a careful 

survey and map of the islands. His first map, published in 1626, 

and a later one, made by him before 1633, are still in existence, and 

both have been republished.t 

I have carefully compared these early maps with the most recent 

Admiralty charts and with other maps made during the past century. 

The changes in outlines are very slight. In some cases small bays 

or coves have been converted into lagoons by the formation of sand- 

bars across the mouth. In other cases such bars have apparently 

been washed away, converting a small lagoon into an open cove. 

These are phenomena that are common on all sandy shores, and may 

take place during a single severe storm. 

* “Wor no greater distance is it from the Northwest Point to Gates his Bay, 

as by this Map your Ladyship may see, in which Sir George Summers, who 

coasted in his Boat about them all, tooke great care to expresse the same exactly 

and full, and made his draught perfect for all good occasions, and the benefit of 

such, who either in distresse might be brought upon them, or make saile this 

way.” 

+ See page 129, foot note, for more details of these maps. A later careful sur- 

vey was made about 1730 by Lempriere, whose first edition I have not seen, It 

was republished in ‘‘The West Indian Atlas,” by Thos. Jeffreys, London, 1780. 
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The variations from the present outlines are, in most cases, no 

greater than might be due to slight inaccuracies of the surveyor or 

engraver. Thus the maps confirm the conclusion that changes due 

to erosion are here very slow. 

22. Origin of the Shell-sands. 

Until quite recently most writers called the calcareous sands of 

Bermuda “coral sands.” Nelson was probably the first writer to 

definitely state that the sands are mainly derived from small shells. 

Mr. A. Agassiz considered them as mostly derived directly from the 

disintegration of the wolian limestones of the reefs and cliffs, though 

ultimately derived from shells, corallines, ete. According to our 

studies, the sand and mud of the sounds, bays, and shores are mostly 

shell-sand, whenever the materials are coarse enough to be identitied. 

But in the deeper parts of the harbors and sounds there is a large 

admixture of calcareous mud, so finely divided that its origin can- 

not be determined directly.* As all gradations exist between such 

fine particles and those that can be recognized as fragments of 
minute shells, it is pretty safe to assume that a corresponding per- 

centage of the fine material is also of shell origin. That a consider- 

able part of the sand and mud is, in many places,-the detritus of 

eroded rocks, especially near the shore cliffs, is very evident, but the 

proportion is probably much smaller than Mr. Agassiz supposed. 

Therefore there is reason to believe that the total mass of material is 

increasing, not diminishing as some have supposed. 

We collected large amounts of the bottom materials from numer- 

ous localities for study, with reference to their origin. Among the 

localities were Murray Anchorage, Bailey Bay, Great Sound, Har- 

rington Sound, Castle Harbor, etc., in depths of 1 to 10 fathoms, as 

well as on the shores. 

They were all rather similar, though differing much in fineness, and 

especially in the relative amount of impalpable mud. When the 

fine mud is washed out through fine sieves, the sand-like material 

that remains consists, in nearly every case, mainly of small broken 

shells, together with many entire specimens, living or recently dead. 

More than 50 species of these small shells can often be picked out 

from a single sample of mud, after washing. In most cases the small 

* See also Verrill, Notes on the Geology of Bermuda, Amer. Journ. Science, 

ix, pp. 328-331, figs. 8, 9, 1900, and Moseley, Notes by a Naturalist on the 

Challenger, 1879. 
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bivalves are in excess of the univalves, thongh more of the latter are 

entire.* (See figures 34a, 346, and pl. xxiv, figs. 1, 2.) 

Part of the small shells are the young of larger species, but the 

greater number never grow large. Such small species (pl. xxiv) are 

probably annual, or at most biennial, and reproduce rapidly, so that 

34a. 
34d. 

Figure 34a.—Washed shell-sand from off Bailey Bay, in 4 fathoms. x1¥%. 

Figure 34b.—Washed shell-sand from main Ship Channel, in 6 fathoms. x 11¢. 

their total increase in bulk is greater than that of larger shells with 

slower rates of growth and reproduction. But fragments of larger 

shells are also found in considerable numbers in most samples, espe- 

cially in those from the shores and very shallow waters. 

In many localities, near the reefs and rocks, fragments of Verme- 

tus and allied genera occur in considerable quantity. One of these, 

Tenagodus, or Siliquaria, ruber, is red and often imparts a reddish 

tint to the sand. In other cases the reddish tint is due mostly to 

fragments of Spondylus, Tellina and Chama, and to the sessile fora- 

minifer, Polytrema miniaceum, which is common on dead corals. 

In nearly all the samples of fine sand a very small percentage of 

diatoms, spicules of gorgoniz-and of sponges, and shells of ostra- 

codes could be found, and also, occasionally, a few radiolarians, but 

such organisms collectively would usually not make up a tenth of 

one per cent. of the material. 

Fragments of corallines, or calcareous algze, of the genera [Hali- 

meda, Udotea, Lithothamnion, ete., are usually common, especially 

near the reefs, and often form an important element. Foraminifera 

* Numerous species of these small shells were described and figured by Ver- 

rill and Bush,—these Trans., vol. x, pp. 513-544, pls. Ixiii-lxv, 1900; and ‘‘ The 

Zoélogy of Bermuda,” article 3, reprint. 
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of several species are also common,* and also fragments of starfishes, 

echini, and other echinoderms. Fragments of caleareous worm-tubes 

Figure 35.—Bermuda Foraminifera. 1, Miliolina circularis, side view ; 2, Milio- 

lina seminulum, side view; 2a, end view ; 3, M. pulchella, side view ; 3a, 

end view; 4, Textularia trochus, side view ; 5, T. concava, side view; 5a, 

end view; 6, T. luculenta, side view; 6a, end view; 7, Clavulina communis, 

side view ; 8, Nodosaria mucronata, side view ; 9, Biloculina ringens ; 10, 

Globigerina bulloides ; 10a, the same, with bases of spines remaining; 11, 

Orbiculina adunca, young; 12, the same, adult; 13, Cornuspira foliacea, x 8; 

14, Nonionina depressula; 15, Cristellaria compressa; 16, Peneroplis pertusus; 

Figs. 1-10 , 14-16, after Brady ; 11-13 after A. Agassiz. 

of the Serpula family are also common in the deposits from near 

ledges and reefs. 

* Among the common species are Orbiculina adunca, Orbitolites marginalis, 

O. duplex, O. complanata, Orbulina universa, Miliolina cireularis, M. venusta, 

M. seminulum, M. pulchella, Cornuspira foliacea, Textularia conecava, T. lucu- 

lenta, T. trochus, Ammodiscus tenwis, Clavulina communis, Peneroplis pertusus, 
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Fragments of corals are usually few in number, even in the 
vicinity of the reefs. The most common form is the slender branched 
hydroid coral, Millepora aleicornis (tig. 36 and pl. xxx a), which is 
abundant on all the reefs and is easily broken. Of the true corals, 
fragments of the slender branched Oculina diffusa (fig. 36a) are 
occasionally found, and in some localities the thin edged shade-coral, 
Agaricia fragilis, occurs in the form of thin fragments, Fragments 
of the more solid or massive genera, such as Porites, Mussa, Maan- 
dra, Orbicella, etc., are rare in the mud and sand, even near the 
reets. 

36a 366 

Figure 36.— Millepora alcicornis, branches, ?4 natural size. 

Figure 36a.—Oculina diffusa, branch with expanded polyps, natural size ; }, 

the same, more enlarged. After Agassiz. 

Figure 36b.—-Schizoporella Isabelliana, group of cells, much enlarged. 

Bryozoa of several kinds are often met with in some localities. 

One of the most common forms is a thin encrusting species of 

Biflustra, which grows abundantly on the stems and fronds of float- 

ing Sargassum. Another common species is Jdmonea atlantica 

(fig. 36c), which grows abundantly on the reefs in slender branched 

forms with tubular calicles. Some larger or more solid foliaceous 

species also occur not infrequently. Among these is a species that 

at first forms thin crusts on rocks and dead corals, but later often 

becomes massive, or has tubular, pink-tipped branches (360). 

In shallow water near the shores ‘land-shells are rather common in 

the sand. Among those found were Pwcilozonites bermudensis, P. 

circumpfirmatus, Polygyra microdonta, Subulina octona, Rumina 

decollata, Helicella ventricosa, Helicina convexa, Truncatella cari- 

Biloculina bulloides, B. ringens, etc. For much longer lists of the Bermuda 

Foraminifera, see Woodward, Journal New York Microscopical Society, 1885, 

p. 147, and Brady, Voyage of the Challenger, Zoology, vol. ix, with a volume 

of plates. Most of the species are described and figured by the latter. The thin 

circular and subcireular disks of Orbitolites, Orbiculina and Peneroplis are 

among the largest and most common forms. For fossil species, see chapter 24. 

Trans. Conn. Acap., Vou. XII. 10 Frpruary, 1906. 
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bowensis. All these are common species which can easily be washed 

into the sea by rains or blown by the winds. Seeds of land plants 

occurred in small numbers in the same localities. 

Near the ship-channels there was usually a considerable per cent. 

of small fragments of coal and cinders. The latter were usually 

decomposed, partially or wholly, to small reddish lumps of red clay, 

often soft enough to be easily crushed between the fingers. In some 

samples from off Bailey Bay, such fragments of cinders constituted 

about 10 per cent. of the washed material. 

Figure 36c, a-d.—Idmonea atlantica, branches of different sizes and shapes ; 

much enlarged. Drawn by A. H. Verrill. 

An average sample of the bottom from Bailey Bay, in 6 fathoms, 

had about the following proportions ; Impalpable and very fine mud, 

60 per cent.; coarse materials, such as fragments of larger shells, bits 

of limestone, etec., 5 per cent.; shell-sand stopped by the finer sieves, 

35 per cent. 

The washed shell-sand was estimated to consist of the following 

average percentages: 

Smaliishellsentimerand yoroliem| ss = sate a eee 65 

Corals) Millepora ete) sone -a eta ae oe eee 3 

@orallimés\ 25) 8 teen ee Re ee a ase ere agen ee epee eine 8 

BEV OZOA= 2 oe eee rs Sete eee rere hae meter ne 1 

Hichinodermis ee eee Sk ee ee oe ES RO Se fe ee 0.5 

Horamimtera ee eens eee eee Bit Sie 7a) RR ets RT 5 

Other organisms =o 3S. See ee aon ce eee eee e = acne eee 0.5 

linimestone detribusee==se ee eece ese ee ee eee ae ee ee 8 

100 

In somé samples the shells formed at least 90 per cent. Of course 

such estimates can be only approximate, for no two lots would be 

“ 
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just alike. Some of the most abundant species of small shells com- 
monly found are shown on plate xxiv, figures 1, 2. 

In the channels and passages between the islands, and especially 

on shallow bars, where there are active currents and wave action, 

the fine calcareous ooze is washed away more or less completely and~ 

the bottom usually consists, in such places, of nearly clean shell-sand, 

which may contain numerous living and dead foraminifera, amount- 

ing, in some cases, to 10 or even 20 per cent., while in the immediate 

37b 

Figure 37a.—Stichopus Moébii, spotted variety, ventral side, + natural size. 

Figure 37b.—The same, dorsal side. Drawn from life by A. H. Verrill. 

vicinity of reefs the fragments of calcareous algze may sometimes 

amount to 25 per cent. or more, and in such places the fragments of 

Millepora, Oculina, ete., may rise to 20 per cent. or more, in some 

instances. 

In the sheltered harbors and more or less enclosed lagoons, espe- 

cially in the deeper parts, where there is but little wave action, the 

fine ooze that is washed out from other places settles down and 

forms a soft, more or less coherent, whitish, grayish, or yellowish 
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mud, that Mr. Agassiz called “marl.” In such localities there are 

comparatively few living organisms, except some small foraminifera, 

though the common sea-urchin ( Zoxopneustes), the black holothurian 

(Stichopus), and various annelids may also flourish in large numbers. 

‘Such bottoms oceur in Harrington Sound, Hamilton ‘Harbor, Great 

Sound, St. George’s Harbor, ete. 

In some cases part of this ooze or mud has probably been washed 

in from the shores by rains, and in that case it comes from the old 

zolian limestones, as Mr. Agassiz claimed. But I am disposed to 

believe that most of it is recent and of the same origin as the coarser 

particles. The rocks and soil here are so porous that there 1s but 

little running water, even during rains. But during heavy storms, 

especially when of some duration, the water over all the sounds 

often becomes milky with this fine ooze that is stirred up from the 
bottom by the wave-motion. It sometimes does not clear up for a 

day or two. At such times great quantities of the fine sediment is 

deposited in those places where the water is most quiet and thus the 

ooze sometimes accumulates very rapidly.* 

The broken condition of the larger part, even of the smaller shells, 

and the finely comminuted mud are probably largely due to the fact 

that the shells, and even the mud in bulk, are the food of various 

marine animals. Indeed, it is probable that most of this sand and 

mud has more than once passed through the digestive organs of the 

mud-dwelling forms of life, and in this way the shells have been 

broken into small fragments or reduced to powder. 

One of the most important species, for this kind of geological 

work, is a large holothurian (Stichopus Mobii),t which occurs in 

great numbers on all the white muddy bottoms. (Figures 37a, 370.) 

* This fine calcareous mud is carried out to sea many miles by the tides and 

currents, for it largely covers the submarine slopes of the Bermuda mountain at 

all depths down to 2475 fathoms, and as far away as 43 miles, according to 

Thomson. He states (‘‘ The Atlantic,” i, p. 289), that the Challenger sounded on 

the slopes of Bermuda at 120, 780, 950, 1820, 2250, and 2475 fathoms, and at all 

these places the bottom material consisted largely of ‘‘ soft, white, calcareous 

mud, evidently produced by the disintegration of the Bermuda reef and of the 

multitude of pteropod shells that sink down from the surface.” 

+ Several other names have been given to this species. The scarcer variety, 

which is yellowish or brownish with large black spots, agrees best with Mébii 

Semper, of the West Indies. It was later named S. xanthomela by Heilprin. 

The abundant black variety was named S. diaboli by Heilprin, but it seems to 

be only a color variety. The name, diaboli, may well be retained to indicate 

the common black form, as a variety. 
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This is usually nearly or quite black in color, though sometimes 

spotted, and is 10 to 15 inches long and 3 to 4 inches broad. It is, 

therefore, very conspicuous when the white bottom is viewed with a 

water-glass. 

This creature, like all the larger holothurians, has a large con- 

voluted intestine, which is always found crammed full of the bottom 

mud, from which it digests out any nutritive material that it may 

Figure 38.—Holothuria Rathbuni, 1g natural size. Phot. by A. H. Verrill. 

Figure 39.—Synapta roseola, Pink Synapta, about 1s natural size; a, one of the 

dermal anchors much enlarged. 

contain, but the inert residue is passed out in great quantities and 

mostly in a state of fine division. Another large holothurian, but 
much more slender (Holothuria Rathbuni) lives buried in holes 

beneath the surface of the mud, but feeds in the same way. It is 

often 15 inches in length and pale rusty brown in color with darker 

brown blotches.* é 
Several other smaller and more slender burrowing holothurians, 

which commonly occur, belong to the genera Synapta and Chirodota. 

* These Trans., vol. xi, p. 37, pl. i, figs. 6, 7; Verrill, Zodlogy Bermuda, IJ, art. 

Ha ply t, figs: 6,0, 6, 71901. 
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Among them are S. roseola (fig. 39), S. inharens, S. acanthia, and 

C. rotifera. All of these swallow the mud in bulk, picking it up 

with their oral tentacles, which they use like hands while feeding. 

Some of the sea-urchins which live on these bottoms have the 

same habit of feeding on mud and sand in bulk, while others select 

with more care the small living mollusks. The most important of 

these is Toxopneustes variegutus (fig. 40), a round species, 2 to 4 

inches in diameter, thickly covered with dark purple, violet, or 

brown spines. it is everywhere abundant on the muddy and sandy 

bottoms, often associated with the large Stichopus, feeding in the 

Figure 40.—Toxopneustes variegatus, 24 natural size. Phot. by A. H. Verrill. 

same way. A larger but much less common species, Zipponoé escu- 

lenta, has the same habit. Its spines are shorter and nearly white. 

In certain localities a flat “cake-urchin ” or “sand-dollar,” with 

six perforations (Melitta sexforis), is abundant and feeds on the sand. 

A large starfish, with five long flat rays, is common in some places, 

living under the surface of the sand. It is remarkable for the 

rapidity with which it can glide along, using its numerous large 

ambulacral feet as paddles or oars for swimming or gliding, while 

concealed just under the loose sand. It feeds on small mollusks. 

This is the Zwidia clathrata, common also on the Carolina coasts. A 

very common ophiuroid ( Ophionereis reticulata), with long slender 

arms and a pale yellowish body, reticulated with brown lines, also 

lives in the sand and under stones. 
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Annelids of many kinds* also swallow the mud and sand with 

little selection, while others pick out, with their prehensile organs, 

the small living mollusks, etc. Among the larger forms burrowing 

in the sand are Arenicola cristuta (fig. 41) and Ewpolymnia mag- 

nifica (plate xxxv, fig 1, a); also the “ blood-drop ” Enoplobranchus 

sanguineus Ver. 

The first is often 12 to 15 inches long and nearly an inch in 

diameter. Its color in life is dark olive-green or blackish green, 

with dark red plumose gills. It is common on most of the sandy 

bottoms in shallow water and at low tide. It makes large and deep 

burrows, which often have large coils of mucus at the entrance. 

The second is nearly white, with a body more than a foot long. Its 

Figure 41.—Arenicola cristata; a, profile; 6, dorsal view; 1g natural size ; 

Phot. by A. H. Verrill. 

numerous white, slender, prehensile tentacles, which spread out in 

every direction, are often more than a foot long. Its intestine is 

usually so filled with mud and sand that the delicate walls of the 
body will burst when it is taken from its burrow. It builds in the 

burrow a large and rather delicate tube usually consisting mostly 

of small bivalve shells, both entire and broken, loosely cemented 

together. The tube is concealed in the sand or under stones in 

sandy places. It selects such materials with its tentacles and puts 

them in place with the same organs. 

* Many of the annelids were described by me in these Trans., vol. x, pp. 

595-670, 1900. 
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Another large species (Cirratulus grandis) is olive-green or yel- 
lowish brown, with numerous long reddish cirri (fig. 42). The large 

Pectinaria regalis, which constructs a remarkable portable, cornu- 

copia-shaped tube of shell-sand, the particles regularly cemented in 

a single layer, is common.* Many smaller species, with similar feed- 

ing habits, are abundant in the mud and sand, and must make large 
contributions to the deposits of fine materials. 

Many species of crabs found there, and also other crustaceans, 

feed largely on small mollusks, usually crushing the shells with 

Figure 42.—Cirratulus grandis V., nat. size. Drawn from life by A. E. Verrill. 

their strong claws, thus contributing to the shell-sand. Many of the 
univalve mollusks (Gastropoda) feed on bivalves, usually drilling 

a hole in the shell through which they suck the blood. The well- 

known “drill,” which is so destructive to young oysters on the 

American coast, is a good example. Many related species with 

similar habits are found in Bermuda. There are also many fishes, 

abundant there, that feed on small mollusca and other calcareous 

bottom organisms and thus contribute to the formation of the fine 

mud. 

* These Trans., vol. xi, p. 38, pl. viii, figs. 6, 7, 1901. 
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The rough and corroded appearance, often noticed on the surface 

of broken shells, is due, without much doubt, in nearly all cases, to 

the action of the digestive fluids of fishes and other animals that 

swallow the mollusks. In some instances similar effects may be due 

to acids generated by decaying vegetable matters, with which they 

have been in contact at the bottom. 

That no appreciable loss of the coarser bottom materials occurs 

through solution is evident, for if the carbonated waters were not 

already saturated, they would surely first dissolve the impalpable 

calcareous mud, which is everywhere present in larger or smaller 

proportions, and thus speedily become saturated with lime. Nor is 

45 

Figure 43.—Borings of Lithophagus appendiculatus, in hard limestone, about 14 

natural size. 

Figure 48a.—The same; a, one of the shells removed. 

there evidence that solidification of these sediments is taking place 

anywhere beneath the sea, by the deposition of the calcium carbon- 

ate from solution. 

The breaking up of the massive corals and the larger shells is due 

largely to the action of various kinds of boring creatures, which 

penetrate the basal and older parts of the corals and the thicker 

parts of shells and gradually weaken them till the action of the 

waves can reduce them to fragments. Specimens of the common 

brain-coral are sometimes found five to six feet in diameter. These 

are probably more than 150 years old.* They would doubtless grow 

* So far as known there is no definite limit to the duration of the life of the 

large compound corals. Were it not for accidents and enemies, such as borers, 

they might live a thousand years or more, for aught that we know to the con- 

trary. As itis, some of the Pacific massive corals become 20 to 30 feet or more 

in diameter, indicating ages of 500 to 800 years. 
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much larger were it not for the undermining of their bases by bor- 
ing sponges, mollusks, annelids, ete. 

Among the most common and important of the borers are bivalve 

mollusks of the genus Lithophaga. One of these, a dark brown or 

black species, about 2 inches long (L. nigra), is very common in 

the bases of large corals. Other species with the same habits are 
L. appendiculata (fig. 48, 43a) and JL, bisuleata. Other boring 

bivalves common here are Gastrochena rostrata and Coralliophaga 

coralliophaga.* 

Several species of annelids are constantly found in irregular 

burrows and tubes in the dead or partly dead corals, but it is uncer- 

tain, in most cases, whether they make the burrows or simply occupy 

Figure 436, a-d.—Physcosoma varians; from corals, showing different color 

varieties and states of contraction. Phot. by A. H. Verrill. 

those made by sponges and mollusks. Several large species of Jeo- 

dice, Marphysa, Nicidion, etc., are particularly common and with 

other forms found in corals will be referred to later, in discussing 

the life of the reefs. See chapter 30. 

Several species of Gephyreans also occur. One of these, Physco- 

soma varians (fig. 436), which is very common, seems to be a true 

borer, but may be only an intruder.t 
Certain species of siliceous sponges are among the most destrue- 

tive of the boring animals that attack corals and shells. They make 

* See these Trans., vol. x, pl. xiii, figs. 9, 10. 

+ See these Trans., vol. x, p. 669; Verrill, Zodlogy of Bermuda, art. 9, p. 669, 

1900. 
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irregular branched burrows of all sizes, finally reducing the coral, 

shell, or even hard limestones, to a mere honeycomb, easily crumbled 

by the waves. They mostly belong to the genus Cliona. One such 

species (C. sulphurea), common on the American coast, from Cape 

Cod to Florida, is famous for its destructive borings not only in the 

shells of oysters, etc., but even in hard marble. 

The related Bermuda sponges have not yet been determined spe- 

cifically, but they are abundant and destructive. 

One of the common reef dwelling sea-urchins (Hehinometra sub- 

angularis, pl. xxxiv, A, has the remarkable habit of forming cavities 

or holes for itself in the solid limestones. Even when it becomes 3 

to 4 inches in diameter the holes just fit its form. 

23, Modern Sand Dunes and Peat Bogs. 

In recent times the activity of the drifting sands has been quite 

variable, depending mainly on the effects of the vegetation that 

borders and encroaches upon the dunes. 

It is singular that none of the early settlers, who wrote such full 

descriptions of most of the other features of Bermuda, say anything 

definite about the drifting sands, which later became a conspicuous 

feature. Neither are areas of barren sands indicated on the early 

maps of Norwood (1626-1663). Though there is mention of some 

barren sandy lands on Ireland Island in the early records,* the dis- 

trict about Tucker’s Town was cultivated, and from the records 

appears to have been fertile, for it is mentioned that Governor 

Tucker (1616) planted figs and pomegranates there. 

Therefore it is probable that at the time of the first settlement of 

the islands (1611) the native vegetation, especially the cedars, had 

so fully covered the soil that the sands no longer drifted to any great 

extent, except close to the shores, and so did not attract attention. 

At the time when Lieut. Nelson wrote (1833-37) the drifting sands 

had attained considerable importance, and he mentions that the drift- 

ing, in the vicinity of Elbow Bay, had begun about 70 years previ- 

ously (about 1763), and at Tucker’s Town about 1773. His account 

is as follows:— 

“The proprietor of the principal part of the land of this bay, the 

venerable Captain Lightbourne, remembers an attempt about seventy 

years ago, when the inhabitants expected an attack from the French 

and Spaniards, to form a breastwork along the sand hills which 

* See these Trans., vol. xi, pp. 476-479 ; ‘‘ The Bermuda Islands,” pp. 64-67. 
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then, as at Shelly Bay, skirted the coast. In doing so they cut 

through the natural protections given by the sea-shrubs and creepers 

which usually abound in such places. From that day the sand, 

supported by constant supplies from the sea, has steadily proceeded 

up the hill to the very summit, a height of 180 feet. It is, however, 

surprising to observe the singular state of arrest under which the 

invader stands before the children of the soil. A few straggling 

cedars, widely scattered in advance of the wood which now bounds 

the space, have been passed by this sand flood, yet the dazzling, dry, 

and almost snow-white sand is checked, before the front rank of the 

Figure 44a.—Drifting sand, or advancing ‘‘sand glacier,” at Elbow Bay, about 

1875. After Thomson. 

trees, in a steep bank, varying from ten to twenty five feet in height, 

and so remarkably well defined that scarcely a particle is scattered 
beyond a distance of 20 yards. Although this inroad commenced so 

long ago, yet the principal advance has been since 1807, from which 

date about 200 yards have been gained on the eastern side. Before I 
left the colony in March, 1833, the sand had reached the northern 

corner of a cottage belonging to a man called Ned Keel (on Mr. 

Butterfield’s estate) and the top of the bank, eight feet high, was on 

a level with the eaves of the shed. During the last fourteen years 

it has progressed, at this point, only about forty yards, in a bed 

from four to eight feet deep, in consequence of the repulsive action 
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of a thin belt of cedars just below. Very near this spot also, is a 

small circular group of the same trees, which the sand has passed, 

and imbedded to the depth of from six to eight feet; but the space 

within has been so perfectly screened, that the bottom of this little 

oasis is the natural green-sward.” 

“There is another encroachment at Tucker’s town, said to have 

taken place about sixty years ago; it has crossed the neck between 

Harrington’s Sound and the sea; but beyond this it does not seem 

inclined to move. The sand has not been stopped at the eastern 

extremity of this beach, where the bluffs commence, by their very 

considerable declivity,—though it has been most effectually at the 

crest of the slope, by a natural fence of sage bush, growing partly 

in the soil and partly in the sand; which as it ascended, seems to 

have thus rolled on with the seeds of destruction to its progress in 

its own bosom.” 

When J. M. Jones wrote (1866-72), the drifting sands were still 

quite active near Elbow Bay, as quoted in my former paper (vol. x1, 

p. 474), and nearly the same conditions evidently existed at the 

time of the visit of the Challenger, in 1873. When Jones wrote, a 

small cottage had been buried by the sand, the top of the chimney 

alone being visible.* This chimney and the moving sand dune or 
“sand-glacier” were figured by Thomson in the Voyage of the 

Challenger; The Atlantic, vol. 1, p. 310-13, figs. 74-76. 

But Jones stated that even in his time the activity of the moving 

sands had greatly diminished, as compared with 1850, owing to the 

vegetation. Stevenson, in 1897, stated that the sand had advanced 

but little at Elbow Bay in the previous 20 years. 

Probably the modern activity in the drifting of the sands was 

brought about in most cases by the reckless cutting of the cedars 

and the burning of the brush, combined, perhaps, with the disturb- 

ance of the surface soil to make roads or build forts, near the shore. 

* The description of this locality by Jones, 1876, p. 81, is as follows: 

‘‘On arriving at the north-east corner of the sand-hills, the encroachment of 

the drifting sand will at once be perceived ; as the mass, some ten feet in depth, 

is now gradually covering a small garden. According to the observations made 

by persons residing close to, this overwhelming body has advanced over the 

cultivated land about eighty yards, during the last twenty-five years. At the 

N.E. corner of the hills, will be seen among some oleander trees near the top, 

the chimney of a cottage which formerly stood there, inhabited by a coloured 

family. It is now wholly buried in the drifting sand, save the chimney ; which 

alone rises above the mass to show the position of the structure.” 
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Lieut. Nelson also described the changes that had occurred at 

Shelly Bay, as follows: 

“In 1801 Shelly Bay scarcely existed: what is now the mouth, 

was at that time a row of sand hills; and the road on thé north side 

lay close within. Some free blacks who lived there, being in need 
of fuel, cut down the plants which kept these sand hills in a solid 

state. Being no longer duly opposed, the sea quickly broke through, 

and now retains possession of the ground at least 100 yards in rear 

of the old road, traces of which are still visible. The Mangrove 

Swamp between the beach and the present road was until then a 

garden.” ... 

The condition of Shelly Bay appears to be still nearly as described 

by Nelson.* As to its previous condition, I know of no earlier 

description in which the sand hills across its mouth are mentioned. 

On the contrary, on the early maps of Norwood it is represented 

with nearly its present outline. In the earliest accounts it is men- 

tioned as a bay abounding in fishes (1610), discovered by Mr. Shelly, 

one of Admiral Somers’ party, in 1609. Therefore, unless Lieut. 

Nelson was misinformed as to its condition in 1801, the sand hills 

across its mouth must have been formed after the settlement, which 

seems improbable. I am disposed to think that the change was not 

nearly so great as Nelson was led to believe. 

As to Tucker’s Town, the sand still continues to drift in that 

district, and sand-dunes are still forming near the shore (see pl. xxi, 

fig. 2), though the area of drifting sand seems to be much less than 

formerly, owing to the great increase of native sand-dwelling vege- 

tation and the introduction of additional species. 

One of the most important species growing here in the sand close 

to the shore is Secevola lobelia, a low shrub which has thick, leathery 

leaves and long creeping root-stalks. It is the species shown on the 

sands in my plates.{ A little farther away from the shore the “‘ Sage- 

bush” (Lantana) becomes important, and the seaside morning- 
glory (Ipomea pes-cupre), with several seaside grasses, especially 

Cenchrus tribuloides. At the edges of the advancing sand the olean- 

ders and cedars, with other plants, form barriers to its advance. In 

* For a view of Shelly Bay, see these Trans., xi, pl. xviii; ‘‘ The Bermuda 

Islands,” same plate. 

+ See these Trans., vol. xi, pp. 474-479, pls. Ixxv and Ixxvi; ‘‘The Bermuda 

Islands,” pp. 62-67, same plates. 

t See pl. xxi, fig. 2. Also these Trans. pl. Ixxv and Ixxvi; ‘‘The Bermuda 

Islands,” same plates. 
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fact, at the times of our visits the sand was drifting but little at any 

place except near Tucker’s Town, owing to the vegetation. 

An unusually long drouth, by injuring or destroying the vegeta- 

tion, might cause the sands to drift again in many localities. It was 

also noticed that in several limited areas the drifting sand did not 

come from the beaches, but was derived from the crumbling of old 

veolian rocks. 

Peat Bogs. 

Deposits of peat of considerable extent occur in several of the 

swamps in Bermuda. The most extensive are in Devonshire Swamp 

Figure 44b.—View in Devonshire Swamp. From a photograph, after Thomson. 

and Pembroke Marsh, These swamps occupy deep valleys between 

the hills of wolian limestone and their bottoms are many feet below 

the present sea-level, so that the water in them is more or less 

brackish below the surface. Governor Lefroy is reported to have 

tested the depth of peat in Pembroke Marsh, in 1872. It is said 

that he found that it was 42 feet or more deep.* 

* See p. 87; and ‘‘ The Bermuda Islands,” p. 55. Also J. M. Jones, Visitor’s 

Guide, p. 121. For view of Pembroke Marsh, see ‘‘The Bermuda Islands,” p. 

159, cut 382. 
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The lower portions of these peat beds must be of great age, while 

the upper portions are very modern, A careful exploration of the 

lower parts might afford the remains of plants, birds, insects, snails, 

etc, which are now extinct in Bermuda. The only records that I 

have seen in regard to this is the statement that cedar trees five feet 

in diameter have been found buried in the peat, but this is not much 

larger than some found growing by the earliest settlers. The peat 

of these bogs is not composed, to any great extent, of the remains of 

Sphagnum and other mosses,* as in cold climates, but mainly of the 

leaves, stems, and roots of larger plants, such as several large ferns 

that grow luxuriantly, and to the height of 6 to 8 feet,t reeds, 

sedges, palmetto, cedar, with vines and shrubs of various kinds. 

(See figure 440.) 

This peat, where purest, resembles superficially the ordinary peat 

of colder climates, and burns equally well when dried. In some 

localities it has been dug for a fertilizer. I am not aware that its 

microscopic structure has been studied by any one for scientific pur- 

poses. Eventually it may yield many facts of much scientific inter- 

est. The deposition of peat in some of the swamps is still going on, 

but in many places the swamps have been partially or wholly drained 

and are now cultivated. 

Additional note on Bottom Deposits. 

Chapter 22 was in type long before I had seen the following 

valuable paper :—The Shoal Water Deposits of the Bermuda Banks, 

Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts and Sci., xl, No. 15, 1905, pp. 559-592. 
(Cont. from Berm. Biolog. Sta., No. 5.) By Henry B. Bigelow. 

In this work the author has given a pretty detailed account of the 

character of the bottom deposits that he examined from numerous 

localities, representing about all the varieties of bottom to be found, 

within the outer reefs. His results agree pretty closely with my 

own, though he found foraminifera more abundant in several places 

* Several species of such mosses do occur, though of relatively small impor- 

tance. Among them are: Sphagnum cymbifolium, S. cuspidatwm, and Isop- 

terygium tenerum, 

+ Among the larger and more abundant swamp ferns are Acrostichum aureum, 

Pteris aquilina, Osmunda regalis, O. cinnamomea, Woodwardia virginica, Aspi- 

dium coriaceum. See also, ‘‘ The Bermuda Islands,” pp. 162-166, for some of 

the rarer species. ; 

{ For section at Ireland Island, showing ancient submerged bed of peat, see 

figure 58. 
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than I did anywhere. He also gives a somewhat greater percentage 

to the calcareous alge, in certain places, than I have done. He fol- 

lows Mr. A. Agassiz in attributing the fine mud and marl entirely to 

the erosion of the rocks and sands of the shore and reefs, overlook- 

ing the very important part that living animals take in the grinding 

up of the shells, etc., as explained in the preceding pages. He 

apparently overlooked the early studies of Nelson, Moseley, and 

others on this subject, and does not refer to them or to my own 

paper (Notes on the Geology of Bermuda,* 1900), even in his bibliog- 

raphy. In my paper of 1900 there was a fairly good though brief 

discussion of the subject, with figures of the sands from photo- 

graphs. He informs me that it was accidentally overlooked. 

One of the most novel and interesting parts of his paper relates to 

the character of the deposits on the Challenger Bank. The bottom 

was found to be covered with rounded pebbles composed of the 

nullipore, Lithothamnion ungeri, on all sides, and carrying serpule, 

small corals (Madracis), bryozoa, etc. From this he concludes that 

wave-action with force sufficient to roll these masses over (some 

were 6 inches in diameter) extends to the depth of 30 to 40 fathoms, 

which is quite contrary to the current scientific belief. 

To me his conclusion that they are continually turned over by 

wave-action seems unnecessary. Plants of that sort require so little 

light that the diffuse and reflected light enables them to grow on the 

lower shaded sides of rounded pebbles in shallow water, though not 

on the parts resting on the bottom. Fishes with burrowing and 

rooting habits may turn such pebbles over frequently and continually 

while searching for their prey, and so might the larger crabs and 
other crustacea, the Octopus, etc., thus causing them to grow on all 

sides and keeping them free of sediment. 

In enumerating the most important genera of shells (p. 568) he 

places the well known bivalves, Codakia, Cardium, and Gouldia 

among the gastropods. 

The fragments of “red Serpula” that he refers to on pp. 566, 567, 

probably are fragments of one of the Vermetide (Zenagodus (Sili- 

quaria) ruber Schum.). I do not know any species of Serpulide 

with red tubes. (See above, p. 139.) 

* Amer. Journ. Science, ix, pp. 313-340, with cuts in text, 1900. 

Trans. Conn. Acap., Vou. XII. il3| Frpruary, 1906. 
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Parr IV.—II. PaLeontTo.toey. 

24. Fossils of the Walsingham Formation. 

In a former chapter (pp. 68-74), I have discussed the occurrence 

of numerous fossil land-shells, nine of which are now extinct, in this 

formation. Besides the land shells we find in it the well-known 

large West Indian “whelk” (Livona pica, fig. 60). The latter is 

often abundant, just as it is in the later zolian limestones. It was 

undoubtedly carried up from the sea beaches to the sand hills by 

the land hermit crab ( Cenobita diogenes, fig. 60), which is still found 

on the modern sand hills with the ancient fossil shells on its back, 

for these fossil shells are so commonly weathered out entire that 

they are always available. Many of these ancient specimens still 

retain the external color and the pearly luster of the interior nacreous 

lining. This species, though still common in the West Indies, seems 

to have died out in Bermuda in modern times. There is no authentic 

record of recent living specimens.* 

a. Land Shells. 

The most interesting of the fossil shells belong to a genus of 

snails peculiar to Bermuda, named Pecilozonites by Pilsbry. It 

differs anatomically from all the related genera, but its nearest allies 

are found in eastern North America. It is by no means certain that 

all the extinct species referred to this genus really belong to it, but 

most of them strongly resemble the living forms. At the time when 

this formation was deposited the genus had already reached its 

maximum development and greatest differentiation, for at that 

remote time the largest known species (P. Welsoni) was very abun- 

dant, while at the same time the smallest and most diversely formed 

species, such as P. cupula and P. Dailli, were in existence. Six 

species and five well marked varieties are now recognized. All the 
species and all but one of the varieties are found fossil in this forma- 

tion. This proves that the genus had been established or had orig- 

inated here at a period long anterior to the deposition of the oldest 

rocks now known on the islands, for such differentiation implies a 

very long period of evolution. Three species of the genus and four 

varieties are now extinct. The other associated species belong to 

well known American and West Indian genera. 

* See ‘‘ The Bermuda Islands,” p. 296; these Trans., xi, p. 708, for a discus- 

sion of this matter. 
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An important paper on the fossil land shells of Bermuda has 

recently been published by Mr. A. Gulick,* in which he has described 

several new species and has given many details of their occurrence. 

Most of his new species had been collected previously by us, in 1898 

and 1901, but not described. 

The following species have been found in this formation: 

Pcecilozonites Nelsoni (Bland) Pilsbry. 

Hyalina Nelsoni Bland, Annals Lyc. Nat. Hist., N. York, xi, p. 78, 1875 (as a 

variety of H. bermudensis). 

Pecilozonites Nelsoni Pilsbry, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Philad., 1888, p. 290, 

pl. xvii, figs. J. K. L.; in Heilprin’s Bermuda Islands, p. 197, pl. 16, 

figs. J. K. L.; Trans. Conn. Acad., x, p. 500, 1900. Verrill, op. cit., xi, p. 

728; “‘The Bermuda Islands,” p. 316. A. Gulick, Proc. Acad. N. Sci., 

Philad., 1904, p. 415, pl. xxxvi, fig. 4. 

Pachystyla mauritiana in Bartram’s List, Berm, Almanac, 1881, p. 125. 

PuaTE XXV; PuaTeE XXVI, FicuREs 4-8. Aso FicuRES 45, 46, 47. 

This large extinct species is remarkably variable in form. In 

some localities most of the specimens are conical, about as high as 

broad, or even higher, while in other localities the spire is much 

depressed or flattened. The original type of Mr. Bland was the low 

and flattened form to which Mr. A. Gulick has recently given the 

variety name, discoides. (See fig. 46.) But intermediate forms are 

not uncommon. ‘Those specimens that have a large callus on the 

inner lip Mr. Gulick called variety callosus. The amount of callus 

is also inconstant, so that no sharp line can be drawn between these 

varietal forms. They sometimes occur together, but more commonly 

are found at different stations. 

The surface, in all the varieties, is generally ornamented by low, 

oblique, curved ribs, as shown on plate xxv. Many of the specimens 

from some localities retain traces of the original color. It was 

usually yellowish brown, with irregular streaks or blotches of 

reddish brown crossing the whorls, and sometimes with a subsutural 

band and one or two wider peripheral bands of brown, much as in 

some existing specimens of P. bermudensis. 

The mass of specimens figured on plate xxv, and fig. 45, came 

from the Walsingham district, between Harrington Sound and Castle 

Harbor, and near Paynter’s Vale. They are cemented together by a 

* Proc. Acad. Nat. Science, Philad., 1904, pp. 406-425, pl. xxxvi. 
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hard, red, calcareous matrix, containing red clay. The shells in this 

cluster are all of the high, conical form, now named variety conoides. 

(See pl. xxvi, fig. 4.) Some of them show color markings, as 

described above. This species is common in the Walsingham dis- 

trict, all along the western and southwestern shores of Castle Har- 

bor, as stated above (see pp. 68-70), and at many other localities. 

Mr. Gulick found it in the ancient sandy strata at his station 818, 

near Tucker’s Town, but not in later deposits of the same kind. It 

was found in great abundance at Ireland Island by Lieut. Nelson 

(1840), who described its occurrence as follows: 

“In the centre of this rock was a cavern; and entangled amongst 

the stalagmitic lining (as well as in that of other caves and crevices), 

or else lying in heaps in the loose red earth within, we found abun- 

Figure 45.—Mass of breccia-like material, containing numerous shells of the 

extinct Nelson’s snail (P. Nelsoni, var. conoides), imbedded in stalagmite 

and indurated red clay from the Walsingham formation. About } natural 

‘size. 

dance of a large and delicate Helix [P. Nelsoni|. In another 

instance upwards of thirty bushels were recovered, without any 

earth among them: a circumstance easily accounted for by the com- 

mon habit of these animals to shelter in holes wherever they can 

find them. I have never seen these creatures alive, nor have I ever 

heard of their having been seen in that state ; but still they were 

found with a smaller Helix deep in the compact rock. This Helix 
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[P. bermudensis|, which is the common living snail of the island, 

I obtained in the hardest stone and in the loosest sand; sometimes 

lined with druses of carbonate of lime, sometimes filled with a solid 

cast, at other times slightly cemented together, and frequently 

retaining some colour; in which condition they are generally found, 

as before mentioned, in every part of the colony.” 

This rock was a mass of marine or beach limestone, containing 

fossil corals (see under Devonshire formation below). The fossil 

snails in the cavern with red soil indicate that a mass of soil and 

calcareous sands of earlier origin, and containing these fossil shells, 

was imbedded beneath this mass of beach rock, and by its subsequent 

decomposition, the shells and red clay contained in it were left in 

the space it had occupied. 

This large species appears to have become extinct at the time of 

the great subsidence at the close of the Walsingham period, when 

great changes in the climate and vegetation must have occurred. 

It occurs at almost all the quarries opened in the limestones of 

this formation, especially on the west and southwest sides of Castle 

Harbor, both in the hard limestone and the red-clay breccia filling 

cavities. Also at Bailey Bay, Knapton Hill, etc. 

Poecilozonites Nelsoni Bland, var. Nelsoni Verrill. 

Pecilozonites Nelsoni, var. discoides Gulick, op. cit., p. 416, pl. xxxvi, fig. 

4, 1904. 

P. Nelsoni Pilsbry in Heilprin, ‘‘ The Bermuda Islands,” p. 197, 1889, pl. 16. 

Figure 46. Pirate XXVI, Fiaures 7, 8. 

This variety, in its extreme form, has a low flattened spire, but in 

most other respects differs very little from the more elevated forms 

of the species. Intermediate states frequently occur. It is found 

associated with the high-spired variety, but more often alone, at 
several localities in the vicinity of Castle Harbor and Bailey Bay. 

The last whorls are often distorted. 

Bland’s original description applied strictly to this form, named 

discoides by Gulick. He gave the height as 19™"; diameters 

37 X34™™", which are almost exactly the proportions that Mr. Gulick 

gives for his variety discoides. He gives for one: height, 19™™; 

diameter, 37"; for another, height, 19.5™™; diameter, 39™™. (See 

our fig. 46.) 
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Peecilozonites Nelsoni, var. callosus Gulick. 

A. Gulick, The Fossil Land Shells of Bermuda, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sei., Philad., 

1904, p. 414, pl. xxxvi, fig. 5. P. Nelsoni (pars), Pilsbry, Proc. Acad. Nat. 

Sci., Philad., 1888, p. 290, pl. xvii, fig. K ; reprint in Heilprin, ‘‘ The Ber- 

muda Islands,” p. 197, pl. 16, fig. K. 

Puate XXVI, FicuRES 5, 6. ALSO TEXT-FIGURE 47, TYPE. 

Several good examples of this variety, in excellent preservation, 

belonging to the American Museum, New York, were lent to me 

for figuring by Mr. R. P. Whitfield. They were collected by him 

at Bailey Bay, in a road-side cutting and in cavernous places in the 

hills west of Mr. Seon’s house. I personally collected similar speci- 

mens, but not as perfect, in the same vicinity. I also found the same 

variety in a ledge below low-water mark at Bailey Bay Island, and 

in a road-cut near Castle Harbor. Mr. Gulick’s specimens were 

46 47 

Figure 46.—Pecilozonites Nelsoni, var. Nelsoni. 

Figure 47.—P. Nelsoni, var. callosus, type. Both about natural size, copied from 

Gulick. 

from Knapton Hill and Tucker’s Town. Specimens of the same 

kind were sent to me thirty years ago by J. M. Jones. Some of the 

figures of P. Nelsoni published by Mr. Pilsbry in Heilprin’s Ber- 
muda Islands, pl. 16, reprinted from Proc. Philad. Acad. for 1888, 

p- 290, pl. xvii, also represent this variety. 
Mr. Gulick states that this variety is smaller than the ordinary 

form, but some of our specimens are much larger than his and 

exceed the diameter of his largest examples of the ordinary form, 

so that the size cannot be used as a varietal character. Its depressed 

form, thicker shell, the thickened outer lip, and thick callus of the 

inner lip are the only notable distinctions, but all these are variable 

characters in this species. 

The following description of the larger Bailey Bay specimens was 

prepared several years ago, when I had also given it a varietal name 

in MSS. 
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Shell large and thick, with a rather low spire, the height usually 

less than two-thirds of the breadth. Base strongly convex. Umbili- 

cus variable, but usually small and deep, and often partly covered 

by the slightly reflexed, angular edge of the lip. Body whorl 

obtusely angulated or obsoletely subcarinate. Sutures impressed, 

sometimes slightly canaliculate. Whorls 8 to 9. Spire sometimes 
much depressed, with an even slope, due to the flattened upper 

whorls, in other cases broad, conical, with the upper whorls a little 

more rounded. 

The sculpture consists of numerous, very oblique and usually well- 

marked costule, parallel with the lines of growth ; sometimes they 

are strongly developed and rather coarse, especially on the upper 

side of the body-whorl. Aperture somewhat irregular, transversely 

oblong-ovate, the outer end rounded, the basal side flattened, and 

the columellar end subtruncate, with a slight, excurved sinus, both at 

the basal angle and at the umbilical angle. The inner lip, in the 

older shells, is often much thickened, with a thick white callus; the 

thickening also affects the columella and outer part of the lip in 

most cases. 

Color, when preserved, pale yellowish brown with a wide band of 

orange-brown, both above and below the periphery of the body- 

whorl, and sometimes with a narrower subsutural band of the same 

color. In some cases the upper surface is also flammulated with 

reddish brown. 

Diameter of the largest specimen, 45™™; height, 23™™. Another 

has the diameter, 31™™; height, 28™™; length of aperture, 14™™; its 

breadth, 7™™. In Mr. Gulick’s type the diameter was 33™™; height 

7 ean 

Peecilozonites Nelsoni, var. conoides Verrill, nov. 

Figure 45. Puate XXV, Types. Puate XXVI, FIGURE 4, TYPE. 

This name is now proposed for the high-spired or conical form of 

this species, in which the height is from two-thirds to nine-tenths 

the diameter of the shell, or sometimes even equal to it. 

It was figured by Pilsbry in Heilprin’s “The Bermuda Islands,” 

PloLG.. Ji 

It is the most common form of the species in many places in the 

vicinity of Castle Harbor, and was considered the typical form by 

Mr. Gulick. But Mr. Bland’s original description, as stated above, 

applies only to the depressed form. The surface in many of the 
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specimens is strongly costulate (see pl. xxv, a, 6, e). The umbilicus 

is of moderate size or small. Many of the specimens are flammulated 

with brownish, and some have peripheral brown bands preserved. 
This variety passes into the others by all intermediate gradations. 

One of the largest examples (see pl. xxvi, fig. 4) has the height 

32™™; diameter, 41™™. The type specimens are from near the 

western shore of Castle Harbor in a mass of red-clay and stalagmite. 
It occurs in numerous localities in that district and near Paynter’s 

Vale. Also on the shore opposite Coney Island, ete. 

Peecilozonites Bermudensis, var. zonatus Verrill. 

These Trans., vol. xi, p. 728, 1902. ‘‘The Bermuda Islands,” p. 316 [728], 

note, 1902. Gulick, op. cit., p. 418, pl. xxxvi, fig. 3, 1904. 

PuatE XXVI, FiauRES 1, 2. Puate XXVII, FicuRES 2, a-l, TYPES. 

This variety occurs abundantly in the softer limestones and imper- 

fectly consolidated sands of the Devonshire and Paget formations, 

in which its colors are often very well preserved. The examples 

figured are all of the latter period. Hence it will be more fully dis- 

cussed under that formation. 

It is found, however, associated with P. Nelsoni and other extinct 

species in the Walsingham formation, though in most cases far less 

abundantly than the latter. 

The most productive localities are especially in the hard Walsing- 

ham limestones at the quarries near the west and south-west shores 

of Castle Harbor ; we also found it near Bailey Bay and near Coney 
Island. Station 814 (Gulick). 

It occurs both in the limestone and in the reddish breccia-like 

stalagmites containing red-clay, found in this district. 

Peecilozonites Reinianus (Pfr.) Pilsbry. 

Helix Reiniana Pfeiffer, Malak., xi, p. 1, 18638. 

Pecilozonites Reinianus Pilsbry, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Philad., 1888, p. 290, 

pl. xvii, I, D, reprinted in Heilprin, ‘‘ The Bermuda Islands,” p. 198, pl. 

16, I, D (radula); these Trans., x, p. 500. 

Verrill, these Trans., xi, p. 728; ‘‘The Bermuda Islands,” p. 316 [728], 1902. 

Gulick, op. cit., p. 419, 1904. 

FIGuRES 66a, 660. 

This species is much smaller than the preceding ; diameter, 

9-11™™; height, 5-6". The spire is depressed (nearly flat in var. 
P. Goode). The umbilicus is large, about one-third the diameter 

EE EE ee 
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of the shell, and shows all the whorls. The whorls of the spire are 

somewhat convex, the apical one smooth; the body-whorl is rounded 

when adult. The shell is usually flammulated with chestnut-brown in 

recent specimens and some of the fossils show the same colors. 

There is no internal lamella. The fossil shells are usually somewhat 

larger than the recent ones. As a living species it is not abundant. 

Occurs not infrequently at the quarries of hard limestone near the 

shores of Castle Harbor with P. Nelson, and elsewhere, but usually 

in the form or var. antiguus. Gulick obtained his best specimens at 

locality 815, near Harrington House. It also occurs in the Devon- 

shire and Paget formations. 

Variety Goodei Pilsb. 

Pilsbry, Proc. Acad. N. Sci., Philad., 1889, p. 85, pl. iii, figs. 12, 13; these 

Trans., x, p. 500; Gulick, op. cit., p. 419. ; 

This living variety was distinguished merely on account of its 

nearly flat spire and larger umbilicus. Diameter, 9-10™™; height, 

3.25—4™™, 

It is reported by Mr. Gulick as found fossil at Town Hill (his 

station 819). 

Variety antiquus, nov. 

PuaTs XXVI, FIGURE 3. 

A single specimen of a peculiar form of Pecilozonites was found 

imbedded in the stalagmitic mass of P. Nelson figured on pl. xxv, 

(see also fig. 45). 
If it be not somewhat abnormal, it may represent a new species, 

in some ways intermediate between P. Reinianus and P. circum- 

Jirmatus, var. discrepans. It has rather the form of the first (var. 

Goodei), but it apparently had a faint internal ridge in the last 

whorl, unless due to injury during life. 

The spire is almost flat, composed of about seven somewhat con- 

vex whorls, separated by impressed sutures. Surface rather strongly 

costulate; on the last whorl the costulz are interrupted a little above 

the periphery by a slight groove. The solid stalagmitic cast of the 
interior shows, in spots where the shell is broken away, a very slight 

peripheral groove, as if there had been a very thin internal ridge, 

corresponding to the external groove. Probably this may have been 

produced by an injury during the growth of the shell. The basal 

side of the shell is wholly concealed. The last whorl is well rounded, 
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not angulated at the periphery. The aperture is more lunate than 

in the existing varieties, owing to the more compressed whorls. It 

is larger than the living forms. Faint flammulations of red-brown 

color are preserved. Diameter, 10™"; height, about 5™™. Other 

similar specimens have the diameter, 13™™; height, 6™™. From a 

quarry near Castle Harbor. We found broken specimens of the same 

variety in a road-cut at Bailey Bay, bat without the slight per- 

ipheral furrow. 

It seems to be nearest to P. Reinianus, var. Goode, but the latter 

is smaller and more delicate, has less evident costulation, and the 

whorls are less compressed. 

Peecilozonites circumfirmatus (Redf.) Pilsbry. 

Hyalina circumfirmata Redfield, Am. Lyc. Nat. Hist., New York, vi, p. 16. 

Pecilozonites circumfirmatus Pilsbry, op. cit., 1889, p. 291, pl. xvii, figs. F, 

G, H (shell), A, B [radula and jaw]; same reprinted in Heilprin, ‘‘ The 

Bermuda Islands,” p. 199, pl. 16, 1889; these Trans., x, p. 500, 1890. Verrill, 

these Trans., x, p. 728, figs. 67, a, b, 1902; the same, ‘‘ The Bermuda Islands,” 

p. 316, fig. 67. Gulick, op. cit., p. 420, 1904. 

Figures 48a, 480. 

This delicate species is similar to the last in size and form. Its 

diameter is usually 9 to 12™™; height, about 6-7™™. The fossil shells 

differ but little from the recent ones. It is easily distinguished from 

others of the genus by the internal revolving lamina. 

Figure 48.—Pecilozonites circumfirmatus; a, upper, and 6, under surfaces, x 24, 

from photographs of recent specimens by A. H. V. 

Specimens were found by us at Bailey Bay in the interior of P. 

Nelsoni. It occurs at numerous localities in the Walsingham forma- 

tion with P. Nelsoni, as well as in the later Devonshire and Paget 

formations. We found it common in the strata near Hungry Bay 

just above the Devonshire beach limestones. It is a common living 

species. 
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Variety discrepans (Pfr.). 

This variety is separated only on account of its nearly flat spire. 

This is a variable character, as in P. Nelsoni, and intermediate forms 

are not uncommon. Mr. Gulick records it from the older hard lime- 

stones and red clay pockets at Knapton Hill and near Castle Harbor; 

also from ancient unconsolidated sands at Tucker’s Town (his sta. 

818). We took it from the sand inside a shell of P. Nelsoni, founc 

in a road-cut at Bailey Bay, and also in strata immediately above the 

Devonshire beach-limestones at Hungry Bay. It is found living, 

but is not common. 

Peecilozonites cupula Gulick. 

, Op. cit., p. 417, pl. xxxvi, fig. 2, 1904. 

Figure 49, TYPE. 

Easily distinguished by its dome-shaped spire. It has about 8 

whorls; diameter 16 to 20™™; height, 13 to 15™™. Some specimens 

show traces of subsutural and peripheral color bands. 

IS 
Figure 49.—P. cupula; 50, Pecilozonites Dulli ; 51, Zonitoides Bristoli. Types. 

All copied from Gulick. 

Several specimens were found by Mr. Gulick at a quarry of hard 

limestone near Paynter’s Vale, southwest shore of Castle Harbor (his 

locality 806), associated with other extinct species. 

Peecilozonites Dalli Gulick. 

Op. cit., p. 417, pl. xxxvi, fig. 1, 1904. 

FIGURE 50, TYPE. 

This small species is higher than broad, with an elevated spire, 

rounded apex, and convex base. Diameter, 7 to 7.3"; height 8.5 to 

10™™, Whorls about 9, polished, whitish, with two brownish per- 

ipheral lines. |Umbilicus small, partly covered by the reflexed 

columellar margin. Exact locality unknown. 
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Zonitoides Bristoli Gulick. 

Op. cit., p. 421, pl. xxxvi, fig. 13, 1904. 

FiGuRE 51, TYPE. 

A minute species, having three convex whorls, which are finely 

costulate and covered with fine and regular spiral lines. Diameter, 

pepe hese. OTe. 

Recorded from the hard Walsingham limestone at station 807 by 

Gulick. Also from near Tucker’s Town, in sand-pits at station 818* 

(type). It was not observed by our parties. Not known living. 

Zonitoides minusculus Binney. 

Pilsbry, op. cit., 1900, p. 501, pl. lxii, fig. 11. Verrill, op. cit., p. 317 [729], 

fig. 71, 1892. Gulick, op. cit., p. 421, 1904. 

FIGURE 52, RECENT. 

This well-known, minute North American species was recorded by 

Gulick, as found with the preceding at station 807. It is not uncom- 

mon as a living species in Bermuda. It is widely distributed in 

North America, ranging northward to New England and southward 

to the West Indies. 

Figure 52.—Zonitoides minusculus, enlarged, after Binney. 

Figure 52a.—Thysanophora hypolepta, much enlarged, after Pilsbry. 

Figure 58.—Strobilops Hubbardi, enlarged 4 diameters, after Binney. 

Euconulus turbinatus Gulick. . 

Op. cit., 1904, p. 420, pl. xxxvi, figs. 8, 9, 10. 

Figures 55a, 55b, TYPES. 

A small conical species with a high spire and blunt apex. Whorls 

7%, narrow, nearly flat, umbilicus small, Diameter 2.8 to 3™™; 

height, 3.4™™. 

* The sandy or unconsolidated strata at this station probably belong to the 

Walsingham formation, as the characteristic fossils occur in them. 
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Gulick records this species from the Walsingham limestones at 

station 806, near Castle Harbor, and at 807, Knapton Hill, and also 

from the sand-pits at station 818. Also from the Paget sand-pits 

(sta. 808). The specimen figured (550) was from station 807. We 

found it in the red-clay breccia on the west shore of Castle Harbor, 

mostly as casts. It is not known to be living. 

Thysanophora hypolepta Shuttl., Bern. Mitth., March, 1854, p. 129. 

Helix (Microphysa) hypolepta Pilsbry, Proc. Philad. Acad. Nat. Sci., 1889, p. 

82, pl. iii, figs. 6-8; Pilsbry in Heilprin, ‘‘ The Bermuda Islands,” p. 200, 

pl. 16, figs. M. M. 

Thysanophora hypolepta Pilsbry, these Trans., x, p. 49, pl. Ixii, figs. 2a, 2b, 

1900. Verrill, these Trans., xi, p. 728, figs. 68, a, b; ‘‘ The Bermuda Is.,” 

p. 316, figs. 68, a, b, 1902. Gulick, op. cit., p. 413, 1904. 

FIGURE 52a ; RECENT. 

This minute species is still living in Bermuda, but is not known 

from any other locality. It has a broader umbilicus than Z. minws- 

culus and a rounder aperture. They are similar in size and appear- 

ance. Gulick records this from Knapton Hill, station 807, and near 

Paynter’s Vale, station 806, but not from the Paget sands. We 
found it in the sand from the interior of Pecilozonites Nelsoni, 

taken from a road-cut at Bailey Bay. 

Strobilops Hubbardi (Brown). 

Helix Hubbardi Brown, Proc. Acad. N. Sci., Philad., 1861, p. 383. 

Strobila Hubbardi Tryon, Am. J. Conch., ii, p. 259, 1866. Binney, Terrest. 

Mol. U. States, v, p. 261, fig. 153, 1878. 

Strobilops Hubbardi Gulick, op. cit., p. 4138, 1904. 

FIGURE 53, RECENT. 

This minute species, now living in the southern United States and 

Jamaica, was recorded by Gulick as found at station 806, near 

Paynter’s Vale. It is not known as a recent shell in Bermuda. He 

gives the size of the fossil shell as diameter 2.8"; height, 1.2™™. 

Pupa (Bifidaria) servilis Guild. 

Pupa pellucida Bland, Am. Lyc. Nat. Hist., New York, vii, p. 351, 1861. 

Pupwu (Bifidaria) servilis Pilsbry, these Trans., x, p. 497, pl. Ixii, fig. 6, 1890. 

Verrill, op. cit., p. 729, fig. 74a, 1902 ; Bermudas Is., p. 317, fig. 74a. 

Bifidaria servilis Gulick, op. cit., p. 414. 

FIGURE 68a, RECENT. 

This is a minute species, still living in Bermuda, Cuba, the 
Bahamas, ete. It was found by Mr. Gulick in the imperfectly con- 
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solidated strata near Tucker’s Town (station 818) which I refer to the 

Walsingham period. 

Pupa (Bifidaria) rupicola (Say, not of Binney). 

Pilsbry, these Trans., x, p. 498, pl. lxii, fig. 8, 1900 (description). Verrill, 

these Trans., xi, p. 729, fig. 74c, 1902; ‘‘ The Bermuda Is.,” p. 317, fig. 74e. 

Bifidaria rupicola Gulick, op. cit., p. 414, 1904. 

FIGURE 68c ; RECENT. 

This was recorded from station 806, near Paynter’s Vale, by 

Gulick, and also from station 808, in Paget sands. It is still living 

but not common in Bermuda. Also found in the southern United 

States and Cuba. 

Vertigo numellata Gulick. 

Op. cit., p. 413, pl. xxxvi, fig. 6, 1904. 

Figure 54c, TYPE. 

This minute extinct species is the most common of the fossil 

Pupide. Gulick recorded it from station 806, Paynter’s Vale, and 

807, Knapton Hill. We obtained it from sand in the cavity of P. 

54a 546 d4e 54d , 5da 5d5b 

Figures 54a, 54b, Carychium bermudensis Gul., profile and front views. 54e, 

Vertigo numellata Gul. 54d, Vertigo Marki Gul. 55a, 55b, Huconulus 

turbinatus Gul. All reduced from Gulick’s figures. 

Nelsoni, from near Bailey Bay, and from the red-clay breccia near 
Castle Harbor. It is not known from the Devonshire nor Paget 

formations, nor as a living species. 

Vertigo Marki Gulick. 

Op. cit., p. 414, pl. xxxvi, fig. 7, 1904. 

FicurEe 54d, TYPE. 

Slightly larger than the last. Diameter, 1™”; height, 1.9"™. 

Found by Gulick at the same stations as the preceding, but not so 

common. We found it in the sand from inside P. Nelsoni, Bailey 

Bay road-cut, with the last. Not known from newer deposits. 
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Carychium bermudense Gulick. 

Op. cit., p. 415, pl. xxxvi, figs. 11, 12. 

FIGURES d4a, 54b, TYPE. 

This extinct species has about five convex whorls with the surface 

finely striate, corneous white. Aperture oblique, with a broadly 

expanded reflexed lip, thickened within, and with a slight promi- 

nence just above the middle. Columellar lamella minute and deeply 

situated. Diameter, 0.9"™; height, 1.8™™. 

We took several good specimens from fine sand found in the 

interior of the shells of Pecilozonites Nelsoni from road-cut near 

Bailey Bay. It was associated with the two preceding and other 

species. It also occurred, chiefly as casts, with several other species, 

in a red-clay breccia from the west shore of Castle Harbor. Gulick 
found it common in the red-clay deposits at his stations 806 and 807, 

and in the sands at station 818. He also records it from the Paget 

sands, stations 808, 809. It is not known to be living. 

Succinea somersensis sp. nov. 

Succinea bermudensis (pars) Gulick, op. cit., 1904, p. 421 (non Pfeiffer). 

The ancient form, from the Walsingham formation, seems to be 

distinct from the recent species, which may have been a modern 

importation from the West Indies.* 

The fossil species is larger and stouter—usually 12 to 13™™ long 

and about 7™™ in diameter; length of the last whorl about 9™™. It 

is pretty regularly ovate, the breadth more than half the length. 

Surface nearly smooth, but showing delicate lines of growth. Spire 
small and acute. The shell is thicker than in the living form. Our 

largest specimen is 12™™ long; 7™™ broad. 

Gulick gives for his largest example, length, 13™"; diameter, 7™™. 

It is seldom that the modern species becomes more than 10 to 11™™ 

in length, usually it is 8 to 9. Not uncommon in the Walsingham 

district. Mr. Gulick records it from his stations 806, 807, and 818. 

Whether his specimens from the sand-pits (Paget formation), at 

* The small species now living in Bermuda (see figure 70) has had several 

names. Some of the references are as follows: 

Succinea barbadensis Guilding, Zool. Journ., iii, p. 532, Supl., pl. 27, figs. 

4-6. Pilsbry, these Trans., x, p. 502. Verrill, these Trans., xi, p. 729, figs. 

80, a, b, 1902; ‘‘ The Bermuda Is.,” p. 317, figs. 80, a, b. 

Succinea bermudensis Pfeiffer, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1857, p. 110; Gulick, 

op. cit., p. 421, 1904. 
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stations 808 and 809, were of the same form as the earlier one I do 

not know. But we found one example in the beach rock (Devon- 

shire formation) near Hungry Bay, associated with foraminifera and 

shells of Cweum, ete. 

b. “ Palmetto Stumps” or “ Sand Pipes.” 

Ficure 56. Puates XIX, XX. 

In many localities and at various levels, often high above the sea, 

but especially in the firm Walsingham limestones, large cylindrical or 

cup-shaped cavities are found, often surrounded by a hardened wall, 

more or less infiltrated with stalagmitic material. They often occur 

in large groups and are frequently connected at the top by a layer 

of indurated red clay. (See above, pp. 62, 72, 120.) 

They are generally believed by the natives to be the casts or molds 

of palmetto stumps, and this view has been adopted by several 

geologists. But Agassiz believed them to be “ pot-holes” made by 

Figure 56.—A ‘‘ fossil palmetto stump,” which has partly weathered out from 

the surrounding softer stone, and shows internal pittings. After Thomson. 

the sea.* Thomson considered them hollow stalagmites, made by 

dripping water in imaginary caverns. Such forms are not peculiar 

to Bermuda. 

Structures very similar to these occur in the white chalk of 

England and in the calcareous rocks of Europe. In England they 

are called ‘“sand-pipes” and “sand-galls.” Examples of various 

sizes are figured by Lyell, in his Manual of Geology, ed. 4, p. 82, as 

*T have shown above (pp. 120, 121), that they are often converted into pot- 

holes, when they occur on the shore ledges. 
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they exist at Eaton, near Norwich. (Figure 57.) They vary in 

size there from a few inches to 12 feet in diameter, and in depth 

from a few feet to 60 feet. Most of those figured are pointed at the 

lower end. Lyell states that they are circular and very symmetrical 

in form. He believed that they are due to the solvent action of 

percolating rain water, but he does not explain why such solvent 

action should be concentrated, for long periods, upon such definite 

and circular spots, often close together, nor why the holes should 

preserve a circular form throughout their depth, without spreading 

laterally. 

yy 

Figure 57.—Section at Eaton, Eng. After Lyell. C, C, white chalk; F, F, 

layers of flint nodules; S, sand and surface soil; a-f, ‘‘sand pipes” of 

various sizes. 

The same difficulties are obvious in the Bermuda examples, for 

they often penetrate through layers differing in texture and hard- 

ness, without changing in size or form. If due wholly to the ordi- 

nary solvent action of rain-water, we should expect to find that such 

waters had spread laterally in the more porous layers and so pro- 

duced irregularities. 

It appears absolutely necessary to assume that there was at least 

some definite and specific cause to determine the position and circu- 

lar form of the primary pit, if we admit that the solvent action was 

the active cause of the prolongation downward, for puddles of rain- 

water, on ordinary natural surfaces of soil, assume very irregular 

forms, and are rarely symmetrical and circular, like these holes. If 

we could explain the initial circular form of the pits, we might sup- 

pose that the solvent action had made them deeper and larger, 

especially if the pits had become filled with clay-soil and decaying 

vegetable matter. 

Trans. Conn. Acap., Vou. XII. 12 Frpruary, 1906. 
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Four possible causes for such circular pits,* originating, as they 

often do, in or beneath the red-clay soil, appear to me worthy of 

consideration at present: 

A, There may have been living there in ancient times some bur- 

rowing animal that formed the pits, at least in part. The only 

creature that I can suggest as possible is a large burrowing land 

tortoise, like the gopher turtle of Florida. But I do not know that 

the gopher makes its holes so nearly perpendicular or so circular as 

these structures usually are. The sea-turtles scoop out pits, more 

or less circular, in which to deposit their eggs, but they are more 

irregular in size and form, and not so deep, and are made in the 

beach sands. 

B. In ancient times the sands of Bermuda may have been the 

breeding place of some large gregarious sea-birdt+ that excavated its 

nests in the sand, in the form of round and shallow pits, suitable to 

be the starting point of these cavities. Or some such bird may have 

had the habit of “muffling” itself in the sand to remove vermin, 

after the manner of the domestic fowls, which often form shallow 

round pits in this way. 

C. Some tree or other plant may have formerly existed here that 

had a large cylindrical, perhaps tuberous, root, which may have 
formed the initial pit. The rain-water trickling down all around 

such a root might, by its solvent action, after the death of the plant, 
continue the cavity downward in the same cylindrical form, espe- 

cially if the rain-water should wash clay into the cavity as fast as it 

formed. 

The trunk of the common palmetto is usually somewhat swollen 

or bulbous at the underground base, and not unlike some of these 

cavities in size and form, though usually not so cylindrical. But it 

sends off great numbers of tough rootlets, in every direction. Such 

rootlets ought also to have left casts, but I could find no traces of 

them in the structures that I examined.{ But there may have been 

* In the next chapter (p. 178) some account is given of more irregular struc- 

tures in the limestone apparently due to the stumps and roots of cedar and other 

trees. 

+ The considerable percentage of calcium phosphate in all the ancient red 

clays indicates that birds must have been abundant there in prehistoric ages, 

as they were when the islands were first settled. The presence of the salts of 

potassium also imply the existence and decay of abundant vegetation. 

{ Professor W. N. Rice mentioned finding indentations, looking like the casts 

of rootlets, in the bottom of some of the cavities that he examined. The structures 
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other plants there, in the pliocene, now extinct, that had fleshy or 

succulent roots of the right form, with rootlets too soft to be pre- 

served. Some species of West Indian Jpomeas have huge, fleshy 

roots, as large as a man’s body, and some of the extinct forms may 

have been even more remarkable.* It is not necessary to suppose 

that all the cavities were moulded around the stump of a palmetto or 

palm, living or extinct, if we believe them to be of vegetable origin, 

for there are many herbaceous plants with huge roots, and some of 

them are partial to sand dunes of this kind. That most of these 

cavities are in the ancient Walsingham limestone is significant, but 

similar ones occur in the later rock and at high altitudes. 

It is also important to note that in the most typical cases, where a 

large group occurs (fig. 11, and pls. xix, xx), they all start downward 

from one particular level, usually a layer of red-clay soil, or an 

ancient ‘forest bed,” though some may be deep and others shallow. 

This is contrary to what would have been the case if they had been 

due to stumps of the palmetto, buried in the drifting sands, for in 

that case the lower ends would have been nearly at one particular 

level, or in a layer of red-clay soil. In most cases we found no layer 

of red-clay at or near the lower ends. They usually terminated 

below in pure limestone, just as if dug out to variable depths by a 

mechanical tool. 

It seems to me very probable that at least part of them were 

started by the thick root or base of some plant, and that in most 

cases they were enlarged and deepened by the solvent action of the 

rain water that naturally found its way into the crevice around the 

root, or around the core of loose material and clay that later filled 

the cavity, after the roots decayed. 

DP, The initial circular cavity may have been formed in the soil 
by mechanical means. 

Rain water dripping at one particular spot from the branch of a 

tree will start, in loose soil, a circular cup-shaped cavity, which could 

easily be prolonged downward and enlarged by solvents. 

The elastic stems of grasses, shrubs, and other plants growing in 

rather loose sandy soil and exposed to the winds will often, by their 

examined by him may really have been formed around the bases of palmettos, 

for they are probably not all of the same origin. 

Thomson also refers to the pits on the inner surface of some that he examined 

(see his figs. 7, 9, and our fig. 56). 

* Some of the West Indian species have fleshy roots 4 to 6 inches or more in 

diameter and many feet long, coiled in a regular tapering spiral, like a cork- 

screw, the coil often 10 to 12 feet long. 
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rotary motions, loosen the sand about themselves and thus cause the 

wind to excavate conical or cup-like cavities. Such cavities, if pre- 

served by clay ‘soil washing into them by rain, might be the starting 

points of deep cavities excavated by solution. 

Whatever the cause may have been, in particular cases, such shal- 

low cavities, if in a calcareous soil covered by clay, must have been 

filled by the red clay washed in by rain. The clay core on drying 

would shrink away from the surrounding materials, leaving a nar- 

row crevice about it into which rain water would percolate and 

slowly dissolve away the surrounding limestone, redepositing part 

of it a little farther away, as the moisture evaporated. The enlarged 

crevices would be filled, again and again, by additional clay material, 

and so the clay core would be increased in size and length as the 

solvent action went on. Thus there would be no definite limit to the 

depth or size of the cavities, provided the time were very long and 

no insoluble obstructions were encountered. The ordinary effects of 

gravitation account, in this theory, for the extension downward 

being most rapid. The presence of clay deposited on the sides of 

the cavities accounts for the water not spreading much laterally in 

the more porous layers. 
A similar effect may be seen when pebbles rest upon porous ice 

or snow in sunny weather. The ice melts away under and around 

the stone, but mostly beneath, so that the stone soon sinks into a 

hole but little larger than itself. 

That the solvent action referred to will result in forming circular 

pits may be demonstrated experimentally by resting balls or cylin- 

ders of clay on shallow indentations in pieces of limestone and allow- 

ing very dilute acids to trickle very slowly over the surface of the 

clay, so that the solution will evaporate almost as soon as formed. 

The best examples of these structures that I saw were near 

Hungry Bay on the south shore. See plates xix, xx. At this place 

there is a bench of hard limestone, believed to be of the Walsing- 

ham formation (see above, pp. 62, 72), just above high-tide, which 

has been quarried for building purposes. So that good sections of 

some of the cavities have been made, as in pl. xix.* The upper sur- 

face of this limestone is partially covered with indurated red clay, 

the softer parts of the clay stratum having been worn away by the 

sea. This surface is perforated by a large number of these cavities, 

most of them nearly round and a foot or more in diameter. If due 

* See also ‘‘ The Bermuda Islands,” plates lxxxiv-v, and these Trans., vol. Xi, 

same plates. 
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to palmetto stumps there must have been a rather thick grove at 

this place. They terminate below at various levels in the hard 

limestone strata. The inner surface is rough and often stained toa 

dark manganese-brown color, but I could see no evidence of rootlets 

in these examples. 

e. Plants ; Ancient Peat and Cedars. 

On a former page (p. 81) I have mentioned the fact that a bed of 

peat, with red-clay soil and vertical stumps of cedars, was found, in 

1870, at Ireland Island, in making the excavation for the floating 

dock. This fact has often been mentioned as evidence proving the 

subsidence of the land. A fossil species of land-snail ( Peectlozonites) 

is also said to have been found in the same bed or in the eolian 

limestone below it. 
This bed of peat and soil was overlaid by layers of sand-rock and 

‘* coral-crust,” of considerable thickness, as shown in the accompany- 

ing section, copied from Thomson. 
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Figure 58.—Section made in the excavations for the dry dock at Ireland Island, 

showing the bed of peat and red clay with cedar stumps, etc. After 

Thomson. 

The upper layer, about 25 feet below low-tide, was fine shell-sand and marl, 

4 feet thick; 2d layer, 8 feet thick, was ‘‘ coral crust,” containing shell-sand, 

fossil shells, and various corals, among them Mceandra labyrinthiformis ; 3d 

layer was shell-sand, mixed with corals, about 7 feet thick ; 4th layer, about 7 feet 

thick, was loosely coherent and harder shell-limestones ; the layer, of red earth 

and peat, with cedar stumps and bones of birds, was 2 to 4 feet thick, in a 

hollow eroded out of the latter ; 5th layer was hard zolian limestone, tested by 

borings to 52 feet, containing fossil land shells. The deepest part of the excava- 

tion was 50 feet. The upper surface of the red-soil bed was 44 to 50 feet below 

low-tide. 

It is evident that this bed of peat and vegetable remains must 

have been deposited during the period of “Greater Bermuda,” and 
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therefore probably belongs to the Walsingham Period; though per- 

haps to the latter part of it, for the peat is underlaid by older zolian 

limestones, 

It is unfortunate that careful microscopic examinations of this 

peat were not made, for it might have been possible to have identi- 

fied specifically some of the plants and other organisms, which may 

have differed from those in the modern peat bogs. 

The overlying beds of “coral crust” may have belonged to the 

Devonshire formation, and may indicate a subsidence, after the 

latter had been raised above the sea-level and hardened, for such 

materials do not appear to solidify in these waters, except when 

exposed more or less to the air. 

25. Fossils of the Marine Devonshire Formation, or Beach Lime- 

stones. 

The typical beach deposits of this period have been discussed 

above (see pp. 76-81), where it is also stated that the raised beach 

deposits may not all be of the same age, and that some of them may 

be very recent. But at present we have no positive means of deter- 

mining this in most cases, for the fossil shells are generally all living 

species. 

As the true Walsingham limestones were deposited at a time 

when the land was at a much higher level than now, we cannot hope 

to find, on dry land, marine deposits of that age. 

A deposit of fossiliferous rock containing Tellina, Lucina, ete., 

situated 16 feet below low-tide mark, found in the excavations made 

in Tomlin’s Narrows,* indicates by the nature of its solidification 

that it had been long exposed to the air and water above or between 

tides. It may represent a deposit of Devonshire beach-limestone 

made before the close of the first period of subsidence. But it may 

better be taken as one of the facts indicating that a small amount of 

subsidence must have occurred since the marine deposits were first 

elevated.+ It is probably of the same age as the “coral crust” in 

the Ireland Island section, fig. 58. These submerged deposits 

deserve much more investigation, 
In certain cases where extinct land shells of the Walsingham 

period have been found associated with red clay in cavities of the 

* See also, A. Agassiz, op. cit., 1895, p. 230. 

+ This would be in accordance with my belief that these Bermuda sands do not 

solidify into firm limestone except on exposure to the air. See p. 61. 

ee 
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beach-limestones, they appear to represent beds of the older forma- 

tion that were buried in the later deposits and were afterwards 

removed by solution, leaving the shells and clay behind, as in the 

notable case at Ireland Island described by Lieut. Nelson in 1840, 

His description is quoted above on page 77. 

In the mass of beach rock he found a cavity containing loose red 

earth with an abundance of Pcecilozonites Nelsoni. This occurrence 

seems to me an additional proof that the beach rock at this place 

was much later than the Walsingham limestone, as in the other 

localities described above, pp. 76-78. 

The following list of fossils from the beach deposits is very incom- 

plete, for I did not have time to make so large collections of them 

as I wished, and most other collectors have neglected them, because 

they are nearly all living species. Professor W. N. Rice (op. cit., 

p- 31, 1884) has given a much longer list of fossil shells than any 

other writer. Most of the species named by him were also obtained 

by my party; all those recognized are given in the following lists. 

Many others are too imperfect for identification. 

Crustacea of the Devonshire Formation. 

Balanus (large sp. like B. tintinahulum). 

Fragments of a large barnacle were common in the beach-rocks 

near Hungry Bay. It must have been at least 1.5 to 2 inches in 

diameter. No such species is recorded as now living at Bermuda. 

Cenobita diozgenes (Linn.). Land Hermit Crab. Figure 60. 

The fossil remains of this land crab have been found in a shell of 

Livona pica, It may, however, have been taken from comparatively 

modern sand dunes. It was sent by J. M. Jones many years ago, 

and the exact locality was not recorded on the label. 

Marine Shells of the Devonshire Formation. 

a. Gastropods. 

Purpura hemastoma Linn. 

Near Hungry Bay; fragments. 

Purpura deltoidea Lam. 

Fragments only. 

Nassa ambigua Montagu. Figure 59. 

Not common. Recorded by Rice as V. Candei d’Orb. 
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Columbella mercatoria Linn. Figure 59a, «. 

Common. 

Columbella cribraria Lam. Figure 59a, 6. 

Common. 

Oliva reticulata Lam. 

Fragments only. 

Olivella oryza Lam. 

Recorded by Rice. 

Fasciolaria distans Lam. 

Recorded by J. Matthew Jones, a single instance. 

59 

Figure 59, a, b.—Nassa ambigua ; 59a, a, Columbella mercatoria ; 59a, b, Colum- 

bella cribraria. All natural size, phot. A. H. V. 

Natica canrena Linn. 

Rare. 

Trivia quadripunctata Gray. 

Recorded by Rice as 7! rotunda, which is now considered a 

variety. 

Cyprza exanthema Linn. 

Recorded by Heilprin from St. George’s (as C. cervus Linn.). 

Cypreea cinerea Gmel. 

Recorded by Rice and by Heilprin. 

Ultimus gibbosus (Linn.) Mtf. 

Recorded by Rice as Cyphoma gibbosa; rare. 

Strombus costatus Gmel.=accipitrinus Lam. Rare. 

Nelson (see above, p. 78) recorded a Strombus, without specific 

name, from Long Bird Island. Heilprin mentions that the speci- 
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mens of this species seen by him were antiquated in appearance. 

Probably they were fossil. I have seen no recent specimens from 
Bermuda, except in the collection of Miss Peniston, who had several 

fine ones in 1898, but not collected personally.* 

Cerithium minimum Gmel. 

Not uncommon. 

Cerithium variabile Adams. 

C. ferrugineum Say, non Brug. 

Common. 

59e 

Figure 59b.—Cecum termes ; a, young; 0, nearly adult. By A. H. V. 

Figure 59¢c.—Modulus modulus, two examples, slightly enlarged. Phot. A. H. V. 

Littorina angulifera Lam. 

Near Hungry Bay. 

Tectarius muricatus (Linn.), 

Near Hungry Bay. 

* The late Miss Mary Peniston had a very valuable local collection of shells 

which she had obtained during many years. In 1898, I made a brief examina- 

tion of her shells, intending to made a careful study of them a few days later, 

but was prevented from doing so by a severe illness. She died before my visit 

in 1901, and her shells were unfortunately not accessible then. She did not 

label her shells to any great extent, depending upon her memory as to the time 

and place of capture, etc. She had a considerable number of exotic shells, 

given to her by others as collected in Bermuda, which she personally considered 

doubtful. Among such, as noted by me at the time of my visit, were Cyprea 

tigris, C. asellus, Voluta musica, Murex brassica, ete. Such shells she kept on 

a separate shelf, but in the same case with the true Bermuda shells. Whether 

the Strombus accipitrinus was among those that she thought doubtful, my notes 

do not show. It was recorded by Krebs from Bermuda, 1864, as collected by 

Redfield. 
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Ceecum termes Heilprin. Figure 59d. 

Several specimens in hard foraminiferous limestone, near Hungry 
Bay. 

Vermetus lumbricalis Linn. 

Fragments are Common, 

Tenagodus ruber (Schum.) Mérch. 

Siliquaria rosea Blainv. 

Fragments are common. ‘They are also found in some of the 
modern beach-sands, to which they sometimes impart a reddish tint. 
Sometimes erroneously referred to the Serpulide as “ Serpula rubra.” 

First recorded from Bermuda by Morch. 

Scala, sp. 

Bartram (Berm, Almanac for 1881, p. 126) recorded a species 

(erroneously as “ Scalaride scaberrima” of Chenu), which he said 

was only found as a “ sub-fossil.” Chenu’s figure of Scala scaberrima 

represents a Scala with numerous delicate varices, not nnlike some 

of the living Bermuda species. Though Bartram’s identification was 

doubtless wrong, it indicates that he had a true Scala from this 

formation, of which an outcrop occurs close to his former residence, 

at Stocks Point. In the same list he mentions other “ sub-fossil ” 

species as not found living now. 

Livona pica (Linn.). Figure 60, p. 197. 

Very abundant and perfect at Devonshire Bay (Stevenson). Com- 

mon in the beach deposits and also in the older Walsingham forma- 

tion, as well as in modern sand-dunes. (See above, page 158.) Not 

known as now living in Bermuda waters. 

Astralium longispina (Lam.). 

Near Hungry Bay; not common. 

Modulus modulus (Iiinn.). Figure 59c. 

Modulus lenticularis of many writers. 

Not very common. 

Nerita tessellata Gmel. Figure 61, 1, 2. 

Not uncommon. 

Nerita peloronta Linn. Figures 61, 3, 5. 

Not common. Found by us near Hungry Bay; also recorded by 

Rice. 

— 
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Nerita versicolor Meusch. Figure 61, 4. 

Not common; near Hungry Bay. 

Fissurella (Cremides) barbadensis (Gmel.). Figure 62, a, b. 

Fissurella barbadensis Gmelin=F. antillarum d’Orb., and of many others. 

Recorded by Rice. 

Figure 61.—1, 2, Nerita tessellata ; 3, 5, N. peloronta; 4, N. versicolor. Natural 

size; phot. A. H. V. 

Figure 62.—a, b, Fissurella barbadensis ; c, Glyphis alternata; d, Siphonaria 

alternata ; e, Chiton tuberculatus, young. Ali about natural size. Recent. 

Phot. A. H. V. 

Fissuridea alternata (Say). Figure 62, c. 

Fissurella alternata Say=Glyphis alternata of many writers. 

Recorded by Rice as Fissurella greca, which is a Mediterranean 

species closely related to / alternata. Rice’s specimens may have 

been / alternata, which is the common recent Bermuda species of 

this group, or #. Lister’, which is very similar. 

Bulla occidentalis Adams. 

Bulla media of many authors (non Linn.). 

Fragments are common, 
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b. Bivalves. 

Tellina levigata Linn. 

Fragments, apparently of this abundant living species, are common. 

Tellina (Angulus) promera Dall. 

One specimen found at Hungry Bay, 1901. 

Tellina, sp. 

Fragments of one or more additional species were found, too 

imperfect to name. Fragments are abundant at Devonshire Bay. 

Venus or Chione, sp. 

In Bartram’s list (see Berm. Almanac for 1881, p. 126), he identi- 

fied a species, doubtless erroneously, as Venus puerpera from Chenu’s 

figures, 351-354, which represent a rounded lamellose species. He 

states that 1t is only found sub-fossil. In our collection of the recent 

shells there are fragments of a similar large species. 

Pullastra or Callista ? 

In Bartram’s list (op. cit., 1881, reprinted from previous years), he 

records a shell, only found as a fossil, under the erroneous name 

Pullastra perovalis, identified by Chenu’s figure (vol. li, p. 92, f. 

411). The figure represents a regularly ovate, smooth shell unlike 

any recent Bermuda shell known to me. The fossil might be a 

Callista maculata, but needs reéxamination.* 

* Mr. J. T. Bartram’s collection of shells, birds, fishes, ete. was purchased by 

the Bermuda government, after his death, but it was not accessible at the time 

of my visits. In his lists, 1875 to 1881, many species entirely foreign to Ber- 

muda are included, doubtless brought in by sailors. Among such are Buccinum 

undatum, Fasciolaria tulipa, Terebra tigrina, Strombus peruvianus, Oliva por- 

phyrea, and many others. Moreover, many of the true Bermuda shells are 

wrongly named, from a superficial resemblance to the figures in Chenu, and 

in Woodward’s Manual, which seem to have been the only illustrated works on 

shells that he had. He also published in his lists many (23) of his own manu- 

script names. He was a persevering collector, but uneducated and without any 

scientific training. He resided at Stock’s Point for many years, but had pre- 

viously been a sailor. If his collection had been carefully studied by a compe- 

tent malacologist, it would have added much more to our knowledge of the Ber- 

muda fauna than his lists indicate, for they are far too unreliable for scientific 

use, except in those cases when confirmed by later collectors. He also left a 

considerable amount of MSS. relating to his shells, but they have not yet been 

examined by a specialist to ascertain their value. J. M. Jones was personally 

acquainted wita Mr. Bartram and certainly saw his collection and exchanged 
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Phacoides pennsylvanicus (Linn.) Dall, 1901, 

Venus pennsylvanica Linn.; Nelson, 1840. 

Lucina pennsylvanica of most writers. 

Lucina speciosa and L. grandinata Reeve (t. Dall.). 

Lieut. Nelson, 1840, recorded this as Venus pennsylvanica, and 

wrote as follows: 

“A stratum of these, in indifferent preservation, is in the quarry 

whence the stone for the pier at St. George’s ferry was obtained. 

This bed, however, is of trifling extent compared with an apparently 

corresponding one in the chain of islets reaching across the mouth 

of Crow-lane Harbour, beginning near Phyllis’ Island, and continu- 

ing thence through every point till it reaches Harris’s Island: it is 

about five feet thick and lies about six feet above the water.” 

Variety somersensis, nov. Figure 63. 

Figure 63.—Phacoides pennsylvanicus, var. somersensis, left valve, natural size. 

Type. 

Two separate valves of this large and thick shell were found by 

me near Hungry Bay, 1901. It is thicker, more convex, and 

much more oblique than the typical form, with the umbo more 

prominent and the beak more incurved, and situated more ante- 

riorly. The dorsal area is defined by a wide and rather deep groove; 

the lunule is large, strongly cordate, and sunken. The cardinal and 

specimens with him to some extent, as is shown by their correspondence, which 

I have seen, but Jones seems to have made very little use of Bartram’s collection 

in compiling his own lists of 1864 and 1876, which are much more accurate than 

Bartram’s later lists. Mr. G. Brown Goode also visited Mr. Bartram’s place and 

saw his collection, but made very little use of it, except that he credits a few 

species of fishes to him, in his list of 1881 (Bermuda Almanae, p. 116). 
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lateral teeth are well developed. There is no radial sculpture, but 

the surface is covered with shallow unequal grooves or undulations, 

with larger ones at two resting periods. Height of figured valve, 

55™™; transverse elevation, 16™™. 

Codakia orbicularis (Linn.) Dall. 

Codakia tigrina in most recent lists. Lucina tigrina (pars) auth. (non Linn.). 

Fragments are common. Recorded by Rice as C. tigerina. 

Ccdakia orbiculata (Mont., 1808) Dall. 

Lucina pecten Lam., 1818. 

Lucina imbricatula C. B. Adams, 1845. 

Lucina pectinata C. B. Adams, 1852 (non Gmel.). 

Lucina occidentalis Reeve, 1850. 

Fragments are Common. 

Codakia costata (d’Orb.)=Lucina antillarum Reeve, 1850=L. ornata Adams, 

1852 (non Reeve), Hungry Bay. 

Chama macrophylla Chem. ‘ Rock Cockle.” Plate xxxv B, figs. 4, 4a. 

Common, mostly broken in small fragments. It has received - 

many other names. 

Chama lingua-felis Reeve. 

Recorded by Rice. Probably only a variety of the preceding. 

Arca noz Linn. ‘‘ Mussel” of the fishermen. Plate xxxv B, figs. 6, 6a. 

Common. 

Arca (Barbatia) dominguensis (Lam.). 

Recorded by Rice. 

Pectunculus undatus Linn. 

Several valves of large size were found near Hungry Bay. 

Modiola tulipa Lam. ‘‘ Black Mussel.” Plate xxxy B, fig. 5. 

Fragments near Hungry Bay. 

Mytilus exustus Linn. ‘Small Black Mussel.” 

Common ; also found in the eeolian limestones, just above the 

beach-rocks, associated with land shells, near Hungry Bay. 

Spondylus americanus Lam. ‘‘ Rock Scollop.” Pilate xxxv B, figs. 1, la. 

Fragments are common, often preserving the reddish colors. It 

has received a variety of other names. 
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Margaritophora radiata (Lam.). Pearl Oyster. Plate xxxv B, figs. 2, 2a. 

Fragments retaining their pearly luster are occasionally found. 

Ostreea frons Linn. 

Fragments are not rare. 

Corals. 

?Mycetophyllia Lamarckana Edw. and Haime, (?)=Manicina areolata of 

Nelson (an incorrect determination). 

The specimen, which is preserved in Coll. Geological Soc. London, 

has been studied by Gregory. If correctly named by him* (as J. 
Lamarcki), op. cit., p. 266, it is a scarce West Indian species, not 

now living in Bermuda. 

If beach-worn, as is probable, I should suspect that it was rather 

one of the common Bermuda species of Mussa. (See p. 77, note.) 

? Meandra areolata (Linn.) Oken. 

Verrill, these Trans., vol. xi, p. 81-84, pls. xi, xii, 1901. 

Manicina areolata Lam. Lieut. Nelson, op. cit., 1840. 

This common West Indian species is not now found living in 

Bermuda. I have formerly suggested that it was a mistaken identi- 

fication of the last species, but this needs confirmation. 

Found by Nelson in the beach-rock of Ireland Island. 

Orbicella cavernosa (Linn.). Figure 87. Plate xxx 4, fig. 2. 

Verrill, these Trans., vol. xi, pp. 102, 171, 1901. 

This species was recorded as a fossil from Bermuda, in Coll. 

Geolog. Soc. London, by Gregory (Proc. Geolog. Soc., li, p. 271), 

under the name, O. radiata. 

Madracis decactis (Lym.). Figures 94, 95. 

This species was recorded by Gregory, op. cit., p. 250, as found 

fossil in the beach-rocks. We did not find it, except living. 

Agarica fragilis. Figures 101, 101a. 

Agaricia undata Nelson, 1840. 

Found with the last by Nelson. Small fragments of this common 
thin and fragile species are occasionally found, both in the beach 

deposits and in the later eolian limestones. 

* See these Trans., xi, p. 68, where, however, this identification was erron- 

eously attributed to Dr. Vaughan. Whether it be Nelson’s specimen may be 

doubtful. 
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Millepora alcicornis Linn. Figure 36. Pl. xxx 4, fig. 1. 

Fragments of the fragile branches are rather common in the beach 

deposits. It is now one of the most abundant reef corals. 

Echinoderms. 

Melitta testudinata (Klein)=Scutella quinqueforis Nelson. 

This five-holed sand-dollar was recorded by Nelson from Ireland 

Island and the islands in Crow Lane, Hamilton. It has not been 

observed here by others, either living or fossil. The six-holed 

species (UZ. seaforis) is common, however. Possibly Nelson con- 

founded the two species. Both are common on the sandy coasts of 

the Carolinas and Florida. 

Foraminifera. 

In some of the finer layers of beach-rock, near Hungry Bay, 

foraminifera of many species were common, but mostly too much 

worn to admit of specific determination. 

64 64a 646 

Figure 64.—Orbitolites marginalis, x 10; 64a, ‘the same, profile and section; 640, 

O. duplex, x6. Both after Brady. 

Among those recognized were Orbiculina adunca (see p. 140, fig. 

35, 12); Orbitolites marginalis, fig. 64; O. duplex, fig. 646; Cornu- 

spira foliacea (fig. 35,13); Miliolina seminulum (fig. 35, 8); Bélocu- 

lina ringens (fig. 35, 9); Textularia concava (fig. 35, 5); Peneroplis 

(fig. 35, 16). But many other species were present. 

Fragments of the common red sessile foraminifer (Polytrema 

miniaceum), which grows firmly attached to the under sides of dead 

corals and stones in warty and branched forms, are not uncommon. 

This is probably what Nelson referred to as a red Millepora. (See 
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chapter 30 for figures.) Delicate shells of Mollusca (Ceeum, ete.) 

were found entire in the same layers, indicating that they were 

deposited in rather quiet water, either below low-tide or in a shel- 

tered locality. 

The species and varieties from these beds that are not certainly 

known to be living in Bermuda waters are the following: 

?Strombus accipitrinus. 

Fasciolaria distans. 

Scala, sp. 

Livona pica. Common. 

Venus,—a large lamellose species. 

Callista (?), like C. maculata in form. 
Phacoides pennsylvanicus, var. somersensis Ver. 

Balanus,—a large, massive species. 

?Mycetophyllia Lamarckana. 

?Meandra areolata. 

Melitta testudinata. 

26. Fossils of the Molian limestones and sands of the Devonshire, 

Paget, and later formations. 

Certain portions of the zolian limestones must have been of the 

same age as the raised beach deposits, and seem to be continuous 

with them at some localities on the south shores, but others, and 

perhaps the larger part, are of later origin, down to modern times. 

In some places they rest upon the beach limestone unconformably. 

(See above, pp. 73-80, and plates xvi-xix.) At present it is impos- 

sible to determine the relative age of most of these zolian limestones. 

We know that some rest directly upon the older beach deposits or 

are continuous with them, and overlaid by thick strata of still later 

origin, yet it is not known that any characteristic differences can be 

made out in the fossils that they contain. Hence I have here grouped 

together all the fossils from these newer exolian deposits, whether 

supposed to be contemporary with the Devonshire beach deposits or 

later. 

Although we have not, at present, sufficient evidence to prove any 

great change in the physical conditions between the Devonshire 

and Paget periods, there are certain facts that indicate greater 

changes of level than the few feet of elevation above the sea, now 

shown by the ordinary beach deposits. The discovery by us of a 

layer of hard marine limestone, near Hungry Bay, composed largely 

Trans. Conn. Acap., Vou. XII. 15 Marca, 1906. 
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of foraminifera and small marine shells, such as we now dredge up 

from the depths of 3 to 5 fathoms, indicates that after deposition 

these beds may have been raised 20 to 30 feet or more, above their 

previous level. Moreover, the occurrence of hard limestones con- 

taining marine shells in the excavation for the dry dock (p. 177, 

fig. 58), and in the deepening of the harbor channels, at depths of 

16 to 30 feet, indicates that such beds have at one time been elevated 

above the sea and subsequently subsided, for the loose materials 

apparently do not consolidate here except above low-tide level, where 

more or less exposed to the air (see p. 21). These facts go to 

show that a second period of subsidence, perhaps of 20 to 35 feet, 

followed the emergence of the Devonshire marine limestones. In 

that case, the changes in physical conditions and vegetation must 

have been considerable at that time, and doubtless enough to exter- 

minate many species. 

It is possible that the unusually thick layer of red clay that has 

been found to underlie the city of Hamilton and adjacent districts 

may eventually be found to mark best the distinction between the 

Devonshire and Paget periods. It certainly marks a very long 

period of surface decay of the limestone and probably of forest 

growth. In some of the sections it is at least two feet thick. Ina 

boring for the military works at Prospect Hill, it was cut through 

at the depth of 130 feet, and at that point it was about 65 feet above 

sea level. At Hamilton it (or a similar layer) descends nearly to the 

shore. No fossils have been reported from it. 

As it seems desirable to have a definite name to designate those 

limestones known to be newer than the beach deposits of Devonshire 

age, I propose to call them the Paget formation, because they are well 

displayed near Hungry Bay in Paget Parish, where my photographs, 

here reproduced, were made. This may be regarded as a typical 

example of these rocks. See plates xvii-xix. Their physical charac- 

ters have been described above. (See p. 73 and fig. 11.) 

a. Fossil Land Shells (Pulmonata). 

Several of the extinct land shells of the Walsingham period are 

also found in the unconsolidated sands and soft shell limestones 

referred to the Devonshire period. In some cases it is possible that 

they had been weathered out of the older deposits and subsequently 

redeposited with other wind-drifted materials in the later sand-dunes, 

If so, we have at present no means of determining such instances. 
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There are, however, a few fossil species that have not been found 

in the older rocks, but are still living. The following species have 

been obtained from deposits believed to be of these later periods : 

Pecilozonites bermudensis, var. zonatus Ver. See p. 164. 

PLATE X XVI, riguRES 1,2. PuaTE X XVII, ricuREs 2, a-l. 

Very common. In many of the banks of soft limestone by the 

roadsides, especially near Elbow Bay and Hungry Bay, it weathers 

out in large numbers and great quantities of the clean shells can 

sometimes be found at the base of the banks after rains. It was 

abundant in a bed of partially consolidated sands on the northwest 

side of Charles Island (or Goat Island), where the sea was under- 

mining it. At this place many of the shells retained their brown 

color-bands, and some were curiously mounted on the summits of 

slender columns or pedicels of shell-sand, due to the protection 

afforded by the shells from erosion by the falling spray or rain. 

The shells figured on plate xvi, figs. 1-2, were from this locality. 

At present this small barren island is nearly bare of vegetation 

and quite unfit for the existence of land shells of this kind. Prob- 

ably these fossils date back to a period when this island, Castle 

Island, and the other adjacent small islands were much larger, 

wooded, and connected with the main island at Castle Point, thus 

forming a continuous barrier on the south side of Castle Harbor. 

There is no evidence whether Charles Island (also called Goat Island 

and Old Fort Island), was or was not wooded at the time of the 

first settlements, though a small stone redoubt was built on it at that 

time, of which the ruins still remain.* 

This fossil variety (zonatus) is generally easily distinguishable 

from the recent specimens. The shells are usually distinctly thicker 

and heavier, the spire is usually more obtusely rounded, and the 

body-whorl less sharply angulated in the adult at the base. The 

inner lip nearly always has a thick callus in the adult. The umbili- 

cus is generally decidedly smallert than in the living form, being 

usually about 1™"; sometimes only 0.5™", but is variable in both. 

The fossil shells are usually conspicuously banded with two peri- 

pheral brown bands, often separated by a white band on the keel, 

while the recent ones are generally blotched or transversely flammu- 

* See ‘‘ The Bermuda Islands,” p. 51, fig. 22, for what is known of the history 

of this ruin. 

+ By a typographical error it is said to be larger in my former article (these 

Trans., xi, p. 728, note; and ‘‘ The Bermuda Islands,” p. 316). 
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lated with brown, as shown by the figures on plate xxvii. But some 

of the fossils, as fig. 2, ¢, d, are also slightly flammulated, similar to 

some of the living ones, while the living ones, as fig. 1, ¢, g, are 

often banded. The middle row of shells (figs. 1 and 2, e to h) in 

each figure show the range of variations in the umbilicus and base 

of each variety, while the lower row shows the rang? of variation in 
the form of the spire and aperture, and the angulation of the body- 

whorl. In fig. 2, g, the umbilicus is reduced to a small pore, while 

in fig. 1, e and g, it is large, yet all intermediate sizes occur, from 

2 COR Amer. 

Average specimens are about 20 to 22™™ in diameter, and 12 to 

14™™ high, but the larger ones may be 24 or 25™™ in diameter and 

14 to 16™™ high. Some of those with a depressed spire measured 

107" high and 19™™ in diameter; 10™™ high and 20™" in diameter. 

All these are adults with a thick callus on the inner lip. The last 

body-whorl is usually distinctly angulated and sometimes almost 

carinate. In the young the spire is nearly flat, the last whorl is 

carinate, umbilicus larger, and the color is flammulated. 

This variety would probably pass for a distinct species if inter- 

mediate forms were not found, or if it occurred in another region. 

The modern form seems to be a degenerate or depauperate descend- 

ant, altered by a less favorable environment. 

The living form of this species has been erroneously referred to 

several genera, as shown by Pilsbry in Proc. Phil. Acad., 1888, p. 

289, where he has figured the jaw, radula, and genital organs. The 

following references apply chiefly to the living form (var. bermuden- 

sis), which will doubtless be found in the more recent zolian lime- 

stones and dune sands, if sought for. 

Poecilozonites bermudensis Pilsbry (pars), Proc. Acad. Sci. Philad., 1888, 

p. 289, pl. xvii; the same in Heilprin, ‘‘The Bermuda Islands,” pp. 196, 

198, pl. 16, figs. E (young), C (radula); N, O, (genital organs), 1889. 

Pilsbry, Proc. Phil. Acad. Nat. Sci., 1889, p. 85 (anatomy and synonymy) ; 

Trans. Conn. Acad. Science, x, p. 499, 1900. 

Verrill, these Trans., xi, p. 728, 1902; ‘‘ The Bermuda Islands,” p. 316 [728]. 

Zonites bermudensis Binney, Annals N. York Acad. Science, iii, p. 86 (jaw 

and radula). 

Piate XXVII, ricures 1, a-l. 

In our plate twelve recent specimens are figured from photo- 

graphs. They show marked variations in color, elevation of spire, 

size of umbilicus, shape of aperture, and extent of angulation of the 

body-whorl. 
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According to Pilsbry (Phil. Acad., 1889, p. 86), this species was 

the type of the genera Pecilozoniies Bottger, 1884; Bermudia 

Ancey, 1887; Juno Mazyck, 1889. It has also been referred to 

many other genera. 

Helix ochroleuca Pfr. is believed to be a pale, plain-colored variety 

of this species. 

Peecilozonites Reinianus. See p. 164. Ficures 66a, 660. 

This living species, common in the older rocks, was also found by 

Mr. Gulick in the newer sandy deposits at his stations 808 and 809, 

near the Devonshire Marsh and _ barracks, associated with the last, 

and by us near Hungry Bay. 

Variety Goodei Pilsbry has also been found af Gulick at Tower 
Hill. See p. 165. 

| 
ad 

Figure 66.—Pecilozonites Reinianus ; a, under side; 6, upper side of another 

specimen. Recent, x about 4. Photog. by A. H. V. 

Peecilozonites circumfirmatus. See p. 166. Ficures 48a, 48d. 

Found by Mr. Gulick at stations 808 and 809, with the two pre- 
ceding. 

Variety discrepans (Pfr.) has also been found in these deposits, by 

Mr. Gulick. (See p. 167.) 

Euconulus turbinatus. See p. 168. Fiaures 55a, 55d. 

This extinct species was found by Mr. Gulick at station 808, with 

the last. 

Polygyra microdonta (Desh.). Ficure 67. 

Pilsbry, these Trans., x, p. 496, pl. lxii, fig. 3, 1900. 

Verrill, these Trans., xi, p. 729, fig. 72; ‘‘ The Bermuda Islands,” p. 317, fig. 

72. Gulick, op. cit., p. 413, 1904. 

This species was recorded as a fossil of the “drift rocks” by 

Professor W. N. Rice (as /elix), but he did not give any special 
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locality. It was not found as a fossil by our parties nor by Gulick. 
It is an abundant living species, found also in the Bahamas. 

Pupa (Bifidaria) rupicola. See p. 170. Ficure 68c. 

One specimen was found by Mr. Gulick at station 808. 

Figure 67.—Polygyra microdonta, enlarged ; from photog. by A. H. V. 

Figure 68.—a, Pupa servilis, x9; b, Pupa jamaicensis, x9; ce, Pupa rupicola, 

x9; after Pilsbry. 

Figure 69.—Pupoides marginatus, nat. size and x6¥% ; after Binney. 

Figure 70.—Suceinea barbadensis, two recent specimens, x2; from photog. by 

A. H. V. All from recent specimens. 

Pupoides marginatus (Say). Ficure 69. 

Pupa marginata Say. 

Pupoides marginatus Pilsbry, these Trans., x, p. 498, 1890, pl. lxii, fig. 16. 

Verrill, op. cit., p. 729, fig. 738. 

This species, which is still living in Bermuda, was found by Mr. 

Gulick at station 809 (one specimen). 
It has not. been found in the older rocks. 

Carychium bermudense Gulick. Seep. 171. Ficure 54, a, b. 

This minute, slender extinct species was found in the sand-pits at 

stations 808, 809 by Mr. Gulick, as well as in the older formations. 

Succinea somersensis Ver. See p. 171. 

This species was found by us in the fine, hard, marine limestones 

near Hungry Bay, associated with foraminifera and marine shells. 

Mr. Gulick found a Succinea (recorded by him as the living form 

(S. bermudensis) in the Paget sands at his stations 808 and 809, 
which may have been the same as the older and larger species or 

variety. The existing species is figured here for comparison (figure 

70). 
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b. Fossils Birds and Reptiles of the Paget Formation. 

Up to the present time we have very little precise knowledge of 

the vertebrate fossils that have, from time to time, been found in 

these deposits. 
The most important of these are probably the bones of birds. 

Several fossil bones of birds kept in the collection in the public build- 

ing at Hamilton were seen by the writer, but they were too few and 

imperfect for identification, unless by long and careful comparisons 

with the skeletons to be found only in large museums. Other col- 

lections of birds’ bones have been made, but not yet identified. 

Several fossil birds’ eggs have also been found, some of them quite 

recently, but they cannot be identified with certainty. Those that it 

have seen are about the size and shape of those of the tropic bird. 

Lieut. Nelson in 1840 mentioned the discovery of the bones and eggs 

of birds as follows : 

“Returning to the cavern at the North Bastion (fig. 8). In the 

heap of red earth, which in this instance only had rather an unc- 

tuous feel, mixed with the large Helix [ P. Nelsoni|, were found quan - 

tities of birds’ bones. From the best accounts, the caves at Ireland 

were frequented until lately by a sea bird, whose local name, derived 

from its peculiar cry, is Pim-li-co.* In hazy weather, or at night, 

this sound was always a warning for vessels from the West Indies to 

put about, and avoid the perilous southwest bar and reefs; but since 

the establishment of the dockyard at Ireland, these birds have 

almost left the Bermudas. 
Whilst excavating a ditch near the cavern }, shown in fig. 5, p. 108, 

a small hole was discovered in a rather hard rock, composed of com - 

minuted fragments, with the interstices not filled up; it was about 

twenty feet above the sea, thirty yards from it, and fifteen feet from 

the top of the hill, but without any apparent connection with the 

surface. In this hole were found an eggshell and many fragments 

of bones, similar to the preceding, but they were all, as well as the 

egg, coated with carbonate of lime. 

Ireland however is by no means the exclusive mine for these fossils. 

Bones, apparently those of birds, have been found in the limestone 

on the coast of Harrington Sound by Mr. Hill, to whom I am 

indebted for the information. He obtained specimens fifty feet from 

the water, twenty feet above it, and four feet under the surface. 

* This is the Shearwater, Puffinus cinereus or Anduboni, which still breeds 

sparingly in Bermuda, 
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Three eggs were found close to the bones, and similarly imbedded. 

Another egg was found in a block of limestone near Hamilton.”* 

A fossil egg about the size of a hen’s egg was found by Mr. H. 

J. Zuill of Orange Grove, Smith’s Parish, Sept., 1903, in breaking 

stone by the roadside. \ (See Royal Gazette, Sept. 5, 1903.) 

Mr. A. Agassiz mentions a fossil egg (as that of a tropic bird) 

found in a quarry by the Middle Road in Devonshire, formerly pre- 

served in the government building. I examined the same specimen, 

but should be unwilling to say it was the egg of a tropic bird. It 
may have been a shearwater. 

The most notable discovery of the bones of sea-turtles is that men- 

tioned by Nelson, in 1840. There is no certainty as to their species 

and they may have been of recent origin: 

“Turtle bones were also procured from the North Bastion coral 

rag, and from the sands at Elbow Bay. The turtles seem, like the 

poor bird before mentioned, to have been buried while depositing its 

eggs, as the two skeletons when first discovered were entire and 

undisturbed. Their dimensions were nine feet in length and seven 

in breadth, as I was informed by an eye-witness.” 

The earliest records of the Bermuda settlement mention the great 

size of the turtles as found living at that time.t 

Probably they were the green turtle (Chelonia mydas), which 

ceased to breed here probably more than 200 years ago. 

ce. Marine Shells in the Paget Formation. 

Livona pica and Genobita diogenes (Linn.). 

Ficure 60. 

This well known large, thick, pearl-lined, West Indian shell is one 

of the most common and conspicuous of the fossils of this formation. 

Where the rock is feebly consolidated or sandy, these shells often 

weather out in considerable numbers and are sometimes nearly per- 

fect, the blotches of dark color still showing in many specimens. As 

stated above (p. 158), they were unquestionably carried up from 

the sea shores originally by the land hermit-crab ( Cenobita diog- 

enes), which is still living here in considerable numbers. But many 

of the shells have probably been used again and again, even after 

they have been weathered out of previous deposits. 

* See also Hurdis, Nat. Hist. of the Bermudas, p. 373, 1897. 

+ See Verrill, ‘‘ The Bermuda Islands,”’ p. 279 (691), 281. 

t See Verrill, ‘‘ The Bermuda Islands,” I, p. 280, 1902. 

a 
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In a few instances remains of the actual shell of the Hermit-crab 

have been found in the fossil Livona. Mr. J. Matthew Jones sent 

me a fossil crab of this kind from Bermuda, many years ago, which 

had the characteristic legs and claws in fairly good preservation. 

The exact locality where it was found was not recorded. 

Figure 60.—Land Hermit Crab (Cenobita diogenes) in a fossil shell of Livona 

pica, + natural size. Drawn from life by A. H. Verrill. 

The correct explanation of the presence of this shell in these 

elevated beds was first given by Lieut. Nelson, in 1840: 

“The Turbo pica [| = Livona pica) is very abundant, with the 

nacre and colors; but like the Venus [| Lucina] Pennsylvanica, it is 

chiefly met with in sand-pits, and more recent formations, though 

without the slightest reference to the hardness of the stone contain- 

ing it. It seemed difficult at first to account for these large shells 

(Turbo pica) being found on heights, where, from their weight, it 

was impossible to suppose they had been carried there by the wind; 

but a solution may be found in the habits of the Soldier Crab, which, 

on more than one occasion, I have seen running about in these 

shells.” 

The Livona appears to have become extinct at Bermuda in recent 

times, for its broien shells were found in the heaps of kitchen refuse 

at the ancient forts on Castle Island, as if used for food by the garri- 

son there, probably during the war of 1812.* 

Various other common marine shells, especially single valves of 

Tellina, Mytilus, Lucina, Chama, ete., are occasionally found in 

these deposits, especially in those that are but a few feet above the 

* See these Trans., pp. 463, 708; Verrill, ‘‘The Bermuda Islands,” pp. 51, 296, 

for details. 
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level of the beach deposits. They were, without doubt, mostly 

carried up to those positions by unusually high winds or great storm 

waves, such as often occur in modern times. But crows and other 

birds habitually gather such sheil-fish, sea-urchins, ete., on the shores 

and carry them inland for food, so that their shells may occasionally 

be found at any elevation. 

d. Fossils of uncertain nature; Casts of Plants, ete. 

In many localities irregular, cylindrical, tapered, and sometimes 

branched structures occur in the zolian limestones at various levels. 

Sometimes they are tubular with a cavity in the center, either empty 

or filled with loose sand. In many cases the walls are thick and not 

very firm ; in other cases, especially when small, the walls are hard 

and almost crystalline. These are generally supposed to be the 

moulds or casts of the roots, and sometimes of the stumps of trees 

and other plants. In some cases they resemble the stumps and roots 

of the common Bermuda cedar, but they seldom, if ever, show any 

organic structure. They appear to have been formed by the harden- 

ing of the sands around the roots by the rain water percolating 

through decayed roots or around living ones. (See p. 62, above.) 

According to J. M. Jones the process of forming these casts was 

still going on near Elbow Bay, when he wrote. His account was as 

follows: 

“On the western side of the sand hills, there is now a plateau of 

about half an acre, or perhaps more, of hardened drift sand, forming 

gradually into rock. On its face are cracks filling with drift sand : 

showing that the sun doubtless affects this hardened surface. Ele- 

vated stumps of a foot or so in height, rise amid this plateau; having 

each a hole or depression at the centre. These denote the sites in 

which cedar trees formerly grew. At the east end of the hills may 

be seen the gradual decay of cedar stumps; exhibiting more clearly 

the several stages of change; which are the more worthy of study, 

in consequence of the light they throw upon the many curious 

chimney-pot looking structures everywhere to be met with on the 

Bermuda shores.” ; 
Perhaps these root-like structures are more abundant on Cooper’s 

Island than elsewhere, but we observed them in many places. In 

some cases small tubular root-moulds were seen to come in contact 

with fossil snail shells and curve around them in clusters, just as 

living roots will do. 
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Some of the tubular forms may have been due to the consolidation 

of the walls of the burrows of animals, such as the land-crabs, earth- 

worms, etc. 

Synopsis of Bermuda Paleontology. 

Three distinct formations can be distinguished by their fossils: 

Ist. The earliest rocks now visible above the sea probably belong 

to the Pliocene. They are here designated as the Walsingham 

Formation. They contain at least 17 species and 6 varieties of land 

shells (Pulmonata), of which 9 species and 4 varieties are extinct, 

besides one that still lives in the West Indies and southern United 

States, but not in Bermuda (Strobilops Hubbardi, fig. 53). 

This formation contains all the known species (6) and most of 

the subspecies or varieties of Pecilozonites, a genus peculiar to 

Bermuda. This genus had already attained its greatest develop- 

ment at that early period, for the largest and strongest species 

(P. Nelsoni), now extinct, was then very abundant, and all the 

other species and varieties were larger and heavier than their modern 

descendants. 

In view of the great development of this genus at that time, it 

might well be called the Pecilozonites Period. 

No marine deposits of this age are visible, for it was followed by 

a subsidence of 100 feet or more. 

2d. The second formation, here called the Devonshire, is composed 

in part of marine limestones or ‘beach rock,” containing a large 

number of marine shells, corals, foraminifera, etc. It corresponds to 

the period of greatest subsidence. The marine limestones are now 

rarely elevated more than 8 to 12 feet above the sea and extend 

below low tide in some places. They have suffered greatly by ero- 

sion, and are now often of small extent. olian rocks of the same 

age occur. The marine fossils are mostly species still living in Ber- 

muda waters. A few (about 10) are now extinct there (p. 189), but 

most or all still exist in the West Indies. 

This period probably corresponds precisely with the Champlain or 

Leda-clay period of New England and Canada. It was followed by 

a period of elevation, probably of small amount (at least 12 feet, 

and perhaps 25 feet or more). 

3d. The third formation, here called the Paget, was the period of 
reélevation, probably to a height somewhat greater than the present. 
It consists chiefly of wxolian limestones, unconsolidated shell-sands, 
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and red-clay layers, resulting from decomposition. It contains at 

least 10 species and 3 varieties of land shells, of which 3 species and 

| marked variety are extinct. 

It corresponds with the period of reélevation on the American 

coast. There is some evidence, in the submerged hard limestones 

containing marine fossils, that there has been a period of subsidence 

of small amount, during this period. 
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Rein, J. J.—Die Bermudas-Inseln und ihre Korallenriffe. Verhandl. d. ersten 

deutch. Geograph. zu Berlin, 1881, pp. 29-46, 1882. 

Rice, Wm. North.—Geology of Bermuda. Bulletin United States Nat. Museum, 

No. 25, part I, pp. 5-32, with illustrations and a map, 1884. Reviewed in 

Amer. Journ. Science, ser. 8, xxix, p. 338, 1885, by J. D. Dana. 

Scott, Andrew.—Notes on the Bermuda Islands. Amer. Journ. Sci., ser. 2, xxiv, 

p. 274, Sept., 1857. (Geological.) 

Stark, J. H.—Stark’s Illustrated Bermuda Guide, pp. 157, 46 illustrations and a 

map. Boston, Jas. H. Stark, 1897. 

Note.—A large part of the descriptive and historical matter, including the 

geology, is reprinted from Jones’ Visitor’s Guide, 1876, without acknowledg- 

ment. 

Stevenson, John J.—Notes on the Geology of the Bermudas. Trans. New York 

Acad. Sciences, xvi, pp. 96-124, with map and two plates, March, 1897. 

Tarr, Ralph S.—Changes of Level in the Bermuda Islands. American Geologist, 

xix, pp. 293-303, plates 16-18, May, 1897. 

Synopsis of same, Nature, vol. 55, p. 311, Jan., 1897. 

Thomson, Sir C. Wyville.—Geological Peculiarities of the Bermudas. Nature, 

vol. viii, pp. 266, 267, 1 cut, July, 1873. 

Voyage of the Challenger. The Atlantic, vol. 1. London, 1877; N. Y., 

1878. Chapter IV, with map. 

In the London edition the parts relating to Bermuda are on pp. 288-366; map, 

opposite p. 290; geology on pp. 305-335; analysis of soils, pp. 358-353; metero- 

logical tables, pp. 354-357. On pp. 326-327 is an account of the section of a 

large stalagmite from a Walsingham cave, presented to the Mus. of the Univ. of 

Edinburgh in 1819, by Sir David Milne, and of the cutting of a second section 

from the same stump after Thomson’s visit. (See above, p. 85, note.) The 

paging of the New York edition is not the same. 

Tizard, T. H., and others.—Narrative of the cruise of H. M. S. Challenger, with 

a general account of the scientific results of the expedition. 2 vols in 3. 

1882-1885 [vol. 1, 1884-85, vol. 2, 1882. ] 

Vol. i, pt. 1.—General description of the geology, flora, and fauna of the Ber- 

mudas ; 19 woodcuts, diagram, and three charts, pp. 136-153, 160-167. 

Vol. i, pt. 2.—Revised table, showing the positions of the soundings, the tem- 

perature, etc., of surface and bottom water, trawlings, dredgings, ete., near Ber- 

muda, Appendix II, pp. 1008-1009. Also a revised determination of the latitude 

and longitude. 

Vol. ii.—Abstract of magnetical observations taken at fifteen different points 

on land, at Bermuda, with descriptive references to observation spots, pp. 25, 

46 ; pp. 56-59; Abstract of Variations, etc., pp. 76; 114-119; 274-276; 276- 

277 ; 278-279 ; 280-281 ; 296-297 ; 346-352; 364-369. (Cole.) 

Verrill, Addison E.—Notes on the Geology of the Bermudas, Amer. Journ. 

Science, ser. 4, vol. ix, pp. 815-340, with 11 cuts and a map, May, 1900. 

The Bermuda Islands: Their Scenery, Climate, Productions, Physiog- 

raphy, Natural History, and, Geology; with sketches of their Early His- 

tory and the Changes Due to Man. Vol. xi, Part II, pp. i-viii, 413-956, 

including a full index of 44 pages; 285 cuts in text; 40 plates, lxy—civ. 

April, 1902—Feb., 1903. 
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Also issued separately, with new title-page and special pagination [i-x ; 1-548], 

and 8 additional cuts, as author’s edition. Bound in cloth and in card-board. 

Includes Bibliography, pp. 849-864. 

Verrill, Addison £.—Variations and Nomenclature of Bermudian, West Indian, 

and Brazilian Reef Corals, with Notes on various Indo-Pacific Corals (105 pp., 

plates x-xxxv; 8 cuts in text), 1901. Discussion of Bermuda fossil coral 

on pp. 68, 81, notes. In note on p. 68, for Vaughan, read Gregory. 

Wallace, Alfred Russell.—Island Life, London edition, 1880, pp. 253-264. New 

York edition, pp. 249-260. 

Contains a brief account of the geology of Bermuda. 

Von Martens, E.—Sitzungsber. Ges. Nat. Freunde, Berlin, 1889, p. 201. Records 

fossil P. Nelsoni, from collection of Beyrich. 

Parr V.—CHARACTERISTIC LIFE OF THE BERMUDA CorRAL REEFs. 

The geological structure of islands surrounded by coral reefs is so 

largely dependent on the animals and plants occupying the reefs 

that a brief review of the principal forms of life seems to be highly 

desirable. The general character of the growths upon many of the 

Bermuda reefs was given by Mr. Agassiz in his valuable memoir,* but 

he usually mentioned only a few of the genera'and families of the 

larger corals, gorgoniz, etc., that he noticed, and without figures. 

My present purpose is, therefore, to give a more specific and detailed 

account of the principal living forms, with figures of many of them, 

so that students, with few other books, and also amateurs, when 

visiting the reefs, may be able to recognize many of the species, 

without much difficulty. 

The outer reefs cannot be safely visited except in pleasant weather, 

with little or no wind, on account of the heavy surf that frequently 

covers them. But there are interesting and productive coral reefs in 

Castle Harbor which can be studied, even in somewhat windy 

weather, especially if the wind be from the west or northwest. 

Others, in and near Great Sound, Bailey Bay, etc., can be visited 

when the wind is southerly or off shore. The outer reefs are, how- 

ever, of greater interest, because the corals and other groups grow 

upon them much more luxuriant!y than elsewhere. Those off the 

south shore and the extensive areas off the western end of the islands 

have been least studied, owing to the almost continuous surf. 
The reefs or “flats” near the North Rocks (see figs. 23, 24) are 

among the best localities for studying the life of the outer reefs, for 
* os 

* A. Agassiz, Visit to the Bermudas, March, 1894. Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., 

xxvi, pp. 209-281, 29 plates. 
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they are often laid bare for two hours or more, at low-water of 

spring tides. But there are reefs much nearer the shore that yield 

nearly all the species found there, though less abundantly.* 

The water is so transparent in pleasant weather that objects can 

easily be seen on the bottom to the depth of 20 to 30 feet or more, 

by using a water-glass, with which nearly all the boatmen are pro- 

vided. 

But many of the reefs, which are covered at low-tide by only 1 to 

3 feet of water, can best be thoroughly explored by wading over them 

clothed only in a bathing suitt and stout boots, for the surface is 

apt to be very rough and unreliable. 

To obtain very large corals we used large and strong steel double 

grapples, made for the purpose, and worked with a rope from a 

large row-boat. 

The Bermuda lobster is often taken by the fishermen by means 

of a long-handled spear or “ grains.” But it requires considerable 

skill and much practice to use this instrument in deep water, owing 

to the strong refraction. Yet some of my party acquired great skill 

in its use. We took Octopus, large holothurians, etc., as well as the 

lobster, in that way. 

The fishermen use large lobster-traps of a peculiar form{ in which 

they also often take various fishes, Spanish-lobsters (Scyllarides), 

crabs, etc. Such traps, slightly modified and suitably baited, would 

serve admirably for the purpose of catching the rarer forms of crus- 

tacea, carnivorous gastropods, etc., living among the reefs in deep 

water. For the deeper waters, “tangles” can sometimes be used to 

advantage, but among and near the actual reefs the bottom is apt 

to be too rough and rugged even for tangles. 

* The larger and better forms of corals, gorgoniw, sponges, etc., must, as a 

rule, be obtained by the use of grapples. A form of grapples used there by the 

fishermen and called by them ‘‘nippers,’”’ is an excellent instrument for this 

purpose. It is attached to a pole about 20 to 24 feet long and is worked by a 

cord attached to the movable jaw. 

+ This was the method used by my students, during our visit in 1898. Asall 

were expert at diving and swimming, the large boat could thus be rapidly filled 

with choice specimens in much better condition than those obtained by the use 

of ‘‘nippers,” which often break delicate corals, ete. Still the nippers had to 

be used at depths beyond the reach of the divers, and for corals growing in 

inaccessible recesses and crevices ; also for objects that cannot safely be handled, 

like the long-spined Diadema. 

t See ‘‘ The Bermuda Islands,” i, p. 293, for a figure of the ordinary style of 

lobster-pot used there, and pl. xciv, fig. 1, for a figure of the ‘‘ lobster.” 

TRANS. Conn. AcapD., Vou. XII. 14 Marcu, 1906. 
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ANTHOZOA. 

Madreporaria; True Reef-corals. 

In any examination of the reefs, the corals,* actinians, gorgonie, 

and bright colored sponges naturally attract most attention. Nearly 

all the corals, as well as most of the other forms of Bermudian reef 

animals and plants, are the same as those found on the reefs of 

* The more important recent systematic works relating to the corals of Ber- 

muda are the following. Many other special papers and the general works of 

Ehrenberg, Dana, Edwards and Haime, etc., are quoted in the synonymy : 

Agassiz, Louis.—Report on the Florida Reefs. Accompanied by illustrations of 

Florida Corals, 4to, 23 plates. Edited by A. Agassiz, Explanation of plates 

and names of the corals by L. F. Pourtalés. Mem. Mus. Comp. Zoology, 

vol. vii, No. 1, 1880. 

The plates are remarkably good lithographs, mostly by Sonrel, and illustrate 

many of the species found at Bermuda, including also the very young of several 

species. It contains no descriptions. 

Dana, J. D.—Corals and Coral Islands. In ed. 3, 1890, the list of Bermuda 

corals is on p. 114. (Determined by A. E. Verrill.) 

Duchassaing, P. and Michelotti, G.—Memoire sur les Coralliaires des Antilles. 

Mem. R. Acad. Sci., Torino, ser. 2, vol. xix, pp. 89, 10 plates, 1860. Sup- 

plement to same, Mem. cit., vol. xxiii, pp. 112, 11 pl., 1866. 

Duerden, J. E.—Order of appearance of the Mesenteries and Septa in the Madre- 

poraria. Johns Hopkins Univ. Circular, xix, pp. 47-53, 1900. 

Morphology of the Madreporaria, ili. The Significance of Budding and 

Fission. Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist., ser. 7, vol. x, pp. 382-393, 1902. 

No. iv. Fissiparous Gemmation, op. cit., pp. 141-155, 1903. 

Aggregated Colonies in Madreporarian Corals. Amer. Naturalist, xxxvi, 

pp. 461-471, 1902. 
West Indian Madreporarian Polyps. Mem. Nat. Acad. Science, vol. viii, 

No. 7, pp. 401-597, pls. i-xxv, 1902. 

This is the most important work hitherto published on the anatomy and 

histology of the soft parts of reef corals, including their relations to the coral- 

lum. More or less of the embryology of several species is also given. About 

26 species were studied, including 10 that occur at Bermuda. 

The Coral Siderastrea radians and its postlarval Development. Publ. 

No. 20. Carnegie Inst., Washington, D. C., 130 pp., 11 plates, 1904. 

Gregory, J. W.—Contributions to the Paleontology and Physical Geology of the 

West Indies. Quart. Journ. Geological Society of London, vol. li, pp. 255- 

312, pl. xi, 1895. 

This is chiefly devoted to the fossil and recent corals and includes lengthy 

synonymy, which in numerous cases is erroneous, as Vaughan has shown. He 

recorded three fossil species from Bermuda and several recent ones. Among 

or 
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Florida and the Bahamas. But many of the common Bahama 
species do not occur in Bermuda. Therefore the reefs-corals here 
are less varied and less luxuriant. The absence from Bermuda of 
the large branching and pana forms of A hae ie Madr ee. 

the latter, he erroneously recorded Colpophyllia gyrosa, due to the fact that he 

wrongly considered Mussa fragilis Dana a synonym of that species. His record 

of Agaricia agaricites is probably also due to his erroneous synonymy. for he 

did not record A. fragile from Bermuda, which he very likely confounded with 

the former. 

Heilprin, Angelo.—The Bermuda Islands, 1889. 

Gives a list of 19 species on pages 99-103. Several are synonyms. 

Lesueur, M.—Descr. de plusieurs Anim. appar. aux Polypiers Lamelliféres. Mem. 

du Mus. d’Hist. Nat., vol. vi, pp. 271-299, pl. 15-17, 1820. 

Figures the polyps of several species ; a number of new species described. 

Pourtalés, L. F.—The Reef Corals. Must. Catal. Mus. Comp. Zoology; Memoirs, 

vol. ii, pp. 65-93, 1871. See also Agassiz, L. 

Quelch, John J.—Report on the Reef Corals. Voyage of Challenger, Zool., vol, 

xvi, 202 pp., 12 plates, 1886. 

Enumerates nearly all the known corals of Bermuda, with descriptions of 

many. Admits too many species of Isophyllia, Oculina, and Meandrina. 

Vaughan, T. Wayland.—Some Fossil Corals from the Elevated Reefs of Curagao, 

Arube, and Bonaire. Samml. Geolog. Reichs-Mus., ii, 99 pp. 8vo, 1901. 

Contains detailed descriptions and full synonymy of many recent West Indian 

species. Also a good bibliographical list of works relating to West Indian corals. 

The Stony Corals of Porto Rican Waters. Bulletin U.S. Fish Commis- 

sion, vol. xx, for 1900, pp. 290-320, 58 plates, 1901. 

Contains descriptions and detailed synonymy of the species, with numerous 

figures from photographs. For the later views of Dr. Vaughan, on their nomen- 

elature, see Amer. Journ. Science, xiii, p. 76 (note), Jan., 1902; and these 

Trans., vol. xi, p. 206, 1901. 

Verrill, Addison E.—Bulletin Mus. Comp. Zool., I, No. 3, pp. 29-60, 1864. 

Records several Bermuda species. 

On the Polyps and Corals of Panama, with descriptions of new species. 

Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., x, p. 325, 1866. 

Contains a comparison of the West Indian Coral Fauna with that of Panama. 

Comparison of the Coral Faunz of the Atlantic and Pacific Coasts of the 

Isthmus of Darien. American Naturalist, iii, p. 499, Nov., 1869. 

Additions to the Anthozoa and Hydrozoa of the Bermudas. Trans. Conn. 

Acad. Science, vol. x, pp. 551-572, pl. Ixvii-lxix, 1900. 

Additions to the Fauna of the Bermudas from the Yale Expedition of 

1901. Trans. Conn, Acad, Sci., vol. xi, pp. 47, plates i-ix; 6 cuts in text, 

1901. 
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muricata is particularly noteworthy, for the latter are often the 

most conspicuous of the corals on the West Indian reefs. One 

reason for their absence here may be the lower temperature of the 

water in winter. But it may be due in many cases to the short 

duration of the free-swimming larval stages* of such species, so that 

the young larve may all perish before arriving at Bermuda. The 

same causes have influenced most of the other marine animals. 

Probably most of the Bermuda species have migrated in one way 

or another from the Bahamas. How long a time is required for 

drifting objects to travel from the Bahamas to the Bermudas is not 

known. The distance is rather more than 700 miles, but floating 

objects would not travel in a straight line. They would, most 

likely, travel at least 1,000 miles in such a journey. At the rate of 

1 mile per hour the northward drift would be 1008 miles in 42 days, 

or 720 miles in 30 days. Probably the average rate of the current, 

in this region, may not be much greater than that. 

Verrill, Addison E.—Variations and Nomenclature of Bermudian, West Indian, 

and Brazilian Reef Corals, with Notes on various Indo-Pacific Corals (105 

pp., plates x-xxxv; 8 cuts in text). Trans. Conn. Acad. of Science, vol. 

xi, part I, pp. 63-168, 1901. 

Contains figures and descriptions of most of the Bermuda corals with details 

of synonymy, etc. 

Comparison of Bermudian, West Indian, and Brazilian Coral Faune, 

op. cit., pp. 169-206, cuts in text, 1901. 

Includes a list of all Bermuda corals then known. 

Zodlogy of the Bermudas, vol. i, 427 pp., 45 pJ., 1903. 

Includes the four preceding papers, as articles 5, 10, 11, 12. 

Amer. Jour. Science, vol. xiii, pp. 75-78, 1902. 

Relates to synonymy and changes in nomenclature, and contains the later 

views of Dr. Vaughan (note p. 76). - 

* Dr. J. E. Duerden has shown that many of the common reef corals, includ- 

ing some of those found at Bermuda, remain in the free-swimming larval condi- 

tion only a short time,—sometimes but few days. This adds very much to the 

difficulty of explaining their migration across wide seas. Possibly some corals 

may have drifted long distances attached to drift-wood or other floating objects, 

but it is rarely that they are found attached to drift-wood. I have seen a 

branched Oculina diffusa, over 6 inches high, taken from the bottom of a vessel 

at Bermuda, after a cruise in the West Indies. It is even possible that some of 

the common Bermuda corals were accidentally introduced into Bermuda waters 

by the vessels of the early settlers. Unfortunately the early writers on Ber- 

muda do not mention the existence of corals on the reefs. 

Review of The Stony Corals of Porto Rican Waters by T. W. Vaughan, 

— 
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At present I am able to recognize only 22 Bermuda species of 

true corals (exclusive of the deep-water forms, of which several are 

known.)* They belong to 10 genera, as now classified. 

Quelch, in his report (Voyage Challenger, xvi), gave a longer 

list, for he described, as distinct species, many trivial variations of 

Mussa (as Isophyllia), Meandra, Kavia, and Oculina. But seven 

of the genuine species here described were not known to him, so 

that he really had but 15 genuine species. Doubtless others will 

yet be found on the extensive south-western reefs, which have been 

as yet very little explored by zoologists. 

Some of the common Florida and West Indian speciest that are 

lacking on the reefs here, so far as known, are as follows : 

Mussa angulosa. Phyllangia Americana. 

Meandra clivosa. Solenastrea hyades. 

Meandra (Manicina) areolata. Acropora muricata. 
Dendrogyra cylindrus. Var. cervicornis. 

Colpophyllia gyrosa. “ prolifera. 

Meandrina meandrites. : “ palmata. 

Dichocenia Stokesi. Porites furcata. 

EHusmilia aspera. Agaricia agaricites. 

Cladocora arbuscula. 

On the other hand, certain genera and species seem to be more 

abundant and Juxuriant here than anywhere in the West Indies. 
This is especially the case with the genus Ocvlina, with its several 

species, and with the genus Mussa of the Isophyllia type, of which 

there are here five species and numerous varieties. Agaricia fragilis, 

so common here, is comparatively rare elsewhere. 

It is doubtful if any of the species are really restricted to Ber- 

muda, though a few of the recently described species have not yet 

been recognized from other localities. 

The most conspicuous, largest, and also one of the most common 

of the true reef corals is the brain-coral (MWeandra labyrinthi- 

formis, figs. 71-71c), but on the outer reef the massive Porites (P. 

astreoides, pl. xxix, 1), is quite as abundant, while in some places 

the common star-coral (Siderastrea radians, pl. xxix, 2) is more 

* For a list of these, see Trans. Conn. Acad., xi, p: 182; and Zoology of 

Bermuda, i, article 12, p. 182. 

+ For detailed descriptions, synonymy, and numerous figures of most of the 

Bermuda and Florida corals, see my articles in these Trans., vol. xi, pp. 68-206, 

plates x-xxxv, 1901; and The Zoology of Bermuda, articles 11, 12, same plates. 
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abundant than any other coral. The hydroid coral (Millepora alci- 

cornis, pl. XxxA) is, perhaps, more generally diffused and more 

abundant than any of the others, for it lives under a great variety 

of conditions and seems to grow very rapidly. The ‘rose-corals” 

(Mussa fragilis, and other species of that genus, figs. 76-84) are 

also very common, both on the reefs and close to the shores, and 

are notable on account of the large size and bright colors of their 

living polyps. The branching Oculinas are chiefly found in shel- 

tered places and at some depth; also in the sounds, especially in 

Harrington Sound. 

The green, olive, yellow, and yellowish brown colors, so prevalent 

in the colors of the reef corals and actinians, are in most cases 

chiefly due to the presence of unicellular algoid plants (Zodxanthelle) 

living as parasites or symbiotically in the tissues of the polyps, 

chiefly in the cells of the endoderm. These plants give out oxygen, 

when exposed to sunlight, which may be utilized by the tissues of 

the coral and thus serve as a sort of respiration for them. Corals 

well supplied with such oxygen-producing plants can live a long 

time in aquaria without change of water, if exposed to sunlight part 

of the time. 
The varying colors depend partly upon the relative abundance of 

the Zodxanthelle and partly upon the colors of the latter, for there 

seem to be several kinds, with different tints. 

Meandra labyrinthiformis (Linn.) Oken. Brain Coral. Figs. 71-71e. 

Diploria cerebriformis Edw. and Haime, and of many later writers. 

Meeandra labyrinthiformis Verrill, these Trans., xi, pp. 70-73. Pl. x, figs. 

1-3; pl. xii, fig. 5, 1901. 

This species, when living, is usually lemon-yellow or orange- 

yellow in color. When it grows under favorable conditions, with 

plenty of room, it forms large hemispherical or dome-shaped masses, 

sometimes 5 to 8 feet or more in diameter. Such specimens must be 

several hundreds of years old,* for colonies of this and, related 

species, of known age, in the Yale Museum and elsewhere, which 

were measured from time to time while living, grew about } to + 

of an inch annually, in the warmer waters of Key West and the 

Tortugas.t 

But such large examples are seldom perfectly regular, owing to 

various injuries received from storms, etc. Those that are 1 to 2 

* See above, p. 149, note. 

+ See also Dana, Corals and Coral Islands, ed. 3, pp. 253, 418. 
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feet in diameter are often remarkably symmetrical. When growing 

near together two masses often come in contact. by mutual growth 

and then they will often completely unite together by a grafting 

process, leaving only a thin line of epitheca to indicate the place of 

* T have one large and nearly symmetrical specimen consisting union. 

of three masses perfectly united together. When large numbers of 

the young start close together they may so unite that they form 

broad, irregular, crust-like growths, several feet across and only 2 to 

6 inches thick. When it starts near low-water mark it cannot grow 

Figure 71.—Meandra labyrinthiformis. Common Brain Coral. Young colony, 

somewhat reduced. Phot. A. H. V. 

upward to any great extent, as it is killed by a brief exposure to air 

and sunshine, and therefore it spreads out in flattened, cake-like 

forms, often dead in the center. 

* This property is not confined to this coral, but is common to all the species 

of Meandra, Favia, Mussa, Agaricia, Siderastrea, and doubtless to most other 

compound reef corals. I have personally observed it in numerous genera and 

species. Mr. Duerden has recently made some very interesting observations on 

the complete growing together, in the same way, of the recently attached and 

very young individuals of some of these corals, especially of Siderastrea. In 

such cases no evidence of such union can be detected in later stages. Amer. 

Naturalist, xxxvi, 1902; also Mem, Nat. Acad., viii, pp. 495, 528 ; and Carnegie 

Inst. Publ. No. 20, pp. 59, 60, 1904. 
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It varies greatly in the form and breadth of the ridges between 

the grooves. Young specimens, 2 to 4 inches thick, often have very 

wide and double ridges (var. Stokesii, tig. 71a); later on, the wide 

WASTE Lt? FANT Y ny NY * 
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Figure 7la.—M. labyrinthiformis var. Stokesii, slightly enlarged: a, b, c, d, places 

where buds were about to develop. 

Figure 71b.—M. labyrinthiformis, partially expanded polyps, enlarged ; phot. 

from colored drawing. 

ridges divide and new grooves grow in between them. The wide 
ridges may also appear in larger specimens, either over the whole 

coral or in some particular places.* 

Figure 71¢.—M. labyrinthiformis, a calicle at the end of a series, with a 

nearly contracted polyp, and a diagrammatic sectional view of the coral, to 

show the relation of parts. Drawn by the author from the living coral. 

In full expansion the disks of the polyps rise up to or somewhat 

above the level of the summits of the collines, so that the bounding 

furrows may be seen above their walls while the disks become much 

wider than in their partly contracted condition, so as to occupy 

* For a fuller account and illustrations of these variations, see these Trans., 

vol. xi, pp. 70-78, pl. x, figs. 1-8; and Zoology of Bermuda, article 11, same 

plate. 
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nearly the whole breadth of the valleys, and the tissues become much 

more translucent. In contraction the column-walls of the polyps 

fold inward and downward over the septa, while the disk contracts 

to the breadth of the floor of the valleys, the tentacles having their 

bases over the groove outside the paliform lobes, as in fig. 71e. 

The tentacles of the living polyps (fig. 71le) are not very long, 

rather slender, tapered, knobbed or obtuse at tips, alternately larger 

and smaller; the outer ones are the smaller, more erect, and have 

whiter tips. Mouths small, oblong or elliptical, with a whitish bor- 

der. Disk deep yellow with faint white radiating lines. Ccenen- 

\chyma and polyp columns lemon-yellow to orange-yellow, sometimes 

dark ocher-yellow. In partial or complete contraction the septa and 

coste show through as whitish radial lines. 

It is common on the inner as well as on the outer reefs. On the 

reefs in Castle Harbor it is abundant, but seldom grows to great size 

there. It apparently does not occur in Harrington Sound. It is 

also common on the Florida reefs and keys, and throughout the 

West Indies. 

Meeandra cerebrum (Ellis and Sol.). Brain Coral. Figs. 72-72b; 73, 73a (6-9). 

Madrepora cerebrum Ellis and Solander, Hist. Zooph., p. 163, 1786. 

Meandrina sinuosa Verrill, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., i, p. 49, 1864 (non Mean- 

drina sinuosa Les., Mem. Mus. Hist. Nat., vi, p. 278, pl. xv, figs. 4-9, 1820 ; 

with varieties viridis, rubra, vineola, limosa, appressa, most of which evi- 

dently belong to clivosa. 

Meeandrina labyrinthica, M. labyrinthiformis, and M. sinuosissima of many 

writers. 

Meandra cerebrum Verrill, these Trans., xi, p. 74, plate x, fig. 4; pl. xii, fig. 

4; pl. xiv, figs. 4,5; pl. xix, fig. 7. 

Meandrina strigosa Dana, Pourtalés, Florida Reef Corals, p. 74; in L. Agassiz, 

Florida Reefs, pl. ix, figs. 6-9, 1880. 

Platygyra viridis Vaughan, op. cit., p. 306, plates ix—xiii, 1901 (non Lesueur). 

Meeandrina labyrinthica Duerden, Mem. Nat. Acad. Science, viii, pls. xx—xxii, 

figs. 138-147, anatomy and histology, 1902. 

This closely resembles the preceding in form and modes of growth 

and may become equally large and hemispherical, but the collines 

between the grooves are always narrow and not double. Its color in 
life is variable,—often pale ocher-yellow, sometimes dull brownish 

yellow, but so far as I observed it does not assume the bright orange- 

yellow color of the preceding species, nor have I seen it green, 

though Duerden reports specimens with green colors, due to an 

abundance of Zoéxanthelle in the endoderm. 
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The disk and tentacles are usually dark yellowish or greenish 

brown. In contraction the membrane of the disk becomes rough or 

wrinkled in radial lines, as in the other species of the genus. 

When fully expanded the polyps rise a little above the crests of 

the collines and the disks expand to the width of the upper part of 

the calicinal valleys ; the adjacent column walls then become nearly 

vertical, leaving only narrow grooves between them, over the crests 

of the collines. The tentacles form two cycles, the inner ones a 

72 72a 

Figure 72.—Mcandra cerebrum, var. sinuosa. Brain Corai. Portion of a young 

colony, about natural size. 

Figure 72a.--The same. Portion near the margin of the same specimen, enlarged 

about 13. Both phot. by A. H. Verrill. 

little larger; they are small, rather short, obtuse or slightly knobbed 

and whitish at the tip. In contraction the disk sinks to the bottom 

of the valleys and the column walls cover the septa, becoming 

uneven over their teeth. The tentacles can be introverted in full 

contraction. 

It is much less common than the last and is rarely found except 

on or near the outer reefs. It seldom grows close to the surface, 

but is more frequent in 6 to 20 feet of water. 

It is a common West Indian and Florida coral, and often grows to 

great size there. 
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The common form of this species (figs. 72, 72a) in which the 

collines are of moderate height and appear rounded, owing largely 

to the principal septa being wide and pretty regularly rounded 

toward the summit, with nearly even denticulations, may be regarded 

as the typical variety. 

- The most marked variation from the typical form is that in which 

the collines appear sharper or narrower at the crests, or have a gothic 

form, due mainly to the narrowed upper portion of the septa, but in 

part to the greater height of the collines and thinness of the walls. 

Figure 73.—Meandra cerebrum, var. strigosa. Part of a large specimen, 1g nat. 

size. Phot. A, H. V. 

This is the form figured under the name of labyrinthica by Ellis and 

Solander, 1887, and which has generally been known by that name 

in later works. It was admirably illustrated in the plates of Prof. 

L. Agassiz (see our fig. 73), under the name of JV. strigosa, applied 

to it by Pourtalés, who considered it a distinct species.* 

It seems desirable to retain a special varietal name to designate 

this form, and none seems so available as strigosa, which seems to 

be the earliest, except labyrinthica, which cannot be used, because 

it was originally applied to another species (meandrites Linn.). 

* My own description of M. cerebrum in a former article (these Trans., vol. 

xi, pp. 74-76, was based more largely on this variety than on the variety now 

taken as the type form (var. cerebrum), but the figures there given mostly per- 

tain to the latter. Intermediate forms often occur. 
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Variety strigosa Dana. Figures 73, 73a, 6-9. 

Madrepora labyrinthica Ellis and Sol., p. 160, pl. 46, figs. 3, 4, 1787 (non 

Pallas. 

Meandrina labyrinthica Lamx., Expos. Meth., p. 54, pl. xlvi, figs. 3, 4, and 

of many later writers. 

Meandrina strigosa Dana, Zoéph. Expl. Exped., p. 257, pl. xiv, fig. 4a, 1846. 

Pourtalés, in L. Agassiz, Florida Reefs, pl. ix, figs. 6-9, 1880, (figures repro- 

duced here). 

Platygyra viridis Vaughan, Stony Corals, Porto Rico, 306, pl. ix—xiii, 1902 

(non Lesueur). 

Meeandra cerebrum (pars) Verrill, these Trans., xi, p. 74, 1901, (where detailed 

synonymy is given). 

This common variety, as seen in collections, usually forms large 

evenly rounded hemispheres, often of large size and generally havy- 

ing the collines and calicles long and very sinuous or convoluted, 
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Figure 73a.—Meandra cerebrum var. strigosa (Dana) ; 6, 7, calicles and collines 

somewhat enlarged ; 8, perspective view of septa and paliform lobes, more 

enlarged ; 9, section of colline and profiles of septa; 2, M. clivosa, collines 

slightly enlarged ; 4, the same, section of colline and profiles of septa more 

enlarged. After L. Agassiz. 
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but sometimes long and parallel in some parts. In nature, however, 

it occurs of various irregular forms, often merely forming thick crusts 

when young, as in other related forms. When well grown it usually 

can be readily distinguished by the open or cellular appearing, rather 

deep and wide calicinal grooves, which have sloping sides and are 

? 
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Figure 74.—Mceandrina sinuosa Lesueur, showing his varieties; a, b, var. 

limosa, polyps partly retracted; c, d, var. viridis; ce, profile of collines, 

enlarged; d, polyp of terminal calicle, much enlarged. Photographed from 

Lesueur’s figures. 

Figure 74a.—The same; a, var. rubra; b, var. vineola, both much enlarged. 

Photographed from Lesueur’s figures. 

Figure 74b.—Meceandra clivosa, terminal part otf a calicinal valley with the 

polyps partially expanded, much enlarged. Photographed from L. Agassiz. 

therefore wider above, and by the gothic form of the larger septa 

and rather narrow acute collines, with thin, simple walls. The full 

grown calicinal grooves are usually 8 to 10™™ deep, and 9 to 13™™ 

wide, from crest to crest of the collines. 

The principal septa are thin at base with a distinct, roughly 

spinulose paliform lobe; they decrease in width distally, either regu- 
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larly or in a gothic form, and are quite narrow at the apex, which 

projects a little above the wall and bears a few rough denticles; the 

inner edge is covered with rather irregular, rough, often spinulose 

or lacerate divergent or ascending denticles; their sides are sharply 

and roughly granulose or spinulose. Very narrow and thin secon- 

dary septa, disappearing below, usually alternate with the larger 

ones, but are often absent, which results in wide, open interseptal 

spaces. When they are present there are about 22 to 24 septa toa 

centimeter. Those on opposite sides of the collines usually alternate, 

and the thin crest of the wall is often a little zigzag. The wall 

becomes thicker below and solid. 

Dr. Vaughan gave some excellent photographic illustrations of 

this variety, some of which are considerably enlarged (op. cit., 1902, 

pls. ix-xiii), but the name viridis, used by him, did not originally 

apply to this form, for it was given to a color variety of J. stnwosa 

Les. (see our fig. 74, ¢, d, copied from Lesueur), which is a very 

different coral, with much lower collines, rounded at the top, and 

very narrow calicinal grooves, which, according to Lesueur’s natural- 

size figure, made to show their arrangement (his pl. 15, fig. 5a) 

measure only 4 to 5™” from crest to crest of the walls and 4.5 to 5™™ 

from the polyp mouths of one series to those in the next. These 

dimensions are scarcely half as large as in the coral under discussion 

here. Indeed, the dimensions given and the low collines, as figared 

by Lesueur in his profile views, not only of the var. viridis, but of 

all his other varieties of MW. sinwosa, can scarcely apply to any West 

Indian species except M. clivosa.* ‘That is the only meandriniform 

coral of this fauna that has such small collines and narrow grooves. 

* After a careful study of this matter I believe that his sinwosa and all its 

color varieties, figured by Lesueur, should be referred to M. elivosa (Ellis and 

Sol.), which is the only American species having such low and narrow collines 

as he figures. 

Moreover, the figures of the polyps which he gives, and which I have repro- 

duced here, of four of his varieties, agree best with those of M. clivosa, as 

figured by L. Agassiz (see our fig. 74b). M. clivosa is also one of the most abun- 

dant species at St. Thomas, in shallow water, where Lesueur obtained his speci- 

mens, gathering them by hand, as he stated, while wading on the reefs and 

without any special appliances. In fact, it would be far more likely to be 

obtained in that way than either of the other species, which are more massive 

and grow in deeper water. Moreover, so far as known to me, M. clivosa is the 

only species which has such various and bright colors as Lesueur described. 

His varieties are described as scarcely differing at all, except in colors. 

At any rate, there can be no direct relation between var, viridis and our var. 

strigosa of M. cerebrum, for they stand almost at the opposite extremes of the 

various forms of the mzandriniform corals of this region. 

—_— 
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I have reproduced here some of the figures of JZ. clivosa, given 

by L. Agassiz (fig. 73a (2, 4) and fig. 746), for easy comparison with 

those given by Lesueur in 1820. he differences in the polyps are 

no more than constantly occur, due to different degrees and modes 

of contraction of the polyps and the individual variations in the 

colonies. Lesueur said nothing about the general form of his sin- 

uosa, but though J. clivosa becomes nodular and irregular when 

large, it has an even and regular surface when young. Probably 

all of Lesueur’s hand-gathered specimens were young and in the 

crust-like stage of growth, when they can be easily detached and 

carried ashore alive. 

M. clivosa has not yet been found at Bermuda, though it might 

weil be expected to occur on the outer reefs, for it is very common 

on the Florida and Bahama reefs. 

Favia fragum (Esper) Edw. and Haime. Star Coral. Figure 15. 

Astrea (or Favia) ananas and coarctata of many modern writers. 

Favia fragum Vaughan, op. cit., p. 303, pl. viii, figs. 1, 2, 1902. Verrill, 

these Trans., xi, pp. 90, 171, pl. xiii, figs. 1, 2, 1901. Duerden, Mem. Nat. 

Acad. Sci., viii, p. 569, pls. xiii-xv, figs. 92-116, anatomy, histology, and 

larvee, 1902. 

This forms small rounded or hemispherical masses, seldom more 

than 2 or 3 inches across, usually solidly attached. It is generally 

720 ris) 

Figure 72b.—Mceandra cerebrum, typical variety, section of collines showing 

forms of septa and denticles, x about 2. 

Figure 75.—Favia fragum. Part of the upper surface of a specimen with 

crowded calicles (var. coarctata), about natural size. Both phot. by A. H.V. 

pale yellowish or greenish yellow, sometimes dark yellowish brown, 

or tinged with green, often with white specks, especially on the 
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tentacles while living. It can live close to the surface and is often 

found in tide-pools of the shore ledges, as well as on the reefs. 

The star-like calicles are a little elevated, usually elliptical or oval, 

seldom circular, and quite variable in size, though usually not more 
than .25 to .30 inch in the longer diameter. 

In expansion the polyps rise up somewhat above the rims of the 

ealicles. The tentacles vary in number from about 30 to 50 or more, 

and form two or more crowded circles, the inner a little the larger ; 
in full extension they are slender with a rounded or knobbed whitish 

tip, but more often they are short, tapered, and blunt. The disk, in 

contraction, is rugose in radial lines, and may fold inward so as to 

entirely conceal the tentacles. Often there are two or more mouths 

on one disk, due to incipient fission. The disk is often convex and 

the mouth elevated in full expansion. 

Dr. Duerden (1902) has described and figured a series of the 

larvee, both before and after attachment, According to his observa- 

tions the polyps are hermaphrodite and viviparous. The larve fix 

themselves within a few days after extrusion. 

It is not very abundant at Bermuda. Common on the Florida 

Keys and throughout the West Indies. 

Mussa (Isophyllia) fragilis (Dana) Ver. Rose Coral. Figs. 76, 77, 78. Plate 

Sex, Ge did spl ee eld: 

Tsophyllia or Symphyllia fragilis of many writers. 

Isophyllia dipsacea Pourtales, in L. Agassiz, Florida Reefs, pl. vii, figs. 1-7. 

1880 (non Dana). 

Isophyllia fragilis Verrill, these Trans., xi, p. 121; plate xvi, figs. 1, 2; pl. 

xvii, figs. 1-7; pl. xviii, figs. 1, 6; pl. xix, figs. 1, 5, 1901. 

Mussa fragilis Dana; Verrill, op. cit., p. 180, 1901. 

Symphyllia anemone, S. conferta, S. strigosa, S. Agle, S. thomasiana, S. 

aspera, var., Duch. and Mich., Coral. Antilles, pp. 69-74, 1860. (Identifica- 

tions by photographs of original types in Mus. Turin made for Dr. T. W. 

Vaughan.) 

? Lithophyllia argemone Duch. and Mich., op. cit., p. 68, pl. x, fig. 15, 1860. 

(Young.) 

?Lithophyllia cubensis (non Haime) and L. lacera (non Pallas) Quelch, op. cit., 

1886. (Young.) 

Isophyllia strigosa, I. fragilis, I. australis, Quelch, op. cit., pp. 82-84, 1886. 

This handsome coral is very common at Bermuda, both on the 

reefs and close to the shores, where it may be attached to scattered 

rocks and ledges, even in very shallow water. It is also abundant 

in Harrington Sound. It lives best where exposed to strong light, 

in open waters. 
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When living, and with the polyps fully expanded, it is a beautiful 

object, for its colors are often brilliant and remarkably variegated. 

Figure 76.—Mussa fragilis Dana. Common Rose Coral. Original type of Dana, 

nat. size. Phot. by A. H. Verrill. 

One of the most common shallow water varieties had the disk | 

translucent lavender-gray, tinged in places with emerald-green, and 

flecked with unequal flake-white specks, most of which are in radial 

lines. Tentacles are often swollen at base and obtuse at tips, usually 

Figure 77.—Mussa fragilis in the simple young or Lithophyllia-stage. x14. 

Phot. A. H. V. 

translucent gray, with a large patch of flake-white on the outer 

base, sometimes running up on the outer side, and sometimes another 

on the inner base; or the whole surface may be flecked with white; 

Trans. Conn. Acap., Vou. XII, 15 Marca, 1906. 
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lips translucent gray with white lines. Ccenenchyma and column 

translucent olive-brown, usually tinged with emerald-green. 

Sometimes emerald-green is the prevailing color, varied with laven- 

der and flake-white, often in symmetrical patterns ; in other speci- 

mens lavender or yellow may be the dominant color, scarcely two 

being alike. Some pale yellow and almost albino specimens were 

taken. In full expansion this coral and the allied species of 

Mussa look like clusters of bright colored sea-anemones, for the 

soft upper body can rise half an inch or more above the coral and 
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Figure 78.—Mussa fragilis, a calicle with a polyp partly expanded, slightly 

enlarged. Sketched from life by the author. 

Figure 78a.—The same, one of the isolated polyps fully expanded, about nat. 

size, with a diagrammatic section of the coral to show the relations of 

the parts; e, epitheca; c, costz ; en, endotheca ; 0, columella; s, s, septa; 

w, wall. Drawn from life by the author. 

expand a fine wreath of large tapering tentacles, 48 or more in 

number, often entirely concealing the coral beneath the fleshy mem- 

branes. (Fig. 78a.) When it contracts the soft upper-bodies, disk, 

and tentacles sink down into the calicles, below the bounding rims, 

and in full contraction the tentacles are withdrawn out of sight, 

though often visible in partial expansion. (Plate xxxi, fig. 1.) At 

such times the fleshy column walls, which cover the ridges and outer 

parts of the coral, are curiously wrinkled and verrucose over the 

denticles, and in that state the form of the coral can usually be seen 

through the translucent tissues. 

Ordinary specimens are 3 to 4 inches in diameter, but in favorable 

localities it often forms hemispherical masses 6 inches or more in 

diameter and 4 to 5 inches thick. 
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Young specimens of this and the other species of Mussa are 

simple, circular, cup-shaped corals, usually up to half an inch or more 

in diameter (fig. 77), and have been described by many writers* as 

distinct species of another genus (Lithophyllia or Scolymia). But 

all stages of transition between these simple forms and the complex 

cealicles of the adults can easily be found at Bermuda + 

It is very variable in general form and in the size and form of 

the calicles and the intervening ridges, which may be simple or 

double, and in the form and breadth of the septa. The denticles of 

the larger septa are nearly always numerous and slender, often look- 

ing like sharp lacerations of the thin septa, but they vary consider- 

ably in form and number. 

Duchassaing and Michelotti made several species out of ordinary 

variations of this one, and Quelch followed them in this respect, but 

as their species could not be identified by their brief and imperfect 

descriptions, his names were often erroneously applied. To Dr. 

Vaughan I am greatly indebted for an excellent series of photo- 

graphs made for him from their original types, which are still pre- 

served in the Museum of Turin.f 

Their Symphyllia conferta and S. anemone agree very closely 

with Dana’s type of fragilis. Their type of thomastana is nearly a 

typical fragilis, but many of the calicles had been badly injured 

before death. The types of 8S. cylindrica and S. guadalupensis are, 

without doubt, abnormal or diseased specimens of the same species or 

of MW. dipsacea. In these the septa and their denticles have become 

unnaturally thickened by pathological deposits of calcium carbonate 

in nearly all the calicles. But some of the-younger marginal cali- 

cles, which remain partially or wholly normal, show the ordinary 

characters of dipsacea rather than of fragilis. 

Their S. verrucosa is the same as their guadalupensis. In the type 

* Quelch, Voy. Challenger, xvi, has recorded Lithophyllia cubensis and L. 

lacera from Bermuda; both are young of Mussa. 

+ See these Trans., xi, plates xvi-xix, 1901. 

+ Dr. T. Wayland Vaughan, when in Turin in 1897, was kindly permitted by 

Prof. Camerano to study the types of the species of Symphyllie described by 

Duchassaing and Michelotti. Count M. G. Peracca, who has charge of the 

Herpetological Collections at the Turin Museum of Natural History, very cour- 

teously made a series of photographic negatives, illustrating each one of the 

species whose type had been preserved. The United States Geological Survey 

had a number of duplicate prints made and these were distributed by Dr. 

Vaughan to various museums. Dr. Vaughan has given me permission to use 

them in making the revisions of the species described in this paper. 
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of guadalupensis the unnatural thickening is so great that many of 

the denticles haye become thick obtuse cones or tubercles, often in 

contact, while the septa are so thick that they are often in contact 

at the wall. Similar diseased specimens are common in Bermuda. 

Var. strigosa. The photographs of the two types of their 8S. 

strigosa, one of which is the same that they figured (pl. x, fig. 16, 

but their figure is reversed,) and their type of S. Agle* are all much 

alike in details, and in essential characters agree with those Bermuda 

specimens of fragilis in which the calicles become crowded, especially 

when they become older than usual. In this state, or variety, the 

calicles become rather smaller than usual, and many are circum- 

scribed ; the intervening ridges are rather high and mostly simple, 

and the calicles rather deep and abrupt, owing to the septa being 

wider distally. Their teeth are slender, acute, numerous, usually 10 

to 12, and the distal ones are mostly wider, especially on the sum- 

mits of the exsert septa. The name is retained as a varietal term, 

simply for convenience in designating a form or condition due to 

age or conditions of growth. 

The figures on pl. vii, figs. 1-7, of L. Agassiz, Florida Reefs, 

referred to LZ. dipsacea by Pourtalés, agree better with this variety 

of fragilis than with dipsacea. 

Var. asperula nov. (the name of the type, aspera D. and M., was 

preoccupied in Mussa by Edw. anid Haime, 1857). 

* The type of S. Agiw is a large specimen with numerous crowded calicles, 

many of which are nearly circumscribed and separated by narrow and usually 

simple collines. The septa are thin, not very wide, rather openly arranged, 

with slender acute teeth, as in fragilis. The longer, sinuous, calicinal valleys 

of the type are sometimes 2 inches or more in length, and .40 to .50 broad ; the 

hemispherical mass is about 6 inches wide and 4 high. The specimen is very 

much like that figured on our plate xvii, fig. 5, these Trans., vol. xi, in form, 

number and character of calicles, septa, etc. 

The type of S. thomasiana is very similar in details, but the calicles are larger 

and more flaring (the larger ones .80 to 1 inch broad), and many are cireum- 

scribed ; the ridges are very narrow and simple; septa unequal, very thin with 

wide interspaces. 

The type of S. helianthus is abnormal, for many of the calicles had been 

injured or killed and were being regenerated, while parasitic barnacles, serpule, 

alge, etc., had interfered with the normal development of many calicles. How- 

ever, a few are nearly normal and are very like those of strigosa. The only 

notable peculiarity is the rather unusual breadth of many of the larger septa, 

which are apt to be convex about mid-height ; their surfaces are sharply granu- 

lose ; the denticles are numerous, slender, irregular, roughly granulose or spinu- 

lose. It is probably an abnormal fragilis, of the var. strigosa, with dwarfed 

calicles, but it might be dipsacea. 
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The type of their S. aspera is also very similar to many specimens 

of fragilis, and in many respects like their 8. Aglw and S. thom- 

asiana. I am disposed to consider it a variety of fragilis, for con- 

venience. 

The most tangible character is found in the rough septa, which 

are thin, rather narrow at the summit, and openly arranged, so that 

the calicles appear rather shallow and open, with narrow and usually 

simple walls between. The surfaces of the septa and their denticles 

are thickly covered with sharp, rough granules or spinules, but not 

much more so than in some specimens of true fragilis. The denti- 

cles are slender and rough, usually 10 to 12, the upper ones some- 

what stouter and wider. The larger calicles are .70 to .80 of an inch 

(18-22™™") broad ; mostly in long series in the type. 

The Z. aspera of Quelch is different and appears to be only a 

slight variation of dipsacea. 

Mussa (Isophyllia) dipsacea (Dana) Ver. Rose Coral. Cactus Coral. Figures 

79, 80, 81. 

Isophyllia or Symphyllia dipsacea of many writers. 

Isophyllia dipsacea Verrill, 1864; these Trans., xi, p. 118, plate xviii, figs. 2, 

5; pl. xix, figs. 2, 3; pl. xx, fig. 2, 1901. Pourtalés, in Agassiz, Florida 

Reefs, pl. vii, fig. 8 (section). Duerden, Mem. Nat. Acad. Science, viii, pp. 

574-576, pls. xvii, xviii, figs. 121-128, 1902, (anatomy, histology and larva). 

Mussa dipsacea Verrill, op. cit., p. 180, 1901. 

Symphyllia knoxi Duch. aud Mich., op. cit., p. 71, 1860; ? S. cylindrica and 

? 8. verrucosa D. and M., loc. cit., pp. 71, 72, 1860. (Both abnormal.) 

Tsophyllia knowi, I. dipsacea, I. cylindrica, I. aspera (non D. and M.), Quelch, 

Voyage Challenger, Zool., vol. xvi, pp. 84-87, 1886. 

This species closely resembles the last in colors, form, and general 

appearance, as well as in its habits of growth and localities, for they 

are often found together. 

The ecalicles are often complex and large, up to 1 to 1.5 inches, 

broad and frequently quite shallow. They are often circumscribed, 

partly or wholly, and frequently nearly circular. The intervening 

ridges or collines may be high or low, simple or double, often thick 

and solid. 
Some writers have made half a dozen or more nominal species out 

of mere slight variations of this and the preceding species.* It is 

* This is particularly true of Duchassaing and Michelotti, Coral. Antilles, 

and their Supplement. Also of Quelch, Voy. Challenger, Zool., vol. xvi, pp. 

10-12, 83-86. For more details see note on a previous page, and Verrill, these 

Trans., xi, pp. 115-121, plates xviii-xx : Zool. of Bermuda, article 11, the same 

plates. 
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even a question whether these two be really distinct species in the 

broader sense, for they nearly intergrade, or else hybridize more or 

less. 

The chief differences are in the closer and thicker radial septa, 

their fewer, shorter and stouter, often triangular or saw-tooth shaped 

denticulations, and other details of structure. 

The type of Symphyllia knoxi Duch. and Mich., of which Dr. 

Vaughan has sent me a photograph,,is a young dipsacea, very much 

like my figure 2, pl. xix, these Trans., vol. xi. It consists of six 

broad, shallow, mature calicles grouped around a primary simple 

S43 er Senna 

Figure 79.—Mussa dipsacea. About 3} nat. size. Phot. by A. H. V. 

one; some of them are nearly circular and simple ; others are 

becoming lobed. The septa are numerous, close together, not very 

unequal; the teeth are strong, triangular, and rather regular. 

The remarkable and elaborate figures drawn and lithographed by 

Mr. A. Sonrel for Prof. Louis Agassiz, but eventually published by 

A. Agassiz, with explanations by Pourtalés (Florida Reefs, pl. vu, 

figs. 1-8), are perhaps as accurate as can be made by lithography. 

But such corals cannot be satisfactorily represented except by pho- 

tography. Pourtalés referred them all to dipsacea, but he was at that 

time unacquainted with the type of fragilis. They all have slender 

crowded teeth and appear to me to belong mostly to fragilis. Fig. 
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6 has more crowded septa and is like var. stvigosu. But the section 

shown in fig. 8 represents dipsacea, to judge by the stouter triangu- 

lar teeth, though the calicle is deep. As long ago as 1861-1864, 

Figure 80.—Mussa dipsacea, a group of calicles from a normal specimen, about 

natural size. Phot. A. H. V. 

when I had charge of the collection of corals in the Mus. Comp. 

Zoology, I could not find the originals from which these figures 

were made. Therefore I presume that Pourtalés did not find them, 

Figure 81.—Mussa dipsacea, var. aster. A young colony. Polyps partly ex- 

panded, one in full expansion, about nat. size. From a colored figure by 

PAs ah 

and they must be judged as they appear on the plate. The septa 

are too thin and too crowded and their denticles too slender to 

belong to M. dipsacea, as now understood. 
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Dana’s original type of dipsacea, which I have seen, was not 

mature. It had narrower calicles than the adult (mostly 12 to 18™™), 

but the denticles are pretty regularly triangular, or saw-tooth 

shaped, and not very numerous. Dana’s figure, also, represents them 

of this form. Specimens like the type are common at Bermuda. 

Var. aster, nov. Figure 81. 

See these Trans., xi, pl. xx, fig. 2, 1901, for type. 

It seems desirable to retain a varietal name for those forms that 

have unusually large, often circumscribed, and generally shallow 

calicles, like those illustrated in the figure referred to. They may 

be called var. aster, alluding to the appearance of the expanded 

polyps, which resemble certain varieties of ‘China Aster” of the 

gardens, both in form and colors. 

The septa are numerous and rather thick ; the principal ones bear 

strong, rather regular, and mostly triangular teeth. The calicles 

may be 25 to 35™™ in diameter. 

Mussa (Symphyllia) annectens Verrill. Cactus Coral. Figure 82. 

These Trans., xi, p. 178, pl. xxxv, figs. 1, 2, 1901. 

This is a comparatively rare species, probably best at home on the 

outer reefs, though originally found on the inner ones, off Hamilton 

é 

Figure 82.—Mussa annectens; forms of larger septa of type, enlarged; a-b, 

septa with typical Mussa denticles; e, f, septa with Jsophyllia denticles ; 

ec, d, intermediate forms ; g, h, marginal septa with costal spinules. Drawn 

byAa EL” Vie 

Harbor, where it is rare. It is a much heavier and coarser species 

than the others, with much larger and longer teeth on the stout 

distal part of the exsert radial septa; the upper ones are generally 

the largest and longest. 
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The mature calicles are mostly 15 to 20™™ wide, rather deep, with 

the sides abrupt, owing to the width of the upper part of the septa. 

Some of them, in the larger specimens, may be distinctly and some- 

times regularly 4- to 6-lobed, with a stellate effect; many are circum- 

scribed, but most are lobed or sinuous. The collines are mostly 

simple, thick, and nearly solid below the surface, but usually appear 

double at the summit, with a median line or furrow, across which 

the septa do not often blend. It is a rare species; the type speci- 

mens were obtained from the reefs in Great Sound, off Hamilton, 

and off Ireland Island, by A. H. Verrill, 1901. The expanded polyps 

were not observed. 
At present it is only known from Bermuda, with certainty. 

Mussa (Isophyllia) multiflora Ver. Small Rose Coral. Figure 84. 

Isophyllia multiflora Verrill, these Trans., xi, p. 125, pl. xx, fig. 1 (not pl. 

ROGveies 1 OO1e 

Isophyllia multilamella Pourtalés, Florida Reef Corals, p. 70, 1871 (non Duch. 

and Mich. sp.). 

? Isophyllia marginata Quelch, op. cit., p. 85, 1886 (non Duch. and Mich.). 

This is also a rather uncommon species, at least on the inner reefs. 

It is distinguished mainly by the small shallow calicles, thin, narrow, 
crowded septa, with long and slender denticulations, which are 

roughly spinulose, about 10 to 12 on the larger septa ; distal ones 

shorter and divergent at the slightly exsert convex summits of the 

septa. It most resembles MW. fragilis, var. strigosa. 'The latter has 

larger and deeper calicles with wider septa, which are less crowded. 

The polyps when expanded form beautiful crowded clusters, simi- 

lar to those of M. fragilis, but smaller. The predominant colors 

are emerald-green, lavender, and flake-white. It occurred on the 

serpuline atolls, off Hungry Bay ; also on the reefs off Great Sound, 

and in other places, but it is not common. Florida Reefs,—Pour- 

talés. 

When I first described the species I erroneously referred to it a 

young specimen of MW. rosula, which is quite distinct in structure. 

Mussa rosula Verrill, sp. nov. Little Rose Coral. Figure 83. 

Mussa multiflora (pars) Verrill, Trans. Conn. Acad., xi, p. 126 (No. 4009), 

pl. xxv, fig. 1, 1901. (Young.) 

Isophyllia rigida (pars) Verrill, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., i, p. 50, 1864 (non 

Dana, non Pourtalés, nec Quelch). 

This is a rare and but little known species of which I have only 

recently obtained a mature specimen, through the young have been 
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known to me since 1864. It was a young specimen of this species 

that I recorded from Bermuda in 1864 (as Lsophyllia rigida, coll. 

Mus. Comp. Zool.), but the subsequent discovery of Dana’s type of 

rigida in the collection of Yale University proved long ago that it 

is a distinct species. (See these Trans., xi, p. 127, pl. xxv, figs. 2, 3, 

for the true MW. rigida, which has not been found in Bermuda. )* 

A careful examination of the photographs of all the types of the 

forms described by Duch. and Mich. shows that it cannot be referred 

to any of them. It appears, therefore, to still lack a name and a 

place in the system. It resembles multiflora only in the small size 

and rapid division of the calicles. 

83 

Figure 83.—Mussa rosula, sp. nov. Young; natural size. 

Figure 84.—M. multiflora (?), a young specimen, about natural size. Both phot. 

Dy, Aw aen Ve 

This species, when mature, forms convex masses up to 4 to 5 

inches in diameter. The calicles are unusually small for the genus, 

and many soon become isolated and nearly circular, especially the 

marginal ones ; most of the calicles are only 10 to 12™™ in diameter 

before division, but some of the marginal ones may be 18 to 20™™, 

in the largest specimen. They are usually rather deep with steep 
sides. The intervening collines may be simple and solid in the 

young (as in the example figured), but in the larger specimens they 

* Judging by a photograph of the type, sent to me by Dr. Vaughan, (see p. 223,) 

the Acanthastrea dipsacea Duch. and Mich., op. cit., p. 78, 1860, is identical 

with the true M. rigida of Dana. 
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are generally truncate and double at the surface, with a naked 

groove or furrow interrupting the cost ; beneath the surface the 

wall, as seen in sections, is thick and nearly solid, with very few 

exothecal vesicles. | 

The principal septa in the younger specimens are rather thin and 

not very closely crowded, but in the largest one they become so 

thick distally that they appear crowded, the spaces between being 

less than their thickness; those of the last cycle are poorly devel- 

oped. The larger septa are rather wide distally and evenly rounded 

at the somewhat exsert summits, where they bear three or four 

angular, rather strong, but not very long, divergent teeth ; the teeth 

or denticles of the inner margin are usually 8 to 12 on the larger 

septa, of moderate length, wider at base, subacute, mostly increasing 

in size and length distally. In the younger specimens the teeth are 

sharply granulose or spinulose, but only moderately so in the adult. 

Columella moderately developed, lamellose and spinulose. The 

epitheca covers the larger specimen almost to the margin, but one 

of the younger ones, which has very little of it, has wide and thin 

lamellar coste, finely serrulate below, but thickened and covered 

with strong triangular teeth distally, toward the margin. 

This species resembles rigida in the solidity of the walls, but that 

species has smaller, mostly astreiform calicles, and different septal 

teeth. It is nearest related to M. annectens, but the latter is a much 

larger, coarser, and heavier coral, with larger calicles, stouter and 

more exsert septa, and much larger and longer distal and terminal 

teeth, so that it appears much more spinose. 

This species appears to be rare at Bermuda and unknown else- 

where. I have not seen more than half a dozen specimens among 

the hundreds of specimens of Mussa examined. 

Additional notes on the species of Mussa recorded by Quelch. 

Many species of Mussa (as Isophyllia) were recorded from Ber- 

muda by Quelch.* Most of those that he enumerated are slight 

variations of MW. fragilis and M. dipsacea (see above, pp. 223-225). 

In addition to those already discussed, he recorded marginata Duch. 

and Mich., australis Edw. and Haime, multilamella (D. and Mich., 

1866, as Lithophyllia), and I. spinosa Edw. and Haime. 

* Of the 28 species of true corals recorded by Quelch, 13 are here regarded as 

synonyms. He enumerated 11 species of Isophyllia and Lithophyllia, all of 

which are here referred to the two common species of Mussa (fragilis and 

dipsacea) with one possible exception (his marginata). 
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The original Lithophyllia multilamella was a young Mussa, inde- 

terminable from the description and figure. The Bermuda speci- 

mens are more likely to be MW. fragilis than any other; Z. spinosa 

Edw. and Haime appears to be the young of fragilis ; I. australis 

was originally based on the young of an Australian species, but the 
australis of Quelch is apparently fragilis. 

The Z. marginata of Quelch was probably my M. multiflora, but 

the real Symphyllia marginata was quite different, as shown by a 

photograph of the type sent to me by Dr. Vaughan.* The latter is 

a large convex mass, with very numerous, mostly circumscribed, 

angular or irregular, flaring calicles, the larger ones 10 to 15™™ broad, 

of moderate depth, with unusually thin, narrow, and fragile septa, 

loosely arranged, so as to leave wide open spaces between them, 

those of the later cycles being extremely delicate ; the denticles are 

Figure 85.—Orbicella annularis, nat. size. Phot. by A. H. V. 

long and slender, but irregular, 12 to 15 or more on the larger septa, 

becoming smaller distally. The septa are thickened at the wall and 

the ends seem to have been narrow or falcate and considerably 

exsert, but they are mostly broken off. The walls are thin, sepa- 

rated by a narrow groove, and apparently by a vesicular exotheca. 

The columella is feebly developed. It is probably a valid species, 

distinct from all those recorded from Bermuda. It resembles some 

of the larger specimens of fragilis more than any other Bermuda 

species, but the latter rarely if ever has so many of the calicles cir- 

cumscribed, nor so small, nor the septa so narrow and _ loosely 

* For critical remarks on most of their other types, see pp. 223-226. 
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arranged. In general appearance it resembles JZ. hispida Dana.* 

(See Verrill, these Trans., xi, p. 127, pl. xxi, figs. 2-2c, 1901.) The 

type of the latter is in the Museum of Yale University. 

Orbicella annularis (Dana) Ver. Star Coral. Figures 85, 86. 

Astrea annularis and Heliastrea annularis of many writers. 

Orbicella annularis Verrill, these Trans., xi, pp. 94, 171, pl. xv, figs. 1, la, 

1901. Duerden, Mem. Nat. Acad. Sci., viii, pp. 564-566, pls. viii-x, figs. 

64-735, anatomy, histology. 

Orbicella acropora Vaughan, op. cit., p. 301, plates vi, vii, 1902. 

This coral grows both in the form of thick crusts, 2 to 4 inches 
thick, and in hemispheres up to 3 feet or more in diameter. It is 
found mainly on the outer reefs, but has often been obtained from 
those not far off Ireland Island. In life it is usually pale yellow, 

Figure 86.—Orbicella annularis; a, polyps partially expanded ; 6, in full expan- 

sion. From colored drawings by A. H. Verrill. 

yellowish brown, or greenish, due to zodxantbelle. It can be dis- 
tinguished from most others by its slightly prominent, circular 

calicles, about 4 inch in diameter (fig. 85). The polyps, when fully 

expanded, rise considerably above the rims of the calicles, as shown 

in fig. 86, 6. They have about 24 slender, short, unequal tentacles 

with a small white knob at the tip. The soft upper body and the 

tentacles in expansion are translucent, usually yellowish or greenish 

with white specks. 

It is common on the Florida reefs and throughout the West Indies, 

where it often grows to great size, sometimes forming masses 3 to 5 

feet in diameter. 

* M. hispida has wider and much more irregular and lacerate septal teeth, and 

the septa are more numerous and more spinulose laterally. 
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Orbicella cavernosa (Linn.) Ver. Great Star Coral. Fig. 87. Pl. xxxa, fig. 1. 

Astrea cavernosa, A. radiata, and A. argus of many writers. 

Orbicella cavernosa Verrill, 1864; these Trans., xi, pp. 102, 171, 189, 1901. 

Vaughan, Fossil Corals, p. 27, 1901. 

This fine coral is much less common than the last. It grows 

chiefly on the outer and most exposed reefs, where it forms hemis- 

pherical masses. I have seen a few small specimens from the inner 

reefs, 2 to 3 inches thick. The largest Bermuda specimen that I 

Figure 87.—Orbicella cavernosa, about natural size. Phot. by A. H. V. 

have seen is a dome-shaped mass, rather more than a foot in diame- 

ter, but it is said to grow much larger there, as it certainly does in 

the West Indies and Florida, where it is munch more common and 

reaches the diameter of 4 to 5 feet at least. According to Pourtalés 

it occurs in 10 to 15 fathoms, off Florida. 

It is also found as far south as Pernambuco, Brazil. It is one of 

the common fossil corals in the elevated reefs of many of the West 

Indian Islands. At Dominica Island it occurs in an elevated reef, 

near Rosseau, about 1,000 feet above the sea, from whence I have 

good specimens collected by A. H. Verrill, 1905. It has also been 

found fossil in the Devonshire formation of Bermuda (see p. 187). 

It is easily distinguished from O. annularis by the much larger 

calicles, which are usually .25 to .30 of an inch (6 to 9™™) or more 
in diameter, and by the more numerous septa (about 48). The 

columella is usually large. 

Plesiastrea Goodei Verrill. Star Coral. Figure 88. 

These Trans., xi, pp. 106, 172, fig. 1, pl. xxxi, figs. 1, la, 1901. 

This is, apparently, a rare species. I have seen but two Bermuda 

specimens, one of which, now in the American Museum, New York, 

was taken by Mr. Whitfield on one of the small inner reefs, off 
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Bailey Bay. The other, collected by Mr. G. Brown Goode, may 

have been from the outer reefs, but had no special label. It forms 

thick, solid crusts and also hemispheres up to a foot or more in 

diameter. Its small stellate calicles are very regular in structure, 

but vary somewhat in form and size. They have a simple, solid 

columella in the center. The living polyps have not been described. 

It occurs also in the Bahamas. 

Figure 88.—Plesiastrea Goodei, x about 5. Phot. by A. H. V. Type. 

Oculina diffusa Lam. Bush Coral. Figures 36a, 89. Plate xxviii, fig. 2. 

Oculina diffusa Dana, Zoéph., p. 397, 1846. Edw. and Haime (pars), Corall., 

li, p. 107, 1857. Pourtalés, Reef Corals, p. 65, 1877; Florida Reefs, pl. i, 

figs. 2, 3, 4 (polyps); pl. iii, figs. 10-13, 1880. Quelch, op. cit., p. 47, 1886, 

descr. 

Oculina diffusa Vaughan, op. cit., p. 294, pl. i, figs. 5, 5a, 1902. Verrill, 

these Trans., xi, p. 175, 1901. Duerden, Mem. Nat. Acad. Sci., viii, pp. 

585-888, pl. xxii, fig. 149. 

This is the most common of the Bermuda Oculinas. It grows 

abundantly in Harrington Sound, Castle Harbor, etc., as well as in 

the outer waters, but it is not found, like the massive corals, exposed 

to the heavy surf of the outer reefs, in very shallow water. In the 

outer waters it is found in abundance at the depths of 5 to 10 

fathoms or more, on the reefs and “ broken ground.” Wherever there 

are stones or ledges on the bottom for attachment, it is found in the 

sounds and channels, in 3 to 10 fathoms. I also saw a specimen at 

Bermuda, 7 inches high, taken from the bottom of a ship recently 

arrived from the West Indies. In Harrington Sound it grows in 

shallow water 3 to 4 feet deep, as well as in 5 to 8 fathoms. 

When well grown this coral forms handsome densely branched 

clusters of very numerous branchlets, becoming quite slender at the 

tips. The clumps are often a foot or more high. The calicles are 
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round and a little prominent, though varying in this respect. When 

not so well developed, the clusters of branches are irregular and 

often misshapen or straggling. The main branches are often an inch 

or more in diameter. 

When living these corals are dull yellow or ocher-yellow to 

brownish yellow; the soft upper bodies of the expanded polyps are 

pale yellow, or translucent with whitish lines, and rise high above the 

calicles. The slender tentacles are specked and tipped with flake- 

white, due to raised clusters of cnide. 

The figures 2-4, on pl. i, of L. Agassiz, Florida Reefs, which 

Pourtalés referred to O. varicosa, belong, without much doubt, to 

this species, and my fig. 89 is only slightly altered from his fig. 2. 

Citas,” 

Figure 89.—Oculina diffusa, showing polyps in partial and full expansion. 

From colored figure by A. H. V., altered from L. Agassiz. 

It agrees better with the polyps of O. diffusa, as seen by me at 

Bermuda, than with either of the other species, though the differ- 

ences between them are only slight, when seen in the corresponding 

states of expansion. However, this figure was drawn by Mr. Burk- 
hardt from a living specimen in Florida, while he was artist for 

Prof. L. Agassiz on his visit to Florida to study the reefs. O. diffusa 

is the only Oculina that is ordinarily found on the Florida reefs and 

Keys, where it is abundant, and therefore it would naturally have 

been the species figured while living. Pourtalés himself states (op. 

cit., p. 66) that O. varicosa has not been found on the Florida reefs 

to his knowledge. I can say the same. The specimens of the coral 

of O. varicosa on the same plates were all from Bermuda. 

It is a common coral throughout the West Indies and Florida 

Keys, in sheltered places, 
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Oculina varicosa Lesueur. Ivory Coral. Figures 90,91, a. Plate xxviii, fig. 1. 

Oculina varicosa Les., Mem. Mus. Paris, vi, p. 291, pl. xvii, fig. 19, 1820. 

Young. Dana, Zodph. Expl. Exp., p. 394, 1846. Pourtales, Reef Corals, p. 

66; Florida Reefs, pl. i, figs. 1-la ; pl. ii, figs. 8, 4; pl. iii, figs. 8, 9, 1880. 

Verrill, these Trans., xi, p. 173, pl. xxxii, figs. 2, 3, 4, 1901. 

When well grown this is one of the most elegant corals of these 

waters. It grows taller, with a stouter trunk than the last, and 

branches more sparingly and in a more tree-like manner, with stouter 

and longer branches. The calicles are larger and more prominent 

Figure 90.—Oculina varicosa, part of a branch with the polyps well expanded, 

x about 5. Drawing by A. H. V. 

and much swollen at base, or even mammiform, and on the large 

branches are often surrounded by a depression and ridge. The 

coral, when dried and bleached, becomes pure white, but in life it is 

usually light yellow. The polyps are translucent and rise much 

above the calicles in full expansion. The tentacles are slightly 

knobbed at the tip and specked with white. 

Variety conigera Verrill. Figure 91, a. 

These Trans., xi, p. 175, pl. xxx, fig. 3, 1901. 

This singular variety has the corallets much more elevated, swollen 

or mammiform at base, with the calicles smaller than usual. The 

surface is nearly smooth. It is rather rare. The best examples that 

I have seen were from deep water in Harrington Sound. 

Oculina Valenciennesi Edw. and Haime. Ivory Coral. Figure 91, b. 

Monog. Oculinide, p. 69, 1850; Hist. Corall., ii, p. 108, 1857. 

20culina bermudiana Duch, and Mich., Supl. Corall. Antilles, p. 162 [68], 

pl. x, figs. 1, 2 (poor), 1866. Quelch, op. cit., p. 51 (as bermudensis). 

Oculina Valenciennesi Verrill, these Trans., vol. xi, p. 176, pl. xxxii, fig. 5, 

1901. 

This coral branches rather loosely and irregularly, usually with 

pretty long and often crooked, tapered branches, forming open 
clumps often a foot or more high, 

Trans. Conn. Acap., Vou. XII. 16 APRIL, 1906. 
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The calicles project but little and are usually surrounded by a 

shallow depression or fosse and outer circular ridge, sometimes as 

high as the calicles. 

It is common at the depth of 2 to 10 fathoms or more, in the 

sounds and channels between the reefs, and also in Harrington 

Sound, ete. 

Oculina pallens Ehrenberg. Jvory Coral. Figure 92. Plate xxxvi, fig. 2 (8). 

Corall. Rothen Meeres, p. 79, 1834. Dana, Zodph., p. 67, fig. 29, p. 395, 1846. 

Pourtalés, Florida Reefs, pl. iii, figs. 14-17, 1888. 

20culina speciosa Edw. and Haime, Monog., p. 67, pl. iv, fig. 1, 1850; Hist. 

Corall., ii, p. 106, 1857. Quelch, op. cit., p. 50 (descr. and notes on the 

original type, examined). ’ 

Oculina pallens Verrill, these Trans., xi, p. 175, 1901. 

This, when well grown, is a handsome species, branching in an 

aborescent form. The branches are larger and less numerous than in 

91 : 93 

A 
Figure 91.—a, Oculina varicosa, var. conigera; b, O. Valenciennesi. About 

natural size. Phot. by A. H. V. 

Figure 92.—Oculina pallens ; a, one of the polyps expanded, x about 24; b, a 

group of tentacles more enlarged to show the alternation. By the author. 

Figure 93.—O. coronalis. Section of a calicle much enlarged. After Quelch. 

O. diffusa, to which it is nearly allied. It has calicles less swollen 

and less prominent than those of O. varicosa. It occurs in the same 

places with the preceding. 

Oculina coronalis Quelch. Ivory Coral. Figure 93. 

Voy. Challenger, xvi, p. 49, pl. i, figs. 6-6c. Verrill, these Trans., xi, p. 177, 

1901. 

This is a loosely branched coral distinguished mainly by the circle 

of 12 pali around the columella being rather more prominent than 

usual. But all the species vary in this respect. It may be merely a 
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variety of the preceding, which it resembles in mode of growth, 

large size of calicles, and general appearance. I found no specimens 

agreeing perfectly with the type, though some from Harrington 

Sound seem to be the same. 

Madyracis decactis (Lyman) Ver. Figures 94, 95. 

Astrea decactis Lyman, 1859. 

Madracis decactis Verrill, 1864. Pourtalés, op. cit., pp. 28, 67, pl. vii, figs, 

1-4, 1871. Verrill, these Trans., x, p.554, pl. Ixvii, figs. 8, 10, 1900; xi, 

p. 108, figs. 2, 2a, pl. xiv, fig. 6, 1901. 

Acxhelia decactis Vaughan, op. cit., p. 8, 1901. 

This coral is not uncommon at Bermuda, even on the inner reefs 

and in Harrington Sound and Castle Harbor. When young it forms 

crusts, or small, irregular, nodular masses, but later usually grows 

94 95 

Figure 94.—Madracis decactis, x about 6. 

Figure 95.—The same, with polyps expanded. Drawings by A. H. V. 

up into blunt branches or irregular lobes, sometimes becoming round 

‘and forking into smaller branches, which are usually very brittle, 

though seldom less than $ inch in diameter. The coral is rarely 

more than 4 to 6 inches high. 

It can easily be distinguished by the small, usually sunken calicles 

which have only ten septa (except sometimes a few calicles at the 

tips of the branches, which may have 20). This number 10 for 

the septa is rare in corals. The polyps, however, have 20 unequal 

tentacles, sometimes only 18, and rise above the calicles when they 

expand (fig. 95). The color in life is variable, usually light yellow- 
ish brown and rust-color, or purplish brown, varying to pink and 

light yellow. Disk dull yellow, russet-brown or lavender, with white 

radial lines, wider near the mouth; lips whitish; tentacles have 

white tips. ae 
It occurs, also, in Florida and the West Indies. Gregory has 

reported it as fossil from the Bermuda beach-rocks. 
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Porites astreoides Lam. Figures 96, 96a. Plate xxix, fig. 1. 

Madrepora porites (pars) Pallas, Elench. Zoéph., p. 324, 1766. 

Porites astreoides Lam., Hist. Anim. sans Vert., ed. 1, ii, p. 269, 1816. 

Porites astreoides Dana, Zoéph. U.S. Expl. Exp., p. 561, 1846. Verrill, Bull. 

Mus. Comp. Zodl., i, p. 42, 1864. Pourtalés, Florida Reefs, pl. xvi, figs. 

1-12, 1880. Duerden, Mem. Nat. Acad. Sci., viii, pp. 550-552, pl. iii-v, 

figs. 28-42, 1902, anatomy. 

Porites astreoides Vaughan, op. cit., p. 317, plates xxxii-xxxiv, 1901. Verrill, 

these Trans., xi, pp. 160, 181, pl. xxxi, figs. 4, 4a, 1901. 

This coral is one of the most important of the reef-building corals. 

It forms large hemispherical, subglobular, or dome shaped masses 

when well grown, on the outer reefs, but is often found in the form 

of thick crusts. Its surface is generally more or less uneven or 

nodular. It sometimes becomes 2 feet or more in diameter, but is 

more commonly not more than 6 to 10 inches in diameter. 

Sil 96 

Figure 96.—Porites astreoides. Polyps in partial expansion, much enlarged. 

From colored drawing by A. H. V. 

Figure 97.— Porites porites, var. clavaria. One of the polyps fully expanded, 

Much enlarged. From life by the author. 

In life its color is usually greenish yellow, sometimes pale ocher- 

yellow, yellowish green or yellowish brown.” Duerden describes it 

as sometimes blue. 

The polyps, in contraction, are usually brighter yellow than the 

eeenenchyma ; when fully expanded they rise considerably above 
the coral and have twelve small blunt tentacles. The small mouth 

is bordered with white, and usually there are twelve thin white 

radial lines on the disk. The tentacles are sometimes whitish or 

very pale yellow, in other cases brownish yellow. Twelve small 

white specks often surround the base of each polyp. They usually 

stand so close together that when fully expanded the tentacles inter- 

lock and entirely conceal the surface of the coral. Occasionally 
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there are more than 12 tentacles. Dr. Duerden has described its 

anatomy very fully. 

When dried the coral becomes dark brown or black, unless 

cleaned with potash or bleached. 

It is most abundant on the outer reefs, but is also common on the 

inner reefs and serpuline atolls off the southern shore. It is ocea- 

sionally found, also, in Harrington Sound. 

This is an abundant reef coral in the West Indies and Florida and 

has received many names not given above. 

Porites porites (Pallas), var. clavaria Lam. Figure 97. 

Madrepora porites (pars) Pallas, Elench. Zoédph., p. 324, 1766. 

Porites polymorphus (pars) Link, Besch. Nat. Samml., Rostock, p. 162, 1807. 

Porites clavaria Lam., Hist. Anim. sans Vert., ii, p. 270, 1816. Dana, Zodph., 

p. 504, 1846. Pourtalés, Florida Reefs, pl. xii, figs. 4-6, 1880. Rathbun, 

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., x, pp. 856-861, pl. xvi, pl. xvii, fig. 2, pl. xix, fig. 1, 

1887. Duerden, Mem. Nat. Acad. Sci., viii, p. 427. 

Porites porites (pars=forma clavaria) Vaughan, op. cit., pp. 314-316, pl. 

Xx1x, pl. xxxi, fig. 2, 1902. 

Porites polymorpha Verrill, these Trans., xi, pp. 158, 181, pl. xxxi, figs. 3, 

3a, i90t. 

This is a rather unattractive coral. As found in Bermuda it grows. 

in irregular clumps or clusters of stout, uneven, often crooked, short, 

blunt branches, dead below, and covered with small, inconspicuous, 

shallow calicles. The color in life is dark brown to yellowish brown 
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Figure 96a.— Porites astreoides, group of calicles. 
Figure 97a.—P. porites, var. clavaria, group of calicles, x 4. Both phot. by 

RC ELSAVG 

or gray. It occurs in shallow water near the shore attached to small 
masses of rocks, as well as on the reefs. It was not very abundant 
in any locality visited by us. It is variable in form, but the variety 
(or allied species) called 7. furcata, abundant in Florida and the 
West Indies, has not been found in Bermuda, so far as I know. 
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The polyps, when fully expanded, rise considerably above the 

calicles. The column and tentacles are translucent and usually 

nearly colorless, specked with white. There are generally 12 nearly 

equal tentacles ; occasionally a large calicle occurs with 24 blunt 

tentacles and 24 septa. Such abnormally large calicles soon undergo 

fission. They are more frequent in P. astreoides and some other 

species. 

Vaughan unites the clavaria and all the other branching West 

Indian forms in one species, under the name Porites porites. There 

may be good reasons for doubting the correctness of this, but there 

is no reason to doubt that clavaria was one of the forms included 

under .W. porites by Pallas. 

Siderastrea radians (Pallas) Ver. Star Coral. Figs. 98-99b. Pl. xxix, fig. 2. 

Madrepora radians Pallas, Elench. Zoéph., p. 322, 1766. 

Siderastrea radians Verrill, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zoél., i, p. 55, 1864; these 

Trans., xi, p. 1538, 181, pl. xxx, fig. 1. Vaughan, Corals Porto Rican Waters, 

p. 809, pl. xy, pl. xvi, fig. 2, 1901. 

Duerden, Mem. Nat. Acad. Sci., viii, pp. 508, 520, 528. The Coral Sideras- 

trea radians and its Postlarval Development. Carnegie Inst., Washington, 

Publ. No. 20, 180 pp., 11 pl., 1904. - 

Siderastrea galaxea of many writers. Pourtalés, Reef Corals, p. 81; Florida 

Reefs, pl. xi, figs. 14-21, series of young; pl. xv, figs. 1-12, figs. 1-7 show 

living polyps. 

This is a very common coral, both on the reefs and on the flats in 

shallow water near the shore, and in Harrington Sound. We found 

Figure 98.—Siderastrea radians with the polyps partially expanded, much 

enlarged. Altered from Agassiz. Phot. from a colored drawing, hence too 

dark. 
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it abundant on the shallow flats at Long Bird Island, even in places 

laid bare at low tide, and also at Walsingham Bay in one or two 

feet of water in a sheltered, muddy cove. In such places it often 

forms ovate or subglobular masses, 3 to 6 inches in diameter, wholly 

unattached, and with calicles on all sides. They were evidently 

attached, when very young, to small shells or loose bits of stone 

which have been entirely enclosed. On the reefs it forms thick 

crusts or more or less hemispherical masses, up to more than a foot 

in diameter. 

In life the color is usually dull orange-brown, or brownish yellow, 

or sometimes clay-color, varying according to the situation. In full 

expansion the polyps rise only a little above the calicles. The tenta- 

cles, about 36 in number, are scattered over about one-half the disk, 

forming three or four irregular circles ; they are mostly small, slen- 

99 100 

Figure 99.—Siderastrea radians, group of calicles, x 24. 

Figure 100.—S. siderea. Calicles, x24. Both phot. by A. H. V. 

der, tapered, but the larger inner ones are bilobed. In 1898, I did 

not see that the tips were bilobed, as they were figured by L. 
Agassiz many years ago,* but his enlarged figure (5) does not show 

bilobing, but indicates that the appearance was due to their peculiar 

grouping, which the artist did not understand. The coenenchyma is 

marked by lighter and darker radial lines of color, the disk is often 

dark orange-brown or yellowish brown, with paler radial lines ; lips 

lighter ; tentacles yellow or yellowish brown with whitish enlarged 

tips. 

* Duerden has, however, recently described them as bilobed at the tip (op. 

cit., 1904, p. 10). They are small and may have been imperfectly expanded 

when observed by me, but it is possible that they vary in this respect. Accord- 

ing to Dr. Duerden they are dimorphic, the inner ones, which are endoceelic, 

being bilobed, while the outer ones are ectocwlic and simple. (See figs. 99a, 

99d.) 
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The description of this species given by Pallas, in 1766, is very 

good and applies perfectly well to this species and to no other. 

Therefore there is no reason why his name, radians, should not be 

universally adopted, instead of yalaxea of much later date. 

The development of this species has recently been the subject of 

an extended work by Dr. Duerden. It proves to be hardy in con- 

finement and well adapted for such studies (Carnegie Inst., 1904, 

Publ. No. 20). Dr. Duerden there fully describes the adult and 

young polyps, as well as the gradual development of the corallum 

from its earliest appearance, with admirable illustrations. 
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Figure 99a.—Siderastrea radians; diagrammatic view of disk and tentacles, 

much enlarged. The tentacles and septa are numbered according to their 

cycles. 

Figure 99b.—The same; a, inner bilobed tentacle; 6, outer simple one. Both 

after Duerden. 

Siderastrza siderea (E. and Sol.) Blainy. Star Coral. Figures 100, 100a. 

Madrepora siderea Ellis and Sol., op. cit., p. 168, pl. xlix, fig. 2, 1786. 

Siderastreea siderea Blainy., op. cit., p. 835, 1830; Man. Actin., p. 370, 1854. 

Edw. and Haime, Monog., p. 141, 1849. Verrill (pars), these Trans., x, p. 

554, 1900; vol. xi, pp. 151, 181, pl. xxx, figs. 2, 3, 1901. Vaughan, op. cit., 

p. 809, pl. xiv, figs. 1, 2, pl. xvi, fig. 1, 1902. Duerden, Mem. Nat. Acad., 

viii, pp. 427, 488, 588-591, pls. xxiii, xxiv, figs. 150-160. 

This coral grows in the same forms as the last, but appears to be 

much less common at Bermuda, at least in the places that we visited. 

Figure 100a.—Siderastrea siderea, one-half of a calicle in section, but showing 

expanded polyp; from life; ce, c, septa; s, mouth and stomodeum. Drawn 

by the author, x about 8. 

It is more restricted to the outer reefs, where it may become large. 
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It differs from the preceding mainly in having a larger number of 

radial ‘septa (about 48), which are less unequal in size and thickness, 

and in having somewhat larger calicles, which are commonly dis- 

tinctly bounded by an intervening angular ridge, so that they often 

appear hexagonal or polygonal. 

The living polyps of this, apparently in full expansion (fig. 100), 

as seen by the writer, had small, tapered, blunt or knobbed tenta- 

cles, in four or five rows, the inner ones largest ard bilobed, situated 

about midway between the mouth and margin of the disk. The 

colors were about as in the preceding species.* 

It is an abundant West Indian reef coral, where it often forms 

solid hemispheres 3 to 5 feet in diameter. 

Agaricia fragilis Dana. Hat Coral. Shade Coral. Figs. 101, 101a. 

Agaricia fragilis Verrill, these Trans., xi, pp. 142, 181, pl. xxvi, figs. la-1ld, 

1901; The Zoology of Bermuda, i, article 11, pp. 142, 181, same plate. 

Mycedium fragile of many authors. Pourtales, in L. Agassiz, Florida Reefs, 

pl. xi, figs. 1-10, young; pl. xiii, figs. 1-5; pl. xiv, figs. 1-9, details. 
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Figure 101.—Agariciu fragilis, a specimen with two primary calicles, probably 

due to two young specimens growing together; about % nat. size. Phot. 

ASH. 

Figure 101a.—The same; living polyps at and near the margin, apparently fully 

expanded, and showing the minute tentacles. Drawn by A. H. V., from a 

sketch by the author. Enlarged. 

14, a, b, c), and of which he figured the polyps, is not of this genus. It is an 

astrean coral with about 36 short tentacles, in two submarginal series. If I 

understand his description of the coral, which is rather ambiguous, it has a 
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This delicate coral is rare on the outer reefs, but is common in 

sheltered situations on the reefs and ledges, especially in Harring- 

ton Sound, where it occurs under shaded cavernous places in the 

shore ledges, in very shallow water, and also to the depths of 2 to 6 

fathoms or more. It also occurs in Castle Harbor. 

When full grown it may become a foot in diameter, but large 

specimens are nearly all irregular. The best formed are 2 to 5 

inches in diameter. It is always attached by a narrow but strong 

pedicel, so that the thin edges of the cup are usually broken in 

detaching the coral, unless found in so shoal water that it can be 

taken by hand. 

The color of the coral, in life, on the upper side is usually choco- 

late brown, yellowish brown, or purplish brown with pale radial 

lines; often dull yellowish brown below. The tentacles are whitish, 

very small and short in those that were best expanded ; disk not 

raised to level of calicle rims, but possibly we did not see them fully 

expanded; the mouth is relatively large, rounded or elliptical. 

Spurious and Superfluous Species. 

On the previous pages I have enumerated all the true corals that 

are known to occur at Bermuda in shallow water. Others may yet 

be found there. Several others have been found in deep water, near 

Bermuda, and on Challenger Bank, in 25 to 40 fathoms. (See list 

in these Trans., xi, p. 182.) 

Certain species have been erroneously attributed to Bermuda, 

from various causes. 

Gregory erroneously recorded Colpophyllia gyrosa from Bermuda 

because of his confounding it with Mussa fragilis. He also errone- 
ously recorded Agaricia agaricites because he confounded A. fragilis 

with it in his synonymy. Neither of these two common West Indian 

species has hitherto been found in Bermuda. 

Nor have any of the varieties of Acropora (or Madrepora) muri- 

cata, though they are often sold in the curiosity shops to travelers, 

as if of Bermuda origin. They are all imported from the West 
Indians “for the trade,” especially variety prolifera. 

more or less solid columella, or else a circle of close pali, which he speaks of as 

a central ‘‘cylinder” united to the ‘‘lamellz.” The calicles were described as 

prominent and the septa free at the summit, rounded, and crenulate. It may 

have been a variety of Favia fragum, though the latter has no solid columella, 
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Quelch (Voyage Challenger, xvi), recorded about a dozen species 

too many because he followed other authors in regarding trivial 

variations in growth, etc. as true species. Most of his errors of this 

kind have been corrected in the previous pages, especially those in 

the genus Mussa (his Isophyllia and Lithophyllia), and in Meandra 

(his Weandrina). However, it may be useful to add in this place a 

list of the species recognized by him, with their present equivalents, 

so far as they can be determined without reéxamination of types. 

Thirteen out of the 28 listed by him I regard as synonyms. 

Species listed by Quelch. 

Oculina diffusa, p. 47. 

O. pallens, p. 48. 

O. varicosa, p. 48. 

O. coronalis, sp. nov., p. 49. 

O. speciosa, p. 50. 

O. bermudensis, p. 51. 

O. Valenciennesi, p. 11. 

Madracis decactis, p. 53. 

Tsophyllia strigosa, p. 82. 

I. fragilis, p. 84. 

I. australis, p. 84. 

. dipsacea, p. 84. 

. marginata, p. 8d. 

. cylindrica, p. 86. 

. Knoxi, p. 86. 

. multilamella, p. 11. 

. spinosa, p. 11. 

Lithophyllia cubensis, p. 11. 

NNN NAN 

L. lacera (non Pallas, sp.), p. 11. 

Diploria cerebriformis, p. 90. 

Meeandrina labyrinthica, p. 91. 

M. sinuosissima, p. 91. 

M. strigosa, p. 92, 

Astrea ananas, p. 98. 

A. coarctata, p. 98. 

Siderastrea galaxea, p. 113. 

Agaricia fragilis, p. 117. 

Porites clavaria, p. 179. 

Present names. 

No change. 

No change. 

No change. 

No change. 

O. pallens, var. 

O. Valenciennesi, var. 

No change. 

No change. 

Mussa fragilis. 

M. fragilis. 

M. fragilis, young. 

M,. dipsacea. 

M. multiflora. 

M. dipsacea (abnormal). 

M. dipsacea, young. 

M. multifiora ?, young. 

M, fragilis. 

M. fragilis, young. 

M. dipsacea, young. 

Meandra labyrinthiformis. 

M. cerebrum, var. strigosa. 

M. cerebrum. 

M. cerebrum, var. strigosa. 

Favia fragum. 

F. fragum, var. 

S. radians. 

No change. 

P. porites, var. clavaria. 
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Actinaria*; Sea Anemones, etc. 

A ctinacea. 

Several large and handsomely colored sea anemones occur com- 

monly, both on the outer and inner reefs, and some are often very 

conspicuous when expanded, especially Condylactis gigantea, which 

is one of the largest and most abundant. It has very long and large 

flexible tentacles, usually with pink or purple tips, which are not 

retractile when disturbed. 

* The more important recent special works relating to the Bermuda Actinaria 

are as follows : 

Andres, A.—Le Attinie. Fauna u. Flora d. Golfes von Neapel. Monog. ix, 

1885. 

An admirable work on the Mediterranean species. Enumerates most of the 

Actinians then known from other seas. 

Carlgren, O.—Ost-Afrikanische Actinien. Mith. Naturhist. Mus. Hamburg, 

1900. 

Contains some results of an examination of the types of Duchassaing and 

Michelotti. 

Duerden, J. E.—Jamaican Actinaria. Part i, Zoanthe. Royal Dublin Soc. Trans., 

ser. 2, vol. vi, pp. 329-376, plates xviia-xx (with anatomy), 1898; Part ii, 

op. cit., vol. vii, pp. 133-208, pl. x—xv, 1900. 

Actinaria around Jamaica. Journ. Inst. Jamaica, vol. ii, No. 5, pp. 

449-465, 1898. 

The Edwardsia-stage of Lebrunia. Journ. Linn. Soc. London, Zoél., vol. 

xxvii, pp. 269-316, pl. 18, 1899. 

Report on the Actinians of Porto Rico. Bull. U. S. Fish Com. for 1900, 

vol. xx, part 2, pp. 321-374, 12 plates, 1902. 

West Indian Sponge-incrusting Actinians. Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., 

xix, pp. 495-503, 4 plates, 1908. 

On the Actinian Bunodiopsis globulifera Verrill. Trans, Linnean Soc. 

London, vol. viii, part 9, pp. 297-317, plates xxv, xxvi, 1902. 

Contains full anatomical and histological details of this Bermuda species. 

Erdmann, A.—Ueber einige neue Zoantheen. Jena Zeitsch. fiir Naturwissen- 

schaft., vol. xix, pp. 480-488, 2 plates, 1886. 

Describes two unnamed species from Bermuda with anatomy. 

Gray, J. E.—Spic. Zool., viii, 1825. Notes on Zoanthine. Proc. Zool. Soc. 

London, pp. 233-240, 1867. 

Enumerates the West Indian genera and species. 

Haddon, A. C.—Revision of the British Actinie. Part i. Sci. Trans. Royal 

Dublin Soe., iv, pp. 297-361, pl. xxxi-xxxvii, 1889. 
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Some of the social actinians (Zoanthacea) form broad encrusting 

colonies, several feet across. One of the most common (Palythoa 

mammillosa) is light ocher-yellow and is often very conspicuous on 

the reefs. 

Aiptasia annulata (Les.) Andres. Ringed Anemone. Figs. 102, 103. Plate 

RONG eel aoe 

Actinia annulata Les., Journ. Philad. Acad. Sci., i, p. 172, 1817. 

Aiptasia annulata Andres. MeMurrich, Actin. Bahama Is., p. 7, pl. i, fig. 1; 

pl. ili, fig. 1, 1889. Duerden, Actinaria around Jamaica, p. 457, 1898. 

Verrill, these Trans., x, p. 556, pl. Ixviii, fig. 3, 1900. Duerden, Actinaria of 

Porto Rico, pp. 355-358, pl. iii, xi, xii, figs. 11, 41, 44, 1902, anatomy. 

This, when full grown, is a large and elegant species, with very 

numerous (often over 200) long, slender, tentacles, covered with 

Haddon, A. C. and Shackleton, Miss Alice M.—Revision of the British Actinie. 

Part ii; the Zoanthe. Sci. Trans. Royal Dubiin Soc., vol. iv, ser. 2, pp. 

609-672, 3 plates, 1891. 

Contains a synopsis of the described genera and species with anatomical 

details of the English species. Enumerates species from Bermuda and West 

Indies. 

Hertwig, R.—Report on the Actinaria. Challenger Exped. Zodl., vol. vi, 1882; 

vol. xxvi, 1888. 

MeMurrich, J. P.—Contribution to Actinology of Bermuda. Proc. Acad. Nat. 

Sci. Philad., xli, 1889, pp. 102-126, pl. vi, vii; reprinted in Heilprin’s The 

Bermuda Islands. 

Actinaria of the Bahama Islands, W. I. Journ. of Morphology, vol. iii, 

pp. 1-74, pl. i-iv, 1889. 

Notes on some Actinians from the Bahama ls. Annals N. York Acad. 

Sci., vol. ix, 1896. 

On some Irregularities in the number of the Directive Mesenteries in the 

Hexactinie. Zoolog. Bulletin, vol. i, pp. 115-122, 1897. 

Discusses (p. 120) the directives of Actinotryx, which has but one pair. 

Report on the Actinaria of the Bahama Expedition of 1893. Bulletin 

Laboratory State Univ. of Lowa, iv, pp. 225-249. 3 plates, 1898. 

The Mesenterial Filaments in Zoanthus sociatus. Zodlogical Bulletin, vol. 

ii, No. 6, 1899. 

Verrill, Addison E.—Descriptions of imperfectly known and new Actinians. 

Parts 1-5 (86 cuts). Amer. Journ, Science, 1898-99. 

Contains descriptions and figures of several Bermuda species. 

Additions to the Fauna of Bermuda. These Trans., vol. x, pp. 555-567, 

1900, 3 plates; vol. xi, pp. 47-52, pl. vi, vii, ix, 1901. 

Zoology of Bermuda, vol. i. Contains the two preceding papers as 

articles 5 and 10. 

Many other works are quoted below in the synonymy. 
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broken spiral bands or rings of white, often a little raised or 

thickened. Its body or column is sometimes 2 inches or more in 

diameter and 4 to 6 inches or more high, while the disk in full 

expansion may be 3 or 4 inches broad and the longer tentacles 4 to 

5 inches long. Thus its total expanse may be nearly a foot, but such 

large examples are rare, while those of half that size are common, 

In full expansion the column is often tall and narrow. When large 

it is frequently so firmly attached in some deep hole or crevice of 

the reefs that it cannot be extracted entire without cutting away the 

stone. 
102 1038 

Figure 102.—Aiptasia annulata. Disk and tentacles of a young specimen, pre- 

served in formalin, enlarged ; a, 6, gonidial grooves; I-I''"’, six primary 

tentacles ; I, I*, directive tentacles ; II, second cycle ; ILI, third cycle; IV, 

fourth cycle ; V, fifth cycle of tentacles. 

Figure 103.—Tentacles of a larger specimen in formalin, more enlarged. Both 

drawn by A. H. V. 

The color is somewhat variable. Very often the column is olive- 

green, the disk paler green, with the lips whitish, especially at the 

gonidial grooves, and with pale radial streaks at the bases of the 

tentacles ; the tentacles may be pale green annulated with narrow, 

raised, flake-white rings or short interrupted spirals (in var. solifera), 

or they may be pale translucent with separated narrow bands of 

olive-green or brownish,* so as to give a beaded appearance (var. 

monilifera, nov.y. Frequently the column is pale yellowish or light 

* Probably due to clusters of zodxanthelle (see Duerden, op. cit., p. 356, 

1902.) 
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flesh-color, specked with olive and flake white. Yellowish brown 

specimens also occur. 

The tentacles can be contracted in length, but are not retractile, 

so that it can be easily preserved partially expanded. The raised 

annuli of the tentacles are usually distinct in alcoholic specimens. 

In some small specimens, preserved in formalin (var. monilifera), 

the thickened bands are longer than thick, thus becoming truly 

bead-like, and separated only by narrow constrictions. Possibly 

this may be a distinct species. 

Many specimens of this species do not have the tentacles and 

mesenteries arranged in regular hexamerous cycles. Octamerous 

specimens have been described by MeMurrich from the Bahamas. 

Hermaphrodite specimens have been observed by Duerden (1902).* 

Gonads are borne on mesenteries of the 2d and 3d cycles and some- 

times'on those of the Ist cycle, except the directives. There is no 

distinctly defined sphincter muscle, though the general musculature 

may appear a little stronger at a certain level than elsewhere, per- 

haps due to a stronger local contraction. 

Var. solifera (Lesueur). 

Actinia solifera Les., op. cit., p. 173, 1817. 

The large specimen figured on our plate xxxi, fig. 2, belongs to 

this form, described by Lesueur, but his specimens were much 

smaller. Its distinctive character is the presence of interrupted flake- 

white spirals, usually not distinctly thickened in life, on the tentacles. 

Intermediate states between the spirals and the raised rings fre- 

quently occur, and hence the two forms have been united. 

This species and the varieties are also common in the West Indies. 

Aiptasia tagetes (Duch. and M.) Andres. White-specked Anemone, Figs. 104, 
105, 106. 

? Aiptasia, sp. MeMurrich, Proce. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philad., 1889, p. 102, pl. vi, 

figs. 1, 2 (anatomy); Heilprin’s Bermuda Is., p. 106, pl. 10, figs. 1, 2. (May 

be a distinct species of Paranthea.) 

Aiptasia tagetes MeMurrich, Actinaria of the Bahama Is., pp. 12-17, pl. i, 

fig. 2 (anatomy, varieties, etc.), 1889. 

‘Aiptasia tagetes Duerden, Actinaria around Jamaica, p. 457, 1898. 

Verrill, Trans. Conn. Acad., x, p. 557, pl. lxvii, fig. 2, 1900; vol. xi, p. 49, 

pl. vi, fig. 6, 1901. (Var. bicolor.) 

This is one of the most common species, but does mot grow nearly 
so large as the last. It occurs in the crevices and under rocks and 

* Dr. J. E. Duerden has given a very full account of the anatomy and histol- 

ogy of this species in Actinians of Porto Rico, pp. 855-358. His specimens, 

however, were not full grown, though sexually mature. 
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dead corals on the reefs and ledges, but is more abundant in shel- 
tered places along the shores. It was also found attached within 
the oscules of sponges, like the var. spongicola of MceMurrich. 

Var. bicolor, noy. Figures 105. 

The more common colors of the column are smoky brown, pale 
green, olive-green, greenish or yellowish brown, usually darker dis- 
tally, and often flecked with white spots. Flesh-colored specimens 
are not rare. 

104 105 

Figure 104.—Aiptasia tagetes, fully expanded, dark-olive green variety, show- 

ing two long directive tentacles ; about natural size; ac, acontia extruded ; 

b, var. bicolor, one of the tentacles more enlarged. 

Figure 105.—The same, light flesh-colored specimen of variety bicolor, some- 

what enlargéd. Both from colored drawings by A. H. V. 

The tentacles generally correspond with the body in color, but are 

usually paler. 

The larger mesenteries often show through the sides as pale longi- 

tudinal lines, and small specks of brown or green are usually present. 

Acontia are long, slender, white. 

It occurred jn abundance attached to floating leaves and twigs in 

the edges of the mangrove swamp at “ Fairy Lards.” It varies con- 

siderably in color at this place, but most had the body pale olive- 

green, the disk darker olive-green, with white loops around the bases 
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of the tentacles, white radial spots, and a white bar across the disk 

in line with the longer diameter of the mouth and very long direc- 

tive tentacles. Other tentacles were pale grayish green with alter- 

nating half rings or angular spots of white, interrupted along the 

median line by a narrow dark line. The tentacles are nearly always 

spotted on the inside with angular or crescent-shaped spots or half- 

bands of flake-white, alternating on opposite sides, and generally 

there are two odd directive tentacles, longer and larger than the rest, 

and in line with the angles of the mouth; these may be nearly all 

white, or at least have a long stripe of flake-white or rows of white 

spots on the inner surface for about half their length, or only one 

may be thus marked. <A white stripe usually crosses the disk 

between their bases. 
Acontia, in the form of slender white threads, are often emitted 

from pores arranged in two or three transverse rows a short distance 

below the tentacles. The slender tentacles form several (3-5) rows, 

the inner longest ; they are contractile but not retractile. 

The column of the larger specimens is often 2 to 3 inches high 

and up to 1 inch in diameter, with tentacles about 1 to 1.5 inches 

long, but most of those seen were less than half that size. 

One nearly albino specimen was found, with the body pale flesh- 

color, finely specked with flake-white, but the pale yellowish tenta- 

cles still showed 8-12 crescent-shaped spots of flake-white and the 

dark median line. 
According to MeMurrich, this species, as studied by him at the 

Bahamas (1889), has no sphincter muscle. Duerden found a very 

feeble lower one in his Jamaica specimens (1898). But MeMurrich 

described, 1889 (as Aiptasia, sp.), an actinian from Bermuda very 

much like this species in other respects, in which he found two 

sphincter muscles quite distinctly developed, which is contrary to the 

normal conditions in this genus, but has been found, also by him, in 

A. pallida of the American coast—a species for which I proposed 

to establish a genus (Paranthea) in 1869.* 

*Tt is possible that the Bermuda species described (from preserved speci- 

mens) by MceMurrich was really P. pallida, or a similar small species, though 

it has not since been recognized there by others. Otherwise we must suppose 

that A. tagetes varies to a remarkable extent in the development of the sphinc- 

ter muscles,—from none at all to two distinct ones. However my figure 106 

represents a specimen that has a strong constriction at some distance below the 

margin, about in the position where the lower sphincter described by McMur- 

rich was situated, clearly indicating the presence of a somewhat muscular band 

Trans. Conn. Acav., Vou. XII. 17 APRIL, 1906. 
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This species was originally described from the Antilles. It has 

been recognized as common at the Bahamas and Jamaica. 

It resembles closely, in form and colors, the Mediterranean species, 

A. diaphana (Rapp.), as figured by Andres (Attinie, pl. i, figs. 

13-19). 

Phellia rufa Verrill. Figures 107, 107a, 108, 108a, p. 266. 

Trans. Conn. Acad., x, p. 557, pl. Ixviii, fig. 4, 1900; vol. xi, p. 49, pl. vi, 

fig. 4, 1901 (not fig. 5, as there erroneously quoted.) Mark, Proc. Amer. 

Assoc. Adv. Science, p. [81], pl. 14, fig. 25, 1905, (not fig. 26, as there 

quoted), 

? Phellia clavata Duerden, Actin. around Jamaica, p. 459, 1889, (non Duch, 

and Mich. nec Stimp.). 

When well grown and fully expanded this is a handsome species. 

The column is nearly always salmon-red, brownish red, or terra cotta, 

largely covered with a tough dirty brown epidermis. The light 

reddish or salmon tentacles are elegantly marked with flake-white 

rings and hands, with M- or W-shaped patches of dark red or purple 

near base ; the disk is radially marked with the same colors. 

The tentacles may be flesh-color, brick-red, or dark red, and the 

white markings vary in form. 

One curious variety (fig. 107) had the disk and tentacles slate- 

gray, with almost black radial spots and tentacle bands, while the 

body was brownish red. Var. nigropicta, nov. 

The external cuticle usually ends distally in an abrupt often 

flaring edge, above which the column is brighter colored and often 

partially translucent, flesh-color or light red. 

at that place. This may belong to the same variety or species described by 

MecMurrich. I have seen others with the same constriction, but have not 

examined them with reference to the existence of the two sphincter muscles 

mentioned by him. His species also had reproductive organs on part of the six 

primary or complete mesenteries. 

However, it seems to me desirable to keep apart, as a separate genus, those 

species which have, like pallida, two sphincters, and for such forms the generic 

name Paranthea, given by me in 1869 (Com. Essex Inst., v, p. 322 [8]), should 

be retained, with pallida as the type, as then given. 

To combine in one genus species with and others without sphincters seems 

inconsistent, considering the perhaps exaggerated importance attached to this 

anatomical feature by Hertwig, Carlgren, McMurrich, and many others, in recent 

years, unless it can be proved that one and the same species can vary to this 

extent, which is not impossible, in view of the extensive variations now known 

to occur in the mesenteries, siphonoglyphs, gonads, etc. in many species of 

Actinians. But this is not yet proved for species of Aiptasia. 
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Large specimens, in full extension, are often 3 to 4 inches long 

and .75 to 1 inch in diameter of body, but most are not half that 

106 107a 

107 

Figure 106.—Aiptasia tagetes (?), young, from a preserved specimen, somewhat 

enlarged. 

Figure 107.—Phellia rufa, var. nigropicta, noy., not fully extended, nat. size 

from colored figures, by A. H. V. 

Figure 107a.—The same, var. rufa, tentacles enlarged. 
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Figure 108.—Phellia rufa. Group of polyps in different states of expansion to 

show variations in form; a-g, var. rufa; h, var. nigropicta. About } nat. 

size. From colored drawing by A. H. V. 

size. The column can take a great variety of forms ; sometimes it 

is elongated hour-glass shape, club-shaped, or salver-shape, or some 

portion may swell out into a globular form on a narrow pedicel. 
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It was abundant under the stones on the shores of Castle Harbor, 

where there are out-flowing streams of salt water, and in other 

similar places. Also in crevices and under dead corals on the reefs, 

Actinia bermudensis Verrill. Red Anemone. Figs. 109, 110, 111. 

Amer, Journ. Science, vi, p. 495, 1898; Trams. Conn. Acad., x, part 2, p. 

598, pl. Ixvii, fig. 7, 1900. , 

Diplactis bermudensis MeMurrich, Proc. Philad. Acad., 1889, p. 111, pl. vi, 

figs. 4, 6; vii, figs. 1, 2; reprint in Heilprin’s Bermuda Is., p. 116, pl. 10, 

figs. 4-6, pl. 11, figs. 1, 2; Annals. N. York Acad. Science, 1896, p. 186, pl. 

RIVA Las 

This is one of the most common of the actinians,* especially on 

the ledges and shores. It prefers the under sides of large loose 

stones and the roofs of cavernous places where it can hang mouth 

downward. It is often found in such places between tides. 

Figure 109.—Actinia bermudensis, 24 nat. size. Phot. from life by A. H. V. 

The white specks are due to loosely adhering sand and mucus. 

The body is usually cherry-red, varying to crimson, brownish red, 

and terra cotta red, rarely yellowish, or yellowish brown. The 

circle of large, globular, bright blue acrorhagi below the tentacles 

is conspicuous only in full expansion, for they are often concealed 

* The first specimens of this species and of C. gigantea seen by me were 

brought from Bermuda alive in 1860, and exhibited at ‘‘ The Aquarial Gardens ”’ 

in Boston, for some time, It was also collected by Mr. G, Brown Goode, in 

1872. McMurrich, in a recent paper (op. cit., 1905), has definitely decided that 

it is the same as his Diplactis bermudensis, which was described from badly 

preserved specimens. Therefore his genus Diplactis must be cancelled. The 

colored figure by Northrop, from a Bahama specimen, referred to it by MeMur- 

rich, 1896, does not agree with the common Bermuda form, especially in its 

darker color and lacking the conspicuous blue acrorhagi. It may be the form 

here called var. prunicolor. 

ee 
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by the color. The tentacles are brighter or paler red than the body 

and usually plain in color; lips bright red or carmine. 

This species is viviparous. The young when born have well 

formed tentacles and basal disk, and are red; some have 24 or 36 

tentacles and are up to 5™™ or more in diameter. 

110 

Figure 110.—Actinia bermudensis, disk ; m, mouth with portion of stomodeum 

everted ; a, b, gonidial grooves. 

Figure 111.—Actinia bermudensis, about nat. size; 6, blue acrorhagi. By A. 

lalg WK 

Var. prunicolor, noy. Prune-colored Anemone. 

A peculiar color-variety, or possibly a distinct species, was found 

at Castle Harbor and Elbow Bay, March, 1901, by A. H. Verrill, 

who made very good colored drawings of it. The body was uni- 

form dark purple, prune-color or plum-color. The tentacles, which 

were longer than the diameter of the disk, were a paler tint of the 

same, or pale carmine with lighter tips, and with a small white 

stripe on each side of the base ; lips vermillion. 

Tentacles do not differ much in length and form about three mar- 

ginal rows. No acrorhagi were observed in life ; they were prob- 

ably inconspicuous in size or color. Height of column, 1.25 inches ; 

diameter, 1 inch ; length of tentacles, 1 inch. 

This agrees pretty closely with the colored figure of Diéplactis 

bermudensis McMur. from the Bahamas (op. cit., 1896, pl. xvii, p. 3). 

Actinia melanaster Verrill. Dark-stai Anemone. Figure 112. 

Trans. Conn. Acad., xi, p. 51, pl. vi, figs. 2, 8, 1901. 

This is a rather rare species, usually found sheltered in deep 

crevices of the reefs and ledges. It expands to about two inches 
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across the tentacles, with the body about an inch in diameter and 

two inches high. Tentacles about 96, in the larger ones. The body 

is dark brown tinged with red. The disk has a conspicuous, central, 

stellate area of rich brown, with about 24 tapering rays, running 

out between the bases of the 24 inner tentacles, with paler radial 

lines, and bordered with light yellow ; tentacles reddish brown with 

a median paler stripe; mouth red; lips whitish. 
In formalin the tentacles are longitudinally fluted and the column 

is covered with longitudinal rows of small elevated ruge, due to 

wrinklings ; the acrorhagi are conspicuous. 

This may prove to be only a strongly marked color-variety of the 

last, when a larger series can be obtained, but all those found were 

very uniform in color and habit. 

It was found in crevices of a ledge near Flatts Inlet. 

Figure 112.—Actinia melanaster (type), about natural size. From a colored 

drawing by A. H. V., therefore too dark. 

Condylactis gigantea Weinland. Pink-tipped Anemone. Figures 113, 114, 

jollemeereuires le (29 fale oe-o-qyilaviates, 10) tle? 

Anthea gigantea Weinland, Jahreshefte des Vereins f. Vaterlindische Natur- 

kunde, Wurttemburg, 1860, pp. 38, 44, pl. 1, fig. 4 (young). 

Condylactis passiflora Duch. and Michelotti, supl. p. 31; pl. v, fig. 7, 1866. 

MeMurrich, Actinaria Bahama Is., p. 18, pl. i, fig. 3; pl. iii, figs. 4-6, 1889 ; 

MecMurrich, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Philad., 1889, p. 104, pl. vi, fig. 3 

(anatomy) ; reprint in Heilprin, Bermuda Is., p. 108, pl. x, fig. 3. 

Duerden, Actinaria around Jamaica, Journ. Inst. Jam., ii, p. 453, 1898. 

Verrill, Trans. Conn. Acad., x, p. 555, 1900; xi, p. 52, 1901. 

Cereactis Bahamensis MeMurrich, Johns Hopkins Uniy. Circular, viii, No. 

70, p. 30, 1889. Wilson, loc. cit., p. 38 (abnormal stomodzeum). 
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This is the most abundant and conspicuous of the larger actinians 

found on the reefs. It generally occupies some hole or crevice in or 

between the rocks, in which the body is entirely concealed, but the 

large and long, soft, waving tentacles may project 4 to 8 inches or 

more beyond the disk. When several individuals stand side by side 

in a continuous wide crack, the long row of crowded tentacles pre- 

sents a very peculiar appearance, for in length, thickness, general 

color, and soft appearance they look much like some slender- 

branched sponges. The tentacles are usually swollen at base and 

often as large as one’s fingers, or larger, and usually taper more or 

less regularly to the tip, but at times they may be swollen and 

thickest in the middle or at the tips. Their color is usually pale 

113 114 
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Figure 113.—Condylactis gigantea, variety with pink tips to tentacles, about + 

nat. size. ; 
Figure 114.—A small tentacle enlarged. Both from colored drawings by A. H.V. 

fawn, dull brown, or grayish, finely transversely lined with paler or 

white interrupted wavy or zigzag rings or vermiculate lines and 

spots, sometimes specked with white, and nearly always broadly 

tipped with bright pink, magenta, crimson, or bright purple, below 

which there is usually a pale or white band, usually not definitely 

limited proximally. But the terminal pink and white colors are 

wanting in some examples, when the white band extends to the tip, 

and sometimes the tentacles are nearly plain yellowish, greenish, or 

pale flesh-color, with lines of reddish specks and spots. The body is 
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generally bright red, varying from pale red to carmine and dark red 

and brick-red in different specimens. Color-varieties occur with the 

body orange, ocher-yellow, salmon, pale yellow, gray, or even white; 

and with corresponding variations in the color of the tentacles, 

which are rarely entirely purple, pink, or salmon. Sometimes the 

tentacles are iridescent. They can contract much in size, but are 

incapable of retraction. The basal disk is generally dark red. The 

surface of the column toward the summit has rows of more or less 

numerous small, inconspicuous, adhesive suckers, capable of con- 

tracting so as to be invisible. They are often deeper red than the 

ground color and surrounded by a whitish ring, or white specks. 

The upper part of the column is often fluted, due to the swelling of 

the intermesenterial spaces; in such cases the swellings are often 

translucent with red pigment specks. 

The disk is similar to the tentacles, but often has white or red 

radial lines or streaks; or it may be entirely red. Lips usually red 

or pink ; gonidial grooves pink with white borders. 

A very strongly marked color variety was found by A. H. Verrill, - 

in 1901, living between the rocks of the abutment at Mangrove 

Creek. The body was light pink, spotted with crimson, but the 

tentacles, which were 10 inches long and .75 of an inch in diameter 

when fully distended, were bright pea-green, with sky-blue tips, 

which were often swollen. 

A variety was found at Bailey Bay, in shallow water, in which 

the column was lemon-color or light orange ; margin and tentacles 

grayish, the Jatter vermiculated with darker brown lines; tips 

whitish, no purple. 

In life, there are short rows of small and rather inconspicuous 

suckers or verrucz on the upper part of the column, but they are 

usually indistinct on preserved specimens. 

The anatomy was described to some extent by McMurrich, 1889, 

The sphincter muscle is diffuse and feebly developed. All the 

mesenteries, except the directives, are fertile, but those of the last 

cycle were incomplete in his specimens, which were not full grown. 

This species is also found in the Bahamas and throughout the 

West Indies. : 

There can be no reasonable doubt that this is the species named 

gigantea by Dr. Weinland in 1860. Although his note (op. cit., p. 

38) and his figure of the young have been known to me for many 

years, and have been considered by me as pertaining to this species, 

I had, in view of that scanty description, hesitated to definitely 
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change the name. However, I had, until recently, overlooked the 

more definite description on p. 44, which makes it certain that this 

was the species in view. The following, is a translation of his 

description : 

“The polyp is beautiful dark red, with brown tentacles having 

red tips. Later I found a specimen with blue tentacular tips, and 

finally still another with dark green tentacles and light green tips. 

The diameter of the crown of this anemone amounts to two feet. I 

obtained this specimen at Corail in three fathoms (18 feet) of sea 

depth.” 

Anemonia elegans Verrill. Figure 115. 

Trans. Conn. Acad., xi, p. 50, pl. vi, fig. 5 (not fig. 4, as there quoted), 1901 

Mark, Proc. Amer. Assoc. Ady. Science for 1905, p. [81], pl. 14, fig. 26 (not 

fig. 25, as there quoted). 

This is a small graceful species, apt to be mistaken for the young 

of the preceding. Its column is about half an inch in diameter, 

smooth, without suckers, usually fawn-color or yellowish, tinged 

with brown or orange ; tentacles pale yellow to light orange yellow, 

Figure 115.—Anemonia elegans, x 14. From colored fig. by A. H. V. 

usually with pink tips, and a red line bebind and at the sides of the 

base, often with a white spot on front of base; disk yellowish with 

reddish or brown radii; lips scarlet red or pink. Tentacles change- 

able in length, but not retractile. It occurs in sheltered spots and 

under masses of dead coral. 

Bunodactis stelloides (McMur.) Ver. Small Stellate Anemone. Figures 

116, 116a. 

Aulactinia stelloides McMur., Actinaria of Bahama Is., p. 28, pl. i, figs. 5, 6, 

pl. iii, figs. 8-10, 1889. 

Aulactinia stella Duerden, Journ. Ins. Jamaica, ii, p. 454, 1898. 
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Bunodella stelloides Verrill, Amer. J. Sci., vii, p. 48, 1898. 

Bunodactis stelloides Verrill, op. cit., vii, p. 146, note, 1898; Trans. Conn. 

Acad., x, p. 556, 1900. 

Actinoides pallida Verrill, op. cit., x, p. 558, pl. Ixviii, fig. 4 (non Duerden). 

This small species is common, both upon the reefs and ledges, but 

prefers sheltered spots or the under surfaces of large stones and 

dead corals, occurring in such places even above low tide. Often, 

also, found buried in the sand up to the tentacles and with many 

bits of broken shells, etc., attached to the suckers of the column, 

and in such cases having the body much elongated and slender. 

The upper part of the column is covered by 12 or more vertical rows 

116 116a 

Figure 116.—Bunoduactis stelloides, var. catenulata; a, elongated state ; b, con- 

tracted to short form ; nat. size; c, a tentacle enlarged. From sketches wby 

the author. 

Figure 116a.—The same, var. carneola, nov. From a colored drawing by A. H. 

Verrill. 

of distinct suckers, often bright red in color, decreasing in size 

downward, about 6 to 8 in each row; the upper one in each row is 

larger, verruciform, and marginal. The column may be long and 

slender, or contracted to a short form, broader than high ; the basal 

disk may be expanded much beyond the breadth of the column. 

Tentacles slender, usually about 36, in three or more rows, longer 

than diameter of disk. 

The column may be flesh-color, grayish, greenish, yellowish, or 

milk white, often darker above ; the verruce may be pink, red, or 

white ; there may be rows of red spots or specks below the lines of 

verruce, partly continuous with them. The tentacles may be of the 
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same various colors as the column, but paler; they are most often 

pale grayish, greenish, or light brown, sometimes light pink or flesh- 

color. They usually have a yellow or white spot on each side of the 

base. The inner surface is often (var. catenulata) characteristically 

marked by a median row or chain of rounded or elliptical flake- 

white spots, often connected together by a median narrow stripe, 

and clearly defined laterally by a continuous narrow dark line of 

green or brown, on each side, which usually persist in preserved 

specimens after all other colors have faded. The spots may be 

transversely elliptical when the tentacles are partly contracted and 

sometimes they are nearly or quite in contact. In some specimens 

these spots are more irregular or not so clearly defined, and in some 

pale varieties the tentacles appear to be unspotted (var. carneola). 

The disk is somewhat Jike the column in its ground colors, but 

paler. The mouth is usually surrounded by a green or light brown 

zone ; next there is a zone of white radial spots, bars, or lines, bor- 

dered outwardly in many cases by angular or V-shaped brown or 

green markings, which often unite into a stellate zone, but in other 

cases are separated by white radial lines. The white radial lines or 

bars opposite the 12 inner tentacles are wider than the others, and 

are often defined by dark lines continuous with those on the tenta- 

cles (var. catenulata). It is viviparous. 

Found also in the Bahamas and Jamaica. 

Var. catenulata, nov. Figure 116. 

Actinoides pallida Verrill, op. cit., p. 558, p. Ixviii, fig. 4 (non Duerden). 

This name is here given to the color variety, described above, 

having a chain of connected, well defined white spots bordered by 

narrow dark lines, on the inner surface of the tentacles. It is the 

most common variety at Bermuda and may eventually prove to be a 

species distinct from the true ste//oides of the Bahamas, which was 

not described as having markings of this character. 

Var. carneola, noy. Figure 116a. 

This name is proposed for a rather peculiar color variety, obtained 

in 1901, and of which I have an excellent colored drawing by A. H. 

Verrill (see fig. 116q). 
The column is light red or flesh-color, with longitudinal rows of 

bright or light red spots, larger below, and with rows of conspicuous 

darker red suckers on the upper part ; the tentacles are pale pink, 
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usually without distinct lines of spots, but with streaks of white, 

light orange or yellow at their bases, forming a nearly continuous 

discal zone ; inside of this is a zone of white radii, while the mouth 

is usually surrounded with light green. In some specimens there are 

inconspicuous ovate or roundish spots on the tentacles. The 

V-shaped dark markings of the disk are nearly or quite lacking. 

Bunodactis versus Cribrina. 

I do not agree with MeMurrich* in adopting Cribrina (Khr.) as a 

substitute for Bunodes or Bunodactis. 

Cribrina as established by Ehrenberg (1834) was a composite 

group, practically synonymous with Cerevs Oken, 1815, and there- 

fore should be dropped from the system. Moreover, the funda- 

mental generic character, as given by Ehrenberg, was the perfora- 

tion of the walls, as the vernacular name given by him also implied, 

“sieve anemones.” He included in it polypus Forsk., evidently 

the only species that he had personally studied, and added such 

other sagartians, like Metridiwm, Adamsia, etc., as were known to 

him to have perforated walls, and such, beyond doubt, should be 

considered his idea of the type.t 

* Report on the Hexactinie of the Columbia Univ. Exped. to Puget Sound 

during the summer of 1896. Annals N. Y. Acad. Science, xiv, No. 1, p. 14, 

May, 1901. 

+ Ehrenberg’s first species and two others belong to the Bunodes-group, it is 

true, but he had already established the genus Urticina, on a previous page, to 

include such forms, and his placing them in his Cribrina was an error due to 

misinterpretation of figures, mistaking verruce for pores. If Cribrina were to 

be adopted at all, it should be applied to a Sagartian genus—in place of Adamsia 

(1840) for instance, which would be a typical group, for three species of that 

genus were included by him (effeta, polypus, palliata). There is a rule of 

nomenclature generally adopted which forbids the restricting of a genus to a 

type that contradicts the original generic diagnosis. This has been done by 

MeMutrich, in this instance, as I understand it, and without any necessity, 

so far as priority is concerned. Moreover, another valid rule of nomenclature 

requires that the earliest restriction of the name of such a composite group (if 

not done contrary to obvious rules) shall hold good, as having priority. Now 

Cribrina had been thus restricted long before MeMurrich took it up (e. g. by 

Grubé, 1840), with bellis as a type, which was one of the species naméd by 

Ehrenberg and conforming to his definition. 

Professor Haddon (Revis. Brit. Actiniz, i, p. 323, 1889), also definitely 

restricted Cribrina to the Sagartian group, taking polypus Forsk. (=? effeta 
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Grubé,* who first restricted the genus, placed under Cribrina 

three species: C. bellis, C. effeeta and C. carciniapodos (=palliata). 

All these were included in Cribrina by Ehrenberg, and all conform 

to his definition of the genus, in being perforate. Adamsia was 

established for the last of these in 1840, and effwta is included in 

the same genus by many, thus leaving be///s as the sole type, which 

had already been the type of Cereus (1815). C. effeta, however, 

belongs to the genus Calliactis, proposed by me in 1864, but not 

deemed sufficiently distinct from Adamsia by many writers. 

Neither can I agree with him in uniting Hvactis and Bunodosoma 

to Bunodactis. If that should be done, however, Hvactis must be 

adopted as the name of the larger genus. But its type, & artemisia, 

is peculiar in having distinctly ectacmzous tentacles,—a remarkable 

character for this family, and as good as most generic characters. 

There is also good reason to believe that it has numerous definite 

perforations in the upper part of its column, as stated in Dana’s 

Report, 1846, through which streams of water can be ejected in life, 

though MeMurrich did not find them in his strongly contracted spe- 

cimens. Pores known to exist in other species cannot be discovered 

in similar material by sections hardened out of all natural conditions. 

As for Bunodosoma, the non-adhesive verruce, which differ his- 

tologically from those of Bunodactis, afford a sufficient generic 
character. 

Linn.) as the type, which would be perfectly logical if the previous application 

or restriction of the name by Grubé could be ignored. Both these restrictions 

of the name not only had priority over that of MeMurrich, but they, unlike his, 

were in accordance with the ordinary rules of nomenclature, providing, of 

course, that the name is to be retained at all. 

My own view of it, many years ago (1864), when I first definitely restricted 

Cereus (Oken, 1815) to bellis, as its unquestionable type (which Haddon and 

most others now admit was correct), was that Cribrina, after having been 

restricted to the same group by Grubé, as he had the right to do, should be 

regarded as a synonym of Cereus and therefore should be dropped from the 

system. i still believe that this is the best and most logical course to take, and 

it is in accordance with the usual rules of nomenclature. 

The only other thing to do, so far as I can see, is to adopt the genus with 

polypus as the type, as Haddon has done, in place of Adamsia and Calliactis of 

previous writers, At any rate, McMurrich’s recent action, in ignoring Haddon’s 

more explicit restriction, and applying the name in a totally different sense, 

cannot be sustained, for it violates rules of nomenclature universally approved. 

* Grubé, A. E. Actinien, Echinodermen und Wiirmer des Adriatischen und 

Mittelmeers, p. 12, Konigsberg, 1840. 
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Asteractis flosculifera (Les.) Verrill. Ruffled Anemone. Figure 117. 

Actinia flosculifera Les., Journ. Acad. Sci. Philad., i, p. 174, 1817 (mot Oulactis 

flosculifera Duch. and Mich.) 

Oulactis fasciculata MeMurrich, Proc. Philad. Acad. Sci., 1889, p. 108; also 

in Heilprin’s ‘‘ The Bermuda Islands,” p. 112, pl. x, fig. 5 (section), 1889. 

Oulactis flosculifera McMurrich, Actinaria Bahama Is., pp. 56-58, pl. ii, fig. 

2 (general) ; pl. iv, figs. 12-14 (anatomy), 1889. 

Asteractis flosculifera Verrill. Amer. Journ. Sci., vol. vii, p. 47, 1899; Trans. 

Conn. Acad. Sci., x, p. 572, pl. lxviii, fig. 1 (Actinactis by error), 1900. 

Cradactis fasciculata McMurrich, Report on Actinie coll. by U. S. F. C. 

Steamer Albatross, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xvi, p, 197, 1893. 

Actinostella flosculifera McMur., Boll. Mus. Turin., xx, p. 7, 1905. 

This species is common on the sand-flats in shallow water, where 

it lives buried in the sand up to its broad, expanded collar, but it is 

also found occasionally on the reefs, where sand collects in sheltered 

depressions under large stones. We found it in numerous localities.* 

Figure 108a.—Phellia rufa, about } nat. size. 

Figure 117.—Acteractis flosculifera, about 4 nat. size; b, three of the pseudo- 

fronds, enlarged. Both from colored figures by A. H. V. 

It is easily distinguished by the wide collar, external to the tenta- 
cles, made up, in large specimens, of about 48 pseudofronds, 

appearing slightly free at their outer ends, where there are two or 

three prominent tubercles; the upper surface of each is covered with 

* Several large specimens are in the collections made at Bermuda by Mr. G. 

Brown Goode in 1876. 
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irregular simple and lobulated tubercles or verruce, arranged in 

three or four crowded rows ; the innermost tubercle of each, situated 

close to the base of a tentacle, is usually simple and a little larger 

than the rest, like a special acrorhagus, especially in young speci- 

mens, in which it is often conspicuous. 

The tentacles are moderately long, rather slender, about 48 in the 

adult specimens. The upper part of the column bears rows of dis- 

tinct suckers, which do not reach the basal portion, but disappear 

about mid-height. Ordinary specimens are about 2 inches high and 

the column is about 1 inch in diameter, but the column can extend 

to a much longer form when in its burrow. The width across the 

expanded disk and collar may be 2 inches or more. The color is 

variable, but most commonly the lower part of the column is trans- 

lucent flesh-color or whitish, with the white mesenteries showing 

through as pale lines; distally the color grows darker, the upper 

part often beconfing orange-brown or burnt-umber, specked with 

flake-white and darker brown. The verruce of the pseudofronds 

are usually similar to the column in color, but paler and with more 

white spots. One specimen had twelve radii of reddish brown on 

the collar surface. Tentacles usually translucent grayish, greenish, 

or whitish, with obscure streaks of brown, and with transverse 

blotches and many specks of flake-white. 
This species is viviparous. One specimen, taken in April, 1901, 

when put into formalin, gave birth to about a dozen well developed 

young ones, from 2 to 6™™ in diameter of column, as contracted. 

The larger ones had the essential characters of the adult, with 12 

to 24 tentacles, and with corresponding distinct prominent acrorhagi, 

representing the pseudofronds of the adults, but simple, bilobed, or 

with very few minute lobules ; suckers of the column were present. 

It is found, also, in the West Indies. 

The colored figure of the Bahama form published by MeMurrich 

(1889, pl. ii, fig. 2) does not agree well with our specimens in 

respect to the pseudofronds, which appear too wide and too finely 

divided, perhaps due to inaccurate drawing. But McMurrich, in his 

last paper, 1905, identifies the specimen with this species, after a 

reéxamination. 

MeMurrich there adopts Actinostella Duch., 1850, for this genus. 

The type of Duch. was A. formosa, sp. nov... But the genus and 

species were then so imperfectly described as not to be recognizable 

by subsequent writers. Indeed, in Duchassaing’s later work (Duch. 

and Mich., 1860), neither the genus nor the species is referred to. 
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In the latter work Oulactis formosa is described as a new species, 

and there is no evidence that it was considered the same as “ Actinos- 

tella formosa” of 1850. Indeed, there is good reason for believing 

that they were totally different things. Therefore there is no good 

reason why that obscure generic name should be adopted, for it had 

no definite diagnosis and no tangible type.* 

If Phyllactis, Oulactis, and Asteractis are all congeneric, as 

MeMurrich maintains, then it would be most correct to adopt the 

first for the whole group, for it has precedence, as to the pages, and 

has the characters of the family in the most specialized form. In 

that case the present species should be called Phyllactis flosculifera, 

and the closely allied West Indian species would be P. conchilega. 

But so far as I can judge, there is no sufficient reason for uniting 

these three genera, at least not until their internal organization has 

been fully studied comparatively, for their external differences are 

- greater than those of the majority of actinian allied genera. Aster- 

actis is especially characterized by the comparative simplicity of its 

pseudofronds, which are only slightly differentiated portions of the 

upper column or collar, and the tubercles that cover them are simple 

or only lobulated, while the slightly free border is due only to the 

projection of the outer tubercles; by the adhesive verrucz of the 

column, confined to the upper part; and the narrow naked true 

disk, with the true tentacles crowded around its margin. t 

* In fact, Edward and Haime even referred it to their genus Cereus, with a 

mark of doubt. 

+ The type of Phyllactis EK. and H. (Metridium pretextum Dana) has a wide 

collar consisting of large fronds that are free for about one-third of their 

length ; the free portion is stalked, digitately branched distally, and covered 

with lobes or tubercles, forming true fronds. They are thus quite unlike the 

far more simple pseudofronds of Asteractis. The verruce are confined to the 

under surface of the fronds, which are separated from the smooth column by a 

groove. 

The type of Oulactis (M. oe Dana has a very broad undulated disk, 

with the tentacles considerably scattered, in 5 or 6 rows. The column is 

entirely covered with verruce, which are represented as adhesive. The fronds 

are united nearly or quite to their ends, much as in Asteractis, but with complex 

lobules on the upper side. 

The character of the disk, areament of tentacles, and entirely verrucose 

body seem to be characters of generic value, and indicate the existence of inter- 

nal differential characters of greater importance. 

The third species (M. concinnatum) of Peru is similar to the last, as to the 

verruce of the column and tubercles of the pseudofronds ; the pseudofronds 

have the tips or terminal tubercles free, but apparently not branched; probably 
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Lebrunia Danze (Duch. and Mich.). Gill-beaving Anemone. Figures 118, 119. 

Plate xxxii A, fig. 2. 

Oulactis Dance Duch. and Mich., Coral. Antil., p. 47, pl. vii, fig. 10, 1860. 

Rhodactis Dance Duch. and Mich., Supl.. p. 37, 1866. 

Lebrunia Dane Verrill, Amer. Journ. Sci., vii, p. 48, fig. 15, 1899; Trans. 

Conn. Acad., x, p. 555, pl. Ixvii, fig. 3 (gill), pl. lxix, fig. 1, general, 1900 ; 

vol. xi, p. 48, pl. vi, fig. 1, general, 1901. 

Lebrunia neglecta (as Lebrunea) MceMurrich, Actinaria of the Bahama Is., p. 

33, pl. i, fig. 7 (general), pl. iii, figs. 11-14 (anatomy), 1889. 

Lebrunia neglecta Duerden, Actinaria around Jamaica, p. 456, 1898 ; McMur- 

rich (pars), Bolletino Mus. Zool. ed Anat. Comp. Univ. Torino, xx, p. 8, 

1905 (described from original type of L. Dane). 

This is a large and very curious species, often 6 to 8 inches in 

diameter in expansion, not uncommon on the ledges and reefs, where 

Figure 118.—Lebrunia Dane, 3 natural size. Phot. from life by A. H. V. 

it is always firmly attached to the bottom of some deep hole or 

crevice, showing only the disk, tentacles and gills when expanded. 

It can seldom be obtained entire without cutting away the rock. 

they are much like those of Asteractis. It appears to be nearer Asteractis than 

either of the others, but differs in the wide naked disk and verrucz extending 

to the base of the column. 

As for Lophactis Verrill, 1867, also made a synonym of Actinostella by McMur- 

rich, it was discovered by myself, many years ago, that it was based upon a 

mutilated specimen of an unknown organism; certainly not an actinian, nor 

even an Anthozoan. That name, therefore, should be cancelled. Yet its disk, 

tentacles, and ‘‘ fronds” were remarkably like Phyllactis, superficially. 

Trans. Conn. Acap., Vou. XII. 18 APRIL, 1906. 
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Its most remarkable feature is the presence of large, handsome, 

arborescently much branched gills (aetinobranchie) or ‘“pseudo- 

tentacles” outside the true tentacles and usually much exceeding 

them in length. There are normally six of these, but frequently 

only four or five are present. In some cases this is probably due to 

injury, but some specimens appear to be normally pentamerons. 

Duerden records specimens with eight.* These branched organs 

usually bear numerous conspicuous, semi-globular bodies (acrorhagi) 

commonly pale blue in color, but sometimes there are but few of 

them. The tentacles are very numerous, long, rather slender, 

tapered, often flexuous. 

Figure 119.—Lebrunia Dane ; gill, contracted in formalin, natural size. From 

drawing by A. H. V. 

Some of the larger specimens were 8 to 10 inches across in full 

expansion ; the column may be 1 to 2 inches or more in diameter 

and 2 to 6 inches in length, according to the state of expansion. 

The color is somewhat variable. Perhaps most frequently, the 

column is light brownish or fawn-color, but it is often dull greenish 

or olive. The tentacles and gills are similar in color to the body, 

but usually lighter yellowish brown or greenish brown, often fiecked 

* This may indicate an octamerous arrangement of mesenteries and tentacles 

in the adult, especially since Duerden has shown that the very young larve of 

Lebrunia are truly tetramerous or octamerous for a brief period. Some may 

retain that condition through life, as in some other Actinians (see Duerden, 

The Edwardsia stage of the Actinian, Lebrunia, ete., Journ. Linn. Soc. London, 

Zodlogy, xxvii, pp. 269-316, pl. 18, 19, 1899, where the early stages are fully 

discussed). 
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with white and paler toward the tips ; the acrorhagi are often blue, 

but sometimes pale brownish or yellowish ; sometimes they are 

inconspicuous ; disk similar to the tentacles, but often with paler 

radi, or flecked with whitish. 

This species has nematocysts capable of stinging the hands of 

some persons quite severely. The tentacles and gills are not retrac- 

tile. 

One individual was found in 1901, with a young one budding 

from the side of the column. It is hermaphrodite and viviparous, 

according to Duerden. The young are born in much earlier stages 

of growth than in the preceding species. (See Journ. Linn. Soe. 

London, xxvii, pp. 269-316, pl. 18, 19, 1889.) 

We found it at numerous localities. It is in the collections made 

at Bermuda by Mr. G. Brown Goode in 1876, together with Epieys- 

tis crucifera, Aiptasia annulata, Condylactis gigantea, ete., but 

without notes or special stations. 

MeMurrich has adopted the name ZL. neglecta (D. and Mich., 1860) 

for this species, or rather he has united the two forms under the 

former name, in his article of 1905, after studying and redescribing 

the original type of Z. Dan, preserved in the Turin Museum.* 

But as the type of Z. neglecta was not found, his argument for 

uniting them is not very convincing. Certainly I have never found 

any Bermuda specimens agreeing with the one described and figured 

by McMurrich from the Bahamas (1898, pl. 1, fig. 7). 

But Duerden’s Jamaica specimens, described as LZ. neglecta, agree 

well with those from Bermuda. The matter needs further study. 

Possibly MceMurrich’s Bahama specimen was one that had lost its 

gills and was regenerating new ones, so that they were not normally 

developed. They not only lack evident acrorhagi, but are not more 

than one-fourth as large as those of similar sized Bermuda speci- 

mens, and have far less numerous divisions. It is not improbable 

that there are two West Indian species of the genus. Therefore 

it seems to me better not to unite them at present. Until more 

* The synonymy of ZL. neglecta is as follows : 

Lebrunia neglecta Duch. and Mich. 

Lebrunia neglecta Duch. and Mich., op. cit., p. 48, pl. vii, fig. 8, 1860 (young). 

Andres, op. cit., p. 362 (non Duerden). 

?Actinodactylus neglectus Duch. and Mich., op. cit., p. 44, 1860 (very young). 

?Stauractis incerta Andres, op. cit., p. 225, 1884 (new name for last). 

Lebrunea neglecta MeMurrich, Actin. Bahama Is., p. 33, pl. i, fig. 7 (general), 

pl. iii, fig. 11-14 (anatomy). Verrill, Amer. Journ. Sci., viii, p. 48, 1899. 
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specimens of the Bahama form can be studied its relations must 
remain uncertain. 

MeMurrich (op. cit., 1905) preferred to adopt neglecta as the name 

for the group of united forms, on the ground of priority. But the 

two names have the same date, Danc occurring on the earlier 

page (47). Moreover, McMurrich has shown (1905) that the type 

of the latter is alone preserved in Turin, which is an additional 

reason for retaining the latter name. Further, Dane was originally 

described from a more adult specimen, while neglecta was a younger 

form (about half an inch high). For all these reasons Dane should 

be preferred for the name, if the two forms be united. 

If it can be proved that Actinodactylus Boscii D. and M., 1850, 

is the young of Lebrunia, which is very doubtful, Actinodactylus 

(1850) has priority for the generic name, with A. Boscii as the 

type.* 

Epicystis crucifera (Les.) Ehr. Cross-barred Anemone. Plate xxxii, fig. 1; 

Plate xxxiia, fig. 1. 

Actinia crucifera Lesueur, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philad., i, pl. i, p. 174, 1817. 

Epicystis crucifera Ehrenberg, Corall. Roth. Meer., p. 44, 1854. 

Phymanthus cruciferus Andres, Le Attinie, p. 501, i883. 

* Actinodactylus was defined by Duch. and Mich. as having the (5) branched 

gills alternating with the (15) simple tentacles in a simple marginal row. The 

figure reminds one of the terminal portion of a siphon-tube of some bivalve 

mollusea, or of the tentacles of a holothurian, rather than of an actinian. If an 

actinian, the branched gills are probably not in the.same row with the tentacles. 

In the second named species, A. neglectus, 1860, there were 30 simple tentacles, 

so that both were probably pentamerous. Both were probably very young 

forms, and the descriptions are very imperfect and may be erroneous. A more 

careful search for the young forms of West Indian actinians would easily settle 

this and many other similar doubtful points. Neither of these forms is preserved 

in the Turin Museum. The very young forms of L. neglecta described by Duer- 

den, and considered by him the same as Hoplophoria coralligens Wilson, differ 

much from the type of Actinodactylus. 

The Hoplophoria had 48 hexamerous tentacles, with four large, prominent, 

- simple, but not stalked acrorhagi, much as in the young of Asteractis. Although 

having much more numerous tentacles than either form of Actinodactylus, the 

acrorhagi show no signs of branching, while in the latter, with but 15 tentacles, 

they are already divided into numerous branches at the end of a slender stalk, 

longer than the tentacles. Evidently the latter is in ‘no way connected with 

Hoplophoria, whatever its relations to Lebrunia may be. Hoplophoria, aithough 

evidently young, had small ovaries on some of the primary septa. 

The young of Asteractis flosculifera also resemble Wilson’s species, for it has 

simple, or bilobed, elongated acrorhagi or actinobranchs, somewhat as in the 

latter, but much smaller. (See page 267.) 
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Phymanthus crucifer MeMurrich. Actinaria Bahama Is., p. 51, pl. ii, fig. 1, 

pl. iv, figs. 6-11 (anatomy), 1889. Duerden, Actinaria around Jamaica, p. 

452, 1898 ; Jamaican Actinaria, pt. ii, p. 139, pl. x, figs. 1, 2, pl. xi, figs. 1, 

2 (anatomy), 1900; Actinaria of Porto Rico, p. 368, pl. iii, fig. 15, 1902. 

Epicystis crucifera Verrill, Amer. Journ. Sci., vi, p. 496, 1898. MeMurrich, 

Bolletino Mus. Zool. Anat. Comp., Turino, vol. xx, p. 12, 1905. 

This is also a large and very handsome species, not uncommon on 

the reefs and ledges, where the water is apt to be much agitated. 

It buries itself nearly up to the tentacles in holes and crevices of the 

rocks, into which it can withdraw when disturbed. It adds to its 

ability to conceal itself, by fastening bits of broken shells, ete., to 

the conspicuous suckers on the upper part of the column. 

It is also frequently found on the sand flats in shallow water, 

attached to a stone several inches below the sand and expanding its 

broad undulated or frilled disk on the surface of the sand, where it 

often presents a very elegant appearance. 

When fully extended the body of the larger specimens may be 6 

to 8 inches or more long and 2 to 3 inches in diameter, while the 

disk and tentacles may expand to the breadth of 6 to 8 inches, but 

specimens of about half these dimensions are much more common. 

In full expansion the edge of the disk is usually curved into six to 

twelve wavy undulations, or they may become deep sinuous frills ; 

sometimes they disappear and the broad disk is then usually con- 

cave, but changeable. Occasionally there are only four great undu- 

lations of the disk. The tentacles, which are very numerous, and 

form three or four crowded rows, are of moderate length, stout and 

tapered, but not very different in form or length. They are generally 

crossed by several raised, flake-white, transverse ridges or bars, 

usually bilobed or dilated at the ends, and containing large batteries 

of nematocysts.* Sometimes these are interrupted along the median 

line, and frequently they are reduced in number, but I have never 

* Mr. Duerden, in his recent work (Actinians of Porto Rico, 1902, p. 368) adopts 

Phymanthus Edw., 1857, for the generic name, and quotes Carlgren’s opinion 

that this species is congeneric with P. loligo, of the Red Sea, the type of that 

genus. Whether that be the case or not (for the difference is considerable), 

Epicystis must be adopted for the American genus, on the ground of priority. 

The genus Epicystis Ehrenberg was established, with a brief diagnosis, for EF. 

crucifera in 1834. It was the first of the three species mentioned by Ehrenberg, 

and the only one that can be considered typical, for the other two belong to 

genera previously established. Phymanthus was not named till 1857, and there- 

fore, if they are to be united, the Red Sea species must take the name Hpicystis 

loligo (Ehr.). But the latter has clusters of papilla on the tentacles, so conspic- 

uous that Ehrenberg referred it to Actinodendron By. 
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seen specimens without them, unless referable to the next species or 

subspecies by other characters. 

The disk is covered with numerous unequal radial rows of small, 

simple papillz or tubercles of various sizes, the rows corresponding 

to the tentacles of all but the outer cycles. The smaller are rounded 

and wart-like ; the larger, conical or papilliform. The column is 

smooth below, but has short rows of suckers, usually bright red in 

color, to which foreign objects adhere, on the upper part. Each 

row usually has 6 to 10 suckers in large specimens, decreasing in 

size below. The margin bears a circle of rounded acrorhagi, each 

one in line with a row of suckers. 

The ground color of the column is usually pale flesh-color, cream- 

color, or whitish, irregularly striped, streaked, on flammulated with 

carmine, rose-red, light red, or crimson, not unlike some varieties of 

striped apples ; near the upper margin it usually changes to gray ; 

verruce bright red. The disk is elegantly variegated with several 

colors ; the central part is often bright iridescent green, beyond 

which it may be variegated with lavender, russet-brown, green, yel- 

low, and flake-white, in various patterns. Frequently the ground- 

color of the disk is whitish, grayish, or yellowish green ; while the 

tubercles may be darker yellow, green, olive, or brown. The basal 

disk is usually light red. The lips may be lavender, with white 

gonidial grooves ; inside of mouth often pink. The tentacles also 

vary in colors, but usually correspond in color more or less with the 

disk ; most commonly they are greenish or olive-brown, with the 

cross bars flake-white ; the white cross-bars are often most numer- 

ous and most distinct on the outer tentacles. 

The lips have about 24 grooves on each side, besides the gonidial 

grooves, which are strongly developed. 

When expanded in their burrows, the disk spreads out into a 

broad frilled form, but it can contract very quickly when disturbed 

and retreat entirely within the burrow, though the tentacles are not 

retracted. 

It is found throughout the West Indies. , 

Subspecies formosa, nov. White-striped Anemone. Fig. 120. Pl. xxxii, fig. 2. 

Epicystis osculifera Verrill, Trans. Conn. Acad., x, p. 556, 1900 (perhaps not 

Les., sp.). 

This beautiful actinian grows as large as the preceding and has 

the same undulated and frilled form of the disk, and usually the 

same red-streaked colors of the column. But the tentacles, which 
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are in four rows, are entirely destitute of the raised transverse white 

ridges or bars, so characteristic of crucifera. Moreover, the smooth 

tapered tentacles are usually fawn-color or orange brown with a 

conspicuous stripe of flake-white on each side, becoming wider at 

base and running inward on the disk as white radial lines or streaks; 

on the outer tentacles the white patches often meet around the outer 

base and extend about half way to the tips. The disk is colored 

like the tentacles, often with an iridescent green tint, variegated 

with brown and lavender and specks of white, and with many white 

radial lines. 

The tubercles of the disk are small and very numerous in each of 

the larger radial rows ; they are.mostly small and verruciform, but 

some are conical, papilliform, or even slender and clavate. They 

are usually darker than the ground color of the disk, but vary in 

color. 

Figure 120.—Epicystis formosa. Diagrammatic profile of disk and tentacles, 

natural size; e, tubercles of disk; a, acrorhagus or larger upper verruca ; 

b, adhesive suckers of the wall. Sketched from life by the author. 

The large verrucz or suckers of the upper part of the column are 

bright red. They remain conspicuous in preserved specimens. 

Although in a former article I described this as a distinct species, 

I have here reduced it to a subspecies or variety, mainly out of 

deference to the opinion of Mr. Duerden, who:claims to have found 

intermediate forms at Jamaica, though it would seem that the two 

characteristic forms are also abundant there, as in Bermuda. 

It is quite possible that though really distinct, they may often 

hybridize, and thus produce intermediate forms, as in the case of 

our two New England starfishes of the genus Asterias, which are 

well known to hybridize where their ranges overlap, as in Vineyard 

Sound. 
In many respects this agrees with the description of Actinia 

osculifera Les., 1817, with which I formerly identified it. The latter 
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had similar colors, radial rows of tubercles on the disk, and verruce 

on the upper part of the column from which water could be ejected, 

as in erucifera, with which Lesueur himself compared it. 

However, MceMurrich justly remarks that Lesueur described the 

disk tubercles as lobed or branched, which has not been observed in 

this species. But his attempt to explain away the verruce of the 

column as due to an error of observation on Lesneur’s part, he being 

supposed to have mistaken accidental wrinkles of the smooth-walled 

Actinotryx for verruce, seems to me very improbable. They must 

have been conspicuous, for they not only ejected water, but sug- 

gested the name of the species. 

Moreover Lesueur was an able and careful observer, well-trained 

in zoology for that period, and an excellent zoological artist, as his 

published figures show. In fact, he exceeded most zoologists of his 

time in the attention to all minor details of the objects he described, 

as is shown, for instance, in his figures of the anatomy of Zoanthus, 

giving correctly the unusual arrangement of the mesenteries. 

Hence I think we must allow that the species described by Lesueur 

had distinct suckers or verruce on the column, of which some were 

perforated, and that the disk tubercles were lobed or branched. 

Moreover, he speaks of the marginal tentacles as large. 

Hence it seems to me quite unreasonable to assume, as MeMurrich 

does, that he had before him Actinotryx Sancti-thome, which has a 

remarkably smooth and lubricous column, and only very small mar- 

ginal tentacles. It also has a very different style of coloration. 

Moreover its peculiar form surely would have attracted Lesueur’s 

attention, as being quite unlike any species he had previously 

described. 

However, if we eliminate these two species, I do not know any 

other West Indian species, described by modern writers, to which 

his description could apply. Perhaps it was a species not yet redis- 

covered. We are certainly not yet acquainted with all the West 

Indian actinians. 

Actinotryx sancti-thome (Duch. and Mich.) Figures 121, 122, 125. 

Actinotryx Saneti-Thome Duch. and Mich., Corall. Antill., p. 45, pl. vii, fig. 

2, 1860; Andres, p. 509, 1860; Duerden, Jamaican Actinaria, part ii, pp. 

148-154, pl. x, figs. 83-6 (general), pl. xi, figs. 3, 4 (anatomy), pl. xii, fig. 3 

(anatomy), 1900. 

Verrill, Trans. Conn. Acad., x, p. 555, pl. Ixviii, fig. 5, 1900. 

Rhodactis Sancti-Thome MecMurrich, Actinaria Bahamas, p. 42, pl. i, fig. 9, 

pl. iv, figs. 2, 3 (anatomy), 1889. Duerden, Actinaria around Jamaica, p. 

451, 1898. 
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Rhodactis osculifera MeMurrich, Revision, Bull. Mus. Turin, xx, p. 18, 1905 

(non Les. sp.). 

This curious species is common on the reefs, often living exposed 

to the surf, as well as in sheltered spots. It often grows in large 

groups or colonies, nearly covering the rock for a considerable area, 

121 

Figure 121.—<Actinotryx sancti-thome. A small specimen fully expanded. 

Phot. from life, nat. size. The irregular patches on the column are due to 

loosely adherent mucus. Phot. A. H. V. 

Figure 122.—The same, a larger specimen, not so fully expanded, # nat. size. 

From colored drawing by A. H. V. 

those in each colony being of nearly one pattern of color, due, 

without doubt, to the fact that this actinian can produce young 

asexually, both by direct fission and by fragmentation of the edges 

Figure 123.—Actinotryx sancti-thome ; a, Giagram of mouth and disk-tuber- 

cles, x2; b, group of marginal tentacles, more enlarged. Sketches from 

life by the author. 

of the lobulated basal disk. Therefore a concolorous group indi- 

cates that all in such a group are of one parentage. But there is 

great diversity in the members of different groups. 
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_ The base, which is often expanded and lobulated, adheres very 

closely to the rocks, and is very liable to be injured in removal. It 

sometimes secretes an epidermal basal cuticle. The body, in full 

expansion, is narrow below, but spreads out toward the disk into a 

cup-like or vase-like form, or even into a broad salver-shape, with 

the thin rim of the broadly distended disk often horizontal, or even 

reflexed, and frequently undulated. The exterior is very smooth 

and lubricous, and when irritated it secretes a great amount of tena- 

cious mucus, but in partial contractions the wall is often longitu- 

dinally lined or grooved, corresponding to the mesenteries, and 

sometimes transversely wrinkled, but never has verruce or suckers. 

The broad disk may be concave or convex, according to state of 

expansion, and is often flexuous; the mouth is generally raised on a 

broad conical elevation ; the lips have numerous (48-60) small lobes 

and grooves, but no distinct gonidial grooves. Several short, 

rounded or wart-like tubercles surround the mouth. 

Then there is a nearly naked smooth area, beyond which numer- 

ous radial rows of disk-tubercles run out toward the bases of the 

marginal tentacles, but leave a naked zone in front of them. The 

disk-tubercles vary in form and size. Twelve primary rows can 

usually be distinguished by their larger size, greater complexity, 

and often by their white or lighter color. The proximal and distal 

tubercles of the larger rows, and all of those in the smaller rows are 

simple, rounded, mammiform, or verruciform, and in specimens of 

less than an inch in diameter all are usually simple. But in the 

larger specimens, 5 to 8 or more of those in the middle part of the 

larger rows are lobulated, each bearing 3 to 6, or even 8, irregular, 

short, blunt, divergent digitations or lobules, while those more distal 

become gradually smaller and simple. There may be 12 to 20 or 

- more in a radial row. 

The margin is thin and bears a single row of short simple, unequal 

tentacles, in which groups of one to three larger ones alternate with 

groups of three or four smaller ones, somewhat irregularly. 

The body is but little contractile, and the disk cannot be enrolled, 

but may be incurved. The internal structure is peculiar in several 

respects. 

The color of the column varies greatly. It is often greenish 

brown below, becoming chocolate-brown or umber-brown above, and 

usually finely lined with paler, and frequently flecked with whitish 

or pale spots; specimens that are olive-green, purplish, or fawn-color 

are also common ; they are usually paler near the base. 
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The disk is variously colored and variegated. Common colors are 

emerald-green, lavender, chocolate-brown, gray, and flake-white, 

often with an iridescent luster when green. Frequently the colors 

are in radial lines or stripes. The primary rows of tubercles are 

often flake-white or light green on a green ground-color, or gray 

with white specks, alternating with other rows of lavender-color. 

Toward the margin there are often alternating radii of light brown 

and whitish. Inside of mouth often light green, sometimes greenish 

brown. 

The largest specimens observed were 3.5 inches across the 

expanded disk and about 2 inches high ; specimens of 1.5 to 2 

inches in diameter are not uncommon. ‘The larger ones sometimes 

have 2 or 3 mouths on the disk, indicating incipient fission. 

It is also common in the West Indies. 

Duerden in his work of. 1900 (Jamaican Actinaria, pt. II) has 

given an excellent account of its anatomy and histology, which are 

peculiar. There is no definite sphincter muscle, and therefore the 

margin of the disk and column cannot be completely retracted. 

The mesenteries are irregular. Only one pair of directive mesen- 

teries is usually developed, and there is no distinct gonidial groove. 

Nematocysts are lacking in the column wall and disk tentacles, but 

occur at the tips of the marginal tentacles. The mesenterial fila- 

ments are unusually simple and lack the ciliated streaks. 

It is viviparous, but extrudes the young in early stages of develop- 

ment. Duerden found it breeding in September. 

In addition to the preceding species, which are mostly common 

and well known,* the following species was described from a pre- 

served specimen obtained by the Challenger expedition from the 

“Reef of Bermuda.” It has not been observed since that time, so 

far as I know. There may, perhaps, be an error as to the locality, 

but it should be carefully looked for on the outer reefs. 

* Several species of Bermuda actinians have not been described above, because 

they are not ordinarily found on the reefs. They are as follows : 

Cerianthus natans Verrill, Trans. Conn. Acad., xi, p. 47, pl. ix, fig. 6, 1901. 

Phellia simplex Verrill, op. cit., p. 48. 

Bunodopsis globulifera Verrill, op. cit., x, p. 559, pl. Ixvii, fig. 4, 1900 ; Amer. 

Jour. Sci., vii, p. 146, fig. 20, 1899. Duerden, Trans. Linn. Soc. London, 

vili, pp. 297-317, plates 25, 26, anatomy, 1902. 
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Ilyanthopsis longifilis Hertwig. 

Voyage Challenger, Zodlogy, vol. xxvi [p. 13], pl. ii, fig. 2 (gen. and sp. nov.). 

It is a turbinate form, as contracted, with a small pedal disk. It 

had about 160 long, slender, perforated tentacles, in about four rows. 

Wall of column and collar smooth. No acontia; mesenteries 160, 

all fertile and perfect; no sphincter. Height of column, 35™™; diam- 

eter of disk, 70™™; of base, 40™; length of larger tentacles, 40™™, 

It probably belongs to the <Actinide, but in its anatomy it is 

unlike any West Indian species known to me. 

It seems to most resemble Condylactis gigantea. 

Zoanthacea. 

Several species of these social or colonial actinians occur at Ber- 

muda in great abundance, not only on the reefs, but in shallow 

water along the shores, in small bays, and even in tide pools. The 

bottom of Hungry Bay, in the spring of 1900, seemed to be com- 

pletely carpeted with two or three species, over large areas. One 

of the species abundant there was a bright green Zoanthus, another 

was the larger yellow or orange-colored Protopalythoa grandis. Two 

species of Pulythoa occur commonly on the reefs, forming more 

or less extensive pale yellow coriaceous crusts, often several feet 

across. The most abundant is P. mammillosa, in which the polyps, 

when fully contracted, sink entirely into the ceenenchyma, so as to 

show little or no prominences. In this the encrustation of white 

sand is so dense that the colonies can be preserved in the dry state 

so as to retain much of their natural form and size. 

The species of this group are variable in form, color,* number of 

tentacles, etc., and therefore they are difficult to identify, especially 

when preserved. Several recent writers have endeavored to find 

good specific characters in their internal anatomy and _ histology, 

but so far with little success, for the internal structure seems to vary 

quite as much as the external. The mode of growth, crowding, and 

even the state of contraction give rise to apparent structural differ- 

ences, even in a single colony. The mesenteries and tentacles 

* The green, yellow, brown, and olive colors, so common in the Zoanthacea, 

as well as in the coral polyps, are mostly due to microscopic unicellular plants 

(Zoéxanthellz) living symbiotically in the tissues, especially in the cells of the 

endoderm, and varying in relative numbers as well as in color, thus causing 

corresponding variations in the polyps. But they also have, in many cases, 

special pigment granules of different kinds in the ectoderm cells of the disk and 

tentacles. (See p. 210.) 
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increase by pairs, to the right and left of the directives, so that 

they vary in number up to full maturity. The number of tentacles 

and mesenteries in the full-grown polyps seems to be fairly constant 

within rather narrow limits. 

The Bermuda reef species all have short tentacles. The species 

with long tentacles mostly belong to Epizoanthus and Parazoan- 

thus, and are found chiefly in deeper or colder waters. 

Protopalythoa grandis Verrill. Figures 124-128. Plate xxx, fig. 2. 

Protopalythoa grandis Verrill, Trans. Conn. Acad., x, p. 563, pl. Ixvii, fig. 6, 

1898. 

This common species is one of the largest American zoanthids. 

It usually occurs in large groups, coated with white sand, and united 

together at base by broad membranous expansions, but when the 

clusters are small the polyps may be united by narrow stolons (figs. 

124, 125). 

ie 
eS Pig 

Prac 

Figure 126.—Protopalythoa grandis. A group of adult and young, yellow vari- 

ety, x14; a, an adult polyp with 64 tentacles, partially expanded. From 

a colored drawing by A. H.V., from life. 

The column may be of almost any form, according to the place of 

growth and state of expansion. In many cases it is short and cylin- 

drical, but spreading distally in expansion (figs. 126,127). Very often 

it is clavate or trumpet-shaped, narrow at base and regularly enlarg- 

ing distally, as in figs. 125, 128. In expansion the disk may be flat 

or concave, but when very fully expanded it becomes convex and 

reflexed, as in figs. 124,125. The length of the column varies, in 

adult polyps, from 1 inch or less to 2 inches (20-50™™"); diameter of 

contracted summits, 8 to 13™"; of expanded disks, 12 to 18™™. The 

tentacles are numerous, usually 60 to 68; sometimes 80 in the largest 
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polyps, rather short and blunt, arranged in two alternating rows. 
Surrounding the disk, outside the tentacles, there is a circle of angu- 
lar pointed lobes, usually white in color, corresponding to the inner 

128 

Figure 124.—Protopalythoa grandis, two polyps in different states of expansion, 
about nat. size. Drawn by the author from life. 

Figure 125,—The same, a detached polyp with elongated column, slightly 
enlarged. Drawn by A. H. V. 

Figure 127.—The same. Two polyps of the short form, with white marginal 
lobes and ocher-yellow disk, expanded, somewhat reduced. Drawn by A. 
Have 

Figure 128.—The same. Group of polyps, contracted, % natural size. 
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circle of tentacles, and of the same number. These show as white 

convergent points when the polyps are contracted and enable us to 

ascertain the number of tentacles, even in contraction. In some 

cases one of the directive tentacles was longer and lighter colored 

than the rest, and the corresponding marginal papilla was whiter. 

The disk and tentacles are most frequently ocher-yellow, orange- 

yellow, or buff, usually darker near the tentacles, and mostly marked 

with brown or green radial lines; the whole disk may be tinged 

with green or olive ; lips whitish or pale yellow. The column, 

under the sand, is usually buff, salmon, or ocher-yellow. 

Common on the reefs and in sheltered bays and sounds ; low- 

water to 8 fathoms. 

Protopalythoa Heilprini Verrill. 

Verrill, these Trans., x, p. 560, 1900 (as Parapalythoa by error). 

Gemmaria Riise (Russi by error) McMurrich, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philad., 

1889, p. 124, pl. vii, figs. 7-9 (non Duch. and Mich.). 

This is a much smaller species found in small groups attached to 

stones at North Rocks. Height of column about 25™™ ; diameter, 

in contraction, 5 to 7™™. The column is usually clavate and trans- 

versely wrinkled. Thirty-one pairs of mesenteries were found by 

MeMurrich. The tentacles should, therefore, be about 62. It 

appears to be rare. 

Palythoa mammillosa (Ellis and Sol.), Lamx. Figs. 129, 129a, 130. Pl. xxx, 

fig. La. 

Alcyonium mammillosum Ellis ‘and Solander, Hist. Zodph., p. 179, pl. 1, 

figs. 4, 5, 1786. 

Palythoa mammillosa Lamx., Polyp. Flex., p. 569, pl. xiv, fig. 2, 1816; Edw. 

and H., iii, p. 804; Dana, Zooph. Expl. Exp. 

Corticifera flava Lesueur, op. cit., p. 179, 1817. 

Palythoa flava Duch. and Mich., Corall. Ant., 1860, p. 58.  MeMurrich, 

Actinaria Bahama Is., p. 66. 

? Palythoa caribeorum Duch, and Mich., Corall. Ant., p. 53, 1860. 

Palythoa cinerea Duch. and Mich., Supl. Coral., p. 47, pl. vi, fig. 8, 1866. 

Corticifera lutea Hertwig, Voyage Chall., Zool., xxvi, p. 44, pl. i, fig. 6, 

1888 (non Quoy and G., sp.). 

Corticifera flava MeMurrich, Actinaria Bahama Is., p. 66, 1889. 

Corticifera glareola MeMurrich, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philad., 1889, p. 122; 

also reprint in Heilprin’s Bermuda Is. (non Les. sp.). 

Palythoa mammillosa Duerden, Actinaria of Jamaica, p. 359, pl. xviia, figs. 

7, 8, pl. xix, figs. 1-4, anatomy, 1889. Verrill, Trans. Conn. Acad., vol. 

x, p. 564, pl. Ixviii, fig. 7, 1900. 
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This is the most common species at Bermuda as well as in the 

West Indies. It forms broad, coriaceous, pale yellow crusts, due to 

the thick coat of caleareous sand, on the ledges and reefs, both at 

low tide and in deeper water. These colonies are often two to four 

feet across and from one-third to one-half an inch (S-12™™") or more 

in thickness when living, and with a nearly smooth surface when the 

polyps are entirely retracted. But when they expand they can rise 

considerably above the ccenenchyma, the projecting portion being 3 

129a 

129 

Figure 129.—Palythoa mammillosa, part of a colony, with some of the polyps 

expanded ; nat. size. 

Figure 129a.—The same. Another part of the same colony, nat. size. Both 

phot. while living, under water, by A. H. V. 

to 5™" high, cylindrical, or expanding toward the disk, conical, or 

hemispherical according to the degree of expansion (figs. 129, 130). 

When dried, therefore, these crusts sometimes show slight mam- 

milliform elevations over the polyps, and sometimes depressions, or 

even round openings (as in ocellata of Ellis and Sol.). 

The tentacles are small and short, about .05™" long, varying from 

34 to 40, but usually 36 to 38 in full grown polyps. They form two 

alternating rows, with an outer circle of whitish, angular, columnal 

lobes, opposite the inner circle of tentacles and of the same number. 
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The disk is ocher-yellow or light orange-yellow, with the central 

part darker or more brownish, with radial white lines or rows of 

spots, and usually a circle of small flake-white spots around the 

mouth. Tentacles similar to the disk, but usually paler, often 

specked with white at the tips, and frequently with white specks 

between their bases. But the color may vary in the same colony, 

some of the polyps being without white lips and radii on the disk 

and spots on the tentacles, while others will have them. 

The anatomy has been described by MeMurrich, Duerden, and 

others. The internal structure seems to vary considerably in vari- 

ous features. 

It is common throughout the West Indies. 

SS OOD 
=F IWS 

Figure 130.—a, Palythoa mammiliosa, expanded polyp; 06, P. grandiflora, 

expanded polyp. Both about 14 natural size, by the author. 

Palythoa grandiflora Verrill. Figures 130, 6, 131, 182. Plate xxx, fig. 1, b. 

Palythoa grandiflora Ver., Trans. Conn. Acad. Sci., x, p. 564, pl. Ixviii, fig. 

6, 1900; op. cit., vol. xi, p. 52, pl. vii, fig. 2, 1901. 

Corticifera ocellata MeMurrich, Proc, Acad. Nat. Sci., Philad., 1889, p. 120 ; 

reprint in Heilprin’s The Bermuda Is. (non Ellis and Solander sp.). 

This is one of the largest known species of Zoanthide. When full 

grown it forms broad but not very thick crusts, several feet broad, 

but more frequently it is found in smaller colonies, a foot or less in 

breadth. In contraction the large polyps cannot contract entirely 

to the level of the ceenenchyma, but their summits remain as promi- 

nent rounded tubercles or mammille, 10 to 14™™ broad, on its sur- 

face (fig. 131). In this state the summits of the contracted polyps 

are sulcated with about 26 to 30 grooves, terminating in white, 

angular points around the disk. In expansion the polyps rise con- 

siderably above the cenenchyma (about 15 to 20™™), and swell out 

at the summit into broad cup-shaped or flower-like forms, often 

with the disk flat or even convex, and so broad that their margins 

often overlap each other in the clusters, entirely concealing their 

Trans. Conn. Acap., Vou. XII. 19 JunE, 1906. 
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bodies and the cenenchyma. The disk is 14 to 18™" broad in expan- 

sion, ‘The tentacles vary from 52 to 60 in the full grown polyps ; 

they are short, subequal, in two regularly alternating rows, usually 

dark yellow or dull orange with white tips. The disk is also gen- 

erally some shade of brownish orange, with specks and radial lines 

of whitish, lips usually white. The angular columnal lobes, opposite 

the inner tentacles, are tipped with flake-white, and one in line with 

the directive tentacles is often larger and whiter than tke rest. 

Column and ccenenchyma, under the coating of sand, is ocher-yellow, 

pale orange, or orange-brown, 

152 

131 

Figure 131.—Palythoa grandiflora, a small colony partly contracted, about 

nat, size. 

Figure 132.—The same, part of a larger colony, slightly reduced. Phot. by 

ALE. Vi, 

It was most abundant in the course of streams of salt water flow- 

ing out from caverns, etc., through the rocky shores, especially on 

the west side of Castle Harbor. It occurred also on the reefs and 

in 5 to 8 fathoms. It does not appear to be known from the West 

Indies. 
The polyps of this species agree so well in size, color, and number 

of tentacles with those of Protopalythoa grandis, that it may 

naturally be suspected that they are the same species with different 
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forms of growth, the latter having no coenenchyma above the basal 

stolons. But I found no truly intermediate forms. Should they 

ultimately prove to be identical, it would probably be necessary to 

unite the genus Protopalythoa (= Gemmaria of many authors) to 

Palythoa.* The type of the latter (1816) was P. mammillosa. The 

only tangible difference between the two genera is the presence in 

the latter of a thick crust-like cenenchyma, uniting the polyps 

together laterally. But in this species they are often united for less 

than half their height. 

Zoanthus proteus Verrill. Figures 133, 184, 135. Plate xxx, fig. 1, «. 

Zoanthus, sp. 1. Erdmann, op. cit., p. 438, pl. iv, figs. 1, 2, general, pl. v, 

figs. 1-5, anatomy. 

Zoanthus Dance Hertwig, Voy. Chall., Zool., xxvi, p. 36, pl. i, fig. 1, 1888 

(non Verrill, 1867), 

?Zoanthus flos-marinus MeMurrich, op. cit., 1889, p. 113, pl. vii, figs. 3, 4 ; 

Heilprin’s The Bermuda Is., p. 119, pl. xi, figs. 8, 4, 1889 (non Duch. and 

Mich.). 

?Zoanthus pulchellus (pars) Duerden, Act. of Porto Rico, 1902, p. 332, pl. ii, 

figs. 2, 38, general, pl. iv, fig. 14, sphincter (non Duch. ana Mich.). 

Zoanthus proteus Verrill, these Trans., x, p. 561, pl. Ixvii, figs. 5-5b, 1900. 

This is the most common Bermuda species of Zoanthus. The 

polyps are extremely variable in form and height ; the column may 

Figure 133.—Zoanthus proteus, from same colony as 134; a, two polyps with 

lateral stolons and buds ; 6, polyps with lateral buds. x about 2. Drawn 

from preserved specimens by A. H. V. 

be short or long cylindrical; bottle-shaped ; jug-shaped ; club- 

shaped ; or tall, slender, trumpet-shaped ; all these forms often 

occurring in one cluster (see fig. 134). The wall is soft, but often 

has dirt, diatoms, etc., adhering slightly to the surface, except on 

* Or else the latter would need to be restricted to species in which the polyps 

can be entirely withdrawn into calicles immersed in the coenenchyma, 
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the upper third or fourth part, which is smoother and naked, so 

that the surface is usually divisible into two regions, usually with a 

constriction between, and with a secondary sphincter muscle corre- 

sponding to it ; but this difference is not always evident externally. 

In many contracted specimens small irregular verruce and trans- 

verse ruge occur about the middle of the column, where the wall 

appears to be thickest. The mesenteries sometimes show through 

the column, where thin distally, as longitudinal lines. 

The two sphincter muscles agree well in sections with the figure 

of Erdmann (op. cit., pl. v, fig. 2). 

The polyps are united into more or less extensive clusters either 

by slender narrow stolons, or by flat expansions of caenenchyma, or 

directly, the buds often springing from the basal regions of the 

column, or even from higher up on the sides ; sometimes stolons 

also arise from above the base (fig. 133). These variations may all 

occur in one colony. 

The polyps may be crowded or openly grouped, but seldom if ever 

wide apart, as in sociatus. According to Hertwig and Erdmann 

their Bermuda specimens were hermaphrodite. 

134 135 

Figure 134.—Zoanthus proteus ; part of a large colony in contraction, about % 

nat. size. 

Figure 135.—Zoanthus proteus; a, pedunculate form; 6, ordinary forms; c¢, 

short forms, all from one colony. x1}. Drawn by A. H. V. 

Tentacles numerous, slender, usually 48 to 52, green or yellow. 

Color of column distally is olive-green, sometimes bluish or tur- 

quoise-blue ; disk pale ochre-yellow, with white specks, sometimes 

green, with paler radial lines. 
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Height of longest polyps, in contraction, 18 to 24™™; usual diam- 

eter, 3.5 to 5™™; height of short forms, 6 to 10™™; diameter, 4 to 6™™; 

height of average polyps, about 10 to 15™™; breadth of expanded 

disk, 5-8™™, 

At and considerably below low-tide mark, on the reefs, adhering 

to stones and dead corals ; also in the sheltered bays and sounds ; 

abundant in Hungry Bay in shallow water. 

This is the species described by Erdmann, op. cit., 1886, p. 438, 

pls. iv, v, with some anatomical details, and afterwards referred 

erroneously to Z Dane by Hertwig. It also resembles a species 

described by Duerden under the name of Z. pulchellus (non Duch. 

and Mich.) from Porto Rico, in 1902, but not so much the one 

described by him under that name from Jamaica, in 1898. The 

figure of the sphincter muscle given by Duerden is very much like 

that of this species, as figured by Erdmann, more like it in fact 

than like that of the Jamaica pulchellus figured by Duerden in 

1898, pl. 18a, fig. 3. In Erdmann’s figure the two sphincter muscles 

are both well developed, much as in Duerden’s Porto Rico speci- 

mens, which is not the case in the smaller Jamaica form. 

Zoanthus sociatus (Ellis and Sol.?) Cuvier. Figure 136 (Solandri). 

Actinia sociata Ellis (?) 1767, p. 428, pl. xiii, figs. 1, 2; Ellis and Sol., 1786, 

p. 5, pl. 1, figs. 1, 2. (Figs. reproduced by Lamouroux, Expos. Meth.) 

? Zoanthus sociata Lesueur, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci., Philad., i, p. 176, 1817. 

? Zoanthus Solandri (color-variety) Les., op. cit., pp. 177, 183, pl. viii, fig. 1 

1817* (not of Duerden, 1898). 

* Lesueur’s general figure of 7. Solandri (fig. 186), if natural size; as most of 

the general figures in his plates were, represents a much larger species: than the 

one here discussed, for the expanded disk in his figure is 12™™ in diameter; con- 

tracted columns, 9-10"; height of column, 45™™, He gives, as a measure- 

ment, ‘‘length about two inches” which agrees with the figure. As the above 

species agrees so well with his type in other respects, and no large West Indian 

species having similar characters is now known, it seems most logical to con- 

clude that his figure was enlarged to nearly double the natural size (at least 13). 

Allowing for this, the agreement would be very close. He stated that it had 60 

tentacles. Probably it was a mere color-variety of his Z. sociata (op. cit., p. 

176), which also had 60 tentacles and the same form of column and stolons, and 

lived in the same place. No theasurements were given of the latter. Both lived 

buried to the tentacles in sand, but were attached by slender stolons in crevices 

of rocks below the surface. The figure of Solandri by Duch. and Mich., 1860, 

is much like that of Lesueur, and similar in size; height 40-50™™" ; diameter of 

expanded disk 13™™, and it is stated to be natural size; the tentacles are short. 

If both figures of Solandri are natural size, it certainly is a distinct species, 
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Zoanthus sociatus MeMurrich, Actin. Bahama Is., p. 62, pl. ii, fig. 3; pl. iv, 

figs. 15-18, 1889 (anatomy). Bull. Labr. Nat. Hist. Univ. Iowa, iv, p. 242, 

pl. iii, fig. 1, 1898 (anatomy); Zodlog. Bulletin, vol. ii, No. 6, mesenterial 

filaments, 1899. 

Zoanthus flos-marinus Duerden, Jamaican Actin., part i, p. 389, pl. xvii, fig. 

2, pl. xviiia, fig. 2, 1898 (non Duch. and Mich.).* 

Zoanthus sociatus Verrill, these Trans., x, p. 561, 1900. Duerden, Actinians 

of Porto Rico, p. 384, pl. ii, fig. 4, pl. iv, figs. 15,16; pl. v, figs. 17-22, 1902 

(anatomy). 

The polyps in this species are pedunculated; they arise from 

slender stolons and form open colonies. The column is clavate or 

enlarges upward to the disk, in expansion, and at the widest part is 

about 4 to 5™™ in diameter ; expanded disk, 5 to 8™™; height usually 

about 20 to 25™™, 

The tentacles are about 56 to 60 in adult polyps; they are small 

and rather slender, bluish green, olive, or brown. 

The disk is usually green, more or less varied with blue, yellow, 

or brown. There is sometimes a brown triangular spot at one or 

both angles of the mouth (t. MeMurrich and Duerden). The column 

is bluish, greenish, or dark violet above, yellowish below. 

The original figure of Z. sociatus in Ellis and in Ellis and Solan- 

der, if natural size, represents it as a larger species than the one now 

so-called. Moreover, one of the polyps is represented as expanded, 

and as having numerous long, slender tentacles, like an Epizoanthus. 

No measurements were given, and therefore it is doubtful whether 

the figure is natural size. If the drawing of the tentacles was cor- 

characterized by its large size, pedunculate form, and about 60 short, conical 

tentacles. But the early writers often measured and described their species of 

such animals from the drawings, not from specimens, and it may well be 

doubted whether either figure is natural size, for it is difficult to represent the 

small tentacles, ete. of these forms without enlargement. If such a common 

large species exists in the West Indies, it is remarkable that modern collectors 

have not found it. 

The species very fully described, 1898, with anatomical details by Duerden, 

under the name of Solandri, is a shorter and stouter species with cylindrical 

bodies and short stolons, similar to Z. proteus. 

* The Z. flos-marinus of Duerden, 1898, had much smaller polyps than the 

original type of Duch. and Mich., and differed in form, and in the size, color, 

and number of tentacles; the latter was described as having 36 tentacles (the 

figure shows 40). The flos-marinus of McMurrich, 1889, from Bermuda, seems 

to be my Z. proteus. No recent writer has noticed a large species 1.5 inches 

high, with 36 tentacles, corresponding with the original flos-marinus. 
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rect it cannot represent this species, which has much shorter tenta- 

cles.* 
The only West Indian species of similar size, described by later 

writers as having long slender tentacles, like those represented in 

the plate of Ellis, is Z. nobilis of Duch. and Mich. (Corall., pl. viii, 

fig. 7), which has about 60 long tentacles, their length, as figured, 

exceeding the breadth of the disk, as in the figure of Ellis. The 

polyps are clavate, slender at base, with narrow stolons. If the 

figure is natural size, it is much larger than the species now com- 

monly called socéatus, and it may be identical with the original 

sociatus of Ellis. But the statement that it is natural size may be 

erroneous ; no measurements were given. However, as no recent 

writer has seen a species like Z. nobilis, and the original description 

is too brief and indefinite to be of much value, I have thought it 

best to leave the nomenclature of the present species undisturbed, 

awaiting the rediscovery of Z. nobilis. 

Zoanthus dubius Les. Figures 137, 138. 

Zoanthus dubius Les., op. cit., p. 176, 1817 (non D. and M.). 

Verrill, these Trans., x, p. 562, pl. Ixviii, fig. 3, 1900. 

Zoanthus pulchellus Duerden, op. cit., 1898, p. 460; Jamaican Actinaria, i, 

p. 341, pl. xviia, fig. 3, pl. xviiia, figs. 3, 4 (anatomy), 1898. Not that in 

Actinians of Porto Rico, p. 382, pl. ii, figs. 2, 3 (general), pl. iv, fig. 14 

(anatomy), (non Duch. and Mich. sp.). 

The specimens referred to this species have smaller and shorter 

polyps than the two preceding species,+ seldom exceeding 8 to 12™™ 

in height and 4™™ in diameter of the contracted column. The 

column is usually more or less cylindrical, rarely clavate ; it is com- 
A a 

* The source of this drawing and of those of several West Indian gorgonians 

with expanded polyps, published by Ellis, isnot known. Although they appear 

to have been made from living specimens, it is not absolutely certain that they 

were not drawn from preserved specimens, for some of them have non-retractile 

polyps. However, I will venture to suggest that several of those excellent 

drawings, reproduced in the plates of Ellis, were made from life by Catesby, 

while he was in the Bahamas, where he spent some time drawing the fishes. A 

large part of his collection is known to have gone into the museum of Sloane, 

who was one of his patrons, and the drawings may have gone to him also, Ellis 

is said to have made use of Sloane’s collections, and he may have used his draw- 

ings also. 

+ Lesueur stated that the polyps of his dubia were one-third smaller than 

those of Z. sociata, which it otherwise closely resembled, though it lived ‘‘in 

bunches ” entirely exposed ‘‘in all its parts” to the water; tentacles ‘‘ very 

numerous” ; ‘‘ body cylindric, pedunculated, reddish.” 
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monly divided into two regions by a slight constriction above the 

middle ; the lower part usually increases in size downward to the 

base; its substance is firm; the surface is longitudinally sulcated in 

contraction, somewhat rough, and usually covered more or less with 

foreign growths (diatoms, small sponges, ete.). The distal portion 

has a thinner wall, with a smooth, soft surface, and usually increases 

in size upward to the rounded summit; which is sulcated in contrac- 

tion. The expanded disk is broad, often convex, 7-9™™ in diameter. 

156 1387 138 

Figure 186.—Zoanthus Solandri Les., copied from Lesueur’s figure, } original 

size of figure. 

Figure 137.—Zoanthus dubius Les. Two polyps of the blue variety, expanded ; 

x about 14. 

Figure 158.—The same. Group of contracted polyps, enlarged about 23. The 

basal part of column is encrusted with living diatoms, etc. 

It forms somewhat open clusters; the polyps are united together 

by a thin membranous basal expansion, or by wide thin stolons. 

Sometimes the colonies are of considerable extent. 

The tentacles are short and vary from about 40 to 52. 

According to Duerden the lower part of the column is usually 

pale buff, while the upper part is olive-blue; disk bright green with 

lighter radial lines, sometimes pale green or yellow; lips often pink, 

sometimes red or yellow; sometimes a dark triangular spot at each 

angle of the mouth. 

Some of our specimens (as the one represented by fig. 137) were 

bright turquoise-blue all over the column; disk bluish green, or pale 

blue with green radii; lips reddish; tentacles 40-44, outer row green, 

inner ones bright blue. The cluster represented in fig. 138 had the 

column olive-green distally; disk pale ocher-yellow. Lesueur’s type 

had the disk green; mouth and tentacles yellow; body reddish. 
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This species, very fully described anatomically by Duerden, seems 

to me to agree better with the original dubia than any other known,* 

and should, I believe, take that name. The dubius of Duch. and 

Mich., 1860, appears from the figure to be a larger and _ stouter 

species, more like Z. proteus, but they gave no description, not even 

ot the colors or number of tentacles, nor any measurements. Their 

pulchellus is probably Z. nymphea Les. The Z. pulchellus 

described from Porto Rico, 1902, by Dr. Duerden appears to be 

my Z. proteus, (see above, p. 289), but that of his previous papers 

is probably Z. dubius. 

Isaurus tuberculatus Gray. Figures 139, 140. 

Isaurus tuberculatus Gray, Spicil. Zoolog., p. 8, pl. 6, fig. 38, 1828; op. cit. 

1867, p. 234. 

Zoanthus tuberculatus Duch., Anim. Rad., p. 11, 1850. Duch. and Mich., 

Corall, Ant., p. 327, pl. viii, fig. 5, 1860. 

Antinedia tuberculata Duch, and Mich., Supl., p. 136, pl. vi, figs. 2, 3, 1866. 

Antinedia Duchassaingi Andres, p. 330, 1873. 

Mammillifera tuberculata MeMurrich, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sei., Philad., p. 117, 

1889, pl. vii, figs. 5, 6; reprint in Heilprin’s Bermuda Is. 

Isaurus Duchassaingi MeMurrich, Notes on Actinians, p. 190, pl. xvii, figs. 

6-8. Duerden, Jamaican Actinaria, p. 346, pl. xviia, fig. 4 (general), pl. 

Xviiia, figs. 5, 6 (anatomy), 1898; Actinians of Porto Rico, p. 536, pl. ii, fig. 

5, pl. vi, figs. 23-25, pl. vii, fig. 26, 1902 (anatomy). 

This species is usually found growing solitary or in small groups 

on the reefs, or united by basal stolons into small colonies of 3 to 5 

individuals. The column is usually curved to one side or crooked. 

It is easily recognized by its firm consistency, translucency, and by 

the more or less prominent tubercles which cover the upper part of 

* Probably other species of Zoanthus occur at Bermuda which I have not met 

with, but all my species seem referable to the three species given above. But I 

did not make any special search for small forms. I have given a provisional 

analytical table of the West Indian and Bermuda forms usually recognized as 

distinct species in a former article (these Trans., vol. x, p. 566, 1900). I should 

remark that I have now reduced the species there given, by the anion of Solan- 

dri to sociata ; and pulchella to dubia. Also that the measurements there given 

for Solandri were taken from the figure, which was probably considerably 

enlarged. All the species need a thorough study, with numerous living colonies, 

in order to determine the limits of their variation, as well as a very much more 

extended study of their anatomy by sections, than they have yet received. Large 

series of sections should be made from polyps known to be certainly of one 

species, in order to know how much the internal structure may vary. Too often 

writers have depended on sections of actinians made from only one or two 

specimens, and have been much misled. We now know that the internal struc- 

ture often varies widely. 
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the column, especially on the convex side, but these are sometimes 

nearly obsolete in small specimens. A circle of about 10 to 12 

tubercles surrounds the infolded portion of the summit in contrac- 

tion; the summit is covered by numerous convergent sulcations. 

The greater part of the column is covered with longitudinal and 

transverse sulcations, most conspicuous in strongly contracted alco- 

holic specimens ; the tubercles are lacking on the concave side and 

toward the base. The column is translucent, so that the mesenteries 

show through the wall. The tentacles are about 40 to 46. Perfect 

mesenteries about 20. Height 20 to 40™™; diameter of column 

141 

Figure 139.—Isaurus tuberculatus, smoother var., contracted. x14. 

Figure 140.—The same, rougher var., strongly contracted. x14. Drawn by 

the author from preserved specimens. 

Figure 141.—Parazoanthus parasiticus, } nat. size: a, parasitic on ‘‘ tube- 

sponge”; b, parasitic on Hircina? Phot. A. H. V. 

usually 8 to 10™™ in contraction. Our best specimen is 40" high 

and 9™™ in diameter as contracted; it is much smoother than some 

of those figured. It differs generically from Zoanthus chiefly in 

having but one sphincter muscle instead of two. The color of the 

column, disk, and tentacles. in life is buff or ocher-yellow. It is not 

uncommon on the Bermuda reefs and is also found throughout the 

West Indies. ; 
McMurrich considered the Bermuda form (as tuberculatus) a 

species distinct from that of the Bahamas. To me the differences 

noted seem to be individual variations. 
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Parazoanthus parasiticus (D. and M.). Verrill. Figure 141. 

Zoanthus parasiticus Dach. and Mich., Corall. Antill., p. 50, pl. viii, figs. 3, 

4, 1860. 
Parazoanthus parasiticus Verrill, Trans. Conn. Acad., x, p. 560, 1900. 

Duerden, Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., xix, p. 500, pl. xlv, 1903. 

Parazoanthus separatus Duerden, Jamaican Actinaria, pt. ii, Trans. Royal 

Dublin Soc., vii, p. 197, pl. x, figs. 12, 13, pl. xiii, fig. 8, pl. xiv, fig. 4, 1900, 

anatomy. 

This minute species is frequently found parasitic on the tubular 

sponge (Zuba or Spinosella sororia). The disks show at the sur- 

face of the sponge, when dried, as small, circular, about 12-rayed, 

stellate, and mostly separated spots, 1.5 to 2™™ in diameter, more or 

less scattered over the surface. It also occurs on a species of Hir- 

cina, and probably on various other species. 

In life it rises above the sponge in expansion about 4™"; diameter 

of disk about 3™™ ; its column is then quite translucent. It has 

about 24 to 26 small alternating tentacles, which, like the disk, are 

pale brownish in life; column in contraction whitish, from enclosed 

white sand, etc. Dr. Duerden (1900) has published a very full 

account of the anatomy and histology of this species.* It appears 

to be the species very poorly described by Duch. and Mich., 1860. 

Undetermined species of Zoanthacea. 

No doubt several other species of this and allied genera will be 

found at Bermuda. My notes indicate some of which I did not 

obtain sufficient material. 
One of these is a form found entirely free, and somewhat resem- 

bling an Edwardsia externally. It was 16™™ long in contraction ; 

diameter 3™™, The wall was thin, but tough, brownish, with 20 to 

24 slight sulcations, the ridges having minute papille distally. Ten- 

tacles minute, about 24 counted, but they were difficult to observe, 

* Dr. Duerden in his later paper (1903) also describes the anatomy of Bergia 

catenularis Duch. and Mich., which has the same parasitic habits and mode of 

growth. He places it in Parazoanthus, but if it be congeneric it will be neces- 

sary to adopt Bergia as the generic name for the whole group, on the ground 

of priority, for although the original diagnosis was nearly worthless, the type 

species is easily recognizable. However, Dr. Duerden points out important struc- 

tural differences, quite sufficient, in my opinion, to require generic separation. 

He states that the type species of Bergia lacks a distinct sphincter muscle and 

also lacks the ciliated band of the mesenterial filaments, both of which are 

present in genuine species of Parazoanthus. These certainly seem sufficient 

for generic characters. 
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and judging by the mesenteries were more likely about 48, About 

24 perfect mesenteries, alternating with very small ones ; two small 

ones in each of two pairs adjacent to directives ; 8 (or perhaps 10) 

are fertile. There is no evidence of attachment, the base being 

smooth and evenly rounded. 

It is probably a true Zoanthus, but my study of it was too incom- 

plete to place it accurately, and the specimen seems to have been 

lost. 
Alcyonaria. 

Gorgonacea* ; Sea-fans, Sea-plumes, ete. 

Several large species of gorgonians, called sea-fans, sea-rods, ete. 

by the fishermen, are very common on the inner as well as on the 

outer reefs. Some are found in Castle Harbor, but nearly all are 

absent from Harrington Sound. 

* Among the more recent works relating to Bermuda Gorgonacea are the 

following : 

Cook, Frank C.—The Chemical Composition of some Gorgonian Corals. Amer. 

Journ. Physiology, vol. xii, pp. 95-98. 

Six of the species analyzed were from Bermuda. 

Dana, James D.—Corals and Coral Islands. Three editions. Ed. 3, 1890, has 

the list of Bermuda corals and gorgonians on p. 114. 

Hargitt, C. W. and Rogers, Chas. G.—The Alcyonaria of Porto Rico. Bull. U.S. 

Fish Com., for 1900, pp. 265-287, 4 plates and cuts in text, Dec., 1901. 

Contains a useful analytical table of the families and genera of the Alcyonaria. 

Also figures and descriptions of several Bermuda species. 

Heilprin, Angelo.—The Bermuda Islands, pp. 103-105, 1889. 

Gives a list of 8 species of gorgonians, mostly without descriptive notes. Two 

are doubtful. 

Jones, J. Matthew.—Contributions to the Nat. History of the Bermudas ; Coral- 

liaria. Nova Scotian Institute Nat. Sci., vol. ii, pt. 2, pp. 7-16, 1869. 

A list of 4 species (determined by A. E. Verrill), with some notes. 

Kdlliker, Albert.—Icones Histiologice, ii, Die Bindesubstanz der Coelenteraten, 

13 cuts, x plates. Leipzig, 1865. 

The first work demonstrating the systematic importance of the spicules of 

Alcyonaria. It includes a revision of the genera and species. His figures of 

the spicules, etc., in many cases, represent preparations from the type-speci- 

mens of Esper, Ehrenberg, Lamarck, and Duch. and Michelotti. A set of 

mounted slides of the same species was sent to me by Dr. Kolliker. 

Mendel, L. B.—On the occurrence of Iodine in Corals. Amer. Jour. Physiology. 

iv, No, 5, pp. 243-246, 1900. 

The three species of gorgonians analyzed, Gorgonia flabellum, G. acerosa, and 

Plexaura flecuosa were from Bermuda, furnished by the writer. (See Cook, 

F. C.) 
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They are, however, much more abundant and luxuriant on the 

outer reefs, and especially at a few fathoms below the surface, all 

around the islands. The most common are Grorgonia flabellum, the 

“sea-fan”; Plexaura flexuosa; and Pseudoplexaura crassa, known 

as “sea-rods.” These all grow to great size on the outer reefs, at 

moderate depths, becoming in some cases 4 to 6 feet high. 

Gorgonia flabellum Linn. Sea Fan. Figure 142. Plate xxxiiic, fig. 1 (2, 3). 

ID sxxegrat, inte alae) 

and nearly all other writers up to 1857. 

Rhipidogorgia flabellum Edw. and Haime, Coral., iii, p. 173, pl. B2, fig. 4, 

1857, and many later writers. Pourtales, in L. Agassiz, Florida Reefs, pl. 

xxi, figs. 1-7. Nutting, Bull. Univ. Iowa, i, p. 151, pl. x, 1889. 

Gorgonia flabellum Kolliker, Icones Histiol., ii, 1865, and most later writers. 

Verrill, Critical Remarks on Halcyonoid Polyps, No. 4, Amer. Jour. Sci., 

xlviii, p. 424, 1869, there made the type of the most restricted genus Gor- 

gonia; these Trans., x, p. 568. Hargitt and Rogers, Bull. U. 8. Fish Com., 

1902, p. 287, pl. iii, fig. 3. 

This species always grows in fan-like forms with the branchlets 

closely reticulated, except close to the tips. The fans vary much in 

_ shape, some being round, others broad, and some tall and narrow, 

the shape depending much upon the place of growth and amount of 

space. Sometimes two or more fans arise from the same base, and 

Nutting, C. C.—Contributions to the Anatomy of Gorgonide. Bull. Labr. 

Nat. Hist. State Univ. Iowa, pp. 97-160, 1889. 

Rogers, Chas. G.—See Hargitt, C. W. 

Verrill, Addison E.—Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., i, pp. 29-60, 1864. 

Records a number of gorgonians and corals from Bermuda. 

Critical Remarks on Haleyonoid Polyps, Nos. 1-4. Amer. Journ. Science, 

No. 1, vol. xlv, p. 411; No. 3, vol. xlvii, p. 281, 1869; No. 4, vol. xlviii, p. 

419, 1869. 

Includes revisions of many genera and species, some of which are West Indian 

and Bermudian. 

Additions to the Anthozoa and Hydrozoa of Bermuda. These Trans., 

vol, x, pp. 951-572, 3 plates, 1900. 

Additions to the Fauna of the Bermudas from the Yale Expedition of 

1901. Trans. Conn. Acad., xi, pp. 15-62, plates i-ix ; 6 cuts in text, 1901. 

Zoblogy of the Bermudas, vol. i, 427 pp., 45 pl., 1903. Includes the two 

preceding papers as articles 5 and 10. 

Wright, E. P. and Studer, Th.—Report on Aleyonaria. Voyage Challenger, Zodél., 

vol. xxxi, part 64, 1889. | 

Includes a few reef forms from Bermuda and some from deep water adjacent. 
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sometimes small ones branch out from one or both sides of large 

ones, at various angles.. Off the outer reefs, in 10 to 20 feet of 

water, it often grows to great size, the height sometimes being 5 to 6 

feet and the breadth 4 to 5 feet. Such specimens are very firmly 

attached and are difficult to obtain entire. 

On the inner reefs and in Castle Harbor it is usually only one or 

two feet high, partly, perhaps, because so many are constantly 

gathered by the fishermen for sale to travellers as curiosities. 

In life this species is usually dark purple, becoming lighter purple 

on drying. But many specimens are more or less tinged with yel- 

low, especially on the trunk and main branches. Entirely yellow 

specimens are not so common at Bermuda as in the West Indies. 

These colors are due to the fact that the microscopic spicules of 

the coenenchyma are partly bright purple and partly bright yellow, 

Figure 142.—Gorgonia flabellum ; small portion to show arrangement of cali- 

cles; a, axis; c, cenenchyma, x14. After L. Agassiz. 

the proportion of each color varying in different specimens and in 

different parts of the same specimen. 

The polyps, when expanded, are very small, pale, and translucent; 

they project strongly from the calicles and resemble those of G. 

citrina in form. 
This is one of the species of which the axis has been analyzed by 

Professor Mendel and Mr. Cook for the iodine contents.* The large 
specimens used were furnished by me and came from the outer reefs 

of Bermuda. It was also analyzed by Mr. Cook for its other consti- 

tuents. 

Gorgonia acerosa Pallas. Sea Plume. Plate xxxiiic, fig. 1%; pl. xxxvi, fig. 

1 (18). 

Gorgonia acerosa Pallas, Elench. Zoophy., p. 172, 1766 (non Esper). 

Gorgonia setosa Linn., Syst. Nat., ed. xii, 1767, p. 1292. 

Esper, Pflanz., ii, Gorg., p. 66, pl. xvii, figs, 1-3, 1794 (non Linn.). 

* Mendel, L. B., Amer. Journ. Phys., iv, pp. 248-246, 1900. Cook, F. C., 

Chem. Composition of Gorgonian Corals, op. cit., xii, pp. 95-98. 

OO a TE 
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Gorgonia pinnata (pars) Lamk., Hist., ii, p. 316. 

Pterogorgia pinnata (non Linn. sp.) and P. Sloanei Edw. and Haime, iii, p. 

168, 1857. 

Pterogorgia setosa Ehrenberg, 1834 (purple var.). Dana, Zooph., p. 650. 

Edw. and Haime, iii, p. 168, and many later writers. 

Pterogorgia acerosa Ehr., 1834 (yellow var.}. Dana, Zodph., p. 649, 1846. 

Kdlliker, op. cit., p. 139, pl. xviii, figs. 34, 35. 

Verrill, 1864, and many later writers. 

Gorgonia acerosa Verrill, Crit. Rem., No. 4, p. 424, 1869, and most later 

writers. Hargitt and Rogers, op. cit., p. 287, pl. iii, fig. 2, 1902. 

This beautiful gorgonian, when well grown on the outer reefs, is 

sometimes four or five feet high, with a strong, elastic stem, and 

very numerous long, slender, and very flexible pinnate branchlets, 

which are usually more or less pendulous in the form of a loose 

plume. 

Large specimens often consist of several such plumes arising from 

one base or from one large main trunk near the base. The axis in 

the main trunk and larger branches is large, black, tough, horn-like, 

and often much flattened; in the terminal branchlets it becomes 

capillary or setiform, translucent, yellow or amber color. 

The color is usually light purple or purplish red in Bermuda 

waters, but not rarely light yellow or pale straw-color, or in dry 

specimens long exposed to light it may be almost white. 

Many writers, like Ehrenberg and Edw. and Haime, have made 

two or three species out of what seem to me merely slight variations 

in form and color of this species. 

_ After examinations of large numbers of specimens from Florida, 

West Indies, and Bermuda, I cannot find any reliable characters for 

separating setosa or Sloanet from this species. Very young speci- 

mens have undoubtedly been described under other names, The 

original G. pinnata of Linn. and Pallas appears to be a distinct 

South African species, Lophogorgia or Leptogorgia flammea Ellis 

and Sol., though many early writers have confused it with the pres- 

ent one. Probably Linné himself confounded the two, as Pallas 

stated.* 

The axis of this species was also analyzed by Prof. Mendel and 

Mr. Cook. It was found to contain about 2 per cent. of iodine. 

It is not often found on the inner reefs and is not very common 

in shallow water, even on the outer ones. It prefers water 3 to 6 

* Lamouroux, Exped. Method., pp. 51, 52, 1821, added greatly to the con- 

fusion by uniting under G. pinnata: G. americana, G. setosa, G. acerosa, and 

G. sanguinolenta, while he confounded the true pinnata=flammea Ellis and 

Sol. with the palma of Pallas, which is Hunicella palma. 
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fathoms deep. It appears to be less common than in the West 

Indies, where it is more often yellow. 

Gorgonia americana Gmelin. 

Gorgonia americana Gmel., Syst. Nat., ed. 13, based on pl. xiv, fig. 3, of 

Ellis and Sol., 1787. 

Gorgonia pinnata (pars) Lamx., Expos. Method., p. 32, pl. 14, fig. 3, after 

Ellis and Sol. (non Linn.). 

Pterogorgia turgida Ehr., Corall., p. 146, 1854. 

Pterogorgia pinnata Dana, Zooph., p. 649, 1846 (non Pallas, sp.). 

Pterogorgia Ellisiana Edw. and H., Corall., iii, p. 168, 1857. 

Pterogorgia americana Verrill, Bull. M. C. Z., i, p. 31, 1864. 

Gorgonia americana and G. turgida Verrill, Crit. Rem., No. 4, p. 424, 1869. 

This is a much less common species than the last, which it some- 

what resembles. The branchlets are not so long, slender and flex- 

ible, and scarcely droop. The branchlets are thicker and more 

terete ; the polyps along the edges of the branchlets are much larger 

than in the last and do not readily retract, so that most of the dried 

specimens are disfigured by the dead extended polyps adhering to 

the outer surface. When the soft parts are entirely removed the 

calicles are relatively large and open, forming two or three rows on 

the edges of the branchlets. Its color is usually pale yellow, some- 

times light purple. It is seldom more than 1.5 to 2 feet high. The 

branchlets are 3 to 4™™ thick. 

This is the species recorded by me from Bermuda in 1864, under 

the name of P. turgida Ehrenberg, which I now consider a synonym. 

It is also found on the West Indian and Florida reefs, but not 

abundantly. 

Gorgonia citrina Esper. Figure 1438. 

Gorgonia citrina Esper, Pflanz., ii, Gorg., p. 129, pl. xxxviii, figs. 1, 2, 1794. 

Edw. and H., iii, p. 171, 1857. 

Gorgonia (Pterogorgia) citrina Dana, Zooph., p. 648, 1846. 

Pterogorgia fasciolaris Ehr., Corall. Roth. M., p. 145, 1834. Dana, op. cit., 

p. 648. 

Pterogorgia sancti-thome Ehr., op. cit., p. 145 (purple var.). 

Xiphigorgia citrina Verrill, Bull. M. C. Z., i, p. 33, 1864. 

? Xiphigorgia americana Duch. and Mich., Supl., p. 118, pl. ii, fig. 6, 1866 

(non Gmel. sp.)=Gorgonia pumila Ver., 1869. 

Gorgonia citrina Kélliker, Icones Histiol., ii, p. 189, 1865. Verrill, Crit, 

Rem., No. 4, p. 42, 1869, and of most later writers. 

This is a small and rather inconspicuous species, seldom more than 

6 inches high. It forms small clusters of rather stiff, flattened, 
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forked branches, with a row of polyps along their thin edges. It is 

usually bright or light yellow, with purple edges and calicles, but is 

not uncommonly all purple or entirely yellow. 

Figure 143.—Gorgonia citrina; a, portion of branch with polyps of one edge 

expanded, x about 5; 6, tentacles and disk, more enlarged. Drawn from 

life by the author. 

It occurs sparingly on the reefs. It was also found in Harrington 

Sound, where most other gorgonians do not occur. At Dominica it 

grows much larger, with numerous branches. 

Muricea muricata (Pallas) Blainv. Figs. 144, 145. Plate xxxiiis, fig. 2, a, 

(polyps expanded) ; plate xxxiiic, fig. 2, d; plate xxxvi, fig. 2 (7). 

Gorgonia muricata Pallas, Elenchus Zoéph., p. 198, 1766. Ellis and Sol., 

Zooph., p. 182, 1787. Esper (pars), Pflanz., ii, Gorg., pl. xxxix. 

Eunicea muricata Lamx., Polyp. Flex., p. 489, 1816. 

Muricea spicifera Lamx., Exposit. Method., p. 36, pl. 71, figs. 1, 2, 1821, 

(after Ellis and Sol. ?). Ehr., 1834, p. 134. 

Muricea muricata Blainville, Man. Actin., p. 509, pl. 88, fig. 1. 

Muricea spicifera Dana, Zooph., p. $73, 1846. Edw. and Haime, iii, p. 142, 

1857. Kélliker, Icones Histiol., ii, p. 135. 

Muricea muricata Verrill, Crit. Rem., No. 1, p. 411, 1868; these Trans., x, 

p. 569, fig. 1, 1900. Cook, op. cit., p. 98, 1904, from Bermuda (analysis). 

This is easily distinguished from all the other Bermuda gorgo- 

nians by the prominent calicles, covered externally with acute imbri- 

cated spicules, having projecting points easily visible to the naked 

eye. It forms rather closely branched, flattened clusters, seldom 

more than a foot high. Its color is pale straw-yellow to ocher- 

yellow, sometimes with a rusty or brownish yellow tint ; old dried 

specimens often fade to white. 

It occurs on the reefs in Castle Harbor, but we found it most 

abundant on the ledges in Bailey Bay, one of which it occupied to 

the almost complete exclusion of other species. It is also found on 

the outer reefs. 

Trans. Conn, AcaD., Vou. XII. 20 Marca, 1907 
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The polyps, when expanded (fig. 145 and pl. xxxiiis, fig. 2, a) are 

very elegant; they are slender, whitish, and translucent ; they stand 

144 145 
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Figure 144.—Muricea muricata, portion of a branch, x 4. 

Figure 145.—The same, with the polyps expanded, x3. Drawn by A. H. V. 

so close together that they nearly conceal the coral. The tentacles 

have about ten slender pinne on each side. 

Plexaura flexuosa Lamx. Figure 146; plate xxxiiis, fig. 2, b, c; plate 

xxxiiic, fig. 2, u, b,c. Platexxxvi, fig. 2 (6). Plate xxxvis, fig. 4, spicules. 

Plexaura flecwosa Lamx., Polyp. Flex., p. 424, 1816; Expos. Method., p. 54, 

pl. 70, fig. 1, 2, 1821. Edw. and H., iii, p. 154. Verrill, Bull. Mus. Comp. 

Zool., i, p. 34, 1864 ; these Trans., x, p. 568. Ké6lliker, Icones, p. 138. 

Gorgonia anguiculus Dana, Zoéph. Ex. Exped., p. 668, 1846. 

?Plexaura salicornoides Kdw. and Haime, Corall., iii, p. 155, pl. B®, 1857. 

Plexaura flecuosa Hargitt and Rogers, Bull. U. S. Fish Com., 1902, p. 284, 

pl. iv, figs. 18-16, spicules. . 

Figure 146.—Plexaura flecuosa; a, portion of a small branchlet, x about 2; 

b, part of same, more enlarged ; c, section of branchlet, more enlarged. 

Drawn by A. H. V. 

This is the most common of the stout-branched gorgonians on the 

Bermuda reefs. It forms upright, bushy colonies consisting of 
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numerous forking branches arising from a stout basal trunk. The 

branchlets have a tendency to stand somewhat in one plane, so that 

the group is flattened ; they curve outward at base and then become 

rather rigidly erect, with blunt tips. They are usually more or less 

crooked or wavy, and vary in length up to 6 to 8 inches or more, 

and when well grown have a diameter of about 5 to 7™™. The 

calicles are small, often almost punctiform, pretty evenly scattered 

over the whole surface, about 1™™ apart. They are usually slightly 

8-rayed, and when fully contracted are level with the ceenenchyma 

or may even be a little sunken, but frequently, in less strongly con- 

tracted specimens, they are slightly raised on low mammilliform 

elevations, and then the pores are larger, up to about .5™™, as in 

fig. 147, b. 

The color, in life, is almost always dark purple or purplish brown, 

but when dried, under identical conditions, part of them will remain 

purple, others become reddish brown, and many become brownish 

yellow, russet, or fawn-color, but no other differences could be found. 

The polyps are small, but quite prominent (see pl. xxxiis, fig. 2, 

b, ce), nearly translucent, with rather long, delicately pinnate tenta- 

cles. 

The axis of this was also analyzed by Prof. Mendel and Mr. Cook, 

for iodine, etc. It contained a larger percentage of iodine than any 

other species tested: 4.95 per cent. of the water-free substance in 

one case. 

It is doubtful if this be the true flewwosa of Lamouroux, which 

was described as a yellow species, like P. mutica D. and M. I have 

personally seen no bright yellow variety of this species, and think it 

possible that flewwosa may be a distinct species. But this is the P. 

flexuosa of most recent writers, and therefore it seems best to retain 

that name until the yellow form can be reexamined microscopically. 

This is the true P. anguiculus of Dana, and that name should be 

used if flexuosa proves to be distinct. 

It is a common species on the Florida Reefs and is found through - 

out the West Indies, south to Dominica. 

Plexaura Valenciennesi Wright and Stud., Voy. Chall., Zodl., vol. xxxi, p. 

137, pl. xxxiii, fig. 1 (spicules). 

Plexaura flexuosa Val., MSS., Edw. and H., Corall., iti, p. 154 (non Lamx., t. 

Wr. and Studer). 

This species was described from a single specimen dredged in 

shallow water. It was about 10 inches high, dichotomous, with the 
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terminal branchlets 3-5" in diameter. The calicles are “ thickly 

set in irregular spirals,” circular or oval, with the margin slightly 

raised. Coenenchyma “ massive and formed of several layers of spic- 

ules.” The outer layer is composed of purple spindles and foliated 

clubs; the middle layer of large tuberculate spindles; the innermost 

layer of small radiate, tripartite, and fusiform spicules, purple or 

colorless. 

Polyps wholly retractile, tentacles with double rows of minute 

spindles on the outer side. Closely related to the preceding species. 

This appears to be one of the forms that have been included under 

P. flexuosa by several writers. The typical form of flexuosa (Lx.) 

was yellow and is not well known. The spicules have not been 

described. P. mutica D. and M., op. cit., p. 28, pl. iii, figs. 9, 10, is 

a similar yellow species, probably identical with flexwosa. Color 

alone is, however, of little specific value in this group. 

Plexaura homomalla (Esper) Lamx. Figure 147. Plate xxxva, fig. 3, spicules. 

Plexaura homomalla Lamx., Polyp. Flex., p. 480, 1816. Blainv. Man. Actin., 

p. 509. Edw. and Haime, iii, p. 155. Hargitt and Rogers, 1902, p. 285, 

fig. H (spicules). 

Gorgonia homomalla Esper, Pflanz., ii, p. 104, Gorg., pl. 29, figs. 1, 2, 1794. 

Lam. Hist., ii, p. 319. Dana, Zooph., p. 667. 

This is closely related to the preceding and has similar but smaller 

calicles and polyps. The branches and branchlets are more slender 

and flexible, with a softer axis, so that when dried they nearly 

always droop over to one side, but they are upright in life. It is 

usually only about a foot high (250 to 350™™) and often about as 

broad, forming rather closely branched or bushy clumps. 

Branchlets about 4 to 6™™ in diameter. 

Color usually dark brown, becoming umber-brown or blackish 

when dried. The surface is granular under a lens. 

The ceenenchyma is apt to be rather friable when dried and like 

the axis very hygroscopic, so that it easily becomes detached from 

the axis by unequal contraction. 

The axis is round and black in the larger branches. 

Common on the outer reefs. A common species on the Florida 

reefs and through the West Indies. 
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Plexaura flavida (Lam.) Val. Figure 148. Plate xxxva, fig. 4, spicules. 

Gorgonia flavida Lam., Hist., ii, p. 318; 2d ed., p. 496. Lamx., Plyp. Flex., 

p. 402. Dana, Zodph., p. 664, 1846. 

Plexaura flavida Edw. and Haime, Corall., i, p. 153. K6lliker, Icones, p. 188, 

pl. xiii, fig. 6, 1865 (spicule from type). 

? Eunicea ramulosa Ehr., op. cit., p. 189, Dana, Zodph., p. 665. Verrill, these 

Trans., vol. ix, p. 569. 

Gorgonia spicifera Dana, Zooph., p. 665 (non Lamk.). 

Of this species, which is rather rare in collections, I have seen a 

few specimens from Bermuda, but did not find it myself. 

It has one or two main stalks from which numerous slender, terete, 

divergent branches arise on all sides, so as to produce a somewhat 

149 147 148 

Figure 147.—Plexaura homomalla, surface with polyps contracted; 148.—P. 

flavida, x 4; 149.—P. bicolor, x 4. All from dry specimens by A. H. V. 

plume-like form, when full-grown. The main stems may be 6 inches 

to a foot or more high ; the side branches or branchlets vary from 

2 to 5 inches in length, but are mostly 3 to 4 inches (75 to 100™™) 

and about 2 to 3™™ in diameter. The calicles are very small, with 

the borders slightly raised, especially on the lower side; they are 

about equally distributed on all sides of the branchlets, and not very 

close together, though numerous. The color is usually yellow, 

varying from pale yellow to light olive-yellow. 

It appears to be rather uncommon in the West Indies. My son, 

A. H. Verrill, has recently sent several well grown specimens from 

Dominica Island. There are specimens from other West Indian 

localities and from Colon, in the Yale Museum. 

Plexaura Esperi, nom. nov. Figures 153-155. Plate xxxvia, fig. 4, spicules, 

Plexaura antipathes Kélliker, op. cit., p. 138, pl. xviii, figs. 21, 22 (non Linn. sp.). 

Gorgonia antipathes (pars) Esper, Pilanz., Gorg., pl. xxiii, only (non Linn. 

nec Pallas), Determined by comparison of spicula from Esper’s original 

specimen. 

A small specimen, collected in 1901, agrees closely in size, mode of 

branching, and character of calicles with Esper’s figure (pl. xxiii), 
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and it has the peculiar forms of spicules characteristic of the latter, 

as shown by a slide of spicules from Esper’s type, sent to me by 

Professor Kélliker. But Esper included several other species under 

the name G. antipathes, as did Linné and most of the other early 

writers. Pallas definitely restricted that name to a large, much 

branched East Indian form, with short and slender terminal branch- 

lets, a stout trunk, with a very black, spirally striated axis, and with 

large, pore-like calicles, quite unlike the present species. Therefore 

it is necessary to adopt another name for this. I am unable to 

identify it with any other of the more recently named West Indian 

species, many of which have been described very imperfectly with- 

out figures.* 

This species branches dichotomously, nearly in one plane, with 

elongated, upright terminal branchlets, from 4 to 8™™ in diameter. 

The ccenenchyma is rather thick, not very friable when dry, nearly 

smooth, with a thin cortical layer of very minute, foliated clubs, 

and short, rough, irregular white spicules, which give the surface, 

under a pocket-lens, a very finely granulated appearance. ‘This 

superficial layer is pale or yellowish white, often with a purple tint 

where the underlying larger spicules show through. The latter are 

rather large, symmetrical, warty spindles, warty heads or spheres, 

and other short thick forms, partly deep purple and partly white in 

color. Surrounding the axis is a close layer of much smaller, short, 

double-whorled, dark purple spindles. 

The calicles are rather small (about .5™™), round, pit-like or pore- 

like, not crowded, the intervals between them exceeding their diam- 

eters, and with their borders slightly sunken, without any fringe 

of larger spicules. The polyps are wholly contractile and apparently 

without any spicules.t The axis is black, compressed at the axils. 

The short, thick, elliptical and subspheerical spicules, abundant in 

the ccenenchyma, are very characteristic of this species. 

* The descriptions of West Indian Gorgonians by Duch. and Michelotti are 

mostly nearly worthless, but some of their general figures are fairly good. 

A set of slides of spicules from a number of their types, sent to me by Pro- 

fessor Kolliker, have been of great assistance to me in determining some of their 

species. The descriptions by Lamarck, Ehrenberg, Dana, and Edwards and 

Haime are also very brief and indefinite, without any account of the spicules. 

The Plexaura antipathes of Ehrenberg is a West Indian species different from 

Esperi, and named P. Ehrenbergii by Kolliker. It may be a form of P. crassa. 

+ If this should prove to be the case, the species should be referred to Plex- 

auropsis ; the polyps are badly decayed in my specimens. 
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Pseudoplexaura crassa (Ellis and Sol.) Wright and Stud. Sea Rod. Figures 
» 150, 151, 152. Plate xxxiii. Plate xxxvia, fig. 3, spicules. 

Gorgonia crassa Ellis and Sol., p. 91, pl. xviii, fig. 3, 1787. (non Plexaurella 

crassa KOll.), non Dana. 

?Gorgonia porosa Miller. Esper (pars), Pflanz., ii, Gorg., p. 49, pl. x, 1794. 

Plexaura friabilis (the figure, not the descr.) Lamx., Exp. Method., p. 35, 

pl. xviii, fig. 3, 1821 (fig. from Ellis and Sol.), non Lamarck. 

Plexaura macrocythara Lamx., Polyp. Flex., p. 429, 1816. 

Plexaura porosa (pars) Dana, Zooph., p. 670. Edw. and Haime, iii, p. 156, 

1857. 

Plexaura crassa Verrill, Bull. M. C. Zodl., i, p. 34, 1864; Crit. Rem., No. i, 

p. 418, 1868. Hargitt and Rogers, op. cit., 1902, p. 285, pl. iv, figs. 1-12 

(general and spicules). 

? Gorgonia (Plexaura) multicauda Heilprin, Bermuda Is., p. 104 (not of Lam. 

which belongs to Eunicea, t. Edw. and H.). 

Pseudoplexaura crassa Wright and Studer, Voy. Challenger, xxxi, p. 142, 

pl. xxxiii, fig. 3 (spicules). 

This, when well grown, is sometimes four to five feet high, with 

a basal trunk 1.5 to 2 inches in diameter ; it is repeatedly forked 

150 151 152 

Figure 150.—Pseudoplexaura crassa, portion of a small branch, with wide open 

calicles, +24. 

Figure 151.—The same, portion of branch with the polyps expanded, x about 12. 

Both drawn by A. H. V. 

Figure 152.—The same, disk and tentacles, much enlarged; a, partly contracted; 

6, fully expanded (too many pinne are shown). Drawn by A. H. Verrill. 

and has slightly tapered, long, round terminal branchlets, up to two 

feet (300 to 600™™) or more in length, and 6 to 12™™ in diameter, 

near origin. The calicles are unequal, rather large, up to 1™ in 

diameter, round or ovate, and generally more or less widely open in 

dried specimens, with the borders slightly or not at all raised. 

When entirely expanded, they are large and unusually close together 
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(fig. 148), the intervals between them being generally less than their 

diameters, and often much less on the distal part of the branchlets, 

but sometimes, when partly contracted, on the large branches, they 

are not very close in external appearance. 

The polyps in expansion are very prominent and much larger than 

in P. flexuosa, and so close together that their tentacles overlap and 

entirely conceal the ceenenchyma. They are translucent and dull 

yellowish or brownish, disk and tentacles yellowish brown. The 

tentacles are long and tapered, with 10-12 short pinne on each 

side (fig. 148). They have but little activity in contracting, and 
=? 

153 154 155 

Figure 153.—Plexaura Esperi: a, small purple spindles and double spindles of 

inner layer ; 6, small purple spicules of middlelayer. Fig. 154.—The same: 

small purple spicules of middle layer. Fig. 155.—The same: white spicules 

of surface ; c, c, foliated clubs ; d,d, irregular forms; g, h, double spindles, 

x70. Drawn by A. H. V. 

generally remain expanded when preserved, but they are able to 

contract slowly and completely. They contain no spicules in the soft 

body nor in the tentacles. 

The axis is hard and rigid at base, but in the branches it is black 

and flexible. It is the one usually made into riding whips by the 
fishermen. * 

The cenenchyma is thick and apt to be friable, unless dried with 

care. It should be previously soaked in alcohol or formalin, for the 
exsert polyps are so numerous and large that they often cover up 

and disfigure the surface as well as prevent it from drying rapidly. 

In life the ceenenchyma is usually light yellow or brownish, but 

when dried the surface often becomes pale straw-yellow or purplish 

gray, or nearly white, due to large white fusiform spicules, but the 

* These generally consist of two or three long terminal branches twisted 

together and polished. 
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interior of the caeenenchyma, near the axis, is usually purple, due to 

the internal fusiform purple spicules. 

This is most common on the outer reefs in 10 to 20 feet of water, 

where it grows to great size, but it is also common on the inner reefs 

and ledges, where specimens 2 to 3 feet high are often found. It is 

a common species in the West Indies and on the Florida Reefs. 

Plexauropsis, gen. nov. 

Axis and spicula similar to those of Plexaura. Polyps wholly 

retractile, nearly destitute of spicula both in the column and ten- 

tacles. Ccanenchyma rather thick, with a cortical layer of small 

spinose or foliated clubs, and sometimes with one-sided, irregular, 

spinose forms, giving a finely granular appearance to the surface 

under a lens. Calicles wholly immersed or with the borders only 

slightly raised and unarmed. 

Plexauropsis bicolor, sp. nov. Figure 149. Plate xxxiiis, figs. 2, b, ¢, 

spicules. Plate xxxvia, figs. 1, 2, spicules. 

Colony dichotomously branched, a foot or more high (300™™), with 

the terminal twigs 4 to 6™™ in diameter and 75 to 125™™ long, terete, 

little tapered, obtuse at tips. Calicles nearly round, about .5™™" in 

diameter, arranged somewhat in quincunx, rather close together, 

the intervals often about equal to their diameters, often more 

crowded distally, and more separated on the larger branches. 

Polyps much exsert (see plate), translucent, pale brownish yellow; 

tentacles lanceolate, a little obtuse, with about seven or eight close 

obtuse pinne on each side. The polyps contract only very slowly 

and seldom completely when disturbed, so that they are easily pre- 

served fully extended in formol. 

The cceenenchyma is relatively thick, dark purple within, but with 

a thin cortical layer of pale yellow or whitish spicules (hence the 

name). he cortical spicules are mostly rough, subfoliated and spi- 

nose minute clubs, of various sizes and forms, but mixed with many 

irregular and one-sided spindles and oblong forms, with the outer 

edge roughly spinose or thorny, much as on the distal end of the clubs. 

The purple spicules of the cenenchyma are mostly elongated, rather 

slender, acute spindles of various small sizes, with the verruce small 

and not much crowded; a few are branched and there are a few 

shorter and thicker acute spindles, enlarged in the middle. . 

Taken in shallow water in 1901. 
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Plexaurella dichotoma (Esper) Koll. Figs. 156, 157. Pl. xxxiiis, fig. 1, b. 

Plate xxxvia, figs. 1, 2, spicules. 

Gorgonia dichotoma (pars) Esper, Pflanz., Gorg., pl. xiv (right hand figure), 

1788. 

Gorgonia (Plexaura) dichotoma Dana, Zoéph., p. 667, 1846. 

Plexaura dichotoma Verrill, Bull. M. C. Z., i, p. 384, 1864. Synonymy only 

in part. 

Plexaurella dichotoma Kdélliker, Icones, p. 138, pl. xiii, fig. 7, pl. xiv, fig. 10, 

pl. xviii, fig. 1, 1865. Nutting, op. cit., 1889, pp. 113-123, pl. ii, figs. 1-17. 

Gorgonia heteropora Lamk., Hist., 1816. 

Plexaura heteropora Lamx., Polyp. Flex., p. 429, 1816. Dana, Zooph., p. 670. 

Gorgonia vermiculata (pars) Lamk., Hist., ii, p. 319, 1816; p. 497, 2d ed. 

Plexaura vermiculata Edw. and H., Corall., i, p. 156. 

? Plexaurella vermiculata Kolliker, Icones, p. 138, pl. xviii, fig. 13 (spicule 

from type). 

Eunicea anceps Duch. and Mich., Corall., p. 25, pl. iii, figs. 1, 2 (young). 

Plexaurella anceps K6ll., op. cit., p. 188, pl. xviii, fig. 14 (spicule from type).* 

This species is easily recognized by its stout, rigid, upright, blunt 

branches covered with large irregular calicles, varying in shape 

when dried from round to oval and slit-like forms, with the margins 

slightly or not at all raised (fig. 156). In life the calicles are round, 

or with 8 slight lobes. The coenenchyma is dense and very thick in 

proportion to the diameter of the axis, especially in the branchlets 

(fig. 157), and contains a great number of crowded spicula, all much 

smaller than in the two preceding species, many of them elegantly 

cruciform and strongly verrucose, while those in the outer layer are 

partly club-shaped. There are no large, fusiform internal spicules ; 

those of the innermost layer are slender, acute, small, purple spindles. 

The longitudinal ducts surround the axis uniformly on all sides and 

are rather large (fig. 157). 

The color in life is dull yellowish brown, or russet-brown. When 

dried it usually becomes dull grayish yellow, straw-color, or whitish, 

with a finely granular surface. The polyps are without spicules and 

contract completely. 

The axis at the base and in the main trunk is hard, rigid, and 

partly calcareous, in layers, but in the terminal branches it is rather 

* Dr, Kélliker regarded P. dichotoma, P. vermiculata and P. anceps as dis- 

tinct species and figured a single cross-shaped spicule of each, from specimens 

believed to be the types. But on the slides of the same, which he sent to me, 

the corresponding spicules vary to an extent more than sufficient to include his 

figures of the three forms. See pl. 36a. But P. nutans Duch. and Mich., 1860, 

of which he also sent spicules from the type, is quite distinct, having the crosses 

much more slender, with longer, more acute, and less verrucose branches. 
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soft and brittle. It is grayish or dull wood-color. The branches 

curve strongly outward at base, and then become rigidly erect. The 

trunk is often an inch or more (20 to 30™™) in diameter; the branch- 

lets, when full grown, are about 6 to 10 inches (150 to 250™™) long, 

and 10 to 14™™ in diameter; larger calicles 1 to 1/5™™ in diameter. 

Dwarfed specimens are sometimes found with much smaller and 

shorter branchlets and smaller calicles. 

It occurs both on the outer reefs and on those in Castle Harbor, 

Great Sound, ete. It is also found on the Florida reefs and in the 

West Indies generally, south to Dominica. 

Figure 156.—Plexaurella dichotoma ; a, b, portions of the surface of two speci- 

mens to show variations in form of calicles due to contraction, x about 2. 

Figure 157.—Plexaurella dichotoma, cross-section of branch, x about 3}; a, 

axis, with circle of longitudinal ducts around it. 

Euniceopsis, gen. nov. Type £. Tourneforti. 

I propose to separate, as a genus, those species usually referred to 

Eumicea, in which the column and tentacles contain double rows 

of spicula, which are absent in typical species of Hwnicea* (restr.). 

The presence of these spicules renders the tentacles somewhat rigid 

and slow to contract, and in incomplete contraction they serve as a 

sort of opercular covering for the calicles. 

*T propose to consider HZ. mammosa Lx. and £. limiformis Lx. the typical 

forms of Hunicea. The former was the only species figured by Lamouroux 

when he established the genus (1816). His first species (G. antipathes of early 

authors) is indeterminable, being a heterogeneous assemblage of several genera 

and species. His second species (EZ. microthela) is not certainly known, but 

probably belongs to Eunicella. Other species of true Hunicea are EF. muricata 

Lam. (t. Edw. and H.), #. madrepora Dana, etc. 
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The spicula of the cenenchyma consist of larger and smaller warty 

spindles, some often very large, and of a dense superficial layer of 

smaller rough, warty or spinulated, club-shaped or irregular spicules 

of various forms, giving the surface a roughly granular appearance 

under a lens. The calicles may be low or high, 8-lobed or bilabiate. 

Axis horny. Besides the species here described, several other West 
Indian species (or varieties) belong to Huniceopsis; among them are: 

£. crassa (Edw. and H.); 4. Rousseaui (EK. and H.); 2. multicauda 

(Lam.); Z. aspera Duch. and M.; &. hirta D. and M.; £&. laciniata 

D. and M., and & dugubris D. and M. 

Euniceopsis Tourneforti (Edw. and Haime) Ver. Figures 158-160. Plate 

XxxviB, figs. 1, 2, spicules. 

Eunicea Tourneforti Edw. and Haime, Corall., i, p. 150, 1857. Verrill, these 

Trans., x, p. 570, 1900. Nutting, op. cit., pp. 142-151, pls. viii, ix, 1889. 

?Gorgonia (Eunicea) pseudo-antipathes Dana, Zodph., p. 671, 1846 (not of 

Lam., which was a Muricea, t. Edw. and H.,i, p. 148). Heilprin, Bermuda 

Is., p. 104 (no description). 

160 

Figure 158.—Euniceopsis Tourneforti. Portion of a terminal branch, x about 34 

times, 

Figure 159.—The same, section of a branchlet, x about 3 times. 

Figure 160.—The same, portion more enlarged. Drawn by A. H. Verrill. 

This is a large, stout, stiff species, with thick, forking, upright, 

blunt branches, dark brown or nearly black in color. It is easily 

distinguished from most of the allied species by the large prominent, 

somewhat conical calicles with the bilabiate aperture on the upper 

side and the lower lip prolonged and curved upward and inward 

(fig. 158). 
The cenenchyma is thick and hard, filled with rather large, very 

stout, and mostly fusiform spicules (fig. 160), but with a smoothish 

or subgranular surface. The axis in the terminal branches is rela- 

tively small and soft, shrinking much and becoming brittle when 
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dry, but black, hard, and rather rigid in the large branches and 

trunk, and flattened at the axils. 

The polyps are brown and relatively large, and so filled with spic- 

ules that they cannot readily contract. Even the tentacles are thus 

stiffened and are often seen incurved in the form of a ball over the 

apertures of the calicles. 

Well grown specimens are often 2 feet or more high. The termi- 

nal branches are usually over half an inch in diameter (12 to 16™™) 

and 4 to 8 inches long. 

It is found in Castle Harbor; The Reach; and other inner waters, 

where there are strong currents, but is more common and larger on 

the outer reefs. 

It is found, also, in the West Indies. 

Euniceopsis grandis Ver. Figures 161-163. Plate xxxiiia. Plate xxxiiis, 

fig. 1, a. Plate xxxvis, fig. 3, spicules. 

Eunicea grandis Verrill, Trans. Conn. Acad., vol. x, p. 570, pl. Ixix, figs. 3, 

da, 1900. 

? Eunicea crassa Edw. and Haime, Corall., i, p. 148 (non Ellis sp.). 

161 

Figure 161.—Huniceopsis grandis, portion of a branch, x 3. 

Figure 162.—The same, section of a branch, showing the axis surrounded by 

numerous longitudinal ducts, x 5. Both drawn by A. H. Verrill. 

This large robust species is similar in size and form to the preced- 

ing, and like it is dark umber-brown or sepia-brown in color while 

living, becoming russet brown, dark brown, or black when dried; the 

inner part of the coenenchyma around the axis is usually purple, due 

to the large, fusiform, purple spicules. 

It can be readily distinguished by its large, slightly mammiform, 

or verruciform calicles, with the aperture terminal and usually 
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slightly eight-lobed when dried, but much more prominent and 

distinctly eight-lobed in life. 

The ccenenchyma is very thick (fig. 162), but the spicules are 

much smaller than in the preceding species. The longitudinal canals 

around the axis are numerous and large. The axis is black and hard 

in the larger branches, but soft, shrinking much in drying, and 

brittle in the smaller branches. 

The branches are forked, very stout, blunt, and large, and form 

somewhat flattened colonies, the terminal branches upright and 

nearly straight. They are up to .65 of an inch or more (10 to 16™™) 

164 

Figure 163.—Euniceopsis grandis. One of the polyps, nearly expanded, much 

enlarged. From life, by the writer. 

Figure 164.—Euniceopsis atra ; a, one of the larger, and b, one of the smaller 

terminal branchlets, nat. size. Phot. by A. H. V. 

in diameter and 6 to 12 inches or more in length, in large specimens. 

The main stalk may be 1 to 2 inches in diameter near the base, and 

the total height of the colony 2 to 3 feet; breadth 1.5 to 2 feet. 

The polyps are large, brownish yellow, and so filled with whitish 

spicules that they appear rather stiff, and contract slowly when dis- 

turbed; the tentacles roll their tips inward, forming a sort of ball, 

which often seems too large to be drawn into the calicles, but can 

be entirely retracted, though slowly. The median part of the ten- 

tacles has two rows of conspicuous slender fusiform spicules arranged 

en chevron (fig. 163), continuous with similar lines on the column ; 

lines of similar but much smaller white spicules extend along the 

pinne, 

It is found, like the last, in strong currents of water, both on the 

outer reefs and on the inner ledges; most commonly in 6 to 20 feet 

or more of water. 
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This species is allied to 4. multicauda (Lam.); E. crassa Edw. 

and Haime; and Z. turgida Ehr., in having low verruciform calicles 

with the borders 8-lobed. Possibly they may all belong to but one 

or two species. 

Euniceopsis atra Verrill. Figures 164, 1695. 

Eunicea atra Verrill, Trans. Conn. Acad. Sci., vol. xi, p. 52, pl. ix, figs. 4, 5, 

1901. 

This species forms flattened groups of rather rigid, black branches, 

which subdivide dichotomously. ‘The branches and branchlets are 

distinctly smaller than in the three preceding species. 

Figure 165.—Euniceopsis atra, group of the spicules, x17. Drawn by A. H. V. 

The branches mostly spring from near the base; the terminal ones 

are long, about 100 to 150™™ and 6 to 10™™ in diameter, where 

largest ; they are often crooked or slightly sinuous, and frequently 

clavate at the tip. 

The calicles are rather large and usually open when dry, up to 1™™ 
or more in diameter, and not very close together; aperture round or 

elliptical, with the borders only slightly raised, and usually not dis- 

tinetly 8-lobed in the dry specimens; lower lip usually very slightly 

developed, as an angular point, often entirely lacking. 

The polyps in expansion are large and prominent, yellowish brown, 

and so stiffened with chevrons of white spicules that they contract 

very slowly, though completely. The color of the ccenenchyma is 

inky black in life, and when taken from the water it exudes a large 
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amount of a black mucus that stains one’s hands and clothes like ink. 

It also discolors a large quantity of alcohol or formol solution. 

When dried it is usually dark umber-brown or black. 

It was taken in “The Reach,” in 8 to 10 feet of water, where 

there was a strong tidal current, and also on the reefs. It is not yet 
known from other waters with certainty. 

It resembles /. lugubris Duch. and Mich. more than any other 

described species, but the latter has the calicles distinctly 8-rayed. 

166 167 168 

Figure 166.—Verrucella grandis ; a, portion of terminal branchlet; 0b, portion 

of a larger branch, both natural size. Phot. A. H. V. 

Figure 167.—The same. Side-view of portion of a branch. 

Figure 168.—The same. Spicules, x170. Drawn by A. H. V. 

I have compared the spicules with those of the type of the latter, 

mounted by Dr. Kolliker. 

Verrucella grandis Verrill. Figures 166, 167, 168. 

Trans. Conn. Acad. Sci., vol. xi, p. 53, pl. xi, figs. 1, 2, 3, 1901. 

This is a large and handsome species, growing in a tree-like form, 

with long and rather slender, sparingly forked, flattened branches, 

having the small verruciform calicles in two or more rows on each 

of the edges, with the sides naked. The axis is nearly rigid, brittle, 

stony or calcareous, and pale dull yellow. 

The cceenenchyma is hard and rather thin, with very small orange- 

colored spicules of various forms (fig. 168), Its color when dried is 

dark ocher-yellow, inclining to orange. 
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The only specimen yet known is about 5 feet high; the longer 

terminal branches are 12 to 18 inches (300 to 450™") long and about 

2 to 4™ in diameter. 

It was taken outside the reefs, near North Rocks, in about 100 

feet of water. 

Doubtful species of Gorgonie. 

Several species have been recorded, without descriptions, from 

Bermuda, which cannot be determined without examination of the 

specimens. Probably most, if not all, are synonyms of the species 

listed above. 

Among them are the following: 

Gorgonia (Plexaura) purpurea (Pallas). Recorded by Heilprin, 

op. cit., p. 104. 

The genuine purpurea (Pallas) is a slender species of Leptogorgia, 

ranging from Brazil to Chili. Heilprin’s species may have been the 

purple var. of P. flexuosa or P. anguiculus. 

Gorgonia (Plexaura) multicauda (Lam.). Recorded by Heilprin, 
loc. cit., p. 104. 

The original species of Lam. belongs to Huniceopsis, but Heilprin 

gives, as synonyms of his species, G‘. crassa Ellis and Sol. and G. ver- 
miculata Lam. The latter isa Plexaurella ; the former is a Pseudo- 

plexaura. 

Gorgonia (Hunicea) pseudoantipathes Lam. Recorded by Heil- 

prin, loc. cit., p. 104. 

The original type was a Muricea (t. Edw. and H.), but the name 

has been variously misapplied by authors. 

HYDROZOA. 

Millepora alcicornis Linn. Sea Ginger. Finger Coral. Figures 36, 169. 

Plate xxx, fig. 2; plate xxxvi, fig. 1 (20). 

Dana, Zodph., p. 543, 1846. M. Edw. and Haime, Corall., iii, p. 228, 1860. 

Pourtalés, Florida Reefs, pl. xx, figs. 1-6, 1880, exceilent. Quelch, Voy. 

Challenger. Vaughan, Corals Porto Rican Waters, p. 318, plates xxxv- 

xxxvili. Verrill, these Trans., xi, p. 182. 

This is the most abundant coral, both on the outer reefs and on 

the inner rocks and ledges. It grows in very shallow water as well 

as at the depth of 5 to 8 fathoms. It forms, when well grown, large 

rosette-like clusters of lobed and digitate flat fronds, diverging in 

all directions, the groups often being 4 to 6 feet or more across, 

Trans. Conn. Acap., Vou. XII. 21 ~“MarcH, 1907. 
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while the fronds are from 1 to 2 feet high, and terminate in very 

slender, tapering, fragile bianohes of various sizes and shapes. Its 

color in life is usually dark russet brown, but sometimes is light 

yellowish brown or orange-brown, or even umber-brown. 

169 

Figure 169.—Zodids of living Millepora ; P, Anthozoid or feeding polyp, m, its 

mouth; D, DZ, defensive zodids; C, coenenchyma; ec, ectoderm; en, endo- 

derm. Much enlarged, after Moseley. 

Figure 170.—Sertularia Gayi, much enlarged. Drawn by A. H. Verrill. 

When young it forms more or less thick encrustations on dead 

corals, shells, ete. Sometimes it completely encrusts the dead axis 

of a gorgonian, and then by the unequal shrinking and swelling of 

the gorgonian when dried, the crust of white coral usually breaks up 
into short, often bead-like fragments (var. moniliformis). A form 

(var. ramosa) with unusually well rounded and forked branches has 

been separated by many former writers as a distinct species, but 

intermediate forms are common. Quelch (Voy. Chall.) recorded it 

from Bermuda. We did not find at Bermuda the variety, or dis- 

tinct species (MW. plicata), with broad, flat, unbranched fronds, which 

is common in some parts of the West Indies. Quelch also recorded 

var. carthageniensis D. and M. from Bermuda. The hydroid 

nature of the zodids of this coral was first ascertained by Professor 

Louis Agassiz, in 1858,* and his discovery has since been confirmed 

by poe others, who have observed the zodids of Millepores in 

* Amer. Journ. Science, ii, Xxvi, p. 140,: 1858. Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., 

vol. vi, p. 864, 1858. 
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various parts of the world. Prof. Wm. N. Rice observed the 

zooids of Millepora at Bermuda in 1876-7 and published sketches 

of the defensive zoéids in various states of expansion, showing con- 

siderable variety of forms.* 

The zodids, so far as now known, are very similar to, if not prac- 

tically identical with those of the East Indian species, which have 
been most carefully studied by Moseley and others. 

The Bermuda varieties agree exactly in form and structure with 

those of Florida and the West Indies, and essentially the same form 

oceurs on the coast of Brazil, at the Abrolhos Reefs, but is there 

associated with a species (M. nitida V.) not known in the West 

Indies. 

The nettling cells (cnide) of Jillepora are unusually powerful, 

and are capable of stinging the hands of some persons with delicate 

skin. When a freshly taken specimen is touched with the tongue or 

lips the stinging power is sufficiently obvious to warrant its vernacu- 

lar name of “Sea Ginger.” Very few other hydroids were met 

with by my parties, on the reefs, though probably a considerable 
number occur there later in the season. 

Sertularella Gayi. Figure 170. 

This is the only Sertularian hydroid that we found common. It 
grows on loose stones and dead corals, but all of our specimens were 

small and immature. 

30. Echinoderms; Sponges; Mollusks; Annelids; Crustaceans, ete. 

ECHINODERMATA: ECHINODERMS.t 

This group is fairly well represented on the coral reefs, though 

most of the species conceal themselves so well in cavities and crev- 

ices that they must be carefully sought for. Only one species of 

starfish (Asterias (or Stolasterias) tenuispina) is common. ‘The sea 
urchins are, however, represented by several large species, and the 

serpent-stars or ophiurans by a still larger number. Of crinoids 

only one specimen was found, and that was quite young (Antedon). 

* Amer. Journ. Science, vol. xvi, pp. 180-182, figs. 1-20, 1878. 

+ BrstiogRapHy.—The echinoderms of the reefs are nearly all well known West 

Indian species, described in the general treatises on this group. The following 

are the most essential works : 

Agassiz, A.—Revision of the Echini. Parts i-iv. Illustrated Catalogue of 

Museum Comparative Zodlogy, No. II. 4to. 49 plates, 1872. Contains 

figures and descriptions of all the Bermuda species. 
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HOLOTHURIOIDEA: HOLOTHURIANS. 

Although a large species of this group (Stichopus M6bii, see p. 

143, fig. 37) is one of the most common and conspicuous creatures 

on the bottom of the lagoons, the few species living on the reefs are 

small and live well concealed under stones or in cavities of dead 

Agassiz, A.—North American Starfishes. Memoirs Mus. Comp. Zodlogy, vol. 

v, No. 1, 1877. 

Clark, Hubert Seymour.—Notes on the Echinoderms of Bermuda. Ann. New 

York Acad. Sci., vol. xi, pp. 407-413, 1898. 

— Further Notes on the Echinoderms of Bermuda, op. cit., vol. xii, pp. 117- 

138, 1899. 

— Bermudian Echinoderms. A Report on Observations and Collections made 

in 1899. Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. History, vol. xxix, No. 16, pp. 339-344. 

Heilprin, Angelo.—The Bermuda Islands, pp. 186-145, pl. xii, xiii, 1887. 

Liitken, Chr. Fr.—Oversigt over de Vestindiske Ophiurer. Naturhist. Foren. 

Vidensk. Meddelelser, 1856. 

— Additamenta ad Historiam Ophiuridarum. Pt. ii, 92 pp., 5 plates. Kgl. 

Danske Videnskab. Selskabs Skrifter, 5te Rekke, Naturvidensk. og mathem. 

Afdeling, v, 1859. 

— Additamenta ad Historiam Ophiuridarum. Part iii. Kgl. Danske Videnskab. 

Selskabs Skrifter, 8, Bd. ii, pp. 24-101, 1869. 

— Synopsis generum Ophiuridarum verarum. (Forms part of the preceding 

work, pp. 87-100.) 1869. 

Lyman, Theodore.—Ophiuride and Astrophytide. ITllustr. Catalogue Museum 

Comp. Zoélogy, I, 1865. 

Miiller J., and Troschel, F. H.—System der Asteriden, 1842. 

Sladen, Walter P.—Reports Voy. Challenger, Zoél., vol. xxx ; Report on the 

Asteroidea. 1 vol. text, 1 vol. plates, 1888. 

Theel, Hjalmar.—Report on the Holothurioidea. Voyage Challenger, Zodlogy, 

vol. xiv, part 39, 1886. 

Verrill, Addison E.—Notice of the Corals and Echinoderms collected by Prof, 

C. F. Hartt at the Abrolhos Reefs, Province of Bahia, Brazil, 1867. Trans. 

Conn. Acad. Sciences, i, pp. 851-371, 1 pl., 1868. , 

— Revision of certain Genera and Species of Starfishes, with descriptions of 

New Forms, op. cit., vol. x, part 1, pp. 145-284, (a.) 8 pl. + 1899. 

— North American Ophiuroidea. Part i. Revision of certain Families and 

Genera of West Indian Ophiurans. Trans. Conn. Acad., vol. x, pt. 2, pp. 

301-371, 1899. (b.) 
—Thesame. Part ii. A Faunal Catalogue of the known Species of West 

Indian Ophiurans, op. cit., pp. 372-377, pl. xlii, xliii, includes Bibliography, 

1899. (c.) 

— Additions to the Echinoderms of Bermuda. Trans. Conn. Acad., x, part 2, 

p. 583, 1900. 

— Additions to the Fauna of the Bermudas from the Yale Expedition of 1901, 

with Notes on other Species, op. cit., vol. i, pt. 2, pp. 35-37, 1901. 
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corals, ete. The larger number live buried in sand or mud on the 

flats and shores.* 

Cuccumaria punctata Ludwig. Sea Cucumber. Figure 171. 

Clark, H. L., op. cit., 1901, pp. 342, 344. 

Semperia bermudensis Heilprin, The Bermuda Is., p. 138, pl. xii, figs. 2, 2a, 

3, 1889. 

This is, perhaps, the most common reef species. It lives firmly 

attached by its sucker-feet under loose stones. In expansion it is 

fusiform and becomes 4 to 6 inches long, and when its ten dendriti- 

cally branched tentacles are well expanded it presents an elegant 

Figure 171.—Cucumaria punctata, about nat. size. Phot. from life by A. H. V. 

appearance. Its color varies from yellowish brown to dark olive- 
green ; often with darker brown blotches or longitudinal stripes; 

sucker-feet lighter, yellowish or sometimes reddish. 

Holothuria captiva Ludw. Sea Cucumber. 

Clark, op. cit., 1899, p. 124; p. 342, 1901. 
Holothuria abbreviata and H. captiva Heilprin, The Bermuda Is., p. 137, pl. 

xii, figs. 4, 5, 8, 8a, 1889. 

This is of about the same size as the last, but is usually more 

elongated in form when fully expanded. It has about 18 to 20 short 

* Among those found burrowing in the calcareous sands of the flats are Holo- 

thuria Rathbuni (see p. 145, fig. 38), Chirodota rotifera, and several species 

of Synaptcee. (See p. 145.) One small species of Synapta or Chondroclea (C. 

vivipara, fig. 175) has the habit of living exposed, clinging firmly to alge, corals, 

hydroids, etc. by means of its dermal anchors. In life it is often green, blotched 

with white, but sometimes dull red, mottled with green or brownish red. 

Usually there is a pair of dark brown spots at the base of each tentacle. 
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shield-like tentacles and its sucker-feet are in three definite rows 

underneath. Its color is usually deep olive green. It lives under 

stones, like the last. 

Holothuria surinamensis Ludw. Sea Cucumber. Figure 172. 

Clark, op. cit., 1899, p. 121; 1901, p. 344. 
Holothuria floridana Heilprin, op. cit., p. 136, pl. xii, figs. 6, 6a, 7, 7a, 1889 

(non Pourtales). 

Common under stones and corals, both on the reefs and on the 

islands at low water mark. Similar to the last in appearance, but 

Figure 172.—Holothuria surinamensis, about natural size. Phot. from life by 

ACE ave 

longer. Color dull pale yellowish brown to dark olive-brown. The 

tentacles vary in number, but 20 is the most common number. 

ECHINOIDEA: SEA URCHINS.* 

The most abundant sea urchin is the dark purple or sometimes 

greenish species ( Towopneustes variegatus, see p. 146, fig. 40), which 

is to be seen almost everywhere on the white bottom of the lagoons 

in shallow water. It is sometimes found, also, on the reefs, though 

it is not a true reef species. It often covers itself with broken shells 

and other debris. 

Cidaris tribuloides (Lam.). 

Puate XXXIVa, Fic. 1. Puate XXXIVs, Fic. 2. PuatE XXXVI, Fig. 1 (11). 

This species is easily recognized by its stout cylindrical spines. 

It is not uncommon on the outer reefs, as in the vicinity of the 

* Three additional echini occur only in the bays on sandy or muddy bottoms. 

These are Melitta hexapora (see above, p. 146); Echinoneus semilunaris (under 

stones in sand near Hungry Bay); Brissus unicolor. 
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North Rocks. It adheres firmly to the rocks, in crevices and cavi- 

ties, by means of its sucker-feet. 

Diadema setosum Gray. Long-spined, or black Sea Urchin. Figure 174. 

Puate XXXIV, FicuRE 1. PuatTe XXXVI, FIGURE 1 (12). 

This is one of the largest and most interesting forms. When full 

grown the shell may be 3 inches in diameter and the slender, barbed, 

and very sharp spines may be more than 6 inches long. In life the 
color of the adults is purplish black, but when young the slender 

spines are annulated with purple and white. The spines are effective 

Figure 173.—Chondroclea (or Synapta) vivipara, x2. From colored figure. 

Figure 174.—Diadema setosum, with spines removed, about 4 nat. size. Phot. 

and drawn by A. H. V. 

organs of defence, and are notorious for the painful wounds that 

they inflict when an inexperienced person attempts to capture the 

creature. When touched large numbers of spines are almost 

instantly converged toward the point of contact. The very sharp 

tips are brittle and break off in the wounds. They are hard to 

remove on account of their barbed structure. They also seem to 

convey some poisonous secretion, very irritating to most persons, 

causing much pain and swelling, but the purple discoloration of the 

flesh around the wounds, often very alarming in appearance, is due 

to the absorption of the purple coloring matter of the spines and 

soon passes away. ‘This creature is very active for a sea-urchin, and 

when disturbed usually quickly glides away and conceals itself in 

some nearby cavity beneath the rocks. It is common on the outer 
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reefs and is also to be found on the rough rocky shores of the outer 

islands, as at Cooper’s Island, Castle Island, etc., in shallow water. 

It can be easily taken by means of a barbed wire, or straightened 

fish-hook attached to a long slender stick and used as a spear. 

Echinometra subangularis (Leske). Plate xxxiva, fig. 2. 

The stout, sharp spines and somewhat oblong form of the shell 

are characteristic of this species. Its spines, in life, are generally 

dull purple or greenish. 

It is found on the reefs and outer islands among rough rocks in 

shallow water, like the last. It has the singular habit of excavating 

holes for itself in the limestone rocks, the holes being just large 

enough to hold the creature, whatever its size. How it bores the 

rock is not certainly known. 

Hipponoe esculenta (Leske). Edible Sea Urchin. Plate xxxive, fig. 2. 

This large round species is found in the same situations as the last 

two. It is not common in most localities. It becomes 4 to 5 inches 

in diameter. Its spines are numerous, rather short, and usually pale 

green or whitish in color. In some of the West Indian islands it is 

an important article of food. The principal edible portions are the 

large clusters of roe. 

ASTERIOIDEA: STARFISHES.* 

Asterias (Stolasterias) tenuispina (Lam.) Common Starfish. Plate xxxiv, 

fig. 2. Plate xxxivc, fig. 2. Plate xxxvi, fig. 1 (7). 

No other starfish is commonly found on the reefs without diligent 

search under stones, etc. This species, however, is very common 

and usually lives exposed. Its rays are slender and easily detached. 

It is usually irregular in form, with part of its rays much shorter 

than the rest, due to the partial restoration of lost rays. The num- 

ber of rays varies from 5 to 9 or more, but is most frequently 6 to 8. 

It rarely becomes more than 7 to 8 inches in extent. In life its 

colors are variable and often attractive, commonly some shade of 

purple, or purple varied with orange. 

It is found also in the Bahamas and in the Mediterranean Sea. 

* The only Bermuda shallow water starfish not found on the reefs is Luidia 

clathrata, which lives in sheltered sandy bays. (For habits, see above, p. 146.) 
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Asterina folium (Liitken) Agassiz. Plate xxxivc, figs. 3, a, b. 

Asteriscus folium Liitken, Vidensk. Medd. nat. Foren., Kjobenhayn, p. 60, 

1859. 

Asterina folium A. Agassiz, Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool., v, pt. 1, p. 106. Sladen, 

Voy. Challenger, xxx, p. 393. 

This small starfish is peculiar in being distinctly blue while living, 

a color very unusual among echinoderms. It is seldom more than 

about .75 inch in diameter (15 to 20™™). It is not uncommon adher- 

ing to the under surfaces of large loose blocks of stone and in 

crevices. 

Linckia Guildingii Gray. Plate xxxive, fig. 1. 

Gray, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., vi, p. 285, 1840. A. Agassiz, North Ameri- 

can Starfishes, p. 105, pl. xiv, figs. 1-6. Verrill, these Trans., vol. xi, p. 

36, 1901. Sladen, op. cit., p. 410. 

Ophidiaster ornithopus Mill. and Trosch., Syst., p. 31, 1842. 

This is easily recognized by its round, slender, finely granulated 

rays, either five or six in number, and very often in process of restor- 

ation after injuries. One ray is even capable of regenerating a new 

body and the other arms. It may become 6 inches or more in 

breadth. It is found under blocks of stone or in crevices, but is 

not common. It is found also in the West Indies and Cape Verde 

Islands. 

OPHIUROIDEA : OPHIURANS. 

The Ophiurans are well represented on the reefs, though most of 

the species hide themselves very effectively in crevices, under stones 

and corals, or in the cavities of sponges.* 

Ophiura cinerea (Miill. and Tr.) Lyman. 

Ophioderma cinereum Miill. and Troschel, Syst. Aster., p. 87, 1842. 

Ophioderma antillarum Liitk., Vid. Meddel., p. 9, 1856; Add. ad Hist. 

Ophiur., pt. ii, p. 88, pl. i, figs. la-le, 1859. 

Ophiura cinerea Lyman, Illust. Catal. Mus. Comp. Zool., i, p. 27, 1865. 

Verrill, these Trans., x, p. 585, 1900. ; 

A large species, variable in color ; usually brown or grayish, often 

specked with darker brown ; arms often banded. The radial shields 

are naked and conspicuous at the base of the arms ; the lower arm- 

* In addition to the reef Ophiurans, enumerated below, the following species 

are found in more sheltered situations in the bays and sounds: Ophionereis 

reticulata, (pl. xxxive&, fig. 2, a), common under stones in sand at low tide mark 

(see above, p. 146); Ophiolepis paucispina ; Amphipholis squamata ; A. Goesi ; 

Ophiostigma isacanthum. 
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spines are the longest ; oral shields broad heart-shaped ; arms long, 

terete, regularly tapered. 

It conceals itself in rock crevices. Ranges through the West 

Indies to Bahia, Brazil. 

Ophiura appressa Say. 

Ophiura appressa Say, Journ. Phil. Acad., v, p. 151, 1825. Lyman, Ill. Cat. 

Mus. Comp. Zool., i, p. 34, 1865. Verrill, op. cit., 1899. 

Ophioderma virescens Liitken, Vid. Meddel., Jan., 1856, p. 9; Add. ad Hist. 

Ophiur., pt. ii, p. 92, pl. i, fig. 4. 

Agrees with the last in having the lower arm-spines longest, but 

the radial shields are covered by the granulations of the disk ; arm- 

spines about nine, short and flat. The color is very variable; usually 

greenish or grayish green, mottled or specked with darker green and 

whitish ; sometimes pale. 

It lives in rock-crevices ; ranges southward to Brazil. 

Ophiura brevicauda (Litk.) Lyman. 

Ophioderma brevicauda Liitken, Vidensk. Meddel., Jan., 1856, p. 8; Addit. 

ad Hist. Ophiur., pt. ii, p. 94, pl. 1, figs. 83-3e, 1859. 

Ophiura brevicauda Lyman, Illust. Catal. Mus. Comp. Zodl., i, p. 16, 1865. 

Verrill, these Trans., x, p. 584, 1900. 

The arm-spines are equal, short, stoutish. Disk coarsely granu- 

lated ; arms short, about 34 times diameter of disk ; lateral oral 

plates granulated. Colors various; often green, red, or brown, 

irregularly mottled. 

Crevices in the reefs ; not common. Florida and West Indies to 

South America. 

Ophiura brevispina Say. Plate xxxivn, fig. 2, b. 

Ophiura brevispina Say, Jour. Phil. Acad. Nat. Sci., v, p. 149, 1825. Lyman, 

Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., vii, p. 258, 1860; Ill. Cat. Mus. Comp. Zool., i, 

p. 18. Verrill, Bull. Univ. Iowa, v, p. 4, 1899. 

Ophioderma olivaceum Ayers, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., iv, p. 184, 1852. 

Ophioderma serpens Liitken, Vid. Meddel., Jan., 1856, p. 7; Add. ad Hist. 

Ophiur., pt. ii, p. 96. 

Ophiura olivacea Lyman, Ill. Cat. Mus. Comp. Zool., i, p. 23, 1865. 

This species has 6 to 8 arm-spines, about equal and flattened. 
Radial shields usually covered ; lateral oral shields naked. Color 

variable, usually green or greenish gray, mottled with lighter green 
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or yellowish ; the arms often banded above with pale green or 

whitish ; sometimes plain olive-green (var. olivacea). 

Ranges from southern New England (var. olivacea) to Brazil. 

Ophiothrix angulata (Say) Ayres. Plate xxxivp, fig. 1. 

Ophiura angulata Say, Jour. Phil. Acad. Nat. Sci., v, p. 145, 1825. 

Ophiothrix violacea Mill. and Trosch., Syst. Aster., p. 115, 1842. Lyman, 

Ml. Cat. Mus. Comp. Zool., i, p. 164. Liitken, Add. ad Hist. Oph., pt. ii, 

p. 150, pl. iv, figs. 1-1d, 1859. 

Ophiothrix angulata Ayers, Proc. Bost. Soc. N. Hist., iv, p. 249, 1852. Lyman, 

Illust. Cat. Mus. Comp. Zool., i, p. 162, pl. i, figs. 1-8, 1865. Verrill, Bull. 

Labor. Nat. Hist. Univ. Iowa, v, p. 19, 1899 (deser.); these Trans., x, p. 

585, 1900. 

Easily distinguished by its long, slender, glassy spines and violet 

or purple, rarely brown color, often with a white median line on the 

arms or with whitish blotches or bands, bordered by dark brown. 

Not common here. It often lives gregariously among and in 

sponges. Cape Hatteras to Rio Janeiro, Brazil. 

Ophiothrix Suensonii Liitken. 

Ophiothrix Suensonii Liitken, Vid. Meddel., p. 15, 1856; Add. ad Hist. Oph., 

pt. ii, p. 148, pl. iv, fig. 2. Lyman, Ilust. Catal., p. 157, 1865; Bull. Mus. 

Comp. Zool., v, 9, p. 232; Verrill, Bull. Labor. Nat. Hist., Univ. Iowa, 

v, p. 21, 1899 (descr. colors, ete.) ; these Trans., x, p. 585, 1900. 

Similar to the last in form, but with more slender arms and spines. 

Tis colors are paler, often lavender, with a purple line along the 

middle of the back of each arm, bordered by white, and with radial 

lines of purple on the disk. It lives among sponges, etc.; not com- 

mon. More common in Florida and the West Indies. 

Ophiocoma echinata (Lam.) Agassiz. Plate xxxivp, fig. 2 (1, 2). 

Ophiura echinata Lamarck, Hist. Anim. sans. Vert., ii, p. 548, 1816. 

Ophiocoma echinata L. Agassiz, Mem. Soc. Sci. Nat. Neuchatel, i, p. 192, 

1835. Lyman, Ill. Cat. Mus. Comp. Zool., i, p. 81, fig. 5, 1865. Lyman, 

Report Voy. Challenger, Zool., v, p. 171, pl. xlii, fig. 12, 18, 1882, anatomy. 

Verrill, Bull. Univ. Iowa, v, p. 22, 1900. 

Ophiocoma crassispina Say, Jour. Phil. Acad. Nat. Sci., v, p. 147, 1825. 

Ophiocoma crassispina Liitken, Add. ad Hist. Oph., pt. ii, p. 142, pl. iv, fig. 7, 

1859. 

A large dark brown or grayish black species with large stout upper 

arm-spines. Lives among corals and in crevices of the reefs. Com- 

mon from Florida to Colon, and Cumana and throughout the West 

Indies to Brazil in shallow water. 
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Ophiocoma Riisei Liitken. Plate xxxivp, fig. 2 (8). 

Ophiocoma Riisei Litken, Vid. Meddel., p. 14, 1856; Add. ad Hist. Oph., pt. 

ii, p. 148, pl. iv, fig. 6. Lyman, Ill. Cat. Mus. Comp. Zool., i, p. 76. 

Verrill, Bull. State Univer. Iowa, 1899, p. 22; these Trans., x, p. 586, 1900. 

Similar in size to last, but has the upper arm-spines slender. 

Usually jet-black or nearly so. 

Common on the reefs. Has the same range and habits as the last. 

Ophiocoma pumila Liitken. Plate xxxivn, fig. 1. 

Ophiocoma pumila Liitken, Vid. Meddel., p. 18, 1856 ; Add. ad Hist. Oph., 

pt. ii, p. 146, pl. iv, fig. 5, 1859. Lyman, Ill. Cat. Mus. Comp. Zool., i, p. 

71, 1865. 

Much smaller than the two preceding. Often has six arms. Colors 

light brown varied with darker. Same range as the last two. 

Ophiopsila Riisei Liitken. 

Ophiopsila Riisei Litken, Add. ad Hist. Oph., pt. ii, p. 136, pl. v, fig. 2, 1859. 

Lyman, Illus. Catal. Mus. Comp. Zool., i, p. 150, figs. 16, 17, 1865 ; Report 

_ Voy. Challenger, Zool., v, p. 160, pl. xl, figs. 1-38, 1882 (anatomy). Verrill, 

these Trans., vol. x, p. 586, 1900. 

Not common ; lives under corals and stones and in crevices. 

Ophiactis Krebsii Liitken. 

Ophiactis Krebsii Litken, Vid. Meddel., p. 12, 1856; Addit. ad Hist. Oph., 

pt. ii, p. 126. Lyman, Ill. Cat., i, p. 111, figs..10, 11. Verrill, Bull. Univ. 

Iowa, v, p. 34, 1899. 

Ophiactis Savignyi (pars) Lyman, Report Voy. Challenger, Zool., v, p. 115. 

A small, rough, green and gray species, usually with six or seven 

unequal arms ; four oral-papille ; upper arm-plates lobed medially. 

It spontaneously divides when young. Lives in cavities of large 

sponges, etc.; common. Ranges from South Carolina to Brazil. 

Ophiactis Mulleri Liitken. 

Ophiactis Mulleri Liitken, Add. ad Hist. Oph., ii, p. 127, 1859. Lyman, 

Illus. Cat., p. 109, 1865. 

Similar to the last in appearance and habits. It has but two oral 
papillz, four rough, short and blunt arm-spines, next to the upper 

largest; upper arm-plates oval, not lobed. Color usually green. 
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Ophiomyxa flaccida (Say) Liitken. 

Ophiura flaccida Say, Jour. Phil. Acad. Nat. Sci., v, p. 151, 1825. 

Ophiomyxa flaccida Litken, Add. ad Hist. Ophiur., pt. ii, p. 138, pl. v, fig. 

1, 1859. Lyman, Ill. Cat. Mus. Comp. Zool., i, p. 178, pl. ii, figs. 18, 19; 

Voy. Chall., v, p. 246, pl. xliii, figs. 1-3 (anatomy), 1882. Verrill, Bull. 

Univ. iowa, v, p. 66, 1899 (colors, etc.). 

Figure 175.—Ophiomyza flaccida ; a, dorsal side of disk ; 6, oral side, nat. size; 

c, mouth-organs and lower side of arm, enlarged. After Liitken. 

This rather large species has the disk covered with a soft, smooth 

skin, without plates. Its colors are usually bright or dark yellow, 

orange, or greenish varied with yellow. It may become 6 to 8 

inches across. Conceals itself in crevices of the reefs and under 

dead corals. Ranges from Florida to Brazil. 

Astroporpa affinis Liitken. 

Addit. ad Hist. Ophiur., ii, p. 154, pl. v, figs. 5a, 56, 1859. Verrill, these 

Trans., xi, pt. 1, p. 36, 1901. 

This singular species has only occurred clinging to the large stony 

gorgonian, Verrucella grandis, taken in about 100 feet of water on 

the outer reefs. It is rough and so annulated with lighter and 

darker brown that it closely resembles the gorgonian branches. 

CRINOIDEA. 

Antedon, sp. Young. 

A single specimen, too young for accurate identification, was 

obtained in 1901. 
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PORIFERA: SPONGES.* 

Numerous species of sponges, some of them of large size and con- 

Spicuous on account of their colors, grow on and about the reefs in 

shallow water, as well as in the sounds. ' The larger of these mostly 

* The following are the principal modern descriptive works relating to the 

reef sponges found in Bermuda, the West Indies, and Florida : 

Carter, H. J.—Some Sponges from the West Indies and Acapulco. Ann. and 

Mag. Nat. Hist., ser. 5, vol. ix, 1882, pp. 266-301, 346-368, pl. xi, xii. 

Describes many silicious sponges. 

Duchassaing and Michelotti.—Spongiaires de la Mer Caraibe. Natuurk. Verh. 

Holl. Maats. Wetensch. Haarlem, vol. xxi, 1864. 25 plates (many errors 

in references to plates). 

Dendy, A.—Observations on West Indian Chalinine Sponges, ete. Trans. Zool. 

Soc. London, xii, part 10, pp. 349-368, pls. 58-63, 1890. 

Describes and figures several species. 

Higgin, Thomas.—Descriptions of some sponges obtained during a cruise of the 

steam yacht Argo, in the Caribbean and neighboring seas. Annals and Mag. 

Nat. Hist., ser. 4, vol. xix, p. 291, pl. xiv, 1877. 

Hyatt, Alpheus.—Revision of the North American Poriferee, with remarks upon 

foreign Species, Part I. Mem. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist.; vol. ii, 10 pp., 1 pl., 

1875 ; Part II, op. cit., vol. ii, part 4, pp. 441-554, pl. xv—xvii, 1876. 

Lendenfeld, R. von.—Monograph of the Horny Sponges. 955 pp. 4to, 50 

plates. Royal Society, London, 1889. 

Contains full descriptions of all known species, with anatomy, distribution, 

etc. Also a complete bibliography of sponge literature, and a general system of 

classification of sponges. 

Maynard, C. J.—No. 2. Sponges. West Newton, Mass., 1383 pp., 42 cuts, 4 

plates, 1898, publ. by the author. 

A popular work ; contains descriptions and figures of numerous Florida and 

Bahama sponges. 

Poléjaeff, N.—Report on the Calcarea. Voy. Challenger, Zool., vol. viii, 1888. 

Nine Bermuda species are described, mostly from 32 fathoms, off Bermuda. 

Report on the Keratosa, op. cit., vol. xi, 1884. 

One species (Verongia hirsuta) is recorded and figured from Bermuda. 

Ridley, S. O. and Dendy, A.—Report on the Monaxonida. Rep. Voy. Challenger, 

Zobl., vol. xx, part 59. 

Contains only a very few Bermuda species. 

Solas, Wm. J.—Report on the Tetractinellida. Rep. Voy. Challenger, Zodl., vol. 

xxv, part 63. 

Three species are described from off Bermuda, in deep water. 

Schmidt, O.—Die Spongien Fauna des Atlantischen Gebietes, 1870. 
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belong to the group of horny sponges (Aeratosa), which includes the 

commercial sponges (genus Spongia), but there are very few spe- 

cies in Bermuda waters that are sufficiently fine and elastic to be of 

any value, though two or three species are used by the fishermen for 

boat-sponges and similar rough uses. 

It is quite probable that some of the more valuable Bahama and 

Florida sponges would flourish at Bermuda, if once introduced there 

by artificial means, which could easily be done by vessels having 

live wells. 

Most of the horny sponges while living are dark umber-brown, 

purplish brown, or glossy black, though a few are distinctly yellow, 

purple, or red. The tube-sponges (Zuba or Spinosella), which are 

common and attractive silicious species, are dark yellowish gray to 

grayish brown in life. The most conspicuous of all the sponges is 

a very common, large, soft, bright red species (Zedania ignis) 

which grows in various forms, either encrusting or massive and 

lobate, or even branching. It varies in color from scarlet to bright 

red and dark red, and is often two to three feet across. It belongs 

to the group of monaxid silicious sponges. 

The Bermuda sponges have hitherto been but little studied, 

although large collections have been made.* 

Die Spongien des Meerbusens von Mexico und des Caraibischen Meeres, 

Jena, 1879, 1880, 2 parts. y 

Topsent, E.—Une Réforme dans la Classification des Halichondrina. Mémoirs 

Soc. Zoologique de France, vol. vii, pp. 1-36, 1894. Diagnoses of all the 

genera. 

Introduction a l’Etude Monog. des Monaxonides de France. Classifica- 

tion des Hadromerina. Archives de Zoologie expérimentale et générale, 

ser. 3, vol. vi, 1898, pp. 91-118. Diagnoses of all the known genera. 

The Same, Part III, op. cit., vol. viii, 1900, pp. 1-831, plates i-viii. 

(Descriptions of Hadromerina, bibliography, etc.) 

Whitfield, R. P.—Notice of a New Sponge from Bermuda and of some other 

Forms from the Bahamas. Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. History, New York, vol. 

xiv, pp. 47-50, 1901. 

Wilson, H. V.—The Sponges collected in Porto Rico, in 1899, by the U. S. Fish 

Com. Steamer Fish Hawk. Bull. U.S. Fish Com. for 1900, vol. xx, part 2, 

pp. 3877-411, 1902. 

* Mr. G. Brown Goode and Professor W. N. Rice, in 1876 and 1877, made 

large collections, especially of the horny sponges, some of which were examined 

by Professor A. Hyatt, while preparing his memoirs on that group of Porifera, 

but the bulk of Mr. Goode’s large collection was not received until after Hyatt’s 

second memoir was completed. Part of this collection is now in the Museum of 
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Most of the keratose sponges have been recorded in the memoirs 

of Prof. Hyatt. Those found on the reefs by my parties will be dis- 

cussed in the latter part of this chapter.* 

SILICIOUS SPONGES. 

The Bermuda silicious sponges are represented in our collections 

by about 38 species, but many of them have not yet been carefully 

studied and are not now enumerated. The reef species belong 

mostly to the Monaxonida, in which the skeletal spicules are 

unbranched ; but there are also several representatives of the 

Tetraxonida, in which part of the skeletal spicules have four 

branches, often in the form of anchors or grapples with three flukes 

and a long shank. Several species of this group, forming more or 

less spheroidal masses, with a radiate interior structure, belong to the 

Wesleyan University, and part in the U. 5S. Nat. Museum and Boston Soe. Nat. 

History, with Hyatt’s identifications, mostly made after his works were pub- 

lished. My own parties, 1898 and 1901, also made large collections. I have com- 

pared-most of our specimens of Keratosa with those labelled by Professor Hyatt. 

Many of the calcareous sponges (9 species, mostly dredged) were described by 

Poléjaeff in the Reports of the Voy. of the Challenger (vol. viii, part 24), but 

several others, found on the reefs, are in our collections. 

* The following are the principal ones hitherto recognized by me: 

Spongia lapidescens. Common: var. turrita Hyatt, very common: var. coni- 

fera Ver. (with finer texture and smaller and more regular cones). 

Spongia lignea, var. crassa Hyatt. 

Spongia anomala Hyatt. 

Spongia punctata, var. bermudensis Hyatt MSS. 

Spongia corlosia, var. elongata Hyatt. 

Spongia gossypina D, and M. (t. Hyatt). 

Spongia cerebriformis, var. obscura Hyatt. 

Hircina armata (D. & M., sens. ext.) Very common: var. fistularis V., var. 

nov., very common; it has hollow branches, with large terminal vents. 

Also varieties marginalis, cylindrica, columnaris, etc. 

Hircina acuta (D. & M.). 

Spongelia fragilis (Mont.)=Dysidea fragilis H. 

Dendrospongia crassa Hyatt. Common. 

Aplysina fistularis (Esper), Yellow tube-sponge. 

Aplysina hirsuta (Hyatt, as Verongia). 

Verongula pretexta (Hyatt, as Aplysina). This new generic name is proposed 

as a substitute for Aplysina Hyatt, for those species having regular, diver- 

gent, angular radial canals, with thin latticed walls, producing a honey- 

comb-like structure. It includes also: V., gigantea H.; V. rigida\D. & M.); 

V. cellulosa (H.); V. aurea (H.), ete. 

eee SOO eee 
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genus Sfelletta; some of them occur under large flat stones, others in 

sand. A large species, growing in hard, thick, lobate crusts on the 

reefs, is Geodia gibberosa ; its hard cortex is filled with spheroidal 

spicules (sterrasters), fig. 176. Also one of the fleshy sponges. 

Oligosilicina. FEleshy or cartilaginous sponges, without a skele- 

ton, but usually with abundant, minute, star-shaped flesh-spicules, 

with many rays (euasters). Family, Chondrillide. 

MONAXONIDA. 

Some of these are conspicuous on account of their large size or 

brilliant colors, like the very common scarlet sponge (Zedania); or 

have characteristic forms, like the tube-sponges (Spinosella), but 

many are inconspicuous and have irregular or incrusting forms. 

This order is represented here by several groups, mostly distin- 

guishable by their spicules : 

1. Chalinoidea, or Honorhaphida, in which the spicules are 

nearly all of one kind, usually fusiform, acute at both ends (oxeu), 

and enclosed in or held together by reticulated horny fibers ; no 

flesh-spicules (microscleres). Families, Chalinide and Renieride. 

2. Heterorhaphida, i which the skeletal spicules may be of two 

or more forms, usually oxeotes (oxea), combined with needle-shaped 

forms (styles), pin-shaped forms (tylostyles); with a head at both 

ends (tylotes); or with both ends blunt (strongyles). With these 

there are usually minute flesh-spicules, generally either C-shaped 

(sigmas or sigmata); bow shaped (toxa); or slender hair-like forms 

(rhaphides) ; but never anchor-like (chele). Families, Zedanide, 

Desmacellide, Gelliodide. 

3. Desmacidontoidea. In this family the skeletal spicules may be 

of various forms: styles, tylostyles, oxea, etc., but the flesh-spicules 

are minute anchor-like forms (chelz) with hooks or flukes at both 

ends; sometimes these are combined with sigmata, etc. The skeletal 

spicules are usually enclosed in horny fibers. Family, Zsperellidie. 

4, Kehinonemata. In.these, spicules project as special spines from 

the surfaces of the fibers: they are usually styles or tylostyles, often 

spinulated. Families, Agelaside (= Ectyonide), Clathriude. 

5, <leinelloidea, Usually branched sponges with distinct axial 

fibers, which are plumosely branched and filled with styles, stron - 

gyles, or oxea. Flesh-spicules seldom present, sometimes spirasters 

or asters; never chele. Family, Awinellide. 

6. Clavata or Suberitoidea. Massive, lobate, or boring sponges ; p) 
skeletal spicules mostly tylostyles or styles ; often no flesh-spicules ; 

Trans. Conn. Acap., Vou. XII. 22 May, 1907. 
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when present, spirulas, spirastes, or asters; little or no spongin; no 

horny fibers; usually a compact cortex. Families, Suberitide, Poly- 

mastide, Clionide, Spirastrellide. 

Family, Chondrillide. 

Chondrilla nucula O. Schm. Figure 177. 

A soft, smooth sponge, with a tough cortex and a lubricous sur- 

face, forming small hemispherical masses, or thick convex, often 

irregular, incrusting forms, usually 1 to 3 inches in diameter, on 

rocks, dead corals, etc. Color various ; most frequently dark olive 

Figure 176.—Geodia gibberosa ; a, b, c, sterrasters in different stages of growth. 

Figure 177.—Chondrilla nucula ; euasters of different sizes. Drawn by A. H. V. 

green, varying to smoky brown or blackish, and to light green and 

yellowish green. Its texture is somewhat cartilaginous and elastic, 

without skeletal fibers. Minute, spinulated, spherical flesh-spicules 

(spherasters) are thickly scattered through the interior and more 

abundantly and partly of larger size in the cortex. 

Very common at low tide; occurs, also, throughout the West 

Indies. 
Family, Chalinide. (See p. 333.) 

Spinosella sororia (D. and M.) Dendy. Tube Sponge. Figures 141a, 179; 
Plate xxxvi, fig. 1 (21). 

Tuba sororia Duch. and Mich., Spong. mer. Caraibe, p. 46, pl. viii, fig. 1, 

1864. (The name Tuba was preoccupied.) Ss 

Spinosella sororia Dendy, Trans. Zool. Soc. London, vol. xii, p. 560, pl. 

lvili, fig. 7, pl. lix, fig. 1, 1890. 

Siphonochalina* papyracea Schmidt, Spong. atlant. Gebiet., p. 33, 1870, and 

var. Bermudensis. 

This species is common at moderate depths, especially in partially 

sheltered places. It generally forms a group of several upright tubes, 

1.5 to 2 inches in diameter, more or less united at the base, with the 

* The name Siphonochalina has been restricted by recent writers to the tube- 

sponges having a smooth, even surface. It seems doubtful if this be a good 

generic character. One species of that group occurs in Bermuda. 
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free portion often a foot or more high. The opening at the summit 

of the tubes has a thin edge, usually fringed with little plumose pro- 

jections. Outer surface usually ornamented with more or less numer- 

ous spiniform processes. Oscules on the inner surface of the tubes. 

There are numerous varieties, based mainly on the character of 

the outer surface, which may be qnite smooth or it may have various 

forms of conules. Sometimes the same tube will be smooth distally, 

for half its length, and covered with aculeate or conical prominences 

below. The color in life is usually dark yellowish-gray or tawny 

yellow ; when well dried it is usually yellow, yellowish-gray, or 

yellowish-brown. 

Spinosella stolonifera (Whitf.). 

Siphonochalina stolonifera Whitfield, Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., vol. xiv, 

p. 47, plates i-iii, 1901. 

? Callyspongia Eschrichtii Duch. and Mich., op. cit., p. 56. Pl. xii, fig. 1.* 

This singular and rare species has smaller tubes than the pre- 

ceding, with one or two circles of spinose elevations near the top, 

while an intricate mass of stolon-like processes, mostly not tubular, 

is given off from the base. The spicules are simple oxeote forms, 

nearly as in the last. 

Pachychalina cellulosa, sp. nov. Plate xxxvp, figs. 8, 9, spicules. 

Sponge irregularly dichotomously branched, the branches rounded, 

unequal, about .75 inch (15-25™™") in diameter, and 4 to 6 inches 

long, often repent, elastic when wet, subrigid and light when dry. 

Oscules scattered, very little raised, 3-4™™ in diameter. Internal 

reticulations rather coarse, with rather strong fibers containing much 

spongin. Beneath the surface layer the canals or areole are rela- 

tively large (2-3""), angular, honeycomb-like, separated by thin 

reticulated walls, and often form linear series. The dermal layer, 

when intact and dry, is thin, openly but finely reticulated, with the 

angular pores mostly arranged in groups or double circles around a 

central pore over the areolz, and with a small projecting point at 

each angle. The skeleton fibers are .05 to .12™™ in diameter and 

contain very numerous multiserial, slender, sharp, oxeote spicules, 

usually .10 to .15™™, rarely .18™™ long, mostly shorter than the sides 

of the meshes, and mostly entirely enclosed in the spongin fibers, 

Color, when dried, dark reddish brown ; lighter red in life. 

Our specimens are much infested with the Zoanthid, Parazoanthus 

parasiticus. (See p. 295.) 

* In the text the reference is erroneously to pl. vii, fig. 3. Many similar 

errors occur in referring to the plates in the same work. 
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Pachychalina elastica, sp. nov. 

Sponge tough and elastic when wet, elastic even when dry, digi- 

tate and somewhat dichotomous, the branches springing from a short, 

stout, compressed stem. Branches 10 to 25™™ in diameter, and 50 to 

75™™ long, nearly round, often swollen distally, sometimes coalescent. 

Oscules large, scattered on the sides. Surface, when dry, conspicu- 

ously areolated when the external net-work is lost. The areole are 

2~3™™ in diameter, deep, subangular, and separated by rather stout 

partitions, often 1-2™™ thick, composed of strong and elastic, rather 

coarsely reticulated fibers, many of those next the surface free at 

the tips, giving the surface a tufted and spongy appearance. Outer 

layer easily detached ; when present, it consists of a rather open 

and regular network of slender fibers, allowing the areole to be 

easily seen through it, with the meshes about .2™™ wide. 

The spicules are slender oxeotes, very acute, often bent, .15 to 

.20™" long. They are multiserial and crowded in the fibers, but well 

covered by spongin. Color, when dried, yellowish brown. Not 

very common on the reefs. 

Pachychalina millepora, sp. nov. Plate xxxvo, fig. 8. 

A delicate irregularly branched sponge, fragile when dry ; surface 

nearly smooth, very finely reticulated; branches irregular in size and 

form, varying from 12 to 25"™ or more in diameter at different 

places. Oscules irregularly scattered on the branches, 2-4™™ in 

diameter, with the edges slightly fringed and little raised; some- 

times funnel-shaped. Dermal layer very finely and pretty regularly 

reticulated. The meshes angular or rounded, with minute points at 

the angles. Areolie, under the cortex, not crowded, separated by 

walls equal in thickness to the diameter of the areole. Fibers about 

.03 to .04™™ thick, filled with abundant multiserial spicules, which are 

rather slender oxeotes, mostly .2 to .22™™ long, often about equal in 

length to the sides of the meshes. 

Pachychalina monticulosa, sp. nov. Plate xxxvp, figs. 6, 7. 

Sponge encrusting, or massive and irregularly lobulate, bearing 

subeonical on mammiform elevations, each having at the summit a 

rather large oscule, 3—5™" in diameter. Internal texture not very 

fine; dermal reticulation formed by small polygonal meshes, visible 

to the naked eye. Subdermal areol rounded, very unequal in size, 

the larger about 1™™ broad, separated by walls usually about as wide, 

made up of irregular and somewhat coarse reticulations, tympanized 

by films of sarcode. Fibers rather coarse, uneven, with numerous 
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slender, acute, oxeote spicules, mostly entirely enclosed in the red- 

dish spongin, but many are partly free in the meshes. 

The spicules are mostly about .22-.26"™ long. Very common. 

Color red in life; reddish brown when dry. 

Pachychalina micropora, sp. nov. Fig. 178. Plate xxxvc, fig. 7, spicules. 

A delicate sponge, friable when dry, encrusting, or forming small 

convex or lobate masses. Surface smooth ; dermal layer thin, dis- 

tinct, very finely reticulated, the pores microscopic, oscules few, 

4—5™™ in diameter, mostly on summits of low conules. Subdermal 

areole small, about .5-1™™" in diameter, with rounded angles, and 

separated by walls often 2-3™™ thick and finely reticulated. Fibers 

slender, multispiculose, with small amount of spongin. Spicules very 

small and mostly decidedly short, mostly bent oxeotes (see figures) 

about .01—.015™™ in length, by .00066 to .00094™™ in diameter. 

A few long slender oxeotes, about .45™™ long (fig. 7, 6 of plate), 

were also observed; they may be of extraneous origin. 

Color yellowish white when dry. 

Figure 178.—Pachychalina micropora ; one of the conules, with oscule, x 2; 

asyaqpAtes dls) SV 

Cribrochalina Bartholmei (D. & M.). 

Spongia Bartholmei Duch. and Mich., op. cit., p. 42, pl. vi, figs. 5, 4, 1864. 

When well grown this has the form of a large regular funnel, or 

of a broad cnp, with a short narrow stem. It may become 10 inches 

high and 6 to 8 broad. The sides are 8 to 12™" or more thick, not 

thinning much at the edges, which are rounded. The surface of 

both sides is smooth and very finely reticulated, the meshes .1 to 
.2™™ in diameter. 

The oscules are mostly on the inside of the cup, numerous but 

inconspicuous and very small, mostly .2 to .38™™ in diameter. 

In one large specimen from Bermuda there were two stout fistular 

side-lobes at the base, with a terminal oscule about 6—8™™ wide. 

The skeletal fibers are densely spiculose, stout, and reticulated, 

much as in Pachychalina, the radial ones plumose, but the sponge is 

harder and firmer when dry, though soft when wet. 
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The spicules are polyserial, very slender oxeote forms, variable in 

size; some are nearly styliform, being blunt at one end and acute at 

the other. Much fine calcareous sand is imbedded in the outer 
layers. 

Bermuda, on a reef in Bailey Bay, one large specimen in Amer. 

Mus. Nat. Hist., coll. Whitfield; Bahamas, Whitfield. 

Family, Desmacellide. (P. 333.) 

Desmacella jania, sp. nov. Plate xxxvo, figs. 5, 6. 

? Terpios jania Duch. and Mich., Spong., p. 101, pl. xxii, fig. 8. 

Our examples of this curious species are massive and irregularly 

lobulate, 2 to 3 inches high; the lobes are more or less conical, with 

a terminal osculum, 3 to 5™™ in diameter. The whole surface and 

often most of the thickness of the walls are composed largely of a 

small slender-branched coralline (Janta), white when dry. Toward 

the base of the sponge this often nearly disappears, as if absorbed. 

The spicules are mostly long, slender tylostyles, .22 to .25™™ long, 

mostly with small round heads, and mixed with styles of about the 
same length. The microscleres are minute, strongly curved, c-shaped 
sigmas, about .037 to .040™™ long. 

Other sponges, associated with Jania in the same way, have been 

described as the Reniera fibulata of Carter (1882). The Zerpios 

jania D. and M. may not be this species, though it had the same 

form, for its spicules were not described. When treated with acids 

the form of the sponge is still preserved, with the translucent 

organic basis of the Junia imbedded in its structure, even close to 

the edges of the oscules. 

Family, Hsperellide. (P. 333.) 

Esperiopsis fragilis V., sp. nov. Plate xxxvec, figs. 1-3. 

A very porous, fragile sponge, forming crusts or irregular masses 

15-20" or more thick, soft while living, friable when dry. Surface, 

as dried, irregularly pitted or vermiculate; subdermal channels irreg- 

ular, deep, often labyrinthiform, .5 to .7™™ wide, separated by walls 

made up of fine irregular meshes, hispid at the surface. 

Dermal layer thin, mostly destroyed, easily detached; pores micro- 

scopic, numerous; oscules scattered, small. Skeletal fibers delicate, 

composed mostly of numerous, closely packed, slender spicules. 

These are mostly slender tylostyles and styles, about .27 to .32™™ 

long, with smaller tylotes .16 to .21 long, with well-rounded ends. 

Microscleres numerous, very small sigmas (fig. 2, @, d@’), and isochele 
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(c, ce’); the latter with the flukes minutely three-toothed. A few 

very long acute oxeotes, much larger than the other spicules (fig. 3, 

b, 6), were scattered through the sponge; perhaps they were extra- 

neous. Numerous minute circular disks (fig. 2, 2) were present, but 

disappeared when treated with acids; they are probably symbiotic 

alge. 

Family, Zedanidw. (P. 333.) 

Sub-family, Tedanine Ridley and Dendy ; Topsent, etc. 

Tedania ignis (D. and M.) Scarlet Sponge. Fig. 180. Plate xxxvo, fig. 4, 

spicules. 

Thalisias ignis Duch. and Mich., op. cit., p. 83, pl. xviii, fig. 1, 1865.* 

? Arcesias hostilis D. and M., op. cit., p. 97 (encrusting form). 

? Tedania digitata, var. bermudensis Ridley and Dendy, Voy. Chall., xx, p. 51. 

Amphimidon variabilis Maynard, Sponges, p. 31, fig. 19, pl. iv (colored), non 

Duch. and Mich. 

This is one of the most abundant Bermuda sponges and is very 

conspicuous in shallow water on account of its brilliant colors, 

which vary from bright scarlet to blood-red. In life it is very soft 

and brittle. When young it forms broad thin incrustations on rocks, 

dead corals, shells, and other sponges. Later it grows up into large 
irregular lobulate or convex massive forms, often with large conical 

or fistular elevations, each bearing a large terminal osculum. Some- 

times it is branched, or encrusts the branches of dead gorgonians, 

etc. It often penetrates into the cavities of dead corals and forms 

a red film over the surface, but there is no proof that it forms exca- 

vations for itself. When dry the surface is usually covered with 

rather deep, irregular, angular pits or areolations, 2-3™™" in diameter, 

with a small central pore, the ridges between being thin and sharp ; 

in some cases a thin dermal film remains over the areole. The 

interior is made up of small irregular angular and rounded reticula- 

tions of slender spiculose fibers, with irregular channels and lacune, 

some often of large size. The spicules are of several forms: 1. the 

spicules in the fibers are mostly long, slender styles and subtylostyles; 

2. oxeotes, acute at both ends; 3. smaller, slender, often bent, tylote 

spicules, with both ends slightly enlarged, which are abundant in the 

external layer, mixed with oxeotes; 4. very slender, long, acute, 

capillary forms (rhaphides) abundant, both singly and in fascicles. 

The larger spicules are .23 to .30™™ long. 

* This sponge has the several forms of spicules characteristic of Tedania 

(1867). But though Thalisias D. and M. antedated the latter, it was a heteroge- 

nous group, not intelligibly defined, and if adopted at all sogne other species may 

be taken as its type. 
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Owing to its softness it is not easy to dry the larger specimens in 

good condition without previously hardening in alcohol; even then 

the specimens often collapse. When dry the color is usually pale 

green or yellowish white. It may form masses 6 to 8 inches thick 

and 12 to 20 broad. 

It is reputed to be poisonous if handled. It certainly irritates the 

skin of many persons and causes eruptions and intense itching. 

This is probably due to the very fine and sharp spicules entering the 

skin, as in the case of other similar sponges. Also common in 

Florida and the West Indies. It is closely related to Mediterranean 

and Pacific Ocean forms of the genus ( 14 T. digitata, ete.). 

Figure 179.—Tube-sponge, Spinosella sororia, var., + nat. size. 

Figure 180.—Scarlet Sponge, Tedania ignis, from a dry specimen of the massive 

form, 14 nat. size. Both phot. by A. H. V. ‘ 

Family, Awinellide. (P. 333.) 

Axinella appressa, sp. nov. Plate xxxvp, figs. 10, 11. 

Sponge divided into numerous, upright, slender, angular branches, 

6 to 8™™ thick, covered with small, irregular, conical and compressed 

elevations, mostly directed upward, and slightly hispid; subdermal 

areolee tubular, roundish, very unequal. The larger, 1™" wide, 

rather close together. Dermal layer seldom preserved, thin, with 

small pores often arranged in small circular groups over the areole. 

Fibers rather strong, closely filled with rather long, mostly curved, 

stylote spicules, the longer ones .32 to .40™™"; the shorter ones .20 to 

25™™ long. The primary fibers are not very distinct from the others, 
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but form evident loose axial lines, ascending and divergent, plumosely 

branched in the branchlets and conules. 

Color red in life, buff when dry. Found also in the Bahamas and 

Florida. 

Axinella rudis, sp. nov. Plate xxxvp, fig. 13. 

Sponge upright, with tall, rather stout irregular branches, 15—20™™ 

in diameter. Sides of branches covered with irregular, very unequal, 

rough tubercles and lobules, mostly blunt and ascending, 2-5"™ high; 

1-4" broad; on the lower parts of branches and stem they become 

much smaller and more verruciform. Surface rough or subhispid, 

everywhere irregularly reticulated with rather coarse stiff fibers. 

Oscules abundant in the depressions, .5 to 1™™ in diameter, sur- 

rounded by more numerous smaller pores. Color, in life, bright red; 

when dried it often retains a rose-red color, gradually changing to 

reddish or orange-brown. 

The fibers have a good amount of light yellow spongin. The 

spicules in the fibers are mostly rather large and stout, often curved, 

acute stylotes; with these are some slender, and a few 2lmost capil- 

lary styles, or rhaphides, nearly as long as the other: ; very few 

regular, slender, tricurved toxa were also noticed in the thin dermal 

layer. 

It occurs also on the Florida reefs.* It belongs to the group 

named Pandaros by Duch. and Mich. It is related to A. Walpersii 

D. & M., but that has flat or flabellate branches; also to A. angulosa 

and A. pennata of D. and M. (as Pandaros). 

Family, Polymastide. (P. 334.) 

Polymastia varia, sp. nov. Plate xxxvp, figs. 1, la. 

Sponge compact, thick, encrusting and also massive, sometimes 

with a nearly even surface, often tuberculate, or when large rising 

into long finger-like elevations 1 to 1.5 inches high and .8 to .5 inch 

in diameter, often concave at top but not fistular. Some of the 

masses are 3 to 5 inches thick and broad. Surface, when dry, hard 

and compact, often appearing granulated or subareolate, and 

minutely hispid with the projecting points of small tylostylote spic- 

* Axinella rosacea, sp. noy. Plate 35p, fig. 12. A similar species occurs at 

Florida and Bahamas. It has stunter branches densely covered with groups of 

short capitate and tuberculate branchlets, often forming rosette-like forms. 

Color light red or pink when dried. Stylote spicules much stouter than in A. 

angulala, the larger ones .28 to .34™™ long; with these are much more slender 

oxeates .37 to .40™™ long. 
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ules, perpendicular to the surface. Internal texture rather compact, 

with irregular canals; thick supporting lines of densely crowded 

spicules run in various directions in the interior. Color, in life, 

orange-red; dull orange-brown when dry. 

Spicules are tylostyles of various sizes, mostly .386 to .48™™ long 

and .008 to .014 in diameter, rarely styles by reduction of the heads; 

the heads are mostly regularly oval, sometimes slightly three-lobed. 

After a long search only a single microsclere was found; it was a 

minute spinispirula of about 14 turns. 

Common on the reefs; perhaps a boring sponge when young. 

Family, Clionide. (P. 334.) 

Heterocliona, gen. nov. Type, Papillina cribraria Sch. 

Sponge massive or goblet-shaped when large, perhaps boring when 

young ; interior very cavernous when dry, supported by irregular 

columns of crowded tylostyles. Cortex thick, tough, smooth, and 

lubricous in life; filled with tylostyles tangentially arranged. Micro- 

scleres few, spirulas or spirasters. Oscules usually grouped in large 

clusters. 

Heterocliona cribraria (Schm.). Plate XXXVD, figs. 2, 3. 

? Papillina eribraria Schm., Spong. Atl. Gieb. 

This massive, cavernous sponge often grows to great size, sometimes 

becoming 2 feet or more in diameter, and over a foot high. The 

upper surface, when large, usually has a large central cup or one 

or more cones, each with a large terminal oscule, 15 to 25™™ in 

diameter; other smaller oscules occur close together, in clusters, over 

the top and border of the sponge. When young (1-2 inches across) 

the form may be cylindrical, capitate, or mushroom-like, with few, 

3-10, oscules, .5-10™™ in diameter, above. The surface is smooth, 

in life, with a tough blackish cortex. 

The interior, when dried, is very cavernous, with large irregular 

cavities partly intercepted by irregular, often curved, broad bands 
and columns of densely packed bundles of spicules. In drying much 

of the soft sarcode often decays and runs out of these cavities. 

The spicules are mostly long, slender, curved tylostyles, with a 

slightly enlarged mostly ovate head; they are about .23 to .34™™ 

long; others of the same size are subtylostyles and styles. In the 

dermal layer they mostly lie tangentially and in radiate groups, with- 

out much order, 
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Microscleres are mostly wanting; after a long search only two or 

three were found ; they were minute, slender, spined spirasters or 

spinispirale, with about 13 turns, and very minute, nearly straight 

rhabdi. 

Irregular and ovoid dark brown pigment bodies are abundant. 

Color in life, dark smoky brown or black, common; the largest 

seen were in Harrington Sound; also occurs on Florida reefs (Yale 

Mus.). 

Cliona caribbea Carter. Boring Sponge. Fig. 181. Plate xxxvp, fig. 4. 

Cliona caribbea Carter, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., ser. 5, vol. ix, p. 546, pl. 

xii, fig. 26, 1882. 
Cliona viridis (pars.) Topsent, Archives Zool, Exper. et General, vol. viii, p. 

84, pl. iii, fig. 8d, 1900. 

While young this common species excavates extensive and irregu- 

lar cavities in shells and corals, especially in Porites. Later in life 

it may grow up into thick, massive, dull yellow, convex forms, 6 

inches to a foot or more in diameter, with large oscules and a coarsely 

verrucose surface.* Interior coarsely cavernous,f as dried, and sup- 

ported by irregular bands and columns of compacted tylostylote 

spicules. The soft sarcode quickly decays and runs out, in drying, 

with a very offensive odor Cortical layer compact. It usually 

includes numerous fragments of shells and corals. 

a 
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Figure 181. Cliona caribbea; a, one of the tylostyles from the boring 

sponge, x 165; b, a microsclere(spinispirula) much more enlarged (after 

Carter). 

The spicules of this massive form (see pl. 35d, fig. 4) are mostly 

essentially like the one figured by Carter (fig. 181). They are variable 

in size and form, mostly .28 to .40™™ long ; many are rather stout 

“with a fusiform shaft; most are more slender with the shaft less 

fusiform ; few are styles. The head is generally ovate, not very 

large. No microscleres were found after long searching. 

* In this form it corresponds to the genus Oscarella. Topsent (1900) referred 

this species and many other forms to Cliona viridis of Europe, in which he 

included, as massive states, Osculina, and Papillina=Papillella Vos. 

+ The massive form here described may not be the adult of the Carter’s spe- 

cies; therefore I propose for it the provisional name Cliona sordida. See plate. 
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Spirastrella mollis, sp. nov. Plate xxxvp, fig. 5. 

An encrusting species forming soft films .5 to 3™™ or more thick 

on dead, cavernous corals, and also penetrating into the cavernous 

spaces,—perhaps a boring sponge when young. Surface smooth ; 

no oscules nor pores visible to the naked eye in alcoholic specimens ; 

interior without visible canals. Skeletal spicules, long slender tylos- 

tyles, scattered and in groups (fig. 5, a), mostly with regular well- 

rounded heads, but some have ovate or elongate heads ; in some the 

heads are much reduced. Microscleres (0,4') are relatively large, 

spined spirasters, abundant in the cortical layer ; they mostly have 

three or four whorls of sharp conical spinules ; some are strongly 

curved (b’), 

(To be continued.) 
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The sources of others are given under the cuts. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES. 

Puate XVI. Cliff, South Shore, near Hungry Bay. a, beach sand; b, b, hard 

zolian limestone, of the Walsingham formation, formerly quarried (p. 69) ; 

c, ce, Devonshire formation, marine limestone, containing fossil marine 

shells, p. 76; d, slightly consolidated eolian sands of the Paget formation 

containing fossil land shells; e, e, Paget formation; inclined beds of 

harder zolian limestone. See pp. 72, 79. 

Puate XVII. Northward continuation of the same cliffs. Lettering as in plate 

Xvi. 

Puate XVIII. Part of same cliffs, south of section on pl. xvi. Lettering the 

same, 

Puate XIX. Part of same cliff, showing “‘sand-pipes,” in section ; 1, 2, 3, 4 

penetrate to different depths. Lettering asin pl. xvi. See pp. 72, 73. 

PuaTeE XX. Same locality as pl. xix, seen from top of bank, showing the 

great number and various forms of ‘‘sand-pipes.” The rough surface is 

indurated red-clay, partly covering the upper bed of Walsingham limestone. 

See pp. 72, 172. é 

Puate XXI. Figure 1. A Walsingham cave containing sea water and marine 

fishes. See p. 85. Figure 2. Beach and sand dunes near Natural Arch. 

Tucker’s Town. The dunes are partly covered by Sccevola lobelia ; p. 154. 

PuaTteE XXII. Figure 1. Pinnacled rocks, much eroded and encrusted. Tobacco 

Bay, near St. George’s. See p. 64. Figure 2. Eroded and encrusted eolian 

limestone. South Shore. 

Puate XXIII. Figure 1. Cathedral Rocks or ‘‘ Old Church Rocks.” Somerset 
Island. See p. 63. Figure 2. Serpentine atolls or ‘‘ boilers” off South 

Shore. See p. 122. 

PuaTE XXIV. Figure 1. Sample of shell-sand, about natural size. Dredged 

in about 4 fathoms. Figure 2. Groups of small shells, etc. selected from 
shell sand to show relative abundance. Dredged in 4-6 fathoms. Figure 1. 
1. Chama macrophylla, young; 2. Arca now, occidentalis, young: 3. Ver- 

metus spiratus, young; 4-7. Various small shells; 8. Fragments of eolian 
limestone. Figure 2. 1. Rissoina bryerea ; 2. Nassa ambigua, young ; 3. 
Cerithioides; 4. Vermetus spiratus, young; 5. Marginella minuta; 6. Cecum 

termes and C. obesum,; 7. Rissoa platycephala; 8. Hsopus Stearnsii ; 9. 
Circe cerina ; 10. Cardita dominguensis ; 11. Ervilia nitens and E. concen- 

trica ; 12. Crassatella lunulata ; 18. Arca imbricata, A. reticulata, and A. 

Adamsi; all very young; 14, Foraminifera, Orbiculina, Orbitolites, etc. 

15, 16. Corallines, fragments; 17. Corals, Oculina, etc. and echinoderm 

plates ; 18. Millepora aleicornis, fragment ; 19. Bryozoa, Biflustra. 

PLate XXV. Mass of stalagmite conglomerate filled with Pwcilozonites Nelsoni, 
var. conoides, about nat. size. See p. 159. 

Puate XXVI. Fossil land snails; 1, 2. Pecilozonites bermudensis, var. zona- 

tus, nat. size; 3. P. Reinianus, var. antiquus, x2}; 4. P. Nelsoni, var. 

conoides ; 5, 6, var. callosus ; 7, 8. var. Nelsoni; nat. size. See pp. 161-165. 
Puate XXVII. Figure 1. Pecilozonites bermudensis, existing form; series to 

show variations in form and color. Figure 2. The same, fossil form (var. 
zonatus) arranged to show variations, All natural size. See pp. 164, 192. 
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Pirate XXVIII. Figure 1. Oculina varicosa; reduced; p. 237. Figure 2. 
Oculina diffusa, part of a large mass; reduced ; p. 235. 

Puatr XXIX. Figure 1. Porites astreoides, p. 240. Figure 2. Siderastreea 
radians, p. 242. Both nat. size. 

PuaTE XXX. Figure 1. Group of living zoanthids, corals, etc.; reduced to 
#3 a, Palythoa mammillosa; 6b, P. grandiflora; c, Zoanthus proteus OL 

Actinia bermudensis ; e, Condylactis gigantea, young; i, Mussa fragilis, 
about } nat. size, Figure 2. Large dark brown zoanthid (Protopalythoa 
grandis) from life, partially expanded ; all about # natural size. See p. 281. 

PLrate XXXa. Figure 1. Orbicella cavernosa, reduced to about 4; p. 324. 

Figure 2. Millepora alcicornis, reduced about 4, p. 317. 

PLuaTtE XXXI,. Figure 1. ‘‘Rose Coral,” Mussa fragilis, nearly contracted, 

photo from life; p. 220. Figure 2. Actinian, Aiptasia annulata, from life ; 

p. 249. Both natural size. 

PuaTE XXXII. Figure 1. Epicystis crucifera, seen from above ; photo from 

life; p. 272. Figure 2. Epicystis formosa, side view ; photo from life; p. 

274. Both nat. size. 

PuaTE XXXII. Figure1l. Epicystis crucifera, side view; b, a tentacle enlarged; 

drawn from life, about } nat. size; p. 272. Figure 2. Lebrunia Dane ; 

photo from life, nat. size ; p. 269. 

PuateE XXXIII. Pseudoplexaura crassa, with polyps nearly expanded ; photo 

from a recently killed specimen; about nat. size; p. 306. 

Puate XXXIITa. Euniceopsis grandis, with polyps partially contracted; photo 

from life, nat. size; p. 310. 

Puate XXXIIIs. Figurel. a, Euniceopsis grandis; b, Plexaurella dichotoma; 

dry, about ? nat. size, p. 3810, 313. Figure 2. a, Muricea muricata, with 

expanded polyps; 6, c, Plexawropsis bicolor V.; nearly nat. size, photo from 

life; pp. 301, 310. 

Puate XXXIIIc. Figure 1. Gorgonia acerosa; a, b. purple var.; c. brown var. 

2,9. G. flabellum, + nat. size; 4. a-c. Plexaura flexuosa; d. Muricea muri- 

cata ; 4 nat. size; pp. 301, 302. 

PLATE XXXIV. Figarel. Diadema setosum, 3, p. 324. Fig. 2. Asterias tenuis- 

pina, with expanded sucker-feet, p. 324. Both about # nat. size. 

PuaTeE XXXIVa. Figure 1. Cidaris tribuloides, p. 322. Fig. 2. Echinometra 

subangularis, p. 824, Both nat. size. 

PuaTeE XXXIVzB. Figure 1. Hipponoé esculenta, with spines removed, # 

nat. size. Figure 2. Cidaris tribuloides, with spines removed, about nat. 

size ; a, anal pore; o, one of ocular plates; c, one of the genital plates, 

abnormal, with two pores; m, madreporite; am, ambulacra; in, interambu- 

lacra, x 14, p. 822. 

Puate XXXIVc. Figure 1. Linckia Guildingii, young; a, dorsal; 6, ventral, 

x2. Figure 2. Asterias tenuispina, dorsal view of a 7-rayed example, nat. 

size. Figure 3. Asterina folium, dorsal view, x about 24. Figure 4. The 

same, ventral view, x about 23, p. 325. 

PuaTE XXXIVvd. Figure 1. Ophiothrix angulata, nat. size; p. 827. Fig. 2. 

(1, 2) Ophiocoma echinata ; (8) O. Riisei; 4 nat. size; p. 328. 

PLATE XXXIVe. Figure 1. Ophiocoma pumila ; a, 5-rayed examples ; b, 6-rayed 

examples. Figure 2. a, Ophionereis reticulata, dorsal, p. 146; 6, Ophiura 

brevispina. About 4 nat. size. 
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Puate XXXV. Figurel. a, Eupolymnia magnifica, p. 147; b, Hesione pretexta. 

Fig. 2. Hermodice carunculata, Photos from life, nat. size. 

Puate XXXVa. Figure 1, 2. Spicules of Plexauropsis bicolor V., type; a, a, 

white foliated clubs of surface; a’, a’, irregularly white and purple stellate 

forms; b, b, purple spheroidal or biscuit-shaped forms; ¢, c, small purple 

spindles of the coenenchyma; d, d, light purple spicules ; e, e, small and 

medium white spindles of the coenenchyma ; e’, larger irregular white spi- 

cule; f, f, small purple spindles of inner layer ; x 44. Figure 5. Plexaura 

homomalla ; Florida specimen: a, a, foliated clubs from surface; a’, a’, 

irregular stellate forms from surface; b, b, small crosses from surface; 0b’, 

double spindle; c, c, smaller spindles from conenchyma; c’, one of the 

larger spindles ; d’, d’, tentacle-spicules; x 44. Figure 4. Plexaura flavida, 

olive-yellow variety from Dominica; a, a, larger spindles mostly light 

yellow, some purple; 6, b, smaller spindles of same colors; x 92. 

PLate XXXVes. Figure 1. Sea-cat, Tethys dactylomela, photo from life, 4 nat. 

size. Fig. 2. Common bivalves; 1, la, Spondylus americanus ; 2, 2a, Pearl 

Oyster, Pteria (or Margaritophora) radiata; 3. Scallop, Pecten ziczac ; 4, 

4a, ‘Rock Cockle, Chama macrophylla; 5. True mussel, Modiola tulipa ; 

6, 6a. ‘‘Mussel,” Arca noc, occidentalis; 7, A. secticostata. All reduced 

to #. 

PuaTtE XXXVoe. Figure 1. Esperiopsis fragilis, sp. nov.; spiculose fibers, x 84. 

Fig. 2. The same; spicules; a, a, tylostyles; 6, b, styles; e, trichites; f. 

tylotes; z, unicellular alga (?), x 1382; ¢, ¢, isochele; d, sigmas, more en- 

larged ; c’, d’, the same still more enlarged. Fig. 3. The same; a, a, tylos- 

tyles, x 225; b, b, large oxeotes, perhaps extraneous, x 225. Camera draw- 

ings by A. H. V. Fig. 4. Tedania ignis; spicules; a, a, tylostyles; 6, b, 

tylotes; c, c, slender oxeotes; d, trichites; /, minute oxeotes, all x 152; 

b', ends of a tylote, x 225. Fig. 5. Desmacella jania, spiculose fibers, x 84. 

Fig. 6. The same, spicules; a, a, tylostyles; b, b, styles; c, minute spicules; 

d, oxeote, x 132; e, sigmas more enlarged; /f, sigmas still more enlarged. 

Fig. 7. Pachychalina micropora, sp. nov.; spicules; a, a, ordinary oxeotes 

of fibers; 6, a more slender oxeote, x 170. Fig. 8. P. millepora, sp. nov.; 

a, a, a’, oxeotes; b, a substylote form, x 152. 

PuateE XXXVp. Figure 1. Polymastia varia, sp. nov.; a, b, tylostyles, x 120; 

la, heads of same to show variations, x 206; c, spiraster, more enlarged. 

Fig. 2. Heterocliona cribraria, grouped spicules, natural order. Fig. 3. The 

same, spicules, x 120; a, a, tylostyles; b, styles; d, spinispira more en- 

larged, Fig. 4. Cliona sordida, massive form; a, a, tylostyles, x 120; a’, 

one more enlarged. Fig. 5. Spirastrella mollis ; a, tylostyles; b, b’, spiras- 

ters. Fig. 6. Pachychalina monticulosa, sp. nov. ; spiculose fibers, x 76. 

Fig. 7. The same, spicules, x 150. Fig. 8. P. cellulosa, sp. nov., spiculose 

skeletal fibers, x 76. Fig. 9. The same; spicules; a, a’, oxeotes ; b, 6, styli- 

form spicules; x 150. Fig. 10. Awinella appressa, sp. nov., spiculose skele- 

tal fibers, x 76. Fig. 11. The same, spicules, x 120; a, longer styles; b, 

shorter do. Fig. 12. Awinella rosacea, sp. nov., spicules; a, a’, styles; 6, 

oxeotes, x 120. Fig. 13. Awxinella rudis, sp. nov., x about 120; a, styles; 6, 

capillary oxeote or trichite ; c, toxa, much more enlarged. 
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PLate XXXVI. Figure 1. Group of fishes, etce., under cavernous reef (ideal). 

Fishes about 1, nat. size: 1, Pilot fish (Seriola zonata); 2, Parrot-fish (Scarus 

vetula) ; 3, Hog fish (Lachnolaimus maximus) ; 4, Trunk-fish (Lactophrys 

triqueter); 5, Cow-fish (ZL. tricornis); 6, Angel-fish (Cheetodon striatus) ; 

7, Starfish (Asterias tenuispina); 8, 9, 10, Serpent-stars (Ophiuroids); 11, 

Cidaris tribuloides ; 12, Diadema setosum; 13, Pink-tipped Actinia (Condy- 

lactis gigantea); 14, Red Actinia (A. bermudensis); 15, Brain Coral; 16, Star 

Coral (Siderastreea); 17, Rose Coral (Mussa fragilis) ; 18, Sea-plume (Gor- 

gonia acerosa): 19, Sea-fan (G. flabelium) ; 20, Sea-ginger (Millepora alei- 

cornis); 21, 24, Tube-sponge (Spinosella sororia); 22, Scarlet sponge (Tedania 

ignis); 28, Spongia turrita; 25, Cup-coral (Agaricia fragilis). Fig. 2. 1 

Green Moray (Lycodontis funebris); 2, 2, Spotted Moray (L. moringa), 

with a group of gorgonians, ete.; 3, Ivory Coral (Oculina varicosa); 4, Brain 

Coral; 5, Gorgonian (Euniceopsis grandis) ; 6, 6, Plecaura flecuosa ; 7, 7, 

Muricea muricata; 8, Euniceopsis atra; 9, Porites clavaria; 10, 10, Spongia 

turrita; 12, Tube-sponge (Spinosella sororia); 14, Reef-rock; 18, Pink 

Conch (Strombus gigas); 19, Cowrie (Cyprea exanthema). About 4 nat. 

size. 

Piatt XXXVIa. Figure 1. Spicules of Plexawrella dichotoma from the type 

of P. anceps (Duch. and Mich.); a, a, larger crosses; a’, a’, irregular or one- 

sided crosses; b, double spindle ; ¢, c, smaller spindles ; d, double whorled 

spicule, x 85. Fig. 2. P. dichotoma, spicules from the original type of 

Esper; a, a, Larger crosses; a’, a’, irregularly branched crosses ; a’, a", 

double spindles or imperfect crosses ; 6, b, spindles and double spindles, 

x 85. Fig. 8. Pseudoplexaura crassa, from Bermuda; a, a, small, irregu- 

lar, purple spicules from the surface ; 6, b, large spindles from the middle 

of ccenenchyma ; 0’, b', smaller spindles; c, c, small white spindles; c¢’, ¢’, 

small purple spindles, x 40. Fig. 4. Plevaura Esperi,sp. nov. Type; a, a, 

purple double whorled spicules; a’, cluster of the same forms in place, less 

enlarged; 6, b, four-whorled purple double spindles; c¢, e, two-whorled 

purple double spindles; d, d, large purple spindles; d’, smaller purple 

spindle, x 85. 

PuateE XXXVIz. Figure 1. Euniceopsis Tourneforti; a, a, large spindles; 6, b, 

smaller spindles; c, double spindle; d, tentacle-spicule, x 40. Fig. 2. 

The same; e, e, small rough spindles ; e’, branched variety ; f, f, irregular 

rosettes of surface: g, g, foliated clubs of surface layer; h, h, slender 

spindles mostly from tentacles, x 85. Fig. 3. Euniceopsis grandis V., type ; 

a, a, larger spindles ; 6, b, medium spindles; ¢, c, small spindles; d, d, 

tentacle-spindles, x 20. Fig. 4. Plexawra flexuosa; a, a, larger spindles ; 

a’, large purple spindle ; 6, b, smaller purple and brown spindles ; 0’, small 

white spindles; ¢, c, brown biscuit-shaped or spheroidal forms ; e, e, purple 

foliated clubs of surface ; e’, e’, the same, white; f, f, small purple spindles, 

x 40. 

Puatr XXXVII. Mar II. The Bermudas and outer reefs. Altered from 

Stevenson and Sir C. Wyville Thomson. ; 

Prats XXXVIII. Mar III. The Bermudas; southwestern section. 

Puate XXXIX. Mar IV. The Bermudas; middle section. 

PLateE XL. Map V. The Bermudas; northeastern section. This and the two 

preceding plates were loaned by Prof. E. L. Mark. 



TII.—Srvuvies on THE CaxirorniA Liueiess Lizarp, ANNIELLA, 

By W. R. Cor anp B. W. KUNKEL. 

With Plates xLI-xiviit and 15 figures in the text. 

Tue four papers of this series are intended to include the results 

of a general study of some of the principal organ systems of a 

rather common but yet little known lizard, Anniella pulchra, found 

on the barren sand dunes of California, Arizona, and southward. 

This form presents a number of anatomical features which deviate 

more or less widely from those usually thought to be characteristic 

of the lizards. in some respects these structures are quite different 

from those which have thus far been described for any other form. 

The reproductive organs exhibit a feature apparently quite unique 

among lizards in that but a single oviduct is functional, the other 

being aborted and quite incapable of carrying an embryo. The 

copulatory organs likewise show a number of interesting deviations 

from the ordinary lacertilian type. An abstract of a paper dealing 

with the peculiarities of the urogenital and copulatory organs has 

been published in the American Naturalist (Coe and Kunkel, : 04). 

A second paper on the female urogenital organs of this form has 

appeared in the Anatomischer Anzeiger (Coe and Kunkel, :05). A 

detailed and more fully illustrated account of these structures con- 

stitutes the third paper of this series. 
A general account of the habits and mode of life both in the 

natural habitat aud when in captivity, together with a brief discus- 

sion of the visceral anatomy, is included in the first of the four 

papers of this series, 

The external anatomy and skeleton have already been briefly 

described in the papers by Cope (’92 and :00) and by Baur (’94) 

and the systematic position of the genus discussed. Further details, 

however, both in regard to the arrangement of scales and the 

osteological peculiarities, are described in the second paper of this 

series. 
The central nervous system and particularly the parts of the brain 

associated with the pineal apparatus have been carefully investigated 

and constitute the subject of the last paper of the series. 

These structures by no means include all the anatomical peculiari- 

ties of the genus, for as yet no studies have been made on the circu- 

TRANS. Conn. AcaD., Vou. XII. 28 DECEMBER, 1906. 
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latory system, the musculature, or the peripheral nerves. It is hoped, 

however, that the present series of studies may prove of interest 

because of their bearing on the evolution of this retrograde type of 

lizard and be of use in determining its systematic position. 

The genus Anniellu is apparently represented by a single known 

species (A. pulchra) described by Gray in 1852, although Boulenger 

(’87) briefly described a form said to have been collected in Texas 

(A. texana) which may possibly prove to be a distinct species. A. 

nigra, described by Fischer (’85) as a distinct species, is, as stated 

by Cope (:00, p. 675), merely a color variety of the common 

species. About two thirds of the individuals collected belong to 

this variety, the peculiarities of which are described below. 

The systematic position of the genus is to some extent a matter of 

discussion. Gray (’52) placed it among the Scincidze; Cope (’64) 

established for it a new family, Anniellidze, placing it in the tribe 

Typhlophthalmi ; Boulenger (’85) and Gill (’86) place the family 

Anniellide between the Anguide and the Helodermatide ; and 

Baur (’94) from a detailed study of the skeleton confirms Boulen- 

ger’s view. that the family is closely related to the Anguide, of 

which the common European limbless lizard, Anguzs, is the type. 

As will be seen from the account of the anatomical peculiarities 

given on the following pages, the evidence afforded by these investi- 

gations emphasizes the close relationship of the Anniellide and the 

Anguide. 

I.—Hasits anp VisceRaL Anatomy. W. R. Cor. 

Text-figs. 1-8. 

The natural history of Anniella is so imperfectly known that it 

seems desirable to give here such observations as we have been able 

to make on the habits of the animal. The brief observations in the 

field were supplemented by a study of some thirty animals which 

were kept alive for several months in the laboratory. 

The adult lizard is long, slender, and snake-like, averaging about 

170™™ in length when sexually mature, although there is great varia- 

tion in the length as compared to the diameter of the body because 

a considerable proportion of the individuals encountered have pre- 

viously lost a portion of the tail. After an injury of this sort the 

posterior extremity remains, at least for a long time, short, blunt, 

and rounded, while those animals which have not suffered such an 

injury have long and slender tails. 
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The length of the body of the adult from snout to cloacal open- 

ing varies commonly from 105™™ to 152™™". It is of nearly uniform 

size, with an average diameter of about 6.3"™". The length from 

cloacal opening to posterior end of these same animals, however, 

varies from 16 to 75"™. Therefore in extreme cases the length of 

the tail may vary from one ninth to more than one third the total 

length of the body. 

At the time of birth the young lizards are usually from 70 to so™™ 
im length. 

Anniella pulchra is widely distributed in central and southern 

California, where it prefers dry, barren localities and deserts. At 

Pacific Grove, California, it is common on the sand dunes of the sea- 

shore. Here it lives buried in the sand beneath small clusters of low 

bushes and under driftwood scattered about over the more sunny 

sand patches. A number of individuals are often found collected 

together beneath a small shrub or piece of driftwood on the sunny 

side of a sand dune, particularly where not exposed to the winds 

from the sea. Professor Heath of Stanford University writes that 

he has found them plentiful in just such situations. Van Denburgh 

(’97), on the other hand, states that they occur in the sand of pine 

forests in the same locality, and that they travel rapidly in the loose 

soil. 

They naturally lie buried in the sand with only the anterior por- 

tion of the head exposed, so that it is usually quite impossible to see 

them unless they are more fully exposed by a rake or a hoe. Early 

in the morning and on a cloudy day they appear to lie more deeply 

buried in the sand; when exposed to view they very quickly bury 

themselves in the loose soil, especially if the weather is not too 

chilly. They are naturally much more active on a warm day, but 

even then they are not so agile as the ordinary running lizards, 

At San Diego the species is said to be very common, and it is also 

reported from the central and eastern portions of the state, Fresno, 

Kern, and San Bernadino counties (Cope :00). We have also 

heard of its being seen, but not collected, at Yuma and in western 

Arizona. 

The lizards live well in captivity. Some thirty individuals which 

were collected at Pacific Grove, California, were kept in our labora- 

tory at New Haven, Connecticut, for several months. They were 

fed on the larve of the chestnut beetle (alanius) and on small 

larve of Elater beetles. The method by which these insects were 

devoured is curious and interesting. 
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The lizard lies buried in the sand with only the anterior portion 

of the head projecting. In this position it may apparently lie for 

days without moving unless it is disturbed or its attention attracted 

by some noise or the sight of some moving object. When the tem- 

perature falls to 60° F. or below, the head is drawn into the sand, 

unless the sun is shining brightly, and in the laboratory nearly all 

the lizards collect together, as if for mutual warmth, as far from the 

surface of the sand as possible. 

As soon as the room becomes warmer, however, the animals sep- 

arate and as a rule bring their heads again to the surface of the sand 

so that their nostrils, eyes, and pineal organ are fully exposed. 

Sometimes an inch or two of the body is exposed, and at other times 

one or several of the lizards are seen crawling about on the surface 

of the sand. 

The sight of a small moving object quickly attracts their attention, 

although usually no effort is made to approach it. The lizard simply 

waits until the insect larva or other small object reaches its immedi- 

ate vicinity, when it raises its head an inch or more above the sand 
and crawls out of its burrow until its head is directly above the 

object. It then arches its neck sharply and with its jaws widely 

opened thrusts its head down quickly into the sand, thus holding its 
prey firmly pressed against the surface of the sand. 

The struggles of the prey to escape force it farther into the mouth 

of the lizard and in the course of a minute or two it 1s completely 

engulfed. It is held for some time in the lizard’s mouth before being 

swallowed. More or less sand is swallowed at the same time, and 

this accounts for its presence in both the stomach and the rectum of 

many of the lizards examined. 

An examination of the stomach contents of a number of individ- 

uals killed soon after collecting at Pacific Grove revealed the pres- 

ence of remains of both adult and larve of small beetles, larvae and 

pup of other insects, and spiders. Van Denburgh ('97) likewise 

records the stomach contents as consisting of insect larvae up to more 

than an inch in length, as well as small ground beetles (/Zelops and 

Platydema). 

In many cases the lizards, although their eyes were fully exposed, 

apparently failed to detect the presence of an insect capable of bemg 

used as food until the insect actually touched the body. The eyes 

are very small, so that it seems probable that the animal relies quite 

as much on the sense of smell and other faculties as on the eyes in 

the detection of its prey. Furthermore, the presence in the stomach 
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of inactive pup of insects demonstrates the ability of the lizard to 

recognize its food without relying upon the movements of its prey. 

The lizards seem to require a considerable amount of water, and 

were often seen with their snouts thrust into the dish of water in 

the cage in which they were kept. In drinking, the neck is arched 

very much as in the process of capturing an insect. 

Visceral Anatomy. 

The structure and disposition of most of the organ systems of the 

body cavity agree closely with the descriptions published many years 

ago for Anguis. The urogenital organs, however, are so peculiarly 

modified that they form the subject of the second paper of this 

series. The peculiarities of the aborted left lung, the shape and 

position of the liver, the situation of the gall bladder, and the gen- 

eral form of the different portions of the alimentary canal are men- 

tioned by Cope (: 00, p. 670). 

Alimentary canal.—The head of this lizard is very small as com- 

pared with the other regions of the body, and the mouth is in con- 

sequence much less extensive than in most other lizards. In an 

individual 20° in length, the mouth opening extends only about 6™™ 

behind the tip of the snout, and the greatest width across the pos- 

terior ends of the mouth opening is but 5 or 6™™. The nature of 

the food and the method of its capture are described on the preced- 

ing page. 

The teeth are small, conical, slightly recurved, and rather acutely 

pointed. They are disposed in a single row on each jaw as described 

below, and figured on pl. xut, figs. 5-8. The number on the 

upper jaw is usually about 16 or 18 and on the lower jaw about 

14. The secondary buds at the bases of the developing teeth in 

the embryo indicate that, as in most other reptiles, new teeth 

develop to replace such as are accidentally lost. Small and incom- 

pletely developed teeth are often interspersed with the larger ones. 

Each tooth exhibits a very shallow oval groove along the basal half 

of its median face. : 

The tongue, as in Anguds, is much shorter than in most other 

lizards, although it is highly muscular and rather distensible in life. 

In individuals kept in captivity it does not appear to be extruded 

from the mouth either when the animal is capturing its prey or at 

other times. The organ is nearly twice as long as broad and is 

bilobed both in front and behind. In a large individual the length 

of the body of the tongue, not considering the anterior lobes, is 8™™, 
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the anterior end being situated about 5™™ behind the tip of the 
The body of the tongue has its exposed surface covered 

with minute papille except at the anterior end where it passes into 

lower jaw. 

Figure 1. 

s = BSE 
Oe SS 

Diagram of digestive and 
respiratory organs, in their natural posi- 
tions; e, esophagus; s, stomach ; d, du- 
odenum ;7, ileum; c, rudimentary ce- 
cum; r, rectum; ¢, trachea; /, lung, with 
large right, and rudimentary left lobes ; 
h, heart ; li, liver; g, gall bladder; p, the 
lobes of pancreas and spleen. x 2. 

the two highly muscular lobes 

or forks. The forks, on the other 

hand, appear under the lens to 

be perfectly smooth or provided 
with slight longitudinal wrinkles. 
The anterior forks are slender 

and acutely pointed and may lie 
side by side or become widely 
separated, according to the mus- 

cular contractions of the parts, 

Their basal portions are deeply 
pigmented, the dark pigment 
commonly extending for a little 

distance on the body of the tongue 
and sometimes well toward the 
tip of the fork, very much as in 

Anguis. The posterior lobes are 
rounded and provided with pa- 
pille directly continuous with 

those on the body of the tongue. 

The histological structure of the 

glands of the tongue of Anguts 

is described by v. Seiller (’91, 

pF en). 
The body of the tongue is at- 

tached to the floor of the mouth 
along its whole length, the lat- 

eral borders and anterior forks 

alone being free. 

The glottis is represented by 

an oval opening situated on a 

short elevation in the angle be- 

tween the two posterior lobes of 

the tongue. 

The mouth leads into the long, 

narrow esophagus, which passes 

gradually into the straight 

stomach. A sharp bend and 

narrow opening through a highly developed valve lie between stomach 
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and duodenum, the latter passing gradually into the more slender 

ileum, which is slightly convoluted and narrows gradually toward its 

posterior opening into the large intestine (text-fig. 1). The total 

length of the small intestine when straightened out and extended is 

about twice as great as in its natural position. The large intestine 

is sharply demarcated from the ileum and exhibits, especially when 

well distended, an indication of a cecum. A fluted circular valve 

somewhat similar to that between the stomach and duodenum 

hes between the rectum and cloaca. 

The whole alimentary canal thus consists of an almost perfectly 

straight tube (text-fig. 1) except for the slight convolution of the 

duodenum and ileum. As in Anguis, the conditions here conform 

to the requirements of a slender, elongated body, and are markedly 

different from those found in most lizards, where the intestine is 

greatly convoluted. Comparative lengths of different portions of 

this tube are as follows in a lizard about 22° long: 

Tip of snout to opening of esophagus, esos 

Length of esophagus, (about). 5 (OSS 

Oper etomachy Wack.) tan Can Somer nog mm 
a * duodenum and ileum, ; ie AOS 

ee “ rectum, : P : : cea reel Ole te 

sf ‘cloaca; : : : , BON 5) 

Tail behind cloacal opening, : for 

The esophagus is remarkably long and slender and is provided 

with highly distensible muscular walls. It passes into the stomach 

without any sharp line of demarcation 

(text-fig. 1). The stomach is usually 

straight and is directly continuous with 

the esophagus as in snakes. When much 

food is taken, a portion of it remains in 

the posterior part of the esophagus after 

the stomach has been moderately filled. 

In a few cases noted the stomach was dis- 

tinctly curved, with the pylorus on the 

right side of the body. In_ histological 

structure the walls of the stomach com- 

prise the usual muscular and connective 

Figure 2. Portion of trans- tissue layers, while the mucous membrane 
verse section of mucosa of .- 1 . 
stomach, showing the simple |8 remarkably thin, and the glands short 

short tubular gastric glands and much twisted (text-fig. 2). The lin- 

beneath the superficial epithe- i144 of simple columnar epithelium, con- lium. x 290. at ; 3 é 
tinues directly into the shallow pits, from 
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the bottom of eaeh of which one, two, or several short tubular 

glands extend to the rather thick muscularis mucose. In their basal 

portions the glands twist about considerably. 

The pyloric valve is remarkably highly developed, as described by 

Leydig (’72, p. 120) for Anguis. It consists of a muscular, circu- 

lar fold, fluted longitudinally and projecting into the lumen of the 

duodenum. 

The duodenum has a diameter nearly as great as that of the 
stomach, and except for the sharp bend at its anterior end is almost 

straight. Its mucous 
membrane is thrown up 

into very conspicuous 
tongue-shaped villi 

(text-fig. 6), which are 

oval insection and placed 

with their long axes 

transversely to the 
length of the canal, as 

is common in many va- 
Figure 3. Section of epithelium of duodenum, rieties of reptiles. The 

showing absence of glands. x 250. 
epithelium of the villus 

is, like that of the lining of the intervening intestinal surface, com- 

posed of simple columnar epithelium with thickly placed goblet cells 

(text-fig. 3). No other glands occur. The epithelial cells exhibit the 

peculiarly striated free border so characteristic of the small intestine 

of the higher vertebrates. Conspicuous blood and lymphatic ves- 

sels occupy the central portions of the villi. 

The duodenum passes imperceptibly into the ileum, there being no 

distinct line of demarcation either anatomically or histologically. 

The villi of the duodenum become gradually shorter and closer 

together, and eventually give place to irregular wavy folds which 

extend lengthwise throughout the ileum. The posterior end of the 

ileum, however, has a nearly smooth lining. Its posterior end is 

much narrower than the more anterior portions, and the change from 

ileum to large intestine is very marked; there is here a distinct 

annular constriction separating the two chambers (pl. xi, figs. 25, 

26, text-fig. 1). This valve is marked by strong circular muscles, 

and the mucosa is thrown up into marked longitudinal folds. There 

is no free fold of the mucosa, however, such as occurs between 

stomach and duodenum or between rectum and cloaca. 

The small intestine opens into the large intestine on one side of its 

central axis, so that an indication of a rudimentary cecum is formed 
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on the side farthest from this opening, as in most lizards, The large 

intestine is cylindrical and without convolutions. It les in the 

middle line of the body and remains of about the same diameter 

throughout its length. Posteriorly it opens into the much narrower 

ventral cloacal chamber as described below. Instead of passing 

gradually into the cloaca, however, the posterior end of the large 

intestine is saclike and in ordinary states of contraction continues 

slightly farther back than the comparatively narrow opening into 

the cloaca. A pair of very shallow blind pockets are thus formed 

on the right and left sides of the anterior end of the ventral cloacal 

chamber. The epithelium of these blind pockets is sharply dis- 

tinguishable from that of the other portions of the large intestine 

because of the presence of masses of lymphoid cells forming well- 

marked lymphatic nodules. In other states of contraction, however, 

the pockets entirely disappear, the large intestine passing gradually 

into the cloaca. The masses of lymphoid cells thus lie at the pos- 

terior end of the large intestine. The cloacal chambers and their 

relation to the ducts opening therein are described in detail in the 

chapter on the urogenital organs. The posterior opening of the 

cloaca is in ordinary states of contraction a transverse, crescent- 

shaped slit, guarded by a definite series of scales, as described in 

the following chapter. 

Liver.—As is the case with the alimentary canal, the liver con- 
forms in shape to the slenderness of the body, consisting of a single 

very slender mass with only a very small secondary lobe (text-fig. 1). 

The main body of the organ is apparently made up of the portion 

which constitutes the right lobe in most lizards, the small secondary 

lobe referred to being the left lobe, which is either rudimentary or 

has its anterior portions completely fused with the right lobe. The 

right lobe extends from a short distance behind the heart nearly as 

far as the posterior end of the stomach. It is somewhat crescentic 

in cross section, the concavity lying closely appressed to the esopha- 

gus, which it covers ventrally and on the right side in its normal 

position. Sometimes both esophagus and posterior portion of lung 

are almost completely surrounded thereby. The average length of 

the right lobe is about 50™™ in adult specimens, being very nearly 

one third as long as the distance from tip of snout to anal aperture. 

Both anterior and posterior extremities are very narrow. ‘The 

epigastric vein enters the posterior end, while the vena cava inferior 

leaves the opposite extremity, and the portal vein enters the angle 

formed at the junction with the rudimentary left lobe. 
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The left lobe is represented by a very small projection situated a 

short distance behind the gall bladder and at about four fifths the 

distance toward the posterior end of the right lobe (text-fig. 1), 

The gall bladder is conspicuous as a dark, oval body imbedded in 

the substance of the liver at about three fourths the distance toward 

the posterior end of that 

organ. In some cases it is 
largely covered by the liver 

tissue, but usually les freely 

exposed ventrally. Several 
bile ducts (text-fig. 4) ac- 

company the portal vein to 
Figure 4. Section of portal vein with its the anterior end of the du- 

Scbompanging. tale Suess, of wath nice er odenum..: One: Oeil ame 
larger than the four or five 

other ducts and probably leads directly from the gall bladder. They 

pass through the walls of the duodenum in company with the pan- 

creatic ducts. 
Pancreas. Situated in the angle between the pylorus and anterior 

Figure 5. Ventral side of stomach Figure6. Ventral side of stomach 
and duodenum, showing position of and anterior portion of duodenum, 
lobes of pancreas and spleen; p, p’, left the latter opened to show the tongue- 
and middle lobes of pancreas respective- shaped villi. The three lobes of the 
ly; p’, right lobe of pancreas, contin- pancreas and the spleen are as in 
uing posteriorly into spleen (sp); p. v, fie VONN XS. 
portal vein. x3. 

end of the duodenum, that is, on the ventral and right sides of the 

pylorus, are three small bodies of whitish color (text-fig. 1); two of 

these are flattened, irregularly triangular in outline and appressed 

rather closely to the stomach, while the third is ovoid, with a deeply 

pigmented posterior portion (text-figs, 5, 6). The two flattened 

bodies prove to be lobes of the pancreas; the paler portion of the 

ovoid body is likewise pancreas, while its pigmented posterior por- 

tion constitutes the spleen. In most cases at least two of these 
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bodies are more or less intimately fused together, and in some indi- 

viduals all three are connected by a continuous mass of pancreatic 

tissue, the three bodies then being represented as distinct lobes of a 

single gland. 

Of the pancreas lobes, one lies on the ventral and left side of the 

portal vein, close beside the pylorus. The second (text-figs. 5, 6) is 

situated somewhat posteriorly to this left lobe, and on the ventral 

side of the portal vein, and may be called the median lobe ; it is 

sometimes slightly bilobed, and occasionally connected directly to 

the left lobe. The third lobe, which is intimately fused with the 

spleen (text-figs. 5-7), is usually situated a little anterior to the 

median lobe and to the right of the portal vein (text-figs. 5, 6); it 

may consequently be considered as the right lobe. It is usually con- 

nected with the left lobe by a mass of pancreatic tissue between the 

portal vein and the pylorus. Both the splenic and pancreatic tissues 

are so closely fused into a single mass that the spleen must be 

looked upon as an appendage to the right lobe of the pancreas. 

Spleen.—As described above, the ovoid right lobe of the pancreas 

Figure 7. Outlines of right lobe of pancreas (p) in 
four individuals, showing its more or less intimate 
connection with the spleen (sp). x 6. 

exhibits a marked differentiation posteriorly, in that the anterior part 

is pale and whitish in color, while the posterior portion is deeply 

pigmented (text-figs. 5-7). A longitudinal section shows that the 

pale portion is composed of true pancreatic tissue and the pigmented 

part has the histological structure of the spleen. The boundary 

between the two kinds of tissue is clearly marked by a thin layer of 

connective tissue. 

The spleen retains its natural ovoid shape and is imbedded anteri- 

orly in the pancreatic mass, the convexity of the spleen fitting into 

a corresponding concavity in the pancreas. The extent to which the 

anterior portion of the spleen is buried in the pancreas varies in 

different individuals, as illustrated in text-fig. 7. The pancreas 

appears to grow back over the spleen by an outgrowth of its small 

lobules, so that the posterior border of the gland is irregular and 
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wavy in outline. In a few cases the spleen was attached to the 
pancreatic lobe only by a narrow mass of connective tissue. 

Lungs.—As stated above, the right lung is much elongated and 

well developed, while the left is small and rudimentary, although 

remaining functional. Both lungs are provided with a similar ante- 

rior lobe. 

The larger, right lung is long and tubular, being largest in its 

middle portion and tapering gradually to the slender, pointed pos- 

terior end (text-fig. 8). The trachea enters the median border of 

this lung a short distance behind the anterior end, which is thus 

extended forward as a short anterior lobe. The lumen of this lobe 

is directly continuous posteriorly with that of the main portion of 

the lung, although there is often a slight constriction in this region. 
If the constriction becomes conspicuous, the opening into the poste- 

rior end of the anterior lobe is comparatively narrow. 

The left lung is usually less than one fourth as long as the right, 
the cavities of the two being in all the individuals examined con- 

nected only by a narrow opening (text-fig. 8). 
Cope’s statement (:00, p. 670) that the two 
lungs are fused proximally, ‘‘so that there is 

but a single lumen,” is therefore erroneous or 

founded on an abnormal or artificial condition. 

The actual opening is small, oval in outline, and 

situated at the extreme posterior end of the 

trachea, which passes for a short distance along 
the median border of this as well as of the right 
lung. In this way the left lung is provided 
with an anterior lobe, projecting forward in 

front of the tracheal opening just as in the case 

of the right lung. The anterior end of this 

lobe is rounded and often fully as large as the 

corresponding lobe of the other lung. <A slight 

; constriction or lateral indentation usually occurs 
Figure 8.—Outline of , j 

lungs, showing large to demarcate the anterior lobe more definitely. 

Seas. at rudi- = Although the cavities of the two lungs are so 
Tel ral separated, yet the left lung is closely bound 

to the right by a strong sheet of connective tissue. The left lung is 

thus held closely appressed to the right except at its anterior and 

posterior extremities. 

Although there exists such great discrepancy in size between the 

two lungs, yet both are functional in all parts. The walls of both 

are thin and membranous, the reticulate bars or laminze, which carry 
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the blood vessels, forming only shallow alveoli. There is in each 

lung, therefore, when well distended, a central air chamber nearly as 

large as the lung itself. 

The anterior ends of both lungs are placed symmetrically close 

behind and beside the ventricle, the anterior lobe of each projecting 

forward to about the same extent (text-fig. 8). The large lung 

occupies the right side of the body cavity behind the heart and 

extends posteriorly on the dorsal side of the liver, while the esopha- 

gus is situated in a corresponding position on the left side of the 

body cavity. Nevertheless, when the lung is well distended and the 

esophagus empty, the lung actually fills the whole ventral portion 

of the body cavity for some distance behind the heart and thus lies 

ventral to the esophagus. This condition will, perhaps, justify 

Cope’s statement (: 00, pp. 670, 671) that the lung lies ventral to the 

alimentary canal. 

The average length of the right lobe in adult individuals is about 

35™™, and that of the left lobe about 8™™, the comparative size in 

preserved specimens naturally depending largely on the state of 

contraction. In one instance noted the left was but 5™™ long and 

the right 30™™. There is, however, great variation in size in life, 

particularly as regards the rudimentary lung. The length of the 

trachea is about 30™™. 

Cope states (:00, p. 670) that the fusion of the lungs indicates a 
step nearer obliteration of one than occurs in any of the serpentiform 

genera of Teiide, Scincide, or Anguide, where, although reduced 

in size, the left is distinct from the right except at its anterior end. 

IL—Exrrernat ANATOMY AND SKELETON. B. W. KuNKEL. 

Pl. xu, figs. 4-8; Pl. xxi, figs. 9-24; Text-figs. 9-13. 

The external appearance of the limbless, snake-like lizard, Anniella 

pulchra, of California may be described as follows : Body eylindri- 

cal or flattened slightly dorso-ventrally. Head very much depressed, 

slightly broader posteriorly than rest of body and tapering gradually 

to a moderately sharp snout, which has the form of a truncated cone, 

and projects beyond the lower jaw. Body only slightly differen- 

tiated into head and neck. Externally there is no trace of limbs. 

Tail variable in length, being from one tenth to one half the length 

of body from snout to anus, due apparently to injury to this mem- 

ber. In every instance in which the tail was relatively short, it was 
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rounded at the posterior end, but in several blunt-tailed individuals 

the tail was one half the length of the body proper, showing that 

when broken the tail always becomes rounded regardless of the posi- 

tion of the injury. Of some 50 adult specimens measured, the 

maximum length of the body from snout to cloacal opening was 

153™™, the average being 128.5"™; the length of the tail of the same 

specimens averaged 41.1™™; and the total length, 169.67". The 

greatest diameter of these specimens varied from 5 to 7™™, 

There are apparently two distinct varieties of coloring, corre- 

sponding to the varieties nigra and pulchra. In the more common 

variety, nigra, which made up about two thirds of the total number 

of specimens examined, the dorsal side is of a dark purplish brown; 

and in the less common prlchra, it is of a pale steel blue. In both 

varieties the color is uniform and extends on the dorsal surface for 

about one third the circumference of the body; that is, ten or eleven 

longitudinal rows of scales on the dorsal side are deeply pigmented. 

Adjacent to the pigmented scales on each side is a row of scales 

slightly paler than the dorsal ones. In some of the more deeply 

colored specimens, the row next but one to the unpigmented is 

slightly darker than any of the dorsal ones, thus giving rise to a 

lateral line of darker color. The ventral side is always very faintly 

colored; the individuals of the variety padchra are slightly more of 

a cream color on the ventral side than those of the darker colored 

variety, which tend more to a decidedly yellow color. There is 

comparatively little difference, however, in the coloring of the ven- 

tral side. In the variety nigra the scales on the ventral side show 

very slight and delicate pigmentation on their lateral borders, but 

this is entirely wanting in the paler individuals. The ventral side 

of the head and neck is pigmented like the dorsal side but is not 

quite so dark. This pigmentation extends back in the median line 

for nearly twice the length of the mouth, but not so far laterally, 

and gradually passes over to the general color of the ventral side of 

the body. A small number of scales immediately anterior to the 

cloacal opening are likewise pigmented in some individuals. The 

scales on the ventral side of the tail are pigmented on their lateral 

borders, giving the effect of slightly irregular zigzag lines equal in 

number to the longitudinal rows of scales on the ventral side. The 

pigment of the dorsal side extends around the tip of the tail fora 

distance of a millimeter or two on the ventral side. 

There is no trace of an external ear, but the position of the audi- 

tory capsule in the skull is posterior to the specialized plates of the 
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head. The eye is rather elongated and may be closed by a lower 

lid which is covered by three scales, the middle one of which is the 

largest. 

Scales. 

The scales covering the head are larger than those of the body 

and have a very definite position upon the underlying bones.of the 

skull. The following are the most important peculiarities of the 

cephalic plates. The rostral plate (text-figs. 9-11, 7) is more or less 

pentagonal, and is in contact with the nasals by a long suture, and 

with the low anterior end of the first superior labial and the interna- 
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Figures 9-11. Dorsal, lateral, and ventral views of head, showing arrange- 

ment of scales; fn, frontonasal; fp, fused frontal and frontoparietals; 7f, 

first infralabial; in, first inferior labial; if, internasoloreal ; ip, interparietal ; 

n, nasal; pa, parietals; 7, rostral; s, symphysial; sc, second superciliary ; s., 

second superior labial; so, supraocular; s.p, superior preocular. x 4. 

soloreals, which have a short common suture. The nasals (text-fig. 

10,) are roughly rhomboidal with their apices directed posteriorly; 

they rest upon the first superior labials and are situated anterior to 

the second superior labials and internasoloreals. 

The nostril is small and elongated with its long axis oblique ; it is 

situated in the ventral and anterior portion of the nasal plate. 

The internasoloreals are large and rectangular and meet in the 

middle line by a short suture which is slightly oblique. They are 

bounded posteriorly by the superior preocular and frontonasal (77), 

which is a large median plate, subtriangular in form and somewhat 

wider than long. ‘he superior preocular (s.p) is pentagonal, with 

its apex reaching the eye posteriorly ; it is in contaet ventrally with 
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the second superior labial (s.7) and the very small elongated inferior 

preocular, and dorsally with the frontonasal, the supraocular by a 

very short suture, and with the most anterior of the three small 

superciliaries. Posterior to the frontonasal is a single large hexago- 

nal scale, according to Cope (:00) probably the fused frontal and 

frontoparietals (f), provided with a notch on its posterior margin 

to accommodate the small interparietal. The inferior preocular is 

situated ventrally with respect to the superior preocular. It is very 

small, linear or subtriangular in form with its base directed dorsally ; 

it is in contact on the ventral side principally with the third superior 

labial and sometimes also by a very short suture with the second 

superior labial. Out of more than 30 specimens examined, four were 

found in which the inferior preocular was absent and in two cases it 

was present on the right side only. 

The first supraocular (text-fig. 10, so) is triangular and situated 

posteriorly to the frontonasal and laterally to the large fronto-fronto- 

parietal. It is in contact also with the second supraocular poste- 

riorly, also with the superior preocular by a very short suture, and 

the first and second superciliaries. The second supraocular is rather 

small and elongated; situated dorsally to it are the fronto-frontopari- 

etal and the outer one of the parietals ; yentral to it are the second 

and third superciliaries ; anterior to it are the first supraocular and 

second superciliary, and posterior to it are the parietal and one of 

the postoculars. 

The three superciliaries form a series dorsal to the eye: the middle 

one (sc) is lozenge-shaped and higher than broad and separates the 

first and third, which are subequal; the first superciliary is elongated 

with parallel sides and is in contact with the superior preocular ante- 

riorly and ventrally; the third is slightly lower than the first and is 

bounded dorsally by the second supraocular and by the superior post- 

ocular posteriorly. 

Two squamiform subequal postoculars lie side by side in transverse 

series ; the inferior one is in contact ventrally with the fourth supe- 

rior labial; the superior postocular is bounded anteriorly by the 

second supraocular and the third superciliary, and dorsally by the 

parietal. Posterior to these the regular squamation of the body 

proper begins. 

There are six superior labials which form a series bounding the 

mouth dorsally: of these the first is very low and situated ventral to 

the rostral and nasal plates; the second (s./) is the largest, about 

twice as long as high, subrectangular in shape and in contact with 

the internasoloreals and superior and inferior preoculars dorsally ; 
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the third is higher than broad and is bounded dorsally by the inferior 

eyelid, the anterior preocular and the fourth superior labial; the fourth 

is subrectangular, smaller but somewhat higher than the second and 

reaches the inferior eyelid ; it is in contact also with the postocular 

dorsally and posteriorly. The fifth and sixth are somewhat smaller 

than the others; they are both squamiform and scarcely to be dis- 

tinguished from the regular scales on the body in the same region. 

Lying in the notch of the fronto-frontoparietal is the rhomboidal 

interparietal (text-fig. 10, 7p), which bears somewhat anterior to its 

centre the browspot, a pigmentless area of circular shape and indis- 

tinct outlines, whose diameter is equal to about one fourth the great- 

est width of the scale. It is bounded posteriorly by the occipital 

plate in the median line and the parietals. The occipital is rhomboi- 

dal in shape and smaller than the interparietal and parietals. Two 

subequal, rhomboidal parietals (pa) are arranged on each side in a 

transverse row posterior to the fronto-frontoparietal and the inter- 

parietal. Several rows of scales posterior to these are slightly larger 

than the body scales. 

On the lower jaw is a large symphysial plate (text-fig. 11, s) sub- 

hexagonal and equilateral. It is flanked by the first inferior labial 

(tn), which is trapezoidal in form. Six inferior labials of gradually 

diminishing height form a series bounding the lower jaw medially. 

The second inferior labial is rhomboidal and of about the same size 

as the first. The fifth and sixth are considerably smaller than the 

others. Situated medially with respect to the inferior labials is a 

series of four infralabials. The first infralabials (¢/) are large and 

trapezoidal in form. They meet in the middle line and are bounded 

laterally by the first and second inferior labials; the second and third 

infralabials are oblong, about twice as long as broad ; the third is 

somewhat smaller; and the fourth considerably smaller than the 

third. There is a second series of infralabials situated medially with 

respect to the first. The first scale of this series is broad and meets 

its fellow in the middle line by a long suture ; the second is some- 

what smaller and trapezoidal. Two squamiform scales somewhat 

larger than the regular scales of the body are situated posterior to 

the first infralabials of the second series medially. Posterior to these 

the regular squamation of the body begins. 

The scales of the body in the region of the neck are considerably 

narrower in an antero-posterior direction than those of the body 

proper. ‘There are also several more longitudinal rows in this region 

to allow for the slightly larger diameter of the base of the head. 

The scales of the body (text-fig. 13) are very regular in size and 

Trans. Conn. Acap., Vou. XII. 24 DreceMBeR, 1906 
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shape, subhexagonal or cycloidal and strongly imbricate and arranged 

in from 26 to 32 longitudinal rows, 30 being the usual number ; the 

margins are entire and the surface smooth. 

There are five preanal scales (text-fig. 12), of which the median 

one is the longest and more or less wedge-shaped with its apex pos- 

terior. The lateral scales are subequal and lozenge-shaped. 

Some embryos just previous to the time of birth showed several 

interesting variations from the adult type. The interparietal plate 

13 

Figure 12. Arrangement of scales Figure 13. Arrangement of scales of 

about cloacal aperture of adult. x4. body, seen from left side. x4. 

of the embryo is much broader relatively than in the adult and the 

posterior margin of the fronto-frontoparietal is more rounded in its 
contour than in the adult (pl. xxu, fig. 11). The interparietal 
also showed considerable variation in size, for in some cases it was 

not only relatively but also actually larger than in the adult. In a 

single embryo the parietal in contact with the interparietal on the 

right was replaced by three small cycloidal scales which occupied 

approximately the same space that the single parietal on the left did. 

Of these three the anterior was the largest and the posterior one was 

the smallest and overlapped the occipital more than did the parietal 

on the left. 
The position of the pineal eye with reference to the interparietal 

plate shows much variation in these embryos ; usually it is in the 

anterior portion, but it may lie centrally or even posteriorly. In the 

adult, on the other hand, the pineal eye always lies entirely in the 

anterior portion. The eye can be seen clearly beneath this plate, for 

there is a circular unpigmented area directly above it with a diameter 

about twice that of the underlying structure (fig. 10), so that the eye 

appears as a perfectly black spot surrounded by a pigmentless area 

which blends off into the general color of the dorsal side. 

Dermal Ossifications.—Dermal ossifications are strongly devel- 

oped, underlying each scale. They are usually palmate in form 
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with four or more rays and usually exhibit one or more foramina. 

Their outlines are irregular. The rays arise from a more or less 

stout base and extend posteriorly (pl. xu, figs. 15-19). 

Skeleton. ; 

Skull.—The skull of Anniella is, in a general way, conical, corre- 

sponding for the most part to the external form of the head ; pos- 

teriorly it extends beyond the differentiated cephalic plates. The 

cranium is broadest at the posterior portion of the fused parietals 

and supraoccipital which encloses the internal ear. Posterior to 

the broadest point the skull is more nearly hemispherical in form. 

The cranium 3s fairly well developed in comparison with the facial 

part of the skull. 

The premaxilla (pl. x11, figs. 4, 5, and 6, pm) is single and bears 

four or five teeth, and has a large median process which extends 

posteriorly and dorsally and separates the two nasals; the palatal 

portion bears posteriorly a slender median spine and two triangular 

processes. The latter are embraced externally by the maxille. 

Each maxilla (ma) bears usually six teeth, which are situated on a 

ledge on the inner side; the facial portion is large; the maxilla is in 

contact with the premaxilla and nasal anteriorly ; the frontal, pre- 

frontal, nasal, and jugal dorsally ; with the supraorbital and ecto- 

pterygoid posteriorly, and with the palatine, ectopterygoid and 

vomer medially. The nasals (7) are rather large and separated 

anteriorly by the median process of the premaxilla. The facial 

portion of the maxilla and a slender process of the frontal lie exter- 

nally. 

The frontals (fr) form a wide entrant angle between the nasals 

posteriorly and, by a very small process, separate the nasals from 

the prefrontals. There is a small foramen on the external margin 

near the posterior end of the suture with the maxilla. Each pre- 

frontal (p) is bounded medially by the frontal and to a slight extent 

by the maxilla, ventrally and posteriorly by the orbit of the eye and 

supraorbital, anteriorly and ventrally by the maxilla. The poste- 

rior end reaches the postfrontal ; the descending process is well 

developed. 

Posterior to the prefrontal is the small postfrontal, which is 

crescentic in shape and is situated laterally to the frontal and 

parietal, the concave border fitting over the angle formed by the 

frontal and parietal at the coronal suture. The postorbital is very 

small and scale-like, attached to the outer and posterior aspect of 
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the postfrontal. The frontals (/r) are large and separate. They are 

slightly separated posteriorly by an entrant angle of the fused 

parietals. Laterally are situated the prefrontal and postfrontal. 

The descending processes meet ventrally, enclosing the olfactory 

lobes. The parietals (pa) are fused and very large. There is no 

pineal foramen, but near the anterior margin is a cavity on the under 

side in which lies the pineal eye as has been described for Anguwis. 

The parietal broadens posteriorly, although just behind the coronal 

suture it is constricted sharply so that the lateral angles overhang. 

Posteriorly the two lateral portions are prolonged considerably to 

fit externally to the supraoccipital ; in the median portion of the 

posterior edge of the parietal are several slender teeth for gomphosis 
with the supraoccipital (so). In one specimen there were four, as 

figured, but in others the lateral teeth had disappeared. Near the 

middle of the suture with the supraoccipital are two oval depressions. 

A short process of the outer and posterior end of the parietal rests 

on the petrosal and supports the anterior end of the squamosal. 

The parietal is in contact with the frontals, postfrontals, petrosals, 

squamosals, and supraoccipital. 

The supraoecipital (so) is large and is fused with the exoccipitals. 

There is a deep notch at the posterior margin dorsal to the foramen 

magnum, This bone is expanded considerably to accommodate the 

anterior semicircular canal. In each internal ear: there is a single 

large lenticular mass of very white carbonate of lime, the otolith. 

The horizontal semicircular canal extends around the otolith medially 

and very nearly meets its fellow in the middle line. 

The vomers (fig. 5, vo) are separated anteriorly by the median 

process of the premaxilla. They are in contact with each other for 

about one half of their length but are separated posteriorly. The 

maxille and palatines lie externally to the vomers, immediately 

behind which the posterior nares open. There is a strongly devel- 

oped longitudinal keel on each vomer which becomes more promi- 

nent posteriorly, and a foramen in the middle of each. 

The palatines (p/) are separated widely from each other by the 

yomers and are in contact also with the maxille, ectopterygoids, 

pterygoids, and prefrontals; they are short and, with the ectoptery- 

goids, enclose the anterior halves of the palatine foramina. Each 

pterygoid (pé) is long and Y-shaped and encloses the palatine fora- 

men posteriorly. The outer limb of the Y is united with the ecto- 

pterygoid (ec) by a transverse suture; the posterior limb is the longest 

and extends medially to the quadrate. The median limb of the 
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pterygoid articulates with the palatine. A short distance posterior 

to the union of the three limbs of the bone there is an articulation 

with a triangular process of the basisphenoid, called by Cope the 

basipterygoid process (2). The ectopterygoid forms a continuation of 

the outer limb of the pterygoid, fits into a notch of the posterior 

portion of the maxilla, and also sends a slender process, which comes 

in contact with the palatine, medially along the posterior margin of 

the maxilla. 

The basisphenoid (4s) is more or less triangular in shape with 

two lateral processes, the basipterygoids, articulating with the 

pterygoids. The lateral, posterior processes of the basisphenoid 

unite with the basioccipital. The basioccipital (60) is large and 

bears a single, simple occipital condyle; in one of Baur’s (’94) 

specimens the sutures between the exoccipitals and _basioccipital, 

which enter into the formation of the condyle, could be distinguished. 

The basioccipital and basisphenoid are not co-ossified. The quad- 

rate (q) is more or less tri-radiate in form; it lies external to the 

stapes (st), the columellar portion of which fits into a slight con- 

cavity on its posterior aspect. The ventral arm lies external to the 

pterygoid. The stapes is large, the tympanic portion thick and 

circular, the columellar portion short and stout. The petrosal, 

according to Cope, lies lateral and posterior to the parietal; the ante- 

rior border is notched to receive the lateral borders of the parietal; 

the supraforaminal portion of the petrosal is produced to an acute 

angle, terminating at the parietal border much in advance of the 

anterior semicircular canal. The body of the petrosal is perforated 

by a large foramen just in front of the superior part of the quad- 

rate. 

The jugal (j) is slender and somewhat curved, free at its distal 

end and united with the maxilla at the posterior facial portion. 

It bounds the orbit of the eye ventrally and posteriorly. The 

squamosal (pl. xu, fig. 6, sg) is small and of irregular shape, flat 

and splint-like. It lies dorsal to the quadrate and stapes and exter- 

nal to the parietal, petrosal, and supraoccipital. The exoccipitals 

are fused with the basi- and supraoccipitals. The lachrymal is very 

small and in connection with the maxilla on the outside, and the pre- 

frontal on the inside. The supraorbital (s) is large and placed above 

the orbit anteriorly. The epipterygoid, mentioned by Cope, is very 

delicate and somewhat L-shaped. I could not determine its position, 

but found it in a thoroughly macerated skull. 
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The mandible is made up of the articular (fig. 7, a), angular, coro- 

nary (cor), dentary (fig. 7, dv and fig. 8), and splenial (sp). The 

articular is co-ossified with the supraangular. The angular is flat and 

splintlike, situated on the external aspect of the mandible, external 

to the articular and dentary. Eight teeth are usually borne on the 

dentary. They are acutely conical, grooved on the inner surface 

and directed slightly backwards. 

The hyoid apparatus is, according to Cope, the simplest among the 

lizards: it consists of a continuous glosso-hyal rod, which is bifurcate 

posteriorly, and a simple branchihyal attached to each of the 

branches. The other elements are wanting (pl. xxu, fig. 12). 

Vertebre.—The vertebre are procelous. The presacrals vary in 

number from 71 to 74, and all have simple ribs attached except the 

first two. Ina single specimen Baur found that there was a short 

rib present on one side only of the second vertebra. The neural 

spines are well developed and directed posteriorly (pl. xxu, figs. 21 

and 22). No zygosphene is present on the cervicals, which are dis- 

tinguished by the presence of ventral processes. The processes 

diminish posteriorly, and that of the first vertebra is bilobed. The 

transverse processes arise from the anterior portion of the vertebra 

(fig. 19): 

There are four sacral vertebre with no ribs attached, but with. 

the transverse processes much developed. The first has a simple 

process directed slightly backwards; the second has the process 

split distally, the posterior prong being smaller and variable in posi- 

tion. The third has the same form as the second, but the notch at 

the extremity of the transverse process is deeper. It also shows the 

first indication of a chevron in the form of two parallel plates placed 

lengthwise on the ventral side of the centrum and not uniting dis- 

tally. In one specimen these plates were wanting. The fourth is 

similar to the third but the chevron is complete. Baur (’94) found 

the chevron incomplete as in the preceding and the splitting of the 

transverse process only on one side. The first caudal and all the 

succeeding have simple caudal ribs, diapophyses, directed anteriorly, 

and completely formed chevrons pointing posteriorly. The chevrons 

are situated at the posterior ends of the centra and not intercentrally. 

The transverse splitting of the vertebre in the tail commences at 

the third caudal. A portion of the base of the transverse process is 

included in the small anterior segment; the posterior segment is pro- 

celous (figs. 23 and 24). The number of caudals varies. In one 

specimen with a moderately long tail there were 36. 
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Ribs.—The ribs are slender, graduaily tapering and curved (pl. 

xLu, fig. 13). They increase in length to the tenth and then grad- 

ually diminish, The anterior ribs incline more posteriorly than the 

rest. The articular facet is triangular with the apex of the triangle 

directed ventrally. There isa single rounded notch at the middle 

of the base of the triangular facet, which is slightly concave. 

Posteriorly they become circular, The last two ribs are consider- 

ably shorter and slightly stouter than the rest. 

Pelvis.—The shoulder girdle is entirely wanting. The pelvic 

girdle is very rudimentary and is represented solely by a pair 

of somewhat flattened, rod-like bones (pl. x1, fig. 14) attached 

by ligaments to the extremities of the transverse processes of the 

second sacral vertebra and extending medially and anteriorly in 

front of the cloacal aperture. The anterior ends of the pelvic 

rods are not constant in the degree to which they approach each 

other, but they never come in contact. Each presents a slight trian- 

gular process on its ventral and inner side about one third the dis- 

tance from the anterior to the posterior end. Baur states that he 

found in a macerated skeleton that the girdle was differentiated into 

an ilium, ischium, and pubis, but in a careful study of the adult and 

in sections of late embryos I have been able to find but a single bone 

and have seen no indication whatever of more than one center of 

ossification. Baur also found an obturator foramen, which does not 

appear in my preparations. Serial sections of the embryos and 

adults showed a simple cylindrical rod of cartilage with rounded 

ends situated in the middle line ventral to the bladder and anterior 

to the pelvic bones. It probably represents the epipubis. 

II].—UrocGenirat ORGANS. 

W. R. Cor anp B. W. KunkeEt. 

Pl. xu, figs. 25, 26; Pl. xuiv, figs. 27-32; Pl. xxv, figs. 33-37; Pl. xivt, 

figs. 38-45 ; Text-figs. 14, 15. 

The material on which these studies were made was collected at 

Pacific Grove, California, during the months of August and Septem- 

ber, 1901. At this time of the year the female lizards give birth to 

their young. Some of the females collected had already discharged 

their young while others still carried embryos, all of which were in 

an advanced stage of development. Some of the embryos, however, 
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represented a much later period of embryonic life than did others, 

so that we have been able to follow the later development of the 

copulatory and other reproductive organs through their final stages 

of development and to compare them with the similar organs of the 

newly-born young and with those of the adult. We are therefore 

unable to give any account of the earlier stages of development 

either of the reproductive organs or of any of the organs of the 

body. 

The most striking feature of the well-advanced embryos is the 

possession of a pair of very conspicuous copulatory organs, which 

project from the sides of the cloacal opening and strongly resemble 

a pair of limbs. When most prominent these appendages project 

from the ventral side of the body for a distance fully one third as 
great as the diameter of the body itself in the same region. They 

are then gradually withdrawn into the cloacal aperture, and at the 

time of birth are fully concealed beneath the lips of this opening. 

Such appendages occurred in all embryos of a certain stage of 

development, and were apparently as conspicuous in females as in 

males. 

It was to study the structure and subsequent fate of these organs 

in both sexes that our studies were undertaken. This led naturally 

to an examination of the other reproductive organs of the adult 

animals, and in this connection a number of interesting peculiarities 

in which these lizards differ from others have been revealed. Some 

of these peculiarities are briefly described in two preliminary papers 

already published (Coe and Kunkel, :04 and :05), but are here 

given in greater detail. 
In the following account of the urogenital organs, including the 

peculiar structure of the two cloacal chambers and the copulatory 

organs, most of the details of structure will be omitted except where 

peculiarities are described which are different from those of the 

closely related European limbless lizard, Angu7s, and other lizards. 

For a general treatise on the anatomy of Anguis the reader is 

referred to the admirable accounts given by Leydig (772) and Braun 

CT). 

Testes and Sperm Ducts. 

As is the rule in the lizards and many other reptiles, the right 

genital gland is situated more anteriorly than the left, so that the 

right genital duct is the longer. In Anniella the right testis is 
usually about its own length in advance of the left (pl. xivz, fig. 38). 
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These glands are in life creamy white in color and are situated at 

an average distance of about 3°” anterior to the cloacal aperture in 

the adult lizards. Each gland is oval in shape, of regular outline, . 

about 5™™ in length when mature and about half as wide. The 

tubules of which it is composed are loosely coiled, and can be seen 

with a hand lens, the connective tissue tunic being much less firm 

than in many lizards. 

At the anterior end of the testis the tubules enter a very fine, much 

convoluted duct, forming the epididymis, which passes forward as 

far as the adrenal body, and then bends abruptly backward, passing 

along the lateral face of the testis to join the vas deferens. 

The vas deferens is likewise much convoluted. It receives the 

epididymis on the lateral border of the testis, and, with many con- 

volutions in its anterior half, passes back to open at the summit of a 

longitudinal ridge or papilla situated on the dorsal wall of the dorsal 

cloacal chamber (pl. x.y, fig. 35, v.d) a little in advance of the open- 

ing of the ureter, as will be described below. The opening of 

the vas deferens into the cloaca is guarded by a strong sphincter of 

circular muscular fibers (pl. xiv, fig. 35), the contraction of which 

also raises the posterior end of the ridge on which the opening is 

situated into a prominent papilla. This papilla is doubtless greatly 

enlarged at the time of copulation. 

The epididymis is lined with a single layer of flattened or cuboidal 

cells, while the vas deferens has a lining of a single layer of colum- 

nar cells, and these increase in height toward the posterior end of 

the duct. 

Ovaries and Oviducts. 

As is the case with Anguis and numerous other lizards, Anniella is 

ovoviviparous, usually giving birth to two well formed young at each 

breeding season. These young are very vigorous and active from 

the moment of their birth. Externally they resemble the adults in 

almost every particular except as to size and in some cases color, for 

all the young appear to be of the gray or silvery variety, while the 

adults exhibit two well marked color varieties as described on the 

preceding pages. 

The genital glands of the female are situated in a position similar 

to those of the male, but are considerably larger. Their size natur- 

ally varies directly with the increase in size of the ova as the time 

approaches for the discharge of the eggs into the oviducts. As a 

rule the right ovary is slightly larger than the left, although in all 

probability both produce an equal number of eggs. 
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Since only one egg is usually matured in each ovary at each breed- 

ing season, as a rule one ovum in each ovary is distinctly larger than 

the others. The ovary is irregular in shape, conforming to the 

uneven arrangement of the larger and smaller ova, so that this gland 

is naturally smallest immediately after the discharge of its one large 

ovum. We are unable to state the time of year when such discharge 

takes place or the actual size or appearance of the egg on reaching 

the oviduct. As will be described below, the left oviduct is aborted 

and functionless in all of the individuals which we have examined, 

so that both the eggs discharged from the ovaries must enter the 

right oviduct. 

Microscopic sections of the ovary indicate that the ova develop 

in a manner quite similar to that described for Lacerta by Hoffmann 

(89). The conspicuous zona radiata of the partly developed ovum 

is surrounded by a single layer of smaller cells, each of which is 

very similar to the egg itself. Among these smaller follicular cells, 

as well as on their internal and external faces, are minute nuclei of 

cells which form a sort of capsule for the follicular cells. As the 

ovum increases in size and acquires more yolk, the follicular cells, 

which were previously so very similar to the ovum itself, become 
gradually smaller and more numerous. Their function is evidently 

to elaborate food materials which pass through the zona radiata to 

the ovum. The presence of a capsule about the follicular cells indi- 

cates that they are merely degenerate ova which contribute their 

food materials to the support of the single ovum which reaches 

maturity. 

Oviducts.—The most striking peculiarity of the oviducts is the fact 

that the right oviduct only is capable of receiving the eggs discharged 

from the ovaries, and it is, therefore, in the right alone that the 

embryos develop. In every one of the numerous females examined 

the left oviduct was much aborted, seldom exceeding a few milli- 

meters in length (pl. xi1u, figs. 25, 26) and entirely incapable of per- 

forming its normal functions. 
The right oviduct is very similar to one of the oviducts of Anguis 

and other lizards. When without eggs it is a long slender tube, 

exhibiting numerous convolutions in its anterior half, and extending 

forward anterior to the ovary. Its anterior end usually lies near the 

posterior end of the liver, and opens into the body cavity by a large, 

funnel-shaped opening (pl. xii, figs. 25, 26, 0) as in other lizards. 

This terminal ostium is supported by strong mesenteries, forming the 

broad ligament, and commonly lies several times its own length in 

front of the ovary. 
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The ostium leads into a narrow, much convoluted tube which 

passes backward on the lateral face of the ovary. If there are no eggs 

or embryos in the oviduct this tube retains an almost uniform diameter 

throughout its whole length. It opens posteriorly at the summit of 

a small papilla (pl. xv, fig. 34, y.p) situated on the ventral wall of 

the dorsal cloacal chamber, as described below. When eggs or 

embryos are present, however, the oviduct swells out to form a broad 

uterine sac in the region occupied by them. 

The exact shape and size of the egg in life has not been carefully 

noted, the drawing on plate xii having been made from a specimen 

after preservation. In this specimen (fig. 26), and in several others 

similar, the two eggs occupied almost the whole length of the uterus 

between the ovary and the anterior end of the kidney. The eggs 

were separated from each other by a marked constriction in the uter- 

ine wall, and the wall was similarly sharply constricted both in front 

of the eggs and behind them. Each of these eggs was long and 

elliptical, but was decidedly narrower in the middle than toward the 

ends. 

Left oviduct.—As stated above, the left oviduct remains through 

life in a very rudimentary condition and even atrophies to such an 

extent that it reaches in adult females a length scarcely exceeding 

that of the kidney, as shown in figs. 25, 26, pl. xin. The average 

length is about 20™™, but varies widely in different individuals even 

when sexually mature. In a single specimen the length was 40™™, 

and in another equally large specimen it was but 15™". These were 

the limits of variation, but these extremes are much greater than is 

the case of any other organ. This condition would indicate a very 

recent degeneration of this functionless oviduct. 

A consideration of the condition of the oviducts in Anguis and 

other reptiles further emphasizes the fact that we have in this organ 

in Anniella a much more advanced stage of degeneration than occurs 

in any other reptile, while the degeneration is along the same lines as 

in the large number of reptiles in which the left oviduct presents 

various degrees of diminution in size as compared with the right. 

Lacerta and most other lizards have the left oviduct more or less 

conspicuously shorter and smaller than the right, corresponding with 

the different position of the two ovaries. 

This aborted oviduct is slender and cylindrical, and is of about the 

same diameter throughout. At its anterior end, however, it usually 

bends on itself sharply and either ends abruptly (pl. xii, fig. 25) or 

extends for a millimeter or two farther as a very narrow tube with 
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one or two sharp turns (pl. xii, fig. 26). It is supported anteriorly 

by a delicate mesentery which runs forward toward the ovary in the 

position which the oviduct would occupy if it were fully developed. 

We found it difficult to determine whether this aborted oviduct in 

all cases opens into the body cavity. In the case noted above, where 

it was exceptionally long, such an opening could be distinctly made 

out. Several shorter oviducts, however, were so small and delicate 

at their anterior terminations that serial sections failed to show 

clearly whether a minute ostium was present or not. 

It should be emphasized, however, that this left oviduct corre- 

sponds closely in shape, position and general appearance with that 

terminal portion of the right oviduct which lies posterior to the 

uterus. Its histological structure, too, is practically the same, for it 

is provided with an abundance of compound tubular glands (pl. xiv, 

fig. 37). These glands extend through about two thirds of the 

thickness of the wall of the oviduct, and discharge their secretions 

into its lumen by means of rather large ducts. The epithelial lining 

of the oviduct consists of medium-sized columnar cells, which become 

more or less cuboidal in the glands themselves. In the posterior 

portions of the oviduct the glands increase so greatly in number and 

complexity as to form an almost continuous layer beneath the epithe- 

lium of the lumen. Toward the posterior openings of the oviducts, 

however, the glands disappear, the Jumen becomes much smaller, 

and a distinct layer of circular muscles is formed outside the epithe- 

lium of the lumen. 

The aborted oviduct thus appears to have retained in some measure 

its secretory function, even though it is of little importance in the 

economy of the body. Like many structures which show evidence 

of recent degeneration, this rudimentary organ exhibits a very con- 

siderable variation in length and size in different individuals. While 

its average length is about equal to that of one of the kidneys, yet 

in several instances it has been found to be much shorter, and in the 

single case referred to above it was considerably longer than usual, 

and had a distinct anterior ostium. It is conceivable that in an 

exceptional case it might actually remain of sufficient size to receive 

and support an egg. 

The openings of both oviducts are side by side on the summit of a 

pair of closely united papillee situated in the median line of the body 

on the dorsal side of the thick horizontal partition separating the 

dorsal from the ventral cloacal chambers (pl. xxv, fig. 34 and pl. 
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xvi, fig. 40). These will be described in detail below. In the 

papilla itself the lumen of the oviduct is much reduced in size. 

It should be noted that in the closely allied Anguis both oviduets 

are well developed, and both bear an approximately equal number 

of embryos, some 15 to 20 young being produced in a single season 

(Leydig, ’72, p. 180). In Amphisbaena both oviducts are likewise 

of about the same size (Bedriaga, ’84, p. 67), as is also the case in 

Anops and Trogonophis (Smalian, ’85, p. 191). 

It is to be remembered that it is the left oviduct which is aborted 

in Anniella, while in birds it is the right which has degenerated even 

more completely. In numerous reptiles the left oviduct is shorter 

than the right, but so far as we can learn retains its normal functions 

in all lizards except Anniella. 

Cloaca. 

The cloaca in Anniella is made up of three more or less well 

demarcated chambers, of which two constitute the anterior portion 

of the cloaca and the third the posterior portion. The two anterior 

chambers are separated by a thick horizontal partition (pl. xtv, fig. 

35, A), so that one of them lies directly dorsal to the other. We 

shall therefore refer to these three chambers as ventral, dorsal, and 

posterior (v.c, d.c, and p.c, pl. xtv1, fig. 40). 

The ventral cloacal chamber (pl. xiv, fig. 35, v.c) 18 a narrow tube 

with rather thick muscular walls. Its mucosa is thrown up into 

high longitudinal ridges so that the lumen of the tube is compara- . 

tively small. It leads from the opening of the large intestine, 

described in a preceding chapter, to the posterior cloacal chamber. 

The urinary bladder enters this chamber by a narrow opening in its 

ventral wall near its anterior end (pl. xiv1, fig. 40, 62). The colum- 

nar epithelium lining this tube is not very different from that of the 

large intestine. ; 

The dorsal cloacal chamber is a rather large space lying directly 

dorsal to the thick horizontal partition which separates it from the 

ventral chamber. On the walls of this cavity the openings of the 

ureters, Wolffian, and genital ducts are situated. 

In the male, as described above, the sperm ducts open on the 

summit of a pair of longitudinal ridges (pl. xv, fig. 35, v.d), situated 

on the dorsal surface of the chamber. The ureters open directly 

posterior to them. 
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In the female the conditions are somewhat more complex, for the 

oviducts have their openings close together on the summit of a pair 

of closely united papillz which are situated on the dorsal wall of the 

horizontal partition and thus on the ventral wall of the dorsal cloacal 

chamber (pl. xiv, fig. 34). In some individuals the papillae extend 

backward and project slightly beyond the posterior end of the parti- 

tion, so that their tips are visible when the posterior chamber is 

opened. In most cases, however, such is not the case, the tips of 

the papille being hidden from view by the horizontal partition. 

Although in ordinary cases a pair of such papill is present, yet the 

state of contraction of the parts may be such that both oviducts lie 

very close together and apparently form but a single papilla. Each 

of the oviducts is surrounded by a firm layer of circular muscular 

fibers, which are nearly as well developed in the left as in the right 

oviduct, although the lumen of the left is usually smaller than that 

of the right. 

The ureters, on the other hand, open on the dorso-lateral aspect of 

the dorsal chamber very much as in the male. ‘Their openings are 

thus widely separated from those of the oviducts, although both lie 

in a frontal plane passing through the posterior extremity of the 

horizontal partition (pl. xiv, fig. 34, w). Thus the openings of the 

ureters really lie on the boundary between the dorsal and pos- 

terior chambers. 

The posterior cloacal chamber is about as wide and as deep as it 

is long; its walls are very distensible and are commonly thrown up 

. into fairly distinct longitudinal folds. Its epithelial lining is com- 

posed mainly of large, clear mucous cells, the nuclei of which are 

situated in the bases of the cells and appear to be irregularly 

arranged in two or more layers. The opening of this chamber to 

the exterior is guarded by strong circular muscles, and when con- 

tracted its epithelial lining shows conspicuous longitudinal folds 

(pl. xnvi, figs. 40-43). : 

The general relations of the cloacal chambers and the ducts open- 

ing therein are shown in text-figures 14 and 15 for both embryo and 

adult female. In the ideal sagittal section of the cloaca of the late 

embryo (text-fig. 14), the ureter (2) and the Wolffian duct (Wd) 

both open directly into the dorsal cloacal chamber (d.c) somewhat 

laterally, while the oviduct (od) is indicated by dotted lines as it 

opens on the dorsal side of the thick horizontal partition (A) very 

near the median line of the body. The ventral cloacal chamber (v.¢) 

is very broad and directly continuous with the narrow rectum (7). 
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In the adult female (text-fig. 15) the horizontal partition separating 

the dorsal from the ventral chamber forms a broad shelf and the 

oviduct (od) opens near its free posterior margin, instead of at its 

base as in the embryo. 

Figure 14.—Ideal sagittal section of cloaca of female embryo ; bi, bladder ; 

c.g, cloacal gland ; d.c, dorsal chamber ; h, horizontal partition between cloacal 

chambers ; k, kidney; od, oviduct; p.c, posterior chamber; r, rectum; uw, ure- 

ter; uw’, diverticulum of ureter; v.c, ventral chamber; W.d, Wolffian duct. x14. 

Figure 15.—Ideal sagittal section of cloaca of adult female. Reference letters 

as in preceding figure. x7. . 

The copulatory organs in both sexes are situated in the posterior 

wall of the posterior cloacal chamber, as described below, and well- 
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developed anal glands pour their secretions into it near its external 

opening. 

Kidneys. 

The kidneys are elongated oval bodies, about 9 to 12™™ in length, 

and 3 to 4™™ in width. They are much flattened dorso-ventrally 

and slightly concave ventrally and convex dorsally to correspond 

with the curvature of the body wall against which they lie. They 

are situated dorsal to the rectum, which they approximately equal 

in length. They also lie somewhat obliquely in the body, their pos- 

terior ends coming nearly in contact in the median line, while their 

anterior ends are somewhat more widely separated. 

The posterior end of each kidney (pl. xiiu, figs. 25, 26, %) lies 

very near the dorsal wall of the cloaca, so that the ureter, which 

passes along the whole length of the median face of the kidney, is 

a very short tube. 

Ureters. 

From the median faces of the kidneys the ureters pass directly to 

the dorsal cloacal chamber, where they open slightly posterior to the 

openings of the genital ducts. In the male the sperm ducts open on 

the dorsal wall of the cloacal chamber, so that the openings of the 

ureters lie directly posterior to those of the sperm ducts; whereas in 

the female the oviducts open on the ventral wall of the dorsal cham- 

ber, so that these two sets of openings are separated by the dorso- 

ventral diameter of this chamber. 
Immediately before opening into the cloaca, each ureter has a 

small diverticulum (pl. xiv, fig. 35, 2’) which passes anteriorly paral- 

lel to the uterer and close beside it for a short distance, and ends 

blindly (text-figs. 14, 15). 

The openings of the ureters are near the lateral borders of the dor- 

sal wall of the cloaca, and well separated from the median line. The 

oviducts, on the other hand, open close together near the median line, 

as described above. Osawa (’98) describes a similar relation in 

Hatteria. Leydig (’72), however, has the relative position of the 

openings of oviducts and ureters in Anguwis the reverse of that 

found in Anniella. 
The position of the openings of the ureters relative to those of 

the genital ducts is considerably different in the two sexes. In the 

male these openings are situated on the summits of the urogenital 

papille immediately posterior to those of the genital ducts (pl. Xv, 

figs. 35, 36), while in the female they retain a similar position as 
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regards the cloacal chambers but are separated from the openings of 

the oviducts, as described above, by the lumen of the dorsal cloacal 

chamber (fig. 34). The openings differ further in the two sexes in 

that those of the male open on papillw, the urogenital papille, while 

those of the female do not. 

Urinary Bladder. 

This organ lies on the ventral side of the rectum and although 

its opening into the antericr end of the ventral cloacal chamber is in 

the median line, yet its main portion usually lies on the right side of 

the rectum (pl. xxut, figs. 25, 26: pl. xxv1, fig. 38). In but a single 

individual out of upward of twenty which were examined was the 

bladder situated on the left side of the rectum, and in no case did it 

lie in the median line. 

Its walls are thin, and were collapsed in every individual examined. 

In no ease did the bladder contain any appreciable amount of fluid. 

In length it is usually somewhat less than that of the rectum and 

its diameter about one fourth as great as that of the rectum, so that 

in shape it is a rather slender cylinder slightly larger at the rounded 

blind anterior end than eisewhere. 

Wolffian Ducts. 

The Wolffian body is highly developed in the half-grown embryos 

and the Wolffian duct becomes of considerable size. This duct, as 

is well known, later forms the genital duct of the adult male, while 

in the female of most animals it degenerates and disappears. In 

Anniella, however, as in certain other lizards, it persists throughout 

life in females as well as in males, although in the former it is 

apparently quite functionless. 

In the adult female this tube follows closely the course of the 

ureter, but is situated a little more ventrally and nearer the median 

line (pl. xy, fig. 34 W.d). It is lined with a low columnar epithe- 

lium. Its lumen is narrow and completely filled with a clear homo- 

geneous secretion which tales the ordinary plasma stains with avidity. 

The orifices by which these Wolffian ducts open into the cloaca are 

very inconspicuous, and can be distinguished only by means of serial- 

sections. Even with these it is difficult to determine that actual 

openings are present, for the lumen of the tube becomes obliterated 

near its opening into the cloaca. 

These openings in the adult female (pl. xtv, fig. 34) lie closely 

anterior to the openings of the ureters into the cloaca. Thus in 

cross sections of the body of the female in the region between the 

. Trans. Conn. Acap., Vou. XII. - 25 DrecEMBER, 1906. 
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kidney and the openings of the ureters into the cloaca, three 

pairs of tubes are to be observed (pl. xty, figs. 33, 34); situated 

most dorsally and most widely separated are the ureters, lined with 

rather tall columnar epithelium; rather close to these but ventral and 

nearer the middle line appear the very small Wolftian ducts, and 

very close to the middle line and considerably ventral are the two 

oviducts with the large racemose glands opening into their lumens. 

The relations of the ducts opening into the cloaca in the late embryo 

and the corresponding relations in the adult are shown in text- 

figures 14 and 15, 

Cloacal Glands. 

Conspicuous racemose glands are situated in a crescent-shaped 

mass on the ventral and lateral faces of the posterior cloacal chamber 

immediately anterior to the cloacal aperture, and extend dorsally 

and posteriorly as a pair of narrow horns which form a nearly com- 

plete ring about the posterior cloacal chamber (pl. xuiv, figs. 27, 28). 

They are conspicuous in both sexes, but appear to be much more 

highly developed in mature males than in females or in young of 

either sex. 
They consist of two more or less distinct varieties of glands, of 

which one type apparently secretes a serous fluid and the other a 

distinctly mucous fluid. 

The serous glands consist of a single pair of oval masses of 

racemose acini situated immediately dorsal to the spiral groove 

which passes along the border of the phallus and discharge their 

secretions by a pair of short ducts opening at the bases of the phalli. 

The mucous glands are much more extensive and are situated on 

the ventral side of the grooves leading to the phalli and on the 

ventral side of the posterior cloacal chamber. They are likewise of 

a racemose form and open by several ducts through the ventral wall 

of the cloaca in close relationship with the phallus grooves. The 

glands continue much farther anteriorly than those of the serous 

type, extending forward as far as the openings of the sperm ducts 

and ureters. In their posterior portions the mucous glands are 

situated laterally to the cloaca, but more anteriorly those of the 

two sides approach beneath the cloaca and eventually unite into a 

single mass beneath this chamber. This median mass constitutes 

the body of the crescentic mass referred to above, while the paired 

posterior portions make up the horns of the crescent. 

From their high state of development it is obvious that these 

cloacal glands must play an important part in the economy of the 
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body. Their function is doubtless in large measure connected with 

the reproductive processes. At the time of copulation the secretion 

of a great amount of serous and mucous fluids at the base of the 

phalli and into the cloaca in the male doubtless facilitates the trans- 

ference of the spermatozoa to the cloaca of the female. A further 

discharge of fluids on the part of the female might conceivably aid 

the spermatozoa in reaching the anterior cloacal chamber, from 

whence they enter the right oviduct to fertilize the two eggs which 

may be discharged therein. 

Copulatory Organs. 

One of the most striking features of all embryos at a well advanced 

stage of development is the presence of a pair of conspicuous projec- 

tions from the lateral borders of the cloacal aperture. When well 

developed they have an appearance strikingly suggestive of a pair 

of rudimentary hind limbs. These projections, however, are the 

copulatory organs, or phalli, as they are termed by Gegenbaur, 

which in these and certain other lizards develop primarily as exter- 

nal appendages, and which about the time of birth are withdrawn 

into the cloaca. Until near the time of birth there appears to be no 

marked distinctions between the phalli of the two sexes. After birth 

those of the male increase in size to become the highly specialized 

copulatory organs of the adult, while those of the female remain in 

a rudimentary condition, although they are retained throughout life. 

When withdrawn into the cloaca the phallus is tubular, with a 

narrow lumen, and extends from the posterior-lateral borders of the 

posterior cloacal chamber backward parallel with the vertebral 

column, as in other lizards. The minute ‘structure and development 

of the phalli have been described by Unterhdéssel (: 02) for several 

snakes and lizards, including Anguis fragilis, which latter presents 

conditions very similar to those found in Anniella. 

In well-advanced embryos of Anniella the two phalli project from 

the cloacal aperture for a distance more than one third as great as 

the diameter of the body in the same region (pl. xLtv, figs. 30-32). 

They appear as a pair of stout plugs extending from the lateral bor- 

ders of the cloacal aperture, from which they are directed ventrally 

and laterally, and then bend anteriorly (pl. xirv, figs. 27, 28). 

Each phallus bears a spiral groove along its posterior and outer 

borders (pl. xurv, fig. 27, g), which extends to the somewhat swollen 

distal end of the organ, where it ends between two glandular pits. 

This groove is very narrow and deep, and passes directly from the 
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lateral borders of the cloacal opening. Proximally it occupies the 

median and posterior borders of the phallus, but ascends spirally 

toward the summit, making a turn of nearly 180° (pl. xxrv, fig. 32). 

A cross section of the phallus near its proximal end shows that the 

groove is not radial in position but nearly tangential, cutting into the 

body of the organ very obliquely. The bottom of the groove is con- 

siderably broader than the superficial portion. In certain reptiles 

the groove is so broad at its bottom as to become T-shaped or even 

anchor-shaped in cross section. Toward its distal end, however, the 

groove becomes shallower, and situated more nearly radially (pl. 

xiv, fig. 29). The phallus is somewhat swollen distally, and is ter- 

minated by a broad, flattened face, across which the spiral groove 

continues as a shallow depression (pl. xiv, fig, 32). This depression 

divides the terminal face of the organ into two practically equivalent 

portions, in each of which is situated a conspicuous pit-like depres- 

sion of somewhat irregular shape, which may be called the terminal 

pit (pl. xurv, figs. 29, 32, ¢.p). 

These terminal pits are much more conspicuous in the embryos 

than in the retracted phallus of the adult male, so that we do not 

ascribe to them any very important function. In the embryos the 

pits are glandular in structure, but in the adult they are lined with 

stratified epithelium not very different from that which covers the 

body of the phallus. Since the phalli arise as outgrowths from the 

lateral borders of the cloacal aperture, they are covered externally 

with ectodermic epithelium continuous with that of the outside of 

the body, as shown in pl. xu1v, fig. 27. The ectoderm of the phalli, 

however, is naturally much thinner and more delicate than that form- 

ing the scaly covering of the body, although it is made up of strati- 

fied scaly epithelium. The deeper cells of this epithelium form a 

well marked Malpighian layer, while the SU pera, scaly cells are 

reduced to one or two layers. 

The phallus is redrawn into its position posterior to the cloaca by 

means of two retractor muscles, the larger of which—the retractor 

phalli magnus—extends quite to the distal end of the organ, where it 

is inserted immediately beneath the two terminal pits. By the con- 

traction of this muscle the terminal portion of the phallus is redrawn 

into the more proximal by a process of invagination similar to that 

of the invagination of the finger of a glove. The epithelium which 

covers the phallus in its everted condition thus comes to occupy the 

center of the invaginated or retracted organ, and forms the lining 

of a slender tube extending throughout its length. This tube extends 

far behind the cloacal aperture and lies parallel with the longitudinal 
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axis of the body and directly internal to the superficial or ventral 

musculature of the anterior portion of the tail. The posterior end 

of the tube is divided into two cup-like terminal sacs (pl. xtv1, fig. 

39, t.p), representing the two*terminal pits of the everted phallus. 

To these terminal sacs is attached directly the large retractor muscle. 

The main portion of the central tube of the phallus is extremely 

irregular in outline, due in part to the presence of the spiral groove 

and in part to the fact that the invagination takes place on the inter- 

nal and median borders of the organ to a much greater extent than 

on the lateral border. , 

In transverse section of the retracted phallus the spiral groove 

appears as a deep slit varying greatly in outline and position at 

different points throughout its length. At its proximal end it con- 

tinues directly into a conspicuous groove which passes along the 

latero-ventral wall of the posterior cloacal chamber, and thus, when 

the phallus is everted in the act of copulation, the genital fluid is 

conveyed from the cloaca to the spiral groove of the phallus and 

thence to the cloaca of the female. 

The ectodermic lining of the retracted adult phallus is, as stated 

above, composed of stratified scaly epithelium continuous with that 

of the outer covering of the body. The superficial scaly cells, how- 

ever, are reduced to one or two inconspicuous layers, so that it closely 

resembles irregularly stratified columnar epithelium. The scaly cells 

are sloughed off from time to time and collect in masses in certain 

portions of the lumen of the retracted phallus, particularly in the 

two terminal sacs, which in some cases are completely filled with 

these discarded scaly cells. 

The tissues of the phallus both in the retracted and in the everted 

condition are permeated with large, irregular, anastomosing blood 

spaces, forming a sort of erectile tissue, which, when distended with 

blood, causes the rigidity of the organ and aids in its eversion. 

The musculature consists of the retractor phalli magnus described 

above as extending from well back in the tail to the very distal end 

of the phallus, where it divides into two portions which are attached 

directly beneath the two terminal sacs or glands; and of a short 

retractor basalis which is attached to the lateral border of the basal 

portion of the phallus. These muscles are similar to those described 

by Unterhéssel (:02) for several reptiles. A third muscle of small 

size—the rectus phalli—connects the basis of the phallus with the 

neighboring muscles of the cloacal aperture. 

From its everted condition it is easy to understand the manner in 

which the retractor muscles cause the invagination or retraction of 
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the phallus, but the mechanism by which the retracted organ is 

everted is much less readily understood. 

Situated immediately lateral to the phalli are very strong semi- 

circular muscles (pl. xivi, fig. 39, ¢c.m) arranged in a single band 

between the phalli and the longitudinal caudal muscles which form 

an irregular layer beneath the integument of the tail. As suggested 

by Unterhdssel (:02, p. 578), these muscles when contracted are 

capable of exerting a very considerable pressure on the posterior 

portions of the phalli and thereby initiate the process of eversion of 

the organs. 
The retractor basalis muscles may aid to some extent in the pro- 

cess of eversion as well as in drawing back the organ after its full 

extension. 
The withdrawal of blood from the sinuses of the rigid, everted 

organ allows it to return to a comparatively small size, after which the 

retractor magnus invaginates the organ to its ultimate position pos- 

terior to the cloaca. 
Although the phalli of the female remain in a rudimentary condi- 

tion throughout life, they are in this sex apparently functionless and 

quite incapable of being everted. 

At the time of copulation the phalli are doubtless everted, as has 

been witnessed in other forms, and inserted into the cloaca of the 

female. The spiral groove with which each phallus is provided then 

leads directly from the cloaca of one animal to that of the other. 

A slight elevation of the urogenital papilla, on which the opening of 

the sperm duct is situated, would bring this opening in close prox- 

imity to the base of the spiral groove. An abundant discharge of 

fluids from the cloacal glands would furnish a ready vehicle by which 

the spermatozoa ejected at the base of the groove might pass along 

the length of this canal to the cloaca of the female, whence the 

right oviduct is the ultimate destination of such as are to fertilize 

the two eggs which will develop therein. 

IV.—Brain anp Pineat AppaRATus. 

B. W. Kunket. 

Pl, xul, figs. 1-3; Pl. xuvi, figs. 44 and 45; Pl. xivu, figs. 46-51; Pl. xLvmi, 

figs. 52-54. 

The brain of Anniella, like that of the reptiles generally, possesses 

well developed cerebral hemispheres and a comparatively small cere- 

bellum. The brain on the whole is rather elongated and compressed 

laterally. 
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The olfactory lobes (pl. x11, figs. 1, 2, 3, o/f) are of regular 

ovoid shape, about twice as long as broad. The olfactory nerves 

come off from the anterior end in a ring of a diameter about one 

half that of the lobes. The lobes are closely applied to each other 

in the middle line except at the extreme anterior end, where they 

taper more abruptly. 

The cerebral hemispheres (c.4) are very large and very much 

elongated. hese are also ovoid in form with the greatest diameter 

at the posterior end. The cerebral hemispheres are differentiated 

from the olfactory lobes by a marked constriction which, however, 

allows of a rather wide connection between the two. 

The thalamencephalon is very small and is almost completely con- 

cealed by the neighboring parts of the brain. The pineal body is 

more or less pear-shaped and lies with its broad end directed posteri- 

orly and dorsally between the posterior ends of the cerebral hemi- 

spheres. A mass of blood vessels forming the choroid plexus of the 

third ventricle overlies the structure and is enclosed in the same 

mass of connective tissue with the epiphysis, so that superficially 

only a single structure is seen, On the ventral side of the thalam- 

encephalon is a well developed infundibulum (¢7) with the pituitary 

body attached distally. The anterior portion of the infundibulum is 

marked by four or five longitudinal folds which produce a corre- 

sponding number of scallops on the anterior end between two rather 

prominent ridges with rounded anterior ends, from which the optic 

nerves proceed. These lateral ridges continue into the ventral sides 

of the optic lobes. The infundibulum is of a regular conical form 

with an axis somewhat shorter than the diameter of the base. The 

apex of the cone is marked by a slight depression with a longitudi- 

nal slit at the bottom of the cup marking the attachment of the 

pituitary body. The pituitary body is not represented in the figures. 

The optic lobes (0.7) are rather small and placed very close 

together in the middle line, the two forming a more or less hemi- 

spherical mass. From the exterior their paired nature is only slightly 

indicated. Apparently this compression is due to the great develop- 

ment of the internal ears, which lie slightly posterior and dorsal to 

this part of the brain and approach each other very closely on the 

dorsal side. 

The cerebellum (¢.5) is very small and has the form of a transverse 

ridge lying posterior to the optic lobes, somewhat shorter than the 

diameter of this portion of the brain, and overhanging the anterior 

portion of the fourth ventricle. The medulla (md) is large and is 
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characterized especially by its strong ventral flexure and the relative 

straightness of the ventral side in a transverse section. 

From a superficial examination of the brain without the use of 

sections, the anatomy of the thalamencephalon cannot be ascertained 

at all because of the blood vessels and the large amount of connective 

tissue which form a thick sheath about the organ on the dorsal side. 

A large blood vessel (pl. x11, fig..1, 6.7) is often found leading from 

beneath the anterior end of the pineal body to the region of the 

pineal eye, which resembles very closely the pineal stalk or nerve as 

figured by Spencer (’86 ) in several instances. Sections have proven 

beyond a doubt that in the late embryos and adults of Annzella this 

“stalk” is simply a blood vessel. In other specimens in which this 

vessel was not distended with blood it was scarcely noticeable. 

Thalamencephaton. 

Although several facts of more or less interest have been noted in 

this region of the brain of Anniella, which have not been described 

for any other lizard, the pineal body is very similar to that of the 

closely related Anguis which has been carefully described by Fran- 

cotte (?96), Béraneck (’87), and others. 

Sagittal sections of the head of a number of very late embryos 

from 45 to 70™™ in length and of several adult individuals have fur- 

nished the material for studying with some degree of accuracy the 

anatomy of this part of the brain. The thalamencephalon is very 

much compressed laterally and the third ventricle is a rather narrow 

cleft extending dorso-ventrally between the optic thalami. The 

lateral walls of this region are in the form of a pair of more or less 

ovoid masses of nervous tissue with their long axes nearly horizontal. 

These two masses, the ganglia habenule, or optic thalami, form 

protuberances dorsally jast beneath the posterior ends of the cerebral 

hemispheres. The superior and posterior commissures in the embryos 

at hand are placed very close together, being separated by a very 

inconspicuous mass of cells apparently similar to the ordinary molec- 

ular cells of the adjacent parts of the brain. The posterior is some- 

what the thicker of the two and is situated ventrally and posteriorly 

with respect to the other. Both lie in the dorsal and posterior part 

of the lateral wall of the thalamencephalon. The roof of the third 

ventricle is non-nervous in nature; a single layer of cells similar 

in general appearance to the ependyma forms an irregular much sac- 

culated covering, the post velar arch of Minot (:O1), or the ‘ Zirbel- 

polster” (pl. xivu, fig. 47, e’) and the paraphysis (py). Both 
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of these lie in the middle line, the post velar arch immediately 

behind the paraphysis, and separated from the latter by only the 

velum transversum (v.t). These evaginations are somewhat con- 

stricted at their bases but become slightly wider distally, forming 

long tubular sacs. The velum hangs down from the dorsal wall of 

the ventricle in a transverse position and bears a commissure (¢.@) 

at its free distal end. 

The exact significance of this commissure has not yet been deter- 

mined. There can be but little doubt that what has here been 

termed the velum transversum is actually that structure. The velum 

has a position immediately posterior to the paraphysis and anterior 

to the post velar arch throughout the Vertebrate series. v. Kupffer 

(793) figures a sagittal section of the brain of a four weeks embryo 

of Acipenser which shows this relation. De Graaf (’86a) does the 

same for Triton. In the lizards this structure is also described by 

Burckhardt (94) in an embryo Zacerta. <A similar structure is 

shown but not named in a number of Baldwin Spencer’s drawings 

of the epiphysis of adult lizards. Francotte (’88) gives photo- 

micrographs of sagittal sections of the brain of Anguis which show 

the velum and the structure running along its distal margin very 

much as in Anniella, but he does not mention the commissure in his 

description. The only reference we have seen to a commissure in 

this situation is by Rabl-Riickhard (’81), who finds in the brain of 

Psammosaurus terrestris such a structure lying immediately behind 

the connection between the third and the lateral ventricles, the fora- 

men of Monro, and having the form of a small bundle of fibers 

stretching across the narrow cavity of the third ventricle and lying 

upon the dorsal surface of the optic thalami. Rabl-Riickhard con- 

siders it to be a rudiment of the posterior portion of the fornix and 

homologous with the transverse tract of fibers of the same. As 

Rabl-Riickhard has no figure of the structure in question, it is impos- 

sible to be certain about the homology, but from his rather brief 

description this commissure corresponds closely with the rudiment of 

the fornix and will be so designated for the present. 

The post velar arch is a simple unbranched tubular sac which 

extends slightly posteriorly and dorsally and lies immediately in 

front of and in partial contact with the epiphysis. The cells (pl. xtv1, 

fig. 44, e’) forming this sac are slightly differentiated from the epen- 

dyma cells (fig. 45, e) in shape and staining qualities, being more 

nearly cubical and exhibiting nuclei which do not stand out as sharply 

from the cytoplasm as in the ependyma proper. The cytoplasm is 

rather denser and the nuclei do not take the nuclear stains so readily. 
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Paraphysis.—TVhe paraphysis, or choroid plexus of the third ven- 

tricle (fig. 44, py) is in general similar to the post velar arch, but 

differs from the latter by becoming more branched distally and more 

tubular in shape. It extends dorsal to the post velar arch and back- 

wards till it lies over the epiphysis (fig. 48, py). The epithelium of 

this sac resembles the ependyma more than do the cells of the previ- 

ously mentioned region, but in general the cells of the paraphysis are 

larger and the nuclei are arranged more regularly (fig. 44, py). 

The two cavities of the post velar arch and paraphysis are appar- 

ently unconnected, although from a close study of sections it is 

possible that there is a very small secondary opening between the 

two near the distal end of the post velar arch. 

E/piphysis.—TVhe epiphysis (ep) of Anniella is very similar in 

structure to that of Anguis. It is a hollow oval vesicle of somewhat 

larger size than the pineal eye, but showing considerable variation in 

extent. It is situated in the middle line and is inclined posteriorly 

so that although the whole structure lies behind the posterior com- 

missure, its long axis, produced ventrally, passes between the superior 

and the posterior commissures. The epiphysis thus rests upon the 

anterior part of the optic lobes in the middle line and in the posterior 

portion of the pineal body as a whole. 

The form is quite regularly oval and the walls are of uniform thick- 

ness throughout, so that the cavity of the vesicle is also quite 

regular. In several of the series of sections examined, the cavity of 

the epiphysis exhibited, near the distal end on the anterior side, a 

slight depression as if a portion of the vesicle had been pinched off. 

This scar resembles quite closely that figured by Klinckowstrém 

(793) in Zgwane at the pot where the pineal eye is cut off from the 

pineal body in the development of the organs. The epiphysis and 

neighboring parts are all supplied by large blood vessels and held in 

place by a great amount of connective tissue which gives the pineal 

body its characteristic external form. 

Histologically the epiphysis resembles very closely the pineal eye 

devoid of pigment (fig. 46, ev). It is made up of several layers of 

cells, of which the innermost are tall, slender columns with oval 

nuclei toward their outer ends. At the bases of these tall columnar 

cells is an irregular row or two of closely packed oval nuclei. 

Externally is a single layer of more cuboidal cells, very similar to 

those of the pineal eye, possessing spherical nuclei which stand out 

very clearly, being well separated from each other. The free borders 

of the innermost layer of cells show numerous cilia-like processes 
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similar to those in the cavity of the pineal eye. Whether these 

processes are really cilia or not is rather difficult to determine. In 

the preparations studied, they were rather irregular in length and 

somewhat tapering in form instead of being uniform in diameter like 

true cilia. The cavity of the epiphysis contains, also like the pineal 

eye, a coagulum in the form of a loose network. ‘The epiphysis is 

entirely closed in late embryos and in the adult, and its cavity exhib- 

its no structural connection with either that of the brain or of the 

pineal eye. This also corresponds to what has been determined for 

Anguis by Francotte (’96). . 

In median sagittal sections of the thalamencephalon the posterior 

and superior commissures are seen lying close together a short dis- 

tance in front of the optic lobes, the superior being the smaller and 

situated dorsally. The epiphysis is a hollow oval body lying entirely 

separate from the brain proper except for the connective tissue 

sheath around it. The cavity of the third ventricle is extended 

dorsally as a fingerlike evagination, the post velar arch, reaching as 

far as the dorsal limit of the epiphysis and lying in contact fre- 

quently with the anterior wall of the latter. The velum transversum 

hangs down from the dorsal wall of the third ventricle in front of 

the “Zirbelpolster” and bears at its ventral edge a commissure cor- 

responding probably with the rudiment. of the fornix described by 

Rabl-Riickhard (’81)._ Immediately in front of this the evagination 

of the paraphysis passes dorsally and posteriorly and extends dorsal 

to both the post velar arch and epiphysis. The cerebral hemispheres 

lie in front of the paraphysis. Projecting from the roof of the 

ventricle immediately in front of the opening of the paraphysis is a 

portion of the ependyma which supports the choroid plexus of the 

lateral ventricles. 

Pineal Eye. 

As in a large number of other lizards, the presence of a pineal eye 

is indicated on the exterior by a scale which is differentiated to form 

a kind of “cornea.” In Anniella it is the interparietal plate which 

bears an unpigmented area in its central portion, beneath which the 

deeply pigmented pineal eye is visible (pl. xxu, fig. 10). Usually, 

in the adult at least, the eye is situated in the anterior portion of the 

plate in the middle line, but in some of the embryos at hand it lies 

more posteriorly. The unpigmented area is circular in outline, 

although its outline is not absolutely definite because of the gradual 

disappearance of pigment from the browspot. The eye has a diame- 

ter of about 0.2™" and the unpigmented area a diameter approxi- 

mately twice as great. 
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Apparently in the specimens examined, the eye in the paler variety 

(pulehra) was not as clearly seen as in the darker variety (nigra), 

in which the pigment seemed to be much more completely removed 

from the “ cornea.” 

As in all lizards probably that possess a pineal eye, the skin is 

firmly attached to the underlying bone in this region. Spencer (’s6) 

mentions that this peculiarity is constant, even in those forms in 

which the parietal organ is exceedingly rudimentary. The parietal 

bone over the pineal eye has the appearance of being etched when 

examined with a hand lens. Sections through this region (Pl. xiv, 

fig. 49) show the presence of rather stout, straight connective tissue 

fibers (c.4) which pass in a vertical or slightly oblique direction 

completely through the bone and are continuous with the fibers in 

the dermis. The laminae of the bone (pa), which elsewhere are 

very prominent, are interrupted and obliterated by these fibers. 

There is no parietal foramen, but the fused parietal bones contain 

an excavation on the under side in which the pineal eye lies. This 

pit is in the middle line, near the anterior margin. There is a 

slight bulging corresponding to the pit on the dorsal side and around 

the depression internally is a marked thickening, so that the pineal 

eye lies in a cavity much deeper than the average thickness of the 

bone in that region. Careful measurements of the bones in one 

specimen showed that the elevation around the pit had a thickness 

nearly five times that of the parts of the parietal bone adjacent and 

eight times that of the bony cap over the foramen. The pit is 

elliptical in shape, with its long axis parallel to the axis of the lizard 

and of about twice the length of the short axis. 

The pineal eye is situated at the bottom of the pit, pressed against 

the parietal bone dorsally. It is somewhat more flattened in the 

adult than in the embryo. Béraneck (’87) has noted that in Angwis 

the cavity is somewhat smaller in older embryos than in young ones, 

and although this has not been observed in the material examined, it 

seems probable that the flattening of the eye in the adult may be of 

the same significance. The eye is slightly smaller than the pit, so 

that there is a considerable space surrounding it which is filled with 

a much vacuolated tissue (v), similar to that described by Spencer 

for Anolis and Anguis, consisting of a loose network of fibers and 

large vacuolated cells containing very little cytoplasm. 

In the embryos studied, in which the cranial cartilages were only 

partially laid down and were entirely absent in the region of the 

pineal eye, this organ was situated in the ventral portion of the 
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dorsal wall of the head, embedded in connective tissue and separated 

from the cranial cavity by a thin, slightly differentiated layer of the 

same. 
With relation to the brain, the pineal eye has a position just dorsal 

to the constriction which marks the boundary between the cerebral 

hemispheres and the olfactory lobes (fig. 51, pi). Because of the 

length of the cerebral hemispheres and the posterior inclination of 

the epiphysis, Anniedla shows a much wider separation between the 

pineal eye and epiphysis than any other lizard. 

In shape, the pineal eye is a much flattened circular vesicle, the 

axis of rotation of which is vertical. The diameter of the vesicle is 

from 0.18 to 0.20™™ and the thickness 0.06 to 0.07™™. 

The blood vessels in the region of the parietal eye show very great 

variation. In some specimens the blood supply is very inconspicuous 

while in others there is a very much distended vessel extending along 

the mid-dorsal line of the brain, from the cheroid plexus of the third 

and fourth ventricles anteriorly to a point just ventral to the pineal 

eye (fig. 50). Here it forms a distinct enlargement and breaks up 

into a number of branches which in general are distributed over the 

surface of the brain in this region, between the cerebral hemispheres 

and the olfactory lobes. A small branch also enters the vacuolated 

tissue surronnding the pineal eye. Just at the point of this vessel’s 

breaking up into its terminal branches, it presses into the pit in a 

semicircle and becomes somewhat enlarged. Notwithstanding its 

similarity in outward appearance to a stalk connecting the pineal eye 

and the epiphysis, sections show conclusively that it is a blood vessel. 

It seems quite possible that some of the parietal nerves shown in 

Spencer’s drawings of the pineal eye of a number of lizards, may 

be nothing but blood vessels, and that in this respect his figures are 

misleading. 

The hollow vesicle, forming the eye, may be differentiated into 

two quite distinct parts, which, however, are perfectly continuous, as 

Francotte (’87) and Béraneck (’87) have shown in the papers already 

mentioned for Anguis, and not discontinuous, as de Graaf (’86) has 

figured them. 

Netina.—As mentioned above, the pineal eye and especially its 

retinal portion, shows a structure very similar to that of the epiphysis. 

The quantity of pigment, however, obscures the details somewhat, so 

that the structure cannot be so certainly ascertained. Externally is 

a single layer of cuboidal cells with rather large nuclei. These cells 

contain less pigment than the inner retinal layers, so that they are 
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frequently very distinct, forming an outside wall to the vesicle. As 

far as could be made out through the pigment, in the polar region 

there is a single layer of rather tall columnar cells with nuclei situ- 

ated in the basal portions of the cells; in the equatorial region, 

however, where the wall of the vesicle is somewhat thicker than 

elsewhere, the increased thickness 1s due to an intermediate layer of 

cuboidal cells between the outermost layer and the columnar cells. 

This middle layer is rather irregular, but the presence of pigment 

interferes considerably with the accurate determination of the struc- 

ture. The pineal eye of Anniella (pl. xtvur) and Anguis, accord- 

ing to the beautiful photomicrographs of Francotte (’88), show 

striking similarity. Francotte describes three layers of cells in the 

retina of Anguis as follows: 1, an outer layer of cuboidal cells 

forming the external wall ; 2, a layer of spherical cells on which the 

rods rest ; and 3, a layer of fusiform, ciliated rods lining the vesicle. 

In the specimens at hand there was so much pigment present that 

the second layer could not be distinguished except in the equatorial 

region. Francotte’s figures of Angwis show the retina almost free 

from pigment, there being only a little at the inner ends of the 

columnar cells next the cavity, so that the three layers are very 

clearly shown. Because of the general similarity in other respects 

of these closely related forms, Anguis and Anniella, this may be the 

structure of the specimens examined, but so obscured as not to be 

determinable. The columnar cells are not ciliated, although in 

nearly every case a coagulum, in the form of a network having the 

appearance of cilia, is found in the cavity ventrally in contact with 

the retina. 

Differing from Anguis, the pineal eye of Anniella exhibits a 

marked thickening of its wall in the equatorial region. In some 

cases the wall is twice as thick here as in the ventral portion of the 

vesicle. 

The pigment is present in the retina as fine granules of fairly 

uniform size, packed together to form irregular masses. In general 

it is concentrated principally along the lateral cell walls. In the cells 

of the lower pole it is more abundant than in the equatorial region 

and occupies practically the entire thickness of the retinal wall with 

the exception of the outermost layer of cells, and even here some 

pigment is often found. The equatorial region of the vesicle con- 

tains less pigment than the rest of the retina, and it is confined 

principally to the middle part of the columnar cells. In a ring sur- 

rounding the lens there is a large quantity of pigment, forming 

quite a distinct frame for the lens. 
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Lens.—The lens, while perfectly continuous with the retina, is 

strikingly differentiated from it by the absence of pigment. It lies 

on the side of the eye toward the exterior, and while the retina 

becomes more heavily pigmented in the course of its development, 

in many respects the two exhibit some similarity in structure. 

The cells of the lens, in contrast with those of the retina, are less 

dense in nature, more homogeneous, and free from pigment. Strahl 

dnd Martin (’88) describe pigment in the lens of Anguwis, but this 

has not been substantiated by other investigators. Essentially, there 

is the same arrangement as in the rest of the eye, a layer of fairly 

tall columnar cells toward the cavity and a rather irregular layer of | 

shorter ones on the outside. Francotte describes in the lens two 

layers of fusiform cells, which probably correspond to the single 

layer which has been found here in Anniella. The cells are some- 

what more slender and longer than in the retina, and the nuclei 

apparently are more crowded and elongated and occupy more nearly 

the central portions of the cells, although frequently a nucleus is 

found pushed to one end or the other. External to the columnar 

cells is an incomplete layer of cuboidal cells, smaller than the corre- 

sponding ones in the retina and much more irregularly disposed, not 

forming apparently a continuous layer. These cells are not at all 

numerous and can be distinguished from the columnar ones only by 

the spherical nuclei, the cell outlines of all the cells being somewhat 

indistinct in these preparations. Béraneck’s (87) description of the 

histological structure of the eye in Anguis agrees with that of 

Anniella very closely. 

The lens is biconvex ; peripherally it has the same thickness as 

the retina surrounding it, and is in perfect continuity with the latter. 

The curvature of the two surfaces is usually different. The dorsal 

surface corresponds in curvature to that of the vesicle on the ventral 

side, so that ordinarily there is no bulging dorsally. Occasionally, 

however, there is a slight increase in the convexity of this part. On 

the ventral side, toward the cavity of the eye, there is considerable 

variation in the curvature, as may be seen in figs. 52-54. In one or 

two cases the convexity of the two sides of the lens was the same, 

but usually the inner surface was more strongly convex, forming a 

decided protuberance on the dorsal side of the cavity. The cell walls 

facing the cavity in general are delicate, so that the coagulum in 

contact with the cells has somewhat the appearance of streaming out 

from the cells. 

Projecting into the cavity of the eye from the fee ends of the 

columnar cells of the lens are numerous processes quite similar to 
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cilia but differing from typical cilia in their more irregular and some- 

what tapering form. In Béraneck’s figures of the developing pineal 

eye, the internal borders of the cells of the lens are provided with a 

“hyaline substance,” forming an irregular layer of about the same 

thickness as the layer of processes just mentioned in Anniella, and 

it is likely that these processes are simply the coagulated “hyaline 

substance” of Béraneck (’87). This author states that both lens 

and retina secrete a substance which fills up the cavity. In nearly 

all cases the cavity contains some material in contact with the cells 

of the lens and polar region of the retina; that in contact with the 

inner side of the lens has an appearance that resembles cilia, while 

that from the retina is more of a loose reticular structure. 

In summing up the characters of the pineal apparatus and related 

parts of the brain, Anniel/a has been found to agree very closely 

with Angués in practically all essential points. The pineal eye is 

more widely separated from the epiphysis than in Anguis. In late 

embryos and adults there is no connection between the pineal eye 

and the epiphysis. The paraphysis of Anniedla is rather more tubu- 

lar and longer than in Angwis. The epiphysis is inclined posteriorly 

and dorsally, while in Anguis the distal portion is inclined anteriorly, 

almost at right angles to the proximal portion. The superior and 

posterior commissures are very closely related topographically to each 

other, and extend between the posterior portions of the ganglia 

habenule. In front of the epiphysis the post velar arch is very 

much elongated to form a tubular sac. Projecting ventrally from 

the dorsal side of the third ventricle immediately in front of the 

post velar arch is the velum transversum, along the distal margin of 

which is situated the commissure, which is a rudiment of the fornix. 

The paraphysis is a long tubular branched sac extending dorsally and 

posteriorly from the roof of the third ventricle, immediately in front 

of the velum. 

It has not been deemed necessary to mention the numerous papers 

which have appeared upon this very interesting portion of the brain, 

because of the most excellent resumé of the literature and discussion 

of the results of investigations by Gaupp (’97). 

SHEFFIELD BroLocicaL LaBporatory, May, 1905. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES. 

ABBREVIATIONS. 

a articular. 

ad adrenal body. 

b basipterygoid. 

bl bladder. 

bo basioecipital, 

bs basisphenoid. 

b.v blood vessel. 

e cecum. 

e.a rudiment of fornix. 

c.b cerebellum. 

ed.m caudal muscle. 

e.g cloacal gland. 

e.h cerebral hemisphere. 

cl cloaca. 

ce.m constrictor muscle. 

cor coronary. 

¢.p posterior commissure. 

c.s superior commissure. 

c.t connective tissue fibers. 

d dermis. 

d.c dorsal cloacal chamber. 

dn dentary. 

e ependyma. 

e’ post velar arch. 

e.a@ epiphysial apparatus. 

ec ectopterygoid. 

ed epidermis. 

f fat. 

fr frontal. 

f.v fourth ventricle. 

g oblique groove of phallus. 

g.h ganglion habenule. 

g.p genital papilla, 

h horizontal partition between cloa- 

cal chambers. 

i intestine. 

in infundibulum. 

j jugal. 

k kidney. 

1 lymphoid tissue. 

l.od left oviduct. 

l.ov left ovary. 

m muscles. 

md medulla. 

mx maxilla, 

n nasal, 

o ostium. 

o.l optic lobe. 

olf olfactory lobe. 

p prefrontal. 

pa parietal, 

p.c posterior cloacal chamber. 

pg pigment. 

ph phallus. 

pin pineal eye. 

pl palatine. 

pm premaxilla, 

pt pterygoid. 

py paraphysis. 

q quadrate, 

r rectum. 

r.m retractor muscle of phallus. 

r.od right oviduct. 

r.ov right ovary. 

s supraorbital. 

so supraoccipital. 
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sp splenial. v.ec ventral cloacal chamber. 

sq squamosal. v.d vas deferens. 

st stapes. vo yomer. 

t testis. vr vertebra. 

t.p terminal pit of phallus. v.t velum transversum. 

w ureter. W.d Wolffian duct. 

u’ diverticulum of ureter. II optic nerve. 

ut uterus. V trigeminal nerve. 

v vacuolated tissue. VII facial nerve. 

PLATE XLI. 

Figs. 1-3. Brain of adult; dorsal, lateral, and ventral aspects respectively. 

The blood vessel (6.v) extending in the groove between the cere- 

bral hemispheres (c¢.h) is shown in a very distended condition 

with its branches ramifying over the union of the olfactory lobes 

(olf) and cerebral hemispheres just beneath the pineal eye. The 

optic chiasma and the scalloped anterior edge of the infundibulum 

(in) are shown in fig. 3. The cranial nerves with the exception 

of the first, second (II), fifth (V), and seventh ( VII) are not 

shown. x7. 

Figs. 4-6. Skull of adult from dorsal, ventral, and lateral aspects respectively. 

~ 
Wigs ai. 

Fig. 8. 

iris, 38): 

Fig. 10. 

Fig. 11. 

Fig. 12. 

Fig. 13. 

Fig. 14. 

In fig. 4, internal to the ectopterygoid are seen the two minute 

bones, the postfrontal and postorbital. x 7. 

Left mandible seen from the right side. x 7. 

Dentary bone of right mandible seen from the left side, showing the 

shallow grooves on the recurved teeth. x 15. 

PLATE XLII. 

Dorsal view of anterior end of 70™™ embryo, showing the large 

interparietal plate with the pineal eye. x8. 

Interparietal plate and pineal eye of adult. x 20. 

Interparietal plate of embryo 60™™ long. x 20. 

Hyoid apparatus. x8. 

Rib from left side, posterior aspect. x17. 

Left pelvic bone from dorsal side. x 17. 

Figs. 15-18. Dermal ossifications from scales of cervical region. x 17. 

Fig. 19. 

Fig. 20. 

Fig. 21. 

Fig. 22. 

Thoracic vertebra seen obliquely from above and right side, showing 

the transverse processes at the anterior end of the centrum. x 17, 

Same vertebra seen from dorsal side. x 17. 

Second cervical vertebra from anterior end. x17. 

Same vertebra from right side. x 17. 

Figs.23, 24. Anterior and posterior segments respectively of one of the caudal 

vertebre seen from the side, showing the ‘‘ breaking joint.” 

ocalidie 
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PLATE XLIII. 

Urogenital organs of adult female from ventral side, showing both 

ovaries (7.0v and J.ov) perfectly functional and of the same size, 

and the left oviduct (l.od) very rudimentary. The cloaca is 

represented as if transparent so that the position of the openings 

of the ducts and the horizontal shelf separating the dorsal and 

ventral cloacal chambers are shown. x3. 

Urogenital organs of adult female from ventral side, showing a 

slightly different form of the aborted left oviduct and also two 

eggs with developing embryos (uf, ut’) in the uterine portion of 

the right oviduct. x93. 

PLATE XLIV. 

Sagittal section of 60™™ embryo in the region of the cloaca through 

the phallus, showing the large retractor muscle of the phallus 

(r.m) and the large blood spaces (b.v). The oblique groove (gq) is 

also shown in part. One of the cloacal glands is shown at (c.g). 

x 47. 

Transverse section of embryo of same length. x 47. 

Transverse section of terminal portion of phallus of embryo of same 

length, showing the glandlike pits on the distal end (t.p), the 

oblique groove (g), and blood spaces (b.v). x 47. 

Portion of ventral surface of 50™™ embryo shortly before birth, 

showing the phalli projecting from the lateral borders of the 

cloacal aperture and the oblique groove and terminal pits with 

which each is provided. x18. 

Portion of ventral surface of another embryo 70™™ long, showing 

slightly different form of phalli. x 14. 

Slightly different aspect of phalli of another individual. x 20. 

PLATE XLV. 

Transverse section through cloacal region of adalt female, ante- 

rior to opening of oviducts (r.od) and ureters (wv). The minute 

Wolffian ducts persisting in the female are shown below and 

internal to the ureters. The left oviduct is slightly smaller than 

the right. Masses of lymphoid tissue (/) are situated beneath the 

epithelium of the ventral cloacal chamber (v.c). x 32. 

Transverse section of same specimen somewhat more posterior. The 

dorsal chamber (d.c) is much larger, and the genital papilla (g.p), 

at the summit of which the oviducts open, is shown projecting 

from the dorsal surface of the horizontal shelf (hk). External to 

the ureter (w) on the right side of the figure is shown the opening 

of the diverticulum of the same which is present in both sexes. 

x 382. 
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Transverse section through cloacal region of adult male through the 

opening of the vas deferens (v.d) on the apex of the urogenital 

papilla. The diverticulum of the ureter is essentially similar to 

that of the female in the previous figure. The horizontal partition 

between the cloacal chambers is here shown as a very thick band 

(h). x28. 
Transverse section of the same specimen somewhat more posterior, 

through the opening of one of the ureters. The posterior end of 

the horizontal partition (h) is completely surrounded by the pos- 

terior chamber. x 28. 

Transverse section of aborted left oviduct from near its middle 

portion, showing the numerous well developed glands which open 

into its lumen. x 146. 

PLATE XLVI. 

Urogenital organs of adult male from ventral side. The cloaca is 

represented as a transparent structure so that the openings of the 

urinary (w) and genital ducts (v.d) and the basal portions of the 

retracted phalli (ph) may be seen. x3. 

Transverse section through adult male posterior to cloaca and pass- 

ing through the distal portion of the retracted phalli. The section 

is slightly oblique, so that the phallus on the right shows the two 

terminal pits (t.p) while that on the left doesnot. The strong 

constrictor muscles (c.m) are shown. Large masses of adipose 

tissue (jf) are situated on either side of the middle line between 

the vertebral column (vr) and the pouches of the phalli. x21. 

Ideal reconstruction of cloacal chambers of adult female. The 

cloaca is represented with the left half removed along the middle 

line, showing the relations of the posterior cloacal chamber (p.c) 

and the dorsal (d.c) and the ventral chambers (v.c). The genital 

papilla is seen projecting into the dorsal chamber from the dorsal 

side of the horizontal partition (h). Folded condition of posterior 

chamber is also shown. x7. 

Cloaca of adult male. The ventral wall has been cut away, thus 

removing the bladder and allowing the pouches of the phalli and 

horizontal partition to be seen. x5. 

Cloaca of adult male, contracted somewhat differently from that in 

the previous figure. The cloaca is represented as if split slightly 

to the left of the midventral line and spread open. The ventral 

wall of the posterior chamber has been removed so that the phallus 

pouches are not shown. A transverse section of the cloacal region 

contracted as represented would have the appearance of fig. 36. 

x 5, 

Cloaca of adult, showing the lateral pockets at posterior end of 

rectum, A small section of the ventral wall in which the bladder 

opens into the cloaca has been removed and the cut edges of the 

rectum have been pulled aside to expose the chambers more fully. 

x 5. 



ig. 44. 

Fig. 

Fig. 

Fig. 

Fig. 

Fig. 

Fig. 

. 45, 

46, 

47. 

48. 

49. 

51. 

. 2. 

. 53. 

Coe and Kunkel— California Limbless Lizard. 403 

Highly magnified portion of fig. 47, showing the differentiation of 

the epithelium of the paraphysis (py) and the post velar arch (e’). 

x 409. 

Another portion of fig. 47 more highly magnified, showing the rudi- 

ment of the fornix (c.a) and the ependyma cells (e) which become 

differentiated to form the paraphysis (py) and the post velar arch 

of the previous figure. x 409. 

PLATE XLVII. 

A portion of fig. 47 through the epiphysis (ep) and the post velar 

arch (e’), showing the details of cell structure. x 457. 

Slightly oblique sagittal section of portion of brain of a 60™™ 

embryo, showing the relationship of the various parts of the pineal 

apparatus. The paraphysis (py) arises anterior to the velum 

(v.t), the third ventricle becomes greatly extended dorsally to 

form a more or less tubular sac, which lies just anterior to the 

epiphysis (ep). The superior (e.s) and posterior commissures 

(c.p) are situated very close together. x 67. 

Sagittal section of portion of pineal apparatus of a 56™™ embryo. 

The tubular distal end of the paraphysis (py) is shown extending 

posteriorly and overlying the epiphysis (ep). Immediately above 

the posterior commissure (c.p) is seen the smaller superior com- 

missure. x 67. 

Portion of fig. 50 more highly magnified, showing the integument 

(ed, d) attached closely to the underlying parietal bone (pa) by 

means of very stout connective tissue fibers (c.t). The pigment 

of the skin which is absent above the pineal eye is shown at pg. 

x 325. 

Portion of sagittal section of head of adult, showing the pineal eye 

(pin) situated in a pit on the ventral side of the parietal bone 

(pa) embedded in vacuolated tissue (v). The fleck of skin which 

remains fast to the skull when the skin is peeled off from the rest 

of the body is shown and also the large blood vessel (6.v) which 

lies between the cerebral hemispheres. x 45. 

Sagittal section of head of embryo, part of which is represented in 

fig. 47. The pineal eye is seen in the ventral portion of the 

dorsal wall of the head, situated just above the union of the 

cerebral hemispheres and olfactory lobes. x 40, 

PLATE XLVIII. 

Sagittal section of pineal eye of 45"" embryo, showing a moder- 

ately convex lens. x 437. 

Transverse section of pineal eye of embryo shortly before birth, 

showing a less convex lens. x 437. 

Sagittal section of pineal eye of 60™™" embryo, showing a very 

much flattened form with an exceedingly convex lens. x 437. 
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LEPIDOZIA AUSTRALIS (Lehm. & Lindenb.) Mitt. 
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I-12. Leprpozia SANDVICENSIS Lindenb. 
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Heliotype Co. Boston 

BAZZANIA CORDISTIPULA (Mont.) Trevis. 

ANDVICENSIS (Gottsche) Steph. 

23-31. BazzaNiA NUUANUENSIS Cooke. 
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TRANS. Conn.ACAD. SCIENCE VoL Xll 

C.M.C.DEL 

1-13. BAZZANIA DIDERICIANA Steph. 

14-27. BAZZANIA EMARGINATA (Steph.) Cooke. 

Heliotype Co. Boston 
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PLATE VII TRANS. CONN. ACAD. SCIENCE VoL XII 

BAZZANIA BRIGHAMI (Aust.) Evans. Heliotype Co. Boston GMC DEL. 
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TRANS. Conn. ACAD. SCIENCE VoL XI] PLATE XI 
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C.M.C.DEL. Heliotype Co. Boston, 

OpDONTOSCHISMA SANDVICENSE (Angstr.) Evans. 
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TRANS. CONN. ACAD. SCIENCE Vot All PLATE XIV 

CEPHALOZIA KILOHANENSIS Cooke. 

Heliotype Co. Boston, 
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PLATE XVI. ‘Trans. Conn. Acad. Vol. XII. 

» Co: Gill Eng A, Hyatt Verrill, phot. 

SOUTH SHORE NEAR HUNGRY BAY. 





PLATE XVII. Trans. Conn. Acad. Vol. XII. 

Gill Eng. Co Hyatt Verrill, phot A, 

SOUTH SHORE NEAR HUNGRY BAY 
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Trans. Conn, Aead. Vol. XII. PLATE XVIII. 

A. Hyatt Verrill, phot, Gill Eng. Co. 

SOUTH SHORE NEAR HUNGRY BAY. 





Trans. Conn. Acad. Vol. XII. PLATE XIX. 

A. Hyatt Verrill, phot. Gill Eng. Co. 

Cliff near Hungry Bay, showing sections (1-4) of ‘‘Sand-pipes” or fossil ‘‘ Palmetto 
Stumps ;” 6, b'. Walsingham limestone; d, e, Paget formation; a, Beach sand. 





PEATE XxX. Trans. Conn. Acad. Vol. XII. 

Gill Eng. Co, A. Hyatt Verrill, phot. 

Ss ious form ating var illustr: ») 
hown in Plate XIX Ss liff 

of ‘‘Sand-pipes.”’ 
ace of Walsingham limestone at ¢ Surf 





Trans. Conn. Acad. Vol. XII. PEAT Ee xox. 
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i oe 

A. Hyatt Verrill, phot. 2. Stoddard & Brown, eng. 

1. A Walsingham Cave. 2. Sand Dunes at Tucker's Town. 
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Trans. Conn. Aead. Vol. XII. PAIGE oie 

5, Be 
* * 

CASTELLATED ROCKS AND PINNACLES. 

1. Tobaceo Bay, St. George’s I. 2. South Shore. 
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Trans. Conn. Acad. Vol. XII. PLATE XXIII. 

A. Hyatt Verrill, phot. 1. 

1. Cathedral Rocks, Somerset I, 2. Serpuline Atolls, South Shore. 





Trans, Conn, Acad. Vol, XII. PLATE XXIV. 

A. Hyatt Verrill, phot. Gill Eng Co. 

1. Shell sand from shallow water. 2. Small shells, etc., from shell sand. 





Trans. Conn, Acad. Vol. XII. PLATE XXV. 

A. Hyatt Verrill, phot. Gill Eng, Co. 

FOSSIL LAND SHELLS IN ROCK. 

Pecilozonites Nelsoni, var. conoides. 





Trans. Conn. Acad. Vol. XII. PLATE XXVI. 

A. Hyatt Verrill, phot. Stoddard & Brown, eng. 

FOSSIL LAND SHELLS. 

1, 2. Pecilozonites bermudensis, var. zonatus; 3. P, Reinianus, antiquus ; 
4-8, P. Nelson. 





Trans. Conn. Acad. Vol. XII. PLATE XXVII. 

A. Hyatt Verrill, phot. Gill Eng. Co. 

1. Peecilozonites bermudensis, recent. 2. P. bermudensis, var. zonatus, fossil. 
To show variations. 





Trans. Conn. Acad. Vol. XII. PLATE XXVIII. 

A. Hyatt Verrill, phot Stoddard & Brown, eng. 

BERMUDA REEF CORALS. 

1. Oculina varicosa. 2. Oculina diffusa. 





Trans. Conn. Acad. Vol. XII. PLATE XXIX. 
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A. Hyatt Verrill, phot. Stoddard & Brown, eng. 

BERMUDA REEF CORALS. 
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Trans. Conn. Acad. Vol. XII. BASIE eee oe, 

A. Hyatt Verrill, phot. Stoddard & Brown, eng. 

BERMUDA SOCIAL ACTINIANS, Etc. 





Trans. Conn. Acad. Vol. XII. ASE a exXOxe ne vAT 
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A. Hyatt Verrill, phot. Stoddard & Brown, eng. 

BERMUDA REEF CORALS. 

1, Orbicella cavernosa. 2. Millepora alcicornis. 
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A. Hyatt Verrill, phot. and del. Stoddard & Brown, eng. 

BERMUDA CORAL AND ACTINIAN. 

1. Mussa fragilis, from life. 2. Aiptasia annulata, var. solifera. Both about nat. size. 





Trans. Conn. Aead. Vol. XII. PEALE SOoeShie 

A. Hyatt Verrill, phot. from life. Stoddard & Brown, eng. 

BERMUDA ACTINIANS. 

1. Epicystis cruciferu. 2. E. formosa. 
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PRATE XOXOXIT A. Trans. Conn. Aead. Vol. XII. 

Stoddard & Brown, eng. A. Hyatt Verrill, del. and phot. 

BERMUDA ACTINIANS. 





Trans. Conn. Aead. Vol. XII. |=) DYN) D>, OG HD & 

a ee 

A. Hyatt Verrill, phot. from life. Stoddard & Brown, eng. 

BERMUDA GORGONIAN CORAL. 

Pseudoplexaura crassa, with polyps partially expanded. 
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Trans. Conn. Acad. Vol. XII. PEATHE, XOxXXTIT A. 

A, Hyatt Verrill, phot. from life. Stoddard & Brown, eng. 

BERMUDA GORGONIAN CORAL. 

Euniceopsis grandis, with polyps partially expanded. 





Trans. Conn. Acad, Vol. XII. PLATE XXXIII B. 

A, Hyatt Verrill, phot. Stoddard & Brown, eng. 

BERMUDA GORGONIAN CORALS. 

1. a. Euniceopsis grandis ; b. Plexaurella dichotoma,; about 14 nat. size. 2. a. Muricea y: gy , ) YA 

muricata, with expanded polyps; b, ce. Plewauropsis bicolor V.; nat. size. 





PLATE XXXII © Trans. Conn. Acad. Vol. XII. 

Stoddard & Brown, eng. A. Hyatt Verrill, phot. 

BERMUDA GORGONIAN CORALS. 





Trans. Conn. Acad. Vol. XII. PLATE XXXIV. 

A. Hyatt Verrill, phot. Stoddard & Brown, eng. 

BERMUDA ECHINODERMS. 

1. Diadema setosum. 25. 2. Asterias tenuispina, with expanded sucker-feet. 





Trans. Conn. Aead. Vol. XII. PEATE xexocl vy AL. 

A. Hyatt Verrill, phot. Gill Eng. Co. 

BERMUDA ECHINODERMS: SEA URCHINS. 

1. Cidaris tribuloides. 2. Echinometra subangularis, 





EAC ES Rexe XVI ES- Trans. Conn, Acad. Vol. XII. 

Stoddard & Brown, eng. A. Hyatt Verrill, phot. 

BERMUDA ECHINOIDS 

Cidaris tribuloides, x 14. 2) 
we 1. Hipponoé esculenta, 3. 





Trans. Conn. Acad. Vol. XII. PARE Sexe Ly Ct 

A. Hyatt Verrill, phot. Stoddard & Brown, eng. 

BERMUDA STARFISHES. 

1. Linckia Guildingii. 2. Asterias tenuispina, }. 9. Asterina folium, x 3. 
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A. Hyatt Verrill, phot. Stoddard & Brown, eng. 

BERMUDA ECHINODERMS; OPHIURANS. 

1. Ophiothrix angulata. 2. (1, 2), Ophiocoma echinata ; (8), O. Riiset. 





Trans. Conn. Acad. Vol. XII. PLATEAXXIV E. 
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A. Hyatt Verrill, phot. Stoddard & Brown, eng. 

BERMUDA OPHIURANS. 

1. Ophiocoma pumila, 1. 2. a. Ophiura brevispina; b. Ophionereis reticulata, 4%. 
Pp ae sl: b] ? 





Trans. Conn. Acad, Viole =X IF. PLATE XXXV. 
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A, Hyatt Verrill, phot. 

BERMUDA ANNELIDS. 

Ue 

Stoddard & Brown, eng. 

a. Eupolymnia magnifica ; b. Hesione preetexta. 9 
ws Hermodice carunculata. 





Trans. Conn. Acad. Vol. XII. PLATE XX XV A. 
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SPICULES OF BERMUDA GORGONIANS. 

A, Hyatt Verrill, del. 
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Trans. Conn. Acad. Vol. XII. PLATE XXXV B. 

A. Hyatt Verrill, phot. Stoddard & Brown, eng. 

BERMUDA MOLLUSCA. 

1. Sea-cat= Tethys dactylomela. 2. Common bivalves: 1, 1a. Spon- 
dylus; 2, 2a. Pearl Oyster; 3. Scollop=Pecten ziczac,; 4, 4a. ‘‘ Rock 
Cockle” =Chama ; 5, True mussel= Modiola tulipa ; 6, 6a. ‘* Mussel” = 
Arca noe; 7. A, Secticostata. See expl. plates. 





Trans. Conn. Aead. Vol. XII. PLATE XXXV C. 
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A. Hyatt Verrill, del. 

BERMUDA SPONGES: SPICULES. 





PLATE XXXV D. Trans. Conn. Acad. Vol. XII. 
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x/20 x/2.0 
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x/20 

A. Hyatt Verrill, del. 

BERMUDA SPONGES: SPICULES. 





Trans. Conn. Acad. Vol. XII. PLATE XXXVI. 

A. Hyatt Verrill, phot. and delin. Stoddard & Brown, eng. 

BERMUDA FISHES, CORALS, Etc. 

1. Group of reef fishes, actinians, sponges, etc. 2. (1), Green moray ; (2), Spotted 
moray, with a group of gorgonians, corals, ete. See expl. plates. 
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A. Hyatt Verrill, del. 

SPICULES OF BERMUDA GORGONIANS. 

PLATE XXXVI A. 
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A. Hyatt Verrill, del. 

SPICULES OF BERMUDA GORGONIANS. 
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Trans. Conn, Acad. Vol. XII. 
PLATE XXXVII. 

BERMUDAS 

1 2 3 4 
—S ———— 1 St 

Statute Miles 

13 

Lexi 20 

ess 
one 

Jes 
Snes, 

8 Murray Anchorage 

Bo 

Geirges 
5 erty 

6 «¥ 

Geman ra 
6 The Flats : 55 4) foe 

ee ] 6 j 
jy Se y Boat l. 8.5, 008 2 ns : Vigo ees 

Brag PROSPECT HILL 

4 quer ass A @ 

PONE 7 sf 
47 6 6 

LIGHT. 
He ous 

BREAKER ‘at atot 

MAP Il. 

The deeper parts of the enclosed lagoons or Sounds (a-i) are indicated by dotted contour lines of about 50 feet (84 fathoms). 
V1, VII, cuts through Long Bar; VIII, Hog-fish Cut; IX, Chub Cut; X and BC, western Blue Cut; Xa, eastern do.; XI, eastern Channel near North Rocks; ship channel or ‘‘ Narrows” ; 

XIa, western do.; XII, XIII, Ledge-flat Cuts; XIV, Mills Breaker Cut. 

THE BERMUDAS AND OUTER REEFS. 

The cuts or channels through the reefs are S.C., Main 

Altered from Stevenson, after Sir C. Wyville Thomson. 

ia 

S, Stokes PM, Pem- cy F, Victor: 

CIX, Castle L; GR, Gur- 

; 

? Harbor; WH, 

; SM, Smith’s Marsh; SR, 

1eS 

ton’s Pond 
is' 

, Devonshire Marsh 

BH, El 
5 ; 

Bay 
St. George’s Harbor PP, Pen 

DM 
Long Bay 

ire 

CI, Cooper’s I. 

, Devil’s Hole 

; LB, | Devonsh: 

Mullet Bay; GH, 

ird I.; 
D 

LI, Long B 
, 

A, Natural Arch 

MB, Mangrove Bay 
3 
TB, Turtle Bay ; DB, 
5 

:) 
t 

ley Bay ; BI, Bailey Bay I.; SB, Shelly Bay 

1 
III, Building Bay; IV, 

, 

i 

HB, Heron Bay ; D, Dry Dock 

II, Hospital CI, Coney I.; R, The Reach 
3 3 

3 

t and Fort P. Pear I.; B, Ba 

in 
3 

Po 

, Smith’s I.; C, Causeway 

, Southam 

rine 

pton I.; NI, Nonesuch I.; CP, Castle Po FL, Fairy Land 

, Cathedral Rocks ; SB, Sinky Bay; WB, Whale Bay 

TI, Trunk I. 
o) ? 

I, Cathe 

Ft., Fort 
BEE 3 

5) 

PI, Paget I.; SI 

Tit 

SH, Sharks Hole 

net Rock 

3 

Bay 

EXPLANATION 

broke Marsh Watch Hill Spanish Rock. Fort 
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InpEx To ArticLeE [.—Hawauan HeEpatic#. 

By C. M. Cooxsn, Jr. 

The page numbers in italics refer to the pages on which the descriptions occur. 

Acrobolbus, 2. | Jungermannia bidentula, 24. 
Acromastigum, 1, 2, 3, 4, 9. | caudifera, 29. 

integrifolium, 0. | erassifolia, 33. 
Adelocolea, 2. Sandvicensis, 33. 
Anomoclada, 2. | Kantia, 1, 2, 8, 23. 
Arachniopsis, 1. | Baldwinii, 24, 27, 28. 
Bazzania, 1, 4, 77. bidentula, 24. 

Baldwinii, 1, 12, 78, 19, 20. bifurea, 1, 24, 26. 
Beecheyana, 20. cxespitosa, 28. 
Brighami, 12, 22, 28. cuspidata, 24, 25, 26. 
cordistipula, 72, 13, 14, 15, 16. nephrostipa, 28. 
defiexa, 18, 19. rotundistipula, 27. 
Didericiana, 12, 15, 18. | Sullivantii, 1, 27. 
emarginata, 1, 12, 77, 18. Tosana, 1, 24, 26. 
faleata, 12, 18. Trichomanis, 24, 25. 
fallax, i, 18. Lepidozia, 1, 3, 4. 
inzequabilis, 12, 21, 23. australis, 1, 4, 5, 6. 
integrifolia, 10. commutata, 1, 7, 8. 
minuta, 15, 79, 20. filipendula, 7. 
Nuuanuensis, 12, 75. Hawaica, 1, 4, 8, 9. 
patens, 1, 12, 20, 21. | reptans, 1. 5, 6. 
Sandvicensis, 12, 74. Sandvicensis, 1, 4, 7, 8, 39. 
triangularis, 1, 19. setacea, 1, 9. 

trilobata, 25. | triceps, 5. 
Blepharostoma Sandvicense, 33. Marsupidium, 2. 
Calypogeia Baldwinii, 27. Mastigobryum Borneense, 18. 

bifurca, 26. Brighami, 22, 25. 
Trichomanis, 24. cordistipulum, 12. 

Cephalozia, 1, 3, 37. Cubense, 1, 20. 
Baldwinii, 1, 32, 35. Didericianum, 15. 
connivens, 33, 34. integrifolium, 10. 
elachista, 57. ligulatum, 22, 23. 
exiliflora, 1, 38. | minutum, 19. 
forficata, 34. | parvistipulum, 20. 
heteroica, 32, 38, 39. | patens, 20. 
Jackii, 35. | Sandvicense, 14. 
Kilohanensis, 1, 52, 37. _Mestigophora filipendula, 7. 
leucantha, 1, 35. | Sandvicensis, 7. 
Lilee, 32, 36. triceps, 5. 
lunulefolia, 34. | Microlepidozia, 6. 
multiflora, 33, 34. Mytilopsis, 1. 
myriantha, 35. _ | Odontoschisma, 1, 3, 28. 
Sandvicensis, 32, 33, 34. | gracile, 28, 3U. 

Cephaloziella, 1, 2, 5, 35, 36. Sandvicense, 1, 28, 30, 31. 
Hebridensis, 39. | Sphagni, 1, 29, 31. 

Eucephalozia, 1, 32, 35. subjulaceum, 28, 29, 30, 31. 
Eulepidozia, 5. _Protocephalozia, 1. 
Herberta, 18. | Pteropsiella, 1. 
Herpetium cordistipulum, 12. | Sphagneecetis gracilis, 30. 

patens, 20. Sandvicensis, 30. 
Herpocladium, 18. | Tylimanthus, 2. 
Jungermannia australis, 5. 

Trans. Conn. Acap., Vou. XII. 27 May, 1907. 





Inpex to ArticLe I].—Tuer Bermupa Istanps, Parts IV ann V. 

(GEOLOGY AND PALEONTOLOGY. 

The page numbers printed in italics refer to the pages where illustrations 

oceur. In the author’s edition the original paging is placed at the inner 

margins. 

Abbot’s Head, 111, 723, 135. | Birds, fossil, 195. 
Acrostichum aureum, 156. | Bland, Thos., 168. 
Admiralty House, landslide near, 134. | Blood-drop, 147. 
AHolian limestones, 47, 48-51, 61, 62, 79, Blue Hole, 88. 

107, 108. | Boaz Island, 93. 
Afolian limestones submerged, 81. | Boilers, 90. 
Agaricia fragilis, 141, 187. | Bonaventura, wreck of the, 116, 130. 

A. undata, fossil, 187. Bones of Birds, fossil, 82, 195. 
Agassiz, Mr, Alexander, 52, 54, 67, 69, Borings of Annelids and Gephyrzans, 

72, 74, 16, “7, 97, 125, 144, 197, 172, | 150. 
178, 196, 204. | Borings of Lithophagus appendiculatus, 

Ammodiscus tenuis, 140. etcs 179: 
Ancient Maps, 135, 137. | Borings of sea-urchins, 151. 
Annelids, 147, 148, 180. Borings of sponges, 151. 
Anticosti Island, erosion at, 125. | Bottom deposits, 739, 140-150 
Area (Barbatia) dominguensis and Arca | Broken grounds outside the reefs, 95. 

now, fossil, 186. | Building stones, 66. 
Arenicola cristata, 147. | Bulla occidentalis=B. media, fossil, 185. 
Argus and Challenger Banks, 54, 55, | Ceecum termes, fossil, 787, 182. 

56, 96. | Cake-urchin, 146 
Artesian borings, 56, 67. | Callista maculata, 184. 
Arctic current, 59, 60. | Camelo, Ferdinando, 102. 
Aspidium coriaceum, 156. | Carychium bermudense, fossil, 770, 171, 
Astralium longispina, 182. | dO 4. 
Bailey Bay, 51, 71, 93, 107, 111, 138, | Castle Harbor, 70, 85, 88, 93, 121, 127, 

142. 158. 
Bailey Bay Island, 71, 120. | Castle Island and ruins of King’s Castle, 
Balanus, fossil, 79. 47, 93, 94, 128, 197. 
Balanus tintinabulum, fossil, 179, 189. | Castle Point, 191. 
Bartram J. T., collection of shells, 184. Cathedral Rocks, 63, 98, 104, 109, 128. 
Base rock, 61. Catherine Point, 116. 
Bay of Fundy, 53. | Causeway, 98, 127, 122. 
Beach limestone, 178. / Cave, Convolvulus, 84. 
Beach-rock, 73, 199. Cave, Cooper’s, 84. 
Beach-rock with mariue fossils, 75. | Cave, Joyce’s, 84. 
Bermudia, genus, 193. Cave, Paynter’s, 84. 
Bermuda Company, seal of the, 729. | Cave, Peniston’s, 84. 
Bermuda in the Glacial Period, 59. | Caves, Walsingham, 84, 85. 
Bermuda Islands, The, Part LV, 45. | Caverns and Sinks, 83, 88. 
Bermuda mountain, 55. | Caverns containing sea water, 83. 
Bermuda not a true atoll, 52. | Cavern at Ireland Island, 195. 
Bermuda voleano, 53. | Cedar, Bermuda, 59. 
Bibliography of geology and paleontol- | Cedars, large, in bogs, 177. 

ogy, 200-204. Cenchrus tribuloides, on sand dunes, 
Bifidaria rupicola, fossil, 170, 294. | 154. 

B. servilis, fossil, 169, 794. | Cenobita diogenes, fossil, 156, 158, 179, 
Biflustra, 141. 196, 197. 
Bigelow, Henry W., 156. Cerithium ferrugineum = minimum, 
Biloculina bulloides, and B. ringens, 181. 

140, 141, 188. C. variabile, fossil, 181. 
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Challenger Bank, 54, 55, 56. 
Chama lingua-felis and C. macrophylla, 

fossil, 186. 
Champlain or Lawrentian Period, 60. 
Champlain Period, 75, 199. 
Changes due to erosion, 99. 
Channel, cutting, 125. 
Channels, filling up of the, 94. 
Channels or cuts, outer, 90, 93, 94. 
Character of the rocks, 47. 
Charles Island, fossils at, 191. 
Chasm at Cooper’s L., 106, 109. 
Chirodota rotifera, 145, 146. 
Chiton tuberculatus, 183. 
Chub Cut, 95, 94. 
Cirratulus grandis, 148. 
Clarence Cove, 54, 110, 133, 134. 
Clavulina communis. 140. 
Climate of Bermuda, 61. 
Cliona sulphurea, borings of, 151. 
Codakia costata, C. orbiculata, and orbi- 

cularis, fossil, 186. 
Codakia tigrina, fossil, 186. 
Columbella cribraria, fossil, 180. 

©. mereatoria, fossil, 780. 
Compact limestones, 65. 
Coney Island, 71, 86, 126. 
Congiomerate, 78. 
Consolidation, none below low - tide 

level, 65. 
Consolidation of sands, 61, 
Cooper’s Island, 93, 106, 109, 198. 
Coralliophaga coralliophaga, borings, 

150. 
Corallina, 118. 
Coral Reefs, characteristic life of, 204. 
Corals, fossil, 177, 187, 189. 
Corals, great age of, 149. 
Cornuspira foliacea, 140, 188. 
Cristellaria compressa, 140. 
Crow-lane, 136. 
Crow-lane Harbor, fossils at, 185. 
Crustacea of the Devonshire formation, 

179, 
Cuts or Channels through reefs, 90, 93. 

94. 
Cuts, position and depth of the, 90-94. 
Cypreea asellus and C. tigris, 181. 
Cypreea cinerea and C. exanthema, fos- 

sil, 180. 
Cyphoma gibbosa, fossil, 180. 
Decay of limestones, slow rate of, 101, 

103. 
Deep Bay, landslide at, 154. 
Devil’s Hole, 51, 84, 85, 86-93. 
Devonshire Bay, 73, 78, 80. 
Devonshire formation, 75, 76-81, 178, 

189. 
Devonshire formation, marine fossils of, 

178, 179, 189, 199. 
Devonshire Parish, 76. 
Devonshire Swamp, 155. 
Dockyard on Ireland Island, 81. 

Dominica Island, 55. 
Drifting Sands, 151-155, 
Drill, of oysters, 148. 
Ducking Stool, 133. 
Earthquake shocks, 135. 
Kast Ledge Flat, 115. 
Eaton, Eng., sand pipes at, 173. 
Echinometra subangularis, 151. 
Eggs, fossil, 195, 196. 
Elbow Bay, drifting sands at, 72, 79, 

119, 150, 152, 153-155. 
Elies’ Harbor, 126. 
Emergence of the land, 56. 
Emmet, Thomas, 136. 
Enoplobranchus sanguineus, 147. 
Erosion by streams in former periods, 

105. 
Erosion by the sea, rates of, 127. 
Erosion by the waves, 106. 
Erosion of the North Shore cliffs, islets, 

and ledges, 107. 
Erosion of the Outer reefs and flats, 114. 
Erosion of the South Shore cliffs and 

reefs, 119. 
Euconulus turbinatus, 168, 770, 193. 
Eupoiymnia magnifica, 147. 
Evolution of Greater Bermuda, 57. 
Explanation of Map I, 93. 
Extinct Land Snails, 74, 158, 190, 199. 
Fasciolaria distans, 180, 189. 
Findlay, A. G., 91. 
Fissurella alternata= greeca, fossil, 183. 

F. (Cremides) barbadensis = antilla- 
rum, fossil, 783. 

F. Listeri, fossil, 183. 
Fissuridea alternata, fossil, 183. 
Flatt’s Viliage, 95, 111, 136. 
Foraminifera, fossil, 140, 188. 
Formation, Devonshire, 75, 76, 199. 
Formation, Paget, 199. 
Formation, pliocene, 199. 
Formation, Walsingham, 68, 199. 
Fort Catherine, eroded rocks near, 64. 
Fossil birds and reptiles, 195. 
Fossil casts of plants, 198. 
Fossil land-shells, 70, 158, 199-196, 199. 
Fossil marine shells, 73-80, 178-189, 

196, 199. 
Fossil palmetto stumps, 62, 72, 74, 79, 

80, 172. 
Fossil plants, 177, 198. 
Fossil sea-turtles, 196. 
Fossils of czeolian limestones, 189. 
Fossils of the Beach-rocks, 73-80, 178- 

189, 199. 
Fossils of Devonshire formation, 178- 

18955199: 
Fossils of Ireland Island, 195. 
Fossils of uncertain nature, 198. 
Fossils of the Walsingham formation, 

156, 158. 
Gastrochena rostrata, borings, 150. 
Geology, 47. 
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Geology and Paleontology, 47-160. 
George’s Bank, 56. 
Gephyreans, borings of, 150. 
Gibb’s Hill and Light, 48, 55, 93. 
Glacial period, 58, 59. 
Globigerina bulloides, 740. 

Globigerina-ooze, 65. 
Glyphis alternata, fossil, 753. 
Goat Island, fossils of, 191. 
Goldie, Prof. T. W., 74. 
Goode, G. Brown, 185. 

Gorgoniz, 96. 
Great Breaker, 115. 
Great Breaker Flats, 91. 
Greater Bermuda, 52, 58, 60, 87, 91, 105. | 
Great Sound, 72, 89, 90, 88-93. 
Great Storms, 123, 182. 
Great Turtle Bay, 125. 
Greenland, 59. 
Green turties, 86. 
Gregory, J. W., 77. 
Grottoes and cavernous places, 110, 111, | 

134. 
Gulf Stream, 59, 60. 
Gale, Mr. A., 71, 159-161, 162, 163- 

171. 
Gurnets Head of Castle Island, 47. 
Halimeda, 139. 
Hamilton, 50, 75, 82, 88, 93. 
Hamilton and St. George’s Harbors, 

peat beds in, 81. 
Hamilton Parish, 71. 
Harbors and Bays, forming, 125. 
Harrington House, 70, 84. 
Harrinyton Sound, 71, 84, 86, 88, 89, 

93, 98, 111, 112, 113, 742, 199. 
Harrington Sound, cliffs of, 111, 772, | 

113. | 
Harris Island, fossils at, 185. 
Heilprin, Angelo, 69. 
Helicella ventricosa, 141. 
Helicina convexa, 141. 
Helix Hubbardi, fossil, 169. 

H. hypolepta, fossil, 169. 
H. Nelsoni, fossil, 160, 195. 
H. ochraceus, 193. 
H. Reiniana, fossil, 164. 

Heyl, Mr. J. B., 128, 130. 
Hipponoé esculenta, 146. 
Hogfish Cut, 91-93, 94. 
Holothuria Rathbuni, 145. 
Holothurians, 743, 144. 
Hospital Bay Channel, 82. 
une Bay, 72, 79, 99, 126, 176, 189, 

Hurricanes, 127, 152, 158. 
Hyalina circumfirmatus, 166. 
Hyalina Nelsoni, fossil, 150. 
Idmonea atlantica, 141, 142. 
Infiltration by sea water and spray, 66. 
Intermediate deposit, 69. 

| 
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| Treland Island, 71, 77, 81, 93, 109, 115, 
124, 149, 151, 156, 179, 195. 

Ireland Island, cavern at, 195. 
Treland Island, fossils at, 195. 
Treland Island, rainfall at, 104. 

| Ireland Island, section at, 177. 
Ireland Island, submerged peat bog, 177. 
Isopterygium tenerum, 156. 
Jones, J. M., 88, 153, 162, 184, 198, 199. 

Joyce’s Cave, 70. 
Keel Ned, cottage of, 152. 
Knapton Hill, 71. 
Labrador coast, 104. 
Land Hermit crab, fossil, 156, 158, 196, 

197. 
Landslides, 138, 134. 

| Lantana on sand dunes, 104. 
Leda clay Period, 199. 
| Ledge Flats, 115. 
Ledge Flat Cuts, 93, 94. 
Lefroy, Governor, 87, 129, 155. 
Lempriere, map by, 137. 
Leodice, borings of, 150. 
Limestone, compact, 68, 69. 
Limestone, Devonshire beach, 178. 
Limestone, Walsingham, 178. 
Lion Rock, 117. 
Lithophagus appendiculatus, borings 

of, 149, 150, 348. 
L. bisuleatus, and niger, 150, 343. 

| Lithothamnion, 118, 139, 187. 
Littorina angulifera, 181. 
Livona pica, fossil, 59, 70, 156, 158, 182, 

189, 196, 197. 
Long Bar, 114. 
Long Bar Cut, 93, 94. 
Long Bird Island, 78. 
Lucina antillarum=L. ornatum, fossil, 

186. 
Lucina pennsylvanica=L. grandinata= 

Lucina speciosa, fossil, 185. 
L. pectinata=L. pecten=L. imbri- 

cata=L. occidentalis, fossil, 186. 
L. tigrina, fossil, 186. 

| Luidia clathrata, habits of, 146. 
Lyell, Sir Charles, 104, 131, 172, 173. 
Madracis decactis, fossil, 187. 
Meeandra areolata, fossil, 187, 189. 
Meeandra labyrinthiformis, 118. 
Meeandrina labyrinthiformis, 177. 
Magnetic variations, 55. 
Mangrove Swamp, 154. 
Manicina areolata, fossil, 147. 
Manning, Mr., analysis of soil, 79. 
Map of Bermuda, 97. 
Maps, Ancient, 137. 
Margaritophora radiata, fossil, 187. 
Marine shells. fossil, 196. 
Mark, Prof. E. L., 116. 
Marphysa, 150. 
Martinique, 59. 
May, Henry, 102, 116, 150. 

Ipomeea pes-capra, on sand dunes, 154. Mechanical action of rain-water, 104. 
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Melitta sexforis, 146, 188. 
Melitta testudinata, fossil, 188. 
Miliolina circularis, venusta, seminu- 

lum, pulchella, 740, 188. 
Millepora alcicornis, 77, 118, 747, 188. 
Mills Breakers, 114, 115. 
Mills Breakers Cut, 95, 94. 
Mills Breakers Sound, 89. 
Milne, Admiral David, 85. 
Mingan Islands, pinnacled rocks, 103. 
Modiola tulipa, fossil, 186. 
Modulus modulus=lenticularis, fossil, 

181, 182. 
Moeandrina areolata, fossil, 77. 
Moore, Governor Richard, 131. 
Moore’s Calabash Tree, 85. 
Morea, elevated beds in, 104. 
Mount Langton, 50. 
Mount Pelé, 55. 
Mullet Bay, 99. 
Murex brassica, 181. 
Murray Anchorage, 88, 89, 90, 91, 95, 

138. 
Mycetophyllia Lamarckana, fossil, 77, 

79, 187-189. 
Mytilus adustus=exustus, 77, 543. 
Mytilus exustus, fossil, 186, 345. 
Nantucket Shoals, 56. 
Narrows, 91. 
Nassa ambigua, 780. 
Natica canrena, fossil, 180. 
Natural Arches, 98, 106, 111. 
Nelsonian snail, 70, 72, 160. 
Nelson, Lieutenant, 52, 71, 77, 78, 83, 

85, 121, 181, 136. 
Nerita peloronta, 

fossil, 182, 183. 
Nerita versicolor, fossil, 783. 
New England, 51, 59. 
Nicidion, 150. 
Nodosaria mucronata, 740. 
Nonesuch Island and Quarantine, 93. 
Noniomina depressula, 740. 
North Rocks, 65, 115, 716, 117, 128, 131, 
North Rocks in former times, 128, 129, 

131, 
North Rocks, Northeastern Cut, 91, 95, 

94, 115, 128, 132. 
North Rock Sound, 89, 91. 
Norwood, Richard, 129, 131, 157. 
Norwood’s map, 129, 181, 151-154. 
Nova Scotia, 53, 59, 61. 
Oculina diffusa, 747. 
Old Church Rocks, 63, 109. 
Old Fort Island, 191. 
Oleanders, on sand dunes, 154. 
Oliva reticulata, fossil, 180. 
Olivella oryza, fossil, 180. 
Ophionereis reticulata, 146. 
Orbicella cavernosa=O. radiata, fossil, 

187. 
Orbiculina adunea, 140. 

and N. tessellata, 

INDEX. 

| Orbitolites marginalis and O, dup ex, 
140. 
O. complanata, 140, 188. 

Orbulina universa, 740. 
Ordnance Island, 136. 
Osmunda cinnamomea and regalis, 156. 
Ostrzea frons, fossil, 187. 
Paget formation, 190, 199. 
Paget formation, fossil birds in, 151. 
Paget formation, fossil marine shells in, 

196. 
Paleontology, 158-198. 
Paleontology, Bermuda, synopsis of, 

199. 
Palmetto, 59. 
Palmetto, root of, 174. 
Palmetto stumps, fossil, 72, 74, 79, 80, 

172. : 
Paynter’s Vale, 70-78. 
Pear Island, 71. 
Pearl Oyster, fossil, 187. 
Peat Bogs, 81, 151, 155, 177. 
Peat Bogs and Marshes, 85, 155. 
Peat, nature of, 156. 
Pectinaria regalis, 148. 
Pectunculus undatus, fossil, 186. 
Pembroke Marsh, 87, 155. 
Peneroplis pertusus, 740, 188. 
Peniston, Miss Mary, collection of shells, 

181. 
Peniston’s Cave, 70, 83, 84, 184. 
Peniston’s Pond, 51, 126. 
Period, Champlain, 199. 
Period, Devonshire, 189. 
Period, Glacial, 199. 
Period, Pleistocene, 199. 
Period, Paget, 189. 
Period, Pliocene, 199. 
Period, Poecilozonites, 199. 
Period, Leda-Clay, 199. 
Period of reélevation, 199. 
Period of subsidence, 199. 
Phacoides pennsylvanicus, fossil, 185, 

189. 
Phacoides pennsylvanicus, var. somer- 

sensis, fossil, 785, 189. ’ 
| Phyllis’ Island, fossils on, 185. 
Physcosoma varians, borings of, 750. 
Pilsbry, H. A., 158, 162, 163, 192. 
Pimlico, 195. 
Pinnacles, 108. 
Plants and animals introduced, 60. 
Plants, fossil, 177. 
Plexaura, 96. 
Pliocene, Bermuda, 52, 57, 68. 
Peecilozonites, 56, 58, 59. 
Peecilozonites bermudensis, 71, 73, 81, 

141, 159, 164, 192. 
P. bermudensis, var. zonatus, fossil, 

164, 191. 
P. circumfirmatus, 141, 165, 766, 193. 
P. cireumfirmatus, var. discrepans, 

165, 167, 193. ; 

4 
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Peecilozonites cupula, 167. 
P. Dalli, 167. 

Pecilozonites Nelsoni, fossil, 68, 77, 80, 
87, 158, 159, 160, 162-166, 171, 179. 
P. Nelsoni, var. callosus, 159, 162, 

163. 
P. Nelsoni, var. conoides, 160, 163. 
P. Nelsoni, var. discoides, 159, 160, 

161. 
P. Nelsoni, var. Nelsoni, 162, 163. 
P. Reinianus, fossil, 164, 29.3. 
P. Reinianus, var. antiquus, fossil, 

165. 
P. Reinianus, vay. Goodei, 164, 165, 

166, 193. 
Peecilozonites Period, 199. 
Polygyra microdonta, 141, 193, 794. 
Polytrema miniaceum, 139, 188. 
Porites astreoides, 118, 122. 
Post-glacial Bermuda, 60. 
Post-glacial period, 61, 75. 
Pot-holes, 74, 119, 120, 127. 
Prospect Hill, 75. 
Prospect Hill, section, 190. 
Prospect Observatory, Rainfall at, 104. 
Pseudatoll, Bermuda, 53. 
Pteris aquilina, 156. 
yee Auduboni, and P. cinereus, 

95. 
Pullastra or Callista, fossil, 184. 
Pullastra perovalis, 184, 189. 
Pulmonata, fossil, 158, 190. 
Pulpit Rock, 65, 109, 715. 
Pupa marginata, 194. 
Pupa pellucida, 169. 
Pupa (Bifidaria) rupicola, 794. 
Pupa servilis, and P. jamaicensis, 169, 

194. 
Pupoides marginatus, 194. 
Purpura deltoidea, and P. hemastoma, 

fossil, 179. 
Quaternary time, 61. 

_ Radiolarians, 139. 
Rainfall, 104. 
Reach, The, 82. 
Red-clay breccias, 70. 
Red-clay layers, 74. 
Reélevation of Bermuda, 61, 97. 
Reptiles, fossil, 195. 
RigewErore We Ns, GOs 125 fo, 10,0 08, 

174, 179. 
Rock Cockle, fossil, 186. 
Rumina decollata, 141. 
Sagebush, on sand dunes, 154. 
Saint David’s Island, 93, 109, 110. 
Saint George’s Harbor, 81, 82, 87, 89, 

90, 93. 
St. George’s Island and Town, 70, 72, 

93, 104, 105, 109, 124, 130. 
Saint George’s, rainfall at, 104. 
Saint Lucia, 55, 
Sand beaches, 111. 
Sand-dollar, 146. 
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| Sand dunes, 151, 752, 153. 

|Sand glacier, 152, 153. 
| Sand pipes, 172, 173. 

Sands, shell, origin and nature of, 138, 

139, 

Sands, unconsolidated, 65, 159. 

Sargassum, 118. 
| Sezevola lobelia, on sand dunes, 154. 

Scala, sp. and Scala scaberrima, fossil, 

182, 189, 
| Scaur, The, 126. 
| Schizoporella isabelliana, 141. 
Seal of Bermuda Company, 129. 

Seaside grasses, on sand dunes, 154. 

| Sea-turtles, fossil, 174, 196. 

Sections, 50, 54, 79, 112, 123, 124. 

Section at Ireland Island, 177, 178. 

|Serpuline atolls or ‘“‘ boilers”, 79, 121, 
128. 

Sharks Hole, 71, 84, 118. 
Shearwater, 199. 
Shell sand, composition of, 142. 

Shell sands, origin of the, 138, 139. 

Shelly Bay, 78, 111, 123, 186, 161, 152, 

154. 
Shelly, Mr. Henry, 154. 
Ship-channel, main, 91, 93. 
Ship-worms, 82. 

| Siliquaria rosea, fossil, 182. 
Siliquaria ruber, 139. 
Silting of harbors, 135. 
Siphonaria alternata, 183. 
Smith, Capt. John, 129. 
Somerset Island, 63, 93, 106, 109. 
Sommer Islands, 129. 
Sounds, or eroded valleys, submerged, 

Southampton fort, 47. 
Southwest Breaker, 114, 121. 
Spanish Rock, 101, 102, 103, 104, 110. 
Spanish Point, 110. 
Sphagnum cuspidatum and cymbifo- 

lium, 156. 
Spondylus americanus, fossil, 186. 
Staggs, 110. 
Stalagmites and stalactites, 81, 83, 89. 
Stevenson, Prof. John J., 69, 73, 76, 

78, 80, 81. 
Stichopus Mobii, 743. 

S. diaboli and xanthomela, 144. 
Stocks Point, 72, 78. 
Stokes’ Bay, 135. 
Strobila Hubbardi, fossil, 168, 169. 

Strobilops Hubbardi, fossil, 168, 169, 

IS) 
| Strombus costatus=accipitrinus, fossil, 

180, 181, 189. 
Strombus, fossil, 78. 
Subaérial erosion due te carbonic acid 

EE 
Submerged caverns and sinks, 88. 
Subsidence, 60, 81-87. 
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Subsidence, evidences of from sub- 
merged sinks, sounds, and channels, 
81, 83, 87. 

Subulina octona, 141. 
Surface hardening, 62, 66. 
Succinea barbadensis and 8. somersen- 

Sis PLT IOL. 
S. bermudensis, 171, 194. 

Synapta acanthia, S. inheerens, 146. 
S. roseola, 745, 146. 

Synopsis of Bermuda Paleontology, 199. 
Swamp ferns, 156. 
Swamp, Devonshire, 755. 
Swing Bridge, 82. 
Tectarius muricatus, 181. 
Tellina levigata, fossil, 184. 
Tellina (Angulus) promera, fossil, 184. 
Tenagodus ruber, fossil, 182. 
Teneriffe, 55. 
Teredo, 82. 
Textularia concava, T. luculenta, T. tro- 

chus, 140, 188. 
Thomson, Sir Chas. Wyville, 144, 153, 

172, 175, 177. 
Thysanophora hypolepta, fossil, 268, 

169. 
Tidal streams of Castle Harbor, 84. 
Tobacco Bay, 64, 98, 103, 104, 109, 118. 
Tomlin’s Narrows, fossils in, 178. 
Tower Hill, fossils at, 193. 
Toxopneustes variegatus, 144, 746. 
Trivia quadripunctata = T. rotunda, 

fossil, 180. 
Truncatella caribeeensis, 141. 
Trunk Island, 71, 114. 

INDEX. 

Tucker, Gov. D., 151, 154, 155, 
Tucker’s Island, 85. 
Tucker’s Island cavern, 72, 83. 
Tucker’s Town, 71, 72, 119, 135, 
Turtles, fossil, 196. 
Udotea, 139. 
Ultimus gibbosus, fossil, 180. 
Unconsolidated sands, 65, 159. 
Venus or Chione, fossil, 184, 189. 
Venus pennsylvanica, fossil, 185, 197. 
Vermetus lumbricalis, fossil, 182. 
Verrill, A. Hyatt, 72, 112, 143, 145, 150. 
Verrucella, 96. 
Vertigo Marki, fossil, 770. 

VY. numellata, fossil, 770. 
Volcanic character of the Bermuda 

Foundation, 53. 
Voluta musica, 181. 
Walsingham, 69. 
Walsingham caves and sinks, 70, 84, 85. 
Walsingham Formation, 67, 68, 119. 
Walsingham formation, fossils, 158, 199. 
Walsingham house, 70. 
Webb’s Pond, 86. 
Western Blue Cut, 95, 94. 
West Indian Islands, upraised, 56. 
Whale Bay, 128. 
Whelk, fossil, 156, 158, 797. 
Whitfield, R. P., 162. 
Woodwardia virginica, 156. 
Wreck Hill, 48, 114. 
Zonites bermudensis, 192. 
Zonitoides Bristoli, fossil, 767, 168. 

Z. minusculus, 768. 
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Acanthastrzea dipsacea, 250. 
Acropora muricata, 207, 209, 246. 

var. cervicornis, var. palmata, var. 
prolifera, 209. 

Actinacea, 236, 248. 
Actinaria, 248. 
Actinia annulata, 249. 

ber mudensis, 256, 
var. prunicolor, 25 
erucifera, 272. 
fiosculifera, 266. 
melanaster, 207, 258. 
oseulifera, 275. 
solifera, 251. 

Actinobranchie, 270. 
Actinodactylus Boscii, 272. 

neglectus, 271, 272. 
Actinodendron, on. 
Actinoides pallida, 262, 263 
Actinostella flosculifera, formosa, 

267, 268. 
Actinotryx sancti-thome, 27 
Adamsia palliata, 264, 265. 
Agaricia agaricites, 209, 246 

fragilis, 209, 245, 247. 
Agassiz, Alexander, 218, 226. 

Prof. Louis, 215, 219, 224, 
243. 

Agelidee, 353. 
Aiptasia annulata, 249, 250 

var. solifera, 250, 251 
var. monilifera, 350, 2 
diaphana, 254. 
pallida, 253. 
tagetes, 251, 252, 255. 
var. bicolor, 252. 
var. spongicola, 

Alcyonaria, 276. 
Aleyonium mammillosum, 285. 
Amphimidon variabilis, 359. 
Amphipholis Goesi and A. squamata, 

320. 
Anemone, cross barred, 272. 

Dark- star, 257, 258. 
Gill bearing, 269, 
Pink-tipped, 258 
Prune- os 25 We 
Ringed, 249, 250 
Smail stellate, 2 26 
White-specked, 251, 252. 
White-striped, 274, 75. 

Anemonia elegans, 261. 
Angel Fish, 548. 
Antedon, 319, 329, 

25 oO 

ary 
/. 

266, 

6, 

99 

51. 

959 
ww. 

| Astroporpa affinis, 

Anthea gigantea, 258, 260. 
Anthozoa, 208. 
Antinedia Duchassaingi, A. tuberculata, 

9923 
wo. 

PD] 
382. Aplysina fistularis and A. hirsuta, 

Area noe, 347. 
occidentalis, 347. 
secticostata, 547. 

Arcesias hostilis, 539. 
Asteractis flosculifera, 266, 272. 
Asterias, hybrids, 275, 
Asterias (or Stolasterias) tenuispina, 319. 
Asterina folium, 325. 
Asteriscus folium, 325, 
Asterioidea, 3, 24. 
Astrea ananas and coarctata, 219, 

cavernosa, 254. 
decactis, 25 
siderea, 245. 

247. 

5 
On 

Aulactinia stella, 261. 
stelloides, 261. 

Axhelia decactis, 259. 
Axinella appressa, 540. 

angulosa, 541. 
pennata, 541, 
rosacea, 541. 
rudis, 341. 
Walpersii, 541. 

Axinellidze, 335. 
Axinelloidea, 535, 

29. 

Bergia catenularis, 295. 
Bermuda lobster, 205. 
Bibliography of Bermuda Actinaria, 

248, 249. 
Alcyonaria, 
corals, 206, 
Echinoderms, 320. 
Sponges, 352. 

Boring Sponge, 545. 

296, 

Brain Coral, 210, 277, 213, 2 
Brissus unicolor, 322. 
Bunodactis stelloides, 261, 262. 

var. catenulata, 262, 263. 
var. carneola, 262, 263. 
versus Cribrina, 264. 

Bunodella stelloides, 262. 
Bunodes, 264. 
Bunodopsis globulifera, 
Bunodosoma, 265. 
Bush Corals, 

. 

Cactus Corals, 225, 226, 

249. 

255. 

ay De 
227, 228. 
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Calliactis effceta, 265. 
Callyspongia Eschrichtii, 335. 
Cereactis bahamensis, 258. 
Cereus, 264. 

bellis, 265, 
Cerianthus natans, 279. 
Cheetodon striatus, 348. 
Chalinid, 333, 334. 
Chalinoidea, 333. 
Challenger Bank, 246. 
Chirodota rotifera, 321. 
Chondrilla nucula, 334. 
Chondrillidz, 333, 334. 
Chondrocloea (or Synapta) vivipara, 321, 

328. 
Cidaris tribuloides, 322. 
Cladocora arbuscula, 209. 
Clathriade, 333. 
Clavata, 333. 
Cliona caribbeea, 348. 

cribraria, 342. 
viridis, 343. 

Clionidz, 534, 342. 
Colors of the reef corals and actinians, 

210. 
Colpophyllia gyrosa, 209, 236. 
Conch, pink, 348. 
Condylactis gigantea, 248, 256, 258, 259, | 

271, 280. 
passiflora, 258, 259. 

Cook, F. C., Composition of Gorgonian 
Corals, 298, 299, 3038, 305. 

Corals, colors of, 210. 
distribution of, 209. 
great age of, 210. 
natural grafting of, 211. 
origin of, 208. 
spurious and superfluous species of, 

246. 
West Indian, 209. 

Corticifera flava, 283; glareola, 
lutea, 285. 

ocellata, 285. 
Cow Fish, 348. 
Cowrie, 348. 
Cradactis fasciculata, 266. 
Cribrina bellis, effceta, polypus, 264, 

265. 
carciniapodos=palliata, 265. 

Cribrochalina Bartholmei, 337. 
Crinoidea, 329. 
Cuccumaria punctata, 327. 
Cyprzea exanthema, 348. 

ARO. 285 ; 

Dendrogyra cylindrus, 209. 
Dendrospongia crassa, 332. 
Desmacella jania, 338. 
Desmacellidz, 353, 338. 
Desmacidontoidea, 333. 
Diadema setosum, 205, 323. 
Dichoccenia Stokesii, 209. 
Diplactis bermudensis, 256, 257. 
Diploria cerebriformis, 210, 247. 

INDEX. 

Dominica Island, 234. 
Doubtful species of Gorgoniz, 317. 
Duchassaing and Michelotti, 223, 226. 
Duerden, Dr. J. E., 208, 211, 213, 220, 

243, 244, 251, 253, 270, 273, 275, 279, 
295. 

| Dysidea fragilis, 332. 

| Echinodermata, 319. 
Echinoderms, 319. 
Echinoidea, 322. 
_Echinometra subangularis, 524, 
| Echinonemata, 333. 
_Echinoneus semilunaris, 322. 
| Ectyonide, 533. 
| Edwardsia, 
| Epicystis crucifera, 271, 272, 273. 

formosa, 274, 275. 
loligo, 273. 
osculifera, 274. 

| Epizoanthus, 290. 
| Esperellidie, 535, 338. 
Esperiopsis fragilis, 338. 

| Eunicea anceps, 310. 
atra, 315. 
crassa, 315, 315. 
grandis, 315. 
limiformis, 311. 
lugubris, 316, 
madrepora, 311; mammosa, 311. 
microthela, 511. 
multicauda, 315. 
muricata, 311. 
pseudoantipathes, 217, 312. 
ramulosa, 305. 
Tourneforti, 312. 
turgida, 515. 

Eunicella microthela, 311. 
palma, 299. 

Euniceopsis aspera, 312. 
atra, 314, 315. 
crassa, 312, 515. 
grandis, 312, 313, 314. 
hirta, laciniata, lugubris, 312. 
multicauda, 312, 515. 
Rousseaui, 512. 
Tourneforti, 311, 372. 
turgida, 315. 

Eusmilia aspera, 209. 
Evactis artemisia, 265. 

Favia fragum, 219, 247. 
Finger Coral, 317. 

Gelliodide, 333. 
Gemmaria, 287. 

Riisei, 283. 
Geodia gibberosa, 333. 

Heterorhapbida, 333. 
Homorhaphida, 333. 

Goode, G. Brown, 235, 256, 264, 266, 
271, 331. 

Gorgonacea, 296. 
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Gorgonia acerosa, 298, 299. 
americana, 299, 500. 
anguiculus, 302. 
antipathes, 305, 306, 311. 
eitrina, 300, 301. 
erassa, 307, 517. 
dichotoma, 310. 
flabellum, 297, 298. 
flavida, 305. 
flammea, 299. 
heteropora, 3510. 
homomalla, 304. 
multicauda, 307, 517. 
muricata, 301. 
palma, 299. 
pinnata, 299, 300. 
porosa, 307. 
pseudo-antipathes, 3 
pumila, 300. 
purpurea, 317. 
sanguinolenta, 299. 
setosa, 299. 
spicifera, 305. 
turgida, 300. 
vermiculata, 310, 517. 

Gorgonie, doubtful species of, 317. 
Grapples, 205. 

9 2,3 17. 

Haddon, A. C., 264. 
Hat-coral, 245. 
Heilprin, Gorgonians recorded by, 317. 
Hermodice carunculata, 347. 
Hesione pretexta, 547. 
Heterocliona ecribraria, 342. 
Hipponoé esculenta, 324. 
Hircina acuta, 532. 

armata and vars. fistularis, margin- 
alis, cylindrica, columnaris, 332. 

Hog Fish, 348. 
Holothuria abbreviata and H. captiva, 

321. 
floridana, 522. 
surinamensis, 322. 
Rathbuni, 145, 321. 

Holothuriaus, 320. 
Holothurioidea, 320. 
Hoplophoria coralligens, 272. 
Hyatt, Prof. Alpheus, 351, 382. 
Hydroid corals, 210. 
Hydrozoa, 317. 

Tlyanthopsis longifilis, 280. 

| Isophyllia multilamella, 229, 247. 

| rigida, 229. 
spinosa, 232, 247. 

| australis, strigosa, 220, 247. 
| Ivory Coral, 237, 238. 

Jania, 338. 

| Keratosa, aol, 5382. 
| Kélliker, Albert, 

sent by, 305, 506. 

gorgonian spicules, 

Lachnolaimus maximus, 348. 
| Lactophrys tricornis, 348. 

triqueter, 348. 
‘Lebrunia Dane, 269, 270, 271. 
| neglecta, 269, 271. 
| Lesueur, 276. 
Linckia Guildingii, 518. 
Lithophyllia argemone, 220. 

| australis, 251. 
cubensis and lacera, 220, 247. 
multilamella, 231, 282. 
spinosa, 281, 282. 

Lobster traps, 205. 
| Lophactis, 269. 
| Luidia clathrata, habits of, 146, 324. 
| Lycodontis funebris, 347. 

moringa, 347. 

Madracis decactis, 239, 247. 
| Madrepora cerebrum, 213. 
| muricata, var. prolifera, 209, 246 

labyrinthica, 216. 
porites, 240, 241. 
radians, 242. 

'_Madreporaria, 206. 
| Meeandra areolata, 209. 

cerebrum, 213, 2/4, 215, 216, 219, 
324. 

var. strigosa, 215, 215, 216. 
clivosa, 209, 216, 217, 218, 219. 

| labyrinthiformis, 210, 211, 212, 247. 
| var. Stokesii, 272. 
|Meeandrina labyrinthica, 218, 247. 

labyrinthiformis, 213. 
sinuosa, vars. limosa, rubra, vineola, 

viridis, 213, 274, 217, 218. 
sinuosissima, 213, 247. 
strigosa, 213, 215, 216, 247. 

| Margaritophora radiata, 347. 
Iodine contents of gorgonians, Mendel Mammillifera tuberculata, 293. 

and Cook, 298, 299, 303, 505. 
Isaurus Duchassaingi, 295. 

tuberculatus, 295, 294. 
Heepbylhia aspera, cylindrica, knoxi, 

wei. 

995 
we, 

ee dipsacea, 220, 225, 226, 227, 
247. 

fragilis, 220, 247. 
marginata, 229, 251, 247. 
multiflora, 229. 

25 

9 

| McMurrich, J. P., 251, 253, 
| 264, 265, 267, 271, 272, 276, 
|Meandrina meandrites, 209. 
| Meandrites, 215. 
| Melitta hexapora, 
Mendel, L. B., On occurrence of Iodine 
| in Corals, 298, 299, 308, 305. 
Metridium, 264. 

concinnatum, 
| tum, 268. 

6, 260, 
2 83. 

299 
Onn. 

mucosum, pretex- 
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Millepora alcicornis, 377. 
var. carthageniensis, 318. | 
var. moniliformis, 518. | 
var. ramosa, 318. 
nitida, 319. 

Millepora, polyps of, 377. 
Monaxonida, 333. 
Moray. green, 348. 

spotted, 348. 
Muricea muricata, 301, 302. 

spicifera, 301. 
Mussa angulosa, 209. 

(Symphyllia) annectens, 228, 231. 
(Isophyllia) dipsacea, 225, 247. 
dipsacea, var. aster, 227, 228. 
(Isophyl'ia) fragilis, 220, 222, 

231, 247. 
hispida, 233, 
(Isophyllia) 

282, 247. 
rigida, 229, 230. 
rosula, 229, 230. | 
species recorded by Quelch, Addi-| 

tional notes on, 231, 247. 
Mycedium fragile, 245. 

a 

222, | 

multiflora, 229, 230, 

Nippers, 205 | 

Octopus, 205. 
Oculina bermudensis, 247. 

bermudiana, 237. 
coronalis, 238, 247. 
diffusa, 208, 235, 236, 247. 
pallens, 238, 247. 
speciosa, 258, 247. 
Valenciennesi, 237, 238, 247. 
varicosa, 236, 237, 247. 
var. conigera, 237, 238. 

Oligosilicina, 333. 
Ophiactis Krebsii, ¢ 

Mulleri, 328. 
Savignyi, 328. 

Ophidiaster ornithopus, 318. 
Ophiocoma crassispina, 327. 

echinata, 527, 
pumila, 328. 
Riisei, 328. 

Ophioderma antillarum, 325. 
brevicauda, 526. 
cinereum, 325. 
olivaceum, 326, 
serpens, 326. 
virescens, 326. 

Ophiolepis paucispina, 335. 
Ophiomyxa flaccida, 329. 
Ophionereis reticulata, 325. 
Ophiopsila Riisei, 328. 
Ophiostigma isacanthum, 
Ophiothrix angulata, 327. 

Suensonii, 327. 
violacea, 327. 

Ophiura angulata, 
appressa, 526. 

Co ~) 28. 

B20, 

990 327, 

INDEX. 

Ophiura brevicauda, 326. 
brevispina, 326. 
cinerea, 325. 
echinata, 527. 
flaccida, 529. 

| Ophiurans, 325. 
Ophiuroidea, 325. 
Orbicella annularis, 232, 233. 

acropora, 255. 
cavernosa, 234. 

| Oscarella, 543. 
Osculina, 543. 

| Oulactis Danze, 269. 
fasciculata, flosculifera, 256. 
formosa, 268. 
mucosum, 268. 

Pachychalina cellulosa, 355. 
elastica, 336. 
micropora, 337. 
millepora, 336. 
monticulosa, 336. 

Palythoa caribeorum, 283. 
cinerea, flava, 285. 
grandiflora, 285, 286. 
mamuillosa, 249, 280, 285, 284. 

| Pandaros, 541. 
| Papilella, 543. 
Papillina, 343. 

eribraria, 542. 
Paranthea, pallida, 255, 254, 
Parazoanthus parasiticus, 294, 295, 339. 

separatus, 295. 
Parrot Fish, 547. 
Pearl Oyster, 347. 
Pecten ziczac, 747. 
Peracea, Count M. G., 228. 
Phellia clavata, 254. 

rufa, 254, 255, 266. 
var. nigropicta, 254, 255. 
simplex, 279. 

Phyllactis conchilega, flosculifera, and 
preetextum, 268. 

Phyllangia americana, 209. 
Phymanthus erucifera, 255. 

cruciferus, 272. 
loligo, 273. 

Pilot Fish, 547. 
Platygyra viridis, 213. 
Plesiastreea Goodei, 234, 235. 
Plexaura anguiculus, 305, 317. 

antipathes, 305, 306. 
crassa, 306. 
dichotoma, 310. 
Ehrenbergii, 306. 
Esperi, 305, 506, 308. 
flavida, 305. 
flexuosa, 302, 503, 507, 517. 
friabilis, 307. 
heteropora, 310. 
homomalla, 504, 305. 
macrocythara, 507. 
multicauda, 307, 317. 
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Plexaura mutica, 303, 304. 
porosa, 307. 
salicornoides, 502. 
Valenciennesi, 305. 
vermiculata, 310. 

Plexaurella anceps, 510. 
dichotoma, 510, 311. 
nutans, 310. 
vermiculata, 510. 

Plexauropsis bicolor, 305, 509. 
Polymastia varia, 341.. 
Polymastide, 334, 341. 
Porifera, 320. 
Porites astreoides, 209, 240, 241. 

clavaria, 241, 247. 
furcata, 209, 241. 
polymorpha, 241. 
porities, var. clavaria, 240, 241, 242, 

247. 
Pourtalés, L. F. de, 226, 256. 
Protopalythoa grandis, 280, 281, 282. 

Heilprini, 283. 
Pseudoplexaura crassa, 307. 
Pteria radiata, 347. 
Pterogorgia acerosa, 299. 

americana, 300. 
Ellisiana, fasciolaris, 300. 
pinnata, 299, 300. 
sancti-thome, 300. 
setosa, 299. 
Sloanei and turgida, 2¢ > )9, 300. 

225, Quelch, John J., 209, 223, 231, 247. 

Red anemone. 256. 
Reef-corals, 206, 209. 
Reniera fibulata, 338. 
Renieride, 335. 
Rhipidogorgia flabellum, 297. 
Rhodactis Danae, 269. 

oseulifera, 277 
sancti-thome, 276. 

Rice, Prof. Wm. N., on zodids of Mille- 
pora, 319. 

Collection of Sponges, 331. 
Rock Cockle, 347. 
Rose Corals, 220, 221, 220, 226, 227, 

229, 280. 

Scarlet Sponge, 332, 
Scarus vetula, 548. 
Seyllarides, 205. 

338, 339. 

Scolymia, 225. f 
Sea Anemones, 236-248. 

Cat, 346. 
DOD 
Wee Cucumbers, 143, 145, 321, 3 

Fan, 296, 297, 298. 
Ginger, 317, 319. 
Plume, 296, 298. 
Urchin, Long-spined, 323. 
urchins, 146, 322. 

Semperia bermudensis, 
Seriola zonata, 348. 
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| Serpent-stars, 348. 
| Sertularella Gayi, 3/8, 319. 
Shade-coral, 245. 
| Siderastreea galaxea, 242, 247, 

radians, 209, 242, 243, 244, 247. 
siderea, 245, 244. 

| Siphonochalina papyracea, 334. 
stolonifera, 335. 

Solenastrzea hyades, 209. 
Sonrel, Mr. A., 226. 
Spanish lobsters, 205. 
Spinosella sororia, 294, 551, 334, 340. 

stolonifera, 335. 
| Spirastrella, 344, 347. 
Spirastrellidee, 334. 
Sponges, 33(). 
Spongelia fragilis, 
Spongia anomala, 352. 

Bartholmei, 357. 
cerebriformis, var. obscura, 3 
corlosia, var. elongata, 332. 
gossypina, 352 

999 
wUR. 
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lapidescens, and vars. conigera and 
turrita, 352. 

lignea, var. crassa, 332. 
punctata, var. bermudensis, 352. 

Star Corals, 219, 233, 234, 235, 242. 
Starfishes, 324. 
Stauractis incerta, 271. 
Steletta, 535. 
Stichopus Mobii, 743, 320. 
Strombus cigas, 348. 
Suberitidee, 334. 
Suberitoidea, 535. 
Symphyllia agle, anemone, and aspera, 

220, 228, 224, 225. 
conferta, 220, 223. 

| cylindrica, and knoxi, 
dipsacea, 225. 
fragilis, 220. 
vars. strigosa and asperula 
guadalupensis, 225, > ~~ 

helianthus, 181, 22 
marginata, 252. 
strigosa and thomasiana 
verrucosa, 225 > ~~. 

99 
~~ 

2 OOF « 3, 220, 226. 

99, 
> ~et. 

997 , 225. 

99 
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| Tedania ignis, 331, 339, 340. 
| digitata, var. bermudensis, 339. 
Tedanidee, 353, 339. 
Tedanins, 539. 
Terpios jania, 338. 
Tethys dactylomela, 547. 
Thalisias ignis, 539. 
Toxopneustes variegatus, 746, 
Trunk Fish, 548. 
Tuba sororia, 335. 

| Tube-sponge, 294, 351, 

999 
One. 
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Urticina, 264. 
? 

Vaughan, T. Wayland, 218, 223, 226 
230. 
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Verongia, 332. Zoanthus Danze, 287, 289. 
Verongula aurea, cellulosa, gigantea, flos-marinus, 287, 290. 

pretexta, rigida, 382. dubius, 291, 292, 298. 
Verrill, A. Hyatt, 257, 260, 305, 344. nobilis, 291. 
Verrucella grandis, 316. nymphea, 295. 

parasiticus, 295. 
Weinland, Dr., 260. proteus, 287, 288, 290, 295. 

| pulchellus, 287, 289, 291, 298. 
Xiphigorgia americana, citrina, 300. sociatus, 288, 289, 290, 291. 

Solandri, 289, 290, 292. 
Zoanthacea, 249, 280. tuberculatus, 293. 

undetermined species of, 295. | Zooxanthelle, 206, 210, 213, 236. 

ERRATA. 

Page 64 [20], line 4, from bottom, for xxiii, read xxii. 

Page 65 [21], line 21, for lime, read limestone. 

Page 71 [27], line 3 from bottom, for zonuta, read zonatus. 

Page 77 [33], line 23, for adustus, read exustus. 

——— [33], line 24, for Polytremacis, read Polytrema. 

Page 150 [106], line 4, for Lithophaga, read Lithophagus. 

line 5, for nigra, read niger. 

line 7, for appendiculata, read appendiculatus and 

for bisuleata, read bisudcatus. 

Page 216, line 9; 219, line 17; 233, line 9; 235, line 145 

241, line 18; 244, line 21, for 1902 read 1901. 

Plates xxxrv D and xxxIv E were erroneously numbered. 
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Lizarp, ANNIELLA. By W. R. Cor anv B. W. KunxKEt. 

Page numbers in italics refer to pages on which illustrations occur. 

Abbreviations, 399. Kunkel, B. W., on urogenital organs of 
Alimentary canal, 353, 354, 355, 356. | Anniella, 371. 
Amphisbeena, 577. / 
Anguidee, 350. | Lacerta, brain of, 389. 
Anguis, 390, 308, 354, 355, 356, 380, 383, | Liver of Anniella, 357. 

390, 391, 393, 396. | Lungs of Anniella, 360. 
Anniella pulehra, 349, 350, 551. 

A. nigra, 350. 
~ 

Ovaries and oviducts, 575. 
A. texana, 350. | Oviducts, 374. 

Anniellidee, 350. | 
Anolis, pineal eye of, 386. Pacific Grove, Cal., 351, 352, 571. 
Anops, 377. Panereas, 358, 3: 359, 

Pelvis of Anniella, 371. 
Bibliography, 397. Pineal Eye of Anniella, 391. 
Brain of Anniella, 586. 

| Retina of Anniella, 393. 
Cloaea of Anniella, 377, 379. Ribs of Anniella, 371. 
Cloacal glands, 382. 
Coe, W. R., on habits and visceral anat- | Scales of Anniella, 363, 366. 

omy, 350. Skeleton of Anniella, 361, 367. 
Coe, W. R., urogenital organs of Anni-| Skull of Anniella, 567. 

ella, 371. Spleen of Anniella, 358, 359. 
Copulatory organs, 385. 

Tests and sperm ducts, 372. 
Dermal ossifications, 366. Thalamencephalon, 388. 

Trigonophis, 577. 
Explanation of Plates, 599. Typhlophthalmi, 350. 

Habits of Anniella, 351. Ureters of Anniella, 380. 
Hatteria, 380. Urinary bladder of Anniella, 581. 
Helodermatide, 350. Urogenital organs of Anniella, 371. 

Iguana, brains of, 390. Vertebre of Anniella, 37 
Visceral anatomy of Anniella, 353. 

Kidneys of Anniella, 380. 
Kunkel, B. W., on brain and pineal ap- | Wolffian ducts, 381. 

paratus, 386. 
ae B. W., on external anatomy, 

361. 
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